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1 Detection of Explosives in the Context of Aviation 
The airport of Frankfurt am Main is the 12th biggest airport worldwide.[1] In 2014 59.571.802 

passengers and 2.083.495 tons of freight were processed.[2] Since the 9/11 hijacking of four passenger 

airliners (Boeing 757/767), which were crashed into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon, the 

world-wide security standards in aviation were increased drastically. 

This and other incidents lead to innovations like reinforced, locked cockpit doors and strict rules on 

liquids in cabin luggage. The November 2015 Paris attacks[3] demonstrated that a terrorist managed 

to infiltrate Europe hiding in the wave of refugees using fake documents. This revealed a lack of 

inspections at intra-european border crossings and the failure of detection by security agencies. In 

response to this, border inspections were increased in Belgium and 19 electronic gates were installed 

at the Brussels airport. [4] In December 2015 the European Union published a new aviation strategy 

which supports the use of new high-tech systems in favor of manual security checks. State of the art 

explosive detectors were installed across Europe.[5] These developments were initiated prior to recent 

terror attacks. Yet any terroristic incident catalyzes the decisions of raising the security level in aviation 

and the development of new technologies for the detection of explosives.[6] 

The common basic standards on aviation security in the European Union are detailed in the 

commission implanting regulation (EU) 2015/1998.[7] With respect to this the following must be 

realized at any European airport: 

On persons other than passengers, items carried by persons other than passengers, passengers, cabin 

luggage, hold baggage, cargo and mail at least one of the following security check methods must be 

performed: 

 hand search  

 x-ray equipment 

 explosive detection systems (EDS) equipment 

 explosive detection dogs (for cabin luggage only in combination with hand search) 

 explosive trace detection (ETD) equipment 

 walk-through metal detection equipment (WTMD, passengers only) 

 security scanners which do not use ionizing radiation (passengers only) 

 ETD equipment combined with hand held metal detection (HHMD) equipment (passengers 

only) 

 visual check (cargo and mail only) 

 metal detection equipment (cargo and mail only) 

The process of checking has to be continued until the screener personal can determine whether the 

person carries or the object contains prohibited items (including explosives and firearms). When the 

screener is not satisfied, the item or person has to be rejected. A hand search must be performed on 

vehicles that enter secured airport areas. It can be supported by explosive detection dogs and ETD 

equipment. 

In 2014 at the airport of Frankfurt 163210 passengers and 5708 tons of mail and cargo (averaged over 

the year) need to be checked each day in the fashion specified by regulation (EU) 2015/1998.[2, 7] 

Individual peak days with high traffic might even boost the requirements for security scans with a high 

throughput that can only be fulfilled with the continuous development of new high-tech methods. 

Abraham David Sofaer, formerly a legal adviser to the US department of state, stated: “The most 

effective measures for preventing acts of terror are usually technological.”[8] 
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In context of the situation and challenges stated above the European Commision launched, in the 

framework of the Horizon2020 funding program, a research project for the assessment of the 

effectiveness, the efficiency and the cost of the combination of methods and techniques for countering 

improvised explosive devices (IED) possibly containing home-made explosives.[9] In this call the 

“European Network on the Detection of Explosives” was mentioned. The German Federal Ministry of 

Education and Research (BMBF) launched a security research program funding innovations that 

improve the civil security.[10] In July 2011 the BMBF called for projects to be funded in the field of 

“Security in Aviation”.[11] One of the projects that were funded was the project “ChemAir”, which was 

concerned with the development of a technology for the near real-time detection of airborne 

hazardous materials.[12] Project ChemAir was focused on the development of a gas-phase detection 

method for airborne hazardous materials by high volume air sampling, thermodesorption, gas 

chromatography and final detection by mass spectroscopy. This work was carried out in the framework 

of project “ChemAir”, which will be elucidated in detail in the later course of this chapter.  

1.1 Detection of Explosives in General 
In the following technical solutions for the trace detection of explosives will be elucidated. There is a 

multitude of approaches for the detection of explosives including animal olfaction, gas 

chromatography, mass spectrometry, ion mobility spectrometry, vibrational spectroscopy 

(RAMAN/IR), Terahertz spectroscopy, conductive polymers, fluorescent polymers, nanomaterials, 

microcantilever and electronic nose approaches. All these techniques have been reviewed [13] 

excellently on a regular basis. Several books [14] that deal with the detection of explosives and 

terrorism in general can be recommended.  

In the next sections the gold standard of explosive trace detection, explosive detection dogs, will be 

elucidated along with the two closely related technical approached of explosive trace detection by 

mass and ion mobility spectroscopy. Both techniques can be hyphenated with gas chromatography. 

Details on gas chromatographic analysis of explosives for detection purposes can be found in section 

5.  

1.1.1 Olfactory Detection by Animals 
The nose of a trained explosive detection dog (EDD) is still the benchmark method for vapor detection 

of explosives. They were used since the beginning of World War II.[15] The limit of detection for the 

fragrance n-amyl acetate has been determined to be 1.14 and 1.90 ppt for two EDD tested.[16] 

Therefore EDD are the gold standard for the judgement of newly developed methods.[13h] The basic 

principle of EDD-“detection” is the sampling of vapors in the air by sniffing it into the nose of the EDD, 

where they are dissolved in the nasal mucus and interact with receptors that communicate with and 

are evaluated by the brain.[15] The canine olfactory system is quite complex and involves multiple 

organs that each produce their own receptors. [15, 17] 

Not every dog is suitable for being trained to an EDD. German Shepherd Dogs are one of the preferred 

races. The dogs are trained by exposing them to specific compounds and rewarding a specified reaction 

upon recognizing the compound. The reaction of the dog can be a passive one like sitting down. EDD 

can be trained to a wide repertoire of compounds including traditional and improvised explosives as 

well as taggants.[16] It is of special importance to avoid contamination of the training equipment with 

smelling objects like adhesive tape. For this purpose special training samples have been developed 

that contain the analyte on a metal sponge.[18] The feasibility of remote-guided EDD that receive their 

voice commands and transmit a video signal via wireless equipment has been demonstrated.[19]  

The advantages of EDD are a small number of false positives, high mobility, efficient sampling and the 

ease of detecting the source of the vapor.[13d] The disadvantages are, in contrast to electronic 
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detection solutions, that the EDD may be bored, distracted or even be repelled by uncomfortably 

smelling substances. Human errors including inattention from dog handlers cannot be excluded. 

Other animals that were tested for olfactory detection of explosives are bees[20], rats[21], moths[22], 

pigs[23], mice[13i] and gerbils[13i]. The airport of Frankfurt has a team with 8 EDD. A young dog costs 

2000 €, a fully trained dog 10000-15000 € including the training of the dog handler. It may be used 4 

hours per day with 30 minutes of work and at least 20 minutes of break alternating. Each EDD has an 

individual dog handler that may handle two dogs and gets a salary of 40000-50000 € per year.  

1.1.2 Mass Spectroscopy 
Mass spectroscopy analyzes molecules by their mass to charge (m/z) ratio after ionization. The analysis 

can be divided in: 

Sample Inlet  Ionization  Ion separation (based on m/z)  Ion detection 

The initial step of the analysis is the conversion of neutral analyte molecules into charged ions. The 

sample inlet can be the eluent of a gas chromatograph (GC) or high performance liquid chromatograph 

(HPLC), direct heating of the compound on a filament or direct ionization of the analyte under 

atmospheric conditions using a noble gas ion plasma or (matrix-assisted) laser radiation amongst other 

methods. 

Various types of ion sources exist, including electron impact ionization (EI), chemical ionization (CI) and 

electrospray ionization (ESI). In case of electron impact ionization electrons are extracted from a 

heated filament and accelerated by application of a potential until they reach an energy of 10-300 eV 

and collide with the analyte generating radical cations M+.. Usually an electron energy of 70 eV is used 

since a massive database generated by the American National Institute of Standards and Technologies 

(NIST) exists. It contains mass spectra of 242.446 compounds (NIST14 v2.2g)[24] that can be used for 

qualitative comparison and identification of unknown analytes. 70 eV EI is, in comparison to other 

methods, a relatively harsh condition that generates molecular fragments of molecules resulting in a 

characteristic fragment pattern. Whilst EI is usually combined with gas chromatography, it can also be 

coupled to liquid chromatography using an EI-LC-MS interface with supersonic molecular beam 

technology.[25] This combines the advantages of the database compatibility of EI ionization with the 

mild analytical conditions of LC in comparison to the thermal stress induced to the analyte by gas 

chromatography.  

For other ionization techniques no commercial databases exist. This can be compensated by the 

generation of private libraries if the ionization process is reproducible. 

A more mild technology is chemical ionization (CI). It generates less fragments and the peak 

corresponding to the unfragmented molecule is usually dominating the mass spectrum. For this type 

of ionization a reactant gas is ionized using electron ionization. The resulting radical cations can 

abstract protons from neutral reactant gas molecules. This can be exemplified for methane: CH4
+. + CH4 

  CH5
+ + CH3

.. CH5
+ is a strong acid that protonates the analyte resulting in [M+H]+ ions. In case of 

nitrate esters NO+ and NO2
+ adducts were observed in this work for CI with isobutane. Further suitable 

reactant gas ions are ammonia and other alkanes. In case of GC/MS applications it is possible to switch 

between EI and CI without manual modification of the instrument.[26] 
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Figure 1 – Mass Spectra of glyceryl trinitrate (GTN, 07) under chemical ionization (CI, isobutane) and electron impact (EI, 70 
eV) conditions. 

Figure 1 demonstrates the difference of CI and EI ionization mass spectra of glyceryl trinitrate. For EI 

(70 eV) the nitronium cation (NO2
+, 100 % relative intensity, m/z 46), the N2O3

+ cation (99.11 % m/z 76) 

and the nitrosonium cation (NO+, 82.88 %, m/z 30) dominate the spectrum. In case of CI (isobutane) 

the NO2
+ adduct C3H5N4O11 (m/z 273) can be found with 21.09 % relative intensity. In the EI spectrum 

it is found with 2.24 % relative intensity. 

Electrospray Ionization (ESI) is most frequently used in combination with high performance liquid 

chromatography (HPLC) since the liquid eluent can be ionized directly without removal of the solvent. 

The solvent is sprayed from a quartz/metal capillary. Between the capillary and a counter electrode a 

high voltage of 1-5 kV is applied. This generates ionized drops that get smaller by evaporation of the 

solvent and Coulomb explosions. ESI results in quasimolecular ions of positive (e.g., (M+H+)) or negative 

charge (e.g., (M+H-)). Cluster ions (2M+H+) and adducts with the eluent (e.g., (M+Na)+, (M+Cl-)) can be 

formed. The formation of adducts can be promoted by addition of ionization dopants to the LC mobile 

phases (e.g., formic acid, ammonium acetate). With respect to the formation of adduct ions ESI should 

be considered more sensitive to matrix effects than EI. 

Once the ions are generated by a method of choice, they are separated by m/z using different analyzers 

that include sector field analyzers, quadrupols, ion traps, ion cyclotron resonance, orbitraps and time 

of flight analyzers. More sophisticated analyzers can be realized by combination of several analyzers 

like tandem mass spectrometers, which contain a triple quadrupole setup (amongst other variants). In 

the first quadrupole an ion is selected and then fragmented in the second quadrupole by collision 

induced dissociation with a collision gas. The resulting fragment ions are analyzed with the third 

quadrupole. This is advantageous for structure elucidation of molecules and increasing the sensitivity 

and selectivity of the mass spectrometer. 

The most comprehensive analyzer principle is time of flight. Figure 2 is a schematic illustration of the 

functional principle of a reflectron TOF setup. Ions are generated in an ion source and accelerated by 

an ion optic system towards a reflectron. Using electric fields the reflectron deaccelerates the ions and 

inverts their direction of movement towards the detector. The time of flight from ion source to 

detector is a function of m/z, the voltages applied and the length of the setup. Ions with a higher m/z 

ratio will arrive later at the detector.  
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Figure 2 – Schematic illustration of the functional principle a reflectron TOF setup. Dashed line indicates the trajectory of a 
heavier ion. The system is evacuated to an ultra high vacuum level. 

The major advantage of TOF is its sensitivity in comparison to the most commonly used quadrupole 

solutions. Quadrupoles use a sequential mass filter. Only ions of the same m/z ratio can pass at a time, 

the dwell time (time period where the detector accumulates the ion signal) per ion is dependent on 

the overall mass range. In a TOF-MS all ions are extracted from the ion source at the same time, hence 

the sensitivity is not dependent on the mass range. 

This can be compensated by single ion monitoring methods (SIM) in which solely one or selected ions 

are monitored. Due to the pulsed ionization for TOF analyzers a direct comparison is not possible, but 

time of flight mass spectroscopy offers the advantage that each ion is detected with the same high 

sensitivity generating a full-scan spectrum with a sensitivity that is similar to that of quadrupole setups 

using SIM-methods. 

For the detection of the ions various detectors like Faraday cups, secondary electron multipliers, post 

acceleration detectors (conversion dynode) and microchannelplate array detectors (TOF only) are 

used.  

Recent advances in explosive detection include efforts for removing the necessity of analyte 

preconcentration, improving sample introduction methods, miniaturization and reduction of the cost 

for MS-based detector systems.[13d] 

Atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) addresses some of these problems. A sample solution 

is sprayed into a corona discharge where the analytes are ionized to (M+H)+ and (M-H)- quasimolecular 

ions. A possible ionization mechanism is similar to chemical ionization with the solvent vapour serving 

as reactant gas. Recent applications of sophisticated APCI applications have been reported by Song 

and Cooks[27] and by Takada et al.[28] for the detection of nitroaromatic compounds. 

In case of desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) the analyte is bombarded in its ambient matrix 

with a mist of electrically charged droplets. The resulting ions are transported in the mass 

spectrometer using the detector vacuum.[29] This technique has been used for the detection of RDX 

19 (500 pg), PETN 09 (50 ng) and TNT 17 (5 ng) on human skin.[30]  

Direct analysis in real time (DART) is a technique that is similar to DESI. An electrical potential applied 

to the carrier gas creates metastable plasma ions that ionize the analytes in their ambient 

environment.[29] The technique has been used for the detection of various explosives on clothing, in 

water and on other surfaces.[30-31] 

Desorption corona beam ionization (DCBI) is similar to DART but a small visible corona beam is 

generated. This technique has been demonstrated by Wang et al.[32] for the detection of TNT 17. The 

startup NovionX has miniaturized a DCBI ion source (cf. Figure 3) using the plasma ionization of Argon 

or Helium. The plasma is generated using solid state radio-frequency technology. The technique has 

been demonstrated for the ionization of HMTD 01 and can be used to identify Theobromine and 

Caffeine directly in raw cocoa.[33] 
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Figure 3 – The NovionX DCBI ion source operated with Argon. 

The use of DESI with a portable mass spectrometer has been demonstrated to result in a RDX 19 

detection limit of less than 1 ng on a paper surface.[34] Another miniaturized DESI setup has been 

demonstrated to be capable to detect TNT 17, HMX 20 and TETRYL 22 on surfaces in µg cm-1 

concentration levels. A miniaturized APCI setup was demonstrated to have low detection limits for RDX 

19 (1 ng) and PETN 09 (250 pg). 

Selective APCI using nitrate reactant ions generated from air was demonstrated for the detection of 

RDX 19 vapors without preconcentration in a sub-ppt level within 1-2 seconds. [35] 

A multitude of further examples for the application of mass spectroscopy in explosive detection can 

be found in the reviews given.[13d, 13f, 13h, 13i] 

The Spanish project SEDET[36] is a commercially available solution for the gas-phase detection of 

explosives. The sampling of air is performed with a vacuum cleaner type device. A TENAX-absorbent 

coated metal grid is introduced into the air suction stream of the sample collecting device. The nozzle 

can be placed under the tarpaulin of a truck to extract the air from the inside of the trailer. The next 

step is thermal desorption of the analytes. The analytes are ionized using electrospray ionization. The 

ions are separated by a differential mobility analyzer (DMA). The DMA is highly related to IMS 

technology (see section 1.1.3). The main difference between DMA and IMS is that the DMA separates 

ions in space whilst an IMS device separates them in time. The SEDET team states a sensitivity gain of 

two orders of magnitude in favor of the DMA device when compared with IMS. [36a, 37] The further 

ion separation and detection is carried out using a triple quadrupole mass spectrometer. The final 

device contains a cleaning unit for regeneration of the adsorbers by heating. The “minimal signal” 

sensitivity of the system for various explosives was stated without giving details about the 

determination: RDX 19 0.12 ppq, PETN 09 1.1 ppq, TNT 17 132 ppq, EGDN 06 1.508.000 ppq. The 

project team states that the concentration of explosives under real conditions is lowered by a factor 

of 100000 in comparison to saturation concentrations from vapor pressures. The system is stated to 

be capable to detect any explosive with a vapor pressure higher or equal to that of TNT 17 with 100 % 

probability.[36a, 37] 

1.1.3 Ion Mobility Spectroscopy 
Ion mobility spectroscopy (IMS) is the most applied technology for explosive trace detection. A critical 

review of ion mobility spectrometry for the detection of explosives and explosive related compounds 

is provided by Ewing et al.[13e]. Steinfeld and Wormhoudt[13i] describe ion mobility spectrometers to 

be “in some sense a time of flight mass spectrometer that operates at atmospheric pressure.” 

Sometimes IMS is referred to as “the small man’s mass spectrometer” in a humorous fashion with 
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respect to the lower cost for IMS equipment in comparison to mass spectrometers. The functional 

principle of IMS is based on the different mobility of accelerated ions in a drift gas. IMS and mass 

spectrometers (MS) have two components in common: ion source and detector. A large variety of MS 

ion sources (atmospheric pressure) and detectors is compatible with IMS devices. The ion sources of 

the most commercially available IMS devices rely on the β—decay of 63Ni and 241Am.[38] The difference 

of IMS and MS is the analyzer. In contrast to the ultrahigh vacuum analyzers for MS, a drift tube is used 

for IMS. The separation of ions in the drift tube is based on their different mobility in a drift gas flow 

under simultaneous application of an electric field. The electrical acceleration of the ions is directed 

against the flow of the drift gas. (cf. Figure 4) 

 

Figure 4 – Schematic illustration of the functional principle of an Ion Mobility Spectrometer.[39] 

 

Figure 5 - SESI-IMS spectra of 50 mg L-1 (a) RDX 19 (b) GTN 07, and (c) PETN 09 in methanol−water. All spectra were run at 
125 °C.  Reprinted with permission from [40] Copyright 2004 American Chemical Society. 
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The drift time depends on the charge, dimensions and mass of the ion. This enables the separation of 

different ions in the drift tube. In contrast to the high information output of mass spectrometers with 

unique m/z values and fragmentation patterns for each analyte, the output of an IMS device is limited 

to a plot of ion detector signal intensity versus drift time. (cf. Figure 5)  

One analyte is often detected in form of different adduct and quasimolecular ions (e.g., (M-H)-, 

(M+NO2)-, (M+NO3)-, (M+Cl)-)[40]. Usually the relative mobility of the species observed is used for the 

identification of a compound since it is less dependent on operating conditions and allows the use of 

internal standard calibrants.[13g] Quadrupole ion trap mobility spectroscopy is a more sophisticated 

advancement of IMS with lower detection limits.[41] A limit of detection of 5.30 µg L-1 for RDX 19 was 

reported using secondary electrospray ionization with a nitrate dopant. For an application of positive 

corona discharge IMS limits of detection for various explosives were reported (RDX 19 1 ng, HMX 20 

10 ng, PETN 09 40 mg, TNT 17 1000 ng). A multitude of further academic publications about the 

application of IMS for the detection of explosives using IMS is provided in the reviews given.[13d-i] 

IMS is the explosive detection technology with the most applications in licensed explosive trace 

detector devices. Two of these devices used will be presented in the following. The Thermo Fisher EGIS 

Defender[42] hyphenates high speed gas chromatography with micro differential IMS (HSGC-DMS). 

The system is capable of detecting nanogram amounts of explosives (RDX 19, TATP 02, peroxides, 

nitrate esters, …) and narcotics in seconds.[13f] The ionscan 500 DT device is based on dual IMS and 

can detect explosives (RDX 19, PETN 09, GTN 07, TNT 17, HMX 20, TATP 02,…) in picogram amounts 

and narcotics in subnanogram amounts. Both devices use swipe samples. 

1.2 Challenges in Explosive Detection 
Steinfeld and Wormhoudt elucidate in their review [13i] four problems associated with explosive 

detection: 

 low vapor pressures 

 limited sample size 

 deliberate concealment 

 interferences 

Each point will be detailed in the following. Further potential problems in explosive detection have 

been reported by Oxley [13c]. 

1.2.1 Low Vapor Pressures 
The literature data on the vapor pressure of explosives has been reviewed by Östmark et al.[43] and 

Ewing et al.[44]. A comparison of measurement results from this work with the results stated by both 

reviews is given in section 7.9. In section 5.5 the vapor pressure limitation for detectability of explosives 

by the VO-GC/MS setup that was optimized in this work is elucidated. With respect to their enthalpy 

of vaporization or sublimation, the vapor pressure of explosives can be increased drastically by raising 

the temperature. According to Steinfeldt and Wormhoudt[13i] the vapor pressure of RDX 19 increases 

from 0.0084 ppbv to 2.1×103 ppbv. by raising the temperature from 300 K to 400 K. Since the vapor 

pressure is directly proportional to the concentration of the analyte in saturation equilibrium (cf. 

chapter 5.5) both parameters are increased by six orders of magnitude. This phenomenon is exploited 

by various instrumental explosive detection approaches. It was demonstrated that in case of the plastic 

explosives formulation C4, the vapor pressure of RDX 19 is reduced by two orders of magnitude. C4 is 

a solid solution of RDX 19 containing a plasticizer, a polyisobutylene polymer and mineral oil. 

Commercially available plastic explosives containing explosives with low volatility must contain an 
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explosive detection aid agent (so-called taggant). Compounds that can be used are EGDN 04, DMDNB 

26, 2-MNT 12 and 4-MNT 14.[45]  

1.2.2 Limited Sample Size 
The saturation concentration of explosives that is directly proportional to vapor pressures is not 

realistic. Diffusion processes lower the concentration by several orders of magnitude (cf. section 

5.7).[46] In project SEDET it was stated that the room temperature concentrations of explosives 

concealed with cardboard boxes are lowered by a factor of 100.000 after 15 minutes. A study remarked 

that total sample weights of explosives, obtained from high-volume air sampling, could be in the 0.01-

0.001 pg range. Fingerprints could be another source of traces of explosives. A study of calibrated 

fingerprints after Handling Semtex (plastic explosive formulation containing RDX 19) revealed that the 

first fingerprint contains 3.0 – 4.5 mg, the tenth about 100 ng and the fiftieth 3 to 76 ng of RDX 19. The 

RDX 19 particle size is in the 30-350 µm range. [13i, 47] 

1.2.3 Deliberate Concealment 
Some explosives themselves already require a confinement for their proper detonation. In case of a 

metal confinement, the resulting detonation-accelerated metal shrapnels increase the damage caused 

by the explosive device drastically. A proper concealment also reduces the gas phase concentration of 

an explosive depending on the materials used for concealment. It may be the case that only the traces 

left behind during the bomb preparation may be available for detection. Traces released into the gas 

phase may be absorbed by other surfaces. Stott et al.[48] state that with respect to the attenuation of 

vapors that “only the most volatile species can be detectable under real world conditions”.[48] Kolla 

[13a] estimates that the concentration of an explosive gets decreased by a factor of 1000 when it is 

wrapped in foil. 

1.2.4 Interferences 
In explosive detection two possible sources of false positives exist. On the one hand, trace amounts of 

explosives can be present in absence of an explosive device. The other source is the presence of 

allowed substances that trigger the explosive detector. Only few examples of large field tests are 

published. In October 1988 a GC-based detection system with thermal decomposition and a nitrogen 

monoxide chemoluminescence detector was tested on over 2000 volunteers. The false positive rate 

was less than 0.15 %.[13i] A tandem mass spectrometer (MS/MS) device was tested on over 20000 

cargo containers and vehicles. For a TNT threshold of 50 pg 0.13 % of false alerts were observed.[48] 

Literature reviews are not in agreement about the suitability of technical approaches (MS, IMS) for 

explosives detection in terms of selectivity.[13a, 13i] 

1.3 Project ChemAir 
In July 2011 the German Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) called for projects to be funded 

in the field of “Security in Aviation”.[11] One of the projects that were funded was the project 

“ChemAir”, which was concerned with the development of a technology for the near real-time 

detection of airborne hazardous materials.[12] The research consortium included different academic 

workgroups, companies and official institutions: 

 University of Bonn: Project Coordinator Dr. Peter Boeker and Dr. Jan Leppert. Development 

of a fast method for gas chromatography and a micro enrichment unit. 

 University of Munich: Prof. Dr. Thomas M. Klapötke, Dr. Jörg Stierstorfer, Martin Härtel. 

Selection, synthesis and characterization of explosives. 

 five Technologies (Munich): Project Coordinator Dr. Gerhard Horner and Dr. Pierre Schanen.  

Enhancement of selectivity for the detection of trace components by variation of the ionization 

energy of the mass-spectroscopic detector. 
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 Inspire Analytical Systems (Oberursel): Dr. Martin Schmäh, Dr. Florian Werunsky. 

Development of a sample transfer system and a reference gas generator. 

 Bundeswehr Research Institute for Protective Technologies and CBRN Protection (WIS) 

(Munster): Dr. Joachim Ringer, Julia Rothe. Characterization of a time of flight mass 

spectrometer and method development for fast gas chromatography. 

 German Federal Police (Referat 61 – Research and Testing): Rainer Weinzierl, Dr. Michael Hill. 

Scientific mentoring in terms of the explosive detection application. Certification of explosive 

trace detectors. 

 Lufthansa Cargo: Burkhardt Berndt. Associated partner and potential user of the developed 

technology. 

 Fraport AG: Mark Zwirner. Associated partner and potential user of the developed technology. 

Members of the research consortium that were present at the final project meeting on May 18th 2016 

are depicted in Figure 6. The project was carried out from 03/01/2016 till 06/31/2016. It was funded 

by the German Ministry of Education and Research and monitored by the Verein Deutscher Ingenieure 

(VDI, Dr. Sandra Muhle, Svenja Wargers). 

 

Figure 6 – The ChemAir research consortium. From left to right: Julia Rothe (German Bundeswehr, WIS Munster), Dr. Florian 
Werunsky (Inspire Analytical Systems), Dr. Michael Hill (German Federal Police), Dr. Sandra Muhle (VDI), Svenja Wargers (VDI), 
Dr. Gerhard Horner (five Technologies), Dr. Jan Leppert (University of Bonn), Dr. Peter Boeker (University of Bonn), Kai-
Benjamin Schütt, Burkhardt Berndt (Fraport AG), Martin Härtel (University of Munich) and Kathrin Grieger (University of 
Munich). 

The target of project ChemAir was the development of a detection system for airborne hazardous 

materials based on the following technologies that are directly compared with project SEDET. (cf. 

section 1.1.3) 
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Table 1 – Comparison of Technologies planned to be used in project ChemAir and used in project SEDET. 

Detection Step ChemAir SEDET 

Sample Collection high volume air sampling with an absorbent coated filter. 

Analyte Desorption thermal desorption 

Post Desorption Enrichment Peltier Cooling Trap none 

Analyte Separation LTM-FF-TG-GC* Drift Mobility Analyzer 

Analyte Ionization Electron Impact Ionization (12-70 eV) Electrospray Ionization 

MS Analyzer Time of Flight Triple-Quadrupole 

* Low Thermal Mass Flowfield Thermogradient Gas Chromatography 

Table 1 compares the technologies planned to be used in project ChemAir and used in project SEDET. 
It is obvious that both projects are similar since they use high volume air sampling in combination with 
thermal desorption and mass-spectroscopic analyte detection. The major difference is the analyte 
processing after desorption. In project SEDET the analytes are directly ionized using electrospray 
ionization, separated by a drift mobility analyzer and detected by a triple-quadrupol mass 
spectrometer. In project ChemAir it was planned to enrich the analytes after thermal desorption using 
a capillary cooling trap with a doubletube isolator. The cooling trap can be cooled by a Stirling Peltier-
element cooler to -95 °C. After the enrichment the capillary can be used as a resistive heating element 
to redesorb the analytes. The redesorbed analytes are separated using low thermal mass flowfield 
thermal gradient gas chromatography. The technology is capable of separating explosives within one 
minute (including the cooling of the GC “oven”). The final detection is carried out with a Markes 
International Select-eV time of flight mass spectrometer, which has the unique feature to switch the 
electron impact ionization energy within milliseconds from 12-70 eV without reducing the electron 
current. In this fashion false positives can be reduced by using low and high ionization energy mass 
spectra for the identification of the analyte. In project ChemAir a prototype that combines all 
components could not be demonstrated with respect to the limited project time. The individual results 
of all project participants are available online.[12] In the following the LTM-FF-TG-GC analyte 
separation setup by Boeker and Leppert and the variable ionization energy electron impact ion source 
by five technologies will be presented in detail. 
 

1.3.1 Low Thermal Mass Flow-Field Thermogradient Gas Chromatography 
Low Thermal Mass Flow-Field Thermogradient Gas Chromatography (in the following referred to as 

LTM-FF-TG-GC, cf. Figure 7 right) is a technique that was developed by Boeker and Leppert [49] in the 

framework of project ChemAir. This innovational technique was patented [50] and has excited  the 

separation science community [51]. 

The advantages of a negative temperature gradient along the column of a gas chromatograph have 

been known and researched for decades with the first concepts going back to the 1950s. The 

application of a negative temperature gradient to the GC column results in two major advantages. 

Whilst the tail of a chromatographic peak is moving faster in a hotter zone, the front of the peak is 

moving slower in a colder zone along the separation column. This results in a focusing of the peak, 

which increases the peak capacity of the system and improves the limits of detection, which are often 

defined in terms of signal to noise ratio. (cf. Figure 7 left) The second advantage of this method is the 

reduction of thermal stress to the analyte in comparison to classical gas chromatography since short 

columns can be used and each peak travels with the gradient that is raised continuously during the 

analysis. With this each substance can exit the analytical column at its optimum elution temperature. 
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Figure 7 - Peak-focussing effect of a negative temperature gradient along the the column of a gas-chromatography column. 
Right: Schematic Illustration of the functional principle of Boeker and Lepperts LTM-FF-TG-GC setup. Reprinted with permission 
from [49] Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 

This is of special interest for thermolabile analytes like explosives. There have been various technical 

approaches for the realization of a negative temperature gradient along the analytical column of a gas 

chromatograph. Boeker and Leppert [49] list numerous preceding publications about the realization of 

a negative temperature gradient along a GC column, including the wrapping of a heating wire with 

decreasing wrapping intensity, the manual application of conductive paint on a chromatography 

column with decreasing paint thickness or a sheath around the column to transfer cold gas along the 

resistively heated column. All those techniques are laborious and relatively expensive. The quick 

exchange of the analytical column is not possible. 

Boeker and Leppert [49] have managed to establish a convenient, effective and affordable setup for 

negative thermal gradient gas chromatography. The chromatographic column is embedded in a 

resistively heated metal capillary. This allows the use and quick exchange of standard GC columns. The 

heated capillary is placed in a channel that is cut into a piece of pipe. The pipe is closed at one end and 

packed with porous material. At the other end of the pipe a gradient fan blows air into the pipe. The 

flow resistance caused by the porous material is proportional to the distance of the fan. This results in 

a gradual lowering of the airflow through the cut out channel towards the closed end of the pipe. The 

forced convection resulting from the spatial airflow gradient over the heated capillary generates the 

thermal gradient along the analytical column. A photograph of a prototype setup and a thermal image 

visualizing the thermogradient effect are provided in Figure 8. 

The technique is compatible with autosamplers and has been successfully interfaced to a Markes 

International Select-eV TOF-MS. Using the low-thermal mass technology regarding the restively heated 

capillary around the column the GC/MS analysis can be completed within less than a minute, including 

the cooling of the capillary to starting conditions. With conventional GC ovens solely the cooling from 

280 °C to 40 °C takes about five minutes. Figure 9 shows a LTM-FF-TG-GC/TOF-MS a chromatogram of 

15 explosives and explosive-related compounds. The analysis is completed within 37 seconds with a 

medium peak width of 86 ms and a peak capacity of 105. With respect to the low peak width the 

system is only compatible with detectors that have a fast data acquisition rate above 150 Hz. This 

requirement is fulfilled by the Markes International select-eV TOF-MS which will be presented in the 

next section. 
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Figure 8: left: photograph of the LTM-FF-TG-GC setup in prototype state, right: thermal image visualizing the thermogradient. 

 

 

 

Figure 9 – LTM-FF-TG-GC/TOF-MS chromatogram of explosives and explosive-related compounds. Red: Temperature at the 
start of the analytical column. Black: Temperature at the end of the analytical column. Reprinted with permission from [49] 
Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society. 
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1.3.2 Time of Flight Mass Spectroscopy with variable Ionization Energy 
Electron Impact ionization is one of the most frequently used types of ionization in hyphenation with 
gas chromatography since it requires no reactant gas like chemical ionization and, with respect to its 
reproducibility, large commercial databases of EI mass spectra with an ionization energy of 70 eV are 
available. (cf. section 1.1.2)  
For electron impact ionization a filament is heated. The thermally emitted electrons are detracted from 
the filament by application of an electrical potential. If a potential of 70 V is applied, the electrons will 
have an energy of 70eV upon reaching the ion source. There they generate analyte molecule radical 
cations by collision with the analytes and cause fragmentation of the molecules. 
For most molecules the ionization cross-section, the probability of ionization, reaches a maximum 
between 30 and 200 eV ionization energy. For this reason ionization energies below 30 eV were not 
taken into consideration for soft ionization techniques. The second, more severe problem is the 3-
dimensional potential distribution between filament and ion source. Figure 10 illustrates this problem. 
At workpoint 1 only a raise of filament temperature can increase the ion current density, this is the 
case at the standard ionization energy of 70 eV. If the potential difference is decreased below 20 V the 
ion current density is reduced drastically. The thermally emitted electrons are building a space charge, 
which shields the ion source potential from the filament. A large fraction of thermally emitted 
electrons are either readsorbed by the filament or scattered into undesired directions lowering the 
electron current density. Five technologies have solved this problem by acceleration of the electrons 
to remove them from the filament followed by deacceleration to the desired electron energy. This is 
realized using electron optic components. 

 
Figure 10 – Electron current density IA as a function of ionization energy. 

Within project ChemAir five technologies advanced this socalled “select-eV” technology to “Tandem 

Ionisation”. It is possible to switch from 12 eV to 70 eV ionization energy within milliseconds. With this 

technology two GC/MS chromatograms at different ionization energies can be recorded 

simultaneously. This is demonstrated for Caryophyllene in Figure 11. The chromatographic peak is 

recorded with mass spectra at 12 eV and 70 eV ionization energy. 
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Figure 11 – Illustration of the effects „Tandem Ionization“ allowing the simultaneous recording of a chromatographic peak 
at 12 and 70 eV ionization energy. 

Lower ionization energies cause less and different fragmentation of the analyte molecule and can 

enhance the intensity of the molecular ion peak. The database comparison of mass spectra at two 

different ionization energies is a promising concept for the reduction of false positives. (cf. section 

1.2.4) 

Figure 12 shows two mass spectra of TNT 17 using an ionization energy of 12 and 70 eV. It is obvious 

that with 12 eV the fragmentation of the analyte is reduced in comparison to 70 eV. At 12 eV the 

relative intensity of the M.+ fragment peak m/z 210 is significantly higher when compared with the 

70 eV mass spectrum of TNT 17. A second point that should be noted is the different absolute intensity 

of the most intense peak m/z 210. At 70 eV its intensity is about 1.4×107 counts. At 12 eV the intensity 

is reduced to about 4×106 counts. The loss of sensitivity of one order of magnitude cannot be avoided 

since it is caused mainly by the reduction of the ionization cross section of the molecule. 

 

Figure 12 – Mass spectra of TNT 17 using 12 eV and 70 eV ionization energy. 
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1.4 Facit 
In project ChemAir single components for the construction of an explosive detection apparatus could 

be constructed including a high volume air sampling unit, an infrared-based thermodesorption unit, a 

Peltier-element cooled capillary microenrichment unit, the LTM-FF-TG-GC technology for analyte 

separation and the “select-eV/Tandem Ionization” TOF-MS detector by five technologies. Further 

information about the single components can be found in the final reports of the project partners.[12] 

The LTM-FF-TG-GC was successfully interfaced to the TOF-MS detector. With respect to the limited 

project time, the other components were not interfaced for the construction of a complete explosive 

detection device. The established LTM-FF-TG-GC/TOF-MS device is a powerful component for future 

explosive detection devices with respect to the short cycle of analysis (< 1 min), the suitability for 

thermolabile analytes and the potential reduction of false positive by fast switching of the ionization 

energy. With respect to this it should be continued to complete this setup to a high performance 

explosive detection system. A detailed publication about the Limits of Detection (LOD) for the 

explosives using LTM-FF-TG-GC/TOF-MS in comparion with VO-GC/MS (cf. section 5) using split-

injections of analyte solutions will be published soon in a cooperation of the project participants from 

the universities of Bonn and Munich. Single field tests using improvised air sampling and thermo-

desorption equipment were carried out, but cannot replace extensive field measurements of the 

complete detection setup since the concentration of possibly concealed explosives in a real 

environment is more or less unknown and the limits of detection might be increased by the loss of 

analyte during the air sampling and the transfer to the detector. The selectivity of the method in terms 

of false positive rates must be evaluated carefully. To quote the Bundeswehr trace detection expert 

Joachim Ringer: “A multitude of nice trace detector systems exist. The real challenge is the loss-less 

sampling and transfer of the analytes to the detector.” Project ChemAir produced fruitful, 

commercialized results and work should not be stopped at this point since a powerful next-generation 

detector system might be lost. 
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2 Objectives of this Work 
This work was carried out in the framework of project ChemAir, which was concerned with the near 

real-time detection of airborne hazardous materials. The technical approach was high volume air 

sampling followed by thermodesorption, analyte separation by gas chromatography and detection by 

mass spectroscopy. The project is detailed in section 1.3. In the following the objectives of this work in 

the context of project ChemAir will be elucidated and the related results will be summarized. 

 I: Analysis of Relevance: Which analytes shall be included in the repertoire of analytes for 

project ChemAir? The focus should be on home-made explosives with a healthy balance of 

primary and secondary explosives. 

 II: Synthesis and Characterization: The analytes selected in the analysis of relevance have to 

be synthesized unless they are commercially available. This includes the development of small-

scale syntheses for high-purity samples. All analytes need to be fully characterized with 

standard analytical methods (NMR, IR, RAMAN, MS, EA, DTA, DSC, XRD, pycnometry). The 

materials also have to be characterized in terms of sensitivity towards external stimuli (impact, 

friction, electrostatic discharge). Energetic performance parameters are calculated using the 

EXPLO5 v6.03 computer code based on heat of formation (calculated on a CBS-4M level using 

Gaussian09) and room temperature density. 

 III: Reference Material Distribution: All compounds included in the ChemAir analyte 

repertoire have to be provided in high purity to the project partners as solutions or pure 

compounds. 

 IV: Vapor Pressure Measurements: Since project ChemAir is concerned with the gas phase of 

explosives, the most important physico-chemical parameter is the vapor pressure. It is directly 

linked to the gas-phase concentration of an explosive in saturation equilibrium concentrations: 

 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 ×𝑀

𝑅 × 𝑇
 (1) 

𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡: saturation concentration [mg L-1], 𝑅: ideal gas constant (8.3145 J mol-1 K-1), 𝑇: temperature [K] 

Vapor pressures of explosives have been excessively reviewed [1], yet the data available was 

obtained with a multitude of different methods by different experimentators. The oldest 

experiments taken into account date back more than 100 years ago. In many cases, no 

sufficient information about the experimental details including substance purity and original 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡-T-data is given. In many cases the experimental data reported for one compound are in 

disagreement. 

For these reasons we decided to establish the so-called transpiration method at our research 

group in the framework of this thesis to measure reliable data for the ChemAir analytes. 

 V: Establishment of the Transpiration Method: The basic principle of the transpiration 

method is the saturation of a well-defined carrier gas stream with the analyte of choice at a 

specified temperature. The analyte is recondensed from the carrier gas stream in a cooling 

trap. Based on the validity of the Ideal Gas Law and Dalton’s Law of partial pressures the vapor 

pressure of the analyte can be calculated: 

 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =
𝑚𝑎R𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
M𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏

 (2) 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: vapor pressure of the analyte [Pa], 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝: temperature of the saturator [K], 𝑚𝑎: mass of analyte [kg], 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏: ambient 

temperature [K], 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏: volume of carrier gas at ambient conditions [m3], M: molecular weight of the analyte [kg mol-1], R: 

universal gas constant: 8.3145 J mol-1 K-1 

The method was adapted from the research group of Prof. Verevkin (University of Rostock) 

and is suitable for compounds with medium to low volatility. In this work its suitability for the 
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measurement of the vapor pressure of explosives is tested. One of the most challenging tasks 

in this experiment is the precise quantification of the analyte in microgram amounts. 

Considering the strong emphasis of project ChemAir on gas-chromatographic methods we 

decided to use vacuum outlet GC/MS as established by de Zeeuw et al. [2] for the quantification 

of the analytes. 

 VI: Establishment of vacuum-outlet GC/MS: The gas-chromatographic analysis of explosives 

is a delicate task considering the conflict of the thermolability of this analyte class with the 

standard operation temperatures of a gas chromatograph (40 – 280 °C). Vacuum outlet GC/MS 

as established by de Zeeuw et al. [2] is a suitable approach since the elution temperatures of 

the analytes are lowered by exploiting the MS detector vacuum. This is realized by installing a 

restriction capillary in front of a wide-bore, short analytical column. The method should be 

established using a Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010 SE equipped with an ATAS OPTIC 4 Injector. Due 

to various advantages[2] the restriction capillary should be positioned inside the injector. 

 VII: Benchmarking of vacuum-outlet GC/MS: Since this method is relatively new, one of the 

main goals in this work was the evaluation of vacuum-outlet GC/MS for the detection and 

quantification of explosives. For qualitative analysis it should be investigated which 

compounds can be detected by this method. If a compound can be detected, its limit of 

detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) should be determined and compared with 

the LTM-FF-TG-GC/MS developed by Boeker and Leppert. (cf. section 1.3.1) For the 

transpiration method experiments it is necessary to evaluate the suitability of the method for 

internal standard quantification with high precision. 

 VIII: Estimation of Air Concentration of Explosives: The saturation equilibrium concentration 

of explosives is unrealistically high for real detection scenarios. Based on a diffusion model the 

real concentration of unconfined explosives needs to be estimated since it dictates the volume 

of air that needs to be sampled for the gas-phase detection of explosives. 

 IX: Benchmarking of isothermal TGA: Isothermal thermogravimetric analysis is a quick method 

for the determination of enthalpies of sublimation and vaporization[3]. The obtained pressure 

analog values are claimed to be convertible to real vapor pressure values by calibration of the 

TGA instrument with a substance with well-known vaporization behavior. In this work the 

method shall be benchmarked with well-characterized medium to low-volatile analytes.  
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3 Deductive Summary of Results 
The objectives of this work were stated in section 2. For each objective the related results will be 

summarized in the following. 

I: Analysis of Relevance: The ChemAir substance repertoire is presented in section 4. Based on the 

case of the bomb attack on the Norwegian government district by Anders Behring Breivik (section 4.1), 

the components of an explosive device (section 4.2), the properties of explosives (section 4.3) and the 

availability of starting materials to civil persons (section 4.4) analytes for the ChemAir substance 

repertoire were chosen. The substance repertoire (section 4.5) includes 28 analytes (cf. Figure 1) which 

contain primary and secondary explosives and explosive related compounds like detection-aid agents 

(taggants). 

 

Figure 1 – The structures of the explosives that were included in the ChemAir substance repertoire. For VO-GC/MS (cf. section 
5): black: substance not detectable, blue: substance detectable but not quantifiable, red: substance detectable and 
quantifiable, green: decomposition products of salts can be detected) 
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II: Synthesis and Characterization: All compounds were characterized using the methods detailed in 

the objective. The results are summarized in section 4.6. The relevant energetic and physico-chemical 

properties are summarized (cf. section 4.6 Table 3). For the detection of explosives by mass 

spectroscopy the corresponding spectra are essential for the establishment of a database. The 

commercial NIST-database [1] contains 70 eV electron impact ionization mass spectra of the majority 

of the ChemAir substance repertoire. In section 4.6 Table 4 the 70 eV EI-mass spectra of all analytes 

are detailed and can be used for the establishment and improvement of a database. The fragments 

that correspond most probably to the nitrosonium cation NO+ (m/z 30), the nitronium cation NO2
+ (m/z 

46) and the N2O3
+ cation (m/z 76) can be observed in the EI mass spectra of the majority of the ChemAir 

analytes. 

For each analyte important aspects are elucidated. 15 of the 28 analytes were synthesized in this work 

and a small-scale high purity synthesis is detailed. The crystal structure of ETN 08 was elucidated in 

this work simultaneously to the work by Manner et al. [2]. The crystal structures of MHN 05 and UDN 

25 were elucidated for the first time. (cf. Figure 2) 

 

 

Figure 2 – The crystal structures of MHN 05, ETN 08 and UDN 25. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level, 
and H atoms are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii. 

III: Reference Material Distribution: All project partners were supplied with high purity samples of the 

complete ChemAir substance repertoire over the total project duration. 

IV: Vapor Pressure Measurements & V: Establishment of the Transpiration Method: The transpiration 

method experiment was successfully established at the workgroup of Prof. Klapötke in this work. The 

method was adapted from the research group of Prof. Sergey Verevkin from the University of Rostock. 

With preliminary measurements of the reference compounds iso-amyl acetate, n-hexanol, n-octanol, 

naphthalene and anthracene (section 7.1) it was demonstrated that the method was applied correctly 

for analytes with high, medium and low volatility. With these reference measurements in hands new 

analytes with unknown vapor pressure and literature-data in conflict could be investigated. 

These measurements included the peroxides DADP 02 and TATP 03 (section 7.3), the nitrate esters 

EGDN 06, GTN 07 and ETN 08 (section 7.4), the nitrotoluenes 2-MNT 12, 3-MNT 13, 4-MNT 14 (section 

7.4), 2,4-DNT 15, 2,6-DNT 16 and TNT 17 (section 7.5), the nitronaphthalenes 1-nitronaphthalene and 

2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene (section 7.6), the nitroalkanes 2-nitropropane, 2-methyl-2-nitropropane 

and DMDNB 26 (section 7.7) and the organothiophosphate Amitone with seven related isomers 

(section 7.8). 

With the measurements of the peroxides TATP 02 and DADP 03 (cf. section 7.2) it could be 

demonstrated that the transpiration method is suitable for the measurement of solids that are highly 

sensitive towards impact and friction. The results obtained for DADP 03 are in acceptable agreement 

with literature values. For TATP 02 the literature values spread tremendously with enthalpies of 
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sublimation ∆𝒄𝒓
g

𝑯𝒎
° (298.15K) ranging from 68.0 ± 6.3 kJ mol-1 to 103.4 ± 6.4 kJ mol-1. A possible 

explanation for this is the rich polymorphism [3] of TATP 02. 

The measurement of the nitrate esters EGDN 06, GTN 07 and ETN 08 (cf. section 7.3) demonstrated 

that the introduction of a methylene nitrato (CHONO2) unit reduces the vapor pressure at 298 K by 

two orders of magnitude. This allows to predict that the vapor pressure of MHN 05 is lowered by a 

factor of ≈104 in comparison to ETN 08. This work includes the first investigation of the vapor pressure 

of ETN 08 with a well-established method. Despite the instability of the molecule at ambient conditions 

it could be demonstrated that the obtained enthalpies of sublimation and vaporization are in 

agreement with the enthalpy of fusion published by Oxley et al. [4]. 

The measurement of the mononitrotoluene isomers 12-14 (cf. section 7.4) allowed the derivation of 

benchmark thermodynamic properties for each isomer. 2-MNT 12 and 4-MNT 12 are detection aid 

agents for commercial plastic explosive formulations.[5] The enthalpies of sublimation and 

vaporization obtained in this work are in agreement with literature values for the enthalpy of 

sublimation. The results obtained in this work are in high agreement with the evaluation of own and 

literature data by the Clarke-Glew equation[6] over a broad temperature range. The fitting coefficients 

of this data treatment allow the precise calculation of the vaporization behavior of these analytes in 

the ambient temperature regime. 

The results of the measurement of the nitroalkanes 2-nitropropane, 2-methyl-2-nitropropane and 

DMDNB 26 (cf. section 7.7) were verified with a multitude of (semi)-empirical methods. Amongst other 

validation approaches it could be demonstrated that the obtained enthalpies of volatilization and 

formation are in agreement with gas-phase calculations of the heat of formation on a G-4 level. The 

conflict of literature values for the enthalpy of sublimation of the important detection-aid agent [5] 

DMDNB 26 could be resolved. 

The measurement of Amiton and seven related organo(thio)phosphate isomers was a collaboration 

project with Dr. Manfred Metzulat and Major Marc André Althoff from the CBRN Defence, Safety and 

Environmental Protection School of the German Bundeswehr. The vaporization behavior of the 

pesticide Amitone (included in Schedule 2 of the Chemical Weapons Convention) and seven related 

isomers was studied. The influence of variation (sulfur/oxygen) of the chalcogen coordination at the 

(thio)phosphate-unit and chain-length elongation by methylene units on the enthalpy of vaporization 

was investigated. All results obtained are consistent with each other. It could be demonstrated that 

the results derived from the transpiration experiment are in good agreement with literature values. 

Table 1 – Comparison of vapor pressures at 𝒑sat at T = 298.15 K of values stated in the reviews by Östmark et al. [7] and 
Ewing et al. [8] with the values obtained by the transpiration method in this work.  

 I II III   

analyte 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 

 Ewing et al. Östmark et al. [7] this work I/III II/III 

 [Pa] [Pa] [Pa] % % 

TATP 02 6.39E+00 6.20E+00 6.73E+00 5.00 7.86 

DADP 03 2.47E+01 1.77E+01 2.66E+01 7.06 33.34 

EGDN 06 1.03E+01 1.01E+01 1.21E+01 14.59 16.26 

GTN 07 6.54E-02 6.41E-02 8.22E-02 20.49 21.97 

4-MNT 14 6.56E+00 6.52E+00 5.57E+00 -17.70 -16.97 

2.4-DNT 15 4.16E-02 3.51E-02 4.03E-02 -3.34 13.01 

2.6-DNT 16 9.05E-02 8.27E-02 9.29E-02 2.60 11.00 

TNT 17 9.27E-04 7.34E-04 9.03E-04 -2.67 18.76 
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The results obtained with the transpiration method in this work are compared with the results of the 

literature analysis by Östmark et al. [7] and Ewing et al. [8] (cf. Table 1) 

The deviation of the results measured in this work for 𝑝sat(298.15 K) in comparison with the results by 

Östmark et al. [7] ranges from -16.97 % to 33.34 %, whilst for the results by Ewing et al. [8] it ranges 

from -17.70 % to 20.49 %. Ewing et al. [8] selected less sets of data for his recommended values at 

298.15 K more carefully than Östmark et al. [7]. It can be concluded that the precision of the vapor 

pressure at 298.15 K by comparison of literature values with own experimental results is about ± 20%. 

This is sufficient for the estimation of the air concentration of hazardous materials, which might be 

influenced by numerous other parameters like confinement, air humidity, surface, etc. (cf. section 1.2) 

VI: Establishment of vacuum-outlet GC/MS: For the transpiration method experiment it is necessary 

to quantify the analyte with high precision. (cf. equation (2), section 2) Low-volatile analytes must be 

quantified in microgram amounts. The quantification of the analyte is the most challenging part of the 

transpiration experiment. Since project ChemAir relied on gas chromatography a GC/MS device was 

acquired for the quantification of the analytes. The gas-chromatographic analysis of thermolabile, 

heavily volatile analytes like explosives is a special challenge since it requires the transfer of the 

analytes into the gaseous states at operating temperatures of 30 – 280 °C. Yet the elution temperature 

of the analytes must remain below their temperature of decomposition, which should be avoided until 

the final detection. The residence time of the analyte in hotter zones should be minimized. 

The problem was solved by the application of vacuum outlet GC/MS (VO-GC/MS) as established by de 

Zeeuw et al. [9] (cf. chapter 5): A short analytical column with high diameter (6 m length, 0.53 mm 

inner diameter) is connected to the ultra-high vacuum of the MS-detector. A restriction (1 cm length, 

0.050 mm inner diameter) is placed in front of the column. This results in the gradual expansion of the 

detector vacuum and lowers the elution temperatures of the analytes. If the restriction is placed in the 

isothermal injector of the gas chromatograph the flow-control system can be operated in constant 

pressure mode since the influence of the oven temperature on the total flow is negligible as 

demonstrated by flow-calculations based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation [10] that were performed 

in this work. (cf. section 5.2) Further advantages of placing the restriction inside the injector is the self-

sealing of the column connection at high temperatures and the inert-gas environment of the column-

restriction-connection. Since the used Atas Optic 4 Injector has an inner diameter of 5 mm, the column-

connectors that were described in the literature could not be used due to their dimensions.  

The problem was solved by the use of a micro-union column connector (3.5 mm diameter) and custom 

stainless steel liners (4 mm inner diameter). The optimization for quantification applications included 

the use of silanized glass wool in the liner and the use of a single-ion monitoring (SIM) method. (cf. 

section 5.1) The use of glass-wool improved the reproducibility absolute peak areas. The use of the 

SIM-method enabled the application of higher data acquisition rates (10 Hz) for the mass 

spectrometer, which allowed the precise recording of chromatographic peaks. In combination with an 

internal standard method the reproducibility of the quantification could be optimized to < 1.00 % 

standard deviation. It could be demonstrated that split-injections were still possible with the micro-

union positioned inside the injector. (cf. section 5.3) 
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Figure 3 – VO-GC/MS-Chromatogram of mixture of explosives. 

The optimized method was tested with all 28 analytes of the ChemAir substance repertoire. (cf. Figure 

1, Figure 3) All substances besides MHN 05, DDNP 10, HNS 18, HMX 20, CL-20 21 and FOX-7 23 could 

be detected. For the ionic substances UN 24, UDN 25 and AN 28 thermal decomposition products of 

the salts (nitrogen oxides, neutral compounds) could be detected. The peroxides TATP 02, DADP 03, 

the nitrate esters EGDN 06, GTN 07, ETN 08, the nitrotoluenes 12 – 17 and DMDNB 26 could be 

quantified with the necessary precision (reproducibility: <1.00 % standard deviation) for the 

transpiration method experiment. In the other cases the analytes can be detected but not quantified 

due to their thermolability.  

HNS 22 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(298 K): 6.19E-16 Pa, Pa 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 338.9 °C) could not be detected by VO-GC/MS. HNS 22 is 

the most thermostable substance investigated and thermal degradation can be excluded as reason for 

its non-detectability. In terms of vapor pressure the limit seems to be around that of RDX 19 

(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(298 K): 4.40E-07 Pa). (cf. section 5.4, section 7 Figure 1). 

VII: Benchmarking of vacuum-outlet GC/MS: For the analytes detailed in Table 2 the limit of detection 

was determined according to DIN 32645:2008 (α = β = 0.01, k = 3) in both SIM and SCAN mode with an 

optimized GC/MS method (oven temperature program, injector temperature 175 °C). (cf. section 5.5) 

The LOD-values were calculated as the mass of analyte transferred on the GC-column in a split 

injection. Additionally the air concentration of the analyte was calculated under saturation conditions 

(𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡) based on the vapor pressure of the analyte (equation (1), section 2). The concentration under 

diffusion conditions ( 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓)  was calculated for each analyte. Based on both concentrations, the 

necessary volume for high volume air sampling for reaching the limit of detection (𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡, 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓) was 

calculated.  

In terms of the availability of the analytes for gas phase detection with the VO-GC/MS setup presented 

in this work, ETN 08 and RDX 19 are the most interesting analytes. ETN 08 has the highest LOD values 

(SIM: 1201 pg, SCAN: 1190 pg). RDX 19 has the lowest vapor pressure at 298.15 K (4.40×10-7 Pa) in 

combination with medium LOD values (SIM: 110 pg, SCAN: 247 pg). Despite the lower limits of 

detection the volume of air that needs to be sampled for the successful detection of the explosive is 

higher for RDX 19, since the concentrations 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡 and 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓 are both directly proportional to the vapor 

pressure of the analyte. Therefore RDX 19 is the benchmark analyte for the dectability of the explosives 

in this study. Since saturation conditions do not occur in a real detection scenario, the volume for  
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Table 2 – Calculation of necessary enrichment volume for successful detection of the explosive. 

 LODa LODb  𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
c 𝒄𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 𝒄𝒅𝒊𝒇
e 𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒕

f 𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒕
g 𝑽𝒅𝒊𝒇

h 𝑽𝒅𝒊𝒇
i 

Mode SIM SCAN    SIM SCAN SIM SCAN 

Analyte [pg] [pg] [Pa] [ng L-1] [ng L-1] [L] [L] [L] [L] 

EGDN 
06 2.76 18.5 1.02E+01 6.26E+05 4.36E+00 4.41E-09 2.96E-08 6.34E-04 4.25E-03 

TATP 
02 7.43 90.8 6.20E+00 5.56E+05 2.84E+00 1.34E-08 1.63E-07 2.61E-03 3.20E-02 

2-MNT 
12 9.36 16.4 1.92E+01 1.06E+06 6.97E+00 8.82E-09 1.55E-08 1.34E-03 2.35E-03 

DMDNB 
26 9.23 39.9 2.20E-01 1.56E+04 8.84E-02 5.90E-07 2.55E-06 1.04E-01 4.52E-01 

3-MNT 
13 8.29 21.1 1.17E+01 6.47E+05 4.20E+00 1.28E-08 3.26E-08 1.98E-03 5.03E-03 

4-MNT 
14 27.9 25.9 6.52E+00 3.60E+05 2.49E+00 7.74E-08 7.19E-08 1.12E-02 1.04E-02 

GTN 
17 25.8 46.0 6.41E-02 5.87E+03 3.13E-02 4.39E-06 7.83E-06 8.25E-01 1.47E+00 

2,6-DNT 
16 15.1 49.6 8.27E-02 6.08E+03 3.88E-02 2.49E-06 8.16E-06 3.89E-01 1.28E+00 

2,4-DNT 
15 34.9 26.7 3.51E-02 2.58E+03 1.62E-02 1.35E-05 1.04E-05 2.15E+00 1.64E+00 

ETN 
08 1201 1190 6.00E-04 7.31E+01 3.87E-04 1.64E-02 1.63E-02 3.10E+03 3.08E+03 

TNT 
17 164 349 7.33E-04 6.72E+01 3.91E-04 2.44E-03 5.20E-03 4.20E+02 8.93E+02 

PETN 
09 170 385 1.55E-06 1.98E-01 9.78E-07 8.60E-01 1.95E+00 1.74E+05 3.94E+05 

RDX 
19 110 247 4.40E-07 3.94E-02 2.21E-07 2.79E+00 6.27E+00 4.98E+05 1.12E+06 

a Limit of detection according to DIN 32645:2008 (α = β = 0.01, k = 3) in SIM mode. b Limit of detection 

in SCAN mode. c Vapor pressure at 298.15 K [7] (13, 08: results from transpiration experiment in this 

work), d Saturation concentration at 298.15 K, e Diffusion controlled concentration at 298.15 K 

according to section 5.7 with 200 cm² of exposed explosive surface, f Minimum volume of air that needs 

to be enriched with 100 % efficiency under saturation conditions for successful detection of analyte in 

SIM mode g see f but SCAN mode h see f but diffusion-controlled conditions i see h but SCAN mode. 

diffusion conditions 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓  is more relevant. In SIM mode 498 m³ of air need to be sampled for the 

successful detection of RDX 19. In SCAN mode 1120 m³ litres of air must be sampled. Typical vacuum 

cleaners work with suction flow rates of 4 m³ min-1. That means for the air enrichment of RDX 19 124 

(SIM) and 279 (SCAN) minutes are necessary. For PETN 09 these times reduce to 43 (SIM) and 98 (SCAN) 

minutes. For all other analytes the sampling time necessary for the enrichment of an amount of sample 

above the limit of detection is below one minute. (cf. section 5.6 Table 24) The values stated for 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓 

in this work are estimates and further transport barriers like foil wrapped around the explosive, which 

additionally lower the air concentration of the analyte are neglected. The next right step would the 

development of a sampling prototype and real-environment measurements to evaluate the validity of 

the estimates given in this work.  
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VIII: Estimation of Air Concentration of Explosives: The concentration of an explosive under saturation 

conditions will not be reached in a real detection scenario. For the estimation of the air concentration 

of an explosive in this work a diffusion-based model, stated by Dravnieks et al. [11], was used. Based 

on the vapor pressure, the density and the melting point of the solid or the boiling point of the liquid, 

the concentration of the explosive was calculated under the assumption of a 2 mm non-turbulent air 

layer surrounding the explosive and an unconcealed surface of 200 cm². Example calculations for the 

liquid EGDN 06 and the solid TATP 02 are detailed in section 5.7. 

IX: Benchmarking of isothermal TGA: Isothermal thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), as established by 

Verevkin et al. [12], was benchmarked with the following compounds: Phenanthrene, Hexadecane, 

dibutyl phthalate and the nitrotoluenes 12-17. For all compounds besides 12 – 14 the enthalpy of 

vaporization could be determined with ± 2 kJ mol-1 uncertainty agreement to literature values, as 

claimed by Verevkin et al. [12]. For solid DMDNB 26 the enthalpy of sublimation could be determined 

correctly aswell. For various reasons detailed in section 8.1, it was concluded that the isothermal TGA 

experiment for the determination of the enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation is a quick (<24 h), 

fully automated method. Yet it should not be used without an additional well-established method for 

the validation of the results obtained. 

All objectives that were defined for this work in project ChemAir could be fulfilled. Additionally, the 

tetrasodium and tetrapotassium salts of 1,1,2,2-tetranitraminoethane were studied. The sodium salt 

Na4TNAE·H2O A and K4TNAE·2 H2O B were synthesized and reported with their crystal structures at 

173 K for the first time. Whereas sodium salt cannot be dehydrated, the dihydrated potassium salt can 

be dehydrated at 160 °C to K4TNAE C. This is in accordance with the results of differential thermal 

analysis, as an endotherm corresponding to a loss of water was absent in the thermogram of A but 

present in that of B. 

 

Figure 4 - The crystal structures of Na4TNAE·H2O A and K4TNAE·2 H2O B. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability 
level, and H atoms are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii. 

The loss of two equivalents of water could be demonstrated by thermogravimetric analysis of B. 

Anhydrous K4TNAE (C) was outperformed by the military explosive RDX and high performance 

explosive CL-20 in the smalls scale reactivity test (SSRT). The EC50 value aquatic bacteria of K4TNAE (C) 

(>15.07 g·L–1) is more than 60 times higher than that of RDX 19 (0.24 g·L–1). Because of these results 

anionic nitramines were demonstrated to be a useful tool for the stabilization of energetic materials 

and might be suitable explosophores for high energy density materials with decreased toxicity in 

comparison to the widely used military explosive RDX 19. 
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4 The ChemAir Substance Repertoire 
In the initial phase of the explosive gas phase detection project ChemAir (cf. section 1.3) a suitable 

repertoire of analytes for the testing the device to be developed had to be chosen. In the preliminary 

phase of the project proposal a focus on components used in improvised explosive devices was agreed 

upon. Improvised explosives are synthesized from freely available starting materials. It is reasonable 

that the technical details of terroristic attacks involving explosives are restricted from public access 

since it would be negligent to publish construction manuals of improvised explosive devices from freely 

available chemicals. However, it should not be ignored that suitable procedures are available in the 

internet. It is hard to evaluate from public information about terroristic attacks which explosives were 

used. This is more than reasonable, but complicates the choice of suitable analytes since the German 

Federal Police, associated partner in project ChemAir, was not authorized to provide the required 

informations.  

With respect to this, it was necessary to gather the informations required from public sources. One of 

the most important sources of information was the case of the Norwegian homicidal maniac Anders 

Behring Breivik, which will be elucidated in the following section to demonstrate the modus operandi 

of a terrorist in a one-man-operation bomb attack scenario. 

4.1 The case of Anders Behring Breivik 
Anders Behring Breivik assaulted the government district of Oslo on 07/22/2011 with an improvised 

explosive device killing 8 people and severely damaging several official buildings. (see Figure 1)  

 

Figure 1 - The building housing the Office of the Prime Minister and Ministry of Justice and the Police with blown-out 
windows shortly after the explosion. The bomb van had been placed behind the people shown.[1] 

The case of Breivik is of special interest since the attack was carried out in a one-man-operation by a 

citizen without initial professional chemical education and access to explosives including precursors 

that are only accessible for agricultural purposes. The preparation for his attack was documented 

meticulously in lab journal quality in Breivik’s so-called manifest “2083 – A European Declaration of 
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Indepence”, which is provided online [2] by the Federation of American Scientists. Based on this first-

hand information the case will be elucidated in the following. 

In April 2011 Breivik lives with his mother to save money. His main source of funds for his further 

course of action are 10 credit cards with a total credit limit of 29.000 €. Initially he rents a small 

transporter and contacts the landlord of a farm to rent it from May 2011.  

On the 27th of April 2011 he orders approximately two tons of nitrogen fertilizer containing ammonium 

nitrate. This fertilizer was more specifically CAN 27-0-0, a formulation from calcium nitrate, ammonium 

nitrate and dolomite mineral (CaMg(CO3)2) with a nitrogen content of 27% that results usually from an 

ammonium nitrate weight proportion of 75 %.  For the commercial application of the fertilizer he 

previously registered an agricultural company that pretends to be specialized in the cultivation of crop 

plants. 

On the 3rd of May he begins to install a laboratory fume hood in the shed of his property. After this he 

starts with the synthesis of explosives. He already bought the necessary chemicals and additives in 

December 2010. The acquired chemicals are listed in Table 1 with their amounts, sources, prices and 

camouflage purposes. 

Table 1 – Chemicals acquired by Breivik including sources, amounts, costs and camouflage purposes. 

chemical source amount cost [€] camouflage purpose 

S8 ebay.co.uk [UK] 0.5 kg 20 pigment 

NaNO2 keten.pl [PL] 0.3 kg 10 food additive 

NaNO3 drugstore 3 kg 500 food additive 

H2SO4 (30%) car supply store 25 L 130 car battery 

acetylsalicylic acid pharmacy 3800 Tabletten 1140 medication 

Al (400 mesh) keten.pl [PL] 150 kg 2000 boat paint 

microballoons seasea.no 60 kg 770 boat construction 
 

Especially the efforts for the acquisition of acetylsalicylic acid are worth to mention. Breivik frequented 

20 pharmacies four times with periodic distances of two weeks to acquire in each store 2-3 packages 

with 20 pills of Aspirine. According to his statement, the content of acetylsalicylic acid was 440 mg per 

pill, which corresponds to a total amount of 1672 g. 

Some of the chemicals had to be further processed prior to use as explosive precursor. Ammonium 

nitrate fertilizer granulate is rendered inert against uptake of fuel, which is essential for the use in 

explosive formulations. Breivik solved this problem by grinding the granules in household blenders. 

According to his statement, this technique was already used by the Red Army Fraction (RAF). 

The concentration of the commercially available sulfuric acid (30 %) was increased to 80-90 % by 

boiling it down outside the shed of the farm. Breivik observed strong evolution of fumes during this 

process. With respect to this he carried out this step during the night. He states a final concentration 

of >90% in the final product.  

The acetylsalicylic acid had to be extracted from the Aspirine pills. After a multitude of failures Breivik 

found a suitable solution: The tablets are initially grinded and the resulting powder is suspended in 

ethanol at 60-70 °C. The dissolved acetyl salicylic acid is separated from the filler material by filtration 

and the acid is reprecipitated by addition of ice water. 

When all starting materials were available Breivik started with the synthesis of explosive materials: 
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Figure 2 – Synthesis of components for an Improvised Explosive Device.  

The components of an explosive device and their interaction are elucidated in section 4.2. Breivik used 

in his improvised explosive device the primary explosive DDNP 10. With 10 he initiated the booster 

picric acid 11. For the inner charge he used a mixture of ammonium nitrate, aluminium and 

nitromethane (ANALNM). For the main charge he used a mixture of ammonium nitrate, aluminium and 

fuel oil (ANALFO). 

The synthesis of primary explosive 10 and booster 11 started from acetylsalicylic acid, which was 

extracted from Aspirine as described above. Subsequent nitration with sulfuric acid and sodium nitrate 

yields picric acid 11 that can be reduced to the non-isolated intermediate picramic acid (2-amino-4,6-

dinitrophenol) with dihydrogensulfide generated from sodium hydroxide, sulfur and sulfuric acid. 

Subsequent diazotation with sodium nitrite under acidic conditions yields 10. For the manufacturing 

of ANALNM CAN 27-0-0 fertilizer was grinded with household blenders. 38 kg of the grinded fertilizer 

were mixed subsequently with 6 L of nitromethane, 6 kg Aluminium (400 mesh) and 1.2 kg of micro 

balloons. Breivik acquired the nitromethane as model car fuel (30 % nitromethane, 18 % oil, 52 % 

methanol). He enriched the nitromethane content by open boiling to >50 %. In Germany pure 

nitromethane is freely available as fuel for model cars.[3] 

For his improvised explosive device Breivik used the primary explosive DDNP 10, the booster picric acid 

11, 40 kg ANALNM as inner charge and 900 kg ANALFO as main charge. The primary explosive was 

transported separately, integrated at the target location and initiated with a match cord. The 

improvised explosive device was initiated in a rented Volkswagen Crafter transporter. The further 

course of this tragic day in Norwegian history should be known from the media. The case of Breivik 

demonstrates the dangerous potential of improvised explosive devices that can be constructed by a 

single person without drawing the attention of security offices. All explosives involved were integrated 

in the ChemAir substance repertoire since their detection at vulnerable infrastructures is highly 

desirable.  

4.2 Components of an Explosive Device 
An explosive device includes the following components: 

4.2.1 Primary Explosive 
An explosive that is sensitive to external stimuli and is initiated by spark, impact, heat sources or even 

laser excitation. A characteristic property of a primary explosive is the so-called deflagration-

detonation-transition (DDT). Initially the explosive deflagrates (combustion under autooxidation) upon 

heating. The accelerating deflagration exceeds the speed of sound and transfers into a detonation 
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process. In the framework of the detonation a detonation front is formed, which propagates through 

the explosive material. The detonation front can reach speeds of 3000 to 10000 m s-1 (depending on 

the used explosive) and can be transferred to booster and secondary explosives. A primary explosive 

must be highly brisant and possess a high ignition detonation velocity. Important primary explosives 

are: mercury fulminate, led azide, silver azide, lead styphnate, DDNP 10 and the heavy metal salts of 

5-nitrotetrazole. 

4.2.2 Booster Explosive 
A booster explosive is a secondary explosive which ensures the initiation of the explosive device. Some 

secondary explosives are too insensitive for direct initiation with primary explosives. These explosives 

are so-called tertiary explosives. The primary explosive initiates the booster. During the propagation 

of the detonation front through the booster it gets amplified and is then capable to initiate the tertiary 

explosive main charge. Commonly used booster explosives are RDX 19, PETN 09 and Tetryl 22.  

4.2.3 Secondary Explosives 
Secondary explosives are the main source of blasting force of an explosive device. The major mass 

fraction of an explosive device is the secondary explosive. In contrast to primary explosives it should 

solely deflagrate without detonating upon heating for security reasons. Important secondary 

explosives are pure substances like RDX 19, HMX 20, TNT 17, FOX-7 23 but also compound mixtures 

like ammonium nitrate 28 and fuel (Diesel) oil (ANFO).  

4.2.4 Explosive Additives 
Explosive additives are components of secondary explosive formulations that can enhance the 

energetic performance or improve the mechanical properties. Aluminium can be added to ANFO (see 

Section 4.1) to obtain ANALFO and increase the performance. For a better detonation behavior 

microballoons can be added to ANFO or ANALFO. Those are little hollow glass beads. The pressure of 

the detonation front compresses the gas volume inside the microballoon and heats it up. This results 

in better detonation characteristics of the mixture as it facilitates the initiation of the detonation of 

the mixture.  

4.3 Properties of Explosives  
One of the essential questions for the choice of suitable molecules for project ChemAir is: “What is an 

explosive?” At first glance the answer is simple: A substance whose detonation can be initiated by 

external stimuli or primary explosives. Is it possible to predict that property from a chemical structure?  

 

Figure 3 – Selected Molecules and Mixtures of Compounds. Which ones are explosives? 

Figure 3 shows a selection of 12 different molecules or mixtures of compounds. All are primary or 

secondary explosives. Basically explosives can be divided into two classes of substances. Those that 
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derive their blasting force from their auto oxidation to CO and CO2. On the other hand there are 

explosives that derive their power from high endothermic enthalpies of formation. A good example 

for an auto-oxidation explosive is FOX-7 23. With an exothermic heat of formation of -130 kJ mol-1 it 

derives its energetic performance solely from autooxidation.[4] The capability of a substance to auto-

oxidize itself can be estimated from its sum formula CaHbNcOd and its molecular weight M [g mol-1] by 

the oxygen balance ΩCO2. The postulated products of combustion are CO2, H2O and N2: 

 Ω𝐶𝑂2[%] = (𝑑 − 2𝑎 − 0.5𝑏)
1600

𝑀
 (1) 

FOX-7 23 has an oxygen balance Ω𝐶𝑂2 of -21.71 %. RDX 19 has the same empirical sum formula 

“CH2N2O2” and oxygen balance but is a more powerful explosive with an endothermic heat of 

formation of +87 kJ mol-1. (cf. Table 3) Therefore RDX 19 can be regarded as a hybrid material of 

autooxidation explosive and endothermic compound. One of these hybrid materials is CL-20 21, which 

has a better oxygen balance (-10.95 %) and a high heat of formation (+365 kJ mol-1) caused by the 

ringstrain of the wurtzitane cage backbone. CL-20 21 is presumably the most powerful secondary 

explosive in use currently. 

Amongst the compounds in Figure 3 are some representatives of explosives that rely exclusively on 

their endothermicity. Cesium 5-azidotetrazolate 32 is an extremely sensitive primary explosive that 

detonates upon its crystallization from solution once the crystals reach a critical size. Since the salt 

contains no oxygen the energy released during the detonation is derived from the high heat of 

formation of the compound. Further representatives of this compound class are sodium azide 29 and 

lead azide 30. Sodium azide 29 is an insensitive material which was used until the 1990s as gas-

generating component in airbags. It can solely be initiated with another primary explosive. In contrast 

to this lead azide 30 is a sensitive primary explosive. This is caused by the higher covalent bond 

character in lead azide in comparison to sodium azide 29. A higher degree of covalency results in a 

reduction of the mesomeric stabilization of the azide anion, which causes the higher sensitivity of lead 

azide 30. A further reason for this difference might be the difference of electrochemical standard 

potentials since Pb2+ is more reductive than Na+. Endothermicity is found in molecules with ring or cage 

strain or containing alkyne-, azo-, azol-, azine- or azido units.  

An exotic explosive is 1,4-dinitrosobenzene 31. With an oxygen balance of -141.60 % it is definitely not 

an auto-oxidation explosive. Even explosive experts are surprised that it can be detonated in a steel 

pipe of one inch diameter.[5] 

When it comes to energetic mixtures of compounds there are almost no boundaries for creativity. This 

is demonstrated by hydrogen peroxide mixtures with flour, coffee or pepper. These mixtures are 

extremely sensitive towards external stimuli and are used against the intervention forces in areas of 

conflict.  

As demonstrated it is not trivial to estimate the detonation initiability of a molecule. For the reason of 

completeness the Berthelot-Rot product 𝐵𝑅 as a clear definition is mentioned:  

𝐵𝑅 [kJ m−3] =  𝜌0
2𝑉0𝑄𝑣 

𝜌0 : densitiy [kg m-3], 𝑉0: volume of gaseous products [m3 kg-1], 𝑄𝑣: heat of detonation [kJ kg−1] 

By definition compounds with a 𝐵𝑅-value ≥ 1193 kJ kg-1 are capable of detonation. This 𝐵𝑅-value 

corresponds to the “Oppauer Salt” (55 % ammonium nitrate, 45 % ammonium sulfate), whose 

detonation in the framework of an explosive catastrophe in a fertilizer factory killed more than 1000 

people.  
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The volume of gaseous products, the heat of detonation and the heat of formation are parameters 

that require computer-assisted calculations or complex measurements. The oxygen balance  Ω𝐶𝑂2 is a 

more accessible parameter for the assessment of the detonation capability of a C,H,N,O compound or 

mixture: a value above -100 % is an indicator for a compound with detonation capability. A second 

important indicator is the appearance of energetic molecular structure units (so-called explosophores). 

The most important explosophores are depicted in Figure 4. They can appear in N-oxidized form. 

Especially the repeated appearance of these motifs or their combination increases the probability that 

the substance or compound mixture is capable of detonation.  

 

Figure 4 – Important explosophores: azo-, azido-, nitro- and nitrato-groups, peroxides, nitrates, perchlorates, 1,2,3-triazoles, 
1,2,4-triaztoles, tetrazoles, furazanes, 1,2,4,5-tetrazines. 

4.4 Availability of Starting Materials 
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4.5 Selection of Analytes for the ChemAir Substance Repertoire 
Using the case study of Breivik (section 1.1) and the concepts detailed in sections 4.2 – 4.4 the 

substances depicted in Figure 6 were chosen. The main focus was set on components of improvised 

explosive devices that can be synthesized from freely available chemicals. These include: The peroxides 

HMTD 01, TATP 02 and DADP 03, the nitrate esters ethyl nitrate 04, D-mannitol-hexanitrate 05, 

ethylene glycol dinitrate 06, glyceryl trinitrate 07 and meso-erythritol tetranitrate 08, the 

nitroaromatic compounds DDNP 10 and picric acid 11, the nitramine RDX 19, the ionic compounds 

uronium nitrate 24, urotropine dinitrate 25, ammonium nitrate 28 and the freely available 

nitromethane 27. With respect to possible proliferation scenarios the military explosives PETN 09, TNT 

17, HMX 20, CL-20 21, TETRYL 22 and FOX-7 23 were chosen to expand the ChemAir substance 

repertoire. The nitrotoluene derivates and TNT 17 precursors 2-, 3- and 4 nitrotoluene (12-14), 2,4- 

and 2,6-dinitrotoluene (15,16) as well as 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane 26 were chosen to include 

compounds with similar retention indices to generate the gas-chromatographic challenge of isomer 

separation. Additionally EGDN 06, 2- and 4-nitrotoluene (12, 14) and DMDNB 26 are important 

explosive detection aid agents, so-called taggants that need to be incorporated in commercial 

explosive formulations, according to the 1991 Montreal Convention on the Marking of Plastic 
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Explosives [10]. Hexanitrostilbene was included since it is a highly thermostable explosive with low 

volatility. [11] With these compounds the ChemAir substance repertoire includes a healthy balance of 

15 explosives with misuse potential in improvised explosive devices, 7 explosives with proliferation risk 

from the military and civil sector as well as all four taggants for the marking of plastic explosives.  

 

Figure 6 – The structures of the explosives that were included in the ChemAir substance repertoire. (black: substance was 
synthesized in this work, red: substance was acquired commercially). 
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4.6 Analytical Characterization of the ChemAir Substance Repertoire Analytes 
In order to generate reliable analytical data from one source all substances were fully characterized in 

classical chemical fashion including 1H, 13C, 14/15 N-NMR-, IR- RAMAN- and mass-spectroscopy, 

elemental analysis, thermal analysis by DTA or DSC and gas-pycnometric density determination. In 

some cases not all analytical techniques could be applied for the reasons stated in the analytical 

section. For the calculation of the energetic performance parameters the heat of formation of all 

compounds was calculated using the CBS-4M Method in the Gaussian09 [12] software. Room 

temperature densities were taken from pycnometric measurements or from X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 

data.  

Table 3 gives selected energetic and physico-chemical properties of the analytes of the ChemAir 

substance repertoire. (cf. Figure 6) 

Densities derived from XRD at the temperature T were adjusted to room temperature with the 

following equation: 

 ρ298K = ρT / (1+αv(298-T0)); αv =1.5·10−4 K−1   (2) 
 
The impact and friction sensitivities were determined and carried out according to STANAG 4489 [13] 
and 4487 [14] modified instructions [15] using a BAM (Bundesanstalt für Materialforschung) 
drophammer and a BAM friction tester. [16] 
 
The energetic properties of peroxides 2 and 3 and of the nitrate esters 4-9 are discussed in the 
corresponding publications. (cf. chapter 7.2, 7.3) 
 
Mass spectra are important signatures of an explosives for its detection. (cf. section 1.1.2, 1.3.2) The 
mass spectra of each compound 01-28 were recorded on a JEOL JMS 700 mass spectrometer in DEI- or 
EI- mode with an ionization energy of 70eV. For DEI the sample is heated on a filament in the ion 
source. For EI the sample is placed in a crucible and volatized by the detector vacuum. Additionally CI 
spectra are available in some cases. In the following all mass spectra that were recorded are presented 
in a table. 
 
All reagents and solvents were used as received (Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka, Acros Organics, ACBR). NMR 

spectra were measured with JEOL (270, 400 MHz) and Bruker (400 MHz) NMR spectrometers. The 

chemical shift of the solvent peaks were adjusted according to literature values [17]. Multiplets are 

referred to as m (multiplet), s (singulet), d (doublet), t(triplet), q(quartett), abq (AB-Quartett) and their 

combinations. Infrared spectra were measured with a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR Spektrum BXII instrument 

equipped with a Smith Dura SampIIR II ATR unit. Transmittance values are described as “strong” (s), 

“medium” (m), and “weak” (w). DEI, EI and CI- mass spectra were measured with a JEOL MStation JMS 

700 instrument. Elemental analyses (EA) were performed with a Netsch STA 429 simultaneous thermal 

analyzer. Sensitivity data were determined using a BAM drophammer and a BAM friction tester. The 

electrostatic sensitivity tests were carried out using an Electric Spark Tester ESD 2010 EN (OZM 

Research) operating with the “Winspark 1.15” software package. Melting and decomposition points 

were measured with a Linseis PT-10 DSC or an OZM DTA apparatus using heating rates of 5 °C min-1. 

Temperatures of phase-change, melting and decomposition are given in the order of beginning, onset, 

maximum, offset and end point. The literature reference for the original synthesis each analyte is 

given. 

CAUTION! The majority of the described compounds are energetic materials with sensitivity to various 

stimuli. While we encountered no issues in the handling of these materials, proper protective measures 

(face shield, ear protection, body armor, Kevlar gloves, and earthened equipment) should be used 

during the handling of explosive compounds including vapor pressure measurements. 
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Table 3 – Selected energetic and physico-chemical properties of the analytes of the ChemAir substance repertoire. (cf. Figure 6) 

 
HMTD 

01 

TATP 

02 

DADP 

03 

EtONO2 

04 

MHN 

05 

EGDN 

06 

GTN 

07 

ETN 

08 

PETN 

09 

DDNP 

10 

PA 

11 

2-MNT 

12 

3-MNT 

13 

4-MNT 

14 

CAS #a 283-66-9 17088-37-8 1073-91-2 625-58-1 15825-70-4 628-96-6 55-63-0 7297-25-8 78-11-5 05.03.4682 88-89-1 88-72-2 99-08-1 99-99-0 

Formulab C6H12N2O6 C9H18O6 C6H12O4 C2H5NO3 C6H8N6O18 C2H4N2O6 C6H14N6O6 C4H6N4O12 C5H8N4O12 C6H2N4O5 C6H3N3O7 C7H7NO2 C7H7NO2 C7H7NO2 

M [g mol-1]c 208.1700 222.2370 148.1580 91.066 452.1540 152.0620 227.0850 302.1080 316.1350 210.105 229.1040 137.1380 137.1380 137.1380 

IS [J]d 2 1.5 5 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 10 >40 >40 >40 

FS [N]e <5 <5 5 >360 30 >360 >3601 60 60 5 >360 >360 >360 >360 

ESD [J]f 0.003 0.2 0.2 -/- 0.15 n.m. n.m. 0.15 0.19 0.15 0.4 -/- -/- >1.5 

Grain Size 
[µm]g <100 <100 <100 -/- 100-500 -/- -/- 100-500 >1000 100-500 100-500 -/- -/- <100 

N[%]h 13.46 0 0 15.38 18.59 18.42 18.5 18.55 17.72 26.67 18.34 10.21 10.21 10.21 

ΩCO2 [%]i -92.2 -151.2 -151.2 -61.49 7.08 0 3.52 5.3 -10.12 -60.92 -45.39 -180.84 -180.84 -180.84 

Tmelt [°C]j -/- 97-98# 132-133# -95 [18] 109 -22 [19] 13 [20] 59 138 -/- 120 -10 [21] 16  51 

Tdec [°C]k 119 n.m. n.m. n.m. 157 n.m. n.m. 170 179 163 237 232 243 234 

ρlit [g cm-3]l 1.582  1.272 1.33 1.11 1.894 1.4817 1.59 1.759 1.827 1.727 1.822  -/- -/- 1.353  

Tlit [K]m 295 180 208 293 173 298 297 291 123 295 120 -/- -/- 100 

CIF#n CUXWIB 241973 [22] [23] 1471378 [19] [19] 1500841 632960 195236 787071 -/- -/- 728953 

ρ298 [g cm-3]o 1.582 1.250* 1.31* 1.11 1.784** 1.4817 1.59 1.774 ** 1.750 ** 1.726* 1.748 ** 1.159 ** 1.157 ** 1.293 ** 

ΔfH°[kJ/mol]p -285 -640 -435 -174 -622 -219 -311 -433.1 -481 139 -202 -28 -44 -73 

ΔfU°[kJ kg-1]q -260 -2744 -2802 -1792 -1287 -1341 -290 -405.9 -1427 731 -810 -117 -233 -442 

-ΔdU°[kJ kg-1]r 4713 3420 3194 4712 5938 6563 6320 6105 7796 4604 4604 2717 2618 2618 

Tdet [K]s 2841 2038 2032 3130 4189 4541 4445 4225 4417 3559 3484 1878 1833 1833 

pC-J [kbar]t 203 114 131 123 296 212 241 301 298 219 234 57 55 55 

Vdet [m s-1]u 7372 6322 6246 6321 8488 7576 7887 8540 7655 7331 7472 4649 4602 4602 

V0 [L kg-1]v 823 821 815 976 755 811 782 767 502 629 638 593 591 591 
a Chemical Abstracts Service number b sum formula c molecular weight d impact sensitivity e friction sensitivity f electrostatic discharge sensitivity g grain size h nitrogen content I 

oxygen balance j melting point (onset), k decomposition temperature (onset), l literature density, m temperature of literature density, n Crystal Information File number [24], o 

density at 298 K, p calculated heat of formation (CBS-4M), q calculated energy of formation (CBS-4M), r energy of detonation, s detonation temperature, t detonation pressure, u 

detonation velocity, v volume of gaseous products *calculated density ** measured with gas pycnometer # measured with Buechi apparatus (5 °C min-1) 
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2,4-DNT 

15 

2,6-DNT 

16 

TNT 

17 

HNS 

18 

RDX 

19 

HMX 

20 

CL-20 

21 

TETRYL 

22 

FOX-7 

23 

UN 

24 

UDN 

25 

DMDNB 

26 

NM 

27 

AN IV 

28 

CAS #a 121-14-2 606-20-2 118-96-7 51168-33-3 121-82-4 2691-41-0 135285-90-
4 

479-45-8 14250-81-3 124-47-0 100-97-0 3964-18-9 75-52-5 6484-52-2 

Formulab C7H6N2O4 C7H6N2O4 C7H5N3O6 C14H6N6O12 C3H6N6O6 C4H8N8O8 C6H6N12O12 C7H5N5O8 C2H4N4O4 CH5N3O4 C6H14N6O6 C6H12N2O4 CH3NO2 NH4NO3 

M [g mol-1]c 182.1350 182.1350 227.1320 450.2320 222.1170 296.1560 438.1860 287.1440 148.0780 123.068 265.2140 176.1720 61.040 80.0430 

IS [J]d >40 >40 15 5 7.5 7.4 3 3 25 >40 15 40 >40 >40 

FS [N]e >360 >360 >360 >360 120 120 96 360 >360 >360 240 360 >360 >360 

ESD [J]f >1.5 >1.5 0.7 1 0.15-0.20 0.22 0.10 0.6 1 >1.5 1.3 1.5 -/- >1.5 

Grain Size 
[µm]g <100 <100 100-500 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 <100 

500-
1000 

<100 <100 -/- <100 

N[%]h 15.38 15.38 18.5 18.67 18.67 37.84 38.36 24,39 37.84 34.14 31.57 15.9 22.95 1.6769 

ΩCO2 [%]i -114.2 -114.2 -73.97 -67.52 -21.61 -21.61 -10.95 -47,36 -21.61 -6.5 -78.43 -127.15 -39.32 19.99 

Tmelt [°C]j 67 56 79 317 203    128   155 160 200 [25] -28[26] none 

Tdec [°C]k n.m. n.m. 306 320 208 276 224 190 219 159 164 227 [25]   32.2 [27] 

ρlit [g cm-3]l 1.559 1.548 1.713 1.718 1.824 1.962 2.08 1.731 1.893 1.744 1.711 1.43 1.131 1.722 

Tlit [K]m 173 293 100 150 173 20 100 295 298 100 173 95 298 298 

CIF#n 225823 172202 227799 246308 927276 673524 679946 [28] 679945 651076 1471377 BECJEY [29] 2772 # 

ρ298 [g cm-3]o 1.513 ** 1.515 ** 1.633 ** 1.681* 1.785** 1.886 ** 2.018 ** 1.731 1.850 ** 1.655 ** 1.663 ** 1.388* 1.131 1.722 

ΔfH°[kJ/mol]p -72 -54 -55 67 87 116 365 42 -79 -469 -470 -343 -113 -366 

ΔfU°[kJ kg-1]q -311 -214 -166 215 491 492 919 223 -435 -3691 -1645 -1820 NIST n.a. 

-ΔdU°[kJ kg-1]r 3613 3697 4399 4612 5807 5837 6160 5619 4958 3348 3222 3116 4593 1577 

Tdet [K]s 2707 2747 3202 3486 3800 3702 4071 4347 3318 2499 2239 2063 3126 1576 

pC-J [kbar]t 158 159 183 200 340 381 445 232 335 236 210 132 130 216 

Vdet [m s-1]u 6098 6125 6817 7014 8882 9286 9778 7038 8877 7958 7726 6398 6500 7960 

V0 [L kg-1]v 615 1716 648 619 793 775 720 626 781 916 860 820 1004 1069 
a Chemical Abstracts Service number b sum formula c molecular weight d impact sensitivity e friction sensitivity f electrostatic discharge sensitivity g grain size h nitrogen content I 

oxygen balance j melting point (onset), k decomposition temperature (onset), l literature density, m temperature of literature density, n Crystal Information File number [24], o 

density at 298 K, p calculated heat of formation (CBS-4M), q calculated energy of formation (CBS-4M), r energy of detonation, s detonation temperature, t detonation pressure, u 

detonation velocity, v volume of gaseous products. *calculated density ** measured with gas pycnometer # ICSD database 
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Table 4 – Mass spectra of compounds 01-28 recorded in this work. 
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Figure 7 – Relative intensity of the m/z fragment ions m/z 30, m/z 46 and m/z 76. 

In the (D)EI spectra of the nitrate esters (M+NO)+ or (M+NO2)+ adducts were observed in many cases. 
The analysis of the spectra revealed that for almost every analyte the m/z values 30, 46 and 76 could 
be observed. These fragment ions correspond most probably to the nitrosonium cation NO+ (m/z 30), 
the nitronium cation NO2

+ (m/z 46) and the N2O3
+ cation (m/z 76). The latter cation may be formed by 

the reaction of NO2 with NO+ or by the reaction of NO with NO2
+. These ions dominate the DEI/EI mass 

spectra of the nitrate esters and cycloaliphatic nitramines. They are also observed for different 
compounds like the peroxide HMTD 01 and ammonium nitrate 18. These fragment cations and the 
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release of nitrogen oxides under harsh conditions like EI ionization is a promising approach for future 
explosive detectors. The first version of the EGIS explosive detector relied on thermal decomposition 
followed by chemoluminescent NO detection.[30] 
 
In the following each compound of the ChemAir substance repertoire will be presented individually. 
 

4.6.1 Hexamethylene Triperoxide Diamine HMTD 01 
 

WARNING: HMTD 01 is extremely sensitive towards electrostic discharge detonating at 3 mJ at a 

grain size <100 µm. Protective measures against electrostatic discharge are obligatory upon 

handling this compound. 

 

HMTD 01 was first synthesised by Legler[31] in 1885. It is a more powerful initiating explosive than 

mercury fulminate, but it has never found application in detonators regarding its poor thermal and 

chemical stability.[32] 

In this work two similar syntheses of HMTD 08 were tested. The first was a reproduction of the  

synthesis stated by Marotta[33] with the washing steps suggested by Wierzbicki et al.[34]. 

Hexamethylenetetramine was dissolved in glacial acid and allowed to cool to room temperature. 

Hydrogen peroxide was added and the solution stood overnight at ambient conditions before a small 

amount of distilled water was added and the white precipitate was filtered off. It was washed with 20 

mL distilled water, 20 mL ethanol and 20 mL diethyl ether before the precipitate was air suction dried 

for several minutes. HMTD was obtained as a crude product in 77 % yield which was impurified with 

acetic acid. It was tried to perform an azeotropic removal of acetic acid by codistillating the crude 

product five times with each three millilitres of toluene on a rotary evaporator at 40 mbar and 40 °C. 

It was not possible to obtain a pure product, yet its detonation could be initiated by striking it manually 

with a hammer on a metal plate. 

Therefore a downscaled synthesis according to Wierzbicki et al.[34] was chosen. No decomposition 

was observed after storing HMTD 01 at ambient conditions in an ESD container which was sealed for 

three months. 

HMTD 01 has an interesting conformeric behavior. In total four enantiomers of two chiral conformers 

exist. One chiral conformer has D3 symmetry, the second conformer has C2 symmetry. The X-Ray 

structure of solid HMTD 01 has been demonstrated to consist of equal proportions of the enantiomers 

disordered at the crystallographic mirror plane.[34-35] 

Guo et al.[36] investigated the two solution-state conformers of HMTD 01. It is stated that earlier 

spectroscopic work was only able to detect a single conformer, but published NMR data are in 

disagreement. On the one hand a strongly coupled AB quartet was observed performing 1H-NMR in 

DMSO-d6, which would be consistent with the two geminal diastereotopic protons expected from D3 

symmetry.  

On the other hand Wierzbicki et al.[34] stated that a singulet appears in the 1H-NMR spectrum of HMTD 

01 in CDCl3 which would be only consistent with this structure by accidental chemical shift degeneracy 

of the diastereotopic protons or fast exchange of the D3 isomers. 

In this work we could reconfirm the observations of Guo et al.[36] (cf. Figure 8) measuring the 1H-NMR 

of HMTD 01 in DMSO-d6 at 400.18 MHz. An AB-quartett with chemical shifts of 4.66 and 4.79 ppm and 
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a coupling constant of 13.5 MHz was observed. In the baseline of the 1H-NMR in Figure 8 even the 

small AB multiplets of the C2 conformer superimposed with the major D3 conformer can be observed 

as reported by Guo et al.[36]  

 

 

Figure 8: 1H-NMR (400.18 MHz) of HMTD 01 in DMSO-d6 

The 13C-NMR as it is shown in Figure 9 contains four signals at 88.8, 89.6, 90.0 and 91.3 ppm of which 

the one at 89.6 ppm is the most intense signal and therefore corresponds to the D3 conformer. The 

three minor signals are related to the C2 conformer.  

 

Figure 9: 13C-NMR of HMTD 08 in DMSO-d6 at 100.63 MHz. 
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HMTD 01 was reported to be instable in the gas-phase by Oxley et al. [37] who tried to measure its 

vapor pressure by head-space gas chromatography in the temperature range of 15-55 °C, which failed 

due to the thermal instability of HMTD 01. In 2015 Aernecke et al. [38] estimated the vapor pressure 

of HMTD 01 using Secondary Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy using heroine and cocaine as 

calibrants. 

At 20 °C a HMTD vapor pressure of 6.1 × 10-6Pa (cocaine) and 4.5 × 10-6Pa (heroine) was reported with 

enthalpies of sublimation of 92 ± 3 kJ mol-1 (cocaine) and 116 ± 4 kJ mol-1 (heroine).  

Hydrogen peroxide (1.92 g, 56.45 mmol, 11.8 eq., 30 %, aq.) was cooled by means of an ice-salt cooling 

bath and hexamethylenetetramine (0.67 g, 4.78 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved within. Citric acid 

monohydrate (0.70 g, 3.33 mmol, 0.7 eq.) was added in small portions over a period of 10 minutes. 

The reaction batch was allowed to warm up gradually to room temperature. After 24 hours a white 

precipitate had formed, which was filtered off and washed with 20 mL distilled water, 20 mL ethanol 

and 20 mL diethyl ether. Subsequently it was dried under suction for five minutes and dried over 

orange gel in high vacuum over night. 0.56 g (56 %) of white powdery hexamethylene triperoxide 

diamine 01 was obtained.[34] 

1H-NMR[36] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 4.66, 4.79 (ABq, J = 13.5 Hz, D3 conformer) ppm. Further 
signals of the C2 minor conformer are reported in the literature given. 

13C-NMR[36] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 88.8 (minor conformer), 89.6 (minor conformer),  
90.0 (major conformer), 91.3 (minor conformer) ppm. 

EA for C6H12N2O6 calculated: C 34.62, H 5.81, N 13.46 %;  
found: C 34.56, H 5.81, N 13.29 %.  

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 2960 (w), 2923 (w), 2343 (w), 1684 (w), 1467 (w), 1445 (w), 1417 (w),  
1386 (w), 1360 (m), 1337 (m), 1291 (w), 1257 (w), 1232 (m), 1054 (m),  
1034 (m), 961 (s), 951 (s), 908 (m), 873 (s), 774 (w) cm-1. 

Raman Not measured due to the sensitivity of the compound.  

DTA Tdec: 80/119/125/126/130 °C. 

 

4.6.2 The Peroxides TATP 02 and DADP 03 
Triacetone triperoxide 02, also known as TATP or APEX, is the condensation product of hydrogen 

peroxide with acetone and was discovered accidentally by Wolffenstein [39] in 1895. Due to its high 

volatility and sensitivity toward external stimuli the medium performance explosive is not applied in 

neither the civil nor the military sector. With respect to the free availability of its precursors and its 

readiness for detonation initiation, the compound is popular in the amateur chemist and terrorist 

scene. Unfortunately, this was demonstrated by the recent TATP related incident in Oberursel 

(Germany, 2015, [40]) and the ISIS terror attack in Paris (France, 2015, [41]). A 17 year old teenager 

(Germany, 2006, [42]) was arrested for hoarding 2 kg of TATP 02, which underlines the ease of TATP 

02 synthesis. Oxley et al. investigated the factors influencing the formation of TATP 01 and its side 

product diacetone diperoxide (DADP, 02) [43] as well as the destruction of TATP [44]. Lubczyk et al. 

[45] recently published a method for desensitizing TATP 02 for training and testing purposes in an ionic 

liquid matrix and pointed out that resublimed TATP 02 shows a higher impact (0.1 J) and friction 

sensitivity of (0.05 N) than the crude product from the aqueous synthesis (0.5 J, 0.2 N) that is stabilized 

by trace amounts of water. There exist six solid state polymorphs of TATP reported with crystal 

structures by Reany et al. [46] The resublimation of TATP 02 during storage enhances the risk of 

unintended detonation. Two isomers of TATP 02 have been separated by LC-NMR [47]. The synthesis 

of phase-pure TATP has been reported by Peterson et al.[48]. TATP 02 was synthesized in this work 

according to Milas et al..[49] DADP 03 was synthesized according to Landenberger et al. [50] 
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TATP 02: 3.14 mL 50% aqueous H2O2 solution (3.76 g, 0.11 mol) and 0.86 mL conc. H2SO4 (1.58 g, 

0.016 mol) are mixed and cooled to 0 °C. 4.90 mL acetone (3.87 g, 0.07 mol) are added dropwise. After 

stirring the mixture at 0 °C for 3 h, it is extracted with 70 mL pentane. The pentane mixture is washed 

two times with 20 mL saturated ammonium sulfate solution and afterwards three times with 20 mL of 

water. The organic phase is dried over magnesium sulfate. After evaporation of the solvent a colorless 

solid is isolated. (2.07 g, 40%) [49] 

1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ = 1.45 (18 H), multiple minor conformer signals [47] 
13C-NMR (CDCl3, 101 MHz): δ = 21.5 (CH3), 107.7 (Cq). 

EA for C9H18O6 calculated: C 48.63, H 8.18 %. 
found: C 48.73, H 8.26 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3005 (w), 2945 (w), 1600 (w), 1461 (w), 1376 (m), 1361 (m), 1274 (w), 1232 
(m), 1200 (m), 1178 (s), 997 (w), 945 (m), 937 (m), 884 (s), 842 (m), 784 (m), 
615 (m). 

Raman 𝜈 = 3012 (55), 3001 (54), 2948 (100), 10450 (30), 1372 (5), 1338 (6), 962 (48), 
913 (50), 864 (60), 856 (48), 653 (7), 555 (61), 452 (28), 434 (30), 412 (28), 380 
(8). 

Melting Point 97-98 °C (determined with Buechi device, 5 °C min-1) 
 

DADP 03: 10 mL dichloromethane are cooled in an ice bath. 2.00 mL acetone (1.58 g, 0.03 mol) and 

4.00 mL 30% aqueous H2O2 solution (4.44 g, 0.04 mol) are added. 4.00 mL concentrated perchloric acid 

(7.08 g, 0.07 mol) are added drop wisely and the mixture was stirred at 0 °C for 1 h. Afterwards the 

mixture is stored for three days at room temperature to allow complete conversion of TATP to DADP. 

The formed colorless precipitate is filtered off, washed with water and recrystallized from methanol. 

(0.23 g, 10%). [50] 

1H-NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz): δ = 1.35 (s, 6H), 1.79 (s, 6H) 
13C-NMR (CDCl3, 101 MHz): δ = 20.7 (CH3), 22.5 (CH3), 107.7 (Cq) 

EA for C9H18O6 calculated: C 48.63, H 8.18 %. 
found: C 48.24, H 8.13%. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3031 (w), 3000 (w), 2955 (w), 1603 (w), 1452 (w), 1374 (m), 1367 (m), 1284 
(w), 1268 (m), 1198 (s), 1006 (w), 943 (m), 930 (m), 858 (m), 839 (w), 814 (m), 
686 (m). 

Raman 𝜈 = 3053 (25), 3004 (100), 2980 (62), 1450 (18), 1417 (21), 1260 (17), 940 (23), 
917 (19), 863 (64), 720 (65), 512 (8), 501 (58), 491 (22), 452 (10), 447 (9), 428 
(17), 382 (53). 

Melting Point 132-133 °C (determined with Buechi device, 5 °C min-1) 

 

4.6.3 Ethyl Nitrate EtONO2 04 
The first synthesis of ethyl nitrate EtONO2 04 was performed by Feldhaus[51] in 1863. One way was 

pouring a solution of potassium nitrite over a mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohol. The other way he 

suggested was that the mixture of sulphuric acid and alcohol was poured over solid potassium nitrite 

nuggets in the size of a walnut.  In the framework of this thesis EtONO2 04 was synthesized according 

to a modified and downscaled way according to the instructions of Gattermann.[52] Ethyl nitrate is 

distilled from a mixture of nitric acid (65%, aq.), uranium nitrate and ethanol. The most important 

security aspect of this synthesis is that the nitric acid has to be saturated with uronium nitrate 24 

before the ethanol is added. Otherwise an autocatalytic oxidation of ethanol occurs in which it is 

oxidized to acetaldehyde and acetic acid under exothermic conditions. 
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Figure 10: Suggested reaction pathway by Camera et al.[53] 

This autocatalytic oxidation is induced by the formation of nitrous acid HNO2. Nitrous acid reacts with 

nitric acid to nitrogen tetraoxide, which is in equilibrium with nitrogen dioxide. Nitrogen dioxide can 

react with the alcohol under the formation of nitrous acid. The resulting alcohol radical can react with 

nitric acid to an aldehyde and further nitrogen dioxide. (cf. Figure 10). This autocatalytic oxidation can 

be suppressed by the addition of urea to the mixture of sulphuric and nitric acid as it destroys nitrogen 

dioxide as shown in Figure 11. This reaction of nitrous acid with urea to gaseous nitrogen, carbon 

dioxide and water was investigated by Lasalle et al.[54]. 

 

Figure 11: Reaction of nitrous acid with urea suggested by Lasalle et al.[54] 

According to Gattermann the reaction mixture was distilled at ambient conditions at 130 °C oil bath 

temperature until no further raw product was obtained. After the washing steps NMR analysis showed 

that ethyl nitrate 10 was obtained pure (>99.9%) according to 1H-NMR spectroscopy. In contrast to the 

literature recommendation, no dangerous second distillation was necessary. The lower explosion limit 

of ethyl nitrate 10 is 3.8 % by volume and it has a flash point of 10 °C.[55] 

Uronium nitrate 27 (5.00 g, 40.63 mmol, 0.1 eq.) was stirred with nitric acid (21 mL, 29.40 g, 

466.59 mmol, 1.3 eq., 65 %) at room temperature. After 5 minutes of stirring absolute ethanol (21 mL 

16.57 g, 359.66 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added. The solution was then distilled from the reaction mixture 

at an oil bath temperature of 130 °C, which was reached within one hour. The reaction is finished when 

the volume of the lower ethyl nitrate phase in the catching vessel remains constant. 34.50 g of the raw 

product, a colourless liquid, was washed with 3 x 20 mL of distilled water, sodium carbonate solution 

(0.50 g in 20 mL distilled water) and again with 2 x 20 mL distilled water. After drying over sodium 

sulphate 4.35 g (14 %) colourless liquid ethyl nitrate 10 were obtained and stored at -30 °C in a freezer 

under argon atmosphere.[52] 

1H-NMR (400 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 4.58 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, H-1), 1.34 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, H-2). 
13C{1H}-NMR (101 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 70.7 (C-1), 12.4 (C-2) 

15N-NMR (41 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ -40.8 (t, J = 3.0 Hz, ONO2) 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 2992 (w), 2944 (w), 2889 (w), 1618 (s), 1477 (w), 1447 (w), 1383 (w),  
1367 (m), 1277 (s), 1157 (w), 1118 (w), 1091 (w), 1009 (m), 902 (m), 853 (s),  
760 (m), 703 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 2981 (36), 2948 (100), 2881 (16), 2732 (8), 1629 (8), 1459 (1), 1449 (14),  
1369 (8), 1281 (36), 1120 (13), 1093 (9), 1008 (1), 905 (3), 859 (27), 706 (4),  
568 (23), 384 (27), 100 (56) cm-1. 
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4.6.4 D-Mannitol Hexanitrate MHN 05 
D-Mannitol Hexanitrate 05 was first synthesised by Sobrero[56],[57] in 1847. The so called Nitromannit 

05 was received by pouring nitric and sulphuric acid on D-mannitol. The explosive properties were 

studied in 1879 by Sokoloff [58], who additionally improved the synthesis. In 1951 Hayward et al.[59] 

showed that pyridine causes a selective denitration of MHN 11 on the C-4 position. D-mannitol is a 

freely available polyalcohol. The synthesis was performed in this work several times according to the 

one of Sokoloff[58], which was stated by Patterson and Todd[60] with slight modifications. The best 

results were achieved when the reaction of D-mannitol and nitric acid was performed in a beaker and 

sulfuric acid was added as a precipitation agent in a volume slightly higher than the one of nitric acid. 

Pouring this viscous mixture into ice water led to a fine white precipitate of MHN 05. 

An investigation on the solubility of 50-60 mg of MHN 05 in various solvents was carried out in order 

to obtain measurable crystals. The best solubility was observed in acetone (45.8 g per litre), 

acetonitrile, dioxane, ethyl acetate, methanol, tetrahydrofuran, dichloromethane and tert-butyl-

methyl ether. The solubility in benzene, trichloromethane, toluene and diethyl ether is poor and more 

than 5 ml of solvent were necessary to dissolve 50-60 mg of MHN 05. The compound is insoluble in n-

hexane and diisopropyl ether. 

In a beaker nitric acid (15 mL, 22.69 g, 360.16 mmol, 21.9 eq., 100 %) was cooled below 0 °C by means 

of an acetone-ice cooling bath and D-mannitol (3.00 g, 16.47 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added keeping the 

temperature below 0 °C. The obtained yellow suspension was stirred for 30 minutes while being 

cooled. This suspension was poured into a beaker and after adding sulfuric acid (16.5 mL, 96 %) a white 

viscous suspension was formed, which was poured into 300 mL ice water. A white precipitate was 

obtained and filtered off. It was washed with sodium carbonate solution (16.5 g in 300 mL distilled 

water) and with 300 mL of distilled water. 10.65 g of the wet product were recrystallized from boiling 

ethanol (35 mL). The fine white product was filtered off, washed with a small amount of ethanol (-30 

°C cold) and dried in high vacuum (8×10-3 mbar) over night. 6.04 g (81 %) soft white needles of D-

mannitolhexanitrate 5 were obtained and was stored at -30 °C in a freezer under argon atmosphere. 

[60] 

1H-NMR (acetone-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 6.33 – 6.23 (m, 1H, X-Part of [ABMX]2), 6.12-6.04 
(m, 1H, M-Part of [ABMX]2), 5.29 (dd, J = 13.3, 3.3 Hz, 1H, H-1, H-6), 4.99 (dd, J 
= 13.3, 5.9 Hz, 1H, H-1, H-6). 

13C-NMR (acetone-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 77.6 (C-2, C-5), 77.1 (C-3, C-4), 69.4 (C-1, C-6). 
15N-NMR (acetone-d6, 41 MHz): δ = -47.8 (dd, J = 3.9, 3.0 Hz, N-1, N-6), -51.9 (d, J = 4.1 

Hz, N-2, N-5), -53.2 – -54.6 (m, X-Part of AA’X, N-3, N-4). 

EA for C6H8N6O18 calculated: C 15.94, H 1.78, N 18.59 %;  
found: C 16.23, H 1.94, N 18.43 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3297 (w), 2981(m), 2916 (w), 2535 (w), 1677 (m), 1645 (s), 1637 (s),  
1464 (m), 1378 (w), 1359 (w), 1340 (w), 1280 (s), 1271 (s), 1268 (s), 1224 (m), 
1054 (w), 1042 (w), 1031 (m), 1001 (m), 963 (w), 930 (m), 860 (m), 826 (m),  
749 (w), 733 (w), 701 (w), 681 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3002 (16), 2976 (92), 2906 (14), 1681 (5), 1649 (31), 1467 (19), 1389 (7),  
1356 (55), 1323 (13), 1302 (100), 1273 (4), 1235 (17), 1155 (12), 1092 (20),  
1046 (5), 966 (5), 936 (8), 869 (99), 836 (8), 800 (4), 745 (9), 703 (31), 676 (16), 
612 (18), 585 (8), 564 (7), 553 (10), 535 (27), 504 (6), 313 (22), 249 (5), 228 
(96), 189 (34), 167 (5), 135 (34) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 453.0 [M+H+] 

DSC Melting: 107/109/111/113/119 °C 
Decomposition: 162/179/200/212/230 °C 
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Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.784 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.5 Ethyleneglycol Dinitrate EGDN 06 
Ethylene glycol dinitrate EGDN 06 was synthesized first by L. Henry[61] in 1870 in a pure form. EGDN 06 

was used to increase the freezing point of GTN 07 in order to improve the safety of dynamite during 

the winter months. It took until the 1930s for EDGN 06 to find commercial application.[62] 

The synthesis of EGDN 06 was done according to the synthesis of NG 13, but the reaction time was 

decreased to 1.5 hours. EGDN 06 is an oily colourless liquid which can be easily detonated, but it is not 

as sensitive as GTN 07.[32] 

Nitric acid (10 mL, 15.13 g, 240.10 mmol, 12.0 eq., 100 %) was stirred and cooled by means of an ice-

salt cooling bath and sulfuric acid (5 mL, 96 %) was added. Afterwards ethylene glycol (1.24 g, 19.99 

mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added dropwise keeping the temperature below 10 °C. Cooling and stirring was 

continued for 1.5 hours and the solution was then poured in 100 mL of ice water. A white oily liquid 

occurred at the bottom of the beaker. Most of the water above the oil was decanted and the remaining 

phase mixture was extracted with dichloromethane (15 mL). The organic phase was washed with 2 x 

20 mL distilled water, potassium bicarbonate solution (1.33 g in 20 mL distilled water), 2 x 20 mL 

distilled water and once with 20 mL brine. After drying over sodium sulfate the solvent was removed 

with a rotary evaporator keeping the temperature of the water bath at room temperature. 0.88 g 

(29 %) of colourless liquid ethylene glycol dinitrate were obtained and stored at -30 °C in a freezer 

under argon atmosphere. [63] 

1H-NMR (400 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 4.87 (s, H-1, H-2) 
13C{1H}-NMR (101 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 4.87 (s, H-1, H-2) 

14N-NMR (29 MHz, dmso-d6) δ -43 (s, ONO2) 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 2900 (w), 1624 (s), 1455 (w), 1427 (m), 1391 (w), 1289 (m), 1265 (s),  
1038 (m), 885 (m), 831 (s), 754 (m), 710 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3014 (4), 2975 (100), 2893 (6), 2768 (2), 2731 (3), 1639 (13), 1514 (3),  
1457 (9), 1429 (13), 1396 (7), 1371 (3), 1290 (85), 1238 (4), 1115 (8), 858 (51), 
754 (2), 695 (7), 647 (9), 580 (6), 562 (64), 477 (9), 386 (3), 353 (1), 280 (9),  
239 (4) cm-1. 

 

 

4.6.6 Glyceryl Trinitrate GTN 07 
Glyceryl Trinitrate (GTN) 07 was first synthesized by the Italian Ascanio Sobrero[64] in 1846. He added 

glycerine to a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acid and obtained an olive-green liquid which was highly 

explosive. An accident with nitroglycerine caused severe injuries on Sobrero’s face. Sobrero’s student 

Alfred Nobel[65] found out accidentally that GTN 07 can be mixed with Kieselgur so that a less sensitive 

paste was received which he called dynamite. This mixture, which is called dynamite, could be 

transported without enormous hazards.[32] The hazard of transporting pure nitroglycerine is the 

guiding motif in the 1953 movie “The Wages of Fear”. The first characterisation is mentioned in Justus 

Liebigs, Annalen der Chemie in 1848. In the following text excerpt (Figure 12) it is written that pure 

GTN 07 is a yellowish olive coloured oil without odour, but of spicy aromatic taste. A small amount on 

the tongue causes lasting migraine and S. [Sobrero] killed a dog with a small amount of it. The 

substance detonates upon heating”.[64] 
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Figure 12: Original text excerpt from Justus Liebigs Annalen der Chemie[64] 

In this work the synthesis of GTN 07 was carried out according to Urbanski and Witanowski.[63] The 

nitration mixture was stirred strongly to generate a swirl at the surface. The glycerine was added and 

the temperature was kept below 10 °C. The intense stirring is necessary because otherwise a two-

phase mixture of nitrosulfuric acid and glycerine is obtained. This two-phase state is quite dangerous 

as intense heating to 60°C was observed upon moving the reaction vessel. It may not be excluded that 

this might lead to a spontaneous detonation. Even with the highest stirring rates possible, no 

detonation of the reaction mixture was observed within five tries. The best yields and the highest level 

of safety is achieved if dichloromethane is used for the extraction of GTN 07 during its work up. In 

traditional syntheses GTN 07 is extracted as a pure substance. Besides the sensitivity of pure GTN 07, 

it sticks to the separation equipment and separation problems occur. Furthermore, the 

dichloromethane solution can be efficiently dried with sodium sulfate. The dichloromethane can be 

evaporated at room temperature and about 20 mbar pressure using a rotary evaporator. During this, 

the flask with the dichloromethane/GTN 07 solution has to be in touch with room temperature water. 

Otherwise GTN 07 may freeze out during the evaporation of dichloromethane and might become even 

more sensitive. 

 

Figure 13: 1H-NMR of GTN 07 in DMSO-d6 at 400.18 MHz. 

 

The 1H-NMR spectrum of GTN 07 is shown in Figure 13. It consists of a triplet of triplet at 5.79 ppm (Hx) 

and two duplets of duplets at 5.02 (HA/A’) and 4.85 ppm (HB/B’). HA/A’
 and HB/B’

 were allocated according 

to the Karplus[66] relation with respect to their coupling constants to HX. A strong coupling constant 

of 12.9 Hz is observed between the prochiral protons HA/A’ and HB/B’. Prochirality means that if one of 
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the two “prochiral” protons is substituted, a chiral centre would be formed. The splitting-key of the 

pseudo-septett signal of HX is shown in Figure 14. The signals intensities are clearly different to the 

ones of a septet, which would be 1-6-15-20-15-6-1. Due to these facts the proton spin system of GTN 

07 is AA’BB’X. 

 

Figure 14: Splitting-key of the pseudo-septett from NG 13 

 

Sulfuric acid (6 mL, 96 %) and nitric acid (4 mL, 6.05 g, 96.04 mmol, 6.4 eq., 100 %) were stirred so that 

a swirl at the surface occurred and cooled below 0 °C by means of an ice-salt cooling bath. Glycerine 

(1.38 g, 14.99 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added dropwise using a syringe without cannula which was weighed 

before and after the addition. The temperature was kept below 10 °C. For three hours the temperature 

was kept below 10 °C under permanent stirring. The two phase mixture was poured into 150 mL ice 

water and dichloromethane (30 mL) was added. The organic phase was separated and washed with 

3 x 30 mL distilled water, sodium bicarbonate solution (1.21 g in 30 mL distilled water), 2 x 30 mL 

distilled water and 30 mL brine. After drying over sodium sulfate the organic phase was filtered off and 

the solvent was evaporated with a rotary evaporator placing the flask in room temperature water. 

2.56 g (75 %) colorless liquid nitroglycerine 13 were obtained and stored at -30 °C under an argon 

atmosphere.[64],[63] 

1H-NMR[67] (400 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 5.89 (tt, J = 6.2, 3.4 Hz, H-2), 5.13 (dd, J = 13.0, 3.4 Hz, 
H-1,H-3), 4.95 (dd, J = 13.0, 6.2 Hz, H-1’, H-3’) 

13C{1H}-NMR (101 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ = 76.78 (C-2), 70.07 (C-1,C-3). 
15N-NMR (41 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ -46.62 (dd, J = 3.8, 3.0 Hz, N-1, N3), -49.03 (d, J = 3.5 Hz, 

N-2). 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3024 (w), 1986 (w), 2911 (w), 2552 (w), 1630 (s), 1455 (w), 1427 (m),  
1393 (w), 1352 (w), 1292 (m), 1264 (s), 1086 (w), 1052 (w), 1006 (m), 899 (m), 
822 (s), 749 (m), 701 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 2976 (66), 2914 (3), 2899 (5), 2859 (7), 1655 (11), 1459 (7), 1431 (4), 1395 (4), 
1353 (5), 1293 (53), 857 (32), 682 (5), 634 (3), 590 (6), 556 (9), 456 (1), 238 (8), 
98 (100) cm-1. 

DSC Decomposition: 140/167/185/210/226 °C 

IS 1 J (liquid). 

FS [N] > 360 N (liquid). 

ESD [J] not measurable with liquids. 
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4.6.7 meso-Erythritol Tetranitrate ETN 08 
The first synthesis of meso-erythritol tetranitrate 08 was described by Stenhouse[68] in 1849. He did 

research on lichen and the acids they are containing. Stenhouse solved the so called Erythromannit in 

fuming nitric acid and after the cooling of the mixture sulfuric acid was added. Flat crystals like the 

ones of benzoic acid were obtained after crystallizing it from spirit of wine. 

The freely available starting material meso-erythritol can be easily purchased as sweetener. Oxley et 

al.[69] and Matyas et al.[70] investigated the analytical and energetic material properties of meso-

erythritol tetranitrate (ETN, 08). Manner et al. [71] published a crystallographic study of 08 in 2014. 

The performed synthesis is a slight modification of that stated by Oxley et al.[69b]. Meso-erythritol 

was not dissolved in sulfuric acid, but was directly dissolved in the nitrosulfuric acid. Furthermore the 

crude product was not recrystallized from methanol, but from ethanol.  

It was tried to obtain different polymorphs of meso -erythritol tetranitrate 08 in various solvents. The 

best solubility was achieved with acetone (35.6 g per litre), acetonitrile, dioxane, ethyl acetate, 

methanol, tetrahydrofuran, dichloromethane, tert-butyl ethyl ether and diethyl ether. It was also 

soluble in benzene, trichloromethane, toluene, n-hexane and diisopropyl ether. The best measurable 

crystals were obtained by evaporation from ethanol or benzene solution. 

Nitric acid (19 mL, 28.75 g, 456.20 mmol, 13.9 eq. 100 %) was added to sulfuric acid (17 mL, 96 %) while 

being stirred and cooled to 0 °C by means of an ice-salt cooling bath. The temperature rose to 10 °C 

when D-erythritol (4.00 g, 32.75 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added. Afterwards the solution was heated to 40 

°C and stirred for one hour before it was poured on 200 mL ice water. The obtained white precipitate 

was washed with distilled water, sodium carbonate solution (0.70 g solved in 25 mL distilled water) 

and again with distilled water. After drying under suction for 20 minutes 8.17 g of raw product were 

recrystallized from ethanol (20 mL) at 55 °C. The white crystalline product was filtered off and dried in 

high vacuum (1x10-2 mbar) over night. 6.60 g (67 %) ETN 4 were obtained and stored at -30 °C in a 

freezer under an argon atmosphere. [69b] 

1H-NMR (400 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 6.03 – 5.97 (m, 2H, X-Part of [ABX]2), 5.27 – 5.19 (m, 2H, A-
Part of [ABX]2), 5.04 – 4.95 (m, 2H, B-Part of [ABX]2). 

13C{1H}-
NMR 

(acetone-d6, 101 MHz): δ 68.7 (2C, C-1, C-4), 76.5 (2C, C-2, C-3) ppm. 

15N-NMR (acetone-d6, 41 MHz):  δ -47.2 (dd, J = 3.9, 2.9 Hz, N-1, N-4), -51.1 (m, N-2, N-3, X-
Part of AA’X). 

EA for C4H6N4O12 calculated: C 15.90, H 2.00, N 18.55 %; 
found: C 16.00, H 2.00, N 18.26 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3293 (w), 2978 (w), 2911 (w), 2555 (w), 1746 (w), 1656 (s), 1648 (s),  
1631 (s), 1512 (w), 1488 (w), 1455 (m), 1375 (m), 1339 (w), 1294 (m), 1286 (m), 1277 
(s), 1258 (s), 1228 (m), 1058 (m), 1032 (m), 982 (m), 918 (m), 872 (m),  
827 (s), 754 (m), 740 (m), 696 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3020 (19), 2980 (87), 2897 (9), 1673 (7), 1649 (17), 1632 (10), 1512 (2),  
1488 (2), 1457 (25), 1386 (9), 1371 (5), 1358 (15), 1311 (15), 1297 (100),  
1281 (5), 1270 (8), 1163 (9), 1085 (15), 1053 (5), 928 (3), 899 (6), 870 (71),  
844 (5), 835 (15), 774 (8), 700 (45), 634 (17), 589 (20), 565 (58), 373 (5),  
282 (16), 242 (18), 228 (82), 183 (22), 113 (7) cm-1. 

DSC Melting: 56/59/62/65/71 °C 
Decomposition: 144/170/182/191/210 °C 
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4.6.8 Pentaerythritol Tetranitrate PETN 09 
PETN 09 was first synthezised in 1894 through an esterification of pentaerythritol with nitric acid by 

the company Rheinisch-Westfälischen-Sprengstoff-AG[72]. Pentaerythritol was synthesized by Tollens 

and Wigand[73] in 1891 performing an alkaline condensation of acetaldehyde and formaldehyde. 

PETN 09 is used as one of the main components besides RDX 19 in the plastic explosive Semtex[74]. 

Pentaerythritol tetranitrate is still in use as a booster explosive being appreciated for its readiness for 

detonation and high detonation pressure. 

PETN 09 can be synthesized with a mixture of nitric and sulphuric acid under permanent stirring and 

cooling. In the framework of this thesis PETN 09 was synthesised in analogy to a procedure by 

Barros.[75]  

In the research group of Prof. Klapötke a synthesis using in situ generated acetyl nitrate was developed 

by Stefanie Schedlbauer. It is better in terms of product purity.  

Roberts and Dinegar[76] researched the solubility of PETN 09 in acetone, ethyl acetate, benzene and 

ethanol. It turned out that bigger crystals are obtained when recrystallizing PETN 09 from ethanol 

instead of precipitating it from acetone by addition of water.  

Acetic acid anhydride (10.0 ml, 107 mmol) was cooled down to 0 °C. Afterwards nitric acid (2.00 

ml, 44.1 mmol, 100%) and glacial acetic acid (2.00 ml, 33.1 mmol) were added slowly. The solution 

was stirred at 0 °C for 30 minutes. Pentaerythritol (1.00 g, 7.35 mmol) was dissolved in the nitrating 

medium and stirred for 4 hours at 0 °C. The mixture was brought to ambient temperature and 

stirred for 12 hours. Subsequently the suspension was diluted with ice-water (250 ml) and stirred 

for 30 minutes. A white precipitate was obtained. It was filtered off, washed with water and 

NaHCO3-solution (5.00 g NaHCO3 in 200 ml water). After drying at ambient temperature the raw 

product (2.12 g) was recrystallized from ethanol (100 ml). The solution was stored in a fridge at 

4 °C for 16 hours. Then the colorless needles were filtered off, washed with cold ethanol and dried 

in a desiccator in vacuo yielding 1.96 g (6.20 mmol, 84%) of white crystalline pentaerythritol 

tetranitrate 6. 

1H-NMR (400 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 4.70 (s, H-1, H-3, H-4, H-5) 
13C-NMR (101 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 40.8 (C-2), 70.3 (C-1, C3, C-4, C-5) 
14N-NMR (29 MHz , dmso-d6) δ -45 (s, N-1, N-3, N-4, N-5) 

EA for C5H8N4O12 calculated: C 19.00, H 2.55, N 17.72 %;  
found: C 19.18, H 2.49, N 17.54 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3273 (w), 3021 (w), 2983 (w), 2905 (w) 2551 (w), 1740 (w), 1638 (s),  
1506 (w), 1471 (m), 1394 (w), 1383 (w), 1304 (m), 1282 (s), 1267 (s), 1193 (w), 
1035 (m), 998 (m), 937 (w), 895 (w), 840 (m), 835 (m), 752 (m), 745 (m), 701 (m) 
cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3024 (46), 2985 (100), 2917 (22), 2764 (3), 1671 (7), 1660 (23), 1628 (8),  
1509 (4), 1469 (31), 1403 (13), 1292 (98), 1275 (8), 1251 (23), 1193 (7),  
1043 (22), 1004 (5), 938 (10), 873 (52), 838 (2), 746 (6), 704 (5), 676 (12),  
624 (61), 589 (24), 539 (23), 459 (9), 322 (4), 278 (12), 259 (7), 228 (43) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 317.1 [(C5H8N4O12 + H+)+]. 

DSC Melting: 132/138/140/144/150 °C 
Decomposition: 143/157/176/192/214 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.750 g/cm³ 
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4.6.9 2-Diazonium-4,6-dinitrophenolate DDNP 10 
The first synthesis of 2-Diazonium-4,6-dinitrophenolate DDNP 10 as it is shown was performed by 

Griess [77],[78] in 1858 to obtain the first ever-synthesized diazonium compound. It was obtained by 

heating a solution of pure picramic acid to 50 °C and introducing a stream of gaseous nitrous acid. With 

rising temperature the color of the solution changed from red to yellow. Performing this procedure for 

some time led to a yellow crystalline precipitate which was recrystallized several times from alcohol. 

A brass- to gold-coloured precipitate was obtained which was DDNP 10. The explosive character of the 

compound was reported in 1892 by Lenze.[79] 

DDNP 10 is an important primary explosive. It has been reviewed twice by Clark [79] in 1933 and in a 

book-chapter by Matyas [80]. It is used in blasting caps and detonators, where it has replaced amongst 

lead azide the former used mercury fulminate.[57] According to the review of Clark[79] it is stable over 

a long period of time when exposed to diffused light, but rapidly lost its power when exposed to direct 

sunlight. As mentioned by Hagel and Redecker[81],[82], employees of the Dynamit Nobel AG, DDNP 

10 is used in the primer composition Sintox. 

The drawbacks of DDNP 10 are its flaws in terms of photosensitivity and low thermal stability and that 

it can be dead-pressed. [80] Most recently new isomers and derivatives of DDNP 10 were developed 

in our workgroup that outperform DDNP 10 [83],[84],[83] and have drawn the attention of the amateur 

chemist scene resulting in the illegal synthesis of 4-Diazonium-2,6-dinitrophenolate from the 

ubiquitious pain and fever medication Acetaminophen. [85] DDNP 10 was used as primary explosive in 

the bomb attack carried out by Anders Behring Breivik. (cf. section 4.1). 

DDNP 10 was synthesised in the framework of this thesis according to the synthesis of the amateur 

chemist Megalomaniac[86] which is a detailed version similar to Method A in the review of Clark[79], 

who performed a related synthesis to Abel[87] and Newdon[88]. We experienced problems with the 

purity of the product. A recrystallization is difficult due to the intense dark red color of DDNP 10 

solutions. We decided to use an excess of sodium nitrite to generate the byproduct picric acid which 

is better soluble in water than picramic acid and can be washed out from the final product resulting in 

a purity of > 99 % by 1H-NMR. The remaining picramic acid is most probably included in the DDNP 10 

particles since the diazotation is a heterogeneous reaction with a suspension of picramic acid in water. 

 

Figure 15: Optimized Lewis structures according to natural bond orbital (NBO) and increased valence bond (VB) analysis of 
DDNP 10 [89] 

The electronic structure of DDNP 10 has been discussed by Holl et al..[89] A NBO analysis (DFT density) 

was performed to obtain the best standard Lewis structure. The results of natural bond orbital and 

increased valence bond analysis are depicted in Figure 15. The increased valence bond structure stands 

in better agreement with the X-Ray structure and the formal charges are located closer to each other. 

Picramic acid 41 (0.24 g, 1.21 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was suspended in hydrochloric acid (3 mL, 5 %; 5 mL 37 % 

hydrochloric acid was filled up to 36 mL with distilled water) while being stirred and cooled by means 

of an ice-salt cooling bath. Sodium nitrite (0.13 g, 1.88 mmol, 1.6 eq.) was dissolved in distilled water 
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(2.5 mL) and added. Light was excluded with aluminium foil and the ice-salt cooling bath removed. The 

mixture was stirred for one hour at room temperature. After filtration the remaining solid was washed 

with 25 mL distilled water and dried over orange gel in vacuo over night. 0.16 g (63 %) brown to orange 

coloured powder of 2-Diazonium-3,5-dinitrophenolate 15 were obtained. [79],[86] 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 8.87 (9.34 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 1H, H-5), 8.85 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, 
1H, H-3) ppm. 

13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 99.5 (C-2), 129.2(C-4), 130.6(C-3), 134.7 (C-5), 
140.7(C-6), 164.4 (C-1) ppm.  

15N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -16.9 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, NO2-6), -19.1 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, NO2-4),  
-44.7 (s, diazonium terminal), -141.9 (d, J = 3.2 Hz, diazonium C-bound) ppm. 

EA for C6H2N4O5 calculated: C 34.30, H 1.36, N 26.67 %;  
found: C 34.56, H 1.10, N 26.72 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3098 (w), 2309 (w), 2195 (m), 1694 (w, b), 1631 (s), 1571 (w), 1556 (m), 
1519 (m), 1414 (m), 1364 (m), 1351 (m), 1317 (s), 1277 (s), 1156 (m), 1092 (w), 
1071 (m), 1044 (w), 938 (w), 921 (w), 906 (m), 826 (w), 788 (w), 774 (w),  
737 (m), 723 (w), 707 (m), 673 (w) cm-1. 

Raman Detonation during the measurement. 

DTA Decomposition: 150/163/169/177/196 °C 

 

4.6.9.1 DDNP Precursor Picramic Acid 

Picramic acid (2-Amino-4,6-dinitrophenolate) was used for Benedict’s blood sugar determination 

around 1918 and is a precursor material for DDNP 10. Due to the shortage of picric acid 11 after World 

War I Egerer[90] searched a method for the synthesis of picramic acid 41 that gives better yields than 

previous procedures. She criticised the methods stated by Girard[91] and Lea[92] in terms of purity 

and yields. 

In the framework of this thesis a downscaled synthesis according to Egerer[90] was executed. 

Picric acid 16 (10.01 g, 43.69 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved in ethanol (150 mL) and heated to 50 °C 

during permanent stirring. A concentrated ammonia solution (63 mL, 55.43 g, 158.19 mmol, 3.6 eq.) 

was added and the mixture was allowed to cool itself to 30 °C. Hydrogen sulfide gas was bubbled in 

the mixture for one hour. During the addition the temperature was allowed to reach 50 °C for 

15 minutes and was then cooled to 0 °C by means of an ice-salt cooling bath. The excess of hydrogen 

sulfide gas was introduced into a potassium hydroxide solution for its disposal. The mixture was filtered 

off after 45 minutes of stirring at 0 °C and the precipitate was suspended in acetic acid (30 mL, 20 %) 

for five minutes. This suspension was filtered again and washed two times with 10 mL distilled water. 

12.06 g of wet precipitate was divided up to two batches. Each batch of about 6.00 g was dissolved in 

1.5 litres boiling distilled water and the resulting dark red solution was filtered while being hot. The 

solutions were kept in a fridge overnight and the product was filtered off and dried in a desiccator over 

orange gel in vacuo overnight. 4.48 g (51 %) of red glittering picramic acid were obtained.[90] 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 7.56 (s, NH2), 7.65 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H, C-H),  
7.93 (d, J = 3.0 Hz, 1H, C-H) ppm. 

13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 108.7, 111.0, 134.4, 137.8, 140.0, 147.3 ppm. 
15N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 41 MHz): δ = -12.2 (d, J = 2.5 Hz, NO2-6),  

-13.5 (pseudo-t, J = 2.1 Hz, NO2-4), -323.1 (s, NH2) ppm.  

EA for C6H5N3O5 calculated: C 36.19, H 2.53, N 21.10 %;  
found: C 36.24, H 2.49, N 20.84 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3595 (w), 3466 (m), 3373 (s), 3242 (m), 3119 (m), 3104 (m), 3071 (m),  
2841 (m), 2634 (m), 2420 (m), 2285 (m), 1635 (m), 1614 (m), 1593 (m), 1548 (s), 
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1513 (m), 1476 (m), 1440 (m), 1400 (w), 1335 (s), 1299 (s), 1230 (m), 1139 (m), 
1107 (m), 1063 (m), 992 (m), 932 (w), 893 (w), 878 (w), 854 (w), 815 (w),  
802 (w), 770 (w), 734 (w), 723 (w), 709 (w), 672 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3380 (3), 3082 (2), 2576 (2), 2413 (2), 2172 (2), 2158 (2), 2137 (2), 1613 (6),  
1595 (3), 1543 (3), 1517 (6), 1479 (2), 1448 (3), 1400 (30), 1344 (100), 1298 (8),  
1251 (7), 1155 (5), 1112 (1), 1067 (7), 996 (3), 936 (5), 882 (1), 809 (19), 771 (1),  
653 (1), 554 (1), 483 (7), 432 (1), 380 (3), 355 (6), 268 (1), 237 (3) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 199.2 [(C6H5N3O5)+]. 

DSC Melting: 161/169/170/173/180 °C 
Decomposition: 184/201/223/239/257 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.652 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.10 Picric Acid PA 11 
The synthesis of pure picric Acid 11 was first reported by the British chemist Peter Woulfe[93] in 1771. 

He investigated the reaction of nitric acid on indigo. The industrial production of picric acid 11 by 

nitrating phenol is described by Olsen and Goldstein[94] in 1924. The French scientist Eugene 

Turpin[57] patented a melt casting process for picric acid 11. With this procedure it could be filled in 

artillery shells as high explosive filling. After the French started this, the British also used picric acid 16 

as a melt-cast explosive and called it Lyddite[57],[93]. The British tested it in Lydd near Kent and used 

it later in high quantities during World War I. Using picric acid 16 together with metals is highly 

dangerous. Due to its high acidity picric acid 16 is able to form salts with metals, the so called picrates. 

These picrates are even more sensitive than picric acid 16 itself and led to many accidents in the 

past.[32] Picric acid 11 has a pKa value of 0.40[95],[96] in water which underlines its strong acidity.  

Anders Behring Breivik synthesized picric acid 11 from acetylsalicylic acid (cf. section 4.1) as a booster 

explosive. 

It should be mentioned that picric acid 16 can be easily synthesized from Aspirin®. This reaction way 

was stated by an amateur chemist on his website.[97] 

1H-NMR[98] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 8.60 (s, 2H, H-3, H-5), 11.81 (s, 1H, OH) ppm. 
13C-NMR[98] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 125.4 (2C, C-3, C-5), 125.6 (1C, C-4),  

141.9 (2C, C-2, C-6), 160.2 (1C, C-1) ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -12 ppm. 

EA for C6H3N3O7 calculated: C 31.45, H 1.32, N 18.34 %;  
found: C 31.74, H 1.44, N 18.45 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3102 (m), 2869 (w), 2273 (w), 1859 (w), 1629 (s), 1606 (s), 1524 (s),  

1462 (m), 1428 (m), 1339 (s), 1312 (s), 1261 (m), 1176 (m), 1149 (m), 1086 (m), 

955 (w), 939 (w), 917 (m), 832 (w), 804 (w), 782 (w), 753 (w), 727 (m), 702 (m) 

cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3109 (2), 2680 (1), 2285 (1), 1634 (9), 1612 (4), 1563 (5), 1530 (17),  
1346 (100), 1280 (18), 1179 (15), 1090 (3), 943 (11), 922 (1), 832 (25), 785 (1), 
741 (1), 706 (2), 544 (1), 402 (3), 350 (3), 329 (6), 209 (2) cm-1. 

DTA Tmelt: 113/120/128/133/138 °C 
Tdec-1: 180/235/256/2262/265 °C 
Tdec-2: 265/257/290/303/334 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.748 g/cm³. 
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4.6.11 The Mononitrotoluenes 2-MNT 12, 3-MNT 13 and 4-MNT 14. 
The mixed acid nitration of toluene yields a mixture of 55-60 % 2-Nitrotoluene (2-MNT, 12), 3-4 % 3-

Nitrotoluene (3-MNT, 13) and 35-40% 4-Nitrotoluene (4-MNT, 14). [99] This mixture is an intermediate 

of the stepwise nitration of toluene to the explosive 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (2,4,6-TNT, 17), which is a 

medium performance energetic material that was developed at the end of the 19th century. 

Nonetheless, TNT 17 has never lost its application in the explosive industry being appreciated for its 

melt cast processability. The mononitroluenes 12-14 are also used for the industrial synthesis of 

agricultural, rubber and dye chemicals and their toxicity towards mice has been demonstrated.[100] 

In Germany all nitrotoluenes 12-14 are classified as toxic and cancerogenic [101], yet they were 

identified as environmental contaminants in soil and groundwater in multi-ton amounts. [99, 102] 

According to the Montreal Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives for Detection [10], 2-MNT 

1 or 4-MNT 3 have to be integrated amongst two alternative compounds as detection aid agents, so-

called taggants, in commercial formulations of explosives with a vapor pressure lower than 0.1 mPa. 

2-MNT 12: 

1H-NMR[103] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 2.50 (s, 3H, CH3), 7.40-7.52 (m, 2H, H-4, H-6), 7.62 
(td, 1H, J = 7.5, 1.3 Hz, H-5), 7.95 (dd, 1H, J = 8.2, 1.3 Hz, H-3) 

13C-NMR[103] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 19.4 (CH3), 124.2 (C-3), 127.3 (C-4),  
132.6 (C-6), 132.7 (C-5), 133.3 (C-1), 149.0 (C-2) ppm. 

14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -5 ppm. 

EA for C7H7NO2 calculated: C 61.31, H 5.14, N 10.21 %;  
found: C 61.16, H 5.14, N 10.19 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3071 (w), 2976 (w), 2933 (w), 2857 (w), 1612 (m), 1578 (w), 1517 (s),  
1482 (m), 1460 (m), 1429 (w), 1323 (w), 1342 (s), 1305 (m), 1277 (w), 1202 (w), 
1163 (w), 1149 (w), 1083 (w), 1050 (w), 1037 (w), 955 (w), 857 (m), 786 (m), 
725 (s), 688 (w), 664 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3158 (1), 3076 (37), 3033 (3), 2977 (4), 2936 (32), 2869 (1), 2748 (3),  
2615 (2), 1613 (8), 1580 (33), 1524 (12), 1483 (3), 1430 (2), 1385 (10),  
1346 (100), 1279 (2), 1203 (20), 1164 (13), 1150 (5), 1085 (6), 1052 (49),  
998 (3), 859 (15), 793 (61), 732 (1), 666 (13), 566 (6), 539 (12), 476 (2), 387 (5), 
352 (1), 230 (9), 151 (23), 113 (4) cm-1. 

DSC Boiling: 197/232/236/239/251 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.159 g/cm³. 

3-MNT 13: 

1H-NMR [104] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ 2.41 (s, 3H, CH3), 7.52 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H, H-5), 7.62 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 

1H, H-6), 7.94 – 8.04 (m, 2H, H-2, H-4). 
13C-NMR[105] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 20.5 (1C, CH3), 120.4 (1C, C-4), 123.4 (1C, C-2),  

129.5 (1C, C-5), 135.8 (1C, C-6), 139.9 (1C, C-1), 147.7 (1C, C-3) ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -10 ppm. 

EA for C7H7NO2 calculated: C 61.31, H 5.14, N 10.21 %;  
found: C 61.29, H 5.18, N 10.17 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3070 (w), 2927 (w), 2865 (w), 1585 (w), 1561 (w), 1521 (s), 1480 (m),  
1381 (w), 1344 (s), 1315 (m), 1289 (w), 1215 (w), 1166 (w), 1096 (w), 1081 (w), 
1043 (w), 1003 (w), 926 (w), 905 (w), 881 (w), 799 (m), 726 (m), 671 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3072 (13), 3036 (1), 2927 (12), 2869 (1), 2744 (1), 2691 (1), 1622 (2),  
1586 (19), 1529 (6), 1383 (3), 1348 (100), 1291 (2), 1217 (12), 1167 (3),  
1097 (7), 1005 (27), 907 (1), 802 (25), 673 (9), 510 (4), 397 (4), 358 (4), 227 (4), 
172 (8), 113 (1) cm-1. 

DTA Boiling: 223/243/278/280/295 °C 
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Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.157 g/cm³. 

4-MNT 14: 

1H-NMR[103],  (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 2.41 (s, 3H, CH3), 7.39-7.46 (m, 2H, H-2, H-6), 8.05-8.11 
(m, 2H, H-3, H-5) ppm. 

13C-NMR[103] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 21.0 (1C, CH3), 123.2 (2C, C-3, C-5),  
130.1 (2C, C-2, C-6), 145.6 (1C, C-1), 146.3 (1C, C-4) ppm. 

14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -10 ppm. 

EA for C7H7NO2 calculated: C 61.31, H 5.14, N 10.21 %;  
found: C 61.41, H 5.17, N 10.20 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3107 (w), 3081 (w), 2933 (w), 2841 (w), 2444 (w), 2294 (w), 1935 (w),  
1804 (w), 1722 (w), 1699 (w), 1673 (w), 1596 (m), 1562 (w), 1505 (s), 1467 (m), 
1421 (w), 138 (w), 1366 (w), 1339 (s), 1295 (m), 1212 (w), 1179 (m), 1043 (w), 
1017 (w), 971 (w), 961 (w), 858 (m), 834 (m), 785 (w), 736 (m), 684 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3110 (1), 3077 (11), 3060 (3), 2924 (9), 2674 (1), 2447 (1), 1598 (27),  
1516 (6), 1496 (3), 1380 (5), 1340 (100), 1213 (7), 1180 (2), 1108 (23), 861 (21), 
787 (5), 635 (9), 521 (1), 364 (6), 296 (3), 174 (4), 109 (3) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 137.1 [(C7H7NO2)+]. 

DSC Melting: 50/51/52/55/66 °C 
Boiling: 218/234/235/238/244 °C 

IS > 40 J (< 100 µm). 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.293 g/cm³. 

4.6.12 The Dinitrotoluenes 2,4-DNT 15 and 2,6-DNT 16 
2,4-Dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT 15) and 2,6-dinitrotoluene (2,6-DNT 16) are possible intermediates of the 

synthesis of TNT 17. Both compounds are produced as a mixture of technical grade DNT, containing 

76% 2,4-DNT 15 and 19% 2,6-DNT 16. DNT is used for the production of toluene diisocyanate, urethane 

polymers, auto airbags, dyes and explosives including TNT 17. [106] 2,6-DNT exists in two crystal 

polymorphs that can be obtained by recrystallization from benzene (Tmelt: 54.6 °C) and resolidification 

from the melt (Tmelt: 66 °C). [107] 

2,4-DNT 15: 

1H-NMR[108] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 2.62 (s, 3H, CH3), 7.79 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H, H-5),  
8.42 (dd, J = 8.7, 2.5 Hz, 1H, H-6), 8.68 (d, J =2.5 Hz, 1H, H-3) ppm. 

13C-NMR[109] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 19.6 (CH3), 119.6 (C-3), 127.2 (C-5),  
134.3 (C-6), 140.3 (C-1), 145.9 (C-4), 148.7 (C-2) ppm. 

14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -12 ppm. 

EA for C7H6N2O4 calculated: C 46.16, H 3.32, N 15.38 %;  
found: C 46.06, H 3.50, N 15.32 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3102 (m), 3083 (m), 2988 (w), 2865 (w), 2734 (w), 1948 (w), 1818 (w),  
1606 (m), 1519 (s), 1453 (m), 1439 (w), 1393 (w), 1382 (w), 1344 (s), 1268 (w), 
1201 (w), 1152 (m), 1132 (w), 1068 (w), 1035 (w), 973 (w), 912 (m), 835 (m), 790 
(w), 763 (w), 731 (m), 703 (w), 664 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3105 (3), 3087 (26), 3060 (1), 3004 (3), 2980 (4), 2937 (28), 2748 (2),  
2688 (2), 2618 (1), 1612 (50), 1544 (30), 1530 (9), 1457 (3), 1399 (4), 1384 (9), 
1357 (10), 1347 (100), 1308 (4), 1271 (5), 1206 (13), 1154 (17), 1136 (15),  
1072 (6), 1036 (2), 1008 (1), 915 (7), 837 (39), 793 (14), 766 (2), 733 (2), 706 (3), 
671 (5), 639 (9), 529 (2), 478 (2), 391 (4), 356 (16), 297 (7), 160 (21), 133 (3), 113 
(3) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 182.2 [(C7H6N2O4)+]. 
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DSC Melting: 61/67/70/72/81 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.513 g/cm³. 

2,6-DNT 16: 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 2.44 (s, 3H, CH3), 7.70 (t, J = 8.2 Hz, 1H, H-4),  
8.21 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H, H-3, H-5) ppm. 

13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 14.2 (1C, CH3), 125.9, 127.9, 128.4, 151.0 ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -9 ppm. 

EA for C7H6N2O4 calculated: C 46.16, H 3.32, N 15.38 %;  
found: C 46.17, H 3.40, N 15.33 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3098 (m), 3024 (w), 2984 (w), 2940 (w), 2865 (w), 1974 (w), 1917 (w),  
1863 (w), 1752 (w), 1613 (w), 1577 (w), 1528 (s), 1460 (m), 1424 (m), 1390 (w), 
1349 (s), 1299 (m), 1219 (w), 1206 (w), 1134 (w), 1085 (w), 1031 (w), 989 (w), 
894 (m), 841 (w), 820 (m), 789 (w), 755 (w), 729 (m), 709 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3157 (2), 3102 (7), 3081 (36), 3031 (9), 2990 (9), 2947 (46), 2882 (2),  
2754 (2), 2600 (3), 1616 (8), 1582 (23), 1532 (3), 1524 (37), 1448 (5), 1426 (4), 
1388 (13), 1367 (100), 1301 (4), 1207 (42), 1166 (16), 1138 (12), 1086 (28),  
1029 (4), 896 (2), 843 (26), 821 (2), 797 (74), 759 (4), 731 (3), 713 (2), 689 (3), 632 
(1), 579 (50), 515 (1), 467 (6), 448 (4), 387 (8), 365 (4), 330 (26), 296 (2), 242 (12), 
183 (58), 131 (4), 112 (10) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 182.2 [(C7H6N2O4)+]. 

DSC Melting: 54/56/58/60/66 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.515 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.13 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene TNT 17 
2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene TNT 17 was first synthesised by the German Wilbrand[110] in 1863. He used 

toluene as reactant which was mixed with fuming sulfuric and fuming nitric acid for some days under 

boiling conditions. Karl Häussermann[57] developed a three step nitration of toluene to TNT 17. 

In 1912 TNT 17 became the common bursting charge in high explosive shells for the field artillery in 

the US Army.[57] Furthermore, it was used during both World Wars with respect to its facile synthesis 

and the fact that it is possible to extract toluene from mineral oil. The most important advantage of 

TNT 17 is that owing to its thermal stability and a melting point of about 80 °C it can be melt-casted in 

almost any possible form.[32] Dorey and Carper[111] performed a modified synthesis previously 

carried out by Dennis et al.[112] which uses oleum and 2,4-DNT 15. Instead of using Oleum (15-wt% 

SO3) concentrated sulfuric acid (96 %) was used in this work. This is advantageous since the use of 

oleum enhances the risk of dangerous runaway reactions involving the oxidation of TNT 17 to 2,4,6-

trinitrobenzoic acid. 

The solubility of commercial available TNT 17 in acetone was determined to be 6 g per litre solvent at 

room temperature. 

Sulfuric acid (9 mL, 96 %) was cooled below 0 °C by means of an ice-salt cooling bath and nitric acid (3 

mL, 71.89 mmol, 3.2 eq., 100 %) was added. While being stirred this mixture was allowed to warm up 

to room temperature. After this 2,4-dinitrotoluene 15 (4.00 g, 22.01 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added and the 

mixture was heated to 90 °C within one hour. No exothermic reaction occurred and the temperature 

was kept constant for two hours while nitrous fumes were observed in the flask. The acid mixture was 

allowed to stay overnight at room temperature and was then extracted two times with each 50 mL of 

dichloromethane. The combined organic phases were washed with 1 x 50 mL saturated sodium 
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carbonate solution, 2 x 50 mL distilled water, 1 x 50 mL brine and dried over sodium sulfate, followed 

by removal of the solvent using a rotary evaporator. A yellow crude product was obtained. It was 

recrystallized from boiling ethanol (25 mL). Light yellowish needles were obtained and dried in high 

vacuum (1.2×10-2 mbar, 16 h). 3.96 g (79 %) of yellow-pale needles of 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene 17 were 

obtained.[111]  

1H-NMR[113] (acetone-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 2.70 (s, 3H, CH3), 8.98 (s, 2H, H-3, H-5) ppm. 
13C-NMR[113] (acetone-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 15.6 (1C, CH3), 123.3 (2C, C-3, C-5), 134.6 (1C, C-1),  

146.9 (1C, C-4), 152.4 (2C, C-2, C-6) ppm. 
15N-NMR (acetone-d6, 41 MHz): δ = -15.0 (NO2-2, NO2-6, X-part of AA’X), -21.2 (NO2-4, X-

part of A2X). 

EA for C7H5N3O6 calculated: C 37.02, H 2.22, N 18.50 %;  
found: C 37.01, H 2.20, N 18.49 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3095 (m), 3055 (m), 3011 (w), 2956 (w), 2876 (w, b), 1615 (w), 1600 (w), 
1530 (s), 1463 (m), 1435 (m), 1403 (m), 1379 (w), 1347 (s), 1207 (w), 1169 (w), 
1085 (w), 1026 (w), 937 (w), 924 (w), 905 (m), 792 (w), 768 (w), 757 (w),  
733 (w), 715 (m), 702 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3103 (8), 3059 (4), 3011 (7), 2956 (29), 2702 (2), 2614 (4), 1618 (55),  
1534 (38), 1466 (2), 1438 (5), 1359 (100), 1211 (31), 1172 (4), 1089 (9),  
1027 (4), 940 (13), 926 (1), 908 (6), 824 (43), 793 (26), 770 (1), 761 (4), 735 (1), 
719 (3), 706 (2), 640 (5), 444 (3), 368 (13), 356 (3), 328 (22), 271 (8), 239 (1)  
cm-1. 

DSC Melting: 76/79/81/84/90 °C 
Decomposition: 282/306/309/312/326 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.633 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.14 Hexanitrostilbene 18 
Hexanitrostilbene 18 melts with an onset temperature of 317 °C and is therefore used as heat-resistant 

explosive.[32] It is used for Aluminium-Sheathed Linear Shaped Charges which are used for emergency 

escape and stage separation in aerospace.[114] It is also used in the oil and gas industry because of its 

thermal stability. The first synthesis of HNS 18 was done by Shipp[115] who reported four different 

syntheses of HNS 18 in 1964.[115] 

The industrial synthesis of HNS 18 is performed according to the procedure stated by Shipp and 

Kaplan.[116] TNT 17 is dissolved in a mixture of tetrahydrofuran and methanol and cooled to 0 °C. The 

solution is quickly added to a 0 °C cold aqueous sodium hypochlorite solution (5% of active chlorine) 

and after two minutes a precipitate starts to form. The reaction mixture is held at room temperature 

until the precipitation is complete. The resulting precipitate is filtered off, washed with methanol and 

dried in an oven at 100 °C. It can be recrystallized from nitrobenzene and forms yellow pale needles. 

1H-NMR[117] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 7.14 (s, 2H, CH=CH), 9.11 (s, 4H, H-Ar) ppm. 
13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 123.2, 126.2, 130.5, 147.0, 149.5 ppm. 

EA for C14H6N6O12 calculated: C 37.35, H 1.34, N 18.67 %;  
found: C 37.37, H 1.36, N 18.66 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3098 (m), 3003 (w), 2876 (w), 1847 (w), 1616 (m), 1599 (m), 1536 (s), 1462 (w), 
1401 (w), 1340 (s), 1304 (m), 1264 (w), 1216 (w), 1185 (w), 1179 (w), 1173 (w), 
1083 (m), 956 (m), 938 (w), 919 (m), 824 (w), 807 (w), 780 (w), 760 (w), 738 (w), 
722 (m ), 713 (m), 687 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3102 (9), 3064 (23), 2702 (2), 2609 (2), 1638 (56), 1614 (11), 1559 (3), 1539 (30), 
1458 (1), 1366 (100), 1346 (6), 1303 (11), 1207 (20), 1182 (6), 1087 (6), 942 (9),  
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927 (5), 879 (6), 826 (30), 771 (2), 756 (4), 722 (1), 696 (3), 647 (1), 533 (1), 407 (1), 
376 (9), 356 (4), 329 (15), 291 (30) cm-1. 

DSC Melting: 313/317/319/320/320 °C 
Decomposition: 320/320/339/347/378 °C 

 

4.6.15 RDX 19 
The acronym RDX 19 may be interpretated as Royal Demolition Explosive or Research Department 

Explosive. It is also called Cyclonite or Hexogen by the Germans. 19 was first prepared by the German 

chemist Georg Friedrich Henning[118] in 1899 who nitrated urotropine dinitrate 25. He suggested a 

medical application, but the explosive properties were studied around 1920 by Herz[119], who nitrated 

hexamethylenetetramine directly. These syntheses worked with poor yields, so Hale based at the 

Picatinny Arsenal, USA developed a synthesis with 68 % yield in 1925.[57],[120] The most important 

processes for RDX 19 production during World War II were the Bachmann-Process and the Brockman-

Process. RDX 19 impurified with 8-12 % of the better performing secondary explosive HMX 20 is 

produced performing the Bachmann-Process and pure RDX 19 is obtained with the Brockman-

Process.[121] RDX 19 is the most important secondary explosive with military application nowadays. It 

is combined with other ingredients and explosives like PETN 09 in formulations of plastic explosives 

such as Semtex [74] or C-4 [57] containing 90-92 % RDX and 8-10 % polyisobutylene [57]. 

Synthesis in laboratory scale of pure RDX 19 can be done according to the PhD thesis of Steemann.[122]  

Nitric acid (12 mL, 18.12 g, 287.57 mmol, 25.5 eq., 100 %) was cooled to -30 °C by means of an ethanol 

dry ice cooling bath. Only a few pieces of solid carbon dioxide should be within the cooling bath. 

Otherwise the nitric acid starts freezing. Hexamethylenetetramine (1.57 g, 11.26 mmol, 1 eq.) was 

added in small portions keeping the temperature below -20 °C. The solution must be cooled, otherwise 

a runaway reaction will occur. Temporary heating of the solution to -10 °C occurred, however, a 

complete runaway reaction could be avoided by cooling the solution. It was stirred below -20 °C for 

half an hour and then warmed up to -10°C by an ice-salt bath to obtain Solution 1. 

In another reaction vessel nitric acid (0.8 mL, 65%) was added to sodium nitrite (0.16 g, 2.35 mmol). 

Three pasteur pipettes of Solution 1 were added to this suspension. A time-delayed runaway reaction 

was initiated resulting in the evolution of nitrous fumes and a drastic warming of the reaction mixture. 

The runaway reaction was terminated by cooling the reaction mixture with an ethanol-dry-ice bath. 

Another pipette of Solution 1 was added and led to the same runaway reaction, which was cancelled 

before reaching 70 °C followed by cooling the reaction mixture to 50 °C. The runaway reaction 

announces itself by the evolution of nitrous fumes. This procedure was repeated until Solution 1 was 

completely consumed and the temperature should reach 65 °C performing the last addition. The 

runaway reaction was not cancelled that time and the solution was allowed to cool itself down. 

The reaction mixture was heated again to 65 °C (73 °C oil-bath temperature) for 70 minutes followed 

by cooling it to 5 °C. Afterwards it was poured into an ice bath and a white precipitate was obtained, 

filtered off and washed with distilled water. This product was dried over orange gel in high vacuum 

overnight and 1.49 g (60 %) of white RDX 22 were obtained.[122] 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 6.10 (s, 6H, CH2) ppm. 
13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 61.2 (CH2) ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -34 ppm. 

EA for C3H6N6O6 calculated: C 16.22, H 2.72, N 37.84 %;  
found: C 16.39, H 2.58, N 37.66 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3073 (m), 3064 (m), 3000 (w), 1588 (s), 1569 (s), 1529 (m), 1457 (m),  
1431 (m), 1421 (m), 1386 (m), 1349 (m), 1308 (m), 1263 (s), 1231 (m), 1215 
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(m), 1037 (m), 1016 (w), 944 (w), 908 (s), 880 (m), 851 (w), 842 (m), 779 (m),  
751 (m), 736 (w), 670 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3075 (37), 3066 (15), 3002 (52), 2948 (73), 2906 (6), 2747 (2), 1594 (18),  
1572 (9), 1541 (8), 1509 (2), 1458 (6), 1435 (16), 1389 (19), 1378 (6), 1347 (10),  
1310 (46), 1274 (39), 1216 (54), 1031 (11), 945 (9), 885 (100), 857 (4), 848 (28),  
788 (8), 757 (3), 739 (3), 670 (6), 606 (18), 591 (9), 464 (21), 415 (7), 347 (30), 
301 (2), 226 (24), 207 (5) cm-1. 

DSC Melting: 200/203/204/207/208 °C 
Decomposition: 208/208/233/247/255 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.785 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.16 HMX 20 
HMX 20 stands for High Melting Explosive or Homocyclonite and is currently one of the best performing 

military explosives with a better energetic performance in comparison to RDX 19. Due to its high 

production costs, it is limited to military use. It is used in mixtures such as Octol, a melt-cast explosive, 

which consists of 75 % HMX 20 and 25 % TNT 17.[32] 

HMX 20 exists in four polymorphs (α-δ) of which the β-polymorph is the one in use as an explosive 

with respect to its high density.[123] According to Bachmann et al.[124], one possibility to obtain HMX 

20 is to recrystallize mixtures of RDX 19 and HMX 20 in organic solvents. HMX 20 has a poor solubility 

in organic solvents and so RDX 19 can be removed by this method. These mixtures can be prepared in 

different ways. One way is the nitration of hexamethylenetetramine at modified conditions for RDX 19 

synthesis. Castorina et al.[125] stated a synthesis at a constant temperature of 44 °C using 

hexamethylenetetramine and trace amounts of paraformaldehyde treated with a mixture of acetic 

acid, acetic anhydride, ammonium nitrate and nitric acid. They obtained a yield of 90% containing 85 % 

HMX 20 and 15 % RDX 19.[32] 

Another synthesis was stated by McKay et al.[126], who nitrated 1,5-dinitroendomethylene-1,3,5,7-

tetraazacyclooctane using a mixture of acetic anhydride, ammonium nitrate and nitric acid at a 

temperature of 65 - 70 °C to obtain a yield of 66 % HMX after purification. 

β-HMX 20: 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 6.03 (s, 8H, CH2) ppm. 
13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 63.3 (4C, CH2) ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -37 ppm. 

EA for C4H8N8O6 calculated: C 16.22, H 2.72, N 37.84 %;  
found: C 16.47, H 2.60, N 37.54 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3035 (w), 3025 (w), 2988 (w), 1527 (s), 1460 (m), 1431 (m), 1393 (m),  
1346 (w), 1324 (w), 1261 (s), 1237 (m), 1200 (s), 1140 (m), 1086 (m),  
961 (m), 943 (s), 870 (w), 829 (w), 771 (w), 759 (m), 753 (m), 657 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3037 (10), 3028 (27), 2992 (77), 2909 (3), 2865 (1), 2830 (2), 1568 (12),  
1524 (9), 1454 (13), 1418 (27), 1367 (9), 1349 (25), 1310 (38), 1267 (6),  
1248 (29), 1190 (11), 1168 (19), 1079 (5), 952 (49), 883 (40), 834 (66),  
760 (6), 720 (3), 661 (9), 639 (12), 597 (11), 436 (15), 415 (10), 362 (32),  
314 (6), 281 (12), 230 (27), 181 (10), 148 (100), 139 (14), 130 (16) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 222.1 [(C4H8N8O6 – NO2 – HCN – H+)+],  
148.1 [(C4H8N8O6 – 4 NO – 2 CH2)+], 128.1 [(C4H8N4O)+],  
75.1 [(CH3N2O2)+], 46.1 [(NO2)+]. 

DSC Phase Transition: 193/193/196/200/202 °C. (βδ) [123] 
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Decomposition: 266/276/278/283/299 °C. 

Density (pycnometer) 1.886 g/cm³. 

4.6.17 CL-20 21 
CL-20 21 was first synthesised in 1987 by A. T. Nielsen et al. [127],[128] at the Naval Air Warfare Center 

Weapons Division in California (USA). It is one of the most powerful non-nuclear explosive known and 

is industrially produced in a pilot plant scale by the Thiokol Corporation[32],[129] in the USA. 

 

Scheme 1: Synthesis of CL-20 24 according to Nielsen at al.[130] 

Five CL-20 21 polymorphs (α-ε) are known, of which the ε-polymorph is the most thermodynamically 

stable and dense. The other polymorphs may be obtained by recrystallization under specific 

conditions. [131] A cocrystal of CL-20 21 and HMX 20 with improved sensitivity parameters in 

comparison to 21 has been reported by Bolton et al. [132]. Bennion et al. [133] reported in 2016 two 

polymorphic hydrogen peroxide solvates of which one outperforms ε-CL-20 according to performance 

predictions using the Cheetah 7.0 computer code. The hydrogen peroxide solvate in the best 

performing polymorph is lost at 165 °C. 

The most commonly used preparation of CL-20 21 is a three step synthesis that is shown in Scheme 1 

which is not too complex, but exotic reactants are needed, such as a palladium catalyst. Two 

intermediates (A and B) have to be isolated during this process described by Nielsen et al.[130]. The 

caged polyazapolycyclic benzyl intermediate A is obtained through stoichiometric condensation of 

benzylamine and glyoxal in aqueous acetonitrile at 25 °C in the presence of formic acid as catalyst. 

Glyoxal is added dropwise to the mixture of aqueous solution of benzylamine in acetonitrile over a 

period of one hour so that the temperature is kept below 20 °C. The reaction mixture is allowed to 

stand overnight (16-18 hours) and the precipitate was filtered off and may be recrystallized from 

acetonitrile to obtain colourless crystals.[134] B is the second intermediate, which is obtained by 

reductive acetylation of A. This reaction is performed in acetic acid anhydride as solvent, using a 

mineral acid (HBr as best choice) as catalyst, hydrogen and a Pd/C catalyst.[127],[128] To obtain CL-20 

21 from B it is suspended in sulfolane containing a small amount of water as solvent. A nitrosation 

reaction with nitrosonium tetrafluoroborate NOBF4 (3 mol eq.) is performed followed by a nitration 

using nitronium tetrafluoroborate NO2BF4 (12 mol eq.) This mixture is stirred for two hours at 25 °C 

and for another two hours at 55-60 °C. To increase purity of the product it may be dissolved in ethyl 

acetate and filtered using a silica gel column, which is washed with ethyl acetate to obtain a clear, pale 

yellow solution. This solution is poured into chloroform to precipitate pure crystalline CL-20 24 in β-

form.[130] Yields performing this three step synthesis are in the first step around 72 %, in the second 

step 60-65 % and in the last step 90 % after recrystallization. 
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ε-CL-20: 

1H-NMR[135] (aceton-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 8.19 – 8.25 (m, 2H), 8.32 – 8.39 (m, 4H) ppm. 
13C-NMR[136] (aceton-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 72.1 (4C, C-a), 75.1 (2C, C-b) ppm. 

14N-NMR (aceton-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -42, -45 ppm. 

EA for C6H6N12O12 calculated: C 16.45, H 1.38, N 38.36 %;  
found: C 16.69, H 1.36, N 38.03 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3044 (m), 3016 (w), 2845 (w), 1631 (w), 1603 (s), 1584 (s), 1562 (s),  
1382 (w), 1326 (s), 1296 (m), 1280 (s), 1260 (s), 1252 (s), 1217 (m), 1191 (w), 
1181 (m), 1135 (w), 1123 (w), 1085 (w), 1040 (m), 1018 (m), 978 (m), 959 (w), 
935 (m), 912 (m), 881 (m), 854 (m), 830 (m), 818 (m), 756 (m), 749 (m),  
743 (m), 736 (m), 721 (m), 704 (w), 658 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3046 (97), 3031 (34), 3018 (13), 1625 (32), 1607 (17), 1578 (9), 1561 (2),  
1503 (4), 1383 (17), 1336 (31), 1277 (12), 1263 (9), 1219 (4), 1183 (6),  
1125 (15), 1088 (4), 1051 (18), 984 (19), 940 (21), 856 (22), 834 (32), 821 (84), 
791 (16), 752 (8), 705 (2), 661 (6), 644 (9), 625 (5), 581 (13), 528 (19), 467 (5), 
447 (13), 370 (17), 345 (54), 319 (100), 267 (34), 221 (7), 194 (33), 159 (16),  
139 (87) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 439.2 [(C6H6N12O12 + H+)+]. 

DSC Phase Transition: 159/160/162/165/167 °C. 
Decomposition: 213/224/243/252/262 °C. 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

2.18 cm³. 

 

4.6.18 TETRYL 22 
Tetryl 22 was first prepared in 1877 by Mertens[137]. It can be used as a booster explosive amongst 

PETN 09 and RDX 19. It is a component of high brisance composite explosives and was used in both 

World War I and II. In industrial scale dinitrophenylmethylamine is produced from methylamine and 

2,4- or 2,6-dinitrophenylchloride. The resulting product can be nitrated to Tetryl 22. The second 

synthetic approach to Tetryl 22 is the direct nitration of N,N-Dimethylaniline as described by Urbanski 

et al.[138] This approach has two disadvantages since the oxidative removal of the methyl group 

resulting in carbon dioxide consumes nitric acid and the strongly exothermic reaction is hard to control 

on industrial scale. Tetryl 22 melts at 128 °C and decomposes at 190 °C. It forms an eutecticum with 

TNT 17 containing 55% of 22. This eutectic mixture is used in binary TNT-Tetryl formulations called 

Tetrytols. In 1979 the United States discontinued the use of Tetryl 22 in explosive devices due to its 

instability during storage at elevated temperatures. Existing devices were redesigned to eliminate 22 

from them. [57] 

In a 250 mL three neck bottle equipped with a thermometer and reflux condenser a mixture of nitric 

acid (37.5 mL, 65 %) and fuming nitric acid (20.0 mL, 98%) is cooled to a temperature between 5 – 7 

°C. N,N-Dimethylaniline (2.10 g, 17.3 mmol) is added dropwise under evolution of fumes and a hissing 

sound. The reaction mixture is stirred for 15 minutes at 2 °C and then heated to an oilbath temperature 

between 40 and 50 °C. This led to a dark solution and evolution of nitrous gases. After the change of 

color the oilbath was first heated to 80 °C and then to 90 °C. After one hour at 90 °C the mixture was 

cooled to 10 °C using an ice bath and 3.5 mL of distilled water were added resulting in the immediate 

formation of crystals. After 3 hours of cooling the product was filtered off using a glass frit (Por. 3) and 

washed with 250 mL of water. After drying in high vacuum over orange gel 3.37 g (68 %) of Tetryl 22 

were obtained as slightly yellow needle-shaped crystals.   
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1H-NMR (acetone-d6, 400 MHz): δ =  3.78 (s, 3H, CH3), 9.37 (s, 2H, H-3, H-5) ppm 
13C-NMR (acetone-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 41.0 (CH3), 126.2, 131.8, 147.7, 149.4 ppm. 
14N-NMR (acetone-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -35, -22 ppm. 

EA for C2H4N4O4 calculated: C 29.28, H 1.78, N 24.39 %;  
found: C 29.15, H 1.75, N 24.34 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3078 (m), 3013 (w), 2950 (w), 2882 (w), 2362 (w), 2327 (w), 1858 (w), 1608 
(m), 1536 (s), 1457 (m), 1427 (m), 1337 (s), 1322 (s), 1277 (s), 1198 (m), 1164 (w), 
1115 (w), 1077 (m), 963 (w), 932 (w), 919 (m), 826 (w), 800 (w), 783 (w), 757 (w), 
742 (w), 711 (m), 657 (w) cm-1 

Raman 𝜈 = 3093 (6), 3074 (0), 3039 (2), 3011 (4), 2953(12), 2834 (2), 2614 (2), 1619 (30), 
1551 (22), 1479 (6), 1426 (8), 1360 (100), 1341 (5), 1323 (10), 1282 (4), 1186 (7), 
1119 (5), 1079 (14), 966 (7), 934 (9), 827 (30), 801 (15), 784 (7), 752 (4), 715 (4), 
604 (5), 491 (2), 393 (1), 373 (9), 328 (14), 311 (2), 255 (4), 199 (26), 168 (1), 107 
(9), 85 (69) cm-1 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 287.2 [(C7H5N5O8)+] 

DTA Melting: 126/128/133/136/141 °C 
Decomposition: 160/190/191/193/200 °C 

 

4.6.19 FOX-7 23 
The general information about FOX-7 is an excerpt from the authors M.Sc. Thesis: 

1,1-Diamino-2,2-Dinitroethene (FOX-7, 23) has been published as an RDX 19 replacement first in 1985 

by the Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI), although it appears to have been first isolated by 

Russian chemists. The first reported synthesis of FOX-7 23 starts from 2-methylimidazole A, which is 

nitrated and oxidized by a mixture of nitric (100 %) and sulfuric acid (92 %) to afford B in 15 % yield 

under simultaneous formation of parabanic acid C as undesired main product with 60 % yield. B is 

unstable at room temperature and decomposes under formal loss of nitrogen oxides to 2-

dinitromethyleneimidazolidine-4,5-dione D. D can be hydrolyzed with aqueous ammonia to afford 

FOX-7 23 in 87 % yield. Due to the optimized overall yield of 13 %, a more direct, but related synthesis 

was presented within the same paper. Starting from acetamidine hydrochloride and diethyl oxalate, 

2-methoxy-2-methylimidazolidine-4,5-dione E is formed in methanol and sodium methoxide in 64 % 

yield. E is nitrated to D with a mixture of sulfuric and nitric acid in 67 % yield. Taking into account the 

identical hydrolysis reaction to FOX-7 23, this route offers an overall yield of 37 %.[4, 139] (Scheme 2) 

 

Scheme 2 - Synthesis of FOX-7 23 starting from 2-methyl-imidazole 109 or diethyloxalate and acetamidinium hydrochloride. 
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The overall yield of the synthesis of FOX-7 23 has been further improved by changing the starting 

material. If commercially available 2-methylpyrimidine-4,6-diol F (which can be synthesized with the 

procedure provided by Czeskis[140]) is used for the synthesis, a FOX-7 23 yield above 90 % can be 

obtained under optimized conditions. In the course of the nitration reaction F is quickly nitrated at its 

5-position to G, which is slowly further nitrated to H. H can be easily hydrolyzed to FOX-7 23 and 

dinitromethane by addition of the nitration mixture to water under loss of carbon dioxide. FOX-7 23 

simply precipitates from the reaction mixture, so it can be filtered off and washed affording the pure 

product. Dinitromethane can be extracted from the filtrate or it may be left in it to decompose. 

However, on large scale the formation of this byproduct may be problematic with regard to safety 

matters, as in practice 5.5 kg dinitromethane are generated for every 10 kg of FOX-7 31.[4, 

141](Scheme 3) 

 

Scheme 3 - Synthesis of FOX-7 23 starting from 4,6-Dihydroxyl-2-methyl-pyrimidine F. 

In comparison to RDX 19, FOX-7 23 has a decreased sensitivity towards external stimuli in combination 

with a comparable performance. FOX-7 23 has an impact sensitivity of 25 J (RDX 19, 7.5 J), a friction 

sensitivity above 360 N (RDX 19, 120 N) and a decomposition temperature of 219 °C (RDX 19, 203 °C). 

In terms of energetic performance, FOX-7 23 has an experimental detonation velocity of 8870 km s-1 

(RDX 49, 8930 km s-1) and a detonation pressure pC-J of 340 kbar (RDX 49, 346 kbar). Furthermore, FOX-

7 is reported to have a density ρ of 1.88 g cm-3 (RDX 49, 1.82 g cm-3) and an enthalpy of formation 𝛥𝐻𝑓
0 

of -130 kJ mol-1 (RDX 49, +67 kJ mol-1). This comparison is in particular of interest as FOX-7 31 and RDX 

19 both have the same empirical sum formula CH2N2O2 and consequently the same oxygen balance 

ΩCO2.[4, 142] 

 

Figure 16 - Selected mesomeric structures of FOX-7 31 underlining its zwitterionic push-pull-alkene character. 

Two important factors contributing to the low sensitivity of FOX-7 23 towards external stimuli are its 

strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding interactions and its resonance-stabilization as a push-pull 

alkene. The prime example for an energetic molecule stabilized by intramolecular hydrogen bonding 

is the insensitive explosive 1,3,5-triamino-2,4-6-trinitrobenze (TATB), which resists heat up to 300 °C 

and decomposes at 350 °C.[142] In the crystal structure of FOX-7 23, a strong hydrogen bonding exists 

between amino hydrogens and nitro oxygens on both sides of the molecule. FOX-7 23 is a push-pull-

alkene with two geminal electron-pushing amino-groups in conjugation with two electron-pulling 

nitrogroups via a C-C double bond. The resonance-stabilization of the push-pull alkene can be further 

evidenced by the C-C-bond length of 1.456 Å, which is in between that of a C-C single bond (1.54 Å) 
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and a normal double bond (1.34 Å). Furthermore, shorter than normal C-NH2 and C-NO2 bonds are 

observed. [143] This effect can be illustrated by regarding FOX-7 23 as the formal zwitterionic 

combination of a guanidinium and dinitromethanide system, which are both known for their high 

stability in ionic compounds. Further consequences of the zwitterionic character of FOX-7 23 should 

be enhanced electrophilicity of C-1, N-H-acidity with a lower pKa in comparison to simple amines and 

weak nucleophilicity of the amine N-atoms. FOX-7 23 has an interesting temperature-dependent 

polymorphism involving three polymorphs, which has been extensively studied by our research 

group.[143-144] 

FOX-7 23 has been synthesized in this work according to Astrat’ev et al.[141],[145]. 

2-methylpyrimidine-4,6-diol (3.55 g, 0.03 mol, 1 eq.) (which can be synthesized with the procedure 

provided by Czeskis[140]) was given in small portions to sulfuric acid (98%, 10.7 mL) keeping the 

temperature between 15–20°C. The resulting suspension was cooled down to 5–10 °C and fuming nitric 

acid (100%, 15.9 mL) was added dropwise maintaining the temperature. The reaction mixture was 

cooled down by means of an ice-salt-bath and allowed to gradually warm up to room temperature 

overnight. The homogenous suspension was added to 150 mL of ice-water in one gush without stirring. 

The resulting clear solution changes its color from yellow to orange under evolution of carbon dioxide 

and is set aside in a fridge over night for complete precipitation of the product. The yellow precipitate 

was filtered off and washed with sodium carbonate solution (5g in 200 mL distilled water), 100 mL of 

distilled water and 100 mL diethyl ether. After drying 4.14 g (99 %) 1,1-diamino-2,2-dinitroethene 26 

were obtained as a yellow solid.[141],[145] 

1H-NMR[4] (DMSO-d6, 270 MHz): δ = 8.77 (s, 4H, NH2) ppm. 
13C-NMR[4] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 128.0 (1C, C(NO2)2), 158.0 (1C, C(NH2)2) ppm. 

14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -26 (NO2), -271 (NH2) ppm. 

EA for C2H4N4O4 calculated: C 16.22, H 2.72, N 37.84 %;  
found: C 16.47, H 2.62, N 37.72 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3698 (w), 3399 (s), 3321 (s), 3293 (s), 3222 (m), 2468 (w), 1623 (m),  
1604 (m), 1516 (m), 1498 (m), 1468 (m), 1389 (m), 1346 (m), 1214 (m),  
1161 (m), 1138 (m), 1019 (m), 857 (w), 788 (w), 748 (m), 738 (w), 673 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3423 (1), 3331 (10), 1630 (1), 1607 (12), 1525 (21), 1481 (2), 1462 (6),  
1344 (100), 1208 (74), 1166 (27), 1143 (5), 1066 (9), 1026 (26), 859 (100),  
792 (6), 739 (5), 681 (4), 624 (22), 587 (3), 482 (9), 458 (27), 402 (7), 320 (7)  
cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 148.1 [(C2H4N4O4)+], 86.1 [(C2H4N4O4 – NO2 – NH2)+],  
69.1 [(C2H4N4O4 – NO2 – O2 – H+)+], 43.1 [(CH4N2 – H+)+]. 

DSC Decomposition I: 215/219/228/232/236 °C 
Decomposition II: 237/255/257/261/272 °C 

IS 25 J (< 100 µm). 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.850 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.20 Uronium Nitrate 24 
Uronium nitrate 24 is an explosive with freely available precursors that has been reported first by 

Pelouze in 1842 [146]. It was the main charge of the explosive device used in the World Trade Center 

Bombing in 1993 where a truck was filled with explosive material and detonated at the north tower of 

the World Trade Center in New York.[147] Oxley et al. [148] reported a vapor pressure for uronium 

nitrate 24 of 3.94 × 10-5 Pa at 25 °C in combination with an enthalpy of sublimation of 167 kJ mol-1 

(temperature not specified) using isothermal thermogravimetic analysis. Benzoic acid was used for the 

conversion of pressure analog values to real vapor pressures. 
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Uronium nitrate 24 can be obtained by simple mixing of stoichiometric amounts of urea and nitric acid 

under under cooling according to Worsham et al.[149] 

Urea (28.64 g, 476.86 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was dissolved in 200 mL distilled water and cooled below 0 °C by 

means of an ice-salt cooling bath while being stirred. Nitric acid (30 mL, 42.00 g, 666.56 mmol, 1.4 eq., 

65 %) was added keeping the temperature below 10 °C. A white precipitate occurs after adding about 

two-thirds of the volume of nitric acid. The mixture was stirred for another 30 minutes while being 

cooled. The water was evaporated with a rotary evaporator at 60 °C and a white solid remained in the 

flask. This solid was recrystallized from boiling ethanol (200 mL) and filtered off after cooling in a fridge. 

The white crystalline product was air-dried for four days and 43.84 g (78 %) uronium nitrate 24 were 

obtained.[149] 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 8.57 (s, NH2) ppm. 

13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 161.6 ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -8 ppm. 

EA for CH5N3O4 calculated: C 9.76, H 4.10, N 34.14 %;  
found: C 10.01, H 4.03, N 33.87 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3396 (s), 3351 (s), 3246 (s), 3193 (s), 2968 (m), 2880 (m), 2825 (m),  
2722 (m), 2412 (m), 2269 (m), 1770 (w), 1702 (m), 1673 (m), 1568 (m),  
1548 (m), 1425 (m), 1351 (m), 1303 (s), 1048 (m), 1016 (m), 891 (m), 814 (w), 747 
(w), 735 (w), 718 (w), 667 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3261 (3), 1637 (2), 1578 (2), 1422 (1), 1302 (1), 1057 (100), 1020 (39),  
737 (7), 722 (3), 574 (3), 535 (10) cm-1. 

MS m/z (FAB+): 61.0 [(CH5N2O)+]; 
m/z (FAB-): 62.0 [(NO3)-]. 

DSC Melting: 146/155/158/159/159°C 
Decomposition: 159/159/161/164/169 °C 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.655 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.21 Urotropine Dinitrate 25 
Urotropine dinitrate 25 is a low-performing explosive, yet it is an important precursor material for the 

production of RDX 19. The first application of 25 in explosive chemistry was performed by 

Henning[118] in 1899. He nitrated 25 and obtained a very powerful explosive even though he thought 

of a medical application for RDX 19. The so called Bachmann Process was simultaneously developed 

by Bachmann[150] in the USA and Köffler in Germany. This process improves the one of Henning in 

terms of the yield. The obtained RDX 22 contains almost no impurities. For both processes 25 is needed 

as precursor material. 

25 is not well storable because it is hygroscopic and decomposes in the presence of water. The main 

decomposition products are hexamethylenetetramine, nitric acid and formaldehyde.[151] It is stable 

for 24 hours when exposed to ambient conditions and shut in a vessel, however, it should be stored in 

a dry atmosphere. 
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In this work the crystal structure of 25 was determined for the first time: 

 

Figure 17 – Crystal structure of 25. Thermal ellipsoids of non-hydrogen atoms are generated at a 50 % probability level. 

The compound crystallizes in the monoclinic spacegroup P21/c with four molecular units in the unit 

cell. Further details of crystallographic refinement and other measurement parameters are compiled 

in Table 5. 

Table 5 – Selected details of crystallographic refinement and further measurement parameters for the crystal structure of 25. 

 HDN 32 

measurement # jx208 

Chemical formula C6H14N6O6 

Molecular weight [g mol-1] 266.23 

Color, habit colorless plate 

Size [mm] 0.38x0.30x0.08 

Crystal system monoclinic 

Space group P21/c 

a [Å] 6.2767(3) 

b [Å] 18.3445(7) 

c [Å] 8.9984(3) 

α [°] 90 

β [°] 94.018(4) 

γ [°] 90 

V [Å3] 1033.56(7) 

Z 4 

calc [g cm-3] 1.711 

μ [mm-1] 0.151 

Irridiation [Å] MoKα 0.71073 

F(000) 560 

-Bereich [°] 4.245-25.997 

T [K] 173 

Dataset h -7 ≤ h ≤ 7 

Dataset k -23 ≤ k ≤ 23 
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Dataset l -11 ≤ l ≤ 10 

Reflecions coll. 6139 

Independent refl. 2203 

Observed refl. 1867 

Parameters 219 

R (int) 0.0211 

GOOF 1.047 

R1, wR2 (I>I0) 0.0309, 0.0741 

R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0390, 0.0789 

Weighting scheme a 0.0366, 0.3003 

Remaining density [e Å-3] -0.237, 0.224 

Device type Oxford XCalibur3 

Adsorption corr. multi-scan 

CIF # 1471377 
a wR2 = [[w(F0

2-Fc
2)2]/  [w(F0)2]]1/2 where w=[c

2(F0
2)+(xP)2+yP] and P=(F0

2+2Fc
2)/3 

1H-NMR[151] (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 4.84 (s, 12H, CH2), 8.83 (s, 2H, NH) ppm. 
13C-NMR (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 71.2 (6C, CH2) ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -9 ppm. 

EA for C6H14N6O6 calculated: C 27.07, H 5.30, N 31.57 %;  
found: C 27.06, H 5.14, N 31.65 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3031 (m), 1754 (w), 1471 (w), 1426 (w), 1374 (s), 1356 (s), 1309 (s), 1264 (s), 1218 
(m), 1187 (m), 1153 (m), 1080 (w), 1056 (m), 1041 (m), 1011 (m), 963 (w), 927 (w), 
859 (m), 821 (w), 812 (m), 766 (w), 716 (w), 695 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3033 (21), 3022 (7), 3006 (10), 2982 (36), 1473 (1), 1454 (5), 1425 (2), 1407 (5), 
1357 (3), 1344 (7), 1316 (1), 1218 (8), 1190 (1), 1168 (1), 1060 (6), 1049 (100),  
1014 (3), 967 (7), 953 (3), 931 (6), 864 (12), 818 (29), 768 (27), 718 (12), 710 (4),  
696 (6), 672 (8), 644 (3), 520 (8), 505 (9), 486 (6), 442 (11), 356 (2) cm-1. 

MS m/z (FAB+): 289.2 [(C6H14N6O6 + Na+)+]; 
m/z (FAB-): 62.0 [(NO3)-]. 

DSC Melting: 155/160/163/164/164 
Decomposition: 164/164/197/202/214 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.663 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.22 2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane 26 
DMDNB 26 is a commercially available chemical. 2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane 26 is an important 

detection aid agent (taggant) for commercially available explosive formulations according to the 1999 

Montreal Convention on the Marking of Plastic explosives [10]. The crystal structure and thermal 

behavior of the compound is discussed in section 7.7. 

1H-NMR (acetone-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 1.76 (s, CH3) ppm. 
13C-NMR (acetone-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 23.2 (CH3), 93.0 (C-2, C-3) ppm. 
14N-NMR (acetone-d6, 29 MHz): δ = 11 ppm. 

EA for C6H12N2O4 calculated: C 40.91, H 6.87, N 15.90 %;  
found: C 40.81, H 6.83, N 15.63 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3031 (w), 3003 (w), 2868 (w), 1584 (w), 1546 (s), 1527 (s), 1471 (m),  
1454 (m), 1433 (w), 1408 (m), 1393 (m), 1378 (m), 1340 (s), 1241 (w), 1219 (w), 
1170 (m), 1132 (m), 1096 (w), 904 (w), 850 (m), 800 (w), 766 (w), 728 (w),  
672 (w) cm-1. 
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Raman 𝜈 = 3033 (72), 3007 (100), 2968 (77), 2820 (4), 2788 (3), 2746 (9), 1543 (37),  
1486 (12), 1460 (12), 1438 (24), 1412 (29), 1398 (5), 1379 (6), 1342 (46),  
1241 (7), 1206 (11), 1133 (4), 1027 (10), 952 (5), 929 (5), 857 (63), 769 (51),  
737 (12), 681 (5), 647 (8), 561 (30), 520 (53), 432 (3), 385 (40), 350 (7), 328 (5), 
235 (10), 182 (7), 124 (61) cm-1. 

DSC see [25] 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.345 g/cm³. 

 

4.6.23 Nitromethane 27 
Nitromethane 27 is a commercially available low sensitive explosive. It is produced on industrial scale 

by treating propane with nitric acid at 350-450 °C. Nitromethane 29, nitroethane, 1-nitropropane and 

2-nitropropane are the four nitroalkanes that are produced by this exothermic reaction.[152] 

It is used as a component in the commercial explosive KinepakTM which is a mixture containing 

ammonium nitrate 28 and nitromethane 27.[153] Nitromethane is the main component of the 

Picatinny Liquid Explosive (PLX). [5] PLX is a mixture of 27 (95 %) and ethylene diamine (5 %), which is 

added to increase the sensitivity of the mixture by deprotonation of the C-H-acidic 27. Selected, 

predicted performance parameters of PLX (Explo5 v6.03) are compiled in Table 6. 

Table 6 – Selected energetic performance parameters of PLX predicted by Explo5v6.03 (ρ: 1.13 g cm-3). Cf. Table 3.  

- ΔexU° [kJ kg-1] 4593 pC-J [kbar] 130 

Tex [K] 3126 VoD [m s-1]  6500 

V0 [L kg-1] 1005   

PLX filled in a whisky bottle is suspected to have been used to crash Korean-Air-Flight-858 (KAL-858) in 

1987 over the Andaman Sea. Two North Korean agents joined KAL-858 at Saddam International Airport 

in Iraq and placed a time bomb in the aeroplane. They left the flight at Abu Dhabi International Airport 

and tried to escape, but were caught. One of the agents, who survived their attempt to kill themselves, 

said that they used PLX which was filled in a whisky bottle, but even newspapers regarded this 

statement critical. [154] 

Nitromethane 29 is also used as solvent, as reference substance for 14/15N-NMR spectroscopy, fuel for 

dragster racing car engines and freely available as fuel for remote controlled (RC) models. 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 4.42 (s, 3H, CH3) ppm. 
13C-NMR[105] (DMSO-d6, 101 MHz): δ = 63.3 (1C, CH3) ppm. 

14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = 0 ppm. 

EA for CH3NO2 calculated: C 19.68, H 4.95, N 22.95 %;  

found: C 19.85, H 4.80, N 23.00 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3310 (w), 2938 (w), 2472 (w), 1551 (s), 1423 (m), 1402 (s), 1375 (s),  

1099 (w), 917 (w), 817 (w), 654 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3046 (2), 2967 (55), 1557 (2), 1401 (31), 1378 (16), 1101 (2), 918 (100),  

656 (20), 607 (2), 481 (7), 174 (5), 113 (2) cm-1. 

∆𝑯𝒇
𝟎(l/s)(CBS-4M) -104.6 kJ/mol. 
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4.6.24 Ammonium Nitrate 28 
Ammonium nitrate is a chemical produced industrially on a megaton scale. Straightly used as a fertilizer 

it accounts for 24% of the world consumption of nitrogen fertilizers and is integrated in many more 

complex fertilizer compilations. Its production and physico-chemical properties have been reviewed 

excellently reviewed by Zapp et al. [27] including the temperature-dependent polymorphism involving 

4 polymorphs. Although several heavy accidents occurred in the past, pure ammonium nitrate 28 will 

not detonate when stored properly.[155] The application of an explosive which can be stored as two 

non-explosive components revolutionised the mining industry. The safety in mining operations 

increased enormously by using a mixture of e.g. 94.5 % ammonium nitrate 28 and 5.5 % mineral oil as 

explosive (ANFO: ammonium nitrate fuel oil). Half of the explosives used in mining operations are 

ANFO formulations.[156] Ammonium nitrate 28 is also used as a component in the commercial 

explosive KinepakTM which is a mixture containing ammonium nitrate 28 and nitromethane 27.[153] 

Anders Behring Breivik used ammonium nitrate 28 based fertilizers in his bomb attack. (cf. section 4.1). 

Ammonium nitrate is also used as an oxidizer in solid rocket propellants. For this application the 

polymorphism of 28 is problematic since two phase transitions occur at -16.9 °C (AN V  AN IV) and 

33.2 °C (AN IV  AN III). This may result in the formation of cracks in the propellant mixture which 

deteriorates its burning behaviour. Phase-stable ammonium nitrate is commercially available. [157] 

1H-NMR (DMSO-d6, 400 MHz): δ = 7.22 (s, 4H, NH4) ppm. 
14N-NMR (DMSO-d6, 29 MHz): δ = -4 (NO3

-), -360 (NH4) ppm. 

EA for H4N2O4 calculated: H 5.04, N 35.00 %;  
found: H 4.87, N 34.74 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3238 (s), 3052 (s), 2413 (w), 2361 (w), 2329 (w), 1752 (w), 1403 (m),  
1308 (m), 1041 (m), 825 (m), 711 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3142 (2), 1655 (1), 1415 (2), 1290 (2), 1044 (100), 716 (18), 169 (8),  
140 (14) cm-1. 

DSC See [27] for phase transition behavior. 

IS > 40 J (< 100 µm). 

FS [N] > 360 N (< 100 µm). 

ESD [J] > 1.5 J (< 100 µm). 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.677 g/cm³. 

∆𝑯𝒇
𝟎(l/s)(CBS-4M) -337.5 kJ/mol. 
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4.6.25 Origin and Purity of commercially available materials. 
 

Table 7: Origin and purity of commercially available materials. 

substance purity producer catalogue-# lot-# 

2-nitrotoluene 12 ≥ 99 % Sigma-Aldrich 438804-100 mL BCBJ4334V 

2,4-dinitrotoluene 15 97 % Sigma-Aldrich 101397 
1354711 

43607092 

2,6-dinitrotoluene 16 98 % Sigma-Aldrich D200603-100 g 
1358379 

45107014 

3-nitrotoluene 13 99 % Sigma-Aldrich N27314-100 g 12609ENV 

4-nitrotoluene 14 99 % ABCR AB118285 1121486 

acetone ≥ 99.8% HPLC Sigma-Aldrich 34850-2 L SZBC351SV 

ammonium nitrate 28 99 % absolute Grüssing 10151-1 kg 4327 

CL-20 21 / NEXPLO Bofors / / 

D-mannitol ≥ 98 % Sigma-Aldrich M4125-100 g BCBK8481V 

meso-erythritol / Erylite® / / 

ethylene glycol 98 % VWR 24407.292 09H170514 

glycerine 99 % AppliChem A4443.1000 0Y001741 

hexamethylene tetramine 99 % ACROS-Organics 120610010-1 kg A0216057001 

HMX 20 / confidential / / 

HNS 18 / DYNAenergetics / / 

sodium nitrite 99 % AppliChem A7014.0500 0Z004238 

nitromethane 27 98 % ABCR AB118236 1225507 

pentaerythritol ≥ 97 % HPLC Fluka 76640 405975/1 41601 

picric acid 17 99.8 % Merck Art. 623 K1371023 

TNT 17 purum Fluka 100 g 6./122/00002  

hydrogen peroxide 30 % for synthesis Merck 822287-1 L K42389487 

DMDNB 26 98 % Sigma-Aldrich 156345-10 g MKBF0326V 

urea 99 % Grüssing 11019 0084 
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5 Vacuum Outlet GC/MS for Detection and Quantification of 

Explosives 
 

The following section is partially based on a previous non-peer reviewed publication by the author of 

this thesis, which was published in “Labo-Online” in cooperation with the Shimadzu Company. [1] 

The gas-chromatographic analysis of thermolabile, heavily volatile analytes like explosives is a special 

challenge since it requires the transfer of the analytes into the gaseous states at operating 

temperatures of 30 – 280 °C. Yet the elution temperature of the analytes must remain below their 

temperature of decomposition, which should be avoided until the final detection. The residence time 

of the analyte in hotter zones should be minimized. 

Considering this the principal approach in the method development for the GC-analysis of explosives 

is the reduction of the elution temperature of the analytes. This can be achieved by increasing the 

flowrate of the carrier gas, which can be realized without difficulties for atmospheric detectors like 

electron capture (ECD) or flame ionization (FID) detectors. In case of GC/MS applications, the maximum 

flowrate is limited with respect to the ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) inside the MS detector, which must be 

preserved. Kirchner et al. [2] demonstrated the advantages of analyte protectants for the GC/ECD and 

GC/MS-analysis of explosives. Boeker et al. [3] presented recently a new concept for the realization of 

thermogradient gas chromatography using forced convection on a resistively heated column for the 

analysis of explosives. In this work vacuum outlet gas-liquid-chromatography (VO-GC/MS), as 

established by Leclerq et al. [4] and de Zeeuw et al. [5], is used. Brust et al. [6] used VO-GC/MS for the 

impurity profiling of TNT 17. Further applications of GC/MS for the detection of explosives have been 

reviewed by Lefferts and Castell [7]. 

In case of Vacuum Outlet GC/MS the MS detector UHV is used to lower the elution temperature of the 

analytes as it spreads gradually along the analytical column. This effect is directly proportional to the 

inner diameter of the column and causes a reduction of the elution temperature of the analytes in 

combination. With the reduction of the pressure the optimum carrier gas velocity is increased, which 

is beneficial for the separation efficiency and the lowering of the elution temperatures.  

For the optimized use of these effects a Restek RTX-TNT 1 column (6m length, 0.53 mm i.d., 1.5 µm 

film) was used in this work. This analytical column combines the maximum of the commercially 

available inner diameter with a proprietary phase which was specially adjusted for the separation of 

explosives. The length of the column should be short enough to allow fast elution of the analytes after 

reaching their elution temperature with sufficient separation efficiency. If one would attach this 

column directly to the mass spectrometer under atmospheric conditions, the detector vacuum would 

collapse with respect to the resulting carrier gas flow of about 50 mL min-1. Mass spectrometer tolerate 

maximum carrier gas flow rates from 4 – 12 mL min-1 depending on their vacuum system. For the 

preservation of the detector vacuum a restriction, a short piece of capillary with small inner diameter 

(1.0-1.2 cm length, 0.05 mm i.d.), must be positioned in front of the analytical column. It is 

advantageous to place the restriction and the necessary connector to the analytical column inside the 

injector of the GC/MS system. This has been described extensively in the literature. [5] 

So far Restek “press-tight” connectors and uniliner were used for the connection of the analytical 

column with the restriction. Commercially available “press-tight” glass connectors have to be cut prior 

to use with a glass cutter generating active surfaces. In case of the Uniliner the pressed connection can 

collapse. Additionally, Uniliner are not available for every injector in a multitude of varieties and the 

use of “press-tight” connectors is limited by the dimensions of the part itself. Within this work the use 
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of a SGE Siltite µ-Union is presented as connector for analytical column and restriction inside the 

injector. The µ-union has a length of less than 1 cm and a diameter of 3.5 mm. Therefore it can be used 

in any injector with an inner diameter of at least 5 mm and the end of the restriction can be placed 

near the optimum splitpoint for conventional analytical columns. The high temperature inside the 

injector results in the expansion of the stainless steel µ-union. By this the column connection seals 

itself and any remaining minimal leaks are located in the inert gas atmosphere of the injector. The 

major advantage of placing the restriction inside the injector is that the GC-system can be operated in 

constant pressure mode. In conventional GC applications it is widely established to operate the system 

in constant flow-mode, which means to adjust the head-pressure of the injector according to the oven 

temperature to achieve a constant carrier gas flow-rate throughout the analysis. According to 

calculations that are based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation [8] (cf. section 5.2), it can be 

demonstrated that the flow dynamics of the GC/MS setup are dominated by the restriction in the 

isothermal injector and that the carrier gas flow-rate depends to a negligible extent of 4% on the GC 

oven temperature. This allows the operation of the Vacuum Outlet GC/MS setup in constant pressure 

mode. 

The concept of VO-GC/MS was realized in this work on a Shimadzu GCMS-QP2010 SE GC/MS device in 

combination with a Shimadzu AOC-20i autosampler and an Atas Optic 4 injector that was optimized 

for Shimadzu systems. The Labsolutions GCMSsolution v4.11 Software of the GC/MS system requires 

the input of the analytical column parameters (length, diameter, film thickness) to calculate the 

injector parameters and limits the flow-rate to 4 mL min-1. Complex arrays of multiple capillaries, like 

the VO-GC/MS setup described in this work, cannot be entered. This problem can be solved by the use 

of a virtual column, which allows the configuration of the desired head pressure without exceeding the 

flowrate limit that is calculated for the virtual column by the software. The virtual column used in this 

work allowed the setting of head pressures up to 760 kPa and had the following parameters: length 

100 m, 0.20 mm diameter, 0.25 µm film thickness. 

The µ-union, used for the connection of restriction and analytical column, is with an outer diameter of 

3.5 mm not compatible with the commercially available Atas liners. Therefore V2A stainless steel tubes 

were cut to 100 mm length and two split notches were added at the bottom. These notches can be 

found on any commercial Atas Liner for split injections. Both the µ-union and the custom stainless steel 

liner were inertized by coating with SilcoNert 2000 by the company SilcoTek. 

5.1 Optimization for Quantification Applications 
The main goal in this work is the quantification of explosives with an internal standard method. For 

this purpose two key requirements must be achieved, when a sample is injected repeatedly: The 

absolute peak areas and integral ratios of analyte and standard must be reproducible. To investigate 

the reproducibility of the VO-GC/MS setup established in this work a test mixture of naphthalene 

(NAP), 4-nitrotoluene (4-MNT 14), 2,4-Dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT 15), 1-Nitronaphthalene (NiNAP) and 

Phenanthrene (PHE) was prepared. The analytes were chosen to generate a mixture of compounds 

with boiling points ranging from 218 °C to 340 °C to investigate the influence of analyte volatility (cf. 

Table 1). 

Table 1 Composition of the test mixture. The analytes were dissolved in 10 mL of acetonitrile. 

Analyte Naphtalene 4-Nitrotoluene 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 1-Nitronaphtalene Phenanthrene 

Abbreviation NAP 4-MNT 14 2,4-DNT 15 N-NAP PHE 

m [g] 0.0166 0.0157 0.0169 0.0169 0.0156 

n [mmol] 0.1295 0.1145 0.0928 0.0976 0.0875 

c [µmol/mL] 12.9511 11.4483 9.2788 9.7591 8.7525 

Tboil [°C] 218 238 >250 304 340 
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For the optimization in this work the web contributions by Matthew Klee [9] were extremely helpful. 

The optimization included the following parameters: concentration of analyte (4 levels – dilution 

factors of stock solution: 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64), injector temperature (175 – 250 °C), glass wool inside 

the GC liner and MS event time (20 – 300 ms). For the facilitation of the elucidation of the optimization 

procedure it is stated in advance that neither the injector temperature nor the concentration of the 

solution had influence on the reproducibility of the VO-GC/MS measurement. 

For the improvement of the reproducibility of the absolute peak areas it was crucial to insert silanized 

glass wool in the GC-Liner. The glass wool should be penetrated at least 2 mm by the injection needle. 

Capillary forces then extract the analyte solution from the canula and distribute it on the glass wool.  

 

Figure 1 – Up: Superimposition of 6 chromatograms of directly repeated injections of the test mixture. Down: Zoom on single 
peak of identical superimposition. Left: without silanized glasswool in the liner, right: with silanized glasswool in the liner. The 
boiling structure formulae and the boiling points of the analytes are given in the upper chromatograms. 

Table 2 – The influence of the introduction of glass wool into the liner on the absolute peak areas. Averaged results of six 
directly repeated injections. 

Analyte I[counts] σ [%]  I[counts] σ [%] α 

 without wool with wool  

Naphthalene 335286 23.2 3173302 0.6 9 

4-Nitrotoluene 60869 25.2 623111 1.0 10 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 38304 32.4 525603 0.6 14 

1-Nitronaphthalene 55487 28.4 626790 1.4 11 

Phenanthrene 235070 31.9 2516984 1.2 11 
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Figure 1 visualizes and Table 2 demonstrates the effect of the introduction of glass wool into the GC-

liner. In Table 2 the averaged peak areas of six directly repeated injections with and without wool are 

stated for all five test analytes. The standard deviation is reduced by the introduction of glass wool 

from 23.2 – 32.4 % to 0.6 to 1.4 %. The ratio α in the range of 9 – 14 is the quotient of average peak 

area with glass wool to average peak area without glass wool. This means that the sensitivity of the 

system was increased by a factor of 9 – 14 by the introduction of glass wool into the GC-liner. 

Presumably, without glass wool a large fraction of the analytes are injected to the bottom of the liner 

and exit the system via the split flow. Yet there is another problem to solve. Taking a closer look at the 

peak tips of the zoom in the lower right of Figure 1 it becomes evident that the tip of the peak is not 

registered correctly. The chromatograms were recorded in scan mode (30 – 500 amu) with an event 

time of 300 ms, which means that each 300 ms a new datapoint is created. The peak mentioned has a 

baseline width of 3 seconds and is therefore registered with 10 datapoints. This is not sufficient for 

reproducible peak area ratios considering internal standard quantification. With respect to this 

selective ion monitoring was chosen as the mode of operation for the mass spectrometer. Instead of 

monitoring the 470 mass channels from 30 – 500 amu, the detector monitors 6 mass channels: 1 

quantification and 5 reference ion channels for the identification of the analyte by the relative mass 

peak intensities.  

Table 3 – Selective Ion Monitoring Program for the Mass Spectrometer 

Analyte Tstart [min] Tend [min] m/z 1 m/z 2 m/z 3 m/z 4 m/z 5 m/z 6 

NAP 0.5 1.7 128 127 129 64 51 102 

4-MNT 14 1.7 2.7 91 137 65 39 107 77 

2,4-DNT 15 2.7 3.1 165 89 63 90 119 39 

N-NAP 3.1 3.45 127 115 173 126 77 75 

PHE 3.45 4.1 178 89 76 176 179 88 
 

The SIM program used in this work for the quantification of the analytes in the test mixture can be 

found in Table 3. A microscan width of 1 amu was used. This means that for mass channel 128 the mass 

channels from 127.0 – 129.0 amu are monitored to find the mass peak with the highest intensity. 

For the investigation of the influence of the event time on the reproducibility of the peak area ratios 

six chromatograms of directly repeated injections were recorded for each event time ranging from 20 

ms to 300 ms. Arbitrary chosen integral ratios were introduced to investigate the reproducibility of the 

integral ratios. 

Table 4 – Example of Integral Ratio evaluation for event time 20 ms. 

integral ratio  #1 #2 #3 #4 #5 #6 mean σ 

NAP/4-MNT 14 5.05 5.05 5.06 5.05 5.06 5.05 5.05 0.005 

NAP/2,4-DNT 15 5.45 5.44 5.44 5.42 5.44 5.45 5.44 0.010 

NAP/N-NAP 4.82 4.81 4.82 4.81 4.81 4.83 4.82 0.009 

PHE/4-MNT 14 4.21 4.24 4.23 4.22 4.20 4.20 4.22 0.018 

PHE/2,4-DNT 15 4.54 4.56 4.55 4.53 4.52 4.53 4.54 0.016 

PHE/N-NAP 4.02 4.04 4.03 4.02 4.00 4.02 4.02 0.014 

       ∑σ 0.073 

       σ̅ 0.012 
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Table 4 gives an example for the evaluation of the reproducibility of the integral ratios of six directly 

repeated injections. To judge the reproducibility at a certain event time the sum of standard deviations 

∑σ and the mean standard deviation σ̅ were calculated for each event time. 

Table 5 – Results of the event time optimization. Sum of standard deviations ∑σ and mean standard deviation �̅� for six 
directly repeated injections.  

event time [ms] 20 50 100 150 200 250 300 80 100 120 

∑σ 0.073 0.059 0.045 0.051 0.069 0.082 0.075 0.040 0.050 0.041 

σ̅ 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.009 0.012 0.014 0.012 0.007 0.008 0.007 
 

Table 5 compiles the results of the event time optimization study. The reproducibility of the integral 

ratios is indirectly proportional to the the values of ∑σ and σ̅. The first measurement series was carried 

out with the event times 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ms. An optimum could be found with an 

event time of 100 ms. To verify this result a measurement series with event times of 80, 100 and 120 

ms was carried out. The reproducibility is nearly identical for event times of 80 and 120 ms. Therefore 

the optimum range for a SIM measurement with six simultaneous mass channels and a micro scan 

width of 1 amu is in the range of 80 – 120 ms and can be used for quantification applications. 

 

Figure 2 - Superimposition of six directly repeated injection of identical sample and peak measured with 300 ms (left) and 100 
ms (right) event time. With 100 ms event time the peak is recorded more exactly with 30 instead of 10 datapoints. 

The effect of the decreased event time which leads to more precise detection of peaks is visualized in 

Figure 2 for a peak recorded under SIM conditions with 300 ms and 100 ms event time. With 300 ms 

event time the tip of the peak is not properly detected, which leads to imprecise results of 

quantification.  

Table 6 – Compilation of VO-GC/MS parameters 

GC/MS  Shimadzu QP2010SE® 

Injector Atas Optic 4 

Liner 10 mm V2A stainless steel tube, 5 mm wall thickness, equipped with 
silanized glass wool (2 mm injection needle penetration into wool) 

Restriction M1: 0.025 mm capillary, 7.76 mm length (Restek #10097) 
M2: 0.025 mm capillary, 8.11 mm length (Restek #10097) 
M3: 0.050 mm capillary, 10.10 mm length (Restek #10098) 

Column connector SGE Siltite µ-Union® (Restek #073562) 

Analytical columns Restek RTX-TNT 1® (6 m, 0.53 mm, 1.5 µm) 
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Oven program M1: 40 °C (hold 0.10 min)  100 °C (60 °C min-1, hold 0.50 min)  200 °C 
(40 °C min-1, hold 0.50 min)  
M2: 40 °C (hold 0.10 min)  100 °C (60 °C min-1, hold 0.50 min)  280 °C 
(40 °C min-1, hold 0.50 min) 
M3: identical to M2 

Injector head pressure M1: 400 kPa 
M2: 400 kPa 
M3: 90 kPa 

 

virtual column 100 m, 0.25 µm film thickness, 0.20 mm i.d. 

column flow M1: 2.33 mL min-1 
M2: 2.33 mL min-1 
M3: 3.92 – 4.08 mL min-1 

split ratio M1: 18.7 
M2: 24.5 
M3: 150 

split flow M3: 25.38 mL min-1 (measured at split exit with soap film flow meter, 
corrected according to Boeker et al. [8] 

purge flow  5 mL min-1 
 

injection volume  1 µL 
 

Ion source 200 °C 
 

MS interface 200 °C 
 

MS M1-M3: SCAN m/z 30 – 500, event time 0.300 s  

 

SIM-programs for mass spectrometer: 

M1 – SIM: 

Tstart Tend tevent MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6 

[min] [min] [s] m/z m/z m/z m/z m/z m/z 

0.5 1.7 0.020 – 0.300 128 127 129 64 51 102 

1.7 2.7 0.020 – 0.300 91 137 65 39 107 77 

2.7 3.1 0.020 – 0.300 165 89 63 90 119 39 

3.1 3.45 0.020 – 0.300 127 115 173 126 77 75 

3.45 4.1 0.020 – 0.300 178 89 76 176 179 88 
M3 – SIM: 

Tstart Tend tevent MC1 MC2 MC3 MC4 MC5 MC6 

[min] [min] [s] m/z m/z m/z m/z m/z m/z 

0.5 1.42 0.1 46 30 43 59 120 65 

1.42 1.6 0.1 120 65 57 41 91 137 

1.6 2.4 0.1 91 137 65 46 30  
2.4 3 0.1 46 30 165 63 89  
3 3.5 0.1 165 89 46 30 210  

3.5 4 0.1 210 89 46 76 42  
4 6.1 0.1 46 42 194 77 30  
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Figure 3 – Injection Parameters used for the Shimadzu QP2010SE AOC 20i Autosampler. Screenschot of LabSolutions 
GCMSsolution v4.11 [M3] 

 

Figure 4 – Injector and GC oven parameters used for the Shimadzu QP2010SE AOC 20i Autosampler. Screenschot of 
LabSolutions GCMSsolution v4.11 [M3] 

 

Figure 5 – Mass spectrometer parameters used for the Shimadzu QP2010SE AOC 20i Autosampler. Screenschot of 
LabSolutions GCMSsolution v4.11 [M3] 
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5.2 Calculation of the Flow in a Series of Capillaries 
It was pointed out before that the VO/GC-MS setup presented in this work is operated with constant 

injector head pressure. The LabSolutions GCMSsolution software, that controls the injector head 

pressure and split flow via the advanced flow control (AFC) module of the Shimadzu QP2010SE GC/MS 

system cannot calculate the flow parameters for a series of capillaries. Since after each setup 

installation a new restriction capillary with individual length is installed, it is necessary to calculate the 

head pressure that is necessary to obtain the desired flow rate. In this work the flow rate 4 mL min-1 

proved to be a good value for efficient separation and a sufficient detector vacuum (~9 Pa). The flow 

in a series of capillaries can be calculated according to a modified form of the Hagen-Poiseuille 

equation (1), which was established by Boeker et al. [8, 10] 

 
𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑑. = (𝑝1

2 − 𝑝2
2) ×

𝜋 × 𝑑4 × 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑑.

256 × 𝜂(𝑇) × 𝑙 × 𝑝𝑆𝑡𝑑. × 𝑇𝑥
 

(1) 

𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑑. = flow at standard conditions (298.15 K, 101300 Pa, [m3/s]); 𝑝1  = absolute input pressure [Pa]; 

𝑝2  = output pressure (0 Pa for vacuum); 𝑝𝑆𝑡𝑑. = standard pressure (101300 Pa); 𝑑 = diameter of the 
respective capillary [m]; 𝑙 = length [m]; 𝜂(𝑇) = dynamic viscosity of Helium (4.280 x 10-

8 x Tx + 6.968 x 10-6), [Pa·s]); 𝑇𝑥 = temperature in the respective capillary [K]; 𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑑. = standard 
temperature (298.15 K) 

The dynamic viscosity of Helium 𝜂(𝑇) is calculated by: 

 𝜂(𝑇) = 𝐶1 × 𝑇𝑥 + 𝐶2 (2) 

𝐶1: 4.280 × 10-8 Pa s K-1, 𝐶2: 6.968 × 10-6 Pa s 

The values of the dynamic viscosity 𝜂(𝑇) are temperature and carrier gas dependent and can be 

calculated for any temperature. (N2: 𝐶1: 3.500 × 10-8 Pa s K-1, 𝐶2: 7.994 × 10-6 Pa s; H2: 𝐶1: 1.830 × 10-8 

Pa s K-1, 𝐶2: 4.416 × 10-6 Pa s) The absolute input pressure p1 is calculated from the chosen head 
pressure in the injector and the standard pressure (cp. Equation (3)). 

 𝑝1 = 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 + 𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑑 (3) 

𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡 = head pressure in the injector 

It is convenient to combine the constant values to a single parameter 𝐴 (eq. (4)) and the dimensions 

of the capillary, the temperature and the viscosity to a resistance parameter 𝐾 (eq. (5)). 

 
𝐴 =

𝜋

256
×

𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑑.

𝑝𝑆𝑡𝑑.
=

𝜋

256
×

298.15𝐾

101300𝑃𝑎
= 3.6119 × 10−5 𝐾

𝑃𝑎⁄  
(4) 

 
𝐾 =

𝜂(𝑇) × 𝑙 × 𝑇𝑥

𝑑4
 

(5) 

For each part of the series of capillaries a separate 𝐾 (cp. Equation (6)) has to be calculated as each 

part has another length 𝑙, diameter 𝑑, temperature 𝑇𝑥 and and dynamic viscosity 𝜂(𝑇). The individual 

𝐾 values of each respective capillary are summed up to 𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙. 

 
𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝐾𝑖

𝑖

1
 

(6) 

For a series of capillaries Equation (7) can be derived from Equation (1) 
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𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑑. = (𝑝1

2 − 𝑝2
2) × 𝐴 ×

1

∑ 𝐾𝑖
𝑖
1

 
(7) 

With help of these equations, an example of flow calculation at 175°C for the VO-GC/MS Setup in this 

work will be calculated in the following: 

All constant parameters used are listed in Table 7. 

Table 7: Fix parameters for calculation of the flow. 

𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡  90 kPa = 90000 Pa 

𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑑  101300 Pa 

𝑝1 Pinput + pstd =193000 Pa 

𝑝2 0 Pa (vacuum) 

𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑 298.15 K 

𝐶1 4.280 x10-8 Pa·s/K 

𝐶2 6.968x10-6 Pa·s 

𝐴 3.6119x10-5 K/Pa 

 

The values of K for the different capillaries are calculated with Equation (5): 

Table 8: Calculation of different η(T).and K for each section of the series of capillaries for an oven temperature of 40°C. 

Variables 
section 

𝑑 [mm] 𝑙 [m] 𝑇𝑥 [°C] 𝜂(𝑇) [Pa·s] K [Pa·s·K/m3] 

Injector 0.050 0.0101 175 2.615x10-5 1.8937x1013 

Analytical Column 0.53 5.85 40 2.037x10-5 4.7298x1011 

MS Interface 0.53 0.15 200 2.722x10-5 2.4483x1010 

 

According to the respective K values of Table 8, the total Ktotal is calculated as a sum of all K (eq. (6)). 

 
𝐾𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∑ 𝐾𝑖

𝑖

1
= 1.9435 × 1013

𝑃𝑎 × 𝑠 × 𝐾

𝑚3
 (8) 

Finally the flow at standard conditions (298.15 K, 101300 Pa) is calculated with Equation (7): 

 
𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑑 =

(𝑝1
2 − 𝑝2

2) × 𝐴

∑ 𝐾𝑖
1

=
(1913002 − 02) × 3.6119x10−5

1.9435 × 1013

𝑃𝑎2 × 𝐾 × 𝑚3

𝑃𝑎 × 𝑃𝑎 × 𝑠 × 𝐾
=

= 6.80 × 10−8
𝑚3

𝑠
= 4.08𝑚𝐿/𝑚𝑖𝑛 

(9)  

If the temperature of the GC oven is changed to 250 °C, the column flow will decrease to 3.92 mL min-1. 

The corresponding calculation is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 – The results of flow calculation for the VO-GC/MS calulation at 280 °C oven temperature. (MS Excel Screenshot) 

The injector (175 °C) and the MS interface (200 °C) remain isothermal and the head pressure of the 

injector is kept constant at 90 kPa. Solely the column oven temperature is changed from 40 to 280 °C. 

This causes a change of column flow from 4.08 mL min-1 (cf. eq. (9)) to 3.92 mL min-1 (cf. Figure 6) The 

column flow rate change from start to end temperature is 3.9 % of the starting value and negligible. 

Therefore, the injector can be operated in constant pressure mode with the VO-GC/MS setup 

described in this work. With the calculation of the flow dynamics it is possible to calculate the scenario 

of an analytical column (6m, 0.53 mm i.d.) under atmospheric pressure conditions at 25 °C. The 

resulting helium gas flow of 50 mL min-1 would lead to the collapse of the MS detector vacuum. (cf. 

Figure 7)  

 

Figure 7 – Calculation of the flow through a capillary (6m length, 0.53 mm inner diameter) at atmospheric pressure and 25 °C 
temperature. The resulting flow of 50 mL min-1 would result in the collapse of the MS detector vacuum. (MS Excel screenshot) 
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5.3 Experimental Verification of the Split-Flow 
In standard applications solely the analytical column is positioned in the liner of the GC injector. In case 

of VO-GC/MS, the injector is filled with the µ-Union column connector (length 1 cm, diameter 3.5 mm). 

Since the stainless steel liner used has an inner diameter of 4.0 mm, solely 0.25 mm space remain 

between liner and µ-Union. Conventional analytical columns have an outer diameter of less than 1 

mm. The split flow exits the liner at the bottom and has to pass the µ-Union. Since this situation is far 

from standard it was checked whether the space “a” between µ-union and liner does allow a sufficient 

splitflow. 

 

Figure 8 Schematic illustration of the cross-section of the Atas4 Injector in the VO-GC/MS configuration used in this work. (cf. 
Table 6) 1: SGE Siltite µ-Union (length ≈10 mm, diameter 3.5 mm), 2: restriction (10.10 mm length, 0.050 mm inner diameter), 
3: Analytical column (6 m length, 0.53 mm inner diameter) 4: stainless steel liner (100 mm length, 0.5 mm wall thickness, 0.4 
mm inner diameter. a: 0.25 mm. Does the space “a” between µ-union and liner allows sufficient splitflow? 

To answer this question several splitflows were set keeping the remaining conditions constant. The 

flowrate of the splitflow was measured using a Soapfilm Flowmeter (Hewlett Packard, #0101-0113) 

and corrected according to the formula stated and derived by Boeker et al. [11]: 

 
𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑑 = 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 ×

𝑇𝑆𝑡𝑑

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
×

𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑑
× (1 −

𝑝𝑊𝑆

𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏
) (10) 

𝑉𝑆𝑡𝑑 = corrected flow at standard conditions (25°C, 101300 Pa, [mL min-1]); 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = measured flow 
with soap film flowmeter [mL min-1]; TStd = standard temperature (298.15 K); 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 = ambient 
temperature [K]; 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏 = ambient pressure [Pa]; 𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑑 = standard pressure (101300 Pa); 
𝑝𝑊𝑆 = saturation pressure of water. 

The flow-rate is measured with the soap film flowmeter by measuring the the time span ∆𝑡 a soap film 
needs to pass a defined volume 𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒 in the soap film flow meter tube: 

 
𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 =

𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒

∆𝑡
 (11) 

𝑉𝑡𝑢𝑏𝑒: volume in soap film flowmeter [mL], ∆𝑡: time span [min] 

The saturation vapor pressure of water 𝑝𝑤𝑠 is calculated by: 

 𝑝𝑤𝑠 = 10
(8.3246−

1799.73
(𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏+238.734)

)
 (12) 
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With the tools to measure the corrected flow at standard conditions in hands, the relation between 

set flow and real flow was checked keeping the injector temperature and head pressure constant. The 

LabSolutions GCMSsolution calculated for 90 kPa head pressure a column flow of 0.20 mL min-1. The 

splitflow is the product of column flow and split ratio. The split ratio was varied from 50 to 450 to set 

splitflows from 10 – 90 mL min-1. (cf. Table 9) 

Table 9: Deviation of the corrected flow in comparison to the employed splitflow fsplit for a measurement series at an injector 
temperature of 175°C and 90 kPa head pressure and a calculated column flow of 4.08 mL min-1 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡
a 

[mL min-1] 
𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡

b 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠
c 

[mL min-1] 
σ(𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠)d 

[mL min-1] 
Deviatione 

[%] 
𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡

f 

10 50 5.24 0.02 47.65 0.438 

20 100 14.61 0.05 26.97 0.218 

30 150 25.37 0.02 15.07 0.139 

40 200 36.16 0.01 9.61 0.101 

50 250 46.93 0.04 6.15 0.080 

60 300 57.24 0.04 4.60 0.067 

70 350 67.50 0.13 3.57 0.057 

80 400 77.95 0.10 2.56 0.050 

90 450 88.00 0.35 2.22 0.044 
a set spliflow b split ratio c observed splitflow (soap film flowmeter at split exit) d standard deviation of 

observed splitflow (3 measurements) e deviation of set and observed splitflow ((𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡-𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠)×100/ 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡) 
f split proportion (4.08 mL min-1 / (4.08 mL min-1 + 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠) 

It could be observed that for small split ratios the deviation of measured and entered split flow is 
tremendous (e.g. 47.65 % for splitratio 10). With increasing split ratio the deviation of entered and 
calculated splitflow gets smaller (e.g. 2.23 % for Splitratio 450). With this it could be demonstrated that 
the µ-union is not blocking the split exit for splitflows up to 90 mL min-1. 
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Table 10 – Results of split measurement for a mixture of explosives. Integrals from VO-GC/MS measurement for different 
splitflows. [M3 scan] 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [mL min-1]a 10b σ [%]c 20b σ [%]c 30b σ [%]c 

EGDN 06             n.m.d                      n.m.d 3813982 0.61 2284176 0.62 

TATP 02 8551142 1.66 4336433 0.15 2622589 1.60 

2-MNT 12 6491403 0.51 3273470 0.97 1980013 0.46 

DMDNB 26 7525425 0.87 3723138 0.65 2258411 0.42 

3-MNT 13 7580942 0.79 3787023 0.40 2290783 0.74 

4-MNT 14 7268721 0.33 3616819 0.17 2192761 0.17 

GTN 17 6831835 1.42 3380557 0.52 2056274 0.70 

2,6-DNT 16 6359160 0.31 3154809 1.64 1946103 1.24 

2,4-DNT 15 6294029 0.21 3168982 1.31 1971343 1.19 

ETN 08 2076577 3.15 1401374 1.28 982421 1.19 

TNT 17 4994964 1.76 2640271 1.06 1692207 0.96 

PETN 09 3969225 0.68 2464785 1.37 1702811 0.49 

RDX 19 4445531 1.48 2718120 2.24 1804816 1.02 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [mL min-1]a 40b σ [%]c 50b σ [%]c 60b σ [%]c 

EGDN 06 1626842 1.16 1027984 0.25 1018532 1.24 

TATP 02 1869614 1.57 1182522 1.34 1171536 2.60 

2-MNT 12 1414106 1.10 1068373 1.21 901050 1.38 

DMDNB 26 1627059 0.32 1160324 0.94 1040590 0.53 

3-MNT 13 1644878 1.53 1177777 0.31 1042260 0.98 

4-MNT 14 1587645 0.85 1130952 0.47 1000842 1.07 

GTN 17 1496803 1.10 958150 1.07 959369 0.77 

2,6-DNT 16 1416536 1.29 1021631 2.15 924881 1.84 

2,4-DNT 15 1451405 0.80 1063544 1.39 944680 1.29 

ETN 08 737990 2.09 467074 1.97 464138 1.97 

TNT 17 1227180 1.42 961396 4.48 820649 0.87 

PETN 09 1276089 0.29 831385 1.37 856735 1.63 

RDX 19 1402599 4.15 922835 4.00 966061 2.58 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [mL min-1] 70b σ [%]c 80b σ [%]c 90b σ [%]c 

EGDN 06 846697 2.08 727395 1.71 641683 1.40 

TATP 02 1006795 0.96 858360 0.93 753131 2.95 

2-MNT 12 768567 1.32 658023 1.72 578539 1.16 

DMDNB 26 876237 0.29 765975 0.68 664551 1.54 

3-MNT 13 885915 1.38 747835 0.49 658895 0.73 

4-MNT 14 850322 1.42 722042 2.81 646381 2.72 

GTN 17 813549 2.08 701505 0.53 595856 1.27 

2,6-DNT 16 793627 1.62 685661 1.86 613417 1.69 

2,4-DNT 15 801148 1.02 704120 0.96 639385 1.76 

ETN 08 376704 1.89 302815 4.98 210281 14.71 

TNT 17 695491 0.86 605734 1.39 538753 2.13 

PETN 09 703211 0.56 598880 0.21 495368 8.51 

RDX 19 808936 2.85 714698 1.65 584082 11.95 
a set spliflow (cf. Table 9) b Average Integral of Analyte (3 directly repeated injections) for 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 stated, c 
standard deviation of integrals of 3 directly repeated injections 
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Table 11 – Calculation of relative average integrals ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙 and splitproportions 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [mL min-1]a 10 20 30 

∑𝑖𝑛𝑡
b 7.24E+07 4.15E+07 2.58E+07 

∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙
c 1 0.573 0.356 

𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡
d 0.438 0.218 0.138 

𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙
e 1 0.498 0.315 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [mL min-1]a 40 50 60 

∑𝑖𝑛𝑡
b 1.88E+07 1.30E+07 1.21E+07 

∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙
c 0.259 0.179 0.167 

𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡
d 0.101 0.080 0.067 

𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙
e 0.231 0.183 0.153 

𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 [mL min-1]a 70 80 90 

∑𝑖𝑛𝑡
b 1.02E+07 8.79E+06 7.62E+06 

∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙
c 0.141 0.121 0.105 

𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡
d 0.057 0.050 0.044 

𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙
e 0.130 0.114 0.100 

a set spliflow (cf. Table 9) b Average Integral of Analyte (3 directly repeated injections) (cf. Table 10),  
c ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙 = ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡(𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡)/ ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡(10 mL min-1), d split proportion (cf. Table 9)  
e 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡)/ 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡(10 mL min-1) 
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Figure 9 – Plot of ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡  vs. 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡  (cf. Table 11) Error bars indicate standard deviation of three directly repeated injections. 

[M3 scan] 

In the next step the split conditions applied (𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 = 10, 20, …, 90 mL min-1) were tested with a mixture 
of explosives to investigate the influence of variation of the splitflow on the response of the detector. 
Table 10 is a compilation of the average integral intensities of the analytes for different values of 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡.  
From the average integral intensities of each individual analyte the sum of integrals ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡 of all analytes 
was calculated. For validation of the analyte stream splitting the value ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙 (relative to the starting 

value ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡 (10 mL min-1)) was calculated. In analogy to this, the value 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙  (relative to the starting 

value 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 (10 mL min-1) was calculated. (cf. Table 11) It becomes evident that the values of ∑𝑖𝑛𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙 

and 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡,𝑟𝑒𝑙  correlate well for each value of 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡. With increasing values of 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡, the effect of analyte 

dilution is decreasing from step to step. This effect is visualized in Figure 9. It can be concluded that 
the µ-union does not block the splitflow through the split exit at the bottom of the liner and that the 
stream of analyte is splitted correctly in the range of 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 from 10 mL min-1 to 90 mL min-1. The value 
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of 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 correlates well with 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠 for higher values, but 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠 should always be measured manually at the 
split exit for the calculation of the correct value of 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡. (cf. Table 9).  

5.4 Analysis of Explosives 
For the initial testing purposes a mixture of explosives in acetone was prepared. To gain insight in the 
relative reponse factors of the analytes their molar concentration should be equal to introduce similar 
amounts of analytes: 
 

Table 12 – Preparation of a mix of analytes with 𝑐𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 0.276 µmol mL-1 [M3 scan] 

Analyte 𝑚𝑠𝑢𝑏
a 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

b 𝑀c 𝑛d 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
e 𝑐𝑠𝑢𝑏

f 𝑉𝑀𝐼𝑋
g 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

h 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐
i 

 [mg] g g mol-1 µmol mL µmol mL-1 mL Pa °C 

HMX 22 11.7 7.5418 296.1560 39.5 9.5345 4.1435 0.65 4.01E-13 278.3 

MHN 05 14.2 7.5260 452.1540 31.4 9.5145 3.3008 0.82 n.a. 175.8 

EGDN 06 10.7 7.6779 152.0620 70.4 9.7066 7.2493 0.37 1.02E+01 n.a. 

GTN 17 12.5 7.7132 227.0850 55.0 9.7512 5.6450 0.48 6.41E-02 n.a. 

ETN 08 15.5 7.4187 302.1080 51.3 9.3789 5.4704 0.50 6E-04* 181.9 

PETN 09 13.5 7.6749 316.1350 42.7 9.7028 4.4011 0.62 1.55E-06 199.8 

DDNP 10 11.1 7.6301 210.1050 52.8 9.6461 5.4769 0.49 n.a. 157.6 

NM 27 11.7 7.5860 61.0400 191.7 9.5904 19.9864 0.14 4.87E+03 n.a. 

TNT 17 10.7 8.4049 227.1320 47.1 10.6257 4.4335 0.61 7.33E-04 308.9 

TETRYL 22 10.2 7.7561 287.1440 35.5 9.8054 3.6227 0.75 8.68E-07 191.2 

TATP 02 17.2 7.3940 222.2370 77.4 9.3477 8.2796 0.33 6.20E+00 n.a. 

PA 11 10.3 7.7299 199.1220 51.7 9.7723 5.2932 0.51 n.a. 222.5 

2-MNT 12 15.3 7.1875 137.0477 111.6 9.0866 12.2862 0.22 1.92E+01 n.a. 

3-MNT 13 18.0 8.1599 137.0477 131.3 10.3159 12.7319 0.21 n.a. n.a. 

4-MNT 14 9.80 7.6792 137.0477 71.5 9.7082 7.3657 0.37 6.52E+00 n.a. 

2,4-DNT 15 10.6 7.6749 182.1350 58.2 9.7028 5.9981 0.45 3.51E-02 296.0 

2,6-DNT 16 13.5 7.2924 182.1350 74.1 9.2192 8.0398 0.34 8.27E-02 n.a. 

EtONO2 04 8.10 7.8300 91.0660 88.9 9.8989 8.9855 0.30 n.a. n.a. 

CL-20 21 12.2 7.5631 438.1860 27.8 9.5614 2.9119 0.93 n.a. 243.4 

DMDNB 26 12.1 7.2930 176.1720 68.7 9.2200 7.4494 0.36 n.a. n.a. 

RDX 19 14.6 7.3109 222.1170 65.7 9.2426 7.1118 0.38 4.40E-07 232.9 
a mass of analyte, b mass of solvent, c molar mass of analyte, d molar amount of analyte, e volume of 
solvent (ρ(acetone): 0.791 g cm-3), f concentration of substance, g volume for 2.71 µmol. Total volume 
of MIX: 9.84 mL. Concentration of analytes in mixture: 0.276 µmol mL-1 h vapor pressure of analyte at 
298.15 K according to Östmark et al. [12], i decomposition temperature of analyte (differential 
scanning calorimetry, 5 °C min-1), *value derived from own vapor pressure measurements. 
 
This mixture of 21 analytes was injected in the VO-GC/MS setup with the parameters stated in Table 6 
[M3]. The resulting chromatogramm is depicted in Figure 10. In total 14 of 21 Substances could be 
detected by the VO-GC/MS Setup. The substances that were not detectable are: HMX 22, CL-20 21, 
MHN 05, PA 11, DDNP 10. The most probable reasons for this is the combination of thermolability and 
low vapor pressure with these molecules. The latest eluting molecules are RDX 19 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 4.40× 10-7 Pa, 
𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 = 232.9 °C) and TETRYL 22 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 8.68 × 10-7 Pa, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 191.2 °C). RDX 19, HMX 22 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 4.01 × 10-13 
Pa, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 278.3 °C) and CL-20 21 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: unknown, 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 243.4 °C) are cycloaliphatic nitramines in high 
structural relations. The vapor pressure of HMX 22 is reduced by six orders of magniture in comparison 
to RDX 19 yet its decomposition temperature is significantly higher. The vapor pressure of CL-20 21 
(𝑀: 438 g mol-1) is unknown but it should be significantly lower than that of HMX 22 (M: 296 g mol-1) 
due to its higher molar mass. MHN 05 is the heavier homolog of ETN 08 and contains two more 
methylene nitrato (CHONO2) units. The repertoire of analytes tested contains several linear polynitrate 
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esters, which all contain two terminal CH2ONO2 units but different numbers of CHONO2 units. EGDN 
06 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 10.2 Pa) contains zero, GTN 17 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 6.41× 10-2 Pa) one, ETN 08 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 6× 10-4 Pa) two and 
MHN 05 four methylene nitrato units. For each additional methylene nitrato unit the vapor pressure 
is reduced by about two orders of magnitude. With this in mind it can be estimated that the vapor 
pressure of MHN 05 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 175.8 °C) is about four orders of magnitude lower than that of ETN 08 (𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 
181.9 °C) whilst the temperatures of decomposition are comparable. For PA 11 and DDNP 10 it can 
only be assumed that a combination thermolability and low volatility causes the non-detectability of 
the substances. In a separate experiment an acetonitrile solution (0.1 mg/mL) of HNS 22 
(hexanitrostilbene, 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: 6.19E-16 Pa 𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐: 338.9 °C) was injected, but no detector response could be 
observed. HNS 22 is the most thermostable substance investigated and thermal degradation can be 
excluded as reason for its non-detectability. NM 27 and EtONO2 04 are so volatile that they can be 
detected in the solvent peak by mass deconvolution (m/z 46 amu). It can be concluded that VO-GC/MS 
is a suitable method for the detection of explosives with the upper limit of detectability in terms of 
𝑇𝑑𝑒𝑐 and 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 in the range of RDX 19 and TETRYL 22. Explosives that are less thermostable than 200 °C 
in combination with an extrapolated vapor pressure 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 at 298.15 K lower than 10-7 Pa will most 
probably not be detectable by VO-GC/MS. 

 
Figure 10 – Chromatogram of mixture of explosives (cf. Table 12) [M2] 

In the next step the diameter of the restriction was changed from 0.025 mm to 0.050 mm. This allows 

the use of lower injector head pressures, accelerates the vaporization of the analytes in the injector 

and reduces the elution temperature. If one replaces the restriction column (10.1 mm length, 0.05 mm 

i.d.) in the calculation in Figure 6 with a 0.025 mm i.d. restriction of identical length, the necessary 

head pressure rises from 90 kPa to 641 kPa for the same column flow of 3.92 mL min-1. This means that 

with a 0.05 mm restriction the head pressure can be reduced by a factor >7. To investigate the 

influences of the injector head pressure reduction a new test mixture of explosives with equimolar 

concentrations (0.518 – 0.543 µmol mL-1) was created (cf. Table 13).  

 

Figure 11 – Chromatogram of of MIX 1 (cf. Table 13) [M3 scan] 
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The mixture was analyzed by VO-GC/MS with the new restriction in SIM and SCAN mode. (cf. Table 

14). The average integrals observed in SIM mode (𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑀) and scan mode (𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁) were transferred in 

relative response factors 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀 and 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛, which are normalized to the exact concentration of 

the analyte and relative to the analyte with the best response (ETN 08): 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙  = ((𝑐𝑠𝑢𝑏)-1× 𝐼)/𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥. The 

relative response factors 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀 and 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁 correlate well with each other. The trend of 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙  is in 

good correlation with the ion count in the quantification channel QC. The quantification channel QC is 

chosen in accordance with the most intensive peak of the mass spectrum of the analyte. δ is the 

relative intensity of the most intense peak in the mass spectrum of the analyte to the total intensity of 

its mass spectrum (total ion count, TIC). The quantification channel of the nitrate esters corresponds 

to the nitronium cation NO2
+ and indicates that these molecules release a lot of nitrogen dioxide NO2 

during their fragmentation. Since erythritol tetranitrate can release 4 molecules of NO2, it has the 

highest relative response factor 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙  observed. In terms of 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙, it is followed by TATP 02, which can 

release three C2H3O+ cations with m/z = 44 amu and the other nitrate esters. RDX 19 has a high value 

for its relative quantification ion intensity δ (62.4 %), but a low value for 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀 (0.140), which is an 

indicator for analyte degradation in the injector. TETRYL 22 has the lowest value for 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀 (0.050) 

and δ (6.20 %). It can be concluded that 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀 depends strongly on the fragmentation of the 

molecule, which is reflected by δ. Analytes, which release a lot of identical fragment ions like the 

nitrate esters and TATP 02, have a high relative response factor for VO-GC/MS detection. 

Table 13 - Preparation of a mix of analytes with 𝑐𝑠𝑢𝑏 = 0.518 – 0.541 µmol mL-1 [M3 scan] 

Analyte 𝑚𝑠𝑢𝑏
a 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

b 𝑀c 𝑛d 𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣
e 𝑐𝑠𝑢𝑏

f 𝑉𝑀𝐼𝑋
g 𝑐𝑀𝐼𝑋

h 

 [mg] g g mol-1 µmol mL µmol mL-1 mL µmol/mL 

HMX 22 21.0 7.1140 296.1560 70.9 8.99 7.88 0.68 0.536 

MHN 05 24.0 7.5884 452.1540 53.1 9.59 5.53 0.96 0.531 

EGDN 06 50.5 7.2825 152.0620 332.1 9.21 36.07 0.15 0.541 

GTN 17 41.8 7.8016 227.0850 184.1 9.86 18.66 0.29 0.541 

ETN 08 24.3 7.7704 302.1080 80.4 9.82 8.19 0.65 0.532 

PETN 09 21.5 7.1871 316.1350 68.0 9.09 7.48 0.71 0.531 

DDNP 10 20.4 7.8523 210.1050 97.1 9.93 9.78 0.54 0.528 

NM 27 30.0 7.4989 61.0400 491.5 9.48 51.84 0.10 0.518 

TNT 17 29.7 7.1859 227.1320 130.8 9.08 14.39 0.37 0.533 

TETRYL 22 19.7 7.5425 287.1440 68.6 9.54 7.19 0.74 0.532 

TATP 02 19.9 7.9538 222.2370 89.5 10.06 8.91 0.60 0.534 

PA 11 20.1 7.5461 199.1220 100.9 9.54 10.58 0.50 0.529 

2-MNT 12 34.3 7.4686 137.0477 250.3 9.44 26.51 0.20 0.530 

3-MNT 13 25.0 7.7006 137.0477 182.4 9.74 18.74 0.28 0.525 

4-MNT 14 15.5 7.3701 137.0477 113.1 9.32 12.14 0.44 0.534 

2,4-DNT 15 25.6 7.3888 182.1350 140.6 9.34 15.05 0.35 0.527 

2,6-DNT 16 28.2 7.7772 182.1350 154.8 9.83 15.75 0.34 0.535 

EtONO2 04 38.3 7.9604 91.0660 420.6 10.06 41.79 0.13 0.543 

CL-20 21 19.1 7.9301 438.1860 43.6 10.03 4.35 1.22 0.530 

DMDNB 26 27.5 7.3602 176.1720 156.1 9.30 16.78 0.32 0.537 

RDX 19 26.1 7.4412 222.1170 117.5 9.41 12.49 0.43 0.537 
a mass of analyte, b mass of solvent, c molar mass of analyte, d molar amount of analyte, e volume of 
solvent (ρ(acetone): 0.791 g cm-3), f concentration of substance, g volume for 2.71 µmol. Total volume 
of MIX: 9.84 mL. Concentration of analytes in mixture: 0.276 µmol mL-1 h concentration of analyte in 
mixture.  
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Table 14 – Results of VO-GC/MS analysis of MIX2 with SIM and SCAN mode. Order of analytes according to their relative 
response. [M3 SIM and scan] 

Analyte 𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑀
a σ(𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑀)b 𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁

c σ(𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁)d 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀
e 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑛

f Cg QCh δi 

 counts % counts % SIM scan  m/z % 

ETN 08 6520371 1.23 6407454 0.99 1.000 1.000 0.92 46 70.5 

TATP 02 6158293 0.79 6103451 0.59 0.941 0.949 0.97 43 67.0 

GTN 17 5789515 0.37 5374869 0.28 0.873 0.825 1.04 46 74.0 

PETN 09 5488238 0.07 5195218 0.69 0.843 0.812 1.09 46 62.4 

EGDN 06 3222545 0.84 3164420 0.43 0.486 0.486 1.86 46 70.3 

DMDNB 26 1969207 0.98 2059420 1.00 0.299 0.319 3.05 57 26.5 

3-MNT 13 1756258 0.72 1882609 0.97 0.273 0.298 3.42 91 26.2 

4-MNT 14 1261903 0.66 1357363 0.75 0.193 0.211 4.75 91 19.9 

2,4-DNT 15 1304523 0.52 1335904 1.24 0.202 0.211 4.60 165 22.3 

2-MNT 12 1228116 0.79 1287346 1.45 0.189 0.202 4.89 120 21.3 

TNT 17 1094281 0.25 1126730 0.83 0.168 0.176 5.48 210 11.9 

2,6-DNT 16 1026469 0.48 1030230 1.03 0.156 0.160 5.85 165 16.8 

RDX 19 921725 0.36 813251 1.35 0.140 0.126 6.51 46 62.4 

TETRYL 22 311233 0.77 318416 2.82 0.048 0.050 19.3 194 6.206 

All values were obtained for three directly repeated injections a average value of analyte integral (SIM) 
b standard deviation of a, c Average value of analyte integral (SIM) , d standard deviation of c, e relative 
response of analyte (SIM) f relative response of analyte (SCAN). 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙  = ((𝑐𝑠𝑢𝑏)-1× 𝐼)/𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥, 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥: 
maximum average integral observed. g Correction factor for equivalent peak area: 6×106/𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑀. h 
Quantification Channel i Relative peak intensity of quantification ion to total ion count. 
 
In the next step the same stock solutions were used to to generate a mixture of analytes with 

equivalent peak area. This is advantageous for the external standard calibration, which is required for 

the determination of the limits of detection and quantification according to DIN 32645:2008. TETRYL 

22 was not included in the mixture with respect to its low 𝑅𝑟𝑒𝑙,𝑆𝐼𝑀 value. The composition of the 

mixture is detailed in Table 15. The results of VO-GC/MS analysis are detailed in Table 16. In SIM mode 

the integrals of the analytes vary from 3.45 to 3.73 Mcounts with a mean value of 3.58 Mcounts and a 

standard deviation of 2.59 %. In SCAN mode the integrals of the analytes vary from 3.17 to 4.04 

Mcounts with a mean value of 3.61 Mcounts and a standard deviation of 7.81 %. (cf. Table 16) In 

general SIM mode is more precise for quantification but the sensitivity in comparison to SCAN is 

similar.  

With a mix adjusted to similar response of the analytes (cf. Table 15, Table 16) in hands the injector 

temperature 𝑇𝐼𝑛𝑗 optimum for each analyte was investigated in the range of 175 °C to 250 °C. To 

achieve comparable conditions of analysis the injector head pressure 𝑝𝐼𝑛𝑗 and split ratio  were adjusted 

to achieve a column flow 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛 of ≈4.08 mL min-1 and a set splitflow 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡 of ≈ 30 mL min-1. The 

adjustment of the injector head pressure was carried out with the calculations discussed in section 5.2. 

In addition to this the splitflow 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠 was measured with a soapfilm flow meter (cf. section 5.3). It was 

possible to keep 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑙 constant in the range of 4.05 – 4.09 mL min and 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠 constant in the range of 

25.27 – 25.99 mL min-1.  
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Table 15 – Preparation of a mix of Analytes with equivalent peak area. [M3 scan] 

 𝑚𝑠𝑢𝑏
a 𝑚𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

b 𝑉𝑀𝐼𝑋1
c Cd 𝑉𝑀𝐼𝑋2

e 𝑐𝑀𝐼𝑋2
f 

 [mg] g mL C mL µg mL-1 

ETN 08 24.3 7.7704 0.650 0.92 0.375 92.85 

TATP 02 19.9 7.9538 0.598 0.97 0.365 72.32 

GTN 17 17 41.8 7.8016 0.285 1.04 0.185 78.61 

PETN 09 21.5 7.1871 0.711 1.09 0.488 115.44 

EGDN 06 50.5 7.2825 0.148 1.86 0.172 94.57 

DMDNB 26 27.5 7.3602 0.317 3.05 0.607 179.29 

3-MNT 13 25.0 7.7006 0.284 3.42 0.609 156.39 

4-MNT 14 15.5 7.3701 0.439 4.75 1.308 217.65 

2,4-DNT 15 25.6 7.3888 0.354 4.60 1.021 279.80 

2-MNT 12 34.3 7.4686 0.201 4.89 0.616 223.64 

TNT 17 29.7 7.1859 0.370 5.48 1.272 415.97 

2,6-DNT 16 28.2 7.7772 0.338 5.85 1.240 355.60 

RDX 19 26.1 7.4412 0.426 6.51 1.741 482.94 
a mass of substance b mass of solvent c volume of analyte solution in MIX1 d Correction factor for 

equivalent peak area e volume of analyte solution in MIX2 f concentration of analyte in MIX2 

Table 16: Average peak areas with standard deviation and percentage standard deviation for MIX2 with adjusted 
concentrations of analytes with SIM and SCAN method at 175°C. 

Analyte 𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑀
a σ(𝐼𝑆𝐼𝑀)b 𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁

c σ(𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁)d 

 counts % counts % 
EGDN 06 3453492 0.99 3443799 0.56 
TATP 02 3659016 1.12 3844764 0.40 
2-MNT 12 3519774 0.71 3744349 0.47 
DMDNB 26 3593660 0.83 3850053 0.76 
3-MNT 13 3708079 0.75 4044811 1.09 
4-MNT 14 3549188 0.65 3872202 1.15 
GTN 17 3739743 0.53 3500988 0.96 
2,6-DNT 16 3460140 0.53 3543313 0.49 
2,4-DNT 15 3649003 0.69 3750382 1.05 
ETN 08 3488722 0.48 3168820 1.18 
TNT 17 3633721 0.37 3718750 1.76 
PETN 09 3520674 0.43 3234234 0.72 
RDX 19 3562667 1.09 3215275 2.07 

All values were obtained for three directly repeated injections a Average value of analyte integral (SIM) 
b standard deviation of a, c Average value of analyte integral (SIM) , d standard deviation of c 
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Table 17: Adjustment of pressure and split ratio SR at different injector temperatures for comparable column- and splitflow. 

𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑗
a 𝑝𝐼𝑛𝑗

b 𝑟𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡
c 𝑓𝑠𝑒𝑡

d 𝑓𝑜𝑏𝑠
e 𝑓𝑐𝑜𝑙

e 

°C kPa  mL min-1 mL min-1 mL min-1 
155 83 167.0 30 25.24 4.09 
175 90 150.0 30 25.37 4.08 
195 97 142.9 30 25.61 4.07 
213 103 136.4 30 25.99 4.05 
223 107 130.4 30 25.72 4.07 
232 110 125.0 30 25.27 4.06 
241 114 120.0 30 25.54 4.09 
250 117 115.4 30 25.41 4.08 

a injector temperature b injector head pressure c split ratio d set splitflow e observed splitflow (soap 

film flowmeter at split exit (cf. section 5.3)) e calculated column flow (cf. section 5.2)

155°C 175°C 195°C 213°C 223°C 232°C 241°C 250°C
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Figure 12 – Plot of injector temperature 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑗 [°C] vs. average analyte integral 𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁 [counts]. TNT 17, 2-MNT 12, 2,6-DNT 16, 

4-MNT 14, DMDNB 26, 3-MNT 13 and TATP 02 profit from higher injector temperatures. Error bars indicate standard deviation 

σ for three directly repeated measurements. [M3 scan] 
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Figure 13 – Plot of injector temperature 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑗 [°C] vs. average analyte integral 𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁 [counts]. EGDN 06, GTN 17, ETN 08, PETN 

09 and RDX 19 suffer from higher injector temperatures. For these analytes the optimum of 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑗 is between 175 °C and 195 °C. 

Error bars indicate standard deviation σ for three directly repeated measurements. [M3 scan] 
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Table 18: Mean peak areas of analytes and percentage standard deviation of MIX5 at a temperature range of 155-250°C. [M3 scan] 

 155°Ca σ [%]b 175°Ca σ [%]b 195°Ca σ [%]b 213°Ca σ [%]b 

EGDN 06 2200921 0.81 2296563 0.93 2295550 0.53 2172263 0.91 
TATP 02 2581437 1.30 2634576 0.44 2605067 0.64 2598836 0.75 

2-MNT 12 1913429 0.47 1997469 0.62 2019922 1.40 2021656 1.12 
DMDNB 26 2142185 0.47 2242209 1.26 2286706 0.85 2279415 0.99 
3-MNT 13 2195149 0.89 2314216 0.94 2349070 1.64 2366116 1.37 
4-MNT 14 2089197 0.98 2204617 1.53 2248185 1.29 2261453 1.43 

GTN 17 1942632 3.28 2053737 0.57 2055047 0.83 1779203 1.63 
2,6-DNT 16 1866393 1.29 1956952 0.60 2025862 0.86 2068501 1.15 
2,4-DNT 15 1914762 1.89 2001080 1.21 2075297 1.47 2099465 1.77 

ETN 08 638382 3.86 975531 2.62 1013508 1.61 747364 0.62 
TNT 17 1592687 0.58 1704338 0.56 1740825 1.02 1768125 1.26 

PETN 09 1313517 2.20 1603387 1.93 1561085 1.08 1108224 1.40 
RDX 19 1596046 1.44 1946346 5.47 1953192 2.32 1913227 0.77 

 
 

223°Ca 

 
σ [%]b 

 
232°Ca 

 
σ [%]b 

 
241°Ca 

 
σ [%]b 

 
250°Ca 

 
σ [%]b 

EGDN 06 2031172 0.65 1787295 0.54 1347194 1.25 826386 1.45 
TATP 02 2630939 1.99 2628329 0.76 2645543 1.72 2631793 0.67 

2-MNT 12 2072624 1.09 2109103 0.20 2137878 0.50 2121173 0.67 
DMDNB 26 2337171 0.65 2399452 0.97 2438971 0.67 2418872 0.76 
3-MNT 13 2398076 0.90 2494378 0.67 2471417 0.65 2468047 0.24 
4-MNT 14 2284547 0.24 2340739 0.96 2384887 1.17 2381591 0.32 

GTN 17 1406324 0.30 909888 2.13 409325 1.00 111699 3.58 
2,6-DNT 16 2128973 1.03 2180499 1.02 2233271 1.04 2227137 0.60 
2,4-DNT 15 2152570 0.42 2237189 1.98 2267983 1.57 2302930 0.58 

ETN 08 471234 1.14 191959 1.03 41049 1.77 2123 115.63 
TNT 17 1793431 0.41 1839685 1.77 1829169 0.99 1841739 1.08 

PETN 09 701012 1.00 290745 1.71 62907 8.64 6743 40.23 
RDX 19 1847650 0.57 1768879 2.29 1598614 1.31 1347974 0.66 

All values were obtained for three directly repeated injections a Average value of analyte integral (SCAN) for stated temperature b standard deviation of a 
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Table 18 compiles the results of the injector temperature optimization. The analytes can be divided 

into two types. All Nitrotoluene derivatives, DMDNB 26 and TATP 02 profit from higher injector 

temperatures. (cf. Figure 12) The average integrals 𝐼𝑆𝐶𝐴𝑁 of the nitrate esters and RDX 19 increase 

from 𝑇𝐼𝑁𝐽 155 °C to 𝑇𝐼𝑁𝐽175 °C but decrease from 195 °C. If one considers the sum of the average 

integrals of all analytes in Table 18, the temperature optimum for all analytes can be found in Table 

19.  

Table 19 – Global temperature optimum for all analytes (cf. Table 18) 

𝑻𝑰𝑵𝑱 [°C] 155 175 195 213 223 232 241 250 

∑𝒊𝒏𝒕[106 counts] 23.98 25.93 26.23 25.18 24.26 23.17 21.87 20.68 

 

The highest value for ∑𝒊𝒏𝒕 is obtained with the injector temperatures 𝑇𝐼𝑁𝐽 175 °C (25.93 × 106 counts) 

and 195 °C (26.23 × 106 counts). Therefore the injector temperature optimum for the configuration 

described is 175 °C and was chosen for the determination of the limits of detection for the explosive 

analytes using the VO-GC/MS setup.  

Table 20 – Retention times, elution temperatures, NIST match scores and selected mass spectrum data for the analytes. 
[M3] 

Analyte 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑡
a 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑢

b NISTc 30d 46d 76d 100%e 

 [min] [°C] [%] % % %  
EGDN 06 0.975 92.50 96 12.82 100.00 0.00 46 

TATP 02 1.372 100.00 92 0.06 0.00 0.23 43 

2-MNT 12 1.386 100.00 97 2.87 0.92 1.74 120 

DMDNB 26 1.461 100.00 97 9.45 1.16 0.00 57 

3-MNT 13 1.550 100.00 96 4.21 1.09 0.84 91 

4-MNT 14 1.640 101.60 95 6.87 1.26 1.10 91 

GTN 17 2.285 127.42 81 10.25 100.00 4.85 46 

2,6-DNT 16 2.650 142.00 95 14.97 1.42 11.48 165 

2,4-DNT 15 2.895 151.81 96 24.91 1.91 2.71 165 

ETN 08 3.171 162.80 n.a. 9.60 100.00 3.47 46 

TNT 17 3.410 172.40 87 33.82 3.15 17.92 210 

PETN 09 3.645 181.81 73 7.99 100.00 9.18 46 

RDX 19 3.800 188.00 89 7.99 100.00 9.18 46 

TETRYL 22 4.395 211.80 79 87.35 4.67 66.82 194 
a retention time, b elution temperature, c NIST08 MS database match score after background 

subtraction, d relative intensity of the corresponding m/z value, m/z value with 100 % relative intensity 

Table 20 summarizes the retention time of the analytes, their elution temperature and match scores 

for the NIST08 mass spectra database. TETRYL 22 is the last analyte eluting after 4.395 minutes at 

211.80 °C. This is less than half the elution time of TETRYL 22 in the application note of the RTX-TNT 

column (< 11 min) and demonstrates the potential of VO-GC/MS to reduce the total time of the analysis 

cycle. The NIST match scores are not lower than 73% (PETN 09). The deviation of the recorded spectra 

to the NIST database can be compensated by the creation of an own library with the mass spectra 

recorded in this work. Most of the mass spectra of the analytes include peaks at the m/z values 30, 46 

and 76, which might be corresponding to the nitrosonium cation NO+ (m/z 30), the nitronium cation 

NO2
+(m/z 46) and the N2O3

+ cation (m/z 76). The mass spectra of all analytes are compiled in Appendix 

2. 
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5.5 VO-GC/MS Limits of Detection of Explosives 
The limits of detection (LOD) and limits of quantification (LOQ) were determined for the VO-GC/MS 

setup according to the calibration method of DIN32645:2008-11. The Limit of Detection 𝐿𝑂𝐷 is 

calculated according to: 

 𝐿𝑂𝐷 = (
𝑆𝑦,𝑥

𝑏
) × 𝑡𝑛−2;𝛼√𝑚−1 + 𝑛−1 +

�̅�2

𝑄𝑥
 (1) 

𝑆𝑦,𝑥: Residual standard deviation of calibration points, 𝑏: slope of calibration function, 𝛼: level of 

significance for errors of first kind, 𝑡𝑛−2;𝛼: Student’s t, 𝑚: number of measurements per datapoint, 𝑛: 

number of calibration points, �̅�: average value of analyte concentration, 𝑄𝑥: residual sum of squares. 

For details see DIN32645:2008-11. 

The Limit of Quantification 𝐿𝑂𝑄 is calculated iteratively according to: 

 𝐿𝑂𝑄 = 𝑘 ×
𝑆𝑦,𝑥

𝑏
× 𝑡

𝑛−2;
𝛼
2

√𝑚−1 + 𝑛−1 +
(𝐿𝑂𝑄 − �̅�)2

𝑄𝑥
 (2) 

𝑘: reciprocal relative uncertainty of the results k. For details see DIN32645:2008-11. 

For the iteration, an arbitrary (e.g. 1.00 µg mL-1) starting value for LOQ is chosen and the obtained 

result is reinserted in equation (2) until a stable value for LOQ is obtained. 

The level of significance α for errors of first kind was chosen to be 1 %. The reciprocal relative 

uncertainty of the results k was chosen to be 3. For the determination of LOD and LOQ a 1:1 (v/v) 

dilution series of a sample of MIX 2 (cf. Table 15) was generated resulting in samples with the 

concentration cn = 1/(2n) ×  𝑐𝑀𝐼𝑋2 (n = 0, 1,…,10). This dilution series was used for an external standard 

calibration. The calibration was carried out measuring from low to high concentrations to avoid analyte 

carryover. It was observed that the detector response stabilized after the second injection of the 

identical sample. This might be caused by analyte deactivation of possible active spots in the injector. 

With respect to this, every sample was injected four times discarding the results of the first injection. 

The average value of the second to fourth injection was used as input for the external standard 

calibration. 

The peaks were integrated automatically with the exception of TATP 02 and PETN 09 using the Lab 

Solutions Software. TATP 02 and PETN 09 were integrated manually. All peaks were quantified using 

the one mass channel for quantification and one reference ion mass channel for identification of the 

analyte using the absolute signal intensities with a 30% default ion allowance. In case of a mismatch 

of the ratio of quantification and reference ion, all data corresponding to the respective concentration 

level was discarded from the calibration process. This boundary condition was introduced in context 

of an application of the VO-GC/MS device in a gas phase detection scenario. The data acquired can be 

found in Table 21 and is visualized for the Limit of Detection in Figure 14 and for the Limit of 

Quantification in Figure 15. In general it can be stated that the limit of detection LOD is directly 

proportional to the limit of quantification LOQ. For the data obtained in this work, LOQ can be 

estimated by the LOD value, since for all values in this work a conversion factor of 3.58 ± 0.07 could be 

determined. 

 𝐿𝑂𝑄 = 3.6 × 𝐿𝑂𝐷 (3) 
 

With respect to the direct proportionality of LOD and LOQ the discussion will be limited to LOD values 

in the following but is also valid for LOQ values. Generally speaking the detection of early eluting 

analytes (from EGDN 06 to 2,4-DNT 15, cf. Figure 10) is unproblematic since the limits of detection are 
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below 100 pg on column. It is problematic to distinguish TATP 02 from the acetone solvent peak tailing. 

Therefore this analyte has the highest LOD value in SCAN mode amongst the early eluting peaks. In 

most cases the LOD value measured in SIM mode is lower than in SCAN mode. This is caused by a 

better signal to noise ratio and a better peak identification using the intensity ratio of quantification 

and reference ion. In SIM mode the peak could be identified at one lower concentration level for eight 

analytes and at two lower concentration levels for three analytes. The identification of the analyte is 

less successful at lower concentration levels when three reference ions are used for analyte 

identification. For seven analytes the analyte can only be identified at a higher dilution step (∆𝑛 = -1) 

in comparison to the SCAN measurement with one reference ion. This is observed for the four latest 

eluting analytes (ETN 08, TNT 17, PETN 09, RDX 19) with the highest LOD values. In some cases this 

leads to higher limits of detection, but might ensure a more reliable analyte identification with less 

false positives in context of a gas phase detector application. (cf. Figure 16, Table 23) In all modes of 

detection the four latest eluting analytes have the highest limit of detection. Whilst the results for 

PETN 09, TNT 17 and RDX 19 are similar, the limit of detection of ETN 08 is significantly higher. Both 

PETN 09 and ETN 08 are nitrate esters with four nitrato units per molecule. All four latest eluting 

analytes differ in vapor pressure (PETN 09 1.55×10-6 Pa, ETN 08 6×10-4 Pa, TNT 17 7.33×10-4 Pa, RDX 19 

4.40×10-4 Pa (at 298.15 K) and decomposition temperature (PETN 09 199.8 °C, ETN 08 181.9 °C, TNT 

17 308.9 °C, RDX 19 232.9 °C). All four analytes posess the lowest volatility in comparison to the earlier 

eluting analytes. In case of erythritol tetranitrate, partial decomposition of the analyte during analysis 

is suspected to deteriorate its limit of detection. (cf. Figure 14, Figure 15, Figure 16, Table 21, Table 

22).  
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Table 21 – Results of Limit of Detection LOD and Limit of Quantification LOQ Determination [M3 SIM and scan] 

EGDN 06a 4f 5 6 7 8 9       

SCANb 231116 113857 54280 27109 12200 6672 R²g LODh LOQi 

σc 2.42 3.47 10.29 5.41 5.00 6.55 0.99984 134 480 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIMd 116224 57718 28243 13654 5881 2511 R² LOD LOQ 

σe 2.23 0.44 3.96 2.36 5.63 18.65 0.99999 19.9 72.8 

TATP 02 3 4 5 6 7 8    
 

SCAN 533561 259401 143121 80189 50224 17047 R² LOD LOQ 

σ 2.96 4.36 1.81 2.53 6.07 3.96 0.99835 656 2277 

  5 6 7 8 9 10     
SIM 123338 61553 31802 14613 8141 4387 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  5.03 1.07 1.93 4.74 0.61 13.16 0.99982 54 192 

2-MNT 12 4 5 6 7 8 9       

SCAN 255472 128383 64141 31415 15542 8357 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  3.33 1.69 1.14 4.04 6.48 1.41 0.99998 118 431 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIM 117923 58237 28098 13053 5850 2544 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  2.44 1.28 2.20 3.28 4.34 8.90 0.99997 67.6 246 

DMDNB 26 4 5 6 7 8 9    
 

SCAN 272569 140541 69913 36252 18087 9396 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.83 1.17 1.73 5.58 3.36 4.47 0.99979 288 1032 

  5 6 7 8 9 10     
SIM 126949 63956 32452 15946 7860 4041 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.72 1.13 0.79 1.84 2.68 0.40 0.99996 66.6 242 

3-MNT 13 4 5 6 7 8 9       

SCAN 274450 139789 68801 35838 18580 9809 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.42 2.89 2.26 2.96 7.97 13.63 0.99992 152 550 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIM 125842 61863 30585 13931 6375 2851 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  2.31 1.33 1.75 2.35 5.96 24.36 0.99995 59.8 217 

4-MNT 14 5 6 7 8 9 10    
 

SCAN 131677 68781 36000 18903 10700 6417 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  3.46 1.95 9.00 6.23 13.19 0.12 0.99976 187 667 

  4 5 6 7 8 9     
SIM 235806 119126 59335 29532 13708 6599 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  0.33 1.83 0.92 1.18 5.5 9.56 0.99993 201 728 

GTN 17 3 4 5 6 7 8       

SCAN 423539 204153 95539 44669 20273 9493 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  0.70 2.01 2.09 0.62 6.29 5.54 0.99964 332 1179 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIM 98653 44577 19833 8383 3115 1071 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.49 1.19 1.08 1.34 5.06 17.83 0.99820 186 646 
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Table 21 – Results of Limit of Detection LOD and Limit of Quantification LOQ Determination (continued) 

2,6-DNT 16 5 6 7 8 9 10    
 

SCAN 119158 59151 30293 17272 9443 6047 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.39 5.70 1.17 4.38 3.81 7.28 0.99968 358 1273 

  5 6 7 8 9 10     
SIM 116717 58753 30310 15811 8932 5508 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.66 0.90 1.30 0.82 2.4 2.11 0.99997 109 397 

2,4-DNT 15 4 5 6 7 8 9       

SCAN 236500 118426 58317 28470 13795 7605 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  2.36 3.25 3.70 6.17 10.6 13.14 0.99996 193 701 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIM 113758 55223 26993 12716 6334 3369 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.24 1.21 1.26 1.97 1.47 3.27 0.99974 252 900 

ETN 08 1 2 3 4 5 6    
 

SCAN 2908795 1306808 531020 194638 61021 18813 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.75 1.6 1.8 0.75 2.20 6.79 0.99733 8589 29728 

  2 3 4 5 6 7     
SIM 1354414 537503 188144 59068 14554 2442 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  2.06 2.06 2.98 7.44 5.56 6.54 0.98919 8669 32488 

TNT 17 3 4 5 6 7 8       

SCAN 466317 218110 104594 46392 20787 8762 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.1 1.4 1.43 2.6 6.3 3.75 0.99927 2518 8850 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIM 99674 45010 19826 8542 3989 1842 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.00 0.92 1.62 1.61 1.81 8.43 0.99741 1184 4099 

PETN 09 2 3 4 5 6 7    
 

SCAN 1670161 795020 352890 153512 64265 25802 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.89 1.03 0.15 2.98 3.47 6.24 0.99927 2782 9779 

  4 5 6 7 8 9     
SIM 158763 63874 23905 7919 2020 449 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  1.73 1.95 2.42 3.78 2.52 11.79 0.99100 1228 4471 

RDX 19 4 5 6 7 8 9       

SCAN 179616 83584 40349 19023 8828 4519 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  2.57 6.09 7.46 3.06 5.6 3.56 0.9989 1786 6237 

  5 6 7 8 9 10       

SIM 91589 43443 20469 9134 4469 2503 R² LOD LOQ 

σ  0.99 1.49 3.64 2 8.79 17.39 0.99913 796 2792 
a Analyte according to Figure 18. b Integral of analyte peak in SCAN Mode for respective concentration 

[counts] c standard deviation of b [%] d Integral of analyte peak in SIM Mode for respective 

concentration [counts] e standard deviation of d [%] f analyte concentration cn (cf. Table 15) 

cn = 1/(2n) ×  𝑐𝑀𝐼𝑋2 (n = 0, 1,…,10) g Coefficient of determination for external standard calibration h Limit 

of Detection [ng mL-1] i Limit of Quantification [ng mL-1]. g-i given for both SIM and SCAN mode in the 

respective line. 
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Figure 14 – Visualization of results for Limit of Detection determination for SIM and SCAN mode (cf. Table 21) [M3] 
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Figure 15 - Visualization of results for Limit of Quantification determination for SIM and SCAN mode (cf. Table 21) [M3] 
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Figure 16 Visualization of results for Limit of Quantification determination for SIM and SCAN mode with one and three 
reference ions (indicated by 3) for analyte identification. [M3] 

 

Table 22 – Results for Limit of Detection and Limit of Quantification in SIM and SCAN mode [M3] 

 LOD LOD LOD LOQ LOQ LOQ ∆𝒏b 

 SIM SCAN SCAN 5 SIM SCAN SCAN 5  

 [pg]a [pg]a [pg]a [pg]a [pg]a [pg]a  

EGDN 06 2.76 18.5 48.2 10.1 66.4 175 -1 

TATP 02 7.43 90.8 75.4 26.6 316 269 0 

2-MNT 12 9.36 16.4 16.4 34.1 59.7 59.7 1 

DMDNB 26 9.23 39.9 55.2 33.5 143 199 0 

3-MNT 13 8.29 21.1 68.0 30.1 76.2 244 0 

4-MNT 14 27.9 25.9 142 100.9 92.5 504 -1 

GTN 17 25.8 46.0 109 89.5 163 392 -1 

2,6-DNT 16 15.1 49.6 49.9 55.0 176 177 0 

2,4-DNT 15 34.9 26.7 26.7 125 97.1 97 0 

ETN 08 1201 1190 1182 4502 4119 4151 -1 

TNT 17 164 349 599 568 1226 2117 -1 

PETN 09 170 385 385 620 1355 1355 -1 

RDX 19 110 247 391 387 864 1374 -1 
a values given in pg on column (cf. eq. (4) )∆𝑛: n (1 reference ion channel) – n (5 reference ion channels). 

n: lowest concentration level with positive analyte identification. analyte concentration cn  

cn = 1/(2n) ×  𝑐𝑀𝐼𝑋2 (n = 0, 1,…,10) (cf. Table 15) 
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Table 23 – Calculation of necessary enrichment volume for successful detection of the explosive. [M3] 

 LODa LODb  𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
c 𝒄𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 𝒄𝒅𝒊𝒇
e 𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒕

f 𝑽𝒔𝒂𝒕
g 𝑽𝒅𝒊𝒇

h 𝑽𝒅𝒊𝒇
i 

Mode SIM SCAN    SIM SCAN SIM SCAN 

Analyte [pg] [pg] [Pa] [ng L-1] [ng L-1] [L] [L] [L] [L] 

EGDN 
06 

2.76 18.5 1.02E+01 6.26E+05 4.36E+00 4.41E-09 2.96E-08 6.34E-04 4.25E-03 

TATP 
02 

7.43 90.8 6.20E+00 5.56E+05 2.84E+00 1.34E-08 1.63E-07 2.61E-03 3.20E-02 

2-MNT 
12 

9.36 16.4 1.92E+01 1.06E+06 6.97E+00 8.82E-09 1.55E-08 1.34E-03 2.35E-03 

DMDNB 
26 

9.23 39.9 2.20E-01 1.56E+04 8.84E-02 5.90E-07 2.55E-06 1.04E-01 4.52E-01 

3-MNT 
13 

8.29 21.1 1.17E+01 6.47E+05 4.20E+00 1.28E-08 3.26E-08 1.98E-03 5.03E-03 

4-MNT 
14 

27.9 25.9 6.52E+00 3.60E+05 2.49E+00 7.74E-08 7.19E-08 1.12E-02 1.04E-02 

GTN 
17 

25.8 46.0 6.41E-02 5.87E+03 3.13E-02 4.39E-06 7.83E-06 8.25E-01 1.47E+00 

2,6-DNT 
16 

15.1 49.6 8.27E-02 6.08E+03 3.88E-02 2.49E-06 8.16E-06 3.89E-01 1.28E+00 

2,4-DNT 
15 

34.9 26.7 3.51E-02 2.58E+03 1.62E-02 1.35E-05 1.04E-05 2.15E+00 1.64E+00 

ETN 
08 

1201 1190 6.00E-04 7.31E+01 3.87E-04 1.64E-02 1.63E-02 3.10E+03 3.08E+03 

TNT 
17 

164 349 7.33E-04 6.72E+01 3.91E-04 2.44E-03 5.20E-03 4.20E+02 8.93E+02 

PETN 
09 

170 385 1.55E-06 1.98E-01 9.78E-07 8.60E-01 1.95E+00 1.74E+05 3.94E+05 

RDX 
19 

110 247 4.40E-07 3.94E-02 2.21E-07 2.79E+00 6.27E+00 4.98E+05 1.12E+06 

a Limit of detection according to DIN 32645:2008 (α = β = 0.01, k = 3) in SIM mode. b Limit of detection 

in SCAN mode. c Vapor pressure at 298.15 K [12] (13, 08: results from transpiration experiment in this 

work), d Saturation concentration at 298.15 K, e Diffusion controlled concentration at 298.15 K 

according to section 5.7 with 200 cm² of exposed explosive surface, f Minimum volume of air that needs 

to be enriched with 100 % efficiency under saturation conditions for successful detection of analyte in 

SIM mode g see f but SCAN mode h see f but diffusion-controlled conditions i see h but SCAN mode. 

Both LOD and LOQ are measured in ng mL-1 depending on their sample concentration. The LOD in 

terms of mass of analyte that was transferred into the analytical column (LOD [pg]) can be estimated 

by: 

 𝐿𝑂𝐷 [𝑝𝑔] = 𝐿𝑂𝐷[𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝐿−1] × 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑗 × 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 (4) 

𝐿𝑂𝐷 [𝑝𝑔]: limit of detection [pg], 𝐿𝑂𝐷[𝑛𝑔 𝑚𝐿−1]: limit of detection [ng mL-1], 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑗 injection 

volume [µL], 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡: split proportion (cf. Table 9) 

For 𝑉𝑖𝑛𝑗 = 1 µL (cf. Table 6) and 𝑝𝑠𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡 = 0.139 a conversion factor of 0.139 can be calculated. The unit 

pg stands for values that were converted with this factor as preparation for the discussion in the 

following. 

Table 23 summarizes the results of the study to give a facit for the availability of the analytes for their 

gas phase detection. The limits of detection of the analytes in SIM and SCAN mode at 175 °C (cf. Table 

22) were used for the calculation of the volume of air that is necessary for the successful gas phase 
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detection. The first step is the air stream enrichment of the analytes on a sorbent of choice followed 

by thermal desorption and introduction into the analytical column in a splitless injection. For a better 

understanding of this concept it is helpful to get familiar with the technology employed in project 

SEDET [13], which has realized this technique for a different type of detector. The estimation is under 

the assumption that analyte enrichment, desorption and injection are performed with 100 % 

efficiency. This is the best option until a prototype for measurements under real conditions is available. 

The estimated values calculated in this work are useful for the conception of the air sampling unit of 

this prototype. For the calculation of the concentration of the analyte under saturation conditions the 

Ideal Gas Equation is used: 

 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 × 𝑀

𝑅 × 𝑇
 (13) 

𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡: saturation concentration [mg L-1], 𝑅: ideal gas constant (8.3145 J mol-1 K-1), 𝑇: temperature [K] 

The volume 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 that is necessary for the analyte enrichment and successful detection under 

saturation conditions is calculated by: 

 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
𝐿𝑂𝐷

𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡
 (14) 

𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡: Minimum volume of air that needs to be enriched with 100 % efficiency under saturation 

conditions for successful detection of analyte [L], 𝐿𝑂𝐷: limit of detection of analyte [pg], 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡: 

saturation concentration of analyte [pg L-1] 

Vapor pressures are measured under ideal saturation conditions. In a real case scenario the saturation 

equilibrium of the analyte will not be reached and diffusion processes will dictate the air concentration 

of the analyte. Dravnicks et al. [14] have stated a mathematical model for the estimation of the non-

equilibrium air concentration 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓 of an explosive, which was applied to the analytes in this work using 

the equations and values provided by Bird et al. [15]. The calculation is detailed in section 5.7. The 

corresponding 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓 value is calculated in analogy to 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 using 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓.  

The results of the calculation of 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡 and 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓 are summarized in Table 23. For the analytes investigated 

in this work, 𝑉𝑠𝑎𝑡  ranges from 4.41 × 10-9 L (EGDN 06, SIM) to 6.27 L (RDX 19, SCAN). These values are 

several magnitudes lower in comparison to the results based on the analyte concentration under 

diffusion conditions. 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓 ranges from 6.34 × 10-4 L (EGDN 06, SIM) to 1120 m³ (RDX 19, SCAN) 

5.6 Facit 
In terms of the availability of the analytes for gas phase detection with the VO-GC/MS setup presented 

in this work ETN 08 and RDX 19 are the most interesting analytes. ETN 08 has the highest LOD values 

(SIM: 1201 pg, SCAN: 1190 pg). RDX 19 has the lowest vapor pressure at 298.15 K (4.40×10-7 Pa) in 

combination with medium LOD values (SIM: 110 pg, SCAN: 247 pg). Despite the lower limits of 

detection the volume of air that needs to be sampled for the successful detection of the explosive is 

higher for RDX 19, since the concentration 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡 and 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓 are both directly proportional to the vapor 

pressure of the analyte. Therefore RDX 19 is the benchmark analyte for the dectability of the explosives 

in this study. Since saturation conditions do not occur in a real detection scenario the volume for 

diffusion conditions 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓 is more relevant. In SIM mode 498 m³ of air need to be sampled for the 

successful detection of RDX 19. In SCAN mode 1120 m³ litres of air must be sampled. Typical vacuum 

cleaners work with suction flow rates of 4 m³ min-1. That means for the air enrichment of RDX 19 124 

(SIM) and 280 (SCAN) minutes are necessary. For PETN 09 these times reduce to 43 (SIM) and 98 (SCAN) 

minutes. For all other analytes the sampling time necessary for the enrichment of an amount of sample 

above the limit of detection is below one minute. (cf. Table 24) The values stated for 𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑓 in this work 

are estimates and neglect further transport barriers like foil wrapped around the explosive, which 
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additionally lower the air concentration of the analyte. The next right step would be the development 

of a sampling prototype and real-environment measurements to evaluate the validity of the estimates 

given in this work.  

For the nitrate esters 04 – 08 an optimized GC/MS method was developed and improved limits of 

detection could be achieved. (cf. section 7.3) 

Table 24 – Necessary time for the gas-phase enrichment of the analytes for their successful detection with the VO-GC/MS 
setup presented in this work in SIM and SCAN mode based on a sampling flowrate of 4 m³ per minute. [M3] 

Analyte SIM SCAN 

 [min] [min] 

EGDN 06 1.58E-07 1.06E-06 

TATP 02 6.54E-07 7.99E-06 

2-MNT 12 3.36E-07 5.88E-07 

DMDNB 26 2.61E-05 1.13E-04 

3-MNT 13 4.94E-07 1.26E-06 

4-MNT 14 2.81E-06 2.60E-06 

GTN 17 2.06E-04 3.68E-04 

2,6-DNT 16 9.72E-05 3.19E-04 

2,4-DNT 15 5.38E-04 4.11E-04 

ETN 08 7.76E-01 7.69E-01 

TNT 17 1.05E-01 2.23E-01 

PETN 09 4.34E+01 9.84E+01 

RDX 19 1.24E+02 2.79E+02 
It was demonstrated that VO-GC/MS is a robust method for the detection of explosives and is suitable 

for the quantification of compounds with limitations. The detectability and quantifiability of the 

analytes from the ChemAir substance repertoire is summarized in Figure 18. All substances besides 

MHN 05, DDNP 10, HNS 18, HMX 20, CL-20 21 and FOX-7 23 could be detected. For the ionic substances 

UN 24, UDN 25 and AN 28 thermal decomposition products of the salts (nitrogen oxides, neutral 

compounds) could be detected. The peroxides TATP 02, DADP 03, the nitrate esters EGDN 06, GTN 07, 

ETN 08, the nitrotoluenes 12 – 17 and DMDNB 26 could be quantified with the necessary precision 

(reproducibility:<1.00 % standard deviation) for the transpiration method experiment. In the other 

cases the analytes can be detected but not quantified due to their thermolability. The GC/MS method 

can even be accelerated to a total time of analysis of 3.10 minutes when a linear heating rate of 60 °C 

min-1 from 40 to 280 °C is used. This effect is visualized in Figure 10. 

 

Figure 17 – Comparison of chromatogram of a mixture of explosives measured with [M3] (black) and with a linear heating 
rate of 60 °C min-1 from 40 °C to 280 °C. The retention time of Tetryl 22 is reduced from 4.18 min to 2.98 minutes. 
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Figure 18 – The structures of the explosives that were included in the ChemAir substance repertoire. For VO-GC/MS (cf. section 
5): black: substance not detectable, blue: substance detectable but not quantifiable, red: substance detectable and 
quantifiable, green: decomposition products of salts can be detected) 

However, it has to be taken into account that PETN 09 decomposes under these conditions on the 

analytical column under release of nitrogen monoxide. This will have a negative influence on its limit 

of detection, which was not determined with this method. 

In this work it was demonstrated that HPLC with a diode array UV-detector is a suitable tool for the 

quantification of explosives that are not detectable by VO-GC/MS. This was proven by test 

measurements with MHN 05, DDNP 10, HMX 20, CL-20 21, FOX-7 23 and other analytes (cf. section 

7.9). The LOD-comparison with the results for the LTM-FF-TG-GC/TOF-MS setup by Boeker and Leppert 

could not be established in this work but will be performed in a peer-reviewed publication during the 

year 2017.  
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5.7 APPENDIX 1 – Estimation of Air Concentration of Explosives 
Vapor pressures are measured under ideal saturation conditions. In a real case scenario the saturation 

equilibrium of the analyte will not be reached and diffusion processes will dictate the air concentration 

of the analyte. Dravnicks et al. [14] have stated a mathematical model for the estimation of the non-

equilibrium air concentration of an explosive, which shall be applied to compounds I – VIII in the 

following using the equations and values provided by Bird et al. [15]. 

Fick’s Law of Diffusion provides a suitable approximation for the rate of molecular vapor emission per 

cm² 𝐽: 

 𝐽 = 𝐴 × 𝐷𝐴𝐵 ×
𝑛𝑐 − 𝑛𝑎

𝑑
 (5) 

𝐽:emission flux [molecules s-1], 𝐴: area of analyte exposed to air [cm²], 𝐷𝐴𝐵: diffusivity of analyte vapor 

in air [cm2 s-1], 𝑛𝑐: concentration of analyte under saturation conditions [molecules cm-3], 𝑛𝑎: 

concentration of the analyte in air [molecules cm-3],  𝑑: thickness of non-turbulent layer air [cm] 

The concentration of the analyte in the air is considered to be negligibly small (→ 𝑛𝑎 = 0) and the 

thickness of the non-turbulent layer of air surrounding the analyte is considered to be 0.2 cm [14].  

The diffusivity 𝐷𝐴𝐵 can be calculated by the following formula: 

 𝐷𝐴𝐵 = 0.0018583√𝑇3(
1

𝑀𝐴
+

1

𝑀𝐵
)

1

𝑝𝜎𝐴𝐵
2 𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵

 (6) 

𝑇: Temperature [K] (298.15 K), 𝑀𝐴: Molecular Mass of Analyte [g mol-1], 𝑀𝐵: Molecular Mass of Air [g 

mol-1] (28.97 g mol-1), 𝑝: total pressure [atm] (1 atm), 𝜎𝐴𝐵: combined collision diameter [Å], 𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵: 

collision integral for diffusion 

 𝜎𝐴𝐵 = 1/2(𝜎𝐴 + 𝜎𝐵) (7) 

𝜎𝐴: collision diameter of analyte [Å], 𝜎𝐵: collision diameter of air [Å] (3.617 Å) [15] 

 𝜀𝐴𝐵 = √𝜀𝐴𝜀𝐵 (8) 

𝜀𝐴: characteristic energy of analyte, 𝜀𝐵: characteristic energy of air 

Whilst the collision diameter 𝜎𝐵 (3.617 Å) [15] and the characteristic energy 𝜀𝐵 (𝜀𝐵/к = 97.0 K) [15] of 

air is known, the collision diameter of the analyte 𝜎𝐴 and its characteristic energy 𝜀𝐴 have to be 

estimated. These values may be estimated from the the liquid at the boiling point (b): 

 𝜀/к = 1.15𝑇𝑏;     𝜎 = 1.166√𝑉𝑏
3   (9) 

 𝜀/к = 1.92𝑇𝑚;     𝜎 = 1.222√𝑉𝑚
3   

𝑇𝑏: boiling point [K], 𝑉𝑏: molar volume of the liquid at the boiling point [cm³ mol-1] к: Boltzmann’s 

constant (1.38066 × 10-23 J K-1) 

With 𝜀𝐴𝐵 the collision integral for diffusion 𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵 can be calculated according to: 

 𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵 =
1.16145

𝑇∗0.15610 +
0.19300

exp (0.47635𝑇∗)
+

1.03587

exp (1.52996𝑇∗)
+

1.76474

exp (3.89411𝑇∗)
 (10) 

 𝑇∗=кT/𝜀𝐴𝐵 (11) 

In case of liquid explosives the diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the boiling point, which is 

estimated by extrapolation of the p-T-data obtained from own, unpublished vapor pressure 

measurements to the atmospherical pressure (101325 Pa). The needed molar volume 𝑉𝑏 at the boiling 

point can be approximated. The thermal expansion coefficient 𝛼 was calculated by linear regression of 

the temperature density data for the liquids EGDN 06 [16], 2-MNT 12 [17] and 3-MNT 13 [17] according 

to: 
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 𝜌𝑏 = 𝛼𝑇𝑏+𝜌0°𝐶  (12) 
𝜌𝑏: density at boiling point [g cm-3], 𝛼: thermal expansion coefficient [g cm-3 °C-1]  𝜌0°𝐶: density at 0 °C 

For GTN 17 no reliable density data could be found. Instead its density at 20.5 °C 𝜌20.5 °𝐶 [18] and the 

thermal expansion coefficient of EGDN 06 was used according to: 

 𝜌𝑏 = 𝜌𝑇 + 𝛼(𝑇𝑏 − 𝑇) (13) 
𝜌𝑏: density at boiling point [g cm-3], 𝜌𝑇 density at temperature 𝑇 [g cm-3] 

The molar volume at the boiling point can be calculated by: 

 𝑉𝑏 = 𝑀/𝜌𝑏 (14) 
For the solid explosives X-Ray diffraction densities from the CCDC database [19] were adjusted to the 

melting point of the explosive using the following equation (cf. Table 25):  

 𝜌𝑚 = 𝜌𝑋𝑅𝐷/(1 + 0.00015(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑋𝑅𝐷)) (15) 
𝜌𝑚: density at melting point [g cm-3], 𝜌𝑋𝑅𝐷: density from X-Ray diffraction [g cm-3], 𝑇𝑋𝑅𝐷: 

temperature of XRD-experiment [K] 

Table 25 Melting points of room temperature solid explosives. 

Ana- 
lyte 

TATP 
02 

DMDNB 
26 

4-MNT 
14 

2,6-DNT 
16 

2,4-DNT 
15 

ETN 
08 

TNT 
17 

PETN 
09 

RDX 
19 

𝑻𝒎
b 

[°C] 97 200 [20] 52 [12] 57 [12] 71 [12] 56 81 [21] 133 [21] 
204 
[21] 

a melting point, determined with differential scanning calorimetry [5 °C min-1] if no literature citation 

is given 

With equations 1 to 11 the diffusion coefficient of a liquid analyte in air can be approximated when 

solely its melting point and a density are known and equation (1) can be used to calculate the mass 

flux of material from the analyte to the air:  

 𝐽 = 𝐴 × 𝐷𝐴𝐵 ×
𝑛𝑐 − 𝑛𝑎

𝑑
  

With 𝐴 = 1 cm², 𝑛𝑎= 0 and d = 0.2 cm it can be written: 

 𝐽 =
𝐷𝐴𝐵

0.2 cm
× 𝑛𝑐 (16) 

If the concentration 𝑛𝑐 is converted to partial pressure (𝑛𝑐 = 3.3×1016𝑝, 𝑝: vapor pressure [Torr]) and 

the emission flux is converted into a mass flux (unit conversion factor: M/𝑁𝐴) the mass flux can be 

calculated: 

 𝑄 =
𝐷𝐴𝐵

0.2
×3.3×1016𝑝 × (M/𝑁𝐴) (17) 

𝑄: emission flux of analyte [g s-1 cm-2], 𝑁𝐴: Avogadro Constant (6.022 × 1023 mol-1) 
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An example of this calculation can be found for EGDN 06 and TATP 02 in Table 26: 

Table 26 – Example of Calculation for the emission flux of Amitone I at STP conditions (298.2 K, 1 atm) 

Calculation for the emission flux of explosive 𝑄 for TATP 02 and DADP at STP conditions (298.2 K, 1 atm) 

 EGDN 06  TATP 02 Unit 

𝑻𝑏 475.36 𝑻𝒎 370.2a K 

𝝆𝟎°𝑪 1.52 𝝆𝑿𝑹𝑫 1.27b g cm-3 

  𝑻𝑿𝑹𝑫 180b K 

𝝆𝑏 1.22 𝝆𝒎 1.24 g cm-3 

𝑴 152.062 𝑴 222.237 g mol-1 

𝑽𝒎 123.879 𝑽𝒎 179.981 cm3 mol-1 

𝝈𝑨 5.813 𝝈𝑨 6.899 Å 

𝜺𝑩/к 546.664 𝜺𝑩 710.688 K 

𝝈𝑨𝑩 4.715 𝝈𝑨𝑩 5.258 Å 

𝜺𝑨𝑩/к 230.275 𝜺𝑨𝑩 262.558 K 

кT/𝜺𝑨𝑩 1.295 кT/𝜺𝑨𝑩 1.136 [] 

𝜴𝑫,𝑨𝑩 1.277 𝜴𝑫,𝑨𝑩 1.355 [] 

𝑫𝑨𝑩 0.068 𝑫𝑨𝑩 0.050 cm2 s-1 

𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 10.2 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 6.7a Pa 

𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 0.077 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 0.050a mmHg 

𝑸 0.218 𝑸 0.154 µg/cm² s 
 

With the emission flux 𝑄 in hands the concentration of the analyte in air can be calculated: 

 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓 = 𝑆 × 𝑄 × 𝑟 (18) 

𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓: concentration of analyte in air, 𝑆: surface of analyte exposed to air, 𝑟: attenuation factor (10-4) 

The attenuation factor 𝑟 has been established in the study by Dravnicks et al. [14] For a surface of 200 

cm² the values for 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓 stated in Table 23 were obtained. These values must be regarded as the 

maximum concentrations of analyte that can be present for detection in air in an open-exposure 

scenario. 
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6 The Determination of Vapor Pressures with the Transpiration 

Method Experiment 
A multitude of experiments exist for the measurement of vapor pressures. These include static method 

measurements, ebulliometry, Knudsen-effusion methods, the transpiration method and 

chromatographic methods. The techniques for the measurement of vapor pressures have been 

reviewed excellently by Verevkin [1]. The basic principle of the transpiration method experiment is the 

saturation of a well-defined carrier gas stream in a thermostatted environment. The analyte is 

recondensed from the carrier gas in a cooling trap or on an adsorbent and quantified using standard 

analytical techniques including gas chromatography. Based on temperature, the volume of the carrier 

gas used, the transported mass of the analyte and other parameters the vapor pressure of the analyte 

can be calculated. In the following the experimental setup used, the mathematical evaluation of the 

transpiration experiment results, the uncertainty of the transpiration method experiment and practical 

advices will be elucidated. 

6.1 The Experimental Setup 

 

Figure 1 – Schematic Illustration of the Transpiration Experiment Setup. 1: nitrogen reservoir, 2: pressure reduction valve, 3: 
P4O10 drying tower, 4: mass flow controller, 5: saturator, 6: condenser pipe, 7: cooling trap, 8: soapfilm flowmeter 

The carrier gas is passed from a liquid Nitrogen reservoir 1 through a pressure reduction valve 2 to 

reduce the pressure from 10 bar to 1.5 bar. The reduction of the pressure is necessary to pass the gas 

through a drying column 3, which is filled with phosphorous pentoxide on silica to remove any 

remaining contents of water. The flow-rate of the dried gas is regulated by a mass flow controller 4 

before the gas enters the saturator 5. The saturator 5 is a cylindrical glass-vessel whose temperature 

is controlled by a circulation thermostat, which circulates monoethylene glycol (50%, aq.) through it. 

The gas-stream is conducted through a U-shaped glass-pipe, which is positioned within the saturator. 

The glass-pipe is filled with 1 mm glass beads onto which the substance is coated. By passing the 

carrier-gas through the saturator it reaches the analyte saturation equilibrium before the end of the 

saturator. After its saturation with analyte the carrier gas is directed into a U-shaped condensation 

pipe 6, which is cooled by isopropanol in a Dewar vessel cooling trap 7. The isopropanol temperature 

𝑇𝐶𝑇 (-30 ○C) is controlled by an immersion cooler. The carrier gas flow-rate is measured with a soap 

film flow-meter. The ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 and pressure 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏 are measured with a thermo-

/barometer (Greisinger GFTB200). Selected components of the experimental setup are depicted in 

Figure 2. 
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Carrier Gas Supply 1 

Nitrogen (Air Liquide, Stickstoff HG Flüssig, 99.999 vol.-% purity, < 3 ppm O2/H2O v/v) is taken from an 

institute-internal distribution system, which operates with a pressure of 10 bar. The pressure is 

reduced to 1.5 bar with a pressure reduction valve. 

Gas Drying Tower 3 

The gas drying tower is a glass-pipe (80 cm length, 45 mm diameter), which is filled with phosphorus 

pentoxide coated on a silica support (Sicapent®, SigmaAldrich, cat. #79610). The dessicant contains an 

internal moisture indicator, which changes its color from white to blue upon contact with moisture. 

The ground glass joints are equipped with PTFE sealings and secured with safety clips. 

Mass Flow Controller 4 

MC-100 CCM mass flow controllers (MFC) by Natec Sensors GmbH (Garching, Germany) were used. 

The massflow controllers were controlled using the BB9-USB-Multi-Drop Box in combination with the 

Flow Vision Software (Alicat Scientic, v1.1.44.0). The high-precision calibration of the MFC was carried 

out by IAS GmbH (Oberursel, Germany). The MFC were operated in Mass Flow close loop mode. 

Saturator 5 

The saturator is a cylindrical glass vessel with a height of 25 cm and a diameter of 10 cm. Inside the 

glass-vessel a U-shaped glass pipe with an inner diameter of 8 mm and a total length of 50 cm is 

installed. The top of the saturator cylinder is penetrated by the U-shaped pipe which is terminated 

with a NS10 short socket. The other end of the saturator pipe terminates with a perpendicular bending 

to a NS 10 long socket. The end of this socket penetrates the sidewall of the saturator. It is of utmost 

importance that the terminal NS 10 long socket is within the saturator since collection of the analyte 

must start at Texp. Two hose connectors are installed at the top and at the bottom of the sidewall of 

the saturator in a horizontally shifted fashion, which generates a swirl movement of the tempering 

fluid inside the saturator over the saturator pipe.  

The carrier gas stream is connected with a hose connector attached to a NS 10 ground cone, which can 

be attached to the saturator pipe entry. 

The saturator temperature is controlled with a Huber Ministat 230 circulation thermostat. It is 

connected to the saturator via Viton PTFE hoses, which remain operational up to 200 °C. A 

monoethylene glycol water mixture (50 vol.-%, aq.) can be used as cooling liquid in the temperature 

range from 1 °C to 100 °C. For higher temperatures pure di- or triethylene glycol can be used. 

Temperatures under 1 °C should be avoided due to ice crust formation on the saturator.  

The thermostat is equipped with a class A PT100 sensor for the measurement of Texp inside the 

saturator. The circulation thermostat is operated in the internal temperature control mode. The use 

of the external temperature control mode (tempering the saturator) increases the time until a new 

setpoint temperature has stabilized drastically. 

The circulation thermostat bath is equipped with a gas pre-heating spiral (copper pipe, 5 mm inner 

diameter, 1m length) through which the gas stream is conducted before entering the saturator. For 

measurements below 25 °C the preheating pipe is excluded from the measurement setup.  

Condenser Pipe 6 

The condenser pipe is a glass pipe with 5 mm inner diameter, which is terminated at one end with a 

NS 10 long ground cone that can be attached to the saturator. At the end of the cone a straight piece 

of pipe with 12 cm length is attached before the perpendicular bent to the U-shaped part. The U-
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shaped part is 11 cm long and has an inner pipe distance of 2 cm. At the end of the pipe a NS 10 short 

socket is installed.  

The condenser pipe can be closed with a ground stopper at the ground cone. At the socket it can be 

closed with a polyethylene cap (laborshop24.de, Lamellenstopfen 8 x dm 9mm transparent, #10-2289). 

Dewar Vessel Cooling Trap 7 

The cooling trap is a Dewar vessel filled with isopropanol. The liquid is cooled to -30.0 °C with a Huber 

TC45E immersion cooler equipped with a PT-100 temperature sensor. The cooling liquid should be 

miscible with water and exchanged when ice-crystals form. Attempts to replace the isopropanol 

cooling liquid with isohexane resulted immediately in the rapid formation of ice crystals. 
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Figure 2 – Selected Components of the Transpiration Experiment Setup: 1: Saturator, 2: Condenser Pipe, 3: Cooling Bath with 
Immersion Cooler, 4: Soap Film Flow Meter, 5: P4O10 Drying Tower, 6: Thermohygrobarometer, 7: Mass Flow Controller (MFC) 
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6.2 Mathematical Evaluation of the Transpiration Method Experiment Results 
The pressure of an ideal gas is described by the Ideal Gas Law: 

 𝑝 =
𝑛𝑅𝑇

𝑉
 (1) 

Ideal gas behavior of the analyte can be assumed since analyte-analyte interactions can be excluded 

due to its low concentration in the carrier gas. 

The experimental transpiration experiment vapor pressure 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 at an experimental temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 

is calculated using the following equation (cf. Figure 1): 

 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =
𝑚𝑎𝑅𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝑀𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏
 (2) 

 

Derivation: 

The ideal gas law can be written as follows: 

 𝑝 =
𝑛𝑅𝑇

𝑉
=

𝑚𝑅𝑇

𝑀𝑉
 (3) 

Dalton’s Law of partial pressures states that the total pressure 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 at a constant experimental 

temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 is the sum of the partial pressures of the gas mixture components. For the 

transpiration experiment it can be stated that the total pressure 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 is the sum of the vapor pressure 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 of the analyte and 𝑝𝑁2 of the nitrogen carrier gas. 

 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =  𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) + 𝑝𝑁2(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =  (𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡 + 𝑛𝑁2) × (
𝑅𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝
) (4) 

Furthermore it can be approximated that the total volume 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝 under experimental conditions is the 

volume of the carrier gas since the volume of the gaseous analyte is negligibly small. This allows the 

measurement of the carrier gas volume 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 under ambient conditions after freezing out the analyte 

in the cooling trap as a good approximation for 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝, which will be demonstrated in the following. 

The molar amount of carrier gas and analyte transported for one experimental datapoint remains 

constant under ambient and experimental conditions: 

 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑝 =
𝑚𝑎

M
=

𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏

R𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
=

𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝

R𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝
 (5) 

The gas volume 𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝 should ideally be measured under experimental conditions. Since this is hardly 

possible the Volume 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 is measured under ambient conditions. The measurement system is open 

and only a low pressure drop occurs while passing the gas through the saturator, condenser and flow-

meter. With this it can be assumed that the total experimental pressure 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 is equal to the total 

ambient pressure 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏: 

 𝑝𝑒𝑥𝑝 = 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏 (6) 
Using equation 6 in equation 5 leads to: 

 
𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
=

𝑉𝑒𝑥𝑝

𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝
 (7) 

 

Inserting equation 7 into equation 4 results in: 

 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =
𝑚𝑎R𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

M𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏
 (8) 
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Equation 8 is directly linked to the Ideal Gas Law, which is the fundamental equation of the 

Transpiration Method. Furthermore it demonstrates that the ambient conditions can be linked to the 

experimental ones. 

Determination of the Mass 𝒎𝒂 

The mass 𝑚𝑎 is determined in this work by an internal standard GC/MS quantification method. The 

GC/MS analysis of the sample results in the output of two integral areas: the analyte integral 𝐼𝑎 and 

the standard integral 𝐼𝑠. The masses of analyte 𝑚𝑎 and standard 𝑚𝑠 are related to their integrals in a 

linear relationship: 

 
𝐼𝑎

𝐼𝑠
= 𝑋

𝑚𝑎

𝑚𝑠
+ 𝑌 (9) 

The GC/MS device is calibrated by determination of the device-dependent slope 𝑋 and offset 𝑌 by 
measuring different integral ratios 𝐼𝑎/𝐼𝑠. Typically for 𝐼𝑎/𝐼𝑠 = 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.0. The mass of 
analyte can be calculated by using the calibration function: 

 𝑚𝑎 =
𝑚𝑠

𝑋
 (

𝐼𝑎

𝐼𝑠
− 𝑌) (10) 

 

Determination of the Volume 𝑽𝒂𝒎𝒃 

The Volume 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 is determined by measuring the flow-rate of the gas using a soap film flow meter. 

The soap film flowmeter (Hewlett Packard No.: 0101-0113) is a modified volumetric pipette. The gas 

flow is passed through it and a soap film is pushed through the soap film flow meter. By measuring the 

time needed for passing the soap film through a fixed volume the gas flow-rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 can be 

calculated:  

 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 =  
𝑉𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒

𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠
 (11) 

As stated before the flow-rate measurement is carried out under ambient conditions at the ambient 

temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 so the volume at ambient conditions 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 can be calculated using the flow-rate 

𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤: 

 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 = 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 (12) 

It should be stated that with this method only the volume of the carrier gas is measured as the analyte 

gets almost completely trapped in the condenser pipe at 𝑇𝐶𝑇. The volume of the analyte can be 

neglected since it is small in comparison to that of the carrier gas as stated before. 

𝒑𝒓𝒆𝒔𝒕-Correction 

Especially for highly volatile analytes it has to be taken into account that the analyte will have a 

remaining vapor pressure inside the condenser pipe in the cooling trap at the cooling trap temperature 

𝑇𝐶𝑇. For the correction of this phenomenon the vapor pressure 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  of the substance at 𝑇𝐶𝑇 has to be 

calculated and added to the vapor pressure: 

 𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 + 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  (13) 
𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  is calculated by fitting the 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡- 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 data to a fitting function with the fitting coefficients 𝑈 and 

𝑉: 

 𝑙𝑛𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 = 𝑈 + 𝑉/𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 (14) 

This fitting function is extrapolated to the cooling trap temperature 𝑇𝐶𝑇 and 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  can be calculated: 

 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝐶𝑇) = 𝑒
(𝑈+

𝑉
𝑇𝐶𝑇

)
 (15) 
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𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟  is obtained and can be reinserted in equation 13. The corrected vapor pressure is iteratively used 

to evaluate the value of 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡. After five iteration cycles the final 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  was not effected by further 

iterative evaluations. This means 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  is evaluated by five iterative steps trough equation 13 – 15. 

All further calculations are carried out with 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡-corrected values. Since this correction is only 

necessary for transpiration experiments "𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟" will be referred to as “𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡” in the previous and 

following chapters by convention. 

The Clausius Clapeyron Equation 

The elucidations in this chapter were adapted from the comprehensive work of Salzman. [2] 

 

Figure 3 - Plot of Vapor Pressure against Temperature. 

In the depicted phase diagram the vapor pressure p of a substance is plotted against its temperature T. 

This line of the vapor pressure is also called a phase boundary. Under these p-T-conditions the liquid 

(l) or crystalline (cr) phase is in equilibrium with the gaseous phase: 

𝑙/𝑐𝑟 ⇌  𝑔 

For a liquid this process is called vaporization. For a solid this process is called sublimation. By 

convention: If the following equations can be applied for either one of both processes this will be 

indicated by the label “l/cr”. Under equilibrium conditions it can be stated for vaporization and 

sublimation that: 

 ∆l/cr
g

𝐺 = 0 (16) 

From the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation it can be derived that the change in Gibbs free energy is related 

to the change in Enthalpy and Entropy: 

 0 = ∆l/cr
g

𝐺 = ∆l/cr
g

𝐻 − 𝑇∆l/cr
g

𝑆 (17) 

 ∆l/cr
g

𝑆 =
∆l/cr

g
𝐻

𝑇
 (18) 

The variables in equation 17 are defined by: 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐺 = 𝐺𝑔 − 𝐺𝑙/𝑐𝑟 (19) 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝑆 = 𝑆𝑔 − 𝑆𝑙/𝑐𝑟  (20) 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐻 = 𝐻𝑔 − 𝐻𝑙/𝑐𝑟 (21) 

The change in volume which occurs during the phase transition is defined by: 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑙/𝑐𝑟  (22) 
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The slope of the phase-boundary line (
𝜕𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑇
)

∆l/cr
g

𝐺=0
 can be derived using Euler’s chain rule. 

∆l/cr
g 𝐺 is assumed to be constantly zero.  

 (
𝜕𝑝

𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑇
)

∆l/cr
g

𝐺
= −

(
𝜕∆l/cr

g 𝐺

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

(
𝜕∆l/cr

g 𝐺

𝜕𝑝
)

𝑇

 (23) 

With d𝐺 = -SdT + Vdp or d∆l/cr
g 𝐺 = -∆l/cr

g 𝑆 dT + ∆l/cr
g 𝑉 dp it can be stated that: 

 (
𝜕∆l/cr

g 𝐺

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

= −∆l/cr
g 𝑆 (24) 

 (
𝜕∆l/cr

g 𝐺

𝜕𝑝
)

𝑇

= ∆l/cr
g 𝑉 (25) 

Using this the Clapeyron Equation can be established: 

 (
𝜕𝑝

𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑇
)

∆l/cr
g

𝐺
= −

(
𝜕∆l/cr

g 𝐺

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

(
𝜕∆l/cr

g 𝐺

𝜕𝑝
)

𝑇

=
∆l/cr

g 𝑆

∆l/cr
g 𝑉

 (26) 

Using equation 18 the following relation can be derived: 

 (
𝜕𝑝

𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑇
)

∆l/cr
g

𝐺
=

∆l/cr
g 𝐻

𝑇∆l/cr
g 𝑉

 (27) 

This equation is useful since the Enthalpy ∆l/cr
g 𝐻 varies more slowly with the temperature than 

the Entropy ∆l/cr
g 𝑆. Equation 27 can be integrated as follows:  

 𝑑𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡

=
∆l/cr

g 𝐻

𝑇∆l/cr
g 𝑉

𝑑𝑇 (28) 

 𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡2

− 𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡1

=
∆l/cr

g 𝐻

∆l/cr
g 𝑉

𝑙𝑛
𝑇2

𝑇1
 (29) 

For vaporization and sublimation it can be approximated that the change of volume ∆l/cr
g 𝑉 is 

the newly generated volume of the gas phase: 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑔 − 𝑉𝑙/𝑐𝑟 ≈ 𝑉𝑔 (30) 

Using this and assuming ideal gas behavior (𝑉𝑔 = 𝑛𝑅𝑇/𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡

) for weakly associated or non-

associated vapors the Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be established. 

 (
𝜕𝑝

𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝜕𝑇
)

∆l/cr
g

𝐺
=

∆l/cr
g

𝐻○

𝑇
𝑛R𝑇
𝑝

𝑠𝑎𝑡

=
∆l/cr

g
𝐻𝑚

○

R

𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑇²
   (31) 

Equation 31 can be integrated as follows: 

 𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑑𝑇
=

∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○

𝑅

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑇²
 (32) 
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 ln (
𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡2

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡1

) =
∆l/cr

g 𝐻𝑚
○

𝑅
(

1

𝑇2
−

1

𝑇1
) (33) 

 ln(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡2) =
∆l/cr

g 𝐻𝑚
○

𝑅
(

1

𝑇2
−

1

𝑇1
) + ln(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡1) (34) 

Equation 34 shows that with a known point (𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡1

, 𝑇1) and a known enthalpy of vaporization ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  

a pressure 𝑝
𝑠𝑎𝑡2

 at 𝑇2 can be calculated. This is valid for a limited range of temperature since ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  

changes with the temperature. 

The variables of equation 31 can also be separated in a different fashion: 

 𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑑𝑇
=

∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○

𝑅

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑇²
 (35) 

 
𝑑𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡
=

∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○

𝑅

𝑑𝑇

𝑇²
 (36) 

 𝑑ln(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡) = −
∆l/cr

g 𝐻𝑚
○

𝑅
𝑑 (

1

𝑇
) (37) 

 −
𝑅𝑑(𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡))

𝑑(1 𝑇⁄ )
= ∆l/cr

g 𝐻𝑚
○  (38) 

Equation 38 demonstrates the linear relationship of 𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡) and 1 𝑇⁄ , which can be used for the 

elucidation of ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  from experimental 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡- 𝑇-data. 

Enthalpy of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

○  & Enthalpy of Sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  

Equation 38 shows that a linear relation between 𝑙𝑛(𝑝) and reciprocal temperature 1 𝑇⁄  exists. A plot 

of 𝑙𝑛(𝑝) as ordinate and 1 𝑇⁄  as abscissa shows a linear relationship. The slope Z = 𝑑(𝑙𝑛(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡))/

𝑑(1 𝑇⁄ ) can be determined by linear regression analysis and allows a direct calculation of ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ . 

 −𝑅𝑍 = ∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○  (39) 

For the uncertainty of ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ . at the average temperature of the measurement 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 the 

standard deviation of the slope from the linear regression analysis is used. 

Reference Temperature Extrapolation of ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○   and ∆cr

l 𝐻𝑚
○   by Chickos et al. 

The enthalpy of vaporization or sublimation ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  stated above is valid for the average temperature 

𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 of the measurement. It must be extrapolated to a standard reference temperature 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 =

298.15 K for comparison with other sets of data. According to Chickos et al. [3] this can be done in the 

following fashion: 

 ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

○  (298.15 K) = ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − (𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑙) − 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ (𝑔))(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓-𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) (40) 

 ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  (298.15 K) = ∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

○ (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − (𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑐𝑟) − 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ (𝑔))(𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓-𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) (41) 

With : ∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓, ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ =  𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ (𝑙) − 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑔) and ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ =  𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑐𝑟) − 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ (𝑔) it can be 

written: 

 ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

○   (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) = ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

○   (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ ∆𝑇 (42) 

 ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  (𝑇

𝑟𝑒𝑓
) = ∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ ∆𝑇 (43) 
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Chickos et al. provide an empiric method [4] for the estimation of ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○  (R2 = 0.886, 289 compounds) 

and ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○  (R2 = 0.668, 114 compounds), which is based on linear regression analysis of experimental 

and calculated heat capacity differences: 

 ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) = ∆l
g𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − (10.58 + 0.26𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑙)) ∆𝑇 (44) 

 ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  (𝑇

𝑟𝑒𝑓
) = ∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − (0.75 + 0.15𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑐𝑟)) ∆𝑇 (45) 

For a large variety organic molecules 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑙) and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ (𝑐𝑟) can be estimated using the increments 

provided within the literature. Experimental values may be used as well. 

Chickos et al. also provide a method to adjust enthalpies of fusion ∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

○  to a reference temperature 

[5]:  

 ∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) = ∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑓𝑢𝑠)-(∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ − ∆𝑙

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○ )× (𝑇𝑓𝑢𝑠 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) (46) 

The error of the adjusted enthalpy of fusion is calculated by: 

 𝑢 (∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)) = (∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑓𝑢𝑠) − ∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓)) × 0.3 (47) 

 

Fit-Function 

The Clarke-Glew Equation [6] can be stated as follows: 

 ln 
𝑝sat

𝑝o⁄ =
∆l/c

g 𝑆m
o (𝑇0)

𝑅
−

∆l/cr
g 𝐻m

○ (𝑇0)−∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑙/𝑐𝑟)𝑇0

𝑅𝑇
+

∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑙/𝑐𝑟)

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
 (48) 

For a more compact form the coefficients A and B can be introduced: 

 𝐴 =
∆l/cr

g 𝑆m
o (𝑇0)

𝑅
 (49) 

 𝐵 =
∆l/cr

g 𝐻m
o (𝑇0)−∆l/cr

g 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑇0)

𝑅
 (50) 

These coefficients can be inserted in the Clarke-Glew-Equation: 

 ln 
𝑝sat

𝑝o⁄ = 𝐴 −
𝐵

𝑇
+

∆l/cr
g 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
 (51) 

The Clarke-Glew equation can be modified to obtain the so-called Fit-Function: 

 ln 
𝑝sat

𝑝o⁄ −
∆l/cr

g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
= 𝐴 −

𝐵

𝑇
   (52) 

For the least square Method fitting of equation 52 every experimental p-T datapoint with its 

temperature 𝑇 is included. 𝑇0 is a reference temperature that can be freely chosen. 

Equation 52 is obviously a linear relationship of ln 
𝑝sat

𝑝o⁄ −
∆l/cr

g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

○

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
 against the reciprocal 

temperature 1/𝑇. Hence the obtained data can be analysed via a linear regression method to 

obtain the coefficients 𝐴 and 𝐵. According to NIST[7] the extended uncertainty of A and B can 

be calculated using the standard deviations from the linear regression analysis: 

 ∆𝐴 = 2𝜎𝐴 (53) 

 ∆𝐵 = 2𝜎𝐵 (54) 
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The Fit-Function can be used to calculate various other variables and their errors: 

Molar Gibbs Helmholtz Enthalpy of vaporization/sublimation: 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐺m

o (𝑇0) = −𝑅𝑇ln
𝑝

sat

𝑝o
 (55) 

 ∆∆l/cr
g 𝐺m

o (𝑇0) = −𝑅𝑇ln
𝑝

sat
+ |∆𝑝

sat
|

𝑝o
 (56) 

Molar Entropy of of vaporization/sublimation: 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝑆m

o (𝑇0) = R𝐴 (57) 

 ∆∆l/cr
g 𝑆m

o (𝑇0) = R∆𝐴 = R2𝜎𝐴 (58) 

Molar Enthalpy of vaporization/sublimation: 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐻m

o (𝑇0) = R𝐵 + ∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ 𝑇0 (59) 

 ∆∆l/cr
g 𝐻m

o (𝑇0) = √𝑅(2𝜎𝐵)2 + 2(∆∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ 𝑇0)² (60) 

The Heat Capacity Error ∆∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○  is normally set to zero and only used in rare cases when 

experimental heat capacities are used. If empirical increments from Chickos et al. [4] are used for 

extrapolation to standard conditions this term is neglected. 

Vapor Pressure: 

The vapor pressure at a temperature T can be calculated from a complete p-T-dataset by the following 

formula: 

 
𝑝sat(𝑇) = 𝑒

𝑝o(𝐴−
𝐵
𝑇+ 

∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○

𝑅 𝑙𝑛
𝑇

𝑇0
)
 

(61) 
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6.3 Critical Discussion of Pressure-Correction for 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 
In the literature [8] it is stated that the gas volume determined with the Soap Film Flow Meter must 

be corrected to standard conditions according to the formula: 

 
𝑉𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟 = 𝑉𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠

𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝑝𝑠𝑡𝑑

𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏
 

 
(62) 

For the Transpiration experiment this correction is not necessary since the volume needs to be 

measured under ambient – not standardized – conditions, which are linked directly to the 

experimental conditions in the saturator (cf. section 6.2). 

 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =
𝑚𝑎R𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

M𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏
 (63) 

Further pressure dependence of the measurement method can be excluded by the following 

consideration: 

 

Four discrete identic volumes representing the saturator in different pressure states are in contact 

with the liquid/crystalline analyte at one temperature. The total carrier gas transport of the 

transpiration experiment can be regarded as a discrete series of volumes. The boxes are filled with an 

inert carrier gas at different pressures. For this isothermic thought experiment at constant volume the 

Helmholtz Energy should be used as State function. After reaching the saturation equilibrium the 

Helmholtz Energy of the liquid/crystalline and gaseous phase will be identical. 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐹 = 𝐹𝑔 − 𝐹𝑙/𝑐𝑟 = ∆l/cr

g 𝐹○ + 𝑅𝑇 ln (
𝑛

𝑉
) = ∆l/cr

g 𝐹○ + 𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝑐) = 0 (64) 

This relation shows that the concentration of analyte molecules in the gaseous phase at equilibrium 

conditions will be identical without dependence on the pressure, but on the temperature.  

A pressure dependence can be found only for Gibbs Energy: 

 (
𝑑∆l/cr

g 𝐺𝑚

𝑑𝑝
)

𝑇

= 𝑉 (65) 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐺𝑚 = 𝑉∆𝑝 (66) 

 ∆l/cr
g 𝐺𝑚 = −𝑅𝑇 ln (

𝑝sat

𝑝o
) (67) 

For the condensed phase the molar volume Vm is at the level of 10-4 m3·mol-1. If a pressure change ∆𝑝 

of 100000 Pa (from 0 to 1 bar) is assumed: 

∆𝐺 =10-4 m³ mol-1 * 100000 N m-2 = 10 Nm mol-1 = 10 J mol-1 

How high will be effect of purge gas pressure change on vapor pressure/ vapor concentration? 

 

∆∆l/cr
g 𝐺𝑚 = −𝑅𝑇 ln (

𝑝sat2

𝑝sat1
) = 10

𝐽

𝑚𝑜𝑙
 

ln (
𝑝sat2

𝑝sat1
) = −

10

8.314462 ∙ 300
= −0.004 

𝑝sat2

𝑝sat1
= exp(−0.004) = 0.996 
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That corresponds to a pressure difference of 0.4% in vapor pressure of gas concentration for a pressure 

change of 1 bar from absolute vacuum to atmospheric pressure. This effect is significantly lower than 

the uncertainty of determination of the transpiration experiment. If the deviation of the ambient 

pressure from the standard state is at the level of 10-20% the effect will be at the level of 0.1% and 

lower and can be neglected. 

6.4 Uncertainty Estimations for the Transpiration Method Experiment 

6.4.1 Uncertainty of the Vapor Pressure 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 
The uncertainty of the transpiration experiment for the setup used in this work has been estimated by 

Verevkin et al. [9-10] In this chapter their elucidations are adapted to the exact equipment and 

modifications used in this work. 

For the determination of the mass 𝑚𝑎 of the analyte which was trapped inside the condenser pipe 

GC/MS was used in combination with an external standard calibration method. For this purpose two 

reference solutions of analyte and standard were prepared separately by weighing 0.08 g of analyte 

and standard into a 100 mL calibrated pycnometer. The samples were weighed with a Mettler Toledo 

XA204 DR scale equipped with an anti-electrostatic kit and a resolution of ±0.0001 g. The pycnometers 

were filled with solvent to 100.0 mL with an accuracy of ±0.1 mL. The calibration samples were 

prepared with gas-tight Hamilton syringues (1700 series, 22s gauge, 2 inch, point style 2, 100 or 250 

µL volume). The calibration samples were analyzed via GC/MS with a reproducibility of the integral 

ratios below 1 %. For the quantification of the analyte mass 𝑚𝑎 a defined amount of standard was 

added to the condenser pipe using the syringues identical to those of the GC calibration. A volume of 

at least 30 µL standard solution (prepared in the same fashion as the calibration solutions) was injected 

from the 100 µL calibration syringue. The maximum volume of standard solution added were 500 µL 

from a 500 µL syringue. The manual syringue volume addition reproducibility and precision relies on 

the operator and is estimated to be 10% of the grading of the syringue (1% grading steps of the total 

volume). 

The volume flow rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 of the carrier gas was kept constant using Natec Sensors MC-100 CCM 

Massflow controllers with an accuracy of 1%. The flow-rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 was measured with a soap film flow-

meter (HP Nr.: 0101-0113) with an estimated accuracy of 1%. The flow-rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 was measured with 

the temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 once for measurements below one hour. For longer measurements the 

determination was carried out at the beginning and at the end of the experiment and the values of 

𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 and 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 averaged. 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 was calculated from flow-rate and time measurements. The 

experimental standard deviation of the total carrier gas volume under constant conditions is <1%. The 

ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 was measured with a Greisinger GFTB200 equipped with a PT-1000 

temperarature sensor with a resolution of 0.1 K. For the uncertainty estimation an ambient 

temperature of 298 K was chosen. 

The saturator temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 is kept constant within ±0.1 K using a Huber Ministat 230 circulation 

thermostat equipped with a PT-100 temperature sensor (class A, four wire connection, ∆𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 = ±0.2 K 

according to DIN EN 60751) with a resolution of 0.01 K. For the temperature uncertainty estimation a 

measurement temperature of 298 K was chosen.  

With these Parameters in hands the following uncertainties can be calculated: 

Uncertainty of reference and standard sample mass: 

u(P)/P = ((0.0001 g/0.0800 g)2 + (0.0001 g/0.0800g)2)1/2 = 0.177 % 
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Uncertainty of the calibrated pycnometer volume:  

u(P)/P = ((0.01 mL/100 mL)2 + (0.01 mL/100 mL)2)1/2 = 0.014 % 

Uncertainty of standard addition volume:  

u(P)/P = ((0.1 µL/30 µL)2 + (0.01 mL/100 mL)2)1/2 = 0.33 % for 30 µL in a 100 µL syringe. This conservative 

value is used for the further calculations. 

(u(P)/P = ((0.25 µL/250 µL)2 + (0.01 mL/100 mL)2)1/2 = 0.10 % for 250 µL in a 250 µL syringe 

(u(P)/P = ((0.50 µL/500 µL)2 + (0.01 mL/100 mL)2)1/2 = 0.10 % for 500 µL in a 500 µL syringe 

The uncertainty of the GC/MS external standard quantification (calibration + determination): 

u(P)/P = (0.012 + 0.012)1/2 = 1.41 % 

Uncertainty of Stability of Carrier Gas Flow: u(P)/P = 1.00 % (Mass Flow Controller specification) 

Uncertainty of Soap Film Flowmeter Measurements: u(P)/P = 1.00 % 

Uncertainty of the temperature measurements: u(P)/P = ((0.2/298 K)2 + (0.2/298 K)2)1/2 = 0.09 % 

Combined Uncertainties: u(P)/P = (u1²+u2
2+…)0.5 = 2.04 %  

For each individual data point a pressure uncertainty is calculated by the following formulae [9]: 

 u(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/Pa) = 0.025 + 0.025(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/Pa) for p >5 to 3000 Pa (68) 
 u(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/Pa) = 0.005 + 0.025(𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/Pa) for p <5 Pa (69) 

 

6.4.2 Uncertainty of Phase Transition Enthalpy ∆𝑙/𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
○  at Tavg 

The uncertainty of the phase transition enthalpy ∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚 depends on the uncertainty of the vapor 

pressures, which has been assessed to a level of 2% in chapter 6.4.1. For the following elucidations the 

reference measurement of Anthracene (cf. chapter 7.1.2) was chosen. The vapor pressure 

measurement of Anthracene was carried out in the temperature regime of 323.2 to 372.8 K with an 

average measurement temperature of 348.0 K. The measurement temperature range is in this case 

49.6 K. The Clausius-Clapeyron Equation 31 allows the estimation of the uncertainty of the phase 

transition enthalpy: 

 ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ = (𝑑 𝑙𝑛 𝑝

𝑠𝑎𝑡
𝑑𝑇⁄ )𝑅𝑇² (70) 

 ∆∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○ = ∆(𝑑 𝑙𝑛𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 ∆𝑇⁄ )𝑅𝑇2 (71) 

∆∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚=(0.02/49.6 K) × 8.314462 J mol-1 × (348.0 K)² = 406 J mol-1 

For the enthalpy of sublimation of Anthracene of 99.90 kJ/mol it can be approximated that the 

procentual error is: 

u1 (∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ )= 0.406 kJ mol-1 / 99.90 kJ mol -1 = 0.41 % 

Additionally the uncertainty of the temperature measurement of the experimental temperature 𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑 

has to be taken into account. 

The used class A PT100 temperature sensors are in accordance with DIN EN 60751 with a temperature 

uncertainty ∆𝑇 = ±0.2 K. 

 ∆∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○ = (𝑑 𝑙𝑛𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 ∆𝑇⁄ )𝑅𝑇(2∆𝑇) (72) 
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 ∆∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○ /∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○ = 2∆𝑇/𝑇 (73) 

u2(∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ )= (2 × 0.2K) / 348.0 K = 0.11 % 

The linear regression analysis the experimental 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡-Texp-data by equation 52 is used for the calculation 

of the molar enthalpy of sublimation. 

The obtained uncertainty ∆∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚

○
(𝑇avg) of Anthracene is 0.4 kJ/mol. The sublimation enthalpy 

∆l/cr
g 𝐻m is 99.9 kJ/mol. So it can be demonstrated for Anthracene that: 

u3(∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ )= 0.4 kJ mol-1 / 99.9 kJ mol-1 = 0.40 % 

The uncertainties of the enthalpy of vaporization can be summed up: 

u(∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ ) = (u1²+u2²+ u3²)0.5 = (u1²+u2²+ u3²)0.5 = ((0.41%)²+(0.11%)²+ (0.40%)²)0.5 = 0.58 % 

6.4.3 Uncertainty of Phase Transition Enthalpy ∆𝑙/𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
○  at 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 298.15 K 

Phase transition enthalpies ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  are measured at the average temperature of the experiment 

𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔. For comparison of different experiments measured in different temperature intervals the 

vaporization enthalpy must be adjusted to a reference temperature, which is set to the standard 

temperature 298.15 K by convention. For the details of the adjustment method refer to chapter 6.2. 

The uncertainty of the phase change enthalpy at the average temperature of the experiment 

∆∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚(𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) is not valid at 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 since the extrapolation process is an additional source of 

uncertainty, that needs to be integrated in the error estimation to extrapolate u(∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ ) from 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 

to 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓.  

The temperature adjustment (cf. section 6.2) relies on the heat capacity 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) or 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) and the 

length of the extrapolation path: ∆𝑇 = 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 − 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓: 

 ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) = ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
∆𝑇  

 ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  (𝑇

𝑟𝑒𝑓
) = ∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

○  (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) − ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
∆𝑇  

The extrapolation uncertainty u4 is the product of the uncertainty of heat capacity 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜  and ∆𝑇. The 

error of the experimental heat capacity of organic solids is in the range of ±30 J mol -1 K-1 . The error for 

organic liquids is in the range of ±16 J mol -1 K-1. [11] 

 𝑢(𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (cr)) =

30 J 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1𝐾−1

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (cr)

 (74) 

 𝑢(𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l)) =

16 J 𝑚𝑜𝑙−1𝐾−1

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l)

 (75) 

 u4(∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ )= ∆(∆𝑙/𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 ∆𝑇) (76) 

For Anthracene with 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (cr) = 211.7 J mol-1 K-1, ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶

𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
 = 32.5 J mol-1 K-1 and ∆𝑇 = 49.9 K it can be 

calculated: 

∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
∆𝑇 = 32.5 J mol-1 K-1 × 49.9 K = 1621.8 J mol-1 = 1.622 kJ mol-1 

𝑢(𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (cr)) = 30 J mol-1 K-1 / 211.7 J mol-1 K-1 = 14.17 % 

u4(∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○ ) = 𝑢(𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr)) × ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
∆𝑇= 0.230 kJ mol-1 

u4(P)/P= 0.230 kJ mol-1 / 99.9 kJ/mol = 0.23 % 
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u(∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚) = (u1²+u2²+ u3²+u4

2)0.5 = ((0.41%)²+(0.11%)²+ (0.40%)²+(0.23 %)²)0.5 = 0.63 % 

In this case the the adjustment to Tref adds 0.05 % of uncertainty in comparison to the 0.58 % 

uncertainty at the average temperature of the measurement. 

6.5 Practical Advices for the Transpiration Method Experiment 

6.5.1 Calibration of the Gas Chromatograph 
For the quantification of the analyte the GC/MS device needs to be calibrated. An internal standard 

calibration method is chosen since its precision relies on the amount of added standard. Once the 

standard and analyte are combined the resulting solution can be diluted with lower precision. 

The initial step is the preparation of analyte and standard solutions. First a solvent needs to be chosen. 

The solvent must be inert towards the analyte considering the harsh temperature conditions inside 

the GC injector. For the GC-Analysis itself the boiling point of the solvent should be low to ensure 

sufficient separation of solvent and analytes. The second criterion for solvent choice is the capability 

to dissolve analyte and standard completely in the concentration range needed throughout the 

experiment. For the repertoire of standards the linear alkane molecules dodecane C-12, tetradecane 

C-14 and hexadecane C-16 were chosen. The solvents acetone and tert-butyl methyl ether (TBME) 

proved to be excellent solvents for the chosen standards and the analytes investigated. 

The statement that in general only deuterated derivatives of the analytes are suitable standards for 

internal standard quantifications is an erroneous misbelief. This statement is valid for analyses with 

complex sample preparation and enrichment procedures. In this case the behaviour of analyte and 

standard should be similar or identical. In case of the transpiration experiment the sample preparation 

is carried out by addition of the dissolved standard to the matrix-free sample and further dilution with 

solvent. The only criterion, which must be fulfilled is the complete dissolvation of analyte and standard. 

Alkane standards have further advantages, since they are available in high purity for a low price, 

chemically inert and their GC retention time can be chosen by varying their chain length to avoid co-

elution with analytes. The different behaviour of analyte and standard during the GC-analysis is 

compensated by the device calibration. 

With solvent and standard chosen reference solutions of both must be prepared. Weighing is carried 

out with a Mettler Toledo XA204 DR scale (0.0001 g resolution) in combination with an anti-

electrostatic kit. For liquid samples a 100 mL volumetric flask with an accuracy of ±0.1 mL is placed 

directly onto the scale, the scale tared and the substance directly transferred into the flask. For volatile 

liquids the flask was closed for weighing the substance. For solid substances it proved to be more 

accurate to place folded weighing paper into the scale and to transfer the weighed substance with the 

weighing paper and long tweezers into the volumetric flask. In any case the weight displayed by the 

scale must be constant (± 0.1 mg) for 1 minute. In case of weight drifting the error source must be 

found and the weighing process repeated. 

After weighing the substance the volumetric flasks are filled with solvent until the lower meniscus is 

superimposing with the calibration mark. Analyte solutions are preferably stored in a fridge, but should 

be warmed to room temperature for calibration use regarding the temperature-dependency of the 

density of the solvent.  

For the calibration sample preparation gas-tight Hamilton syringues (22s gauge, 2 inch, point style 2, 

100 or 250 µL volume) are used. Initially three samples with random volume combinations are used to 

gather information on the response factors of analyte and standard. The samples are diluted with 

about 1 mL of solvent. Each sample is analyzed three times and the average analyte / standard signal 

integral ratios Ia/Is are used for linear regression analysis.  
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Sample A B C 

Vanalyte [µL] 50 70 50 

Vstandard [µL] 200 100 100 

Ia/Is 0.27 0.74 0.53 
With this information a preliminary calibration curve is established, which is used for the calculation 

of analyte/standard volumes that are in linearity with the preliminary calibration curve for the 

calibration points (Ia/Is) 1.0, 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3.0. 

Sample A B C 1 2 3 4 5 

Vanalyte [µL] 50 70 50 90 100 100 100 100 

Vstandard [µL] 200 100 100 94 69 52 41 34 

Ia/Is 0.27 0.74 0.53 1.00 1.49 1.99 2.50 3.06 
The calibration points are chosen in the integral ratio range of 1.0 to 3.0. Integral ratios lower than 1 

should be avoided regarding the device-dependent offset (0.00493) of the calibration curve. Integrals 

above 3.0 should be avoided due to the peak-tailing of large peaks. 

 

The calibration curve obtained shows a linear relationship between the mass- and integral-ratio of 

analyte and standard. Each calibration sample is measured three times and the mean values are used 

for the calibration curve. The standard deviation of the integral ratio Ia/Is should be below 1 % of the 

mean value of Ia/Is. 

The second criterion for a successful quantification is to find a working range without concentration 

dependency effects. For this a high-concentrated sample with the integral ratio Ia/Is ≈ 2.00 is diluted 

repeatedly:  

dilution step 0 1 2 3 4 5 

Ia [counts] 4027016 2015182 1005780 503545 253283 125619 

σ(Ia) [counts] 8416 974 2733 3610 2487 292 

Is [counts] 2028268 1001656 499107 251083 126487 63833 

σ(Is) [counts] 2819 2820 633 1856 1896 702 

Ia/Is 1.99 2.01 2.02 2.01 2.00 1.97 

σ(Ia/Is) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 
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The integral ratio Ia/Is may vary within a ±1% tolerance interval (1.98 to 2.02). In the case presented 

the analyte integral Ia may vary from ≈4000000 to ≈250000 counts. Below 250000 counts 

concentration dependent effects arise and the precision of the analysis decreases since σ(Ia/Is) 

increases.  

The duration of a transpiration experiment varies usually from 1 to 14 days depending on the volatility 

of the analyte. The calibration should be validated at least daily (preferably after each quantification) 

by the injection and analysis of a reference calibration sample. The integral ratio Ia/Is of the reference 

sample may vary within a ± 1% tolerance interval. The best solution is to store all transpiration samples 

in a fridge and to run the quantification of all samples after a new calibration of the device to avoid 

time-dependent calibration drifts. 

6.5.2 Filling of the Saturator 
The U-shaped pipe in the saturator is filled with 40 g of glass beads (1-1.25 mm diameter, Edmund 

Bühler GmbH #0001067) onto which the substance has to be coated to generate a sufficient analyte 

surface in contact with the carrier gas stream. The amount of analyte substance used for the coating 

should range from 500 mg to 1000 mg. The volume of 40 g glass beads is about 25 mL. Taking into 

account the packing density (≈74%) and the average volume of a glass bead (0.75 mm³) it can be 

estimated that 25000 glass beads are filled into the device, which generates a surface of ≈1000 cm². 

For the optimal use of the bead surface they need to be coated homogeneously. Especially in case of 

sensitive explosive samples each method presented in the following should be tested with a small 

batch prior to the full scale coating. The beaker involved should be manipulated with a support clamp. 

For liquids and sticky solids the coating can be carried out easily by mixing the beads with the substance 

and filling the mixture into the saturator device. 

For solids that can be molten without decomposition it is preferable to heat the substance and beads 

in a glass beaker over a heat gun which is set to a temperature above the melting point of the 

substance. Under continuous stirring the beads are coated with the melt. The melt-coated beads can 

be transferred into the preheated (5 °C above melting point) saturator. Alternatively the heated 

mixture can be cooled down under stirring if the substance solidifies homogeneously on the beads. If 

thermal decomposition needs to be excluded the residues of the mixture in the beaker can be used for 

qualitative analysis (e.g. 1H-NMR). 

For thermolabile solids the coating of the beads can be carried out by mixing beads and substance with 

a small amount of a volatile solvent (diethyl ether, dichloromethane, acetone,…). The volume of the 

solvent should be minimized avoiding the appearance of a liquid level in the mixture. The solvent-

analyte-bead suspension can be filled directly in the saturator. This procedure can be used for 

impact/friction sensitive compounds which are preferably operated in a wet state. Alternatively the 

suspension can be dried with a rotary evaporator, which can also result in a homogeneous coating of 

the beads that can be filled into the saturator. In any case the sample needs to be conditioned with 

the carrier gas stream inside the saturator to eliminate any traces of solvent. 

If every procedure detailed above fails the beads and analyte may be added in a layered fashion 

directly into the device. 
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6.5.3 Measuring a Datapoint with the Transpiration Method Experiment 
The Transpiration Experiment is an indirect measurement of the vapor pressure of medium to low 

volatility analytes. A carrier gas stream is saturated with the analyte of interest at a constant 

temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 and flow-rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 for a defined interval of time 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝. The analyte is collected in a 

condenser trap and its mass 𝑚 is quantified by a suitable analytical method. Within the framework of 

this thesis GC/MS in combination with an internal standard calibration was used. The vapor pressure 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 of the analyte can be calculated approximatily by using the ideal gas law: 

 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =
𝑚𝑎R𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

𝑀𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤
  

For the derivation and further information on the exact mathematical processing of the data refer to 

chapter 6.2.The range of the experimental temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 should be at least 40 °C generating at 

least 9 equally distributed points of data. With the quantification device calibrated and the saturator 

filled the experiment can start. Several parameters can be used to optimize the total duration and 

accuracy of the experiment:  

 Mass 𝒎𝒂: the mass of analyte transported should range ideally between 1 and 3 mg. For high 

volatility compounds a maximum of 8 mg is tolerable. For low volatility compounds the mass 

of analyte can be reduced to 0.3 mg and less. The mass of analyte is directly proportional to 

the amount of internal standard added since an integral ratio Ia/Is of 2.00 should be targeted. 

Differently concentrated standard solutions may be used within one experiment to optimize 

the experiment for low and high volatility (temperature) regimes. 

 Temperature 𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑: The experimental temperature range is often dictated by the thermal 

properties of the analyte. Those may include melting or decomposition points and other phase 

transitions, which should be investigated prior to the experiment via DSC/DTA measurements 

or literature research. Each phase transition point should be avoided within a ± 5 °C interval. 

Measurements near standard conditions should be preferred over high temperature 

measurements. Decomposition points of thermolabile compounds should be avoided as slow 

long-term decomposition might already occur at lower temperatures. The lower temperature 

limit is 1 ○C due to ice crust formation on the saturator at lower temperatures. 

 Rate of Flow 𝑹𝒇𝒍𝒐𝒘: The flow-rate may be varied in the interval of 1 to 5 L/h. Flow-rates lower 

than 1 L/h should be avoided since the results will be falsified due to thermal diffusion of the 

analyte into the condenser trap. High flow-rates should be avoided since reaching the 

saturation equilibrium of the carrier gas stream with analyte is harder at high flow-rates. This 

problem arises especially at low temperatures.  

 Time 𝒕: The experimental time for one datapoint should be at least 15 minutes. The upper limit 

is dictated by the fluctuations of the flowrate and ambient parameters. Datapoints with 

experimental times above 24 hours should be avoided. 

Lowering the mass 𝑚𝑎 or the experimental time 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 and increasing the Temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 or the 

flowrate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 will accelerate the experiment but might decrease its accuracy or even falsify the 

results. It is the task of the experimentator to find a reasonable compromise for each analyte. 

For the initial data points all parameters stated above have to be guessed and optimized until two 

datapoints with a reasonable integral ratio Ia/Is have been obtained. For the third and all other 

datapoints the linear relationship of ln 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and 1/𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 in the Clausius-Clapeyron plot (cf. section 6.2) 

may be used to predict experimental conditions that will be in further linearity with the existing 

datapoints. In case of existing literature data this process may be accelerated drastically by the 

prediction of data points that are in (linear) agreement with the literature data. 
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In any case the analyte needs to be conditioned prior to the measurement, which includes the removal 

of moisture, solvent traces and impurities by passing carrier gas through the saturator at a suitable 

temperature. The presence of impurities can be easily checked with qualitative GC/MS 

chromatography in the scan-mode. A further check is the repeated measurement under identical 

experimental conditions. Conditioning must be continued until constant results within the accuracy of 

the experiment are obtained. 

In case of a low level of trace impurities the initial preliminary datapoints might be enough for the 

conditioning of the substance. In other cases conditioning must be carried out over a longer period of 

time at elevated temperatures. It is always preferable to have some preliminary datapoints that enable 

the estimation of the mass loss during the conditioning phase.  

With the sample conditioned the true experiment can be started. For each datapoint the following 

procedure should be performed: 

1) The temperature is set to the desired value of 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝. The saturator is closed with ground 

stoppers. 

2) After stabilization of the temperature the saturator is opened and the carrier gas source is 

attached followed by an equilibrium stabilization interval of at least 30 s. 

3) The condenser pipe is attached to the saturator and simultaneously the time measurement is 

started. 

4) The soap film flowmeter is attached to the condenser pipe and the flow rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 

measurement is carried out two times. During the flow rate measurement the experimental 

temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝, the ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 and the ambient pressure 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏 are 

measured. For measurements above one hour the measurement of 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤, 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝, 𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏 and 

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 is repeated prior to the end of the vapor pressure measurement. The results are 

averaged for the further mathematical processing. The condenser piper stays attached to the 

saturator for 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝. 

5) The condenser pipe is detached from the saturator and simultaneously the time measurement 

is stopped.  

6) The condenser pipe is immediately closed with a ground stopper and a plastic cap. The 

circulator thermostat is set to the next experimental temperature 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 and the saturator is 

closed with ground stoppers. 

7) The plastic cap is removed and a defined volume of standard is added with a calibration 

syringue. An additional volume of solvent is added and the condenser pipe rinsed thoroughly 

until the analyte has completely dissolved its concentration is distributed homogeneously. 

8) The obtained solution may be further diluted or transferred directly to the quantification 

system. 

9) Quantification analysis is performed 3 times for each sample and the result is averaged. The 

sample is stored in a fridge. 

As stated above (cf. section 6.5.1) the analyte concentration must be within the working concentration 

range established within the calibration of the quantification instrument. If the sample is too 

concentrated it can be diluted easily. For the calibration example stated above (cf. section 6.5.1) the 

working range is 4.000.000 to 250.000 counts referring to the analyte integral Ia. In this case a 

reasonable target concentration results in an analyte integral Ia of 2.000.000 counts in the mid working 

range. 

The calibration sample 3 (cf. section 6.5.1) (Ia/Is = 1.99) contained 100 µL of analyte solution (c = 0.477 

mg/mL) and 52 µL of standard solution (c = 1.087 mg/mL). The calibration sample was further diluted 

with 1 mL of solvent. The mass of analyte in the sample is 0.0477 mg (0.100 mL*0.477 mg/mL) which 
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has been dissolved in a total volume of 1.152 mL ((1.000 + 0.100 +0.052)mL) of solvent. This results in 

a concentration of 41.4 µg/mL (47.7 µg/ 1.152 mL). 

Calibration sample 3 had an integral of ≈4.000.000 counts. For the ideal mid working-range 

concentration it should be diluted to 50% which results in an ideal sample concentration of 20.7 µg/mL.  

For the transpiration experiment 1 mg of analyte was transported for each data point. It can be easily 

calculated how much standard is needed for an integral ratio Ia/Is of 2.00. The calibration sample 

contained 0.0477 mg of analyte and 0.0565 mg of standard. This results in a mass ratio ma/ms of 0.844. 

This means that for 1.000 mg of analyte 1.184 mg of standard are necessary. 

As a consequence a measurement standard with the concentration 11.84 mg/mL is generated and 

100 µL of it are added to the condenser pipe containing 1 mg of analyte. The sample is further diluted 

with 3.9 mL of solvent resulting in an analyte concentration of 250 µg/mL. This solution needs to be 

further diluted by a factor of 12 to reach a concentration of 20.8 µg/mL which is reasonably near the 

ideal concentration. This is carried out by diluting 0.1 mL of condenser pipe solution with 1.1 mL of 

solvent. 

This example can be used as an orientation for any transpiration experiment. Of course the mass of 

analyte can be reduced according to the sensitivity of the quantification instrument in agreement with 

the boundary conditions (𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝, 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤, 𝑡) of the transpiration experiment. The sensitivity of a GC/MS 

device can be adjusted by manipulating the injection volume and the split ratio of the injector. 

However these GC-parameters should be kept constant for the complete calibration and quantification 

of all transpiration samples. 

6.6 Validation of the Experimental Results 
For a statistical correct evaluation of the experiment it would be necessary to measure each datapoint 

at least three, better five or more times to generate data points with reliable error bars. As the 

transpiration experiment is time-consuming for low-volatility analytes this would result in enormous 

measurement times. With respect to this the standard deviations of the measurement values are 

calculated from linear regression analysis of the 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡-𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝-data obtained. 

For the additional direct validation of the accuracy of the experiment the lowest, mid and highest 

experimental point should be measured three times under the same experimental conditions, which 

allows an insight in the experimental accuracy. 

Furthermore it must be proven that the saturation criterion has been fulfilled for the lowest 

temperature regarding the flowrate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 of the experiment. The carrier gas stream must have 

reached its saturation equilibrium with the analyte at the end of the saturator to obtain correct 

experimental values. This can be demonstrated by the independence of the experimental result from 

the flow-rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤. If the measurement at the lowest temperature is carried out at a lower or higher 

flow-rate (typically ±0.5 L/h) and the measured vapor pressure is identical within the accuracy of the 

experiment the saturation criterion is fulfilled for the original flow-rate 𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤. 

Furthermore it must be checked that the analyte did not decompose during the measurement. For this 

reason a qualitative chromatogram (scan mode for GC/MS) of each transpiration sample should be 

run. If additional decomposition product peaks appear during the experiment it should be aborted. In 

case of doubt a sample of analyte-coated glass-beads may be collected from the saturator at the end 

of the experiment and used for a NMR-spectroscopy analysis of the analyte.  

Further methods for the validation of the results obtained with the transpiration method experiment 

can be found in chapters 7.4 and 7.7. 
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6.7 Variables and Constants in order of Appearance 

Variable Explanation Unit 

𝑝 Pressure N m-² 

𝑉 Volume m³ 

𝑇 Temperature K 

𝑛 molar amount Mol 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 vapor pressure N m-2 

𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝 experimental temperature K 

𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 volume under ambient conditions m³ 

𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡 molar amount of analyte mol 

𝑛𝑁2 molar amount of analyte mol 

M Molar weight of substance g mol-1 

𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 total pressure N m-² 

𝑚𝑎 transported mass kg 

𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 ambient temperature K 

𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑏/𝑒𝑥𝑝 molar amount under ambient / experimental conditions Mol 

𝑝𝑎𝑚𝑏/𝑒𝑥𝑝 total pressure under ambient / experimental conditions N m-² 

𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏/𝑒𝑥𝑝 total volume of carrier gas under ambient / experimental conditions m³ 

𝐼𝑎/𝑠 integral of analyte/standard GC-signal  counts 

𝑚𝑎/𝑠 mass of analyte/standard G 

𝑋/𝑌 quantification-device dependent calibration coefficients  

𝑅𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 flow-rate m³/s 

𝑉𝑝𝑖𝑝𝑒𝑡𝑡𝑒 volume of pipette m³ 

𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 measured time S 

𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑝 flow-time of the experiment for one data-point S 

𝑇𝐶𝑇 cooling trap temperature K 

𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟  prest corrected vapor pressure N m-2 

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  vapor pressure at Tct N m-2 

𝑈/𝑉 Fitting coefficients for 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡  extrapolation  
∆l/cr

g
𝐺 Change of Gibbs free energy for vaporization or sublimation J = Nm 

∆l/cr
g

𝐻 Change Enthalpy for vaporization or sublimation J = Nm 

∆l/cr
g

𝑆 Change of Entropy for vaporization J/K = Nm/K 

𝐺𝑔 Gibbs free energy in gaseous state J = Nm 

𝐺𝑙/𝑐𝑟 Gibbs free energy in liquid or crystalline state J = Nm 

𝐻𝑔 Enthalpy in gaseous state J = Nm 

𝐻𝑙/𝑐𝑟 Enthalpy in liquid or crystalline state J = Nm 

𝑆𝑔 Entropy in gaseous state J = Nm 

𝑆𝑙/𝑐𝑟 Entropy in liquid or crystalline state J = Nm 

𝑉𝑔 Volume in gaseous state L = dm³ = 0.001 m³ 

𝑉𝑙/𝑐𝑟 Volume in liquid or crystalline state L = dm³ = 0.001 m³ 

∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚 molar change Enthalpy for vaporization or sublimation J mol-1 = Nm mol-1 

∆l/cr
g

𝐺𝑚
○  Change of Gibbs free energy for vaporization or sublimation J mol-1 

∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
○  Change Enthalpy for vaporization or sublimation J mol-1 

∆l/cr
g

𝑆𝑚
○  Change of Entropy for vaporization or sublimation J K mol-1 

∆l/cr
g

𝑉𝑚
○ Change of Volume for vaporization or sublimation m³ 

Z slope of ln p vs. 1/T plot K 
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𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 average temperature of measurement K 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 reference temperature K 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑙) molar heat capacity at constant pressure in liquid state J/K = Nm/K 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑐𝑟) molar heat capacity at constant pressure in solid state J/K = Nm/K 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
○ (𝑔) molar heat capacity at constant pressure in gaseous state J/K = Nm/K 

𝑝o reference pressure of Fit-Funktion  N m-2 

𝑇0 reference temperature of Fit function K 

A Fitting coefficient of Fit-Function mol 

B Fitting coefficient of Fit-Function K mol 

𝜎𝐴 standard deviation of A from linear regression analysis mol 

𝜎𝐵 standard deviation of A from linear regression analysis K mol 

∆l/cr
g 𝐹0 Change of Helmholtz Energy for vaporization or sublimation  J 

 

Constant explanation Value Unit 

R universal gas constan 8.3144598(48) Nm / K mol 

M molar mass analyte-dependent g / mol 

X device-dependent slope calibration constant 

Y device-dependent offset calibration constant   
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7 Measurement of Vapor Pressures with the Transpiration Method 
The vapor pressure of a compound is the characteristic parameter which describes the pressure at 

which a compound is in equilibrium with its gaseous phase. (cf. section 6.2) For this reason the vapor 

pressure can be determined with a pressure gauge connected to a closed vessel, which has been 

evacuated prior to the measurement of the degassed analyte. This method of measurement is called 

a static method. Depending on the vapor pressure and enthalpy of vaporization or sublimation of a 

compound a multitude of experiments can be performed including static method measurements, 

ebulliometry, Knudsen-effusion methods, transpiration method and chromatographic methods. The 

techniques for the measurement of vapor pressures have been reviewed excellently by Verevkin [1].  

As the static method measurement already indicates, the vapor pressure is directly linked to the 

saturation concentration of an analyte. For low vapor pressures the concentration of the analyte can 

be derived directly from the Ideal Gas law: 

 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 × 𝑀

𝑅 × 𝑇
 (1) 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: vapor pressure [Pa], 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡: saturation concentration [mg L-1], 𝑅: ideal gas constant (8.3145 J mol-1 K-1), 𝑇: temperature 

[K], 𝑀: molar mass of analyte [g mol-1] 

The air-concentration of an analyte is important for its gas-phase detection. For this reason the vapor 

pressure is used in diffusion-based models to estimate the concentration of analytes under real (non-

saturation) conditions. [2] The vapor pressure is an important parameter for modelling the evaporation 

of droplets. [3] 

If a vapor pressure measurement is performed over a sufficient temperature range, the enthalpy of 

sublimation (for solid analytes) or vaporization (for liquid analytes) can be derived from the 

measurement. (cf. section 6.2) With the vapor pressure and the enthalpy of sublimation or 

vaporization the ambient reference temperature 298.15 K, the vapor pressure at close temperatures 

can be calculated with respect to the linear relation in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. (cf. section 

6.2, equation 31). For each compound that was measured in this work both parameters are stated 

together with the coefficients for the fitting equation (cf. section 6.2, equation 48).  

In scientific literature physico-chemists mostly avoid the discussion of absolute vapor pressures and 

limit their discussion to enthalpies of vaporization or sublimation. The reason for this is simple: In 

contrast to the vapor pressure the temperature-dependency of the enthalpies of volatilization is 

relatively low. Additionally the vapor pressure is more sensitive to systematic experimental errors. 

The enthalpy of volatilization is a useful parameter for the transfer of the results of quantum-chemical 

gas-phase calculation to the condensed state: 

 ∆𝑓𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15, g) - ∆𝑙

𝑔
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = ∆𝑓𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15, liq) (2) 

 ∆𝑓𝐻𝑚
°   (298.15, g) - ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = ∆𝑓𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15, cr) (3) 

∆𝑓𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15, g): molar enthalpy of formation in gaseous state at 298.15 K, ∆𝑙

𝑔
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K): molar enthalpy of vaporization 

at 298.15 K, ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K): molar enthalpy of sublimation at 298.15 K. 

Since the vapor pressure of explosives is an important parameter for the gas-phase detection of 

explosives, it has been recently reviewed twice by Östmark et al.[4] in 2012 and by Ewing et al. [5] in 

2013. Ewing et al. [5] have summarized the vapor pressures of explosives at 298.15 K in comparison 

with the results by Östmark et al. [4]. (cf. Figure 1)
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Figure 1 – left: p-T-plot of the vapor pressure of numerous explosives by Östmark et al. [4]. Reprinted with permission from [4] Copyright 2012 John Wiley and sons. right: The vapor pressure of 
numerous explosives at 298.15 K. For the meaning of the acronyms see reference [5]. Reprinted with permission from [5] Copyright 2012 Elsevier Ltd. 
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In general the results derived from literature data by both groups are in good agreement as 

demonstrated by the ratio of the vapor pressure calculated by Östmark and Ewing, which ranges from 

0.72 to 1.43 besides two exceptions for the extremely low-volatile nitroguanidine and HMX 20. As 

indicated by Ewing et al. [5] the saturation equilibrium concentration of explosives is in the ppbv- and 

pptv-regime of equilibrium concentration. For some explosives the concentration is drastically lower 

(e.g. HMX 20). State-of the art gas-phase explosive detection equipment is capable to detect the vapor 

of RDX 19 without preconcentration.[6] 

The data collected by both reviews [4-5] is based on 31 publications, which partially date back to 1916. 

It would be desirable to establish a vapor pressure data base for explosives measured with state of the 

art equipment, which was validated with well-investigated reference compounds. 

In comparison to stable analytes like hydrocarbons the vapor pressures of explosives reported in the 

literature are less consistent with each other. To cite Dr. Joda C. Wormhoudt, who is concerned with a 

program of literature reviews and laboratory measurements in support of an explosives vapor pressure 

database [7]: 

“I did learn one thing, that the small world of explosives vapor pressure measurements is different than 

the great world of vapor pressure measurements on stable compounds. The common situation for 

explosives is that if you had 10 groups whose measurements on reference compounds agree to within 

a few per cent, 9 out of the 10 would have disagreements far in excess of their error estimates, factors 

of 2 or 3 or the like, with no idea as to the cause, and the tenth would be off by an order of magnitude 

or more, perhaps due to some blunder but perhaps unknown as well.” [8] 

For the reasons stated above we decided to establish the transpiration method (cf. section 6) as 

established by Verevkin et al. [9] in our workgroup. After the initial establishment of the experimental 

setup it was tested with reference substances that included volatile (iso-amyl acetate), medium-

volatile (n-hexanol, n-octanol, naphthalene) and low-volatile (anthracene) analytes with reliable 

literature data. 

 

Figure 2 – Reference Compounds studied in this work: iso-amyl acetate, n-octanol, n-hexanol, naphthalene, anthracene 

Since all reference analytes could be measured successfully, the transpiration method was applied to 

peroxides (TATP 02, DADP 03), nitrate esters (EGDN 06, GTN 07, ETN 08), nitrotoluenes (2-MNT 12, 3-

MNT 13, 4-MNT 14, 2,4-DNT 15, 2,6-DNT 16, TNT 17), nitroalkanes (DMBNB 26, 2-nitrobutane, 2-

methyl-2-nitrobutane), nitronaphthalenes (1-nitronaphthalene, 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene) and 

seven structurally related organo(thio)phosphates (I-VIII) including the pesticide amitone. (cf. Figure 
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3). In the following all experiments that were performed with the transpiration method will be 

presented. Published results will be given as original publications.  

 

Figure 3 – Molecular Structures of all analytes characterized with the transpiration method in this work. 

The transpiration method experiment and the mathematical processing are detailed in section 6.2. 

Published results will be given as original publications. A summary of the most important aspects is 

given for all unpublished results including the reference compound measurements in the following: 

All p-T sets of data discussed were analyzed with the the Fit-Function using the heat capacity 

differences stated in the corresponding section. 
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(5) 

𝑝o: reference pressure being 1[Pa], ∆l
g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° : molar heat capacity difference from liquid to gaseous state [J K-1 mol-1], 

∆cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° :molar heat capacity difference from solid to gaseous state [J K-1 mol-1], 𝑇: temperature [K], 𝑇0: reference temperature 

[K], 𝐴,  𝐵: fitting coefficients (A: [ ], B: [K]). 

In this way the fitting coefficients A and B can be obtained for each individual set of data, which allows 

the calculation of enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation at the average temperature of the 

measurement:  

 ∆l
g𝐻m

o (𝑇) = R𝐵 + ∆l
g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° 𝑇 (6) 
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 ∆cr
g 𝐻m

o (𝑇) = R𝐵 + ∆cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° 𝑇 (7) 

∆l
g
𝐻m

o (𝑇): molar enthalpy of vaporization [J mol-1] ∆cr
g

𝐻m
o (𝑇) molar enthalpy of sublimation [J mol-1] 

The obtained enthalpies of vaporization (eq. (6)) or sublimation (eq. (7)) are adjusted for comparison 

to T = 298.15 K according to the method provided by Chickos et al. [10] using the heat capacity 

differences and heat capacities stated in each section. Furthermore, 𝑝sat at T = 298.15 K can be 

evaluated from each individual complete p-T-dataset using equation (1) or (2). The commercial source 

and purity of each reference compound is detailed in each section. 

All p-T-datasets discussed will be visualized for comparison using Clausius-Clapeyron plots. The 

enthalpies of sublimation and vaporization at 298.15 K will be compared with literature values that 

were derived from the literature p-T-data by identical data treatment using equations (4) to (7) and 

the error estimation stated elsewhere [9b] for the sake of comparability. If sufficient data is available 

for comparison an uncertainty-weighted average value of own and literature data is calculated, which 

is used as a benchmark for the precision of the own transpiration method experiments with reference 

compounds. Furthermore an average value for the vapor pressure at 298.15 K derived by equation (1) 

or (2) from the p-T-dataset will be stated for each compound. 
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7.1 Measurement of Reference Compounds 
For the initial validation of the experimental setup the following reference compounds were chosen: 

naphthalene, anthracene, iso-amyl acetate, n-hexanol and n-octanol. (see Figure 1) 

 

Figure 1 - Chemical structures of the reference compounds investigated in this work: naphthalene, anthracene, iso-amyl 
acetate, n-hexanol and n –octanol. 

 

Figure 2 - Experimental vapor pressures of iso-amyl acetate, n-hexonal, n-octanol, naphthalene and anthracene obtained in 
this work. 

A Clausius-Clapeyron plot of all reference compound p-T datasets measured in this work is compiled 

in Figure 2. The reference compounds cover measurement scenarios for compounds with high volatility 

(iso-amyl acetate), medium volatility (n-hexanol, n-octanol, naphthalene) and low volatility 

(anthracene). In the following the measurement of each reference compound will be discussed in 

detail including the p-T-data measured in this work in comparison with literature p-T-datasets. All p-T 

sets of data discussed were analyzed with the the Fit-Function using the heat capacity differences 

stated in Table 11. 
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7.1.1 Naphthalene 
Table 1 - Naphthalene: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕  and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work. 

Naphthalene: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 72.76 ± 0.32 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
289.5

𝑅
−

80397.1

𝑅𝑇
+

25.6

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

278.6 0.28 3.95 297.8 1.98 1.39 0.04 73.27 170.0 

278.4 1.02 14.8 296.0 4.94 1.33 0.04 73.27 169.9 

278.6 0.25 3.58 297.7 1.96 1.34 0.04 73.27 169.6 

283.4 0.26 2.13 297.4 1.94 2.36 0.06 73.14 169.5 

283.4 0.26 2.16 297.7 1.96 2.36 0.06 73.14 169.5 

283.3 1.02 8.65 295.9 1.97 2.28 0.06 73.14 169.3 

288.3 1.15 5.54 297.0 1.98 4.01 0.11 73.02 169.1 

288.3 0.52 2.51 297.6 1.93 4.01 0.11 73.02 169.1 

288.3 0.52 2.54 298.2 1.95 3.98 0.10 73.02 169.0 

293.3 0.22 0.652 299.0 1.96 6.70 0.19 72.89 168.6 

293.3 0.44 1.28 297.6 1.92 6.64 0.19 72.89 168.6 

293.2 1.21 3.57 297.5 1.98 6.58 0.19 72.89 168.5 

298.2 0.32 0.56 299.9 1.96 11.1 0.3 72.76 168.3 

298.2 0.54 0.96 297.7 1.91 11.0 0.3 72.76 168.2 

298.2 0.98 1.75 295.9 1.99 10.7 0.3 72.76 168.0 

303.2 0.53 0.57 297.8 1.91 17.8 0.5 72.64 167.8 

303.2 0.50 0.55 300.3 1.95 17.8 0.5 72.64 167.8 

303.2 1.97 2.18 296.4 1.98 17.4 0.5 72.64 167.7 

308.1 1.53 1.04 298.0 1.90 28.4 0.7 72.51 167.4 

308.2 0.75 0.520 300.2 1.95 28.0 0.7 72.51 167.3 

308.2 0.91 0.628 297.0 1.98 27.9 0.7 72.51 167.2 

313.1 1.06 0.453 297.3 1.01 44.9 1.2 72.38 167.1 

313.1 1.48 0.643 298.4 1.93 44.5 1.1 72.38 167.0 

313.1 1.44 0.632 297.8 1.90 44.1 1.1 72.38 166.9 

313.1 1.44 0.649 300.1 1.95 43.2 1.1 72.38 166.7 

318.1 1.68 0.482 298.6 1.93 67.7 1.7 72.25 166.5 

318.1 1.17 0.334 296.5 1.00 67.4 1.7 72.25 166.4 

323.0 2.54 0.474 297.5 1.90 104 3 72.13 166.1 

328.0 3.75 0.471 297.6 1.88 154 4 72.00 165.6 

333.0 5.65 0.480 297.9 1.92 228 6 71.87 165.2 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure 3 – Experimental vapor pressure of naphthalene in comparison with literature values. 

Table 2 – Compilation of data on enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  of naphthalene 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g 𝑯𝒎
° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1  

This work T 278.4-333.0 300.3 72.7±0.1 72.8±0.2 10.8 

Monte 2006 [1] S 267.2-273.2 270.2 74.6±0.4 73.8±2.1 11.6 

Ruzicka 2005 [2] S 258.5-278.8 268.1 75.7±0.3 74.9±0.7 12.0 

Ambrose 1975 [3] S 263.6-343.1 303.6 72.2±0.1 72.3±0.3 11.2 

     72.8±0.2e 11.4f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration Method, S: Static Method c Enthalpies 

of Sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [4] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -25.6 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (cr)= 165.7 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 11). d Weighted average value, calculated using uncertainty as the 

weighing factor. e Vapor pressure at 298.15 K f Average value. 
 
Naphthalene is the common reference compound for validation of vapor pressure measurements since 

reliable experimental data exists. (cf. Table 2) The sublimation behavior of naphthalene was measured 

with the transpiration method in this work. The results obtained are compared with three static 

method datasets by Monte et al. [1], Ruzicka et al. [2] and Ambrose et al. [3]. Ruzicka et al. [2] provide 

for the temperature range 150 – 350 K a set of recommended vapor pressures of naphtalene that was 

developed by a multi-property simultaneous correlation of vapor pressures and related thermal data. 

The excellent agreement of the p-T-data obtained by the transpiration experiment with the literature 

values can be visualized by graphical comparison in a Clausius-Clapeyron plot (cf. Figure 3). It reveals 

the high agreement of all sets of data.  
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Figure 4 - Comparison of enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K for naphthalene. (cf. Table 2) a) experimental values, b) 
recommended, compiled literature data. 

The enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K obtained by this work in comparison with literature values 

are compiled in Table 2 and visualized in Figure 4. The value measured in this work (72.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1) 

is in agreement the static method measurements by Ambrose et al. [3] and Monte et al. [1] and the 

compiled data recommended by Ruzicka et al. [2]. Based on the data available, a weighted average 

sublimation enthalpy of 72.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1 was calculated using the uncertainty as the weighing factor. 

The vapor pressures of naphthalene at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual complete 

dataset are compiled in Table 2. The mean value of 11.4 Pa can be considered as a recommendation 

for the ambient condition vapor pressure of naphthalene. Ruzicka et al. [2] provide a dataset of 

recommended vapor pressures of naphtalene that was developed by a multi-property simultaneous 

correlation of vapor pressures and related thermal data. For the temperature T = 298.15 K an enthalpy 

of sublimation of 72.44 kJ mol-1 and a vapor pressure of 10.92 Pa are recommended. The values 

recommended by Ruzicka et al. [2] are in fair agreement with the enthalpy of sublimation and absolute 

vapor pressures evaluated in this work (72.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1; 11.4 Pa) considering the fact that Ruzicka 

et al. used the highly sophisticated SimCor Method for the temperature correlation of vapor pressures 

and related thermal data. This method outperforms the two parameter p-T-data fitting approach 

(equation (1)) in this work, yet the results are in sufficient agreement.   
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7.1.2 Anthracene 
Table 3 - Anthracene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

 
Anthracene: ∆cr

g 𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) = 101.50 ± 0.59 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
314.9

R
−

111194.6

R𝑇
+

32.5

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆cr
g 𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g 𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

323.2 0.34 223 297 5.03 0.02 0.01 100.69 183.9 

328.0 0.30 111 297.1 5.05 0.04 0.01 100.53 183.4 

333.0 0.32 65.5 297.1 5.04 0.07 0.01 100.37 183.4 

333.0 0.34 73.0 297.3 5.05 0.07 0.01 100.37 182.9 

338.0 0.28 35.4 296.7 5.03 0.11 0.01 100.21 182.4 

338.0 0.30 36.8 296.6 2.55 0.11 0.01 100.21 182.6 

343.0 0.29 21.1 296.8 5.04 0.19 0.01 100.05 182.2 

347.9 0.30 13.3 296.6 5.03 0.32 0.01 99.89 181.7 

352.9 0.28 7.96 295.9 5.03 0.49 0.02 99.72 180.9 

352.9 0.27 7.54 297.1 5.03 0.49 0.02 99.72 180.9 

352.9 0.29 7.92 298.0 2.56 0.51 0.02 99.72 181.1 

357.9 0.29 5.02 296.5 5.02 0.80 0.02 99.56 180.6 

362.9 0.28 3.12 296.3 5.05 1.28 0.04 99.40 180.2 

367.8 0.24 1.67 296.3 5.02 2.03 0.06 99.24 179.9 

372.8 0.28 1.25 296.3 5.01 3.12 0.08 99.08 179.5 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 
of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 
temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 
temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 
temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 
with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure 5 – Experimental vapor pressure of anthracene in comparison with literature values. 

 

Figure 6 – Experimental vapor pressure of anthracene. Internal comparison of own experimental results with the literature 
data from Santos et al. [5]. 
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Table 4 – Compilation of data on enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  of anthracene 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g 𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 mPa 

This Work T 323.2-372.8 346.4 99.9±0.4 101.5±0.6 0.93 

Santos 2011 [5] K 323.3-375.4 350.8 100.5±0.5 102.2±0.7 0.89 

Siddiqi 2009 [6] K 339.3-398.6 379.1 96.2±1.4 98.5±1.5e 0.99e 

Goldfarb 2008 [7] K 322.2-348.2 337.8 98.4±1.6 99.6±1.7 0.77 

Bender 2008 [8] T 353.6-398.6 374.8 94.7±0.6 97.2±0.9 1.29 

Chen 2006 [9] K 320.2-354.1 337.9 93.4±2.5 94.6±2.6 1.44 

R. da Silva 2006 [10] K 340.4-360.4 349.8 107.0±0.6 108.6±1.2 0.56 

Oja 1998 [11] K 300.9-347.3 326.2 100.1±1.6 100.9±1.6 0.85 

Hansen 1986 [12] T 313.2-363.2 337.4 102.6±1.3 103.9±1.4 0.78 

Macknick 1979 [13] T 358.4-393.1 375.9 94.7±0.1 97.3±0.8 1.29 

Kruif 1979 [14] W 337.7-360.9 352.6 100.4±0.0 102.1±0.9 0.83 

Kelley 1964 [15] D 368.2-378.2 373.1 98.2±0.8 100.6±2.5 0.80 

     100.9±0.3f 0.95g 

a Author and year of publication b Methods: T: Transpiration Method, K: Knudsen Effusion, W: Torsion-
and Weighing-Effusion, D: dynamic method, c Enthalpies of Sublimation were adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [4] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
°  = 32.5 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (cr) = 211.7 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 11) d Vapor 

pressure at 298.15 K. e For data analysis the apparently erroneous data points (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝): 1.18 Pa / 

369.85 K and 0.577 Pa / 383.95 K were disregarded. f Weighted average value, calculated using 
uncertainty as the weighing factor. g Average value. 

 

Figure 7 - Comparison of Enthalpies of Sublimation at 298.15 K for Anthracene. (cf. Table 4) 

Anthracene is the reference compound with the lowest volatility analyzed within this work. The 

literature data compiled in Table 4 includes six Knudsen-effusion measurements, four transpiration 

method experiments, one torsion- and weighing-effusion experiment and one dynamic method 

measurement. (cf. Table 4) The enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) available in the literature 

spread from 94.6 ± 2.6 kJ mol-1 reported by Chen et al. [9] to 108.6 ± 1.2 kJ mol-1 reported by Ribeiro 

da Silva et al. [10]. A graphic visualization of all sublimation enthalpies ∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) compiled in 

Table 4 for anthracene can be found in Figure 7. The value obtained in this work (101.5 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1) 

is in very good agreement with the uncertainty-weighted average value 100.9±0.3 kJ mol-1 derived 

from all available ∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K)-values. (cf. Table 4) A Clausius-Clapeyron plot of selected datasets 
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can be found in Figure 5. The data from this work was plotted together with the set of data from Santos 

et al. [5] in Figure 6. The absolute vapor pressures measured in this work are in a good agreement with 

this most recent measurement. Few points from the dataset reported by Siddiqi et al. [6] (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝): 

1.18 Pa/369.85 K and 0.577 Pa / 383.95 K. (cf. Figure 5) seem to be erroneous. They were excluded 

from data treatment (see Table 4). 

The vapor pressures of anthracene at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual complete 

dataset are compiled in Table 4. The mean value of 0.95 mPa can be considered as a recommendation 

for the ambient condition vapor pressure of anthracene. 
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7.1.3 iso-amyl acetate 
Table 5 - iso-Amyl acetate: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

iso-amyl acetate : ∆l
gHm

°  (298.15 K) = 46.28 ± 0.40 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
285.8

𝑅
−

68908.5

𝑅𝑇
+

75.9

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

263.6 2.69 1.07 296.0 2.00 56.9 1.5 48.90 123.4 

268.4 3.03 0.730 295.9 1.99 87.6 2.2 48.54 122.3 

273.4 2.95 0.471 296.0 1.01 127 3 48.16 120.8 

278.3 3.31 0.353 296.0 1.01 187 5 47.78 119.4 

283.3 4.64 0.337 295.6 1.01 269 7 47.41 118.2 

288.2 6.57 0.337 295.7 1.01 378 9 47.03 116.8 

293.2 6.78 0.252 295.8 1.01 517 13 46.66 115.4 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

Figure 8 – Experimental vapor pressure of iso-amyl acetate in comparison with literature values. 
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Figure 9 – Experimental vapor pressure of iso-amyl acetate. Zoom on datapoints measured within this work. 

Table 6 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Vaporisation ∆c
g
𝐻𝑚 of iso-amyl acetate 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 263.6-293.2 278.0 48.0±0.3  46.3±0.4 720 

Verevkin 1999 [16] T 278.4-290.2 284.2 46.9±0.4 45.8±0.7 718 

Espinosa D. 1999 [17] S 225-442 315.2 45.7±0.6 46.8±0.2 763 

Usanovich 1959 [18] E 313.8-367.7 341.74 44.2±0.3 47.3±0.4 779 

     46.7±0.2e 745f 
a Author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration Method, S: Static Method, E: Ebulliometry 
c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [4] with ∆𝑙

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° = 75.9 J mol-1 K-1 

and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq) = 251.4 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 11) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. e Weighted average value, 

calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. 

Iso-amyl acetate is the most volatile reference compound whose vaporization characteristics were 

analyzed. Literature data for comparison was reported by Verevkin et al. [16] with a transpiration 

method dataset, Espinosa Dıáz et al. [17] with a static method dataset and Usanovich et al. [18] with a 

high temperature ebulliometry dataset. The high precision static method measurement by Espinosa 

Dıáz et al. [17] is ideal for benchmarking of the data obtained with the transpiration method since it 

was generated by a highly reliable direct measurement of the vapor pressure.  
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Figure 10 - Comparison of enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K for iso-amyl acetate. (cf. Table 6) 

The enthalpies of vaporization of iso-amyl acetate at 298.15 K are compiled in Table 6 and visualized 

in Figure 10. The value measured in this work (46.3 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1) is in agreement with the 

measurements by Verevkin et al. [16], Espinosa Dıáz et al. [17] and Usanovich et al. [18]. A weighted 

average value of 46.7 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1 was calculated from all available data using the uncertainty of the 

values as the weighing factor. 

The vapor pressures of iso-amyl acetate at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual 

complete dataset are compiled in Table 6. The mean value of 745 Pa can be considered as a 

recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of iso-amyl acetate. 
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7.1.4 n-Hexanol 
Table 7 – n-Hexanol: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

n-Hexanol: ∆l
g𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 61.70 ± 0.23 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
329.4

R
−

86832.2

R𝑇
+

84.3

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

273.5 1.07 2.61 297.3 2.00 10.2 0.3 63.78 156.8 

278.4 1.12 1.69 295.9 2.01 16.3 0.4 63.36 155.1 

283.3 0.99 0.929 298.0 1.99 26.3 0.7 62.95 153.6 

288.3 3.08 1.75 295.9 1.98 42.7 1.1 62.53 152.4 

293.3 3.11 1.16 295.9 1.98 65.2 1.7 62.11 150.8 

298.2 3.01 0.729 298.5 1.99 101 3 61.7 149.5 

303.2 3.06 0.497 298.1 1.99 149 4 61.28 148.0 

308.2 5.70 0.633 297.6 2.00 218 5 60.85 146.5 

313.1 6.02 0.454 298.0 1.01 322 8 60.44 145.3 

318.1 5.74 0.302 298.0 1.01 461 12 60.02 144.0 

323.1 5.45 0.202 298.1 1.01 656 16 59.60 142.7 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 
of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 
temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 
temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 
temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 
with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

Figure 11 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-hexanol in comparison with literature values. 
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Figure 12 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-hexanol. Zoom on datapoints measured within this work. 

 

Table 8 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

°  of n-Hexanol. 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 273.5-323.1 297.4 61.8±0.15 61.7±0.2 99 

Gierycz 2009 [19] E 343.46-393.15 371.84 57.5±0.14 63.4±0.5 81 

Tan 2004 [20] E 369.95-416.39 399.47 51.0±0.14 59.1±0.6 121 

Verevkin 2001 [21] T 265.0-328.1 292.5 61.5±0.31 61.1±0.4 100 

N'Guimbi 1992 [22] S 253.4-338.2 297.6 61.4±0.06 61.1±0.1 109 

Mansson 1977 [23] C    61.85±0.20  

Wadsö 1966 [24, 25] C    61.63±0.17  

Green 1960 [26] C    62.8±1.3  

     61.4±0.1e 102f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, E: Ebulliometry, S: Static Method C: 

Calorimetry c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [4] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -

84.3 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq)= 240.1 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 11) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. e Weighted 

average value, calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value 
 

n-Hexanol is a medium volatility reference compound. The literature data compiled in Table 8 includes 

direct calorimetric vaporization enthalpy measurements by Mansson et al. [23], Wadsö et al. [24] and 

Green et al. [26], a static method measurement by N’Guimbi [22], two recent high temperature 

ebuliometric measurements by Tan et al. [20] and Gierycz et al. [19] and a transpiration experiment by 

Verevkin et al. [21]. In this work the vapor pressure of the medium volatility compound n-hexanol was 
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measured in the temperature range from 273.5 K to 323.1 K. The enthalpies of vaporization of n-

hexanol at 298.15 K are compiled in Table 8 and visualized in Figure 13. The value measured in this 

work (61.7 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1) is in a good agreement with all literature data values besides the high 

temperature ebuliometry measurements by Tan et al. [20] and Gierycz et al. [20] and the static method 

data measured by N'Guimbi et al. [22]. The best agreement can be found by comparing the data 

obtained in this work with the direct calorimetric measurements. 

 

Figure 13 - Comparison of Enthalpies of Vaporization at 298.15 K for n-hexanol. (cf. Table 8) 

Based on the data available a weighted average value of 61.4 ± 0.1 kJ mol-1 was calculated using the 

uncertainty of the values as the weighing factor.  

The p-T-data of this work was plotted together with that of the literature in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

The vapor pressures of n-hexanol at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual complete 

dataset are compiled in Table 8. The mean value of 102 Pa can be considered as a recommendation 

for the ambient condition vapor pressure of n-hexanol. 
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7.1.5 n-Octanol 
Table 9 – n-Octanol: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

 
n-Octanol: ∆l

g𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 71.02 ± 0.43 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
361.4

R
−

101940.0

R𝑇
+

103.7

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

283.3 1.10 8.99 295.7 1.99 2.33 0.06 72.57 167.5 

288.2 1.17 5.79 296.1 2.00 3.84 0.10 72.05 165.4 

293.2 0.99 3.00 296.1 2.00 6.24 0.18 71.54 163.5 

298.2 1.15 2.10 295.8 2.00 10.4 0.3 71.02 161.9 

303.2 1.00 1.17 296.1 2.00 16.2 0.4 70.5 160.0 

308.2 1.03 0.745 295.9 1.02 26.0 0.7 69.98 158.5 

313.1 1.02 0.475 297.4 1.02 40.7 1.0 69.47 157.0 

318.1 2.03 0.635 297.5 1.00 60.6 1.5 68.95 155.2 

323.1 2.06 0.422 296.4 1.01 92.5 2.3 68.44 153.8 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure 14 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-octanol in comparison with literature values. 

 

Figure 15 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-octanol. Zoom on datapoints measured within this work. 
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Table 10 – Compilation of data on enthalpies of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°   of n-octanol 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1  
This Work T 283.3-323.1 302.61 70.6±0.4 71.0±0.4 10.4 

Censky 2010 [27] E 397.31-465.29 429.85 54.2±0.2 (68.0±0.7) (14.4) 

Nasirzadeh 2006 [28] S 298.2-463.2 374.24 62.6±0.1 70.1±0.5 11.1 

Verevkin 2001 [21] T 282.3-321.4 301.46 69.8±0.3 70.1±0.4 11.1 

N'Guimbi 1992 [22] S 273.3-363.2 314.72 69.5±0.2 71.2±0.2 11.1 

Ambrose 1974 [29] E 328.03-386.96 359.56 64.4±0.1 70.5±0.4 11.4 

Butler 1935 [30] I 333.3-425.9 376.79 61.1±0.3 (69.2±0.3) (12.8) 

Mansson 1977 [23] C    71.98±0.42  

Green 1960 [26] C    72.8±1.7  

     71.0±0.1e 11.0f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, E: Ebulliometry, S: Static Method, I: 

Isoteniscope, C: Compiled Data c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. 

[4] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -103.7 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (liq) = 305.2 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 11) d Vapor pressure at 

298.15 K. e Weighted average value, calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average 

value. Values in brackets were not used for calculation of average value. 

 

The vapor pressure of the medium volatility compound n-octanol was measured in this work in the 

temperature range from 283.3 K to 323.1 K. An enthalpy of vaporization ∆l
g𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) of 

71.0 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1 was derived from the transpiration experiment in this work. (cf. Table 9) Literature 

data is compiled for comparison in  

Table 10 and illustrated in Figure16.  

 

Figure16 Comparison of enthalpies of vaporization at 298.15 K for n-octanol. (cf. Table 10). 

The vaporization enthalpy measured in this work is in very good agreement with those derived from 

the static method measurement by N'Guimbi et al. [22], the Ebuliometry measurement by Ambrose 

and the calorimetric measurements. Based on the data available, a weighted average value of 71.0 ± 

0.1 kJ mol-1 was calculated using the uncertainty of the literature values as the weighing factor. Our 

value (71.0 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1) is in agreement with the averaged result. Vaporization enthalpies derived 

from Censky et al. [27] and Butler et al. [30] are in poor agreement with other results and they were 
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excluded from the average value calculation. The p-T-data for n-octanol (cf. Figure 14, Figure 15) 

available in the literature are in very good agreement.  

Regarding the p-T-data all measurements agree excellently based on graphical comparison. The vapor 

pressures of n-octanol at 298.15 K (see Table 10) that were calculated from each individual complete 

dataset are compiled in Table 6. The arithmetic mean value of 11.0 Pa can be considered as a 

recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of n-octanol. 

7.1.6 Purity of used Chemicals 
Table 11 - Origin and Purity of the Compounds Investigated 

compound CAS# Distributor Product # Lot # purity GC-FID-purity 

iso-Amyl acetate 123-92-2 Fisher Chemicals A/6880/08 1378565 >0.98 0.999 

Naphthalene 91-20-2 Bayer LLB LEV-C703 5H531 „pure“ 0.999 

Anthracene 120-12-7 Acros Organics 104861000 A0345887 0.99 0.999 

n-Hexanol 111-27-3 Sigma-Aldrich 471402 SHBF4653V ≥0.99 0.999 

n-Octanol 111-87-5 Sigma-Aldrich 297887 STBD7196V ≥0.99 0.999 
 

Table 11 lists Name, CAS#, distributer, Product #, Lot #, manufacturer purity statement and GC-FID-

purity. All purities were checked with a GC-FID setup and the mass of analyte sample used for GC/MS 

quantification corrected by the purity obtained. 

7.1.7 Compilation of Heat Capacities and Heat Capacity Differences  
Table 12 - Calculation of Molar Heat Capacity Differences at T = 298.15 K 

compound 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜  ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜  

 exp. exp. calc. calc.   

 [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

iso-Amyl acetate 251.4[31]  (254.1)  -75.9a 
 

Naphthalene  165.7[32, 33]  (158.2)  -25.6a 

Anthracene  211.7[33]  (211.4)  -32.5a 

n-Hexanol 240.1[21]  (247.5)  -84.3b  
n-Octanol 305.2[21]  (311.3)  -103.7b  

Bracketed values not used for calculation of heat capacity differences. a) calculated by ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 =

10.58 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) × 0.26 [4] b) calculated with experimental values for 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (g) [34] c) calculated by 

∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 0.75 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) × 0.15 [4] 
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7.2     Measurement of the Peroxides TATP 02 and DADP 03 
 

This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of the peroxides TATP 02 and DADP 

03: 

 

 

The results were published in Propellants, Explosives, Pyrotechnics [1] and are reprinted with 

permission. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
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Gas-phase Concentration of Triacetone Triperoxide (TATP)
and Diacetone Diperoxide (DADP)
Martin A. C. H�rtel,[a] Thomas M. Klapçtke,*[a] Benedikt Stiasny,[a] and Jçrg Stierstorfer[a]

Abstract: The present investigation is about the determi-
nation of the gas phase concentration parameters of the
notorious explosives triacetone triperoxide (TATP, 1) and di-
acetone diperoxide (DADP, 2), which have been frequently
used in improvised explosive devices. According to calcu-
lations with EXPLO5 the energetic performance of both ex-
plosives is similar. The enthalpy of sublimation Dg

cr H
�

m

(298.15 K) (1: 76.7�0.7 kJ mol�1; 2: 75.0�0.5 kJ mol�1) and
vapor pressures psat(298.15 K) (1: 6.7 Pa, 2: 26.6 Pa) of both
compounds have been studied using the transpiration
method in the ambient temperature range of 274–314 K.
The results obtained in this work were compared critically

with the existing literature values. Data for DADP (2) mostly
shows agreement with literature ones. However data of
TATP (1) obtained in this work revealed insufficient agree-
ment of all sets of data available in literature, which might
be explained by the rich polymorphism of TATP 1. The satu-
ration and diffusion equilibrium concentration of both ana-
lytes was calculated at 298.15 K. In comparison to the satu-
ration equilibrium concentration measured in this work (1:
600 mg L�1, 2: 1589 mg L�1) the corresponding estimated dif-
fusion condition air concentrations (1: 3.1 ng L�1, 2:
10 ng L�1, for a surface of 200 cm2) are lower by five orders
of magnitude.

Keywords: Peroxides · Vapor Pressure · Energetic Materials · Air Concentration · Explosive Detection

1 Introduction

Triacetone triperoxide (1), also known as TATP, is the con-
densation product of hydrogen peroxide with acetone and
was discovered accidentally by Wolffenstein [1] in 1895.

Due to its high volatility and sensitivity toward external
stimuli the medium performance explosive is not applied in
neither the civil nor the military sector.

With respect to the free availability of its precursors and
its readiness for detonation initiation the compound is pop-
ular in the amateur chemist and terrorist scene. Un-
fortunately this was demonstrated by the recent TATP re-
lated incident in Oberursel (Germany, 2015, [2]) and the ISIS
terror attack in Paris (France, 2015, [3]). A 17 year old teen-
ager (Germany, 2006, [4]) was arrested for hoarding 2 kg of
TATP 1, which underlines the ease of TATP 1 synthesis. Oxley
et al. investigated the factors influencing the formation of
TATP 1 and its side product diacetone diperoxide (DADP, 2)
[5] as well as the destruction of TATP [6]. Lubczyk et al. [7]
recently published a method for desensitizing TATP for
training and testing purposes in an ionic liquid matrix and
pointed out that resublimed TATP 1 shows a higher impact
(0.1 J) and friction sensitivity of (0.05 N) than the crude
product from the aqueous synthesis (0.5 J, 0.2 N) that is sta-
bilized by trace amounts of water. The resublimation of
TATP during storage enhances the risk of unintended deto-
nation. With respect to this and the challenging gas phase
detection of explosives [8] one of the most interesting pa-
rameters of TATP and DADP is their vapor pressure. The
sublimation behavior of both peroxides 1 and 2 was meas-

ured in this work with the transpiration method and com-
pared critically with the existing literature data. Recom-
mendations for the ambient condition (298.15 K) vapor
pressure, saturation and diffusion equilibrium air concen-
tration and enthalpy of sublimation are given (Figure 1).

2 Experimental

All reagents and solvents were used as received (Sigma-Al-
drich, Fluka, Acros Organics, ACBR). NMR spectra were

[a] M. A. C. H�rtel, T. M. Klapçtke, B. Stiasny, J. Stierstorfer
Department of Chemistry
University of Munich
Butenandtstr. 9, 81377 Munich, Germany
*e-mail: tmk@cup.uni-muenchen.de

Figure 1. Chemical structures of TATP 1 and DADP 2.
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measured with a JEOL ECX-400 and a Bruker AVANCE 400
MHz NMR instrument. The chemical shift of the solvent
peaks were adjusted according to literature values [38]. In-
frared spectra were measured with a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR
Spektrum BXII instrument equipped with a Smith Dura Sam-
pIIR II ATR unit. Transmittance values are described as
“strong” (s), “medium” (m), and “weak” (w). Raman spectra
were recorded on a Bruker RAM II device (1064 nm,
300 mW). Relative peak intensities are given in brackets. Ele-
mental analyses (EA) were performed with a Netzsch STA
429 simultaneous thermal analyzer. Sensitivity data were
determined using a BAM drophammer and a BAM friction
tester. The electrostatic sensitivity tests were carried out us-
ing an Electric Spark Tester ESD 2010 EN (OZM Research).
The particle sizes stated are valid for all sensitivity measure-
ments. Melting points were measured with a Buechi B-540
melting point apparatus using a heating rate of 5 8C min�1.
For the powder diffraction experiment on TATP the analytes
were filled into a 0.5 mm Lindemann capillary. The material
was then investigated on a Huber G644 Guinier diffrac-
tometer with the angle calibrated using electronic grade
germanium (a = 5.6575 �). Measurements with MoKa1 radi-
tion were made over the 2q range 2–128 with an increment
of 0.028 and a counting time of 20 seconds per increment
at 25 8C.

CAUTION! TATP 1 and DADP 2 are energetic materials with
sensitivity to various stimuli. While we encountered no issues
in the handling of these materials, proper protective measures
(face shield, ear protection, body armor, Kevlar gloves, and
earthed equipment) should be used during the handling of
both compounds at all times including vapor pressure meas-
urements.

TATP 1: 3.14 mL 50 % aqueous H2O2 solution (3.76 g,
0.11 mol) and 0.86 mL conc. H2SO4 (1.58 g, 0.016 mol) are
mixed and cooled to 0 8C. 4.90 mL acetone (3.87 g,
0.07 mol) are added dropwise. After stirring the mixture at
0 8C for 3 h, it is extracted with 70 mL pentane. The pentane
mixture is washed two times with 20 mL saturated ammoni-
um sulfate solution and afterwards three times with 20 mL
of water. The organic phase is dried over magnesium sul-
fate. After evaporation of the solvent a colorless solid is iso-
lated. (2.07 g, 40 %) [9]

1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, 300 K): d= 1.45 (18 H).
13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz, 300 K): d= 21.5 (CH3), 107.7 (C). IR
(ATR): ~n (cm�1) = 3005 (w), 2945 (w), 1600 (w), 1461 (w),
1376 (m), 1361 (m), 1274 (w), 1232 (m), 1200 (m), 1178 (s),
997 (w), 945 (m), 937 (m), 884 (s), 842 (m), 784 (m), 615 (m).
Raman (1064 nm) ~n (cm�1) = 3012 (55), 3001 (54), 2948
(100), 10450 (30), 1372 (5), 1338 (6), 962 (48), 913 (50), 864
(60), 856 (48), 653 (7), 555 (61), 452 (28), 434 (30), 412 (28),
380 (8). EA found (calcd.): C 48.73 (48.63), H: 8.26 (8.18). IS:
1.5 J, FS: <5 N, ESD: 0.2 J (<100 mm), Tmelt: 97–98 8C.

DADP 2: 10 mL dichloromethane are cooled in an ice
bath. 2.00 mL acetone (1.58 g, 0.03 mol) and 4.00 mL 30 %
aqueous H2O2 solution (4.44 g, 0.04 mol) are added. 4.00 mL
concentrated perchloric acid (7.08 g, 0.07 mol) are added

drop wisely and the mixture was stirred at 0 8C for 1 h. Af-
terwards the mixture is stored for three days at room tem-
perature to allow complete conversion of TATP to DADP.
The formed colorless precipitate is filtered off, washed with
water and recrystallized from methanol. (0.23 g, 10 %) [10].

1H NMR (CDCl3, 400 MHz, 300 K): d= 1.35 (s, 6H), 1.79 (s,
6H). 13C NMR (CDCl3, 100 MHz, 300 K): d= 20.7 (CH3), 22.5
(CH3), 107.7 (C). IR (ATR): ~n (cm�1) = 3031 (w), 3000 (w), 2955
(w), 1603 (w), 1452 (w), 1374 (m), 1367 (m), 1284 (w), 1268
(m), 1198 (s), 1006 (w), 943 (m), 930 (m), 858 (m), 839 (w),
814 (m), 686 (m). Raman (1064 nm) ~n (cm�1) = 3053 (25),
3004 (100), 2980 (62), 1450 (18), 1417 (21), 1260 (17), 940
(23), 917 (19), 863 (64), 720 (65), 512 (8), 501 (58), 491 (22),
452 (10), 447 (9), 428 (17), 382 (53). EA found (calcd.): C
48.24 (48.63), H: 8.13 (8.18), IS: 5 J, FS: 5 N, ESD: 0.2 J (<
100 mm). Tmelt: 132–133 8C.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Polymorphism of TATP

TATP was synthesized according to Milas et al. [9]. DADP
was synthesized according to Landenberger et al. [10]. The
complete chemical characterization of both compounds can
be found in the experimental section. With respect to the
six possible solid state polymorphs of TATP reported with
crystal structures by Reany et al. [11] the TATP synthesized
in this work was analyzed with powder X-Ray diffraction to
determine its polymorphic composition (see Figure 2). It
could be found that the investigated TATP consisted mainly
of the main polymorph reported for TATP crude products

Figure 2. Powder diffractogram of the TATP synthesized in this
work after Rietveld Refinement in comparison with the calculated
diffractogram of the major polymorph (Cif-File #241973, [11–12])
found in TATP crude products. Y-obs: observed reflexes, Y-calc: cal-
culated reflexes, Y-obs – Y-calc: difference of observed and calcu-
lated reflexes.
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(Cif-File #241973, [11–12]). The discrepancies between the
observed and calculated diffractograms can be explained by
the presence of further unknown polymorphs.

3.2 Sensitivities and Energetic Properties

Table 1 gives an overview about the energetic properties
and other selected parameters of TATP and DADP synthe-
sized in this work and the melt-cast explosive 2,4,6-trini-
trotoluene (TNT) for comparison. TATP is very sensitive,
while DADP is less sensitive toward impact. Both peroxides
are extremely sensitive toward friction. [13] The sensitivity
values for TATP are slightly higher than the values stated by
Lubczyk et al. [7], yet the friction sensitivity measured in this
work is at the lower limit of the measurement range of the
testing device used (5 N). Both compounds have 200 mJ
sensitivity toward electrostatic discharge. With a room tem-
perature density of 1.25 g cm�3 (see Table 1) the nine-mem-
bered ring system TATP is less dense than the six-mem-
bered DADP (1.31 g cm�3). The denser crystal packing in
DADP results in the higher melting point range (heating
rate 5 8C min�1) of 132–133 8C in comparison to 97–98 8C for
TATP. The exothermic enthalpies of formation of both com-
pounds (1: �640 kJ mol�1; 2: �435 kJ mol�1) were calculated
on a CBS-4 M level using the Gaussian 09 [14] software.
Based on these values and the theoretical maximum density
at 298 K the energetic characteristics were calculated using
EXPLO5 v6.03 (BKW EOS, BKWN constants, initial temper-
ature 3600 K). Both peroxides have a similar theoretical det-
onation pressure pCJ (1: 114 3 108 Pa), 2: 131 3 108 Pa) and

detonation velocity Vdet (1: 6322 m s�1, 2: 6246 m s�1). When
compared to crystalline TNT (pCJ: 191 3 108 Pa, Vdet:
6906 m s�1), the energetic performance of both peroxides is
lower.

3.3 VO-GC/MS of TATP and DADP

TATP and DADP were analyzed using vacuum outlet gas
chromatography as established by de Zeeuw et al. [17] us-
ing a Shimadzu GC/MS QP2010 SE device equipped with an
Atas Optic 4 injector and a Shimadzu AOC-20i autosampler.
The necessary restriction (10.1 mm length, 0.05 mm inner
diameter, Restek� cat. #10098) was connected to a Restek�
RTX TNT 1 column (cat. #12998) with a SGE Siltite� m-Union
(cat. #073562) inside the injector. Due to the incompatibility
of the inner diameter of the commercially available Atas lin-
ers a custom V2A stainless steel liner (10 mm length, 5 mm
outer diameter, 0.5 mm wall thickness, split notches at bot-
tom end) was used. Both the liner and the m-union were in-
ertized with a Silconert� 2000 coating. The injector was op-
erated at 175 8C in the constant pressure mode with a head
pressure of 90 kPa Helium 5.0 carrier gas and a split ratio of
150 in combination with a virtual column (100 m length,
0.25 mm film thickness, 0.20 mm diameter) for the LabSolu-
tions GCMS Solution Software. The injection volume was
1 mL. The GC oven program start temperature was 30 8C
with a hold time of 6 seconds followed by a temperature
ramp to 204 8C with 60 8C min�1. The temperature of the
MS-Interface and the ion source was 200 8C. The mass spec-
trometer was operated in the single ion monitoring mode

Table 1. Selected energetic parameters and relevant properties of crystalline TATP and DADP synthesized in this work in comparison with
crystalline TNT.

TATP 1 DADP 2 TNT

Formula C9H18O6 C6H12O4 C7H5N3O6

MW/g mol�1 222.24 148.16 227.13
IS[a]/J 1.5 5 15
FS[b]/N <5 5 >360
ESD[c]/mJ 0.2 0.2 0.7
Grain Size/mm <100 <100 100-500
WCO; WCO2/ %[d] �86.4; �151.2 �86.4; �151.2 �24.7; �74.0
Tm

[e]./8C 97–98 132–133 80–81
1[f]/g cm�3 1.27 [180 K] [15] 1.33 [208 K] [16] 1.71 [100 K]
1298K

[g]/g cm�3 1.25 [298 K]* 1.31 [298 K]* 1.66 [298 K]*
DfH8

[h]/kJ mol�1 �640 �435 �54
DfU8

[i]/kJ kg�1 �2744 �2802 �163
EXPLO5 v6.03 values (calculated for 1298K

[g] of crystalline material)
�DexU[k]/kJ kg�1 3420 73194 4425
pCJ

[l]/[108 Pa] 114 131 191
Vdet

[m]/m s�1 6322 6246 6906
V0

[n]/L kg�1 821 815 642

[a] impact sensitivity, BAM drophammer (method 1 of 6); [b] friction sensitivity, BAM friction tester (method 1 of 6); [c] sensitivity toward
electrostatic discharge; [d] oxygen balance; [e] melting point range (5 8C min�1, glass capillary); [f] density from X-Ray diffraction; [g] density at
298 K (calculated using the equation (1298K =1T/(1 +aV(298-T0); aV = 1.5 10�4 K�1; [h] calculated heat of formation (CBS-4M); [i] calculated
energy of formation (CBS-4M); [j] heat of detonation; [k] detonation pressure; [l] detonation velocity; [m] volume of gases after detonation.

Vapor Pressure of TATP and DADP
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with an event time of 0.10 s and a micro scan width of 0.1
amu. From 0.50 to 2.00 min the mass channels 43, 59, 58
and 75 were monitored for the detection of the peroxides 1
and 2. From 2.00 to 3.00 min the mass channels 57, 43, 71
and 85 were monitored for the detection of n-docecane C-
12 as analytical standard in quantification applications.

Figure 3 shows a chromatogram of TATP and DADP in
tert-butyl methyl ether using the method stated before.
DADP elutes after 0.72 min at 67 8C as a single peak whilst
one TATP conformer A elutes after 1.37 min at 106 8C and a
second TATP conformer B elutes after 1.44 min at 110 8C.
The augmented baseline between both conformers in-
dicates the conversion of conformer A to the more stable
conformer B during the GC/MS analysis. The solid state
polymorphism of TATP has been reported before [11] and
two isomers of TATP have been separated by LC-NMR [18].
The activation barrier of an exothermic TATP polymorph in-
terconversion has been calculated to be 110 kJ mol�1 [19].
With respect to this the GC/MS behavior of TATP observed
in this work can be justified. Both TATP (R2 = 0.99995) and
DADP (R2 = 0.9998) could be excellently quantified in con-
centrations of 20 to 60 mg/mL with an internal standard (C-
12) method using the GC/MS configuration detailed above.

3.4 Vapor Pressure Measurement

Since the vapor pressure of a compound is the key parame-
ter for its gas phase detectability the vapor pressure of TATP
and DADP was measured in this work using the transpira-
tion method. The transpiration method setup adapted in
this work has been established by Verevkin et al. [20]. For
the experiments in this work nitrogen (99.999 % purity) was
used as carrier gas. The flow-rate ranging from 1–3 L h�1

was adjusted and kept constant using a mass flow con-
troller (Natec Sensors MC-100 CCM). The gas flow is con-
ducted through the saturator, which is a glass vessel sur-
rounding a U-shaped tube (8 mm inner diameter, 50 cm
length) and containing a thermofluid, which is pumped
through the saturator vessel with a circulation thermostat

(Huber Ministat 230 with external class A PT-100 temper-
ature sensor inside the saturator vessel). The peroxide
(0.8 g) is coated on glass beads (1 mm diameter, 40 g) and
filled into the saturator tube. For the coating of the glass
beads with the sensitive peroxide explosives they were dis-
persed in a minimum amount of n-pentane and the result-
ing slurry filled into the saturator tube followed by removal
of the n-pentane by application of the carrier gas stream at
room temperature. After leaving the saturator and reaching
the saturation equilibrium with the analyte the carrier gas
stream is conducted through a condenser tube, which is
positioned in a dewar vessel containing iso-propanol that is
cooled to �30 8C by an immersion cooler (Huber TC45E).
The exact carrier gas flow-rate is measured with a soap film
flow meter (Hewlett Packard No.: 0101–0113) and the am-
bient temperature is recorded for the volume measurement
(Greisinger GFTB 200) for each datapoint. The time frame
from insertion of the condenser tube into the saturator to
its removal was measured for the calculation of the total
volume of carrier gas. After its removal from the saturator
the condenser tube was closed at both ends and tert-butyl
methyl ether solvent was filled into it containing a known
amount of n-dodecane as internal standard for the sub-
sequent GC/MS quantification. With the temperature of the
saturator T exp, the mass of the analyte trapped in the con-
denser tube ma, the ambient temperature T amb and the vol-
ume of carrier gas measured at ambient conditions V amb the
vapor pressure psat of the analyte can be calculated. The cal-
culation of the vapor pressure relies on the Ideal Gas Law,
the Dalton’s Law of partial pressures and the assumption
that the volume of the gaseous analyte is negligibly small in
comparison to that of the carrier gas:

psat T exp

� �
¼ maRT amb

MV amb

ð1Þ

psat : vapor pressure of the analyte [Pa], T exp: temperature of
the saturator [K], ma: mass of analyte [kg], T amb: ambient
temperature [K], V amb: volume of carrier gas at ambient con-
ditions [m3], M: molecular weight of the analyte [kg mol�1],
R: universal gas constant: 8.3145 J mol�1 K�1

The obtained values of the experimental vapor pressure
psat at the saturator temperature T exp are processed mathe-
matically with a fitting function that is based on the Clarke-
Glew equation [21]:

ln psat=po �
Dg

crC
o
p;m

R
ln

T
T 0
¼ A� B

T
ð2Þ

po: reference pressure (1 Pa), Dg
crCo

p;m: heat capacity differ-
ence from crystalline to gaseous state [J mol�1 K�1], T : tem-
perature [K], T 0: reference temperature [K], A/B: fitting co-
efficients (A: [ ], B: [K]).

The enthalpy of sublimation at the temperature T is cal-
culated by:

Figure 3. SIM mode (m/z 43) GC/MS chromatogram of TATP (right)
and DADP (left).
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Dg
crH

o
m Tð Þ ¼ RBþ Dg

crC
o
p;mT ð3Þ

Dg
crH

o
m Tð Þ: molar enthalpy of sublimation at temperature T

[J mol�1]
The experimental heat capacities Co

p;m (cf. Table 5) of
both peroxides at room temperature were reported by Pilar
et al. [22] and are in good agreement with the values calcu-
lated by the empiric elemental composition approached by
Hurst et al. [23] (Co

p;m (cr, 298.15 (calculated/experimental)
[J mol�1 K�1], 1: 314.6/271.8, 2: 209.7/223.4). In this work the
experimental values were used and the corresponding heat
capacity differences Dg

crC
�

p;m calculated according to Chickos
et al. [24]. The method for the calculation of the sublimation
enthalpy and its uncertainty is described elsewhere [20b].
The available literature vapor pressure data for TATP and
DADP was also collected. In some works the sublimation
enthalpy was not derived from the vapor pressures or it was
carried out in a different manner. In this work the literature
vapor pressures were treated with equations (2) and (3) and
the corresponding uncertainties were estimated according
to [20b]. The obtained enthalpies of sublimation and vapor
pressures at 298.15 K are compiled in comparison with our
results in Table 4.

For TATP a value for Dg
crHo

m 298:15 Kð Þ of 76.7�
0.7 kJ mol�1 and a vapor pressure psat(298.15 K) of 6.7 Pa
and for DADP a value for Dg

cr Ho
m 298:15 Kð Þ of 75.0�

0.5 kJ mol�1 and a vapor pressure psat(298.15 K) of 26.6 Pa
was derived from the data obtained with the transpiration
method in this work. (cf. Table 2)

The sublimation behavior of TATP was studied in this
work in the temperature range from 274.3–314.1 K. The ab-
solute vapor pressures psat and thermodynamic properties
of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this
work for TATP are compiled in Table 2. A comparison our of
own data with literature experiments regarding the en-
thalpies of sublimation is compiled in Table 4, Figure 4

shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of the own and literature
p-T data for the sublimation of TATP . Available p-T literature
data for comparison are four headspace gas chromatog-
raphy measurements by Mbah et al. [25] and Oxley et al.
[26], three thermogravimetric measurements by Mbah et al.
[27], Oxley et al. [28] and Rivera et al. [29], one static meth-
od measurement by Egorshev et al. [30], a Knudsen-effusion
measurement by Damour et al. [31] and a Quantum Cas-
cade Laser Photoacoustic Spectroscopy measurement by
Dunayevskiy et al. [32]. The thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA) measurements may result in correct enthalpies of
sublimation, yet they need to be calibrated with a reference
material for the derivation of correct pressure values from
the data measured. It has not been proven that this refer-
ence material calibration is suitable for a precise measure-
ment of absolute vapor pressures. Therefore TGA measure-
ments will be disregarded in the discussion of absolute
vapor pressures. The data published by Dunayevskiy et al.
[32] have been scaled to a measurement by Oxley et al.
[26b]. Dunayevskiy et al. [32] published solely a p-T-equa-
tion of their data combined with that of Oxley et al. [26b]
and no discrete pressure analog-temperature values which
would allow fitting to other sets of data. Additionally it was
mentioned by Damour et al. [31] that the dataset provided
by Dunayevskiy at al. [32] seems to be systematically erro-
neous in the low temperature regime and needs to be cut.
Therefore the data published by Dunayevskiy et al. [32] is
excluded from the calculation of average values. Mbah et al.
[25] measured TATP crude products that were synthesized
under acid catalysis with hydrochloric and sulfuric acid. The
crude product synthesized with sulfuric acid contained a
large fraction of DADP impurity and therefore its measure-
ment is disregarded in the calculation of average values and
the discussion of measurement results.

Regarding the enthalpies of sublimation Dg
crH

�

m that
were adjusted to 298.15 K (cf. Table 4) it becomes obvious
that the values spread from 68.0�6.3 kJ mol�1 derived from
the data reported by Mbah et al. [27] to 103.8�6.4 kJ mol�1

derived from the data reported by Oxley et al. [26b]. The
scattering of the measurement values may be explained by
the polymorphism of TATP reported by Reany et al. [11]. It
was demonstrated that crude products of TATP contain one
major and two minor mass fraction polymorphs of TATP and
three additional polymorphs can be synthesized by re-
crystallization in organic solvents (hexane, tetrachloro-
methane, ethanol). Four of these polymorphs were analyzed
by differential scanning calorimetry with reported sub-
limation enthalpies ranging from 14.6 kJ mol�1 at 93.6 8C on-
set temperature to 77.2 kJ mol�1 at 91.6 8C onset temper-
ature. A sublimation enthalpy of 14.6 kJ mol�1 is not in
accordance with the values measured by other methods for
the TATP molecule (cf. Table 4). Despite that it cannot be ne-
glected that polymorphism influences the sublimation be-
havior of TATP. It cannot be excluded that all measurements
discussed in this work were measurements of polymorph
mixtures or different pure polymorphs of 1. The relevant in-

Figure 4. Experimental vapor pressure of TATP in comparison with
literature values. 3 this work, grey circle [25] (HCl), grey diamond
[25] (H2SO4), black diamond [27], black square [34], + [30], black tri-
angle [28], white diamond [26a], white circle [32], grey + [29], white
quare [26b]. Linear regression line for this work.
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formation about the synthesis of the TATP used in this work
and in literature publications is summarized in Table 3.

In many cases no sufficient data about the details of
sample synthesis have been provided, whilst samples that
have been recrystallized from methanol were reported with
different sublimation characteristics regarding the enthalpy
of sublimation at 298.15 K. In this work the crude product
was extracted from the reaction mixture with pentane. The
data published by Mbah et al. [25] for the crude product of
synthesis under hydrochloric acid catalysis is in fair agree-
ment with the data obtained in this work. (cf. Table 4, Fig-

ure 4) For TATP an average uncertainty-weighted value for
Dg

l H
�

m (298.15 K) of 80.8�0.5 kJ mol�1 is calculated consider-
ing all available sets of data. This value is not in agreement
with the one obtained in this work (76.7�0.7 kJ mol�1),
which is supposedly caused by the polymorphism of TATP
and different methods of synthesis in all measurements. The
vapor pressures of TATP at 298.15 K that were calculated
from each individual complete dataset are compiled in Ta-
ble 4. The mean value of 6.9 Pa is in agreement with the
value measured in this work (6.7 Pa).

Table 2. TATP: absolute vapor pressures psat and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this
work

TATP: Dg
crH�m (298.15 K) = 76.7�0.7 kJ mol�1

lnpsat=po ¼ 314:7
R �

89091:1
RT þ

41:5
R ln T

298:15 K

T exp
a ma

b V N2
c T amb

d Gasflow psat
e u(psat )

f Dg
crH

�

m Dg
cr S

�

m

[K] [mg] [dm3] [K] [dm3 h�1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol�1] [J mol�1 K�1]

274.3 0.11 2.80 296.6 2.58 0.43 0.02 77.71 180.6
274.4 0.09 2.43 296.5 1.62 0.44 0.02 77.71 180.6
278.3 0.11 1.65 296.5 1.62 0.74 0.02 77.54 180.4
283.2 0.11 0.926 296.4 2.14 1.4 0.0 77.34 179.9
288.2 0.24 1.16 296.9 2.17 2.3 0.1 77.13 178.9
293.2 0.23 0.610 296.5 2.15 4.2 0.1 76.92 178.7
293.2 0.23 0.611 297.1 2.16 4.1 0.1 76.92 178.4
298.2 0.57 0.898 297.0 2.15 7.1 0.2 76.72 177.9
293.2 0.20 0.613 296.5 2.16 3.7 0.1 76.92 177.5
303.1 0.53 0.538 296.8 2.15 10.9 0.3 76.51 176.5
308.1 1.25 0.751 296.3 2.15 18.4 0.5 76.30 176.1
314.1 1.55 0.540 296.7 2.16 31.8 0.8 76.06 175.2
314.1 1.54 0.538 296.3 2.15 31.7 0.8 76.06 175.2
314.1 1.53 0.539 296.7 2.16 31.5 0.8 76.06 175.1

DADP: Dg
crH�m (298.15 K) = 75.0�0.5 kJ mol�1

ln psat=po ¼ 313:2
R �

85244:0
RT þ

34:3
R ln T

298:15 K

T exp
a ma

b V N2
c T amb

d Gasflow psat
e u(psat )

f Dg
crH

�

m Dg
cr S

�

m

[K] [mg] [dm3] [K] [dm3 h�1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol�1] [J mol�1 K�1]

274.7 0.16 1.38 296.6 2.02 1.98 0.05 75.82 186.0
274.7 0.15 1.27 296.6 1.52 1.95 0.05 75.82 185.8
278.5 0.16 0.862 296.6 1.52 3.13 0.08 75.69 185.6
288.3 0.38 0.635 296.4 2.01 9.95 0.27 75.36 184.8
283.4 0.34 1.07 296.5 2.01 5.36 0.16 75.52 184.8
293.3 0.74 0.740 296.8 2.02 16.6 0.44 75.18 184.0
293.3 0.72 0.740 296.3 2.02 16.3 0.43 75.19 183.9
293.3 0.69 0.741 296.6 2.02 15.6 0.42 75.19 183.5
298.2 1.33 0.805 296.9 2.01 27.6 0.71 75.02 183.4
293.3 0.68 0.739 297.1 2.02 15.4 0.41 75.19 183.4
303.2 1.29 0.501 297.2 2.00 43.0 1.10 74.85 182.4
308.1 3.78 0.871 297.5 2.01 72.4 1.84 74.68 182.2
314.1 3.70 0.499 296.5 1.99 123 3.11 74.47 181.4
314.1 3.45 0.467 297.0 2.00 123 3.11 74.47 181.4
314.1 3.59 0.500 296.7 2.00 120 3.02 74.47 181.2

a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to
transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor
pressure at temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by an iteration
procedure; p�= 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 0.005 + 0.025(p/Pa) for p<5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025 + 0.025(p/
Pa) for p>5 to 3000 Pa.
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The sublimation behavior of DADP was studied in this
work in the temperature range from 274.7–314.1 K. The ab-
solute vapor pressures psat and thermodynamic properties
of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this
work for DADP are compiled in Table 2. A comparison of
own data with literature experiments regarding the en-
thalpies of sublimation is compiled in Table 4. Figure 5
shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of the own and literature p-
T data for the sublimation of DADP.

Available p-T literature measurement data for compar-
ison are provided by Egorshev et al. [30] (static method),
Brady et al. [33] (thermogravimetry), Damour et al. [31]
(Knudsen effusion), and Oxley et al. [26a] (headspace). The
thermogravimetric analysis measurement by Brady et al.
[33] is excluded from data comparison and average value
calculation since solely a p-T-equation and a vapor pressure
extrapolation to 298.15 K was published. For DADP an aver-
age uncertainty-weighted value for Dg

cr H
�

m(298.15 K) of
76.4�0.4 kJ mol�1 is recommended considering all available

sets of data. This value is in fair agreement with the one
obtained in this work (75.0�0.5 kJ mol�1). The vapor pres-
sures of DADP at 298.15 K that were calculated from each
individual complete dataset are compiled in Table 4. The
mean value of 25.5 Pa is in fair agreement with the value
measured in this work (26.6 Pa).

3.5 Estimation of the Air Concentration of Peroxides
1 and 2

Vapor pressures are measured under ideal saturation con-
ditions. In a real case scenario the saturation equilibrium of
the explosive will not be reached and diffusion processes
will dictate the air concentration of the explosive. Dravnicks
et al. [35] have stated a mathematical model for the estima-
tion of the non-equilibrium air concentration of an ex-
plosive, which shall be applied to TATP and DADP in the fol-
lowing using the equations and values provided by Bird
et al. [36].

Fick’s Law of Diffusion provides a suitable approx-
imation for the rate of molecular vapor emission per cm2 J:

J ¼ A� DAB �
nc � na

d
ð4Þ

J : emission flux [molecules s�1], A: area of explosive ex-
posed to air [cm2], DAB: diffusivity of explosive vapor in air
[cm2 s�1], nc: concentration of explosive under saturation
conditions [molecules cm�3], na: concentration of the ex-
plosive in air [molecules cm�3], d: thickness of non-turbu-
lent layer air [cm]

The concentration of the explosive in the air is consid-
ered to be negligibly small (! na = 0) and the thickness of
the non-turbulent layer of air surrounding the explosive is
considered to be 0.2 cm [35].

Table 3. Details of TATP synthesis in this work and in literature references.

Experimenta Acidb Solvent Purity Melting Point Range Dg
cr H

�

m(298.15 K)d

8C kJ mol�1

This Work H2SO4 Pentane 99.9 %e 97–98 76.7�0.7
Mbah 2015 HCl [25] HCl – – – 71.6�6.9
Mbah 2015 H2SO4 [25] H2SO4 – impure – 66.6�3.8
Mbah 2014 [27] – – – 86 68.0�6.3
Egorshev 2013 [30] HCl – – 95–97 98.7�7.7
Rivera 2011 [34] – – – – (73.0)
Damour 2010 [31] CARc Methanol – 94.2–95.2 85.7�0.9
Oxley 2010 [28] H2SO4 Methanol “good” – 92.8�2.7
Oxley 2009 [26a] – – – – 72.0�3.3
Dunayevskiy 2007 [32] – – – – (85.4)
Rivera 2006 [29] – – – 95.9 86.8�2.2
Oxley 2005 [26b] H2SO4 Methanol “good” – 103.8�6.4

a First author and year of publication, b Acid catalyst used in synthesis, c CAR: Cationic Acid Resin d Molar Enthalpy of Sublimation at 298.15 K e

(VO-GC/MS)

Figure 5. Experimental vapor pressure of DADP in comparison with
literature values 3 : this work, + [31], * [33], * [26a] Linear re-
gression line for this work.
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The diffusivity DAB can be calculated by the following
formula:

DAB ¼ 0:0018583

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

T 3ð 1
MA
þ 1

MB
Þ

r
1

ps2
ABWD;AB

ð5Þ

T : Temperature [K] (298.15 K), MA: Molecular Mass of Ex-
plosive [g mol�1], MB: Molecular Mass of Air [g mol�1]
(28.97 g mol�1), p: total pressure [atm] (1 atm), sAB: com-
bined collision diameter [�], WD;AB: collision integral for dif-
fusion [ ]

sAB ¼ 1=2ðsA þ sBÞ ð6Þ

sA: collision diameter of explosive [�], sB: collision diameter
of air [�] (3.617 �) [36]

eAB ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
eAeB

p ð7Þ

eA: characteristic energy of explosive [J], eB: characteristic
energy of air [J]

Whilst the collision diameter of sB (3.617 �) [36] and the
characteristic energy eB (eB=k= 97.0 K) [36] of air is known,
the collision diameter of the explosive sA and its character-
istic energy eA have to be estimated. These values may be
estimated from the solid at the melting point (m):

e=k ¼ 1:92Tm; s ¼ 1:222a
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vm

p
ð8Þ

T m: melting point [K], V m: volume of the solid at the melting
point [cm3 mol�], k: Boltzmann’s constant (1.38066 3

10�23 J K�1)
With eAB the collision integral for diffusion WD;AB can be

calculated according to:

WD;AB ¼
1:16145
T*0:15610 þ

0:19300
expð476335T*Þ

þ 1:03587
expð1:52996T*Þ þ

1:76474
expð3:89411T*Þ

ð9Þ

In case of TATP and DADP the diffusion coefficient can be
calculated from their melting point (eq. (8)). The needed

molar volume V m can be approximated from the crystal
structure density at the temperature T XRD: The density can

be adjusted to the melting point by the following equation
[37]:

T* ¼ kT=eAB ð10Þ

1m: density at melting point [g cm�3], 1XRD: density from X-
Ray diffraction [g cm�3], T XRD: temperature of XRD-experi-
ment [K]

1m ¼ 1XRD=ð1þ 0:00015ðT m � T XRDÞ ð11Þ

The molar volume at the melting point can be calcu-
lated by:

V m ¼ M=1m ð12Þ

With equations (4) to (12) the diffusion coefficient of a
solid explosive in air can be approximated when solely its
melting point and a density are known and equation (4) can
be used to calculate the mass flux of material from the ex-
plosive to the air with A = 1 cm2, na = 0 and d = 0.2 cm.

If the concentration nc is converted to partial pressure
(nc = 3.3 3 1016p, p: vapor pressure [Pa]) and the emission
flux is converted into a mass flux (unit conversion factor: M/
NAÞ the mass flux can be calculated:

Q ¼ DAB

0:2 cm
� 3:3� 1016 � 760

101325

� �
p� ðM =NAÞ ð14Þ

Q: emission flux of explosive [g s�1 cm�2], NA: Avogadro Con-
stant (6.022 3 1023 mol�1)

An example of this calculation can be found for TATP 1
and DADP 2 in Table 6:

With the emission flux Q in hands the concentration of
the explosive in air at the diffusion equilibrium state can be
calculated:

cdif ¼ S� Q� r ð15Þ

c: concentration of explosive in air at diffusion equilibrium,
S: surface of explosive exposed to air, r : attenuation factor
(10�4)

The attenuation factor r has been established in the
study by Dravnicks et al. [35]. For a surface of 200 cm2 the

Table 5. Calculation of Molar Heat Capacity Differences at T = 298.15 K

compound Co
p;m(l) Co

p;m(cr) Co
p;m(l) Co

p;m(cr) Dg
l Co

p;m Dg
cr Co

p;m

calc. calc. lit. lit.
[J mol�1 K�1] [J mol�1 K�1] [J mol�1 K�1] [J mol�1 K�1] [J mol�1 K�1] [J mol�1 K�1]

TATP 379.3a (314.6)a n.a. 271.8 [22] �109.2 �41.5
DADP 252.9a (209.7)a n.a. 223.4 [22] �76.3 �34.3

Bracketed values not used for calculation of heat capacity differences. n.a.: not available a) calculated according to the increment method and
data by Hurst et al. [23] b) calculated by g

l C
o
p;m ¼ 10:58þ Co

p;m lð Þ � 0:26 according to [24] c) calculated by g
cr Co

p;m ¼ 0:75þ Co
p;m crð Þ � 0:15

according to [24]
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following values for cdif can be obtained: TATP: 3.1 ng L�1,
DADP: 10 ng L�1. These values must be regarded as the
maximum concentrations of explosive that can be present
for detection since further diffusion barriers like foil wrap-
ped around the explosive are highly probable. cdif is directly
proportional to the exposed surface of the explosive (Equa-
tion 15) and was calculated in this work for an exemplary
surface of 200 cm2.

Using the Ideal gas equation the saturation concen-
tration of an explosive can be calculated:

csat ¼
psat �M

R� T
ð16Þ

csat : saturation concentration [mg L�1], R: ideal gas constant
(8.314 J mol�1 K�1), T : temperature [K]

For TATP a value of 600 mg L�1 and for DADP a value of
1589 mg L�1 can be calculated using the vapor pressures
stated in Table. This indicates that the diffusion phenomen-
on discussed lowers the gas phase concentration of the ex-
plosive by about five orders of magnitude (105).

4 Conclusions

Based on theoretical predictions using the EXPLO5 v6.03
code, TATP and its side product DADP are considered to be
medium performance explosives that are easily accessible
from openly available chemicals. Whilst for DADP the p-T-
values obtained in this work are in agreement with liter-
ature values the p-T-values obtained for TATP are not in

agreement with literature values. This might be due to the
rich polymorphism of TATP. It would be recommendable to
carry out future vapor pressure measurements of TATP with
the synthetic procedure detailed in this work for the reason
of comparability. The saturation equilibrium concentrations
of TATP (600 mg L�1) and DADP (1589 mg L�1) are about five
magnitudes higher than at the diffusion equilibrium state
(1: 3.1 ng L�1, 2: 10 ng L�1) for a surface of 200 cm2. The lat-
ter concentrations correspond to a ppt-concentration level
and are valuable for the conception of gas phase detection
devices.
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7.3     Measurement of the Nitrate Esters EGDN 06, GTN 07 and ETN 08 
 

This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of the nitrate esters EGDN 06, GTN 

07 and ETN 08: 

 

The results were submitted to Analytical Chemistry. The original publication of the data follows. 
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Martin A. C. Härtel, Thomas M. Klapötke*, Jörg Stierstorfer and Leopold Zehetner 

Ludwig Maximilian University, Department of Chemistry, Butenandtstr. 9, D-81377 Munich 

ABSTRACT: Gas phase detection of explosives is a new trend in the detection sciences. The conception of gas phase de-
tection devices requires knowledge about gas phase concentration of the target analytes. Nitrate esters are well perform-
ing explosives with a high potential for misuse in improvised explosive devices that need to be detected at vulnerable 
infrastructures. With respect to this the six nitrate ester ethyl nitrate (1), ethylene glycol dinitrate (2), glycerol trinitrate 
(3), erythritol tetranitrate (4), mannitol hexanitrate (5) and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (6) were investigated in terms of 
detectability by vacuum outlet-GC/MS as potential components in improvised explosive devices. All compounds besides 5 
could be detected using vacuum outlet GC/MS and their limits of detection were determined according to DIN 
32645:2008. The vapor pressure of 2–4 was measured using the transpiration method. It was observed that the introduc-
tion of a CHONO2 unit lowers the vapor pressure of the nitrate esters by about two orders of magnitude. For compound 4 
the saturation concentration (73 ng L−1) was compared with a vapor pressure based estimation of its concentration in 
diffusion equilibrium (0.385 pg L−1). 

 

Figure 1. Chemical Structures of ethyl nitrate (EtONO2, 1), ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN, 2), glyceryl trinitrate (GTN, 3), me-
so-erythritol tetranitate (ETN, 4), D-mannitol hexanitrate (MHN, 5) and pentaerythritol tetranitrate (PETN, 6) with the year of 
first publication given in brackets. 

Nitrato compounds are the product of the esterificiation 
of (poly)-alcohols with nitric acid. Many molecules bear-
ing this explosophore have been discovered in the 19th 
century. Figure 1 gives an overview of important repre-
sentatives of this compound class with the year of first 
publication in scientific literature. Amongst these six 
representatives glyceryl trinitrate (GTN, 3), more com-
monly known as nitroglycerine, is the compound that was 
published first in 1846 by Sobrero 1. GTN (3) has been 
tamed by Alfred Nobel in 1866 by phlegmatization with 
Kieselgur as dynamite. Already Sobrero 1 knew about the 
tremendous toxicity of glyceryl trinitrate. The toxicity is 
caused by the vasodilative effect of nitrato compounds, 
which has been used in the pharmaceutical industry for 
the treatment of Angina pectoris. 2 Nitrato explosives still 
are widely distributed. Glyceryl trinitrate is used for min-
ing explosives and double base propellants. Pentaerythri-
tol tetranitrate (PETN 6) is still in use as a booster explo-
sive being appreciated for its readiness for detonation and 

high detonation pressure. Since the (poly-)alcohol start-
ing materials for 1-5 are openly available to the public 
nitrato explosives are popular in the amateur chemist and 
terrorist scene. During the last years the increasing popu-
larity and availability of the sweetening agents meso-
erythritol and D-mannitol boosted the misuse of these 
food additives as an explosive precursor. With respect to 
this Oxley at al.3,4 and Matyas et al.5 investigated the ana-
lytical and energetic material properties of meso-
erythritol tetranitrate (ETN, 4). Manner et al. 6 published 
a crystallographic study of 4 in 2014. Within this work the 
gas phase detectability of the six nitrate esters ethyl ni-
trate (EtONO2, 1), ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN, 2), 
glyceryl trinitrate (GTN, 3), meso-erythritol tetranitrate 
(ETN, 4), D-mannitol hexanitrate (MHN, 5) and pentae-
rythritol tetranitrate (PETN, 6) was investigated in terms 
of limits of detection and quantification using an im-
proved method for vacuum outlet GC/MS (VO-GC/MS)7 
and vapor pressure measurements by the transpiration 
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method 8-10 for compounds 2–4 to provide reliable data 
considering the relatively new trend of gas phase explo-
sive detection 11-17. This work is the first experimental ap-
plication of VO-GC/MS using the advantages of placing 
the necessary restriction inside the GC-injector using an 
improved setup with a Siltite® µ-union column connector. 
Compounds 1–5 are of special interest in the detection 
sciences since their potential precursors are available to 
the public in many countries including Germany. There-
fore compounds 1–5 are potential candidates for the use 
in improvised explosive devices and their risk potential 
will be evaluated in this work in terms of energetic per-
formance using the EXPLO5 computer code and their sen-
sitivity toward impact, friction and electrostatic dis-
charge. For each material a convenient method for small-
scale synthesis resulting in high purity based on literature 
methods will be provided to facilitate the synthesis of 
reference materials for detection, training and instrument 
test purposes. 

Experimental Section: 

Synthesis and Characterization of Explosives 

This work provides safe and reproducible procedures for 
the small scale synthesis of nitrate esters 1–6. (see ESI pp. 
S-1–S-6) The syntheses of nitrato compounds 1–6 from 
their corresponding (poly-)alcohol starting materials were 
adapted from literature procedures which are stated in 
the experimental section. For safety reasons the purity of 
compounds 1–3 was assessed by 1H NMR spectroscopy and 
VO-GC/MS. No impurities could be identified in com-
pounds EtONO2 1 and EGDN 2. The VO-GC/MS chroma-
togram of GTN 3 revealed a 1% impurity of glyceryl dini-
trate based on signal area integration. The synthesis of 
ETN 4 and MHN 5 is carried out according to literature 
procedures with slight modifications. The protocol for the 
synthesis of PETN 6 was developed in our workgroup 
using in situ generated acetyl nitrate since initial attempts 
based on literature procedures were not satisfying in 
terms of product purity.  

Within this work the crystal structure of MHN 5 at 100 K 
was elucidated for the first time and remeasurements of 
the crystal structure of ETN 4 at 100 K and 291 K were 
carried out. (see ESI pp. S-7–S-9) For all compounds 1-6 
the friction and impact sensitivities were determined 
according to STANAG 4489 18 and 4487 19 with modified 
instructions 20,21 using a BAM impact and friction tester. 
22,23 The sensitivity toward electrostatic discharge was 
determined using a testing device by OZM. 24 Melting and 
decomposition temperatures were determined with an 
OZM DTA device or a Linseis differential scanning calo-
rimeter with a heating rate of 5 °C min-1. The heat of for-
mation of all analytes was calculated with Gaussian 09 25 
on a CBS-4M level. The room temperature densities of 4–
6 were determined using a Quantachrome Ultrapyc 1200e 
gas pycnometer. Based on room temperature density and 
heat of formation the energetic performance of the explo-
sives was calculated using the EXPLO5v6.03 computer 
code. 

 

Vacuum Outlet GC/MS for Detection of Nitrate Esters 

The gas-chromatography (GC) analysis of thermolabile 
analytes, which can be low-volatile, like nitrate esters is a 
delicate task since this analytical technique requires the 
transfer of the analyte into the gaseous state at elevated 
temperatures of operation in the typical range of 30 to 300 
°C. The decomposition temperature of the analyte should 
be avoided throughout the analysis and its residence time 
in hotter zones like the injector minimized. The analytical 
GC column should be short enough to allow elution of the 
analyte without decomposition. In general two approach-
es for this problem exist. In case of atmospheric pressure 
detectors like the electron capture detector (ECD) the 
elution temperatures and retention times of the analytes 
can be reduced by increased carrier gas flow rates 26. The 
beneficial use of analyte protectants for the GC/MS and 
GC/ECD-analysis of explosives has been demonstrated by 
Kirchner et al..27 Recently Boeker et al. 28 presented the 
application of flow field thermal gradient gas chromatog-
raphy as a new technique for the analysis of explosives. In 
this work vacuum outlet gas-liquid-chromatography as 
established by de Zeeuw et al. 7 was chosen for the evalua-
tion of the methods potential for the detection and quan-
tification of nitrate esters 1–6. The method uses a re-
striction capillary which is positioned inside the GC injec-
tor to limit the flow of carrier gas into a wide-bore analyt-
ical column (Restek® RTX-TNT, 6 m, 0.53 mm i.d., 1.5 µm 
film thickness). Placing the restriction in front of the 
analytical column results in a gradual expansion of the 
detector vacuum along the analytical column and in-
creased optimum carrier gas velocities, which lowers the 
analyte elution temperatures. In the original literature 7 
Restek® press-tight glass connectors and Uniliner were 
used for the connection of restriction and analytical col-
umn. Since both solutions are not compatible with the 
Shimadzu® GCMS QP2010 SE in combination with an 
Atas® Optic 4 injector used in this work a SGE SilTite® µ-
union column connector with an outer diameter of 3.5 
mm was used in combination with a custom-made stain-
less steel liner (5 mm outer diameter, 0.5 mm wall thick-
ness, split notches at bottom end). The numerous ad-
vantages of placing the restriction inside the injector were 
elucidated by de Zeeuw et al.,7 but an important aspect 
was not mentioned: the GC-injector can be operated in 
constant pressure mode. Calculations that are based on 
the Hagen-Poiseuille equation 29 demonstrate that the 
flow-dynamics of the restriction-column assembly are 
dominated by the restriction in the isothermal injector 
and a change of the column oven temperature from 40 °C 
to 280 °C results in a negligible change of calculated col-
umn flow from 4.08 mL min−1 to 3.92 mL min−1 (see ESI p. 
S-10). 

Transpiration Method Vapor Pressure Determina-
tion 

For the transpiration experiment a carrier gas stream 
(nitrogen 5.0) is conducted over a P4O10 drying tower to 
remove any traces of moisture before the gas flow rate is 
regulated with a mass flow controller (Natec Sensors MC-
100 CCM) with flow rates from 1 to 5 L h-1. The flow-
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regulated gas stream then passes the saturator, which is a 
U-shaped glass tube (50 cm length, 8 mm i.d.) embedded 
in a cylindrical glass vessel (height: 25 cm, diameter: 10 
cm). (see ESI Figure S-7) The temperature of the saturator 
is controlled by a circulation thermostat (Huber Ministat 
230 with external class A PT-100 sensor pumping a ther-
mofluid through the saturator. The analyte of choice is 
dispersed on 1 mm glass beads (Edmund Bühler GmbH 
#0001067) and filled into the saturator. As the carrier gas 
stream passes the saturator it reaches its saturation equi-
librium with the analyte and is condensed in a cold trap 
at -30 °C. The vapor pressure of the analyte psat at the 
experimental temperature Texp can be calculated accord-
ing to the following equation based on the validity of the 
Ideal Gas Law and the Dalton’s Law of partial pressures: 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝) =
𝑚𝑎R𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏

M𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏
 (1) 

𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡: vapor pressure of the analyte [Pa] , 𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝: temperature 

of the saturator [K], 𝑚𝑎: mass of analyte [kg], 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏: ambi-
ent temperature [K], 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏: volume of carrier gas at ambi-
ent conditions [m3], M: molecular weight of the analyte 
[kg mol−1], R: universal gas constant: 8.314469 J mol−1 K−1 

The volume of the carrier gas 𝑉𝑎𝑚𝑏 is measured at ambi-
ent conditions by measuring its flowrate with a soap film 
flowmeter at the ambient temperature 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏 with the 
assumption that the volume of carrier gas is significantly 
higher than the volume of the gaseous analyte. The mass 
of the analyte 𝑚𝑎 is determined by VO-GC/MS quantifica-
tion using n-alkanes (C-12, C-14 or C-16) as an internal 
standard, which is added to the trap as acetone solution 
of known concentration. 

The psat-Texp values obtained for each analyte are analyzed 
with a fitting function: 

 ln 
𝑝sat

𝑝o⁄ −
∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
°

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
= 𝐴 −

𝐵

𝑇
   (2) 

𝑝o: reference pressure (1 Pa), ∆l/cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° : difference between 

the heat capacity of the liquid (l, for vaporization) or 
crystalline (cr, for sublimation) and the gaseous state [J 
mol−1 K−1], 𝑇: temperature [K], 𝑇0: reference temperature 
[K], 𝐴 / 𝐵: fitting coefficients (A: [ ], B: [K]). 

The enthalpy of vaporization or sublimation at the tem-
perature T can be calculated by:  

 ∆l/cr
g

𝐻m
o (𝑇) = 𝑅𝐵 + ∆l/cr

g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
o 𝑇 (3) 

∆l/cr
g

𝐻m
o (𝑇): molar enthalpy of vaporization (l) or sublima-

tion (cr) 

The heat capacities 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
o  of the analytes 2–4 in liquid or 

crystalline state are either available in the literature or 
calculated according to the empirical element-increment 
approach by Hurst et al. 30. (see ESI Table S-2) The corre-
sponding heat capacity differences with the gaseous state 
are calculated according to the procedures by Chickos et 
al.31.  

 

Safety Considerations 

All nitrate esters 1–6 are energetic materials with sensitiv-
ity to various stimuli. While we encountered no issues in 
the handling of these materials, proper protective 
measures (face shield, ear protection, body armor, Kevlar 
gloves, and earthed equipment) should be used during 
the handling of nitrate esters 1-6 including vapor pressure 
measurements. 

Results and Discussion 

Energetic Performance and Sensitivities 

Table S-1 compiles the energetic performance and sensi-
tivity parameters of nitrate esters 1–6. The sensitivity 
classification in the following is carried out according to 
the UN Recommendations on the Transport of Dangerous 
Goods.32 Compounds 1–3 are liquids at room temperature 
and insensitive toward friction (>360 N), yet very sensitive 
toward impact (1 J). The sensitivity toward electrostatic 
discharge cannot be measured for liquids with the used 
testing device. ETN (4), MHN (5) and PETN (6) are solids, 
which are very sensitive toward impact (3 J for 4 and 6) 
and friction (60 N for 4 and 6). MHN 5 is more sensitive 
toward impact (1 J) and friction (30 N) than ETN (4) and 
PETN (6). Compounds 2–6 have positive or equilibrated 
oxygen balances ΩCO2 33. The exothermic heats of for-
mation were calculated on a CBS-4M level using Gaussian 
09.25 The discrepancies between experimental and calcu-
lated enthalpy of formation are in the range of the accu-
racy of the CBS-4M method. For the reason of compara-
bility the calculated values were used for the calculation 
of the energetic performance parameters. All nitrato 
compounds 1–6 are classical explosives that derive their 
energetic performance from the oxidation of their carbon 
backbone. The energetic performance parameters were 
calculated with the EXPLO5 (v6.03) computer code at the 
room temperature theoretical maximum density. Due to 
the low density 1 is the worst performing explosive. Com-
pounds 2–5 are closely related in terms of their molecular 
structure since they only differ in the number of meth-
ylene nitrato (CH2ONO2) units. The introduction of these 
units increases the density of the molecule. According to 
the Kamlet-Jacobs equations 34 the detonation velocity is 
directly proportional to the density and the detonation 
pressure is proportional to the squared density. Com-
pounds 4 (Vdet 8540 m s−1; pC-J 301 kbar) and 6 (Vdet 8490 m 

s-1; pC-J 296 kbar) outperform PETN 6 (Vdet 7655 m s−1; pC-J 
298 kbar) in terms of detonation velocity with equal (4) or 
higher (5) sensitivity towards external stimuli, which is 
owed to the thermally stabilizing quarternary carbon unit 
in 6. With respect to the high energetic performance and 
availability of the corresponding polyol starting materials 
4 and 5 should be considered a seriously dangerous in the 
context of improvised explosive devices. All nitrate esters 
1–6 melt prior to decomposition with increasing melting 
and decomposition temperatures from 1 to 6.  
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Table 1. GC/MS retention times and elution temperatures, NIST match scores and relative intensities of mass fragments 
30, 46 and 76. 

cpd.a tret
b Telution

c NISTd m/z 30e m/z 46e m/z 76e R²f LOD/LOQg 

 

[min] [°C] [%] [%] [%] [%]  [pg] 

1 0.24 30.0 88 17/9.5/12.8 100/100/100 17.5/38.5/35.2 0.9999 3/11 

2 2.26 80.4 96 15.0/9.5/22.0 100/100/100 6.2/14.5/11.2 0.9999 24/85 

3 4.11 121.5 94 4.4/82.9/16.4 100/100/100 12.2/99.1/55.2 0.9999 42/148 

4 5.06 150.0 n.a. 13.3/12.1/n.a. 100/100/n.a. 3.0/8.2/n.a. 0.9938 424/1839 

5 n.m. n.m n.m. n.m/20.3/n.a. n.m/100/n.a. n.m/6.3/n.a. n.m. n.m. 

6 6.27 150.0 76 9.7/7.6/0 100/100/88.4 8.6/19.9/100 0.9991 123/429 

a Number of compound according to Figure 1 b retention time of compound in VO-GC/MS analysis c Elution temperature in VO-GC/MS analysis d NIST 08 Li-

brary search match score after background subtraction e Relative spectral intensity of corresponding mass channel (VO-GC/MS / DEI-MS / NIST 08). f R² of linear 

calibration for full range calibration , g Limit of Detection / Limit of Quantification according to DIN 32645:2008 with α =°β = 0.01 and k = 3. n.m.: not measured, n.a.: 

not available. 

Table 2. Compilation of data on available on enthalpies of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  of 2, 3 and 4, enthalpy of sublimation 
∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

° of 4 and vapor pressures of compounds 1–4 at 298.15 K. 

Experimenta Mb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.2K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 mPa 

2 (l) This Work T 274.1–318.2 294.3 65.4±0.3 65.1±0.3 12.1×10³ 

Pella 1977 35,36 T 254.7–298.2 272.5 65.2±0.1 63.7±0.3 10×10³ 

St. John 1975 37 I -/- 298.2 -/- -/- (3.7×10³) 

Brandner 1938 38 T 283.2–323.2 302.6 68.0±0.2 68.3±0.3 10.6×10³ 

Crater 1929 39 T 288.2–328.2 307.5 72.8±1.7 73.4±1.7 9.5×10³ 

Rinkenbach 1926 40 A 273.2–295.2 283.7 63.6 (62.9) 9.8×10³ 

Average EGDN 2 (l)         65.8±0.2e 10.4×10³f 

3 (l) This Work T 283.2–328.0 302.8 86.1±0.4 86.7±0.4 82.2 

Tunnell 2015 41 T 290.2–308.6 299.9 70.2±4.8 (70.3±4.9) (47.8) 

Mirosh. 1988 42 C -/- 298.2 92.0±2.1 92.0±2.1  

Dionne 1986 43 T -/- 299.2 -/- -/- (41.4) 

St. John 1975 37 I -/- 298.2 -/- -/- (3.2) 

Dravnicks 1972 44 T -/- 298.2 -/- -/- 66.7 

Kemp 1957 45 T 293.2–313.2 303.5 107.3±2.9 107.8±2.9 58.7 

Brandner 1938 38 T 283.2–323.2 302.6 80.3±0.4 80.7±0.5 88.4 

Marshall 1916 46 T 293.2–366.6 332.2 85.9±0.4 89.1±0.5 60.4 

 Average GTN 3 (l)         86.0±0.3e 71.3f 

4 (l) This Work T 338.0–367.8 353.9 95.1±0.9g 101.6±1.0g  

Experimenta Mb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆𝒄𝒓
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.2K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

4 (cr) This Work T 298.2–331.0 316.5 131.8±1.1g 129.1±1.1g 0.6g 

Oxley 2012 3,4] G,O 316.2–331.2 323.7 117.7 119 3.2 

a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, I: Isotope Dilution, A: Air Bubbling, G: Thermogravimetry, O: Equation Only c Enthalpies of 

vaporization or sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. 31 with the heat capacity parameters stated in Table S-3 d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated 

according to equation (2) from the individual fitting parameters of each dataset. e Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the weighing factor. 
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f Average value. Values in brackets were excluded from average value calculation. g Value has to be regarded critically due to unavoidable slow decomposition of 

ETN 4.

Thermolability of ETN 4 

A sample of 4 which was repeatedly molten and resolidi-
fied did not show any significant signs of decomposition 
in the 1H NMR spectrum. For the vapor pressure meas-
urement of 4 the compound was subjected to tempera-
tures ranging from 25 to 65 °C over a period of two weeks. 
This led to first products of decomposition (see ESI Figure 
S-8). Therefore ETN 4 should not be considered a high 
performance melt-cast explosive with long-term stability. 
Due to the close structural relation MHN 5 might show 
the same behavior. Long-term decomposition was not 
observed when compounds 1–5 were stored in an argon 
atmosphere at -30 °C. 

VO-GC/MS 

The VO-GC/MS setup and method in this work allows the 
successful detection and detection of nitrate esters 1-4 
and PETN 6, which is demonstrated by the measurement 
of a mixture of nitrate esters 1–6 in acetone. (see Figure 2,  

Table 1). MHN 5 could not be detected using the VO-
GC/MS setup, which is presumably caused by decreased 
volatility in comparison to the other analytes. The exact 
GC/MS measurement parameters used in this work can 
be found in ESI Table S-4. 

 Figure 2. Vacuum Outlet GC/MS-Chromatogramm of a 
mixture containing nitrate esters 1–6 in acetone. Analyte 
concentration: 0.46 µmol mL−1 Black: Total Ion Count (TIC) 
chromatogram, grey: chromatogram of m/z 46 amu. 

 

Table 1 is a compilation of GC/MS retention times and 
elution temperatures, NIST match scores and relative 
intensities of the selected fragment ions m/z 30, 46 and 
76 amu. These mass fragments are the most intense peaks 
in the VO-GC/MS spectra of 2, 3, 4 and 6. (see ESI p. S-16) 
Due to the high N,O content of the compounds the frag-
ment ions m/z 30, 46 and 76 correspond potentially to the 
nitrosonium cation (NO+, 29.9974 amu), nitronium cation 
(NO2

+, 45.9924 amu) and the N2O3
+ cation (75.9903 amu). 

These predominant fragments are useful for the develop-
ment of selective ion monitoring methods. The NIST 
match scores are in the range from 76% for PETN 6 to 96 
% for EGDN 2. In general the agreement of relative inten-
sities of the fragment ions for VO-GC/MS, direct electron 
ionization MS and the NIST 08 library is poor for all com-
pounds. It should be preferred to establish an internal 
mass spectra database for each instrument. The limits of 

detection (LOD) and quantification (LOQ) were calculat-
ed according to DIN 32645:2008. Both parameters in-
crease with the molecular weight of the analyte. The LOD 
and LOQ of 6 are lower than that of 4. This is presumably 
caused by the better thermostability of 6. The details of 
calculation can be found in ESI pp. S-17–S-18. 

Vapor Pressure Measurements 

The detection of hazardous materials like explosives in 
the gaseous phase is a relatively new trend in the devel-
opment of detection instruments. 11-17. The knowledge of 
the vapor concentration of the analyte is essential for the 
definition of the air volume that needs to be sampled for 
exceeding the limit of detection of the applied detector 
system. The vapor pressure is the physico-chemical pa-
rameter that is linked to the saturation equilibrium con-
centration of the analytes to be detected. Therefore the 
vapor pressure at ambient temperatures of 2 (274–318 K), 
3 (283–328 K) and 4 (298–338 K) was measured in this 
work with the transpiration method 8-10 and compared 
critically with the literature data available to establish 

vapor pressure and enthalpy of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  at the 
reference temperature 298.15 K for 2 and 3 and sublima-

tion ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) for the room temperature solid ETN 

4. The transpiration method is a well established 8-10 
method method for the determination of vapor pressures 
for medium to low volatility analytes and therefore suita-
ble for analytes 2–4. 

Experimental absolute vapor pressures measured by the 
transpiration method, coefficients A and B of Eq. (2), and 
vaporization enthalpies of analytes 2–4 derived from Eq. 
(3) are given in ESI pp. S-19–S-24. The procedure for cal-
culation of the combined uncertainties of the vaporiza-
tion enthalpy was described elsewhere [9]. They include 
uncertainties from the transpiration experimental condi-
tions, uncertainties of vapor pressure and uncertainties 
from temperature adjustment to T = 298.15 K. We also 
collected available experimental literature data on vapor 
pressures of analytes 2–4. Actually, authors not always 
derived vaporization enthalpies from their vapor pres-
sures or performed it in different manner. We treated the 
literature vapor pressures using Eqs. (2) and (3) and cal-
culated enthalpies of vaporization or sublimation at 
(298.15 K) for the sake of comparison with our results. 
Table 2 is a compilation of the results obtained in this 
work in comparison with literature values concerning the 
vaporization and sublimation enthalpies investigated at 
the average temperature of the measurement and the 
reference temperature 298.15 K. Additionally the vapor 
pressure at 298.15 K is stated. The absolute vapor pres-
sures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic properties of vaporization 
or sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in 
this work and Clausius-Clapeyron plots of own and litera-
ture data are available for all analytes in ESI pp. S-19–S-24. 

The vaporization behavior of the analytes 2-4 was studied 
in this work in the temperature range from 274.1–318.2 K 
for 2, 283.2 – 328.0 K for 3 and 338.0–367.8 K for 4. The 
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enthalpies vaporization derived from the data obtained in 
this work and adjusted to 298.15 K are: 65.1±0.3 kJ mol−1 
for 2, 86.7±0.4 kJ mol−1 for 3 and 101.6±1.1 kJ mol−1 for 4. 
For compound 4 an enthalpy of sublimation at 298.15 K of 
129.1±1.1 kJ mol−1 was derived from the measurements. The 
vapor pressures at 298.15 K derived from the p-T-data 
obtained in this work are: 12.1 Pa for 2, 82.2 mPa for 3 and 
0.6 mPa for 4. A Clausius-Clapeyron-plot of the data ob-
tained in this work for compounds 2–4 is provided in 
Figure 3. 

For EGDN 2, available p-T literature data for comparison 
are three transpiration experiments by Pella et al. 35,36, 
Brandner et al. 38 and Crater et al. 39, an isotope dilution 
experiment by St. John et al. 37 and an air bubbling meas-
urement by Rinkenbach et al. 40. The isotope dilution data 
stated by St. John et al. 37 is considered erroneous in com-
parison with the other p-T-datasets available (cf. ESI Fig-
ure S-9) and is therefore disregarded. Isotope dilution 
measurements are not a well-established method of 
choice for vapor pressure measurements and may suffer 
from various error sources including isotope effects. 
Rinkenbach et al. 40 published solely two datapoints. This 
is insufficient for an error estimation – the data was there-
fore excluded from average value calculation.  

 

Figure 3. Clausius-Clapeyron (ln p vs 1/T) plot of the p-T-
data obtained in this work for the vaporization of 2 (◊), GTN 
3 (○),4 (□) and the sublimation of 4 (×). 

For GTN 3, available p-T literature data for comparison 
are seven transpiration experiments by Brandner et al. 38, 
Tunnell et al. 41, Dionne et al. 43, Dravnicks et al. 44, Kemp 
et al. 45 and Marshall et al. 46 and one isotope dilution 
measurement by St. John et al. 37. The isotope dilution 
data stated by John et al. 37 is disregarded for the reasons 
stated above. (cf. ESI Figure S-10) The enthalpy of vapori-
zation at 298.15 K derived from the p-T-data of the most 
recent transpiration data reported by Tunnell et al. 41 is 
the lowest and most imprecise value available (cf. Table 2, 
70.3 ± 4.9 kJ mol-1). With respect to this their experiment 

is neglected in the calculation of recommended values. 
Miroshnichenko et al. 42 report calorimetric data for the 
enthalpy of vaporization of nitroglycerine at 298.15 K. 
Their value is higher than the one measured in this work. 
This might be caused by a dinitroglycerol sample impuri-
ty of 0.2 or 1.2 mass % stated by the authors. The enthalpy 
of vaporization at 298.15 K was derived from measure-
ments in the temperature range from 40 – 120 °C, yet no 
statement about the sample purity after the measure-
ments at relatively high temperatures was given. Consid-
ering this the value stated by Miroshnichenko et al. 42 
should be regarded critically. 

The sublimation behavior of the room temperature solid 
ETN 4 was studied in the temperature range of 298.2 – 
331.0 K. The vapor pressure of ETN 4 at 298.15 K has been 
estimated via isothermal gravimetry by Oxley et al. 3,4. 
This work is the first characterization of the sublimation 
and vaporization of ETN 4 with the well-established tran-
spiration method, yet the values have be considered esti-
mates due to the unavoidable slow decomposition of the 
analyte, which was elucidated before. (cf. ESI Figure S-8). 
The literature data provided by Oxley et al. 3,4 for ETN 4 is 
an Antoine equation in the temperature range of 43 °C to 
58 °C and a vapor pressure at 298.15 K that was obtained 
by extrapolation in the original work. The values obtained 
in this work (101.6 ± 1.0 kJ mol-1, 0.6 mPa) are not in 
agreement with the values published by Oxley et al. 3,4 
(119.0 kJ mol-1, 3.2 mPa), which are influenced presumably 
by the same decomposition problem observed in this 
work. Furthermore the pressure analog values obtained 
by thermogravimetric measurements were converted into 
vapor pressure values by reference material calibration 
with benzoic acid which is a suitable approximation for 
estimates but also an additional potential source of sys-
tematic error considering the absolute vapor pressures. 

Oxley et al. 3,4 state an enthalpy of fusion for ETN 4 ob-
tained by differential scanning calorimetry at heating 
rates from 1 to 20 K min−1. The values spread from 29.9 kJ 
mol−1 to 35.3 kJ mol−1 at endotherm temperatures from 59 
to 63 °C. After adjusting the values to 298.15 K according 
to Chickos et al. 31 using the heat capacity differences in 
ESI Table S-3 the values spread from 27.4 kJ mol−1 to 32.9 
kJ mol-1 which results in an average value of 30.2±2.8 kJ 
mol for the enthalpy of fusion at 298.15 K. 

Considering the relationship of the enthalpies of vapori-
zation, sublimation and fusion at 298.15 K 31:  

∆l
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
° = ∆cr

𝑔 𝐻𝑚
° − ∆cr

𝑙 𝐻𝑚
°  (4) (4) 

The enthalpy of vaporization can be derived from the 

enthalpy of sublimation obtained in this work: ∆l
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
°  =        

129.1 kJ±1.1 kJ mol−1 -30.2±2.8 kJ mol−1 = 98.9±3.0 kJ mol  

This approximated value is in fair agreement with the 
value for the enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K of 
101.6±1.0 kJ mol−1 measured in this work and proves the 
internal consistency of the data obtained despite the de-
composition problem. For this reason the data published 
by Oxley et al. 3,4 should be regarded critically since their 
enthalpy of sublimation seems too low. The vapor pres-
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sure at 298.15 K (0.6 mPa) estimated in this work is in 
rough agreement with that derived from the data by Ox-
ley et al. (3.2 mPa) 3,4. 

Based on the literature data available uncertainty 
weighted average values for the enthalpies of vaporization 
at 298.15 K and average values for the vapor pressure at 
298.15 were calculated for 2 (65.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1, 10.4 Pa) 
and 3 (86.0±0.3 kJ mol−1, 71.3 mPa). These values are in fair 
agreement with the data obtained in this work. (2: 
65.1±0.3 kJ mol−1, 12.1 Pa; 3: 86.7±0.4 kJ mol−1, 82.2 mPa). 
Compounds 2–4 have similar structures but differ in the 
number of CHONO2 units. With respect to the data rec-
ommended and obtained in this work the vapor pressure 
at 298.15 K is lowered by two orders of magnitude for each 
additional CHONO2 unit. It is hard to measure the vapor 
pressure of 5, yet it can be estimated that it should be 
lower than that of 4 (0.6 mPa at 298.15 K, measured in 
this work) by a factor of 104. This is a convenient explana-
tion for its non-detectability by the VO-GC/MS method. 
Since 5 has the best energetic performance parameters 
(cf. Table S-2) but is the least volatile material with a high 
degree of precursor availability (as sweetening agent), it 
should be a benchmark analyte for the development of 
new explosive detection methods. Its sublimation behav-
ior should be further investigated with low-temperature 
high precision methods like Knudsen-effusion and 
Quartz-crystal microbalances. 

Conclusion 

In this work the nitrate esters ethyl nitrate (EtONO2, 1), 
ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN, 2), glyceryl trinitrate 
(GTN, 3), meso-erythritol tetranitate (ETN, 4), D-
mannitol hexanitrate (MHN, 5) and pentaerythritol 
tetranitrate (PETN, 6) were fully characterized in terms of 
classical chemical characterization, sensitivity toward 
external stimuli and energetic performance. It could be 
shown that compounds 1–5, potential candidates in im-
provised explosive devices, are well-performing explosives 
with high sensitivity toward external stimuli. With re-
spect to their gas-phase detectability the vapor pressure 
of compounds 2–4 was investigated. It could be demon-
strated that the introduction of a CHONO2 in linear ni-
trate esters lowers the vapor pressure by about two orders 
of magnitude. With respect to their vapor pressure 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 at 
298.2 K (2: 10.4 Pa, 3: 0.071 Pa, 4: 0.0032 Pa, 6: 1.55×10-6 
Pa47) the saturation concentration 𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡 of the explosives 
can be calculated according to the ideal gas equation: 

𝑐𝑠𝑎𝑡  [mg L−1] =𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 × 𝑀/(𝑅 × 298.15 𝐾) The resulting 
values are: EGDN 2: 637.9 µg L−1, GTN 3: 6.504 µg L−1 ETN 
4: ≈ 73 ng L−1 and PETN 6: 0.198 ng L-1. These values have 
to be considered as the maximum concentration observa-
ble. Calculations based on a mathematical model pub-
lished by Dravnicks et al.44 based on Fick’s Law of diffu-
sion (see ESI 10, exposed explosive surface 200 cm², 298.15 
K) result in a non-equilibrium concentration for ETN 4 of 
0.387 pg L−1, which is lowered by about a factor of 1.9 × 105 
in comparison to the saturation concentration. The limit 
of detection of 4 is 424 pg on column. For PETN 6 the 
detection limit is 123 pg on column and the non-
equilibrium concentration 0.978 fg L−1 (same conditions). 

In case of an application of VO-GC/MS for gas phase 
detection of nitrate esters an air sampling unit needs to 
be constructed which collects the analytes of interest by 
adsorption followed by thermal desorption and lossless 
transfer to the analytical column. This concept was real-
ized in Project SEDET17. For ETN 4 1095 L of air need to be 
sampled for exceeding the limit of detection. For PETN 6 
an air sampling volume of 126 m³ would be necessary. 
This indicates that the gas-phase detectability of an ex-
plosive is dictated by the vapor pressure of the compound 
and its corresponding limit of detection. Although this 
calculation is just an estimate it demonstrates the feasibil-
ity of gas-phase detection of explosives since five of six 
nitrate esters can be detected using VO-GC/MS. The 
remaining challenge is the construction of a sampling 
unit which allows the sampling of high volumes of air and 
subsequent transfer to the detector system with high 
efficiency. 

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the 
ACS Publications website: 
Synthesis and Characterization of Nitrate Esters 1–6, X-Ray 
Diffraction Analysis of 4 and 5, Calculation of Column Flow 
at 40 and 280 °C for VO-GC/MS-Setup, Photo of the Satura-
tor, Heat Capacities and Heat Capacity Differences of Com-
pounds 2–4, Long Term Stability NMR of ETN 4, VO-GC/MS 
mass spectra and calculation of limits of detection of com-
pounds 1–4 and 6, detailed measurement results of vapor 
pressure measurements of compounds 2–4, calculation of air 
concentration of 4 and 6. 
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1 Synthesis and Characterization of Nitrate Esters 1–6 
 

All reagents and solvents were used as received (Sigma-Aldrich, Fluka, Acros Organics, ACBR). NMR 

spectra were measured with a JEOL ECX-400 instrument. The chemical shift of the solvent peaks 

were adjusted according to literature values [1]. Multiplets are referred to as m (multiplet), s 

(singulet), d (doublet), t(triplet), q(quartett) and their combinations. Infrared spectra were measured 

with a Perkin-Elmer FT-IR Spektrum BXII instrument equipped with a Smith Dura SampIIR II ATR unit. 

Transmittance values are described as “strong” (s), “medium” (m), and “weak” (w). CI- mass spectra 

were measured with a JEOL MStation JMS 700 instrument. Elemental analyses (EA) were performed 

with a Netsch STA 429 simultaneous thermal analyzer. Sensitivity data were determined using a BAM 

drophammer and a BAM friction tester. The electrostatic sensitivity tests were carried out using an 

Electric Spark Tester ESD 2010 EN (OZM Research) operating with the “Winspark 1.15” software 

package. Melting and decomposition points were measured with an Linseis PT-10 DSC apparatus 

using heating rates of 5 °C min-1. Temperatures are given in the order of beginning, onset, maximum, 

offset and end point. The literature reference for the original synthesis of the analytes 1-5 is stated at 

the end of each procedure. 

CAUTION! The majority of the described compounds are energetic materials with sensitivity to various 

stimuli. While we encountered no issues in the handling of these materials, proper protective 

measures (face shield, ear protection, body armor, Kevlar gloves, and earthened equipment) should 

be used during the handling of nitrate esters 1-6 including vapor pressure measurements. 

Important synthetical safety aspects will be elucidated in the following. For the synthesis of EtONO2 1 

it is important to add uronium nitrate to the aqueous nitric acid before ethanol is added to prevent 

its oxidation to acetic acid which can result in dangerous runaway reactions. In the original literature 

[2] a riskful distillation is recommended but not necessary since the purity of the product before 

distillation is already satisfying. For EGDN 2 and GTN 3 a new workup method was established. It is 

important to stir the reaction strongly to avoid the dangerous build-up of a two-phase mixture. After 

the aqueous quenching of the mixed acid nitration the crude product is extracted and desensitized 

with dichloromethane, which is advantageous for the washing and drying steps that are normally 

carried out with the pure compound being the organic phase in the literature. 

1.1 Ethyl nitrate (EtONO2, 1)  

Uronium nitrate 27 (5.00 g, 40.63 mmol, 0.1 eq.) was stirred with nitric acid (21 mL, 29.40 g, 

466.59 mmol, 1.3 eq., 65 %) at room temperature. After 5 minutes of stirring absolute ethanol 

(21 mL 16.57 g, 359.66 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added. The solution was then distilled from the reaction 

mixture at an oil bath temperature of 130 °C which was reached within one hour. The reaction is 

finished when the volume of the lower ethyl nitrate phase in the catching vessel remains constant. 

34.50 g of the raw product, a colourless liquid, was washed with 3 x 20 mL of distilled water, sodium 

carbonate solution (0.50 g in 20 mL distilled water) and again with 2 x 20 mL distilled water. After 

drying over sodium sulphate 4.35 g (14 %) colourless liquid ethyl nitrate 10 were obtained and stored 

at -30 °C in a freezer under argon atmosphere.[2] 

1H NMR (400.18 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 4.58 (q, J = 7.1 Hz, H-1), 1.34 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, H-2). 
13C{1H} NMR (100.53 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 70.7 (C-1), 12.4 (C-2) 

15N NMR (40.51 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ -40.8 (t, J = 3.0 Hz, ONO2) 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 2992 (w), 2944 (w), 2889 (w), 1618 (s), 1477 (w), 1447 (w), 1383 (w),  
1367 (m), 1277 (s), 1157 (w), 1118 (w), 1091 (w), 1009 (m), 902 (m), 853 (s),  
760 (m), 703 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 2981 (36), 2948 (100), 2881 (16), 2732 (8), 1629 (8), 1459 (1), 1449 (14),  
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1369 (8), 1281 (36), 1120 (13), 1093 (9), 1008 (1), 905 (3), 859 (27), 706 (4),  
568 (23), 384 (27), 100 (56) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 92.1 [(C2H5NO3 + H+)+]. 

IS 1 J (liquid). 

FS [N] > 360 N (liquid). 

ESD [J] not measurable with liquids. 

 

1.2 Ethylene glycol dinitrate (EGDN, 2)  

Nitric acid (10 mL, 15.13 g, 240.10 mmol, 12.0 eq., 100 %) was stirred and cooled by means of an ice-

salt cooling bath and sulfuric acid (5 mL, 96 %) was added. Afterwards ethylene glycol (1.24 g, 19.99 

mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added dropwise keeping the temperature below 10 °C. Cooling and stirring was 

continued for 1.5 hours and the solution was then poured in 100 mL of ice water. A white oily liquid 

occurred at the bottom of the beaker. Most of the water above the oil was decanted and the 

remaining phase mixture was extracted with dichloromethane (15 mL). The organic phase was 

washed with 2 x 20 mL distilled water, potassium bicarbonate solution (1.33 g in 20 mL distilled 

water), 2 x 20 mL distilled water and once with 20 mL brine. After drying over sodium sulfate the 

filtrate was separated through filtration and the solvent was removed with a rotary evaporator with 

a room temperature water bath. 0.88 g (29 %) of colourless liquid ethylene glycol dinitrate were 

obtained and stored at -30 °C in a freezer under argon atmosphere. [3] 

1H NMR (400.18 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 4.87 (s, H-1, H-2) 
13C{1H} NMR (100.53 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 4.87 (s, H-1, H-2) 

14N NMR (28.89 MHz, dmso-d6) δ -43 (s, ONO2) 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 2900 (w), 1624 (s), 1455 (w), 1427 (m), 1391 (w), 1289 (m), 1265 (s),  
1038 (m), 885 (m), 831 (s), 754 (m), 710 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3014 (4), 2975 (100), 2893 (6), 2768 (2), 2731 (3), 1639 (13), 1514 (3),  
1457 (9), 1429 (13), 1396 (7), 1371 (3), 1290 (85), 1238 (4), 1115 (8), 858 (51), 
754 (2), 695 (7), 647 (9), 580 (6), 562 (64), 477 (9), 386 (3), 353 (1), 280 (9),  
239 (4) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 153.1 [(C2H4N2O6 + H+)+]. 

IS 1 J (liquid). 

FS [N] > 360 N (liquid). 

ESD [J] not measurable with liquids. 

 

1.3 Glyceryl trinitrate (GTN, 3) 
Sulfuric acid (6 mL, 96 %) and nitric acid (4 mL, 6.05 g, 96.04 mmol, 6.4 eq., 100 %) were stirred so 

that a swirl at the surface occurred and cooled below 0 °C by means of an ice-salt cooling bath. 

Glycerine (1.38 g, 14.99 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added dropwise using a syringe without canula which 

was weighed before and after adding keeping the temperature below 10 °C. For three hours the 

temperature was kept beneath 10 °C under permanent stirring. The two phase mixture was poured 

into 150 mL ice water and dichloromethane (30 mL) was added. The organic phase was separated 

and washed with 3 x 30 mL distilled water, sodium bicarbonate solution (1.21 g in 30 mL distilled 

water), 2 x 30 mL distilled water and 30 mL brine. After drying over sodium sulphate the organic 

phase was filtered off and the solvent was evaporated with a rotary evaporator placing the flask in 

room temperature water. 2.56 g (75 %) colourless liquid nitroglycerine 13 were obtained and was 

stored at -30 °C in a freezer under argon atmosphere.[4],[3] 

1H NMR[5] (400.18 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 5.89 (tt, J = 6.2, 3.4 Hz, H-2), 5.13 (dd, J = 13.0, 3.4 
Hz, H-1,H-3), 4.95 (dd, J = 13.0, 6.2 Hz, H-1’, H-3’) 
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13C{1H} NMR (100.53 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 76.78 (C-2), 70.07 (C-1,C-3). 
15N NMR (40.51 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ -46.62 (dd, J = 3.8, 3.0 Hz, N-1, N3), -49.03 (d, J = 3.5 

Hz N-2). 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3024 (w), 1986 (w), 2911 (w), 2552 (w), 1630 (s), 1455 (w), 1427 (m),  
1393 (w), 1352 (w), 1292 (m), 1264 (s), 1086 (w), 1052 (w), 1006 (m), 899 (m), 
822 (s), 749 (m), 701 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 2976 (66), 2914 (3), 2899 (5), 2859 (7), 1655 (11), 1459 (7), 1431 (4), 
1395 (4), 1353 (5), 1293 (53), 857 (32), 682 (5), 634 (3), 590 (6), 556 (9), 456 (1), 
238 (8), 98 (100) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 228.1 [(C3H5N3O6 + H+)+]. 

DSC Decompositon: 140/167/185/210/226 °C 

IS 1 J (liquid). 

FS [N] > 360 N (liquid). 

ESD [J] not measurable with liquids. 

 

1.4 meso-Erythritol tetranitrate (ETN, 4): 

Nitric acid (19 mL, 28.75 g, 456.20 mmol, 13.9 eq. 100 %) was added to sulfuric acid (17 mL, 96 %) 

while being stirred and cooled to 0 °C by means of an ice-salt cooling bath. The temperature rose to 

10 °C when D-erythritol (4.00 g, 32.75 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added. Afterwards the solution was heated 

to 40 °C and stirred for one hour before it was poured on 200 mL ice water. The obtained white 

precipitate was washed with distilled water, sodium carbonate solution (0.70 g solved in 25 mL 

distilled water) and again with distilled water. After drying under suction for 20 minutes 8.17 g raw 

product was recrystallized from ethanol (20 mL) at 55 °C. The white crystalline product was filtered 

off and dried in high vacuum (1x10-2 mbar) over night. 6.60 g (67 %) ETN 4 were obtained and stored 

at -30 °C in a freezer under argon atmosphere. [6] 

1H NMR (400.18 MHz, Acetone-d6) δ 6.03 – 5.97 (m, 2H, X-Part of [ABX]2), 5.27 – 5.19 
(m, 2H, A-Part of [ABX]2), 5.04 – 4.95 (m, 2H, B-Part of [ABX]2). 

13C{1H} NMR (acetone-d6, 100.53 MHz): δ 68.7 (2C, C-1, C-4), 76.5 (2C, C-2, C-3) ppm. 
15N NMR (acetone-d6, 40.51 MHz):  δ -47.2 (dd, J = 3.9, 2.9 Hz, N-1, N-4), -51.1 (m, N-2, N-

3, X-Part of AA’X). 

EA for C4H6N4O12 calculated: C 15.90, H 2.00, N 18.55 %; 
found: C 16.00, H 2.00, N 18.26 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3293 (w), 2978 (w), 2911 (w), 2555 (w), 1746 (w), 1656 (s), 1648 (s),  
1631 (s), 1512 (w), 1488 (w), 1455 (m), 1375 (m), 1339 (w), 1294 (m), 1286 (m), 
1277 (s), 1258 (s), 1228 (m), 1058 (m), 1032 (m), 982 (m), 918 (m), 872 (m),  
827 (s), 754 (m), 740 (m), 696 (m) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3020 (19), 2980 (87), 2897 (9), 1673 (7), 1649 (17), 1632 (10), 1512 (2),  
1488 (2), 1457 (25), 1386 (9), 1371 (5), 1358 (15), 1311 (15), 1297 (100),  
1281 (5), 1270 (8), 1163 (9), 1085 (15), 1053 (5), 928 (3), 899 (6), 870 (71),  
844 (5), 835 (15), 774 (8), 700 (45), 634 (17), 589 (20), 565 (58), 373 (5),  
282 (16), 242 (18), 228 (82), 183 (22), 113 (7) cm-1. 

MS (DEI+) m/z: 303.2 [(C4H6N4O12 + H+)+], 226.2 [(C4H6N4O12 – NO2 – CH2O)+],  
151.1 [(C4H6N4O12 + H+ - 2 NO2 – 2 CH2O)+], 118.1 [(C4H6N4O12 – 4 NO2)+],  
76.1 [(CH2NO3)+], 46.1 [(NO2)+], 30.1 [(CH2O)+]. 

DSC Melting: 56/59/62/65/71 °C 
Decomposition: 144/170/182/191/210 °C 

IS 3 J (100-500 µm). 

FS [N] 60 N (100-500 µm). 

ESD [J] 0.15 J (100-500 µm). 
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Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.774 g cm-³. 

 

1.5 D-Mannitolhexanitrate (MHN, 5): 

Nitric acid (15 mL, 22.69 g, 360.16 mmol, 21.9 eq., 100 %) was cooled below 0 °C by means of an 

acetone-ice cooling bath and D-mannitol (3.00 g, 16.47 mmol, 1.0 eq.) was added keeping the 

temperature below 0 °C. The obtained yellow suspension was stirred for 30 minutes while being 

cooled. This suspension was poured into a beaker and after adding sulfuric acid (16.5 mL, 96 %) a 

white viscous suspension was formed, which was poured into 300 mL ice water. A white precipitate 

was obtained and filtered off. It was washed with sodium carbonate solution (16.5 g in 300 mL 

distilled water) and with 300 mL of distilled water. 10.65 g of the wet product were recrystallized 

from boiling ethanol (35 mL). The fine white product was filtered off, washed with a small amount of 

ethanol (-30 °C cold) and dried in high vacuum (8 10-3 mbar) over night. 6.04 g (81 %) soft white 

needles of D-mannitolhexanitrate 5 were obtained and stored at -30 °C in a freezer under argon 

atmosphere. [7] 

1H NMR (acetone-d6, 399.78 MHz): δ = 6.33 – 6.23 (m, 1H, X-Part of [ABMX]2), 6.12-6.04 
(m, 1H, M-Part of [ABMX]2), 5.29 (dd, J = 13.3, 3.3 Hz, 1H, H-1, H-6), 4.99 (dd, J = 
13.3, 5.9 Hz, 1H, H-1, H-6). 

13C NMR (acetone-d6, 100.53 MHz): δ = 77.6 (C-2, C-5), 77.1 (C-3, C-4), 69.4 (C-1, C-6). 
15N NMR (acetone-d6, 40.51 MHz): δ = -47.8 (dd, J = 3.9, 3.0 Hz, N-1, N-6), -51.9 (d, J = 4.1 

Hz, N-2, N-5), -53.2 – -54.6 (m, X-Part of AA’X, N-3, N-4). 

EA for C6H8N6O18 calculated: C 15.94, H 1.78, N 18.59 %;  
found: C 16.23, H 1.94, N 18.43 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3297 (w), 2981(m), 2916 (w), 2535 (w), 1677 (m), 1645 (s), 1637 (s),  
1464 (m), 1378 (w), 1359 (w), 1340 (w), 1280 (s), 1271 (s), 1268 (s), 1224 (m), 
1054 (w), 1042 (w), 1031 (m), 1001 (m), 963 (w), 930 (m), 860 (m), 826 (m),  
749 (w), 733 (w), 701 (w), 681 (w) cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3002 (16), 2976 (92), 2906 (14), 1681 (5), 1649 (31), 1467 (19), 1389 (7),  
1356 (55), 1323 (13), 1302 (100), 1273 (4), 1235 (17), 1155 (12), 1092 (20),  
1046 (5), 966 (5), 936 (8), 869 (99), 836 (8), 800 (4), 745 (9), 703 (31), 676 (16), 
612 (18), 585 (8), 564 (7), 553 (10), 535 (27), 504 (6), 313 (22), 249 (5), 228 (96), 
189 (34), 167 (5), 135 (34) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 453.0 [M+H+] 

DSC Melting: 107/109111/113/119 °C 
Decomposition: 162/179/200/212/230 °C 

IS 1 J (100-500 µm). 

FS [N] 30 N (100-500 µm). 

ESD [J] 0.15 J (100-500 µm). 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.784 g cm-³. 

 

1.6 Pentaerythritoltetranitrate (PETN, 6): 

Acetic anhydride (10.0 ml, 107 mmol) was cooled down to 0 °C. Afterwards nitric acid (2.00 ml, 

44.1 mmol, 100%) and glacial acetic acid (2.00 ml, 33.1 mmol) were added slowly. The solution 

was stirred at 0 °C for 30 minutes. Pentaerythritol (1.00 g, 7.35 mmol) was dissolved in the 

nitrating medium and stirred for 4 hours at 0 °C. The mixture was brought to ambient 

temperature and stirred for 12 hours. Subsequently the suspension was diluted with ice-water 

(250 ml) and stirred for 30 minutes. A white precipitate was obtained. It was filtered off, washed 
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with water and NaHCO3-solution (5.00 g NaHCO3 in 200 ml water). After drying at ambient 

temperature the raw product (2.12 g) was recrystallized from ethanol (100 ml). The solution was 

stored in a fridge at 4 °C for 16 hours. Then the colorless needles were filtered off, washed with 

cold ethanol and dried in a desiccator in vacuo yielding 1.96 g (6.20 mmol, 84%) of white 

crystalline pentaerythritol tetranitrate 6. 

1H NMR (400.18 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 4.70 (s, H-1, H-3, H-4, H-5) 
13C NMR (100.53 MHz, dmso-d6) δ 40.8 (C-2), 70.3 (C-1, C3, C-4, C-5) 
14N NMR (28.89 MHz , dmso-d6) δ -45 (s, N-1, N-3, N-4, N-5) 

EA for C5H8N4O12 calculated: C 19.00, H 2.55, N 17.72 %;  
found: C 19.18, H 2.49, N 17.54 %. 

IR (ATR) 𝜈 = 3273 (w), 3021 (w), 2983 (w), 2905 (w) 2551 (w), 1740 (w), 1638 (s),  
1506 (w), 1471 (m), 1394 (w), 1383 (w), 1304 (m), 1282 (s), 1267 (s), 1193 (w), 
1035 (m), 998 (m), 937 (w), 895 (w), 840 (m), 835 (m), 752 (m), 745 (m), 701 (m) 
cm-1. 

Raman 𝜈 = 3024 (46), 2985 (100), 2917 (22), 2764 (3), 1671 (7), 1660 (23), 1628 (8),  
1509 (4), 1469 (31), 1403 (13), 1292 (98), 1275 (8), 1251 (23), 1193 (7),  
1043 (22), 1004 (5), 938 (10), 873 (52), 838 (2), 746 (6), 704 (5), 676 (12),  
624 (61), 589 (24), 539 (23), 459 (9), 322 (4), 278 (12), 259 (7), 228 (43) cm-1. 

MS (CI) m/z: 317.1 [(C5H8N4O12 + H+)+]. 

DSC Melting: 132/138/140/144/150 °C 
Decomposition: 143/157/176/192/214 °C 

IS 3 J. 

FS [N] 60 N. 

ESD [J] 0.19 J. 

Density 
(pycnometer) 

1.750 g cm-³.. 
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2 X-ray Diffraction Analysis of ETN 4 and MHN 5 
For all measurements, an Oxford Xcalibur3 diffractometer with a CCD area detector was employed 
for data collection using Mo-Kα radiation (λ = 0.71073 Å). By using the CRYSALISPRO software[8] the 
data collection and reduction were performed. The structures were solved by direct methods 
(SIR97[9] or SHELXS-97[10]) and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F2 (SHELXL [10]) and finally 
checked using the PLATON software [11] integrated in the WinGX software suite. The non-hydrogen 
atoms were refined anisotropically and the hydrogen atoms were located and freely refined. The 
absorptions were corrected by a SCALE3 ABSPACK multiscan method.[12] All DIAMOND2 plots are shown 
with thermal ellipsoids at the 50% probability level and hydrogen atoms are shown as small spheres 
of arbitrary radius. 

 
Table S-1. Crystallographic data and structure refinement details for MHN 6 and ETN 4. 

  MHN 6 (100 K) ETN 4 (100K) ETN 4 (291K) 

Chemical formula C6H8N6O18 C4H6N4O12 C4H6N4O12 
Molecular weight [g mol-1] 452.18 302.13 302.13 

Color, habit colorless rod colorless block colorless block 
Size [mm] 0.037x0.085x0.406 0.12 x  0.19 x  0.46 0.4x0.2x0.1 

Crystal system Orthorhombic Monoclinic Monoclinic 
Space group P212121 P21/c P21/c 

a [Å] 4.8670(4) 15.9085(10) 16.131(4) 
b [Å] 16.551(14) 5.1714(2) 5.3258(10) 
c [Å] 19.6814(17) 14.7676(8) 14.849(4) 
α [°] 90 90 90 
β [°] 90 116.149(7) 116.56(3) 
γ [°] 90 90 90 

V [Å3] 1585.8(2) 1090.57(12) 1141.5(2) 
Z 4 4 4 

ρcalc [g cm-3] 1.894 1.840 1.759 
μ [mm-1] 0.196 0.190 0.182 

Irridiation [Å] MoKα 0.71069 MoKα 0.71069 MoKα 0.71073 
F(000) 920 616 616 

Q-Bereich [°] 4.23-25.68 4.2-27.5 4.6,  26.0 
T [K] 100 100 291 

Dataset h -5 ≤ h ≤ 5 -20≤ h ≤  20 -19 ≤ h ≤ 12 
Dataset k -18 ≤ k ≤ 20 -6≤ k ≤   6 -6 ≤ k ≤ 6 
Dataset l -24 ≤ l ≤ 20 -19≤ l ≤ 19 -18 ≤ l ≤ 18 

Reflecions coll. 10619 17110 7337 
Independent refl. 2984 2505 2220 

Observed refl. 2392 2117 1388 
Parameters 272 205 205 

R (int) 0.0546 0.029 0.039 
GOOF 0.838 1.038 1.033 

R1, wR2 (I>sI0) 0.0393, 0.0672 0.0270, 0.0652 0.0402, 0.0918 
R1, wR2 (all data) 0.0579, 0.0741 0.0350, 0.0701 0.0747, 0.1154 

Remaining density [e Å-3] -0.271, 0.190 -0.21, 0.33 -0.18, 0.17 
Device type Oxford XCalibur3 Oxford XCalibur3 Oxford XCalibur3 

Adsorption corr. multi-scan multi-scan multi-scan 
CCDC 1471378 1471379 1500841 

a wR2 = [S[w(F0
2-Fc

2)2]/ S [w(F0)2]]1/2 where w=[sc
2(F0

2)+(xP)2+yP] and P=(F0
2+2Fc

2)/3 
 

Single crystals of ETN 4 were obtained by crystallization from ethanol. The structure was 

redetermined and corresponds to the description of Manner et al..[13] It crystallizes in the 

monoclinic space group P21/c. Due to the high interest on compound ETN 4 two measurements were 

carried out at different temperatures (100 K and 291 K) to obtain a proper structural and density 
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parameter. At 100 K the density is 1.840 g cm-3, at 291 K a value of 1.759 g cm-3 could be calculated. 

In comparison to the two polymorphs known for PETN 6, which crystallizes tetragonal (1.778 g cm-3 

at 283–303K [14]/ 1.845 g cm-3 at 100K [15]) and orthorhombic (1.72 g cm-3 at 283-303 K) [15] the 

obtained densities are very similar. The molecular structure at 100K is depicted in Figure 1. The 

molecular structure shows a centre of inversion at the middle of the C1–C1i bond which has an 

expected length of 1.54 Å.  

 

Figure S-1. Molecular structure ETN 4 in the solid state at 100K. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 50% probability level, 
and H atoms are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii 

Due to the absence of any NH and OH protons the structure is mainly dominated by nitro-nitro 

interactions and non-classical C-H···O hydrogen bonds which can be seen in Figure 2. 

 

 

Figure S-2 View on the unit cell of ETN 4 along the b axis 

Single crystals of MHN 6 were obtained by the vapor diffusion of n-pentane into a saturated solution 

of 6 in ethyl acetate. Mannitol hexanitrate (MHN, 6) crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group 

P212121 with a density of 1.894 g cm-3 at 100K. The bond length and angles of the molecular moiety 

are in the typical ranges and very similar to those observed for erythritol tetranitrate (see above) and 

also for glyceryl trinitrate (GTN 3) (ρ = 1.842 g cm-3  at 153K) in the literature.[16] 
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Figure S-3. Molecular structure of mannitol hexanitrate (6) in the solid state at 100K. Thermal ellipsoids are drawn at the 
50% probability level, and H atoms are shown as spheres of arbitrary radii. 

Again the intermolecular interactions (Figure S-4) are dominated by nitro-nitro interactions and C-

H···O hydrogen bonds. 

 

Figure S-4 - View on the unit cell of X along the a axes. 
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3 Calculations of Capillary Column Flows for used VO-GC/MS setup 
The calculations in the following are based on the Hagen-Poiseuille equation [17], use the 

parameters of the VO-GC/MS setup in this work and demonstrate that the flow-dynamics of the 

restriction-column assembly are dominated by the restriction in the isothermal injector and a change 

of the column oven temperature from 40 °C to 280 °C results in a negligible change of calculated 

column flow from 4.08 mL/min to 3.92 mL/min, which corresponds to 3.9 %. Due to this it is possible 

to operate the GC carrier gas control unit in constant pressure mode. 

3.1 Calculation of Column Flow at 40 °C Oven Temperature 

 

Figure S-5. Calculation of Column Flow at 40 °C Oven Temperature 

3.2 Calculation of Column Flow at 280 °C Oven Temperature 

 

Figure S-6. Calculation of Column Flow at 40 °C Oven Temperature 
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4 Photo of the Saturator 

Figure S-7. The Saturator (left) with attached cooling trap (right).  
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5 Energetic Properties of Nitrate Esters 1-6 
Table S-2 – Energetic Properties of Nitrate Esters 1-6 

  EtONO2 1 EGDN 2 GTN 3 ETN 4 MHN 5 PETN 6 

Formula  C2H5NO3 C2H4N2O6 C3H5N3O9 C4H6N4O12 C6H8N6O18 C5H8N4O12 

MW / g mol−1 91.0660 152.0620 227.0850 302.1080 452.1540 316.1350 

IS[a] / J  1 1 1 3 1 3 

FS[b] / N  >360  >360 >360 60 30 60 

ESD[c] / mJ n.m. n.m. n.m. 0.15 0.15 0.19 

Grain Size / µm Liquid Liquid Liquid 100 - 500 100 – 500 >1000 

N+O[d] / %  68.09 81.55 81.91 82.10 82.28 78.45 

ΩCO; ΩCO2  -26.4; -61.5 0.0; +21.0 +3.5; +24.7 +5.3; +26.5 +7.1; +28.3 -10.1; +15.2 

Tmelt
[f]

. / °C -95 [13] -22 [14] 13 [15] 56 / 62 / 71 107 / 111 / 119 132 / 140 / 150 

Tdec
[g]

. / °C  n.m. n.m. 140 / 185 / 226 144 / 182 / 210 143 / 176 / 214 162 / 200 /230 

ρ[h] / g cm-3  
1.11(293 K)[16] 1.48(297 K)[14] 1.59(297 K)[14] 1.759(291 K) 1.894 (100 K) 1.845 (100 K)  

1.11*  1.48*  1.59* 1.76* (1.77)** 1.84* (1.78)** 1.79* (1.75)** 

ΔfH°[i] / kJ mol-1  -190.4 ± 1.0  -233 -370 ± 2 n.a. n.a. -538.5 ± 0.8 

ΔfH [j] / kJ mol-1  -174 -219 -311 -434 -622 -481 

ΔfU°[k] / kJ kg-1  -1792 -1341 -1278 -1345 -1287 -1426 

EXPLO6.03 values: 
      

–ΔexU°ll] / kJ kg-1  4712 6563 6320 6105 5938 7797 

PCJ
[m] / kbar  123 212 241 301 296 298 

Vdet
[n] / m s-1 6321 7576 7887 8540 8490 7655 

V0
[o] / L kg-1  976 811 782 767 755 502 

[a] impact sensitivity, BAM drophammer (method 1 of 6); [b] friction sensitivity, BAM friction tester 

(method 1 of 6); [c] sensitivity towards electrostatic discharge; [d] summated nitrogen and oxygen 

content; [e] oxygen balance; [f] melting range according to DSC with 5 °C min-1 (start-/maximum-

/end-temperature) [g] decomposition range according to DSC with 5 °C min-1 (start-/maximum-/end-

temperature) [h] densities (*values at 298 K calculated using the equation (ρ298K = ρT / (1+αV(298-T0); 

αV = 1.5 10–4 K–1; ** pycnometer density at 298 K); [i] experimental enthalpy of formation (data taken 

from [17]); [j] calculated condensed phase enthalpy of formation (CBS-4M) [k] calculated condensed 

phase energy of formation (CBS-4M; [l] heat of detonation; [m] detonation pressure; [n] detonation 

velocity; [o] volume of gases after detonation.  
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6 Heat Capacities and Heat Capacity Differences of compounds 2–4 
Table S-3. Compilation of Heat Capacities and Heat Capacity Differences of Compounds 2–4 

compound 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
 ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶

𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
 

 calc. calc. lit. lit.   

 
[J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

EGDN 2 219.3a 170.0a (143.4) [18] n.a. -67.6 -26.3 

GTN 3 (319.8)a 247.5a 364.3 [19] n.a. -103.5 -37.9 

ETN 4 420.3 (324.9) n.a. 334.1 [20] -119.9 -50.9 

Bracketed values not used for calculation of heat capacity differences. n.a.: not available a) 

calculated according to the increment method and data by Hurst et al. [21] b) calculated by 

∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 10.58 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (l) × 0.26 according to [22] c) calculated by ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 0.75 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) ×

0.15 according to [22] 
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7 Long-Term Instability of ETN 4 

 

Figure S-8. 1H NMR spectra (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, ppm-) of ETN 4 before (grey) and after (black) subjection to temperatures 
ranging from 25 to 58 °C over two weeks. Whilst the 13C satellite signals at 5.73 and 6.13 ppm are scaled similarly the 
decomposition product signals are intensified significantly in the black spectrum. This demonstrates the lack of long-term 
stability for ETN 4. Before: total integral of impurities <1 % of total integral. (After: 5%.) 
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8 VO-GC/MS Parameters 
Table S-4 – VO-GC/MS Parameters. 

GC/MS  Shimadzu QP2010SE® 

Injector Atas Optic 4 

Liner 10 mm V2A stainless steel tube, 5 mm wall thickness, equipped with 
silanized glass wool (2 mm injection needle penetration into wool) 

Restriction 0.05 mm capillary, 10.10 mm length (Restek #10098) 

Column connector SGE Siltite µ-Union® (Restek #073562) 

Analytical columns Restek RTX-TNT 1® (6 m, 0.53 mm, 1.5 µm) 

Oven program 30 °C (hold 1 min)  100 °C (rate 40 °C min-1) 

 100 °C (hold 1 min)  150 °C (rate 60 °C min-1)  hold 1 min 
vapor pressure measurement quantification methods: 
EGDN 2/GTN 3: 40 °C (hold 0.1 min)  200 °C (rate 60 °C min-1) 
ETN 4: 40 °C (hold 0.1 min)  200 °C (rate 33 °C min-1)  

Injector head pressure 90 kPa  

virtual column 100 m, 0.25 µm film thickness, 0.20 mm i.d. 

column flow 3.92 – 4.08 mL min-1 

split ratio 150 

split flow 25.37 mL/min (measured at split exit with soap film flow meter, corrected 
according to Boeker et al. [19] 

purge flow  5 mL min-1  

injection volume  1 µL  

Ion source 200 °C  

MS interface 200 °C  

MS scan m/z 30-500, acquisition time 0.30 s 
SIM m/z 46 30 76, acquisition time 0.10 s 
vapor pressure measurement quantification methods: 
EGDN 2/ GTN 3: SIM 1.00 – 2.00 min m/z 46 30 76 2.00 – 2.77 min m/z 57 
71 43 85 
ETN 4: SIM 1.00 – 3.50 min m/z 71 57 43 85; 3.50 – 4.95 min 46 30 76 31 
Acquisition time for SIM measurements: 0.10  
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9 VO-GC/MS mass spectra of compound 1–4 and 6 
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10 Limits of Detection LOD / Limits of Quantification LOQ 
A 1:1 dilution series mixture of the analytes 1–4 and 6 in acetone was created and measured in the 

GC/MS device. Each sample was measured three times and the average value of the peak area 

(automatic integration) calculated. The results for the dilution steps 1–6 are compiled in Table S-5 

and can be regarded as an external standard quantification. Considering this the coefficient of 

determination R² by linear regression is given for each analyte. 

Table S-5 – Results of LOD/LOQ measurement 

EtONO2 1 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 

concentration [µg/mL] 1.74 0.87 0.44 0.22 0.11 0.05 

peak area  
 

[counts] 58059 28711 14659 7198 3580 1842 

σ 
 

[counts] 1892 799 482 52 39 16 

R² 
 

0.99995 
      EGDN 2 

 
  

      concentration [µg/mL] 6.57 3.29 1.64 0.82 0.41 0.21 

peak area  
 

[counts] 304428 154662 76294 36804 17310 5920 

σ 
 

[counts] 8567 1873 251 115 2073 109 

R² 
 

0.99979 
      GTN 3 

 
  

      concentration [µg/mL] 4.85 2.42 1.21 0.61 0.30 0.15 

peak area  
 

[counts] 236295 111750 53592 27498 14530 8485 

σ 
 

[counts] 909 1395 642 710 687 375 

R² 
 

0.99875 
      ETN 4 

 
  

      concentration [µg/mL] 13.21 6.60 3.30 1.65 0.83 0.41 

peak area  
 

[counts] 272349 102156 34764 12109 4408 1574 

σ 
 

[counts] 10803 2041 280 314 36 44 

R² 
 

0.98347 
      PETN 6 

 
  

      concentration [µg/mL] 6.96 3.48 1.74 0.87 0.44 0.22 

peak area  
 

[counts] 242153 104134 42867 18749 8017 2494 

σ 
 

[counts] 8051 3606 894 560 378 1918 

R²  0.99493       
 

With the results from linear regression analysis for the external standard calibration in hands the 

Limit of Detection (LOD) and Quantification (LOQ) was calculated for the calibration method 

according to the German industry standard DIN 32645:2008 with α =°β = 0.01 and k = 3. A second 

boundary condition is the correct identification of the analyte by the absolute intensity ratio of 

quantification (m/z 46) and two reference ions (m/z 30, 76) with a default ion allowance of 30%. To 

generate values suitable for the comparison of different chromatographic setups the values obtained 

in µg mL-1 valid for the setup in the configuration stated above were calculated to the mass 

transferred into the analytical column [pg] considering the injection volume and the split proportion, 

which is the quotient of column flow to the sum of column and split flow. (4.08 mL min-1 / (4.08 + 

25.37 mL min-1) = 0.139) The results of the calculation are stated in Table S-6 in the publication. 
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Table S-6 – Limits of Detection and Quantification determined according to DIN 32645:2008 with α =°β = 0.01 and k = 3 
using the values compiled in Table S-5. 

 

LOD [µg/mL] LOQ [µg/mL] LOD [pg] LOQ [pg] 

EtONO2 1 0.022 0.079 3 11 

EGDN 2 0.172 0.615 24 85  

GTN 3 0.306 1.067 42 148 

ETN 4 3.059 13.272 424 1839 

PETN 6 0.888 3.098 123 429 
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11 Vapor Pressure Measurements 

11.1 p-T-data obtained in this work for EGDN 2 
Table S-7. Ethylene glycol dinitrate 2: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained 
by the transpiration method in this work 

Ethylene glycol dinitrate 2: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 65.1 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
306.8

𝑅
−

85275.3

𝑅𝑇
+

67.6

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

274.1 0.55 8.160 302.3 3.06 1.15 0.03 66.75 148.9 

278.4 0.90 7.915 297.2 4.75 1.89 0.05 66.45 148.2 

278.4 0.77 6.803 297.2 5.75 1.87 0.05 66.46 148.2 

278.4 0.31 2.835 299.1 3.04 1.82 0.05 66.45 148.0 

283.3 1.06 5.693 297.3 4.74 3.05 0.08 66.12 146.9 

283.3 0.31 1.720 299.7 3.04 2.95 0.08 66.12 146.6 

288.3 0.85 2.770 297.6 4.75 5.05 0.15 65.79 146.0 

288.3 0.96 3.318 302.9 3.06 4.80 0.13 65.79 145.5 

293.3 0.82 1.651 297.9 4.72 8.09 0.23 65.45 144.9 

293.3 1.03 2.195 302.7 3.06 7.77 0.22 65.45 144.5 

298.2 1.39 1.810 297.9 4.72 12.53 0.34 65.11 143.6 

298.3 0.86 1.175 303.3 3.07 12.14 0.33 65.11 143.3 

303.2 0.89 0.766 297.9 2.87 18.95 0.50 64.78 142.4 

303.2 0.83 0.765 303.2 3.06 18.11 0.48 64.78 142.0 

308.2 2.77 1.575 297.5 4.73 28.60 0.74 64.44 141.3 

308.2 0.86 0.503 301.3 2.01 28.23 0.73 64.44 141.1 

313.2 3.06 1.180 297.6 4.72 42.24 1.08 64.11 140.1 

313.2 0.86 0.342 301.9 1.03 41.47 1.06 64.10 139.9 

318.2 6.42 1.651 297.4 4.72 63.22 1.61 63.77 139.2 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c 

Volume of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was 

calculated with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 

3000 Pa. 
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Figure S-9 – Experimental vapor pressure of EGDN 2 in comparison with literature values. 

Table S-8 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  for ethylene glycol dinitrate 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 274.1 – 318.2 294.3 65.4±0.3 65.1±0.3 12.1 

Pella 1977 [23] T 254.7 – 298.2 272.5 65.2±0.1 63.7±0.3 10.0 

John 1975 [24] I  298.2   (3.7) 

Brandner 1938 [25] T 283.2 – 323.2 302.6 68.0±0.2 68.3±0.3 10.6 

Crater 1929 [26] T 288.2 – 328.2 307.5 72.8±1.7 73.4±1.7 9.5 

Rinkenbach 1926 [27] A 273.2 – 295.2 283.7 63.6 (62.9) 9.8 

     65.8±0.2e 10.4f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, I: Isotope Dilution, A: Air Bubbling 
c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [22] with ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° = -47.9 J mol-1 

K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (l)= 143.4 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S-3) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to 

equation 2 in the main paper. e Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the 

weighing factor. f Average value. Values in brackets were excluded from average value calculation. 
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11.2 p-T-data obtained in this work for GTN 3 
Table S-9. Nitroglycerine: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

Nitroglycerine : ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 86.7 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
375.4

𝑅
−

118111.5

𝑅𝑇
+

105.3

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

283.3 0.11 86.5 297.7 4.98 0.0134 0.0053 88.28 180.1 

283.2 0.07 65.3 298.9 5.09 0.0125 0.0053 88.30 179.7 

288.2 0.07 30.5 297.4 5.98 0.0249 0.0056 87.77 178.1 

288.2 0.28 121 297.1 4.98 0.0248 0.0056 87.77 178.1 

288.2 0.16 78.1 302.4 4.13 0.0227 0.0056 87.76 177.3 

293.2 0.13 30.9 297.2 4.98 0.0464 0.0062 87.24 176.3 

293.2 0.15 37.3 301.3 5.09 0.0437 0.0061 87.24 175.8 

298.1 0.17 22.0 296.6 4.92 0.0857 0.0071 86.72 174.7 

298.1 0.15 19.8 297.1 4.90 0.0847 0.0071 86.72 174.6 

298.2 0.14 19.5 302.1 5.11 0.0802 0.0070 86.71 174.1 

303.1 0.16 11.8 297.8 4.97 0.148 0.009 86.19 172.7 

303.1 0.14 10.9 297.7 5.04 0.141 0.009 86.19 172.3 

308.1 0.13 5.64 298.2 4.98 0.254 0.011 85.67 170.9 

308.1 0.14 5.96 303.2 5.11 0.254 0.011 85.66 170.9 

313.1 0.13 3.29 298.3 4.94 0.435 0.016 85.15 169.3 

313.1 0.30 8.00 302.1 5.11 0.421 0.016 85.14 169.0 

318.1 0.12 1.91 298.4 4.97 0.716 0.023 84.62 167.6 

318.1 0.16 2.56 302.9 5.11 0.713 0.023 84.62 167.5 

323.0 0.13 1.24 298.4 4.97 1.17 0.03 84.10 165.9 

323.1 0.17 1.62 303.5 5.13 1.16 0.03 84.09 165.8 

328.0 0.31 1.74 297.3 4.96 1.92 0.05 83.57 164.5 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c 

Volume of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was 

calculated with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 

3000 Pa. 
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Figure S-10. Experimental vapor pressure of nitroglycerine in comparison with literature values. 

Table S-10. Compilation of data available on enthalpies of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  for nitroglycerine 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 mPa 

This Work T 283.2 – 328.0 302.8 86.1±0.4 86.7±0.4 82.2 

Tunnell 2015 [28] T 290.2 – 308.6 299.9 70.2±4.8 (70.3±4.9) (47.8) 

Mirosh. 1988 [29] C  298.15 92.0±2.1 92.0±2.1  

Dionne 1986 [30] T  299.2   (41.4) 

John 1975 [24] I  298.2   (3.2) 

Dravnicks 1972 [31] T  298.2   66.7 

Kemp 1957 [32] T 293.2 - 313.2 303.5 107.3±2.9 107.8±2.9 58.7 

Brandner 1938 [25] T 283.2 – 323.2 302.6 80.3±0.4 80.7±0.5 88.4 

Marshall 1916 [33] T 293.2 – 366.6 332.2 85.9±0.4 89.1±0.5 60.4 

     86.0±0.3e 71.3f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, C: Calorimetry, I: Isotope Dilution c 

Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [22] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -103.5 J mol-1 

K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (l)= 364.3 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S-3) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to 

equation 2 in the main paper. e Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the 

weighing factor. f Average value. Values in brackets were excluded from average value calculation. 
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11.3 p-T-data obtained in this work for ETN 4 
Table S-11. Erythritol tetranitrate: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by 
the transpiration method in this work 

Erythritol tetranitrate: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 129.1 ± 1.1 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
422.2

𝑅
−

144244.1

𝑅𝑇
+

50.9

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆𝒄𝒓
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [mPa] [mPa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

298.2 0.02 329 296.5 4.92 0.6 5.0 129.07 275.4 

303.1 0.02 90.4 296.4 5.00 1.4 5.0 128.82 274.7 

308.1 0.04 109 296.6 4.99 3.3 5.1 128.56 274.1 

308.1 0.14 351 296.6 5.17 3.3 5.1 128.56 274.1 

313.1 0.19 211 296.7 4.88 7.4 5.2 128.31 273.3 

313.1 0.10 122 297.3 5.01 7.0 5.2 128.31 272.9 

318.1 0.24 120 296.7 5.05 16.4 5.4 128.05 272.7 

323.0 0.47 114 296.9 5.05 33.7 5.8 127.80 271.7 

328.0 0.30 38.4 296.8 5.05 64.4 6.6 127.55 270.3 

Erythritol tetranitrate: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 99.7 ± 2.5 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
395.1

𝑅
−

132411.2

𝑅𝑇
+

119.9

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

338.0 0.16 5.787 297.7 4.96 0.23 0.01 96.84 178.5 

342.9 0.23 4.979 297.8 4.98 0.38 0.01 96.24 177.0 

347.9 0.21 2.819 298.2 4.98 0.62 0.02 95.64 175.3 

352.9 0.15 1.247 297.4 4.99 0.97 0.03 95.05 173.4 

357.9 0.24 1.245 297.5 4.98 1.56 0.04 94.45 171.9 

362.9 0.37 1.237 297.4 4.95 2.46 0.07 93.85 170.4 

362.9 0.45 1.635 299.0 4.90 2.27 0.06 93.85 169.8 

367.8 0.97 2.218 298.7 4.93 3.60 0.10 93.26 168.5 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c 

Volume of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was 

calculated with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 

3000 Pa. 
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Figure S-11 – Experimental vapor pressure of erythritrol tetranitrate in comparison with literature values. 

Table S-12 – Compilation of data available on enthalpies of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  erythritol tetranitrate 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

This Work T 338.0 – 367.8 353.9 95.1±0.9 101.6±1.0 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration c Enthalpies of vaporization were 

adjusted according to Chickos et al. [22] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -119.9 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (l)= 420.3 J mol-1 K-1 

(see Table S-3) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to equation 2 in the main paper. e 

Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. 

Values in brackets were excluded from average value calculation. 

Table S-13 – Compilation of data available on enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  for erythritol tetranitrate 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 mPa 

This Work T 298.2 – 331.0 316.5 131.8±1.1 129.1±1.1e 0.6 

Oxley 2012 [6, 34] G 316.2 – 331.2 323.7 117.7 119.0 3.2 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, C: Calorimetry, I: Isotope Dilution c 

Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [22] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -50.9 J mol-1 

K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (cr)= 334.1 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S-3) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to 

equation 2 in the main paper. e Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the 

weighing factor. f Average value. Values in brackets were excluded from average value calculation. 
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12 Calculation of Air Concentration according to Dravnicks 
The following calculation is valid for a scenario in which a 200 cm² of ETN is in contact with air. The 

details of the calculation can be found in the literature given. [31, 35] 

Table S-14 results of calculation for 𝑐𝑑𝑖𝑓 of ETN 4 for an exposed surface of 200 cm² 

 ETN 4 PETN 6 Unit 

𝑻𝒎 329.15 406.15 K 

𝝆𝑿𝑹𝑫 1.746 1.845 g cm-3 

𝑻𝑿𝑹𝑫 291 100 K 

𝝆𝒎 1.736 1.764 g cm-3 

𝑴 302.1080 316.135 g mol-1 

𝑽𝒎 174.029 179.216 cm3 mol-1 

𝝈𝑨 6.823 6.890 Å 

𝜺𝑩/к 631.968 779.808 K 

𝝈𝑨𝑩 5.220 5.253 Å 

𝜺𝑨𝑩/к 247.590 275.030 K 

кT/𝜺𝑨𝑩 1.204 1.084 [] 

𝜴𝑫,𝑨𝑩 1.320 1.385 [] 

𝑫𝑨𝑩 0.052 0.049 cm2 s-1 

𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 0.0006 1.55 ×10-6 Pa 

𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 4.50×10-6 1.16×10-8 mmHg 

𝑸 19.35 0.049 pg/cm² s 

𝒄𝒅𝒊𝒇 38 0.978 fg/L 

 

𝐽 = 𝐴 × 𝐷𝐴𝐵 ×
𝑛𝑐 − 𝑛𝑎

𝑑
 

𝐽:emission flux [molecules s-1], 𝐴: area of explosive exposed to air [cm²], 𝐷𝐴𝐵: diffusivity of explosive 

vapor in air [cm2 s-1], 𝑛𝑐: concentration of explosive under saturation conditions [molecules cm-3], 𝑛𝑎: 

concentration of the explosive in air [molecules cm-3],  𝑑: thickness of non-turbulent layer air [cm] 

 

𝐷𝐴𝐵 = 0.0018583√𝑇3(
1

𝑀𝐴
+

1

𝑀𝐵
)

1

𝑝𝜎𝐴𝐵
2 𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵

 

𝑇: Temperature [K] (298.15 K), 𝑀𝐴: Molecular Mass of Explosive [g mol-1], 𝑀𝐵: Molecular Mass of Air 

[g mol-1] (28.97 g mol-1), 𝑝: total pressure [atm] (1 atm), 𝜎𝐴𝐵: combined collision diameter [Å], 𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵: 

collision integral for diffusion 

𝜎𝐴𝐵 = 1/2(𝜎𝐴 + 𝜎𝐵) 
𝜎𝐴: collision diameter of explosive [Å], 𝜎𝐵: collision diameter of air [Å] (3.617 Å) [35] 

𝜀𝐴𝐵 = √𝜀𝐴𝜀𝐵 

𝜀𝐴: characteristic energy of explosive [J], 𝜀𝐵: characteristic energy of air [J] 

𝜀𝐵/к = 1.92𝑇𝑚;     𝜎 = 1.222√𝑉𝑚
3  

𝑇𝑚: melting point [K], 𝑉𝑚: volume of the solid at the melting point [cm3 mol-1], 𝑝𝑐: critical pressue 

[atm], к: Boltzmann’s constant (1.38066 × 10-23 J K-1) 

𝛺𝐷,𝐴𝐵 =
1.16145

𝑇∗0.15610 +
0.19300

exp (0.47635𝑇∗)
+

1.03587

exp (1.52996𝑇∗)
+

1.76474

exp (3.89411𝑇∗)
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𝑇∗=кT/𝜀𝐴𝐵 
𝜌𝑚 = 𝜌𝑋𝑅𝐷/(1 + 0.00015(𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝑋𝑅𝐷) 

𝑉𝑚 = 𝑀/𝜌𝑚 

𝐽 = 𝐴 × 𝐷𝐴𝐵 ×
𝑛𝑐 − 𝑛𝑎

𝑑
 

𝐽 =
𝐷𝐴𝐵

0.2
× 𝑛𝑐 

𝑄 =
𝐷𝐴𝐵

0.2
×3.3×1016𝑝 × (M/𝑁𝐴) 

𝑄: emission flux of explosive [g s-1], 𝑁𝐴: Avogadro Constant (6.022 × 1023 mol-1) 
𝑐 = 𝑆 × 𝑄 × 𝑟 

𝑐: concentration of explosive in air, 𝑆: surface of explosive exposed to air, 𝑟: attenuation factor (10-4) 
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7.4     Measurement of the Mononitrotoluenes 2-MNT 12, 3-MNT 13 and 4-MNT 14 
This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of the mononitrotoluenes 2-MNT 12, 

3-MNT 13 and 4-MNT 14:  

 

The results were published in Journal of Chemical Thermodynamics [1] and are reprinted with 

permission. Copyright 2017 Elsevier Ltd. 

DOI: 10.1016/j.jct.2017.03.029. The original publication of the data follows. 

Since the publication does not include the vapor pressure at 298.15 K the values are stated separately 

in comparison with selected literature data-sets: 

Table 1 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚
°  for 2-Nitrotoluene 12 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 278.3-323.0 298.9 58.8±0.3 58.9±0.3 18.0 

Bruno 2010 [2] T 283.2-313.2 297.7 59.4±0.8 59.4±0.9 19.7 

Verevkin 2000 [3] T 274.0-323.4 299.8 58.8±0.3 58.8±0.3 19.4 

Aim 1994 [4] E 388.96-447.86 419.81 51.4±0.1 59.2±0.7 17.8 

     58.9±0.2e 18.7f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, E: Ebulliometry c Enthalpies of 

vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [5] with ∆𝑙
𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -65.5 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq)= 211.3 J mol-1 K-1 d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K e Weighted average value, calculated using the 

uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. 

Table 2 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚
°  for 3-Nitrotoluene 13 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

Härtel 2015 T 298.2-338.0 313.5 58.3±0.2 59.4±0.3 11.8 

Bruno 2010 [2] T 283.2-313.2 298.2 59.5±1.6 59.5±1.7 12.6 

Aim 1994 [4] E 397.26-451.80 427.21 52.3±0.1 60.5±0.7 11.0 

     58.7±0.3e 11.8f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, E: Ebulliometry c Enthalpies of 

vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [5] with ∆𝑙
𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -65.5 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq)= 211.3 J mol-1 K-1. d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K e Weighted average value, calculated using 

the uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. 
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Table 3 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Sublimation ∆cr
g
𝐻𝑚
°  for 4-Nitrotoluene 14 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

Härtel 2015 T 288.3-323.1 304.9 74.8±0.3 74.9±0.5 5.6 

Bruno 2010 [2] T 283.2-313.2 297.7 74.8±0.4 74.8±0.7 6.3 

Lenchitz 1970 [6] K 297.0-309.5 303.6 80.1±3.0 (80.2±3.2) (0.66) 

     74.9±0.4e 6.0f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, K: Knudsen Effusion c Enthalpies of 

Sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [5] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -26.6 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (cr)= 172.2 J mol-1 K-1 d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K e Weighted average value, calculated using 

uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. Value in brackets was not used for calculation of 

the average value. 
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a b s t r a c t

Thermochemical properties of nitrotoluenes are in disarray. New standard (p = 0.1 MPa) molar enthalpies
of formation at the temperature T = 298.15 K of the liquid 3-nitrotoluene and crystalline 4-nitrotoluene
were measured using high-precision combustion calorimetry. New molar enthalpies of vaporization of
2-, 3-, and 4-nitrotoluene were derived from the vapour pressure temperature dependence measured
by the transpiration method. Thermodynamic data on nitrotoluenes available in the literature were col-
lected, evaluated, and combined with own experimental results. This collection, together with the new
experimental results reported here, has helped to resolve contradictions in the available enthalpies of for-
mation data and to recommend the set of vaporization and formation enthalpies for 2-, 3-, and 4-
nitrotoluene as the reliable benchmark properties for further thermochemical calculations. Gas phase
molar enthalpies of formation of 2-, 3-, and 4-nitrotoluene, calculated by high-level quantum-chemical
method G4, were found in a good agreement with the recommended experimental data.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd.
1. Introduction compounds for determination of detection limits of novel analytic
Nitrotoluenes are broadly used for the industrial synthesis of
agricultural and dye chemicals as well as of explosives. The
nitration of toluene typically yields a mixture of 55–60%
2-nitrotoluene, 3–4% of 3-nitrotoluene, and 35–40% of
4-nitrotoluene [1]. This mixture is an intermediate product of
the further stepwise nitration of toluene, leading to the most
well-known explosive 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene. Development of quick
and reliable methods for detection of traces of explosives in air
and on surfaces has gained importance during the last decade.
According to the Montreal Convention on the Marking of Plastic
Explosives for the Purpose of Detection [2], a certain amount of
2-nitrotoluene, 4-nitrotoluene or 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane
has to be integrated in the commercial explosive formulation as
detection aid agents or so-called taggants. The gas-phase
detection of trace amounts of explosives is a new trend in the
development of a new generation of highly sensitive explosive
detection devices [3,4]. Thus, nitrotoluenes are convenient model
methods.
The conception of novel analytic equipment for the gas phase

detection of explosives must be based on reliable thermodynamic
data of the model compounds since the air concentration is directly
proportional to their vapour pressure. Surprisingly, the available
thermochemical data for nitrotoluenes are in disarray [5]. New
additional experiments with nitrotoluenes are intended to help
with establishing consistency in the available data. This contribu-
tion complements and extends our previous studies of the thermo-
chemistry of aliphatic [6] and aromatic nitro-compounds [7–11].
The aim of this study was an evaluation of thermochemical data
available for 2-nitrotoluene, 3-nitrotoluene, and 4-nitrotoluene
(see Fig. 1) with complementary experimental and computational
methods in order to recommend benchmark thermochemical
properties for these compounds.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Samples of 2-, 3-, and 4-nitrotoluene were available from
Sigma-Aldrich with the purity of 99%. The liquid samples were

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.jct.2017.03.029&domain=pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jct.2017.03.029
mailto:sergey.verevkin@uni-rostock.de
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jct.2017.03.029
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00219614
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jct


Fig. 1. Nitrotoluenes studied in this work: 2-nitrotoluene, 3-nitrotoluene, and 4-
nitrotoluene.
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further purified by fractional distillation with a spinning-band col-
umn in vacuum. The sample of 4-nitrotoluene was purified by frac-
tional sublimation in vacuum. No impurities (>0.001 mass fraction)
could be detected in the samples used for the thermochemical
measurements. The degree of purity was determined using a GC
equipped with an FID. A capillary column HP-5 was used with a
column length of 30 m, an inside diameter of 0.32 mm, and a film
thickness of 0.25 lm. Water mass fraction in the samples was
determined using a Mettler Toledo DL38 Karl Fischer titrator using
the HYDRANALTM as the reagent. Provenance and purity of the com-
pounds, prepared for thermochemical studies in this work, are
given in Table 1.
2.2. Vapour pressure measurements. Transpiration method

Vapour pressures of nitrotoluenes were measured using the
transpiration method [12–17]. About 0.5 g of a sample was mixed
with small glass beads and placed in a thermostatted U-shaped
saturator. A well-defined nitrogen stream was passed through
the saturator at a constant temperature (±0.1 K), and the trans-
ported material was collected in a cold trap. The amount of con-
densed sample was determined by GC analysis using a suitable
n-alkane as an external standard. The absolute vapour pressure pi
at each temperature Ti was calculated from the amount of the pro-
duct, collected within a definite period. Assuming validity of the
Dalton‘s law, applied to the nitrogen stream, which was saturated
with the substance i, values of pi were calculated with Eq. (1):

pi ¼ miRTa=VMi; V ¼ VN2 þ Vi; ðVN2 � ViÞ ð1Þ

where R = 8.314462 J�K�1�mol�1; mi is the mass of the transported
compound, Mi is the molar mass of the compound, and Vi is its vol-
ume contribution to the gaseous phase. VN2 is the volume of the car-
rier gas and Ta is the temperature of the soap bubble meter used for
the flow rate measurements. The volume of the carrier gas VN2 was
determined from the flow rate and the time measurement.

Transpiration experiments with nitrotoluenes have been per-
formed on the same highly purified samples independently in Ros-
tock and in Munich. The experimental setup, used in Rostock, has
been reported elsewhere [12]. For quantification of the transported
sample mass, the capillary column HP-5 with a column length of
30 m � 0.32 mm � 0.25 lm was used.

An identical transpiration apparatus has been constructed for
the first time in Munich and the results of parallel measurements
on nitrotoluenes in Munich and in Rostock have been considered
Table 1
Origin, purity and purification methods of chemicals used in this work.

Compound CAS Source

2-Nitrotoluene (liq) 88-72-2 Sigma-Aldrich
3-Nitrotoluene (liq) 99-08-1 Sigma-Aldrich
4-Nitrotoluene (cr) 99-99-0 Sigma-Aldrich

a Final mass fraction of purity was determined by the gas chromatography. Not significa
titration.
as a validation of the transpiration procedure transferred to the
new lab. All parts of equipment in Munich have been identical to
those in Rostock except for the GC analysis of the transported
mass. A vacuum outlet GC/MS setup [18] with a restriction inside
the injector was used. The restriction (8.11 mm, 0.025 mm i.d.,
Restek #10097) was connected with a Siltite m-union (Restek
#073562) to a Restek RTX-TNT 1 column with a column length
of 6 m � 0.53 mm � 1.5 lm. More details on the GC experimental
conditions are given in Table S1. The results measured by the tran-
spiration (T) in Rostock were labeled in this work as TR and the
results measured in Munich as TM.
2.3. Combustion calorimetry

The molar enthalpies of combustion of the 3- and 4-
nitrotoluenes were measured with an self-made isoperibolic
calorimeter with a static bomb and a stirred water bath. The liquid
sample of 3-nitrotoluene was transferred into the polyethylene
bulb (Fa. NeoLab, Heidelberg, Germany) with a syringe. The neck
of the bulb was compressed with special tweezers and was sealed
by heating the neck in a close proximity to a glowing wire. Then,
the bulb was placed in the crucible and was burned in oxygen at
a pressure of 3.04 MPa. The solid sample of 4-nitrotoluene was
burned as a pellet. The detailed procedure has been described pre-
viously [16,17]. The combustion products were examined for car-
bon monoxide (Dräger tube) and unburned carbon, but neither
was detected. The energy equivalent of the calorimeter
ecalor = 15265.3 J�K�1; u(ecalor) = 1.0 J�K�1 was determined with a
standard reference sample of benzoic acid (sample SRM 39j, NIST).
Correction for nitric acid formation was based on titration with
0.1 mol�dm�3 NaOH (aq). For the reduction of the data to standard
conditions, conventional procedures [19] were used. Auxiliary data
required for the reduction are collected in Table S2.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Vapour pressures of nitrotoluenes

The temperature dependence of vapour pressure pi measured
for nitrotoluenes in this work was fit with the following equation
[12]:

R � lnpi ¼ aþ b
T
þ Dg

l Cp;m � ln
T
T0

� �
ð2Þ

where a and b are adjustable parameters and Dg
l Cp;m is the differ-

ence of the molar heat capacities of the gaseous and the liquid
phase respectively. T0 appearing in Eq. (2) is an arbitrarily chosen
reference temperature (which has been chosen to be 298.15 K)
and R is the molar gas constant. Values of Dg

l Cp;m in Eq. (2) were cal-
culated (see Table S3) according to the empirical procedure devel-
oped by Chickos and Acree [20]. Experimental vapour pressures
measured by the transpiration method are given in Table S3. The
Eq. (2) is also valid for the treatment of vapour pressures measured
over the crystalline sample (4-nitrotoluene in this work). Values of
Initial purity Purification method Final puritya

0.99 Distillation 0.999
0.99 Distillation 0.999
0.99 Sublimation 0.999

nt mass fraction of water at the level of 20–30 ppmwas measured by the Karl Fisher
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Dg
crC
�
p;m required for this case were also calculated (see Table S4)

according to the procedure developed by Chickos and Acree [20].
Most of the vapour pressures of nitrotoluenes available in the

literature were measured at elevated temperatures close to the
normal boiling points [21–31]. As a rule, the primary experimental
data are not reported in original papers and the coefficients of the
linear approximation are given instead. Only few studies of low-
temperature vapour pressures of nitrotoluenes were found in the
literature [7,32–36] and they have been used for comparison with
our new results, measured by the transpiration method (see
Figs. 2–5).

2-Nitrotoluene. Three available low-temperature data sets of
vapour pressures for 2-nitrotoluene, measured by the transpiration
method, are in agreement within 10% (see Fig. 2). A reliable data
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Fig. 2. Experimental vapour pressures of the 2-nitrotoluene: s – this work, TM;
+ – from [32]; � – from [7]; j – from [35].
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Fig. 3. Experimental vapour pressures of the 3-nitrotoluene: s – this work, TM;
� – this work, TR; + – from [32]; j – from [35].
set by Aim [26], measured by ebulliometry between 388.9 K and
447.9 K, makes a comparison with approximated results, reported
in the earlier literature [21–25] in the high-temperature range
redundant.

3-Nitrotoluene. The low-temperature absolute vapour pressures
reported for 3-nitrotoluene in Ref. [32] are in good agreement with
our new transpiration results (see Fig. 3), but results reported by
Elias [35] are apparently in disagreement. It should be mentioned
that experimental details in [35] are completely absent and it
makes any speculations impossible. The ebulliometric data set
of very good quality measured between 397.3 K and 451.8 K by
Aim [26] can replace the available results of unknown quality,
reported for the high-temperature range in the earlier literature
[21–25,27,30].
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Fig. 4. Experimental vapour pressures over liquid sample of the 4-nitrotoluene:
e – this work, TM; � – this work, TR s – from [26]; + – from [31].
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4-Nitrotoluene. Consistent sets of absolute vapour pressures in a
low-temperature range over the liquid sample of 4-nitrotoluene,
measured in the current study by the transpiration method, are
reported for the first time (see Fig. 4). A direct comparison of the
transpiration results with the high-temperature results by Aim
[26] and Ambrose and Gundry [31] is hardly possible due to the
significantly different temperature ranges (see Fig. 4). Comparison
of vapour pressures measured in a low-temperature range over the
solid sample of 4-nitrotoluene is given in Fig. 5. New results, mea-
sured with the transpiration method in this work, are in a good
agreement with the data, reported by Widegren and Bruno [32]
and Smirnov et al. [33]. Lenchitz and Velicky [33] reported vapour
pressures for 4-nitrotoluene, measured by the Knudsen effusion
technique. However, the values reported in the original publication
[33] contained a unit conversion error and we corrected their data
for comparison (see Fig. 5).

The absolute vapour pressures measured by TGA by Felix-Rivera
et al. [36] are significantly different from results measured by other
techniques. This disagreement is most probably due to question-
able calibration with vapour pressures of the benzoic acid com-
monly applied in TGA regardless of the structure of compounds
under study.

3.2. Thermodynamics of vaporization and sublimation of nitrotoluenes

Vaporization enthalpies at temperature Twere derived from the
temperature dependence of vapour pressures using Eq. (3):

Dg
l H
�
mðTÞ ¼ �bþ Dg

l C
�
p;m � T ð3Þ

Vaporization entropies at temperature T were also derived from
the temperature dependence of vapour pressures using Eq. (4):

Dg
l S
�
mðTÞ ¼ Dg

l H
�
m=T þ R lnðpi=p

�Þ ð4Þ

Experimental absolute vapour pressures measured by the tran-
spiration method, coefficients a and b of Eq. (2), as well as values of
Dg

l H
�
m (T) and Dg

l S
�
m (T) are given in Table S3. The procedure of cal-

culation of the combined uncertainties of the vaporization
enthalpy was described elsewhere [12–14]. It includes uncertain-
ties from the transpiration experiment conditions, uncertainties
in vapour pressure, and uncertainties in the temperature adjust-
ment to T = 298.15 K.

In this study, we carefully collected available experimental lit-
erature data on vapour pressures of nitrotoluenes. Because authors
not always derived vaporization enthalpies from their vapour pres-
sures or performed it in different manner, we treated the literature
vapour pressures using Eqs. (2) and (3) and calculated Dg

l H
�
m

(298.15 K) for the purpose of comparison with our results (see
Table 1).

It should be mentioned that vaporization enthalpies, derived
from vapour pressures, collected in compilations by Dreisbach
[30] and Stephenson and Malanowski [27], are of questionable
quality, because the source of the primary data is not available,
as well as specification of purity and experimental methods are
not reported.

It has turned out that after uniform adjustment of all available
data (new and from the literature) to the reference temperature
T = 298.15 K with the Dg

l Cp;m-values, given in Table S4, the vapor-
ization enthalpies Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) of the nitrotoluenes were

mostly close to a common level of 60 kJ�mol�1 regardless of the
position of the methyl group on the benzene ring. Such a behaviour
was already observed for Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) of methyl-substituted

halobenzenes [13], where 2-, 3-, and 4-methyl isomers exhibited
vaporization enthalpies indistinguishable within their boundaries
of experimental uncertainties. This observation can be considered
as an evidence of internal consistency of Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) results,
evaluated in Table 2. The enthalpies of vaporization, derived from
two available isoteniscope measurement data sets [23,28], are sig-
nificantly larger in comparison to other results, but an absence of
sufficient experimental details in the original papers makes it
impossible to find an explanation for the disagreement observed.
Taking into account the general agreement of data sets, measured
by different methods and collected in Table 2, we calculated the
weighted mean value Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) for each nitrotoluene (see

Table 2) by using the experimental uncertainties as the weighting
factor. These mean values are given in bold and they have been rec-
ommended for further thermochemical calculations.

The evaluation of the data on sublimation enthalpy of 4-
nitrotoluene is troublesome (see Table 2). In fact, two values,
reported by Lenchitz and Velicky [33] and by Lebedev et al. [40],
are on the level of 80–81 kJ�mol�1 and they are significantly higher
in comparison to the recent result Dg

crH
�
m (298.15 K)

= 74.8 ± 0.7 kJ�mol�1, reported by Widegren and Bruno [32]. Even
if the Knudsen results, reported by Lenchitz and Velicky [33], suffer
from the unit conversion error as described in Section 3.1, the slope
in the lnp vs 1/T plot, responsible for the sublimation enthalpy,
could be correct. In this context two new data sets, measured in
the current study by the transpiration method, have helped to
resolve the conflicting results and ascertain the recent result by
Widegren and Bruno [32]. We calculated the weighted mean value
Dg

crH
�
m (298.15 K) = 75.3 ± 0.3 kJ�mol�1 for 4-nitrotoluene from the

latest three data sets (see Table 1) by using experimental uncer-
tainties as the weighting factor. This mean value is given in bold
and it is recommended for further thermochemical calculations.
However, an additional validation of the evaluated sublimation
enthalpy has been performed with the help of standard molar

enthalpy of fusion, Dl
crH

�
m, available for 4-nitrotoluene in the

literature.

3.3. Enthalpy of fusion of 4-nitrotoluene

Generally, the experimental molar enthalpy of fusion Dl
crH

�
m is

referenced to the melting temperature Tfus. Compilation of avail-
able data on the fusion enthalpy for 4-nitrotoluene is presented
in Table 3. For the thermochemical calculations the experimental
enthalpy of fusion has to be adjusted to the reference temperature
T = 298.15 K. The adjustment was calculated from the equation
[20]:

Dl
crH

�
mð298:15 KÞ=ðJ �mol�1Þ ¼ Dl

crH
�
mðT fus=KÞ � ðDg

crC
�
pmD

l
crH

�
p;mÞ

� ½ðT fus=KÞ � 298:15 K�; ð5Þ

where Dg
crC
�
pm and Dl

crH
�
p;m are given in Table S4. With this adjust-

ment, the molar enthalpy of fusion, Dl
crH

�
m (298.15 K)

= 15.7 ± 0.3 kJ�mol�1 was calculated (see Table 3) and used for con-
sistency test of the phase change enthalpies for 4-nitrotoluene as it
shown below.

3.4. Internal consistency of the phase change enthalpies of 4-
nitrotoluene

The significant spread of values, reported for sublimation
enthalpy, has prompted the additional efforts to validate the
results, obtained in the current study. The internal consistency test
of the experimental phase change data of the vaporization
(Table 2), fusion (Table 3), and sublimation enthalpy (Table 2) of
4-nitrotoluene, can be performed according to the general
relationship:

Dl
crH

�
m ¼ Dg

crH
�
m � Dg

l H
�
m ð6Þ



Table 2
Compilation of data on enthalpies of vaporization Dg

l H
�
m and enthalpies of sublimation Dg

crH
�
m of nitrotoluenes.

Compound Methoda T-range/K Dg
l H
�
m (Tav)/kJ�mol�1 Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K)b/kJ�mol�1 Refs.

2-Nitrotoluene (liq) S 323.0–493.6 47.1 ± 3.0 54.3 ± 3.1 [21]
E 387.2–493.2 50.2 ± 2.0 59.5 ± 2.1 [22]
E 402.5–495.3 50.1 ± 2.0 59.6 ± 2.1 [30]
S 363.2–496.2 61.1 ± 2.0 (69.7 ± 2.1) [23]
DTA 411.2–495.2 51.5 ± 3.0 61.7 ± 3.1 [24]
DSC 447.5 47.7 ± 3.0 57.5 ± 3.1 [25]
GC/ECD 253–323 57.5 ± 1.0 56.7 ± 1.1 [35]
E 388.9–447.8 51.4 ± 0.1 59.2 ± 0.7 [26]
T 274.0-323.4 58.8 ± 0.3 58.8 ± 0.3 [7]
T 283.2–313.2 59.4 ± 0.8 59.4 ± 0.9 [32]
TM 278.3–323.0 58.8 ± 0.3 58.9 ± 0.3 This work

58.8 ± 0.2c Average

3-Nitrotoluene (liq) S 363–505.1 50.2 ± 3.0 59.1 ± 3.1 [21]
E 444.2–480.2 50.2 ± 2.0 60.9 ± 2.2 [22]
S 363.2–505.2 61.5 ± 2.0 (70.4 ± 2.2) [23]
DTA 413.2–506.2 49.4 ± 3.0 60.0 ± 3.1 [24]
N/A 353–505 49.5 ± 2.0 57.5 ± 2.1 [27]
DSC 461.9 48.5 ± 3.0 59.2 ± 3.1 [25]
GC/ECD 253–323 66.5 ± 1.0 (65.7 ± 1.1) [35]
E 397.3–451.8 52.3 ± 0.1 60.5 ± 0.7 [26]
T 283.2–313.2 59.5 ± 1.6 59.5 ± 1.7 [32]
TR 290.6–323.2 58.4 ± 0.3 58.9 ± 0.4 This work
TM 298.2–338.0 58.3 ± 0.2 59.4 ± 0.3 This work

59.4 ± 0.2c Average

4-Nitrotoluene (liq) S 353.0–511.4 50.0 ± 3.0 58.8 ± 3.1 [21]
S 359.2–393.9 62.9 ± 1.7 (68.0 ± 1.8) [28]
E 387.2–493.2 51.9 ± 2.0 61.2 ± 2.1 [22]
S 353–511 50.3 ± 3.0 59.1 ± 3.1 [29]
N/A 420.9–506.4 50.6 ± 2.0 61.1 ± 2.1 [30]
S 372.2–511.2 59.0 ± 2.0 (68.4 ± 2.1) [23]
DTA 411.2–511.2 51.0 ± 3.0 61.7 ± 3.1 [24]
E 416.6–498.8 51.3 ± 0.3 61.5 ± 0.9 [31]
N/A 423–512 50.1 ± 2.0 61.1 ± 2.1 [27]
DSC 381.5 62.8 ± 3.0 (69.3 ± 3.1) [25]
E 401.3–456.8 52.5 ± 0.1 61.0 ± 0.7 [26]
TR 326.2–353.2 56.6 ± 0.5 59.3 ± 0.6 This work
TM 328.1–367.9 57.1 ± 0.4 60.3 ± 0.6 This work

60.4 ± 0.3c Average

4-Nitrotoluene (cr)d K 297.0–309.5 80.1 ± 3.0 (80.2 ± 3.2) [33]
GC/ECD 253–323 74.1 ± 1.0 73.8 ± 1.1 [35]
K 303–323 79.7 ± 0.8 (80.2 ± 1.2) [34]
C 296.15 77.5 ± 0.3 77.4 ± 0.3 [34]
T 297–310 81.6 ± 1.3 (81.8 ± 1.5) [40]
T 283.2–313.2 74.8 ± 0.4 74.8 ± 0.7 [32]
TGA 303–323 72.7 ± 2.0 73.0 ± 2.2 [36]
TR 278.2–324.3 75.1 ± 0.2 75.7 ± 0.4 This work
TM 283.3–323.1 74.8 ± 0.3 74.9 ± 0.5 This work

76.2 ± 0.2c Average

a Methods: E = ebulliometry; S = static method; T = transpiration (TR = measured in Rostock and TM =measured in Munich); DTA = differential thermal analysis;
DSC = differential scanning calorimetry; K = Knudsen-effusion method; GC/ECD = gas-chromatography with the electron-capture detector; TGA = thermogravimetric analysis.

b Vapour pressures available in the literature were treated using Eqs. (2) and (3) in order to evaluate enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K in the same way as our own
results in Table 2. Uncertainties in this table are expressed as the standard uncertainties and they derived according to the procedure reported in [13,14].

c Weighted mean value. Values in brackets were excluded from the calculation. Values in bold were recommended for further thermochemical calculations.
d Enthalpies of sublimation Dg

crH
�
m measured over the crystalline sample.

Table 3
Compilation of experimental data on enthalpies of fusion available from DSC (in kJ�mol�1).

Compound Tfus, K Dl
crH

�
m at Tfus Dl

crH
�
m at 298.15 Ka References

4-Nitrotoluene 324.8 (13.3 ± 1.0) [41]
324.7 16.7 ± 1.0 [37]
324.7 16.8 ± 0.1b [37]
– 15.4 ± 1.0 [38]
321.8 (18.4 ± 1.0) [25]
324.8 16.5 ± 1.0 [42]
324.8 16.8 ± 0.5 [43]
322.6 16.0 ± 0.5 [39]

16.7 ± 0.1c 15.7 ± 0.3

a Uncertainties in this table are expressed as the standard uncertainties and they derived according to the procedure reported in [20]. The experimental enthalpies of fusion
Dl
crH

�
m , measured at Tfus and adjusted to 298.15 K (see text). Values in parentheses were not considered in calculation of the average value.

b Measured by adiabatic calorimetry [37].
c Average value.
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provided that all enthalpies in Eq. (6) are referenced to the same
temperature (the reference temperature 298.15 K in this work). In
this work the sample of 4-nitrotoluene was investigated by the
transpiration method in both ranges, above and below its tempera-
ture of melting Tfus = 324.8 K. The value of Dg

crH
�
m (298.15 K) =

(75.3 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1 for 4-nitrotoluene was obtained in this work
from measurements in the temperature range 278.2 K–324.3 K
and the vaporization enthalpy for 4-nitrotoluene Dg

l H
�
m

(298.15 K) = (60.4 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1 was derived from measurements
in the temperature range 326.2 K–367.9 K. The standard molar

enthalpy of fusion Dl
crH

�
m (298.15 K) = (15.7 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1 for

4-nitrotoluene was evaluated in Table 2. To test the consistency
of the experimental data, measured in this work for
4-nitrotoluene, we have compared the enthalpy of fusion, calcu-

lated as the difference according to Eq. (6) Dl
crH

�
m (298.15 K) =

(75.3 ± 0.3) � (60.4 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1 = (14.9 ± 0.4) kJ�mol�1 with the

value Dl
crH

�
m (298.15 K) = (15.7 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1, derived independently

from calorimetric experiments (see Table 2). A good agreement
(within the combined experimental uncertainties) of both results
is an evidence of internal consistency of the of phase transition
enthalpies data sets, evaluated for 4-nitrotoluene in Tables 2 and 3.
3.5. Calculation of the thermodynamic functions of vaporization in the
broad temperature range

From our experiences, Eq. (2), used in Section 3.1 for fitting the
temperature dependence of absolute vapour pressures pi, is practi-
cal for the short temperature range of 30–50 K. As a rule, we use
this equation in order to derive more precise enthalpies of vapor-
ization in the temperature range, possibly close to the reference
temperature 298.15 K (where transpiration experiments were per-
formed). For the broader range (e.g. from ambient temperatures to
the normal boiling point) we use the Clarke and Glew equation
[44]:

R ln
p
p0

� �
¼ �Dg

l G
�
mðhÞ
h

þ Dg
l H
�
mðhÞ

1
h
� 1
T

� �

þ Dg
l C
�
p;mðhÞ

h
T
� 1þ ln

T
h

� �� �
ð7Þ

where p is the vapour pressure at the temperature T, p� is an
arbitrary reference pressure (p� = 105 Pa in this work), h is an
arbitrary reference temperature (in this work we use
h = 298.15 K), R is the molar gas constant (8.314462 J�K�1�mol�1),
Dg

l G
�
m (h) is the difference in the standard molar Gibbs energy

between the gaseous and the liquid phases at the selected refer-
ence temperature, Dg

l H
�
mðhÞ is the difference in the standard

molar enthalpy between the gas and the liquid phases, and
Dg

l C
�
p;m (h) is the difference in the molar heat capacity at constant

pressure between the gaseous and the liquid phase. An advantage
of the Clarke and Glew equation is that the fitting coefficients (in
contrast to Eq. (2)) are directly related to the thermodynamic
functions of vaporization.

Using consistent data sets the following thermodynamic func-
tions of vaporization were derived for each nitrotoluene:

2-nitrotoluene in the range (274.0–447.9) K
Dg

l G
�
m (298.15 K) = (21.3 ± 0.2) kJ�mol�1, Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) =

(58.8 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1, and Dg
l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) = �(65 ± 5) J�K�1-

�mol�1 using experimental vapour pressures from Ref. [7,26,32]
and this work.

3-nitrotoluene in the range (283.2–451.8) K
Dg

l G
�
m (298.15 K) = (22.4 ± 0.1) kJ�mol�1, Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) =

(58.6 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1, and Dg
l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) =�(45 ± 4) J�K�1�mol�1

using experimental vapour pressures from [26,32] and this work.
4-nitrotoluene in the range (326.2–498.9) K
Dg

l G
�
m (298.15 K) = (26.0 ± 0.1) kJ�mol�1, Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K) =

(58.6 ± 0.4) kJ�mol�1, and Dg
l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) =�(47 ± 4) J�K�1�mol�1

using experimental vapour pressures from [26,31] and this work.
4-nitrotoluene in the range (253.2–324.3) K
Dg

crG
�
m (298.15 K) = (24.2 ± 0.1) kJ�mol�1, Dg

crH
�
m (298.15 K) =

(74.9 ± 0.3) kJ�mol�1, and Dg
crC
�
p;m (298.15 K) =�(5 ± 24) J�K�1�mol�1

using experimental vapour pressures from [32,35] and this work.
Having established the values Dg

l G
�
m, D

g
l H
�
m, and Dg

l C
�
p;m as pure

fitting parameters of Eq. (7) for each isomer of nitrotoluenes, it is
important to compare them with values, obtained by other meth-
ods. As a rule, the empirical procedure, developed by Chickos and
Acree [20], is used for estimation of Dg

l C
�
p;m-values (see Table S4).

The fitting parameter Dg
l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) of Eq. (7), derived from

consistent vapour pressures in the broad temperature range, is a
valuable tool to validate the empirical procedure by Chickos and
Acree [20]. In this work for all three nitrotoluenes we used the
same value Dg

l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) = �(65.5 ± 30) J�K�1�mol�1for

calculations according to Eq. (2). This value matched exactly with
the Dg

l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) = �(65 ± 5) J�K�1�mol�1 for 2-nitrotoluene,

but it is slightly higher than values Dg
l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) = �(45 ± 4)

J�K�1�mol�1 for 3-nitrotoluene and Dg
l C
�
p;m (298.15 K) = �(47 ± 4)

J�K�1�mol�1 for 4-nitrotoluene, as derived from the Clarke and
Glew equation. The agreement of Dg

l C
�
p;m-values for 3- and

4-nitrotoluene is satisfying, if taking into account the large
uncertainties of the empirical estimate. Moreover, the values
Dg

l H
�
m (298.15 K), derived as the fitting parameter of the Clarke

and Glew equation, are close to our recommended values for all
three nitrotoluenes, given in bold in Table 2.

The thermodynamic functions of vaporization, derived from the
fitting of Eq. (7) to the evaluated vapour pressures in the broad
temperature range up to the boiling temperature, are valuable
guiding values. They can be applied for reliable calculation of
vapour pressures at any required temperature, e.g. at ambient tem-
peratures, where the vapour pressure is directly proportional to
the concentration of the nitrotoluene taggants in air. Therefore, it
is a valuable parameter for the conception of gas phase detection
devices for explosives.

3.6. The enthalpies of formation from the combustion calorimetry

Results of typical combustion experiments on 3- and 4-
nitrotoluenes are given in Tables 4 and 5. The relative atomic
masses used for the elements C, H, N and O were the mean values
recommended by the IUPAC commission in 2011 [45] for each of
these elements. For 3-nitrotoluene the value of the standard speci-
fic energy of combustion Dcu� = �27156.8 J�g�1 with (Dcu�) = 4.4)
J�g�1 has been derived from six combustion experiments (see
Table 4). For 4-nitrotoluene the value of the standard specific
energy of combustion Dcu� = �27034.4 J�g�1 with (Dcu�) = 4.2)
J�g�1 has been derived from six combustion experiments (see
Table 4). These values of the standard specific energy of combus-
tion Dcu� have been used to derive the standard molar enthalpies
of combustion DcH�m and the standard molar enthalpies of forma-
tion in the condensed state DfH�m (liq or cr), given in Table 5.
Values of Dcu� and DcH�m refer to reaction:

C7H7NO2ðliq or crÞ þ 8:75O2 ðgÞ ¼ 7CO2 ðgÞ þ 3:5H2O ðliqÞ
þ 0:5N2 ðgÞ ð8Þ

The enthalpies of formation DfH�m (liq or cr) of the nitrotolue-
nes were calculated from the enthalpic balance according to
Eq. (8) using standard molar enthalpies of formation of H2O (l)
and CO2 (g), recommended by CODATA [46]. Uncertainties related
to combustion experiments, were calculated according to the



Table 4
Results for typical combustion experiments at T = 298.15 K (p� = 0.1 MPa) for 3-nitrotoluene.a

m(substance)/g 0.55291 0.54911 0.56922 0.56708 0.53222 0.52535
m0(cotton)/g 0.00440 0.00351 0.00382 0.00391 0.00356 0.00341
m00(polyethylene)/g 0.29251 0.28081 0.30209 0.30853 0.28706 0.30112
DTc/K 1.87871 1.83456 1.93521 1.95122 1.82344 1.85371
(ecalor)�(�DTc)/J �28679.1 �28005.1 �29541.6 �29785.8 �27835.4 �28297.4
(econt)�(�DTc)/J �28.46 �27.61 �28.66 �28.83 28.33 �28.47
DUdecomp HNO3/J 39.3 39.0 39.9 39.7 38.9 38.9
DUcorr/J 6.5 6.4 6.6 6.6 6.4 6.4
�m0 �Dcu0/J 74.6 59.5 64.7 66.3 60.3 57.8
�m00 �Dcu00/J 13559.9 13006.9 13990.2 14302.6 13298.5 13990.6
Dcu� (liq)/(J�g�1) �27178.4 �27153.5 �27151.0 �27155.7 �27151.4 �27150.9

a The definition of the symbols assigned according to ref [19] as follows:m(substance),m0(cotton) andm00(polyethylene) are, respectively, the mass of compound burnt, the
mass of fuse (cotton) and auxiliary polyethylene used in each experiment, masses were corrected for buoyancy; V(bomb) = 0.32 dm3 is the internal volume of the calorimetric
bomb; pi(gas) = 3.04 MPa is the initial oxygen pressure in the bomb; mi(H2O) = 1.00 g is the mass of water added to the bomb for dissolution of combustion gases;
DTc = Tf � Ti + DTcorr is the corrected temperature rise from initial temperature Ti to final temperature Tf, with the correction DTcorr for heat exchange during the experiment;
econt is the energy equivalents of the bomb contents in their initial eicont and final states efcont, the contribution for the bomb content is calculated with (econt)�(�DTc) = (eicont)�
(Ti � 298.15) + (efcont)�(298.15 � Tf + DTcorr.). DUdecomp HNO3 is the energy correction for the nitric acid formation. DUcorr is the correction to standard states.

Table 5
Results for typical combustion experiments at T = 298.15 K (p� = 0.1 MPa) for 4-nitrotoluene.a

m(substance)/g 0.66942 0.66531 0.58039 0.60999 0.62040 0.67506
m0(cotton)/g 0.00297 0.00310 0.00282 0.00291 0.00316 0.00391
DTc/K 1.19041 1.18326 1.03168 1.08505 1.10284 1.20067
(ecalor)�(�DTc)/J �18172.0 �18062.8 �15748.9 �16563.6 �16835.2 �18328.6
(econt)�(�DTc)/J �26.4 �26.2 �25.8 �26.0 �26.1 �26.5
DUdecomp HNO3/J 39.1 39.0 33.8 35.6 36.2 39.4
DUcorr/J 6.4 6.4 6.2 6.3 6.3 6.4
�m0 �Dcu0/J 50.3 52.5 47.8 49.3 53.6 66.3
Dcu� (liq)/(J�g�1) �27042.1 �27041.7 �27028.2 �27047.0 �27023.3 �27024.3

a The definition of the symbols is the same as in Table 4.
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guidelines presented in [19,47]. The uncertainties of the standard
molar energies and enthalpies of combustion correspond to
expanded uncertainties of the mean (0.95 level of confidence)
and include the contribution from the calibration with benzoic acid
and from the values of the auxiliary quantities used. The uncer-
tainty, assigned to DfH�m (liq or cr), is twice the overall standard
deviation and includes the uncertainties from calibration, from
the combustion energies of the auxiliary materials, and the uncer-
tainties of the enthalpies of formation of the reaction products H2O
and CO2 (see Table 6).
Table 6
Thermochemical data at T = 298.15 K (p� = 0.1 MPa) for nitrotoluenes (in kJ�mol�1).a

Compound DcH�m (liq/cr) DfH�m (liq/cr)

1 2 3
2-Nitrotoluene (liq) (�3753.9 ± 8.4) [48] (�1.1 ± 8.4)

(�3745.3 ± 3.8) [49] (�9.7 ± 3.9)
�3733.2 ± 0.4 [7] �21.7 ± 0.9

3-Nitrotoluene (liq) (�3735.9 ± 8.4) [48] (�19.1 ± 8.4)
�3723.5 ± 3.3 [49] �31.5 ± 3.4
�3724.8 ± 1.4d �30.2 ± 1.7

�30.4 ± 1.5e

4-Nitrotoluene (cr) (�3715.8 ± 8.4) [48] (�37.1 ± 8.4)
�3706.9 ± 3.0 [49] �48.1 ± 3.2
�3710.2 ± 1.7 [40] �44.7 ± 2.0
�3709.8 ± 2.0 [34] �45.2 ± 2.2
�3708.0 ± 1.3d �47.0 ± 1.6

�46.3 ± 1.0e

a All uncertainties in this table are expressed as twice the standard deviation. Uncertain
auxiliary materials. Values given in bold are recommended for thermochemical calculat

b From Table 2.
c Calculated by G4 by using isodesmic reactions [50].
d This work.
e Weighted average value. Values given in brackets were excluded.
g Calculated as the difference between column 7 and 5 from this table.
Standard molar enthalpies of formation of the nitrotoluenes col-
lected in Table 5 were measured using the combustion calorimetry
[7,34,40,48,49]. The first results, reported by Garner and Abernethy
[48], were in significant disagreement with the values, reported
later by Lenchitz et al. [49]. A combustion calorimetry study on
2-nitrotoluene, earlier performed in our lab [7], has established
the reliable value DfH�m (298.15 K, liq) for this compound. Our
new combustion experiments on 3-nitro- and 4-nitrotoluene
have generally supported the earlier results, reported by Lenchitz
et al. [49] and Smirnov et al. [34], however, our new values
Dg
l H
�
m/b

Dg
crH

�
m
b

DfH�m (g)
exp

DfH�m (g)c

G4
Exp-G4g

4 5 6 7

58.8 ± 0.4 37.1 ± 1.0 40.5 �3.4

59.4 ± 0.4 29.0 ± 1.5 30.2 �1.2

76.2 ± 0.4 29.9 ± 1.1 29.5 0.4

ties of combustion enthalpies include uncertainty from calibration, benzoic acid and
ions.
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DfH�m (298.15 K) for both compounds possess smaller uncertain-
ties (see Table 5). In order to establish more confidence, we
calculated the weighted mean value DfH�m (298.15, liq) for
3-nitrotoluene from own results and those from Lenchitz et al.
[49]. Uncertainties in the enthalpies of formation were used as
the weighting factor. For 4-nitrotoluene we calculated the
weighted mean value DfH�m (298.15, cr) from own results, those
from Lenchitz et al. [49], and from the most recent studies by Smir-
nov et al. [34] and by Lebedev et al. [40]. These averaged results for
DfH�m (298.15 liq/cr) have been recommended for further thermo-
chemical calculations, aiming to derive the gas-phase enthalpies of
formation DfH�m (298.15, g) and for comparison with results from
quantum-chemical calculations.

3.7. Gas-phase standard molar enthalpies of formation of nitrotoluenes

The results from combustion calorimetry, evaluated in Sec-
tion 3.4 (Table 5), and values of vaporization/sublimation enthal-
pies of nitrotoluenes, evaluated and averaged in this work
(Table 2), can now be used together for further calculation of the
gaseous standard enthalpies of formation, DfH�m (g) at 298.15 K.
The resulting values are given in Table 5, column 5. Since a signif-
icant discrepancy among available experimental enthalpies of for-
mation for 2-nitrotoluene is apparent from Table 5, any additional
arguments to support the reliability of the evaluated results are
required. A valuable test of consistency of the experimental data
is provided by high-level quantum-chemical composite method
calculations at the G4 level, reported for nitrotoluenes quite
recently [50] (see Table 5, column 6). As can be seen from Table 5,
the G4 values for DfH�m (g, 298.15 K) are in a good agreement with
the experimental results, evaluated in this study, providing the
additional confidence for the benchmark quality of thermochemi-
cal properties recommended in Table 5.
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Table S1 

Compilation of VO-GC/MS parameters used for transpiration experiments in Munich  

GC/MS  Shimadzu QP2010SE® with LabSolution GCMSsolution v4.11 
Injector Atas Optic 4 with Evolution Workstation v4.1 
Liner 10 mm V2A stainless steel tube, 5 mm wall thickness, equipped with 

silanized glass wool (2 mm injection needle penetration into wool) 
Restriction 0.025 mm capillary, 8.11 mm length (Restek #10097) 
Column connector SGE Siltite µ-Union® (Restek #073562) 
Analytical columns Restek RTX-TNT 1® (6 m, 0.53 mm, 1.5 µm) 
Oven program 46 °C (hold 0.10 min)  195 °C (rate 60 °C min-1) 
Injector head 
pressure 

472 kPa 
 

virtual column 100 m, 0.25 µm film thickness, 0.20 mm i.d. (entry for GCMSsolution) 
column flow 2.33 mL min-1  

split ratio 18.7 (entered in LabSolutions GCMSsolution) 
purge flow  5 mL min-1 

 

injection volume  1 µL 
 

Ion source 200 °C 
 

MS interface 250 °C 
 

MS SIM mode (event Time 100 ms 
2-NT: 1.00 – 1.60 min: m/z 120, 65, 92, 89, 77, 39. 
3-NT: 1.00 – 1.60 min: m/z 137, 65, 39, 107, 63, 89. 
4-NT: 1.00 – 1.60 min: m/z 91, 137, 65, 39, 107, 77. 
all: 1.60 – 2.58 min: m/z: 57 43 71 41 85 55 (C-16 standard) 
first: quantification Ion, 2nd-6th: reference ions 
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Table S2 

Formula, density (T = 293 K), massic heat capacity cp (T = 298 K), and expansion coefficients 

(V/T)p of the materials used in the present study. 

 

compounds formula 
 cp

 10-6·(V/T)p 

g·cm-3 J·K-1·g-1  dm3·K-1 

3-nitrotoluene (liq) C7H7NO2 1.15 [1] 1.54 b 1.0 

4-nitrotoluene (cr) C7H7NO2 1.29 [2] 1.26 b 0.1 

polyethylene d  CH1.93 
0.92 2.53 0.1 

cotton d CH1.774O0.887 1.50 1.67 0.1 
a Literature values.  
b Calculated according to the empirical procedure developed by Chickos and Acree [3].  
d Data for density, specific heat capacity, and expansion coefficients of auxiliary materials are from our previous 

work [4]. Energy of combustion cu°(polyethylene) = -46357.3 J·g-1; u(cu°) = 3.6 J·g-1. Energy of combustion 

cu° (cotton) = -16945.2 J·g-1; u(cu°) = 4.2 J·g-1 from [3]. 
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Table S3 

Results from transpiration method: absolute vapor pressures p, standard molar vaporization 

enthalpies and standard molar vaporization entropies. 

2-Nitrotoluene (TM): ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 58.9 kJ mol-1; u(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
287.0

𝑅
−

78395.6

𝑅𝑇
+

65.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

278.3 0.88 10.1 296.5 5.04 3.28 0.09 60.17 130.3 

278.4 1.04 6.00 296.8 2.00 3.20 0.09 60.16 130.0 

283.3 1.03 7.39 296.8 5.04 5.26 0.16 59.84 129.3 

283.3 1.85 6.74 297.3 5.06 5.02 0.15 59.84 128.9 

288.3 0.88 4.05 297.3 5.06 8.06 0.23 59.51 128.1 

288.3 1.86 4.21 297.7 5.05 8.04 0.23 59.51 128.0 

293.2 0.89 2.69 297.2 5.04 12.4 0.3 59.19 127.1 

293.2 2.28 3.49 296.7 3.04 11.9 0.3 59.19 126.7 

298.2 0.87 1.77 297.0 5.05 18.1 0.5 58.86 125.8 

298.2 1.97 2.03 295.9 5.07 17.5 0.5 58.86 125.5 

303.1 1.95 1.37 297.1 4.55 25.9 0.7 58.54 124.5 

303.2 0.9 1.22 297.0 4.56 27.3 0.7 58.54 124.8 

308.1 1.97 0.941 298.7 2.02 38.1 1.0 58.22 123.5 

308.2 0.56 0.502 297.4 2.01 39.1 1.0 58.21 123.6 

313.1 0.77 0.501 297.0 2.01 56.3 1.4 57.89 122.7 

313.1 1.55 0.505 298.4 2.02 55.5 1.4 57.89 122.6 

318.0 2.13 0.503 298.2 2.01 76.5 1.9 57.57 121.4 

318.1 0.87 0.398 297.2 1.49 81 2.1 57.56 121.8 

323.0 2.27 0.382 298.0 1.53 108 3 57.24 120.4 

3-Nitrotoluene (TM): ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 59.4 kJ mol-1; u(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.2 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
285.3

𝑅
−

78945.5

𝑅𝑇
+

65.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

298.2 1.22 1.85 297.0 5.04 12 0.3 59.41 124.1 

299.2 2.69 3.81 296.5 3.34 12.7 0.3 59.35 123.8 

302.2 2.51 2.78 296.5 3.34 16.3 0.4 59.15 123.2 

303.2 2.96 3.04 296.8 4.92 17.6 0.5 59.09 123.0 

303.2 2.57 2.69 297.6 5.04 17.3 0.5 59.09 122.8 

303.2 1.92 2.01 296.9 5.01 17.3 0.5 59.09 122.8 

308.2 2.73 1.90 298.0 2.59 26.0 0.7 58.76 122.0 

308.2 2.63 1.83 296.6 3.32 25.9 0.7 58.76 122.0 

308.2 2.25 1.59 296.3 5.02 25.5 0.7 58.76 121.9 

308.2 2.59 1.85 297.3 5.03 25.3 0.7 58.76 121.8 

313.2 2.08 1.01 296.5 4.05 37.0 0.9 58.43 120.9 

313.2 2.84 1.41 297.7 4.70 36.3 0.9 58.43 120.7 

313.2 2.58 1.29 297.3 4.07 36.1 0.9 58.43 120.7 

318.2 2.93 0.989 297.5 1.86 53.5 1.4 58.10 120.0 

318.2 1.98 0.680 296.4 2.72 52.4 1.3 58.10 119.8 
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318.1 2.60 0.910 297.4 2.73 51.6 1.3 58.11 119.7 

323.1 2.89 0.703 297.5 2.72 74.3 1.9 57.78 118.9 

323.2 2.03 0.499 296.6 1.99 73.2 1.9 57.78 118.7 

323.1 2.65 0.665 297.4 2.00 71.8 1.8 57.78 118.7 

328.1 2.14 0.376 296.7 1.50 103 3 57.45 117.9 

333.1 2.06 0.269 296.4 1.01 138 3 57.13 116.7 

338.0 2.8 0.271 298.0 1.02 187 5 56.81 115.8 

3-Nitrotoluene (TR): ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 58.9 kJ mol-1; u(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.4 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
283.9

𝑅
−

78450.5

𝑅𝑇
+

65.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

290.6 2.43 6.84 293.4 3.32 6.48 0.19 59.42 124.3 

293.3 1.92 4.15 293.4 3.32 8.42 0.24 59.24 124 

296.3 1.72 3.04 293.4 3.32 10.3 0.3 59.04 122.9 

299.2 2.77 3.79 293.4 3.32 13.3 0.4 58.85 122.5 

302.3 2.57 2.77 293.4 3.32 16.8 0.4 58.65 121.8 

305.3 2.48 2.13 293.4 3.32 21.1 0.6 58.45 121.1 

308.3 2.69 1.83 293.4 3.32 26.7 0.7 58.26 120.6 

311.4 3.17 1.72 293.4 3.32 33.5 0.9 58.05 119.9 

314.3 2.85 1.25 293.4 3.32 41.4 1.1 57.86 119.3 

317.2 2.82 1.02 293.4 3.32 49.8 1.3 57.67 118.6 

320.2 2.79 0.83 293.4 3.32 60.7 1.5 57.48 117.9 

323.2 2.29 0.553 293.4 3.32 74.9 1.9 57.28 117.4 

4-Nitrotoluene (TM): ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 60.3 kJ mol-1; u(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.6 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
286.6

R
−

79858.8

R𝑇
+

65.5

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

328.1 3.62 0.758 297.4 3.03 86.2 2.2 58.37 119.2 

328.1 14.09 2.97 296.4 5.09 85.3 2.2 58.37 119.1 

333.0 3.64 0.560 297.8 2.24 117 3 58.05 118.2 

333.0 10.69 1.71 297.0 5.11 113 3 58.05 117.9 

338.0 6.42 0.718 297.9 1.39 162 4 57.72 117.3 

338.0 11.63 1.35 297.0 4.05 155 4 57.72 117.0 

343.0 6.36 0.532 297.5 1.10 216 5 57.39 116.3 

343.0 11.88 1.02 296.1 4.06 210 5 57.39 116.1 

347.9 11.51 0.756 296.8 3.02 274 7 57.07 115.0 

348.0 6.45 0.402 297.9 1.10 290 7 57.06 115.4 

352.9 10.21 0.498 296.6 1.99 369 9 56.74 114.2 

353.0 6.05 0.292 298.0 1.10 374 9 56.74 114.3 

357.9 10.93 0.407 296.5 1.63 483 12 56.42 113.3 

358.0 6.74 0.242 298.5 1.03 504 13 56.41 113.6 

362.9 10.43 0.302 296.8 1.21 622 16 56.09 112.3 

363.0 6.16 0.169 298.6 1.01 660 17 56.08 112.8 

367.9 6.32 0.136 298.8 1.02 841 21 55.76 111.8 

367.9 11.44 0.260 296.9 1.04 793 20 55.76 111.3 
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4-Nitrotoluene (TR): ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 59.3 kJ.mol-1; u(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.6 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
284.1

R
−

78838.5

R𝑇
+

65.5

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

326.2 3.40 0.765 293.2 3.01 79.7 2.0 57.48 116.9 

329.2 3.93 0.727 293.2 3.01 97.0 2.4 57.28 116.3 

332.2 4.05 0.602 293.2 3.01 120.7 3.0 57.08 116.0 

332.2 3.66 0.548 293.2 3.01 119.8 3.0 57.08 115.9 

335.3 4.34 0.552 293.2 3.01 141.1 3.6 56.88 115.1 

338.2 4.23 0.452 293.2 3.01 168.0 4.2 56.69 114.5 

341.2 5.02 0.452 293.2 3.01 199.5 5.0 56.49 113.9 

344.4 4.73 0.351 293.2 3.01 241.7 6.1 56.28 113.4 

347.1 3.92 0.251 293.2 3.01 280.2 7.0 56.11 112.8 

350.2 5.21 0.276 293.2 3.01 338.8 8.5 55.90 112.4 

353.2 5.63 0.251 293.2 3.01 402.4 10.1 55.71 111.9 

4-Nitrotoluene (TM): ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 74.9; u(∆l

g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.5 kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
292.1

R
−

82822.3

R𝑇
+

26.6

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

283.3 1.76 28.2 296.6 2.00 1.13 0.03 75.29 171.0 

288.3 1.89 17.3 296.0 1.02 1.96 0.05 75.15 170.5 

293.2 1.85 10.0 296.5 5.02 3.32 0.09 75.02 170.1 

298.2 1.91 6.06 296.3 4.04 5.66 0.17 74.89 169.8 

303.2 1.96 3.75 296.1 5.00 9.37 0.26 74.76 169.4 

308.2 1.97 2.34 296.6 5.02 15.1 0.4 74.62 169.0 

308.2 1.76 28.2 296.6 2.00 14.9 0.4 74.62 168.9 

313.2 1.88 1.42 297.0 4.05 23.9 0.6 74.49 168.5 

318.2 2.11 1.01 296.9 3.02 37.7 1.0 74.36 168.1 

323.1 2.39 0.754 297.0 2.06 57.2 1.5 74.23 167.7 

323.1 2.01 0.665 297.4 1.99 54.4 1.4 74.23 167.2 

4-Nitrotoluene (TR): ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 75.2; u(∆l

g
𝐻𝑚

° ) = 0.4 kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
293.7

R
−

83096.6

R𝑇
+

26.6

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑 ) f ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

278.2 1.86 50.4 293.6 2.72 0.67 0.07 75.70 173.0 

279.6 1.70 38.7 293.6 2.72 0.80 0.07 75.66 173.0 

288.2 1.37 11.7 293.6 2.72 2.11 0.10 75.43 172.2 

290.3 1.46 9.76 293.6 2.72 2.71 0.12 75.37 172.2 

292.2 2.10 11.6 293.6 3.25 3.26 0.13 75.32 171.9 

296.8 1.67 5.61 293.6 3.25 5.39 0.18 75.20 171.7 

298.3 1.76 5.31 293.6 3.25 5.99 0.20 75.16 171.1 

301.4 1.88 4.09 293.6 3.25 8.33 0.23 75.08 171.0 

304.3 2.03 3.33 293.6 3.25 11.0 0.3 75.00 170.7 

307.4 2.38 2.87 293.6 3.25 15.0 0.4 74.92 170.5 
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310.3 2.58 2.41 293.6 3.25 19.3 0.5 74.84 170.1 

313.2 6.13 4.39 293.6 3.25 25.2 0.7 74.77 169.8 

314.3 2.29 1.42 293.6 3.25 29.2 0.8 74.74 170.1 

314.3 2.29 1.42 293.6 3.25 29.2 0.8 74.74 170.1 

315.2 2.47 1.44 293.6 3.25 30.9 0.8 74.71 169.8 

315.7 2.56 1.40 293.6 3.25 33.0 0.8 74.70 170.0 

316.2 2.74 1.40 293.6 3.25 35.4 0.9 74.69 170.1 

316.7 3.23 1.63 293.6 3.25 35.9 0.9 74.67 169.8 

317.2 2.75 1.29 293.6 3.25 38.3 1.0 74.66 170.0 

318.2 2.43 1.10 293.6 3.25 40.0 1.0 74.63 169.5 

319.3 2.66 1.10 293.6 3.25 43.8 1.1 74.60 169.3 

320.3 2.66 0.996 293.6 3.25 48.3 1.2 74.58 169.3 

321.2 2.75 0.948 293.6 3.25 52.3 1.3 74.55 169.3 

322.2 2.51 0.798 293.6 3.25 56.9 1.4 74.53 169.2 

323.3 2.59 0.748 293.6 3.25 62.6 1.6 74.50 169.1 

324.3 3.28 0.879 293.6 3.25 67.3 1.7 74.47 168.9 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K. c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by an 

iteration procedure. f Uncertainties were calculated with u(p/Pa) = 0.005 +0.025(p/Pa) for pressures 

below 5 Pa and with u(p/Pa) = 0.025 + 0.025(p/Pa) for pressure from 5 to 3000 Pa. Uncertainties of 

vaporization enthalpies are expressed as the standard uncertainties and they derived according to the procedure 

reported in [5,6]. The results measured by the transpiration (T) in Rostock were labeled in this work as TR, and 

the results measured in Munich as TM. 

 
 

Table S4 

Compilation of data on molar heat capacities (in J.mol-1.K-1) at 298.15 K of the nitrotoluenes 

 

Compounds 


mpC , (liq)a -


mpC ,

g

l b 


mpC , (cr) -


mpC ,

g

cr c 

2-nitrotoluene 211.3 65.5 -  

3-nitrotoluene 211.3 65.5 -  

4-nitrotoluene 214.0 [6] 65.6 172.2 [7] -26.6 
 

a) calculated according to the group-contribution method by Chickos and Acree [3]. 

b) calculated by ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 10.58 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (l) × 0.26 [3].  

c)  calculated by ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 0.75 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) × 0.15 [3]. 
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7.5     Measurement of 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 and 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16 and  

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 17 
 

This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of the mononitrotoluenes 2,4-

DNT 15, 2,6-DNT 16 and TNT 17:  
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Table 1 – 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 : ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 93.9 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
323.1

𝑅
−

78395.6

𝑅𝑇
+

34.8

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆cr

g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] 

[kJ mol-

1] 

[J mol-1 K-

1] 

298.2 0.34 112 296.3 2.55 0.04 0.01 93.91 192.7 

303.2 0.33 58.6 297.8 2.55 0.08 0.01 93.74 192.1 

308.2 0.32 32.1 298.0 1.82 0.14 0.01 93.56 191.4 

313.2 0.26 14.2 298.4 5.00 0.25 0.01 93.39 190.8 

318.2 0.28 9.00 295.9 5.00 0.42 0.02 93.22 190.1 

323.1 0.30 5.50 296.2 5.00 0.73 0.02 93.04 189.7 

328.1 0.31 3.34 297.0 5.01 1.26 0.04 92.87 189.2 

333.2 0.30 1.92 297.1 5.02 2.11 0.06 92.69 188.7 

338.0 0.30 1.15 297.5 4.07 3.49 0.09 92.53 188.4 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the s on procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) 

= 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

Table 2 – 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by 
the transpiration method in this work 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 78.1 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 

oap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated 

by an iteratiln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
321.4

𝑅
−

101657.1

𝑅𝑇
+

79.1

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] 

[kJ mol-

1] 

[J mol-1 K-

1] 

348.0 0.97 1.71 298.5 2.56 7.75 0.22 74.22 134.6 

353.0 0.98 1.20 298.9 2.56 11.2 0.3 73.81 133.4 

357.9 0.85 0.729 296.0 1.99 15.8 0.4 73.39 132.3 

363.0 0.98 0.606 300.7 2.02 22.2 0.6 72.97 131.1 

367.9 0.96 0.432 299.3 1.53 30.3 0.8 72.55 129.8 

372.9 1.02 0.331 299.8 1.04 42.4 1.1 72.13 128.9 

377.7 4.13 1.01 299.5 2.01 56.1 1.4 71.73 127.6 

382.7 4.02 0.706 299.6 2.02 77.6 2.0 71.31 126.8 

387.7 3.91 0.536 299.9 2.01 99.8 2.5 70.89 125.4 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 
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temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

Figure 1 – Experimental vapor pressure of solid 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 in comparison with literature values. 

 

 

Figure 2 - Experimental vapor pressure of liquid 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 in comparison with literature values. 
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Table 3 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  for 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 298.2 – 338.0 317.6 93.3±0.4 93.9±0.6 0.04 

Freedman 2008 [1] K,Q 270.0 – 315.0 291.7 95.4±0.4 95.2±0.5 0.05 

Rittfeldt 2001 [2] T,O 305.2 – 346.2 325.1 94.2 (95.1) 0.03 

Pella 1977 [3] T 277.2 – 339.0 306.3 95.7±1.7 96.1±1.7 0.03 

Lenchitz 1971 [4] K 331.9 – 342.3 336.7 98.2±2.5 (99.6±3.1) (0.003) 

John 1975 [5] I 298.2    0.02 

     94.7±0.4e 0.03f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, K: Knudsen-Effusion, Q: Quartz 

Crystal Microbalance, I: Isotope Dilution, O: Equation Only c Enthalpies of sublimation were adjusted 

according to Chickos et al. [6] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -34.8 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (cr)= 226.8 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 

12) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to equation in Table 1 e Weighted average value, 

calculated using the uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. Values in brackets were not 

used for calculation of average values. 

Table 4 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  for 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

This Work T 348.0 – 387.7 367.4 72.6±0.4 78.1±0.6 

Rittfeldt 2001 [2] T,O 345.2 – 376.2 360.3 (75.3) (80.2) 

Maksimov 1964 [7] S 493.2 – 572.2 530.3 59.0±1.2 77.4±1.7 

     78.0±0.6d 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, S: Static Method, O: equation only c 

Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [6] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -79.1 J mol-1 K-1 

and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq) = 263.4 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 12) d Weighted average value, calculated using the 

uncertainty as the weighing factor. Value in brackets was not used for calculation of average values. 

Table 5 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Fusion ∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

°  for 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15 (in kJ mol-1) 

Author/Year Tfus 
∆cr
l 𝑯𝒎

°  
at Tfus 

∆cr
l 𝑯𝒎

° a ∆cr
g 𝑯𝒎

° b ∆𝒍
g𝑯𝒎

° c  

 K  kJ mol-1 

   at 298.15 K 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

Ramirez 2010 [8] 70.2 22.6 20.6±0.6    

Acree 1991 [9] 70.1 20.1 18.1±0.6    

David 1964 [10] 70.1 21.4 19.4±0.6    

   19.4±0.4d 94.7±0.4 75.3±0.6  
a Weighted average value of the experimental enthalpies of fusion ∆cr

l 𝐻𝑚
°  measured at Tfus and adjusted 

to 298.15 K according to [6]. b Recommended value taken from Table 3. c Calculated as the difference 
between column 5 and 4 in this table. d Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as 
the weighing factor. 
 

The sublimation behavior of 2,4-Dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT, 15) was studied in this work in the 

temperature range from 298.2 – 338.0 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic 

properties of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 2,4-DNT 15 are 
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compiled in Table 1. A comparison of own data with literature experiments regarding the enthalpies 

of sublimation is compiled in Table 3 and visualized in Figure 3. Figure 1 shows a Clausius-Clapeyron 

plot of the own and literature p-T data for the sublimation of 2,4-DNT 15. Available p-T literature data 

for comparison is a Knudsen-effusion in combination with a quartz crystal microbalance experiment 

published by Freedman et al. [1], two transpiration experiments published by Rittfeldt et al. [2] and 

Pella et al. [3], a Knudsen-effusion measurement by Lenchitz et al. [4] and an isotope dilution ambient 

temperature vapor pressure determination published by John et al. [5]. The data published by Lenchitz 

et al. [4] is considered erroneous due to a raw data treatment error described by Östmark et al. [11] 

and therefore excluded from any average value calculation (cf. Table 3). For 2,4-DNT 15 an average 

uncertainty-weighted value for ∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) of 94.7 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1 is recommended considering all 

available sets of data. This value is in agreement with the one obtained in this work (93.9 ± 0.4 kJ mol-

1). The vapor pressures of 2,4-DNT 15 at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual complete 

dataset are compiled in Table 3. The mean value of 0.03 Pa can be considered as a recommendation 

for the ambient condition vapor pressure of 2,4-DNT 15. 

 

Figure 3 - Comparison of Enthalpies of Sublimation at 298.15 K for 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15. (cf. Table 3) 

The vaporization behavior of 2,4-Dinitrotoluene (2,4-DNT 15) was studied in this work in the 

temperature range from 348.0 – 387.7 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic 

properties of vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 2,4-DNT 15 are 

compiled in a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 

K c Volume of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the s on procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

Table 2 – 2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 15: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 78.1 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 

oap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, calculated 

from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by an iterati. 

A comparison of own data with literature experiments regarding the enthalpies of vaporization is 

compiled in Table 4. Figure 2 shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of the own and literature p-T data for 

the vaporization of 2,4-DNT 15. Available p-T literature data for comparison is a transpiration 

experiment by Rittfeldt et al. [2] and a static method measurement by Maksimov et al. [7]. For 2,4-
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DNT an average uncertainty-weighted value for ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) of 78.0 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 is recommended 

considering all available sets of data. This value is in agreement with the one obtained in this work 

(78.1 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1). 

For the enthalpy of fusion of 2,4-DNT three literature values by Ramirez et al. (22.6 kJ mol-1, [8]), Acree 

et al. (20.1 kJ mol-1, [9]) and David et al. (21.4 kJ mol-1, [10]) exist. (cf. Table 5) The values were adjusted 

to 298.15 K according to the procedure provided by Chickos et al. [6]. The obtained average value 

∆cr
𝑙 𝐻𝑚

0  (298.15 K) = 19.4 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 was subtracted from the recommended weighted average 

sublimation enthalpy (94.7 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1, cf. Table 3) to derive a calculated enthalpy of vaporization of 

75.3 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1. (cf. section 7.4 for the details of calculation). This value is not in agreement with 

the recommended weighted average vaporization enthalpy (78.0 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1, cf. Table 4). A reason 

for this disagreement might be the inconsistency of the literature values for ∆cr
𝑙 𝐻𝑚

0 ranging from 20.1 

to 22.6 kJ mol-1. In addition to that none of the literature sources for the enthalpy of fusion 

∆cr
𝑙 𝐻𝑚

0  provide purity information of the analyte investigated. The possible presence of impurities is a 

potential explanation for the failure of this data consistency check using the relation between the 

enthalpies of fusion, sublimation and vaporization.  
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Table 6 – 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 94.7 ± 0.7 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
332.6

𝑅
−

105059.4

𝑅𝑇
+

34.8

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆cr

g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

293.2 0.17 47.9 297.2 2.01 0.05 0.01 94.86 202.4 

298.2 0.32 45.3 298.5 3.05 0.10 0.01 94.68 202.3 

303.1 0.19 14.3 299.0 4.07 0.18 0.01 94.51 201.7 

308.1 0.19 7.96 300.1 2.57 0.32 0.01 94.34 201.0 

313.1 0.19 4.57 297.5 5.07 0.57 0.02 94.16 200.3 

318.0 0.63 8.67 297.3 5.05 0.98 0.03 93.99 199.6 

323.0 0.55 4.21 297.9 5.05 1.78 0.05 93.82 199.5 

328.0 0.37 1.69 298.0 5.06 3.01 0.08 93.65 199.0 

333.0 0.47 1.35 297.6 5.06 4.74 0.12 93.47 198.0 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

Table 7 – 2,6-Dinitrotoluene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 77.1 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
324.3

𝑅
−

100667.2

𝑅𝑇
+

79.1

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

343.0 0.61 0.770 297.2 2.01 10.7 0.3 73.54 138.4 

347.9 1.13 0.972 298.0 2.01 15.8 0.4 73.15 137.5 

352.9 1.37 0.846 299.8 2.03 22.1 0.6 72.76 136.2 

357.8 1.45 0.645 301.8 2.04 31.0 0.8 72.36 135.0 

362.8 5.43 1.71 301.1 2.03 43.7 1.1 71.97 134.0 

362.8 1.66 0.541 300.3 2.03 42.0 1.1 71.97 133.7 

367.8 5.47 1.26 300.9 2.04 59.9 1.5 71.58 132.9 

372.8 5.05 0.845 300.4 2.03 81.9 2.1 71.18 131.9 

377.7 5.28 0.645 301.0 2.04 112.6 2.8 70.79 130.9 

382.7 5.23 0.488 300.7 1.54 147.1 3.7 70.40 129.7 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 
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temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Experimental vapor pressure of solid 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16 in comparison with literature values. 

Table 8 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  for 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 293.2 – 333.0 312.5 94.2±0.6 94.7±0.7 0.09 

Freedman 2008 [1] K 285.0 – 325.0 301.2 102.4±1.4 105.2±1.5 0.10 

Pella 1977 [3] T,O 278.2 – 323.2  300.0 98.5±1.7 98.6±1.8 0.08 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, K: Knudsen-Effusion, O: Equation 

Only c Enthalpies of sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [6] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -34.8 J 

mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (cr)= 226.8 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 12) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated 

according to equation in Table 6 e Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the 

weighing factor. f Average value 
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Table 9 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  for 2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

This Work T 343.0 – 382.7 362.4 72.0±0.4 77.1±0.6 

Maksimov [7] S 423.2 – 533.2 470.8 57.0±1.3 70.7±1.5 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, S: Static Method c Enthalpies of 

sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [6] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -79.1 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq)= 263.4 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 12) 

The evaluation of the measurement of 2,6-Dinitrotoluene (2,6-DNT 16) is complicated due to its 

polymorphism. Finch et al. [12] report that 2,6-DNT which was recrystallized from benzene melts at 

56.4 °C (polymorph A, enthalpy of fusion (DSC): 19.3 kJ mol-1) whilst material that has been repeatedly 

resolidified from the melt melts at 66.0 °C (polymorph B, enthalpy of fusion (DSC): 16.1 kJ mol-1). The 

different melting points and different enthalpies of fusion indicate that the enthalpy of sublimation 

and absolute vapor pressures of both polymorphs are different. 

Within this work it is sure that polymorph B was measured since the sample was repeatedly resolidified 

from its melt for the coating of the glass beads inside the saturator.  

The sublimation behavior of 2,6-dinitrotoluene (2,6-DNT 16) was studied in this work in the 

temperature range from 293.2 – 333.0 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic 

properties of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 2,6-DNT 16 are 

compiled in Table 6. A comparison of own data with literature experiments regarding the enthalpies 

of sublimation is compiled in Table 8. Figure 1 shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of the own and 

literature p-T data for the sublimation of 2,6-DNT. Available p-T literature data for comparison is a 

Knudsen-effusion in combination with a quartz crystal microbalance experiment published by 

Freedman et al. [1] and a transpiration experiment by Pella et al. [3]. Freedman et al. [1] used 2,6-DNT 

16 provided by Sigma Aldrich without further purification and no statement about the melting point. 

Pella et al. [3] used material that was recrystallized from benzene and reports a melting range of 57.3 

– 57.8 °C which is in accordance with the value measured in this work (58 °C, cf. section 4.6.12) for the 

commercial product provided by Sigma Aldrich and indicates that polymorph A was used. No 

statement can be made about the identity of the polymorph investigated by Freedman. This work is 

the only measurement for polymorph B with a value for ∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) of 94.7 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1. Two 

values for ∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) were derived from the p-T-data stated by Freedman et al. [1] (105.2 ± 1.4 

kJ mol-1, unknown polymorph)  and Pella et al. [3] (98.6 ± 1.8 kJ mol-1, polymorph A). In this work a 

vapor pressure of 2,6-DNT 16 at 298.15 K of 0.09 Pa was calculated for Polymorph B. 

The vaporization behavior of 2,6-DNT was studied in this work in the temperature range from 348.0 – 

387.7 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained 

by the transpiration method in this work for 2,6-DNT are compiled in Table 7. A comparison of own 

data with literature experiments regarding the enthalpies of vaporization is compiled in Table 9. 

Figure 4 shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of the own and literature p-T data for the vaporization of 2,6-

DNT. Available p-T literature data for comparison is a static method measurement by Maksimov et al. 

[7]. The value for ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) obtained in this work (77.1 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1) is not in agreement with 

the value derived from the p-T-data by Maksimov et al. (70.7 ± 1.5 kJ mol-1) [7]. 
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Altogether more measurements of the sublimation characteristics of both polymorphs and the 

vaporization characteristics of 2,6-DNT 16 are necessary for a judgement of the quality of the data 

obtained in this work. 

 

Table 10 – 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 17: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by 
the transpiration method in this work 

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 17: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 111.6 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
355.5

𝑅
−

123374.7

𝑅𝑇
+

39.6

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆cr

g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [mPa] [mPa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

308.2 0.09 245 298.9 5.05 3.92 5.10 111.17 218.9 

313.1 0.09 120 298.8 2.62 7.91 5.20 110.97 218.4 

313.2 0.24 342 299.8 5.07 7.67 5.19 110.97 218.2 

318.2 0.16 118 300.7 5.07 14.8 5.4 110.78 217.4 

323.2 0.20 75.0 299.0 5.06 29.2 5.7 110.58 217.1 

328.1 0.34 68.3 295.9 3.54 53.4 6.3 110.38 216.3 

333.1 0.47 52.4 299.0 3.05 98.2 7.5 110.18 215.8 

338.1 0.44 26.7 295.9 5.00 176.8 9.4 109.99 215.2 

343.1 0.39 13.9 300.9 5.10 307.6 12.7 109.79 214.5 

348.0 0.40 8.02 299.8 5.07 552.5 18.8 109.59 214.3 

a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure 5 – Experimental vapor pressure of solid 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 17 in comparison with literature values. 

 

Figure 6 – Experimental vapor pressure of solid 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 17 in comparison with literature values. Zoom on values 
obtained in this work. 
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Table 11 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  for 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 17 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 mPa 

This Work T 308.2 – 348.0 326.1 110.4±0.4 111.6±0.6 0.9 

Solomonov 2015 [13] C    (117.7)  

Oxley 2009 [14] H 288.2 – 328.2 307.6 89.5±3.7 89.9±3.8 1.7 

Oxley 2005 [15] H 285.2 – 318.2 301.6 137.7±6.3 137.8±6.3 0.4 

Dionne 1986 [16] T 298.2 298.2   0.8 

Cundall 1977 [17] K,O 301.5 – 349.2 322.3 113.0 (114.0) - 

Legget 1977 [18] H 285.2 – 313.2 297.7 137.3±4.7 137.3±4.7 0.4 

Pella 1977 [3] T 287.2 – 329.7 308.3 99.8±4.2 100.2±4.2 1.2 

John 1975 [5] I  298.2   0.4 

Lenchitz 1970 [19] K 327.9 – 349.2 341.5 103.3±2.5 104.9±2.7 1.2 

Edwards 1950 [20] K 325.9 – 352.9 340.9 122.0±3.4 123.7±3.5 0.5 

     111.6±0.6e 0.8f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, C: Calorimenty, H: Headspace, K: 

Knudsen-Effusion, O: Equation Only, I: Isotope Dilution c Enthalpies of sublimation were adjusted 

according to Chickos et al. [6] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -34.8 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (liq)= 226.8 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table 

12) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to equation in Table 10 e Weighted average 

value, calculated using the uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. Values in brackets were 

not used for calculation of average values. 

The sublimation behavior of 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene (2,4,6-TNT, 17) was studied in this work in the 

temperature range from 308.2 – 348.0 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic 

properties of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 2,4,6-TNT 17 are 

compiled in Table 10. A comparison of own data with literature experiments regarding the enthalpies 

of sublimation is compiled in Table 11 and visualized in Figure 7. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show a Clausius-

Clapeyron plot of the own and literature p-T data for the sublimation of 2,4,6-TNT 17. Available p-T 

literature data for comparison are three headspace measurements by Oxley et al. [14-15] and Legget 

et al. [18], two transpiration method experiments by Dionne et al. [16] and Pella et al. [3], three 

Knudsen-effusion measurements by Cundall et al. [17], Lenchitz et al. [19] and Edwards et al. [20] and 

one isotope dilution determination of the ambient vapor pressure by John et al. [5]. The values for the 

enthalpy of sublimation spread from 89.9 ± 3.8 kJ mol-1 to 137.8 ± 6.3 kJ mol-1. Both values were 

reported by Oxley et al. [14-15]. For 2,4,6-TNT an average uncertainty-weighted value for 

∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) of 111.6 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 is recommended considering all available sets of data. This 

value is in absolute agreement with the one obtained in this work (111.6 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1), yet 

incompatible with the value derived from solution calorimetry measurements by Solomonov et al. [13] 

(117.7 kJ mol-1). This calorimetric value was reported without an error estimation and a GC-FID sample 

purity of 98 %. 
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Figure 7 Comparison of Enthalpies of Sublimation at 298.15 K for 2,4-Dinitrotoluene. (cf. Table 11) 

Considering the Clausius-Clapeyron plot depicted in Figure 6, it becomes obvious that the second 

measurement reported by Oxley et al. [14]reported in 2009 is in high agreement with the p-T-data 

reported in this work. Solely the low temperature data points below 308.2 K seem to be erroneous. If 

the temperature range of the dataset is cut to 308.2 – 328.2 K a value for ∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) of 112.1 ± 

4.4 kJ mol-1 can be derived from the p-T-data, which is in agreement with the value obtained in this 

work (111.6 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1). In general vapor pressure measurements of 2,4,6-TNT 17 below 308.2 K 

seem to be unreliable due to the scattering of the p-T-data in the ambient temperature region. (cf. 

Figure 6) 

The vapor pressures of 2,4,6-TNT 17 at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual complete 

dataset are compiled in Table 11. The mean value of 0.08 mPa can be considered as a recommendation 

for the ambient condition vapor pressure of 2,4,6-TNT. 

Table 12 - Calculation of Molar Heat Capacity Differences at T = 298.15 K 

compound 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
 ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶

𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
 

 exp. exp. calc. calc.   

 [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene   263.4a 226.8a -79.1b -34.8c 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene   263.4a 226.8a -79.1b -34.8c 

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene  258.7 [21] 315.5a (273.9)a -92.6b -39.6c 

Bracketed values not used for calculation of heat capacity differences. a) calculated according to the 

increment method and data by Chickos et al. [6] b) calculated by ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
= 10.58 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (l) × 0.26 

[6] c) calculated by ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶
𝑝,𝑚

𝑜
= 0.75 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) × 0.15 [6]  
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Table 13 - Origin and Purity of the Compounds Investigated 

compound CAS# Distributor Product # Lot # purity GC-MS-purity 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene 121-14-2 Sigma Aldrich 101397 
1354711 

43607092 
0.97 0.997 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene 606-20-2 Sigma Aldrich D200603 
1358379 

45107014 
0.98 0.999 

2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene 118-96-7 Fluka  6./122/00002 purum 0.999 

Table 13 lists Name, CAS#, distributor, Product #, Lot #, manufacturer purity statement and GC-MS-

purity. All purities were checked with a VO-GC/MS setup (cf. section 5) and the mass of analyte sample 

used for GC/MS quantification corrected by the purity obtained. 
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7.6     Measurement of 1-Nitronaphthalene and 2-Methyl-1-nitronaphthalene 
This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of 1-nitronaphthalene and 2-methyl-

1-nitronaphthalene: 
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Table 1 – 1-Nitronaphtalene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

1-Nitronaphthalene: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 92.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
320.2

𝑅
−

101927.8

𝑅𝑇
+

31.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

288.2 0.17 120.131 297.2 5.04 0.02 0.01 92.85 194.2 

293.2 0.54 199.811 297.4 3.05 0.04 0.01 92.69 193.4 

293.3 0.27 98.809 297.4 5.04 0.04 0.01 92.69 193.3 

298.2 0.44 83.350 297.1 5.01 0.08 0.01 92.53 193.1 

303.2 0.57 58.236 297.1 4.06 0.14 0.01 92.38 192.5 

308.2 0.53 30.186 297.2 5.02 0.25 0.01 92.22 191.9 

313.2 0.46 15.081 297.1 5.03 0.44 0.02 92.06 191.3 

318.2 0.47 9.027 297.1 5.02 0.74 0.02 91.91 190.7 

323.1 0.56 6.102 297.2 5.02 1.32 0.04 91.75 190.5 

323.1 0.54 5.872 298.0 5.03 1.32 0.04 91.75 190.5 

328.1 0.55 3.596 296.8 5.02 2.19 0.06 91.59 189.9 

328.1 0.53 3.438 298.1 5.03 2.19 0.06 91.59 189.9 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Table 2 – 1-Nitronaphthalene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by the 
transpiration method in this work 

1-Nitronaphthalene: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 75.8 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
315.3

𝑅
−

98954

𝑅𝑇
+

77.8

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

338.1 1.59 4.915 295.8 5.00 4.60 0.12 72.65 131.9 

343.0 1.58 3.244 295.9 4.99 6.91 0.20 72.27 131.0 

348.0 1.62 2.327 296.1 4.99 9.88 0.27 71.88 129.8 

353.0 1.39 1.421 296.0 5.01 13.88 0.37 71.49 128.7 

358.0 3.01 2.165 296.1 5.00 19.74 0.52 71.10 127.7 

363.0 3.04 1.599 296.4 5.05 27.09 0.70 70.72 126.5 

368.0 3.00 1.163 296.5 1.99 36.73 0.94 70.33 125.4 

372.9 2.91 0.830 296.3 1.99 49.80 1.27 69.94 124.3 

377.8 3.01 0.632 296.1 2.00 67.80 1.72 69.56 123.4 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

Figure 1 – Experimental vapor pressure of 1-nitronaphthalene in comparison with literature values. 
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Table 3 – Data obtained in this work on the Enthalpy of Sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  for 1-Nitronaphthalene 

Experiment Methoda T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)b 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 288.2 – 328.1 309.2 92.2±0.3 92.5±0.5 0.07 

Silva 2006 [1] K 305.1 – 321.1 313.1 94.4±0.4 94.9±1.1 0.07 

Stephenson 1987 [2] O 309.0 – 326.0 317.4 68.5 69.1 0.20 

Stephenson 1987 [2] O 325.0 – 332.0 328.5 106.9 107.9 0.03 
a Methods: T: Transpiration, K: Knudsen-Effusion, O: Equation Only b Enthalpies of sublimation were 

adjusted according to Chickos et al. [3] with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -31.5 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (cr)= 205.3 J mol-1 K-1  c 

Vapor pressure at 298.15 K 
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Table 4 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  for 1-Nitronaphthalene 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

This Work T 338.1 – 377.8 357.5 71.2±0.3 75.8±0.5 

Stephenson 1987 [2] O 332.0 – 580.0 442.9 66.4 77.1 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, O: Equation Only c Enthalpies of 

vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [3] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -77.8 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq)= 258.5 J mol-1 K-1 

Table 5 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Fusion ∆cr
l 𝐻𝑚

°  for 1-Nitronaphthalene (in kJ mol-1) 

Author/Year Tfus 
∆cr
l 𝑯𝒎

°  
at Tfus 

∆cr
l 𝑯𝒎

° a ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆𝒍

g𝑯𝒎
° b  

 K  kJ mol-1 

   at 298.15 K 

1 2 3 4 5 6  

Kestens 2009 [4] 328.9 17.3     

Acree 1991 [5] 329.9 18.4     

 329.4c 17.9±0.8c 16.5±0.8 92.5±0.5d 76.0±0.9  

 329.4c 17.9±0.8c 16.5±0.8 94.9±1.1e 78.4±1.4  
a Weighted average value of the experimental enthalpies of fusion ∆cr

l 𝐻𝑚
°  measured at Tfus and adjusted 

to 298.15 K according to [3]. b Calculated as the difference between column 5 and 4 in this table. 
c Average value. d Value from this work taken from Table 3. e Value from Silva et al. [1] taken from Table 
3. 
 
The sublimation behavior of 1-nitronaphthalene was studied in this work in the temperature range 

from 288.2 – 328.1 K. Figure 1 shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of the own and literature p-T data for 

the sublimation and vaporization of 1-nitronaphthalene. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and 

thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 1-

nitronaphthalene are compiled in Table 1. Available p-T literature data for comparison is a Knudsen-

effusion measurement by Silva et al. [1] and two p-T-equations that were published in the 

compendium by Stephenson et al. [2] with temperature ranges of 309 – 326 K and 325 – 332 K. The 

value for ∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) of 92.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 is not in agreement with the value derived from the 

p-T-data published by Silva et al. [1] (94.9 ± 1.1 kJ mol-1) and those from the p-T equations by 

Stephenson et al. [2] (69.2 and 107.9 kJ mol-1). The values stated by Stephenson et al. [2] are not in 

agreement with each other, the value from this work and Silva et al. [1]. Therefore they are not taken 

into account in the following. The vapor pressure at 298.15 K derived from this work is with a value of 

0.07 Pa in agreement with the value derived from the p-T-data published by Silva et al. [1] and can be 

considered as a recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of 1-nitronaphthalene. 

The vaporization behavior of 1-nitronaphthalene was studied in this work in the temperature range 

from 338.1 – 377.8 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 1-nitronaphtalene are compiled in 

Table 2. A comparison of own data with literature experiments regarding the enthalpies of vaporization 

is compiled in Table 4. Available p-T literature data for comparison is a p-T-equation that was published 

in the compendium by Stephenson et al. [2] with a temperature range of 332 – 580 K. The enthalpy of 

vaporization obtained in this work (75.8 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1) is not in agreement with the value derived from 

the p-T-data stated by Stephenson et al. [2] (77.1 kJ mol-1). Since Stephenson et al. [2] state no 

information about sample purity and method of measurement this value is not taken into 

consideration for the further discussion.  
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To judge the quality of the data obtained in this work in comparison with the literature values stated 

above the relationship between enthalpy of sublimation, vaporization and fusion is taken into account: 

 ∆l
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 𝐾) = ∆cr

𝑔
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 𝐾) − ∆cr
𝑙 𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 𝐾) (1) 

For the enthalpy of fusion two literature values by Kestens et al. (17.3 ± 4.2 kJ mol-1, [4]) and Acree 

(18.4 kJ mol-1, [5]) exist. (cf. Table 5) The average value (17.9 ± 0.8 kJ mol-1) was adjusted to 298.15 K 

according to the procedure provided by Chickos et al. [3]. The obtained average value ∆cr
𝑔

𝐻𝑚
0  (298.15 

K) = 16.5 ± 0.8 kJ mol-1 was subtracted from the sublimation enthalpy at 298.15 K obtained in this work 

(92.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1, cf. Table 3) to obtain a calculated enthalpy of vaporization of 76.0 ± 0.9 kJ mol-1. 

(cf. equation 1) This value is in agreement with the vaporization enthalpy measured in this work (75.8 

± 0.5 kJ mol-1). The agreement between enthalpies of sublimation, fusion and vaporization 

demonstrates that the enthalpy data evaluated in this work is internally consistent for 1-

nitronaphthalene. If the same procedure is repeated with the enthalpy of sublimation at 298.15 K 

derived from the p-T-data stated by Silva et al. [1] an enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K of 78.4 ± 1.4 

kJ mol-1 results. This value is not compatible with the data obtained in this work.  

Table 6 – 2-Methyl-1-nitronaphtalene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained 
by the transpiration method in this work 

2-Methyl-1-nitronaphthalene: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 92.5 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
320.6

𝑅
−

103154.5

𝑅𝑇
+

35.7

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
°  ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

308.1 0.53 44.332 297.2 3.03 0.16 0.01 92.15 188.0 

313.1 0.50 23.810 295.9 5.05 0.27 0.01 91.98 187.3 

318.1 0.33 8.999 297.1 5.05 0.49 0.02 91.80 186.9 

323.0 0.53 8.454 296.8 5.02 0.83 0.03 91.62 186.3 

328.0 0.56 5.296 297.3 5.04 1.39 0.04 91.44 185.8 

333.0 0.39 2.263 296.6 5.03 2.29 0.06 91.27 185.3 

338.0 0.52 1.842 297.0 5.02 3.71 0.10 91.09 184.7 

342.9 0.52 1.185 296.7 2.54 5.81 0.17 90.91 184.0 

347.9 0.55 0.768 297.4 2.00 9.42 0.26 90.73 183.7 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Table 7 – 2-Methyl-1-nitronaphthalene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization 
obtained by the transpiration method in this work 

2-Methyl-1-nitronaphthalene: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 75.8 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
315.3

𝑅
−

98954

𝑅𝑇
+

77.8

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕) f ∆𝒍
g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

357.1 1.27 2.190 297.1 5.05 13.98 0.37 70.82 124.5 

362.1 1.30 1.620 297.7 3.04 19.37 0.51 70.40 123.3 

368.0 1.31 1.118 298.0 3.53 28.35 0.73 69.89 122.0 

373.0 1.29 0.804 298.2 2.01 38.92 1.00 69.47 121.0 

378.0 1.28 0.603 298.2 2.01 51.66 1.32 69.05 119.8 

382.9 2.63 0.938 297.4 2.01 67.85 1.72 68.63 118.6 

387.8 2.61 0.705 298.3 2.02 89.89 2.27 68.21 117.5 

393.3 3.17 0.637 297.5 2.01 120.45 3.04 67.74 116.3 

398.3 3.20 0.502 297.9 2.01 154.57 3.89 67.32 115.2 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

Figure 2 – Experimental vapor pressure of 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene in comparison with literature values. 
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Table 8 – Data obtained in this work on the Enthalpy of Sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  for 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene 

Experiment Methoda T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)b 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 308.1 – 347.9 327.5 91.5±0.3 92.5±0.6 0.05 
a Methods: T: Transpiration b Enthalpies of sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [3] 

with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -35.7 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (cr)= 232.9 J mol-1 K-1 c Vapor pressure at 298.15 K 

Table 9 – Data obtained in this work on the Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  for 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 

This Work T 357.1 – 398.3 377.4 69.1±0.2 75.9±0.5 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration c Enthalpies of vaporization were 

adjusted according to Chickos et al. [3] with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -77.8 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (liq)= 258.5 J mol-1 K-1 

The sublimation behavior of 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene was studied in this work in the temperature 

range from 308.1 – 347.9 K. Figure 2 – Experimental vapor pressure of 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene in 

comparison with literature values. Figure 2 shows a Clausius-Clapeyron plot of p-T data for the 

sublimation and vaporization of 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene obtained in this work. The absolute 

vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by the transpiration 

method in this work for 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene are compiled in Table 6. No p-T literature data is 

available for comparison. An enthalpy of sublimation ∆𝑐𝑟
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) of 92.5 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 was 

derived from the p-T-data obtained in this work. Extrapolation of the p-T-function stated in Table 6 to 

298.15 K allows the calculation of a vapor pressure of 0.05 Pa under ambient conditions. 

The vaporization behavior of 2-methyl-1-nitronaphthalene was studied in this work in the temperature 

range from 357.1 – 398.3 K. The absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡   and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work for 2-methyl-1-nitronaphtalene are 

compiled in Table 9. No p-T literature data is available for comparison. 
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4. Kestens, V.; Auclair, G.; Drozdzewska, K.; Held, A.; Roebben, G.; Linsinger, T., Thermodynamic 
property values of selected polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons measured by differential scanning 
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5. Acree, W. E., Thermodynamic properties of organic compounds: enthalpy of fusion and 
melting point temperature compilation. Thermochimica Acta 1991, 189 (1), 37-56. 
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7.7     Measurement of 2-Nitropropane, 2-Methyl-2-nitropropane and DMDNB 26 
This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of the nitroalkanes 2-nitropropane, 2-

methyl-2-nitropropane and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (DMDNB 26): 

 

The results were published in Thermochimica Acta. [1] and are reprinted with permission. Copyright 

2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

DOI: 10.1016/j.tca.2017.07.001  

Since the publication does not include the vapor pressure at 298.15 K the values are stated separately 

in comparison with selected literature data-sets: 

Table 1 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Sublimation ∆cr
g
𝐻𝑚
°  for 2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane 26 (phase I) 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g
𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎
° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work (phase I) T 278.4 – 318.2 299.4 87.0±0.5 87.1±0.6 0.2 

Mirosh. 1999 [2] C    79.5±1.3  

Elias 1991 [3] T 253.2 – 323.2 286.5 93.5±0.1 93.0±0.3 0.3 

Smirnov 1991 [4] K 303.0 – 319.2 311.0 83.5±1.9 84.0±2.2 0.3 

Smirnov 1991 [4] C  303.2 84.5±1.4 85.4±1.4  

     91.4±0.3e 0.3f 

a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, C: Calorimetry, K: Knudsen-effusion 
c Enthalpies of sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [5] with ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -38.0 J mol-1 K-

1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (cr)= 248.6 J mol-1 K-1 d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K e Weighted average value, calculated 

using the uncertainty as weighing factor. f Average value. 

Table 2 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚
°  for 2-nitropropane 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g
𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎
° (298.15K)c  𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1  Pa 

This Work T 274.7 – 314.1 291.5 41.5±0.2 41.2±0.3  2504 

Mirosh. 1999 [2] C    41.0±0.4   

Stephen. 1987 [6] O 284.0 – 394.0 335.7 39.1 (40.9)  (2290) 

Marsh 1979 [7] S 318.2 318.2    (6388e) 

Lebedev 1970 [8] C    (41.4)   

Saunders 1961 [9] S 298.2 298.2    2379 

v. Schickh 1950 [10]  293.2 293.2    (1720e) 

Holcomb 1949 [11] S 283.2 – 383.2  39.5±0.1 41.0±0.2  2301 

Stull 1947 [12] O 254.4 – 393.5  39.7 (40.5)  (2302) 

     41.1±0.2f  2395g 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, C: Calvet-Calorimetry, S: Static 

Method, O: Equation Only c Enthalpies of sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. [5] with 

∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -49.8 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (l)= 150.8 J mol-1 K-1 d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. e Vapor pressure 

at 𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔 f Weighted average value, calculated using the uncertainty as the weighing factor. g Average 

value. Values in brackets were excluded from average value calculation. 
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Table 3 – Compilation of Data available on Enthalpies of Sublimation ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚
°  for 2-Methyl-2-nitropropane 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎
° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 303.2 – 333.1 316.5 44.0±0.7 (45.1±0.8) (1851) 

Mirosh. 1999 [2] C    41.8±0.8  

Stephenson 1987 [6] O 334.0 – 401.0 366.4 38.4 (42.2) (1716) 

Toops 1956 [13] O 334.0 – 401.0 366.4 38.4 (42.2) 1716 

     41.8±0.8 1716 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration c Enthalpies of sublimation were 

adjusted according to Chickos et al. [5] with ∆𝑙
𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -56.7 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (liq)= 177.3 J mol-1 K-1 
d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. 
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A B S T R A C T

Thermochemical properties of aliphatic nitroalkanes available in the literature are scarce and inconsistent. New
standard molar enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation of 2-nitropropane, 2-methyl-2-nitropropane, and 2,3-
dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane were derived from the vapor pressure temperature dependence measured by the
transpiration method. Thermodynamic data on linear and branched aliphatic mono- and di-nitroalkanes avail-
able in the literature were combined with own experimental results and evaluated with help of empirical and
theoretical methods aiming at recommendation of the sets of vaporization and formation enthalpies for aliphatic
nitroalkanes as the reliable benchmark properties for further thermochemical calculations. Gas phase standard
molar enthalpies of formation of aliphatic nitro-compounds derived by high-level quantum-chemical method G4
were found in a good agreement with the evaluated and recommended experimental data. Group-additivity
procedure for calculation of vaporization and formation enthalpies have been developed and tested.

1. Introduction

Design and synthesis of new formulations of advanced propellants
and explosives is a challenging task. Last decade, a computer aided
screening of suitable hypothetical energetic materials is a popular en-
deavor [1–7]. However, it is reasonable to expend resources only on
those molecules that show promise to provide enhanced performance,
reduced sensitivity, or reduced environmental hazards. In order to as-
sess potential performance of an energetic compound in explosive or
propellant cases, the standard molar enthalpy of formation ∘Δ Hmf ,
standard molar enthalpy of sublimation ∘Δ Hmcr

g , standard molar en-
thalpy of vaporization ∘Δ Hml

g , and standard molar enthalpy of fusion
∘Δ Hmcr

l , are considered as an important property [3,4,7]. They are used
for the calculation of explosive and propellant properties such as de-
tonation pressure, detonation velocity and specific impulse to in-
vestigate characteristics of energetic materials. The prediction of ther-
mochemical properties of explosives to within ‘chemical accuracy’
(usually defined as theoretical values with mean absolute deviation
within 4–5 kJ mol−1 from experimental data) using selected high-level
methods from the G* family seems to be practicable [5] and these
methods can be used to reduce experimental efforts to prepare pro-
mising compounds exhibiting required enhanced performance.

However, the triumph of the modern quantum-chemical methods is
aggravated with several issues thwarting a proper interpretation of the
computational results. First of all converting of the enthalpic values
H298 (directly available from the Gaussian output) to the standard
molar enthalpy of formation is ambiguous. The conventionally used
atomization and isodesmic reactions provide too different results even
for simple compounds. For example, the most accurate Gaussian-4 (G4)
method provides the ∘Δ Hmf (g) values calculated from the atomization
reactions by 13 kJ mol−1 underestimated in comparison to the common
isodesmic reaction procedure including 5–26 isodesmic reactions with
different reference species that were constructed for each compound
[8]. The second issue is that the thermochemical properties of reference
species used for the construction of the isodesmic reactions are mostly
of ill-defined quality. As a matter of fact, the most combustion experi-
ments for simple aliphatic mono- and di-nitroalkanes were performed
over 50 years ago [9–12] and at those times the methods for the purity
attestation of the samples were not always sensitive enough. Moreover,
in many cases the combustion results measured in different labs were
significantly different [9–14] or for many nitro-alkanes only a single
enthalpy of formation value was available. Experimental results on
vaporization and sublimation enthalpies, required for calculation of

∘Δ Hmf (g), are practically absent in the literature in spite of the sufficient
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amount of vapor pressure measurements published also more than 50
years ago [15–17] The reason for the absence of the vaporization/
sublimation enthalpies is due to the fact that calculation of

∘Δ Hmcr
g / ∘Δ Hml

g from temperature dependence of vapor pressure is not a
trivial task [18–21] and authors at those times were not experienced
with this exercise. Critical analysis of the available thermochemical
results for aliphatic mono- and di-nitroalkanes has revealed that the
available thermochemical data for these compounds are in disarray.
However, it should be mentioned that explicitly these species are most
frequently used for the construction of the isodesmic reactions for re-
covering ∘Δ Hmf (g)–values from quantum-chemical computations. For
this reason the thermochemistry of the mono- and dinitroalkanes has to
be evaluated carefully. New additional experiments with 2-ni-
tropropane, 2-methyl-2-nitropropane, and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dini-
trobutane (see Fig. 1) are intending to help with establishing con-
sistency of available literature data. This contribution complements and
extends our previous studies of the thermochemistry of aliphatic [22]
and aromatic nitro-compounds [23–27]. The aim of this study was the
evaluation of thermochemical data available for aliphatic mono- and di-
nitro-alkanes with complementary experimental and computational
methods in order to recommend benchmark thermochemical properties
for these compounds.

2. Materials and methods

Samples of 2-nitropropane, 2-methyl-2-nitropropane and 2,3-di-
methyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (DMDNB) were available from Sigma-
Aldrich. The liquid samples were further purified by fractional dis-
tillation with a spinning-band column in vacuum. The solid sample of
and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane was purified by fractional sub-
limation in vacuum. No impurities (greater than 0.001 mass fraction)
could be detected in the samples used for the thermochemical mea-
surements. The degree of purity was determined using a GC (see ESI).
Provenance and purity of the compound prepared for thermochemical
studies in this work are given in Table S1.

Vapor pressures of nitroalkanes were measured using the tran-
spiration method [18–20,28]. Experimental details are given in Elec-
tronic Supporting Information (ESI). Transpiration experiments have been
performed on the same highly purified samples independently in Ro-
stock and in Munich. The results measured by the transpiration (T) in
Rostock were labeled as the TR, and the results measured in Munich as
the TM.

Quantum chemical calculations of the nitroalkanes were performed
with the Gaussian 09 series software [29]. Energies of molecules in-
volved in this study were calculated by using the G4 method [30].
Computational details for this approach were reported elsewhere
[31,32]. We used the values of H298 directly available from the output,
which were obtained according to the rigid rotor harmonic oscillator
approach embedded in Gaussian.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Vapor pressures of nitroalkanes

Experimental absolute vapor pressures for 2-nitropropane, 2-me-
thyl-2-nitropropane and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane measured in
this work by the transpiration method are given in Table S2.
Experimental literature data on vapor pressure temperature depen-
dence of nitroalkanes have been carefully collected from the literature.

Because authors not derived vaporization/sublimation enthalpies from
their vapor pressures or performed it in different manner, we treated
the literature vapor pressures uniformly (see ESI) and calculated

∘Δ Hml
g / ∘Δ Hmcr

g values at the reference temperature T = 298.15 K for the
sake of comparison with our results (see Tables 1 and 2). It should be
mentioned that vaporization enthalpies derived from vapor pressures
collected in compilations by Dreisbach and Shrader [16], Stull [17],
and Stephenson and Malanowski [33] are of questionable quality, be-
cause the source of the primary data is not traceable, as well as speci-
fication of purity and experimental methods are not reported.

Most of the vapor pressures available in the literature for mono-
nitroalkanes were measured over a broad temperature range and close
to the normal boiling points [15,16,34,36]. As a rule the primary ex-
perimental data are not reported in original papers and the coefficients
of the linear approximation are given instead. Only few studies of low-
temperature vapor pressures of mono-nitroalkanes were found in the
literature [10,35,37] and they have been taken for comparison with our
new results measured by the transpiration method (see Figs. S1–S6). It
has turned out that for each mono-nitroalkane the values of the avail-
able absolute vapor pressures are in agreement (see Fig. S1–S5) with
exception for two studies [34,37]. In contrast, for the di-nitroalkanes
the experimental vapor pressures are very scarce and contradictive.
Comparison of vapor pressures available for the 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-di-
nitrobutane is given in Fig. S7. It is apparent from this figure that our
new measurements have helped to reconcile the contradictive results
from Smirnov et al. [14] and Elias [38].

3.2. Limits of vapor pressures measurements by the transpiration method

The careful experimental study of vapor pressures of nitroalkanes
performed in two different labs simultaneously provides an opportunity
to re-consider the limits of vapor pressures measurements by the tran-
spiration method. As a matter of fact the validation of the transpiration
method for relatively high vapor pressures have been reported in our
previous work [18], where an extended investigation was undertaken
to reveal the upper limit of vapor pressures which could be measured by
using the transpiration method accurately. Molar enthalpies of vapor-
ization of 10 esters of monocarboxylic acids were obtained from the
temperature dependence of the vapor pressure measured by the tran-
spiration method. The measured data sets were successfully checked for
internal consistency. A large number of the primary experimental re-
sults on temperature dependences of vapor pressures have been col-
lected from the literature and have been treated uniformly in order to
derive vaporization enthalpies at the reference temperature 298.15 K.
Comparing our experimental vapor pressures with those from literature
we have assessed the pressure range of 5000–7000 Pa as the upper limit
of vapor pressure, at which it is still possible to measure properly using
the transpiration method. In this work we have also revealed that even
somewhat higher vapor pressures up to approximately 9000 Pa are
possible to obtain by the transpiration method without additional cor-
rections for volume expansion. Indeed, the separate treatment of the
experimental data for 2-nitropropane as well as for 2-methyl-2-ni-
tropropane measured in the “low-pressure” as well as in the “high-
pressure” range have provided the consistent results on vaporization
enthalpy. Moreover, our vapor pressures in the “high pressure” are
consistent with the results from Refs. [15] and [42] measured by the
static and the ebulliometric methods. Nevertheless, it seems to be rea-
sonable to apply the correction for the volume expansion for the tran-
spiration studies in the extremal vapor pressure range of about
3000–9000 Pa. For these extremal for the transpiration method condi-
tions the volume contribution from the compound under study to the
total volume becomes not negligible, hence, for the measurements of 2-
nitropropane and 2-methyl-2-nitropropane having the high-pressure
range the equation for calculation of vapor pressure was modified in
order to account for the additional volume expansion:

Fig. 1. Aliphatic nitroalkanes studied in this work: 2-nitropropane, 2-methyl-2-ni-
tropropane, and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane.
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pi = mi·R·Ta/V·Mi; V = (nN2 + ni)·R·Ta/Pa (1)

where V is the volume of the gas phase consisting of the nN2 moles of
the carrier gas and ni mole of gaseous compound under study at the
atmospheric pressure Pa and the ambient temperature Ta. The amount
of the carrier gas nN2 was determined from the flow rate and the time
measurement. The volume corrected calculations for the vapor pres-
sures sets of the volatile 2-nitropropane and 2-methyl-2-nitropropane
have been systematically conducted not only for pressures above
3000 Pa, but also for pressures above 600 Pa.

In contrast, by the transpiration study of 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-

dinitrobutane the vapor pressures measured in the temperature range
278–318 K have been extremely low in the range between 0.02 and
2 Pa. The ability of the transpiration method to cope with the very low
pressures measurements properly is apparent from good agreement
between results from our study of the di-phenyl- and tri-phenyl ben-
zenes by the transpiration method [19] with the results by the well-
established Knudsen method reported in Ref. [20].

3.3. Thermodynamics of vaporization and sublimation of nitroalkanes

Having established good consistency of experimental vapor

Table 1
Compilation of data on enthalpies of vaporization ∘Δ Hml

g of mono-nitroalkanes.

Compound Methoda T-range/K ∘Δ Hml
g (Tav)/kJ%mol−1 ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K)b/kJ%mol−1 Ref.

nitromethane (liq) 38.4 ± 0.3 [26]
nitroethane (liq) S 298–383 38.8 ± 0.5 40.7 ± 0.6 [35]

n/a 252–387 39.9 ± 0.5 40.5 ± 0.6 [17]
S 283–383 39.5 ± 0.3 40.9 ± 0.4 [10]
E 324–388 38.6 ± 1.0 41.2 ± 1.1 [15]
E 390–459 30.3 ± 0.5 (36.1 ± 0.9) [34]
n/a 41.4 ± 0.4 [39,40]
S 343.2–363.2 38.4 ± 0.2 40.9 ± 0.6 [36]
S 298.2–318.2 34.8 ± 0.2 (35.3 ± 0.5) [37]

41.0 ± 0.2c

1-nitropropane (liq) S 313.1–403.1 40.1 ± 0.5 43.2 ± 0.6 [35]
n/a 263.6–404.8 41.6 ± 0.5 43.1 ± 0.6 [17]
S 283–403 41.2 ± 0.3 43.3 ± 0.4 [10]
n/a 331.8–404.5 39.8 ± 0.5 43.4 ± 0.6 [16]
E 349.3–404.3 39.3 ± 1.0 43.5 ± 1.1 [15]
n/a 293–405 40.5 ± 1.0 43.2 ± 1.1 [33]
n/a 298 43.1 ± 0.8 [39,40]
CGC 298 43.9 ± 1.0 [41]

43.3 ± 0.2c

2-nitropropane (liq) S 303–393 38.9 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 0.6 [35]
n/a 254.3–393.5 39.7 ± 0.5 40.5 ± 0.6 [17]
S 283–383 39.5 ± 0.3 41.1 ± 0.4 [10]
E 284–394 39.1 ± 1.0 41.0 ± 1.1 [15]
n/a 345–413 38.9 ± 1.0 41.0 ± 1.1 [33]
CGC 298 (43.9 ± 1.0) [41]
n/a 298 41.0 ± 0.4 [39,40]
TM 274.7–314.1 40.6 ± 0.2 40.3 ± 0.3 this work

40.7 ± 0.2c

2-methyl-2-nitropropane (liq) E 334–401 38.4 ± 1.0 42.4 ± 1.2 [15]
S 300–325 40.2 ± 0.4 41.0 ± 0.9 [42]
C 298 41.8 ± 0.8 [39]
TM 299.3–333.1 39.6 ± 0.4 40.5 ± 0.5 this work

41.0 ± 0.4c

1-nitrobutane (liq) S 328–426 43.1 ± 0.5 47.8 ± 0.7 [35]
S 283–423 45.1 ± 0.3 48.0 ± 0.6 [10]
E 357–426 41.9 ± 1.0 47.6 ± 1.2 [15]
CGC 298 47.0 ± 1.0 [41]
n/a 298 47.3 ± 0.4 [39]

47.5 ± 0.3c

2-nitrobutane (liq) S 318–413 40.8 ± 0.5 44.6 ± 0.7 [35]
S 283–413 41.9 ± 0.3 44.4 ± 0.6 [10]
E 343–413 39.7 ± 1.0 44.4 ± 1.2 [15]
n/a 298 44.8 ± 0.8 [39]

44.5 ± 0.4c

2-methyl-1-nitropropane (liq) 347–415 40.3 ± 1.0 45.3 ± 1.2 [15]
1-nitropentane (liq) T 278.5–318.6 50.4 ± 0.2 50.3 ± 0.2 [22]

n/a 298 50.6 ± 0.8 [39]
50.4 ± 0.5c

nitro-cyclohexane (liq) T 278.5–318.6 54.8 ± 0.6 54.8 ± 0.9 [22]
2,4,4-trimethyl-2-nitropentane (liq) T 288.5–323.7 54.2 ± 0.8 54.7 ± 1.0 [22]
2-nitrodecane (liq) 73.4 ± 1.0e this work
3-nitro-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-pentane (liq) T 321.4–358.1 88.1 ± 0.8 92.8 ± 1.0 [22]
3-nitro-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-pentane (cr) 111.1 ± 1.2 d [22]

a Methods: C = calorimetry; E = ebulliometry; S = static method; T = transpiration (TM= measured in Munich); CGC = correlation gas-chromatography; n/a = not available.
b Vapor pressures available in the literature were treated using Eqs. (S2) and (S3) given in ESI in order to evaluate enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K in the same way as our own

results in Table S2. Uncertainties in this table are expressed as the standard uncertainties and they derived according to the procedure reported in [21].
c Weighted mean value. Values in brackets were excluded from the calculation. Values in bold are recommended for further thermochemical calculations.
d Enthalpies of sublimation ∘Δ Hmcr

g measured over the crystalline sample.
e Calculated with help of group additivity values given in Table 6.
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pressures for mono-nitroalkanes it has been easy to evaluate vapor-
ization enthalpies for these compounds (see Table 1). We calculated the
weighted mean value ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) for each compound under study
(see Table 1) by using experimental uncertainties as the weighting
factor. These mean values are given in bold and they have been re-
commended for further thermochemical calculations. Nevertheless, an
additional validation of the evaluated vaporization enthalpies has been
performed with help of the structure-property correlations as described
in Section 3.4.

Enthalpies of vaporization and enthalpies of sublimation at
T = 298.15 K of the di-nitroalkanes are collected and evaluated in
Table 2. The evaluation procedure for these compounds is extremely
difficult because of the absence of the primary experimental informa-
tion in the original sources stemming from the thermochemical lab in
Moscow [40,44,45,52]. Moreover, from the reading of these original
papers it is not quite apparent whether the number of the

thermochemical property listed in the table was of the experimental
origin or it was an estimate. Only in few cases we were able to identify
the origin and the method corresponding to the vaporization/sub-
limation enthalpy value (see Table 2). Surprisingly, the most recent
review articles [40,44,52] from the Moscow’s working group contain
quite different ∘Δ Hml

g / ∘Δ Hmcr
g values for the same compound. In such

ambiguous situation, for each compound under study we calculated the
weighted mean value of vaporization/sublimation enthalpy at 298.15 K
(see Table 1) from all available data (by using experimental un-
certainties as the weighting factor). These mean values are given in
bold and they have been used for further validation with help of the
group-additivity as described in Section 3.7.

The most striking results on sublimation enthalpies are reported for
2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane. This compound is an important ex-
plosive taggant according to the Montreal Convention on the Marking
of Plastic Explosives for the Purpose of Detection from 1991 [53]. Its

Table 2
Compilation of data on enthalpies of vaporization ∘Δ Hml

g and enthalpies of sublimation ∘Δ Hmcr
g of dinitroalkanes.

Compound Methoda T-range/K ∘Δ Hml
g / ∘Δ Hmcr

g (Tav)/kJ mol−1 ∘Δ Hml
g / ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K)b/kJ mol−1 Refs.

Dinitromethane(liq) E n/a 46.0 [43]
C 298 66.5 ± 0.8 [39]

1,2-Dinitroethane(cr) n/a 298 81.6 ± 1.3 [39,40]
1,2-Dinitroethane(liq) 69.5 ± 1.4 c this work
1,3-Dinitropropane(liq) n/a 298 72.0 ± 0.8 [39]

C 298 71.5 ± 0.4 [40]
71.6 ± 0.4 averaged

1,4-Dinitrobutane(cr) 93.6 ± 1.3 c this work
1,4-Dinitrobutane(liq) n/a 298 74.9 ± 1.7 [39]

n/a 298 77.4 ± 0.8 [44]
77.0 ± 0.7 averaged

1,1-Dinitroethane (liq) n/a 303–363 51.0 ± 1.0 53.1 ± 1.2 [33]
n/a 298 61.1 ± 1.3 [39,40]

56.8 ± 0.9 averaged

2,2-Dinitropropane(liq) S 343–453 47.9 ± 0.5 54.4 ± 0.7 [10]
n/a 363–553 49.2 ± 1.0 (60.2 ± 1.2) [33]

55.7 ± 1.0c this work
54.8 ± 0.6 averaged

2,2-Dinitropropane(cr) n/a 298 57.3 ± 0.8 [39]
1,1-Dinitropropane(liq) S 323–383 58.1 ± 0.6 61.8 ± 0.8 [10]

n/a 298 59.8 ± 0.8 [39]
C 298 59.4 ± 0.4 [40]

59.9 ± 0.3 averaged

1,1-Dinitrobutane(liq) n/a 298 64.0 ± 1.3 [39]
n/a 298 64.8 ± 0.8 [44]

64.6 ± 0.7 averaged

1,1-Dinitropentane(liq) S 293–323 57.3 ± 1.3 (58.2 ± 1.5) [45]
n/a (64.4 ± 1.3) [39]

69.1 ± 1.0e this work
2,3-Dimethyl- C 298 (79.5 ± 1.3) [39]
2,3-Dinitrobutane (phase I) GC/ECD 253–318 93.5 ± 0.1 (93.0 ± 0.3) [38]

n/a 298 (75.3 ± 0.8) [44]
C 303.2 84.5 ± 1.4 84.7 ± 1.4 [14]
K 303.0−319.2 83.5 ± 1.9 84.0 ± 2.2 [14]
RT 306.5–319.4 85.5 ± 2.2 86.1 ± 2.5 this work
RM 278.4–318.2 87.0 ± 0.5 87.1 ± 0.6 this work

86.5 ± 0.5 averaged

2,3-Dimethyl- IT 323.0–353.0 74.0 ± 1.0 (75.5 ± 1.2) [46]
2,3-Dinitrobutane (phase II) DT 340.0–380.0 74.0 ± 3.0 (76.3 ± 3.1) [46]

MS 253–323 93.4 ± 1.5 (92.9 ± 1.6) [48]
RT 328.0–352.6 83.6 ± 1.0 85.2 ± 1.3 this work
RM 333.1–373.0 85.7 ± 0.3 87.8 ± 0.7 this work

87.2 ± 0.6 averaged

2,3-Dimethyl- 70.1 ± 3.3 f this work
2,3-Dinitrobutane (liq)

a Methods: E = ebulliometry; S = static method; T = transpiration (TR = measured in Rostock and TM =measured in Munich); K = Knudsen-effusion method; IT = isothermal
thermogravimetry; DT = dynamic thermogravimetry, GC/ECD – gas chromatography with the electron capture detector; MS- continuous flow desorption analysed by GC.

b Vapor pressure available in the literature were treated using Eqs. (S2) and (S3) in order to evaluate enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K in the same way as our own results in Table
S2. Uncertainties in this table are expressed as the standard uncertainties and they derived according to the procedure reported in [21].

c Enthalpy of sublimation ∘Δ Hmcr
g was derived as a sum of vaporization enthalpy (this table) and enthalpy of fusion from Table 3.

d Weighted mean value. Values in brackets were excluded from the calculation. Values in bold were recommended for further thermochemical calculations.
e Calculated with help of group additivity values given in Table 6.
f Enthalpy of vaporization ∘Δ Hml

g was derived as a difference between ∘Δ Hmcr
g (this table, phase II) and enthalpy of fusion from Table 3.
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thermodynamics of phase transitions has been investigated and re-
viewed by Jones et al. [46,47]. DMDNB exhibits three polymorphs in
the solid state with two solid–solid phase transitions in the range of
318–323 K (phase I/II, [46]) and 386–390 K (phase II/III, [46]). The
phase I/II transition is a conformational change at the central CeC-
bond from gauche to anti position (see Fig. 2) [46]. The gauche con-
former of phase I has also been observed by X-ray diffraction crystal
structure analysis with a measured dihedral angle of 52.5° between the
nitro-groups [54]. Such a sophisticated phase behavior makes the study
of the sublimation thermodynamics for DMDNB not easy.

The spread of available results for sublimation enthalpy for this
compound is demonstrated in Table 2. For the phase I (which is im-
portant to derive the gas-phase enthalpy of formation), the value

∘Δ Hmcr
g (298.15 K) = (93.0 ± 0.3) kJ mol−1 was derived from the ab-

solute vapor pressures reported by Elias [38] by using GC/ECD mea-
surements. Any details on the method as well as on the sample purity
are absent in this paper. In 1994 Smirnov et al. [14] from the Moscow
lab reported results from the micro-calorimetry ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K) =
(84.7 ± 1.4) kJ mol−1 and from the traditional Knudsen method

∘Δ Hmcr
g (298.15 K) = (84.0 ± 2.2) kJ mol−1. The latter two values are

in close agreement but in the significant disagreement with the result
by Elias [38]. To our surprise, in 1999 Miroshnichenko et al. [39] from
the same lab in Moscow that published the value ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K) =
(79.5 ± 1.3) kJ mol−1 [14] presumably from the micro-calorimetric
measurements around room temperature, but the same authors in 2011
reported ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K) = (75.3 ± 0.8) kJ mol−1 [44].
In order to shed light to the apparent disagreement additional

measurements are required. The sublimation behavior of DMDNB was
studied in this work for the phase I in the temperature range of
278.4–318.2 K in Munich and 306.5–319.4 K in Rostock. For the phase
II the transpiration method was used between 333.1 and 373.0 K in
Munich and in the range 328.1–352.6 K in Rostock. Results are com-
piled in Table 2. Our new sublimation enthalpies for the phase I are in
very good agreement with values from Smirnov et al. [14]. However,
our new sublimation enthalpies for the phase II are in significant dis-
agreement with values reported by Jones et al. [46] obtained from the
thermogravimetry (TGA): ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K) = (75.5 ± 1.2) kJ mol−1

in the isothermal modus and ∘Δ Hmcr
g (298.15 K) = (76.3 ± 3.1)

kJ mol−1 in the dynamic modus. Our recent experiences with the de-
velopment of the TGA towards reliable determination of vaporization
[55] has revealed that this method can be successfully applied for
measurements of the liquid sample (having plain surface in the mea-
suring cell) but it provides very often irreproducible results for the solid
samples due to the apparent surface roughness in this case. This phe-
nomenon could give the explanation for the disagreement observed
between the TGA and the transpiration method used in this work. The
acceptable agreement of sublimation enthalpies for the phase I mea-
sured by the direct calorimetric method [14] and indirectly by the
Knudsen method [14] and the transpiration method (in this work) has
allowed to calculate the weighted mean value ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) =
(86.5 ± 0.5) kJ mol−1 for DMDNB (see Table 2) by using experi-
mental uncertainties as the weighting factor. However, an additional
validation of this evaluated sublimation enthalpy has to be performed

with help of the data on the solid–solid phase transitions and on the
standard molar enthalpy of fusion, Δ Hmcr

l , available for DMDNB in the
literature (see Table 3).

3.4. Internal consistency of the phase change enthalpies of DMDNB

The significant spread of values reported for sublimation enthalpy
of DMDNB has prompted the additional efforts for validation of the
results obtained in the current study by the transpiration method. It
makes oneself suspicious, that sublimation enthalpies ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K)
derived for phase I ∘Δ Hmcr

g = (86.5 ± 0.5) kJ mol−1 and for phase II
∘Δ Hmcr

g = (87.2 ± 0.6) kJ mol−1 are hardly distinguishable within
their experimental uncertainties. But both these values have to be close
to each other, because the solid-solid-phase transition enthalpy

∘Δ HI
II

m = (0.7 ± 0.1) kJ mol−1 [46] between two polymorphs is very
small. This finding strongly supports the consistency of the phase
transition data on DMDNB and helps to recommend the sublimation
enthalpy ∘Δ Hmcr

g (298.15 K) = (86.5 ± 0.5) kJ mol−1 obtained for
phase I for further thermochemical calculations at the reference tem-
perature 298.15 K (see Section 3.5). Also the enthalpies of the so-
lid–solid and solid-liquid phase transition have to be adjusted to
T = 298.15 K, because these enthalpies are usually referenced to the
appropriate temperatures (e.g. the enthalpy of fusion ∘Δ Hmcr

l is refer-
enced to the melting temperature). For compounds like DMDNB with
numerous solid–solid phase transitions, ∘Δ Hα

β
m, a total sum of solid state

transition enthalpies, ∘Δ Hm298
T fus = (25.7 ± 1.6) kJ mol−1 was calcu-

lated as a sum of the enthalpy of fusion ∘Δ Hmcr
l and Σ ∘Δ Hα

β
m listed in

Table 3. We adjusted ∘Δ Hm298
T fus = (16.4 ± 3.2) kJ mol−1 to the re-

ference temperature T= 298.15 K (see Table 3, last column) according
to recommendation by Chickos and Acree [54] in order to derive the
vaporization enthalpy ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) = ∘Δ Hmcr
g (298.15 K) =

(86.5–16.4) = 70.1 ± 3.3 kJ mol−1 of DMDNB listed in Table 2. The
latter value is required for testing of the group-additivity procedure
discussed in Section 3.7.

Fig. 2. Crystal structure of DMDNB phase I (view along C2-C3 axis, dihedral N-C-C-N
angle: 52.5°) [54] and Newman-projection of the central CeC-bond conformation in
phase I (gauche) and phase II (trans).

Table 3
Compilation of experimental data on enthalpies of phase transitions of nitroalkanes (in
kJ mol−1).

Compound Tfus, K Δ Hmcr
l at Tfus References Δ Hmcr

l at
298.15 Ka

2-Methyl-2-nitropropane 299.2 2.6 ± 0.5 [49] 2.6 ± 0.5
1,2-Dinitroethane 313.7 12.6 ± 0.4 [13] 12.1 ± 0.5
1,4-Dinitrobutane 306.7 16.6 ± 1.0b [13] 16.2 ± 1.1
2,2-Dinitropropane 324.5 2.6 ± 0.5 [50] 1.6 ± 0.6
2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-

dinitrobutane
(phase I→ II) 318 0.7 ± 0.2 [14]

318 0.6 ± 0.2 [46]
0.7 ± 0.1 average c

(Phase II→ III) 388 14.3 ± 2.2 [14]
388 18.0 ± 2.0 [46]

16.3 ± 1.5 average c

(Phase III → liq) 476 6.1 ± 2.5 [14]
473 8.8 ± 0.5 [46]

8.7 ± 0.5 average c 16.4 ± 3.2 d

3-Nitro-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-
pentane

325.6 20.3 ± 0.2 [22] 18.5 ± 0.6

a The experimental enthalpies of fusion Δ Hmcr
l measured at Tfus and adjusted to

298.15 K (see text). Value in brackets was not considered by development of the average
value. Uncertainties in this table are expressed as the standard uncertainties and they
derived according to the procedure reported in [56].

b Calculated using the Walden rule Δ Hmcr
l = 0.054 × Tfus.

c Weighted mean value with the uncertainty taken as the weighing factor.
d This value was derived from ∘Δ HT

m298
fus = 25.7 ± 1.6 kJ·mol−1which calculated as

the sum of the enthalpy of fusion ∘Δ Hmcr
l = 8.7 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 and enthalpies of the

solid state phase transitions. ∘Δ Hα
β

m = 0.7 + 16.3 = 17.0 kJ mol−1 and adjusted to the
reference temperature according to Ref. [56].
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3.5. Structure-property relationships: validation of vaporization enthalpies
of mono-nitroalkanes

The correlation of vaporization enthalpies ∘Δ Hml
g (298.15 K) of the

functional substituted alkanes with the number of C atoms in the alkyl
chain is a valuable test for the consistency of the experimental data. The

∘Δ Hml
g (298.15 K)-values appear to be a linear function of the number of

carbon atoms in homologous series of alkenes [57], aldehydes [58],
halogenoalkanes [59], aliphatic esters [60], nitriles [61], ethers [62],
alkylimidazoles [63], and alkylbenzenes [64]. We have used the eval-
uated results for nitroalkanes with the chain length C1-C5 (see Table 2)
in order to test their consistency. The data for ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) fit very
well in the linear correlation:

% = + × =
∘ −Δ H (298 K)/kJ mol 35.0 3.0 N with (R 0.990),ml

g 1
C

2 (2)

where NC is the number of C-atoms in the nitroalkane and R2 is cor-
relation coefficient. This relationship can be used at least as an in-
dication of the internal consistency of the evaluated experimental re-
sults, but also for a quick assessment of ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K)-values for the
representatives of this homologous series with the longer chain length,
e.g. for the 1-nitrohexane the estimate ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K)
= 53.2 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 can be derived.

The correlation of the enthalpies of vaporization ∘Δ Hml
g (298.15 K)

with the retention indices measured by gas-chromatography in the
series of homologues is another valuable test to check the internal
consistency of the experimental results [64]. From the plotting of

∘Δ Hml
g (298.15 K) against Kovatś indices for these molecules (see Table

S4) the following linear trend was observed:

% = + × =
∘ −Δ H J(298 K)/kJ mol ) 24.1 0.0297 with (R 0.990),m xl

g 1 2 (3)

where Jx is the experimental isothermal Kovatś index [64]. The good
correlation coefficient and R2 is an evidence of the internal consistency
of the correlated experimental results, moreover the value

∘Δ Hml
g (298.15 K) = 53.2 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 has been derived for 1-

nitrohexane using Eq. (3) and it is indistinguishable from the estimate
according to Eq. (2), thus this value can reliably fill the gap in the
available enthalpy of vaporization of 1-nitrohexane.

Structure-property correlations according to Eqs. (2) and (3) in-
volved only linear mono-nitroalkanes. In order to check consistency
also for the branched species we decided to perform correlation of
vaporization enthalpies ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) of the linear and branched
mono-nitroalkanes with the vaporization enthalpies ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) of
the linear and branched mono-alkanols, where reliable experimental
data are available from the literature [63] (see Table S5). From the
plotting of ∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) of the mono-nitroalkane (R-NO2) against
∘Δ Hml

g (298.15 K) of alkanols (R-OH) a following linear trend was ob-
served:

% = + ×

=

∘ − ∘H HΔ (298K, R-NO )/kJ mol 3.7 0.82 Δ (298K, R-OH)

with (R 0.994),
m ml

g
2

1
l
g

2 (4)

The very high correlation coefficient R2 is first of all a clear evidence
of the mutual consistency of both data sets involved in the correlation
according to Eq. (4), moreover, having the remarkable correlation even
for the branched species (e.g. tert-butanol and nitro-tert-butane), we can
suggest to use Eq. (4) for the reliable assessment of vaporization en-
thalpies of the broad range of mono-nitroalkanes which are similarly in
the shape to alkanols evaluated in our previous study [65].

Evaluation and validation of the data set on ∘Δ Hml
g (298.15 K)-values

available for the di-nitroalkanes (see Table 2) with the structure-prop-
erty relationships (as described for the mono-nitro-alkanes above)
failed due to absence of thermochemical data for suitable parent
structures. Nevertheless, we shall perform validation of this data set
with help of a group-additivity procedure as described in Section 3.7.

3.6. Enthalpies of formation of aliphatic mono- and di-nitroalkanes

Standard molar enthalpies of formation of nitroethane, 1-ni-
tropropane, and 2-nitropropane were reported three times [10,11,51].

Table 4
Thermochemical data at T = 298.15 K (p° = 0.1 MPa) for mono-nitroalkanes (in kJ mol−1).a

Compound °Δ H (liq/cr)f m
°Δ Hl

g
m/ ∘HΔ mcr

g b °Δ Hf m(g) exp °Δ Hf m(g)c G4 exp-G4

1 2 3 4 5 6
Nitromethane (liq) -109.9 ± 0.6 [26] 38.4 ± 0.6 [26] -71.5 ± 0.8 [26] −69.9 −1.6
Nitroethane (liq) −140.1 ± 2.6 [10]

(−135.1 ± 1.3) [11]
−143.5 ± 1.1 [11]
−143.9 ± 1.0 [51]
−143.4 ± 0.7 d 41.0 ± 0.4 −102.4 ± 0.8 −99.9 −2.5

1-Nitropropane (liq) −167.5 ± 3.5 [10]
−165.9 ± 2.9 [11]
−168.8 ± 1.3 [11]
−167.2 ± 1.0 [51]
−167.7 ± 0.8 d 43.3 ± 0.4 −124.4 ± 0.9 −121.7 −2.7

2-Nitropropane (liq) −183.3 ± 2.6 [10]
−181.0 ± 1.3 [11]
−180.2 ± 0.9 [11]
−180.7 ± 0.7 d 40.7 ± 0.4 −140.0 ± 0.8 −137.5 −2.5

2-Me-2-nitropropane(cr) −229.7 ± 2.5 [42] 43.6 ± 1. e −186.1 ± 2.9 −173.9 −12.2
1-Nitrobutane (liq) −192.5 ± 2.8 [10] 47.5 ± 0.6 −145.0 ± 2.9 −142.6 −2.4
2-Nitrobutane (liq) −207.5 ± 3.0 [10] 44.5 ± 0.8 −163.0 ± 3.1 −160.8 −2.2
1-Nitropentane (liq) −215.4 ± 1.5 [51] 50.4 ± 1.0 −165.0 ± 1.8 −165.8 0.8
Nitro-cyclohexane (liq) −214.0 ± 0.4 [22] 54.8 ± 1.8 −159.2 ± 1.8 −157.0 −2.2
2,4,4-Trimethyl-2-nitropentane (liq) −304.1 ± 1.1[22] 54.7 ± 2.0 −249.4 ± 2.3 −266.6 17.2
3-Nitro-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-pentane (cr) −201.9 ± 0.7[22] 111.3 ± 2.4 −90.6 ± 2.5 – –
2-Nitrodecane (liq) −351.5 ± 1.3 [51] 73.4 ± 3.0 −278.1 ± 3.3 – –

a All uncertainties in this table are expressed as twice the standard deviation. Uncertainties of the standard enthalpies of formation in the condensed state are given as reported in the
original work. Values given in bold are recommended for thermochemical calculations.

b From Table 1.
c Calculated by G4 by using isodesmic reactions [66].
d Weighted average value. Values given in brackets were excluded.
e Calculated a sum of vaporization enthalpy from Table 1 and fusion enthalpy from Table 3.
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Details on the combustion calorimetry measurements and purity of
samples used has allowed to consider all three sources as reliable.
Moreover, in the paper by Cass et al. [11] combustion results “available
in personal communication from the National Bureau of Standards,
Washington” were listed. Unfortunately, these results have never been
published in details later, but they are in good agreement with the
earlier work by Holocomb et al. [10], as well as with the later results by
Lebedeva et al. [51]. In order to establish more confidence, we calcu-
lated the weighted mean values ∘Δ Hmf (298.15 K, liq) for nitroethane, 1-
nitropropane, and 2-nitropropane (see Table 4). Uncertainties of the
enthalpies of formation were used as the weighting factor. These
averaged results for ∘Δ Hmf (298.15 K, liq) have been recommended for
further thermochemical calculations aiming to derive the gas-phase
enthalpies of formation ∘Δ Hmf (298.15 K, g) and to compare the latter
values with results from quantum-chemical calculations. For other
mono-nitroalkanes listed in Table 4 only single experimental studies
were found in the literature and these values require careful validation
before recommendation for thermochemical calculations.

The data set on ∘Δ Hmf (298.15 K, liq or cr)-values for the di-ni-
troalkanes (see Table 5) is also troublesome. In spite of the few ex-
perimental results mostly available for each compound, the discrepancy
among available values are inacceptable (e.g. the discrepancy of
17 kJ mol−1 was observed for 1,3-dinitropropane or the discrepancy
even of 100 kJ mol−1 was observed for 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dini-
trobutane). Thus, also for this series of nitro-alkanes a careful validation
is required.

Unfortunately, the proper evaluation of the condensed state en-
thalpies of formation ∘Δ Hmf (298.15 K, liq or cr) for both series of nitro-
alkanes is difficult because these enthalpy values have included a large
portion of the intermolecular interactions. In contrast, the gas-phase
enthalpies of formation ∘Δ Hmf (298.15 K, g), lend themselves for easier
interpretation, because in this case the energetics of a single molecule
in the gas-phase can be rationalised with any empirical (e.g. group-

additivity) or theoretical (e.g. quantum-chemistry) procedure.
We used the common thermochemical equations:

= +
∘ ∘ ∘H H HΔ (298.15 K, g) Δ (298.15 K, liq) Δ (298.15K)m m

g
mf f 1 (5)

= +
∘ ∘ ∘H H HΔ (298.15 K, g) Δ (298.15 K, cr) Δ (298.15 K)m m mf f cr

g (6)

in order to derive the gas-phase enthalpies of formation aiming at
the validation of the experimental data sets on nitro-alkanes collected
in Tables 1–5. Values of vaporization and sublimation enthalpies
(Tables 1–2) can now be used together with the combustion calorimetry
data (Tables 4 and 5) to yield the gas phase standard enthalpies of
formation, ∘Δ Hmf (g) at 298.15 K. The resulting values are given in
Tables 4 and 5 (column 5). These values can now be compared to results
from the high-level quantum-chemical calculations (see Tables 4 and 5,
column 6). The composite method G4 [30,32] has been used in this
work for estimation of the theoretical gas-phase enthalpies of formation
for comparison with the experimental data. An agreement between the
experimental and theoretical results could provide a desired mutual
validation for both results.

In this work we have mostly used the G4 results from a compre-
hensive study of different nitro-compounds published by Suntsova and
Dorofeeva [66] recently. However, for three compounds showing a
conspicuous disagreement with the experiment (2-methyl-2-ni-
tropropane, 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-nitropentane, and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dini-
trobutane) an additional structure optimization and G4 re-calculations
have been performed in this work. However the results by Suntsova and
Dorofeeva [66] have been reconfirmed. For three compounds 3-nitro-3-
(4-nitrophenyl)-pentane, 2-nitrodecane and 1,1-dinitropentane the G4
calculations have been conducted for the first time.

The enthalpies H298 estimated by Suntsova and Dorofeeva [66] were
converted to enthalpies of formation ∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K) with help of
4–9 isodesmic reactions. As can be seen from Tables 4 and 5, the G4
values for ∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K)theor are mostly in a good agreement with

Table 5
Thermochemical data at T = 298.15 K (p° = 0.1 MPa) for di-nitroalkanes (in kJ mol−1).a

Compound °Δ H (liq/cr)f m
°Δ Hl

g
m/b ∘HΔ mcr

g b °Δ Hf m(g) exp °Δ Hf m(g) c G4 exp-G4

1 2 3 4 5 6
Dinitromethane(liq) −104.9 ± 0.8 [43] 66.5 ± 1.6 −38.4 ± 1.8 −40.4 2.0
1,2-Dinitroethane(cr) −175.7 ± 2.4 [12]

−178.7 ± 0.9 [13]
−178.3 ± 0.8 d 81.6 ± 2.6 −96.7 ± 2.7 −96.8 0.1

1,3-Dinitropropane(liq) (-223.9 ± 2.8)[10]
−207.1 ± 0.9 [13] 71.6 ± 1.6 −135.5 ± 1.8 −137.3 1.8

1,4-Dinitrobutane(cr) −249.2 ± 1.3 [13] 93.6 ± 2.6 −155.6 ± 2.9 −161.7 6.1
1,1-Dinitroethane(liq) −148.2 ± 0.9 [13]

−149.4 ± 4.2 [45]
−148.3 ± 0.9 d 61.1 ± 2.6 −87.2 ± 2.7 −89.5 2.3

2,2-Dinitropropane(cr) −187.7 ± 5.4 [10]
−192.5 ± 1.3 [45]
−191.2 ± 1.3 [40]
−192.3 ± 0.4 d 57.3 ± 1.6 −135.0 ± 1.6 −139.0 4.0

1,1-Dinitropropane(liq) −170.6 ± 2.8 [10]
(−163.2 ± 1.3) [13]
−168.2 ± 0.4 [40]
−169.4 ± 0.6 d 59.9 ± 0.6 −109.5 ± 0.8 −111.6 2.1

1,1-Dinitrobutane(liq) −196.7 ± 1.3 [45] 64.6 ± 1.4 −132.1 ± 1.9 −134.3 2.2
1,1-Dinitropentane(liq) −216.9 ± 1.3 [13] 69.1 ± 3.0 −147.8 ± 3.3 −152.4e 4.6
2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane(cr) (−220.9 ± 6.7) [9]

−311.5 ± 1.3 [13]
(−320.1 ± 2.9)[14]
−313.8 ± 1.3 [52]
−312.7 ± 0.9 d 86.5 ± 1.0 −226.2 ± 1.3 −240.6 14.4

a All uncertainties in this table are expressed as twice the standard deviation. Uncertainties of the standard enthalpies of formation in the condensed state are given as reported in the
original work. Values given in bold are recommended for thermochemical calculations.

b From Table 2.
c Calculated by G4 by using isodesmic reactions [66].
d Weighted average value. Values given in brackets were excluded.
e Calculated by using Eq. (8).
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the experimental results evaluated in this study, providing the addi-
tional confidence for the benchmark quality of properties re-
commended in Tables 4 and 5 for thermochemical calculations. There
are only three striking outliers 2-methyl-2-nitropropane
(−11.1 kJ mol−1), 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-nitropentane (+17.2 kJ mol−1),
and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (+14.4 kJ mol−1), that have been
observed among series of mono- and di-nitroalkanes. The outlying of 2-
methyl-2-nitropropane could be possibly be attributed to the “amor-
phous” state of the sample used for combustion calorimetry [42].
However, the deviation observed by 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane
could be hardly ascribed to the ambiguity of experiment (see evaluation
of the sublimation enthalpy and the solid state enthalpy of formation
given in Tables 2 and 5). In our opinion, the most probable reason for
such a disagreement between the experimental and G4 calculated

∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K) could be attributed to the “rigid rotor and harmonic
oscillator” approximations incorporated in the G4 composite method.
Indeed, the outlying molecules 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-nitropentane and 2,3-
dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane are not only strained, but also possess nu-
merous free (or hindered?) rotating groups. These rotations are domi-
nated by vibrational terms and, in particular, by low frequencies, where
hindered rotors are usually to be found. Thus a proper addition of an-
harmonic vibrational modes as well as a proper approach to rotors,
hindered or free, is generally required. Nevertheless, except for two
highly branched and strained nitroalkanes 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-ni-
tropentane and 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane, the results from the G4
procedure combined with isodesmic reactions are apparently in good
agreement with the evaluated data for both sets of mono- and di-ni-
troalkanes, proving validity of our recommendations.

The procedure used by Suntsova and Dorofeeva [66] to derive en-
thalpies of formation ∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K) with help of isodesmic reac-
tions is reliable, but tedious and restricted by a number of reaction
participants with reliable thermochemical properties. In contrast, the
commonly used atomization procedure is simple, but for nitro-com-
pounds it underestimates enthalpies of formation by 10–13 kJ mol−1

[8,66]. Nevertheless, it is interesting to analyse the systematics of the
deviations observed, having well established experimental data sets
evaluated in this work given in Tables 4 and 5. We have correlated the
experimental and G4 for ∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K) results separately for
mono-nitroalkanes (Table 4, columns 4 and 5):

%

= + × =

° −

°

H

H

Δ (g)(298.15K, mono-NO ) /kJ mol

5.0 0.99 Δ (g)(298.15K, mono-NO ) with (R 0.999),
f m 2 exp

1

f m 2 ther
2

(7)

as well as those for di-nitroalkanes (Table 5, columns 4 and 5):

%

= + × =

° −

°

H

H

Δ (g)(298.15K, di-NO ) /kJ mol

11.5 0.97 Δ (g)(298.15K, di-NO ) with (R 0.998).
f m 2 exp

1

f m 2 ther
2

(8)

We have deliberately omitted by both correlations the results for the
three highly branched and strained nitroalkanes criticized above. It has
turned out, that both series have significantly different bias, but Eqs. (6)
and (7) exhibit very high correlation coefficients R2. The latter fact
could be considered as the additional prove for the consistency of the
experimental and theoretical results on °Δ Hf m(g) evaluated in this study.
Moreover, it is reasonable to apply both Eqs. (7) and (8) for a reliable
assessment of unknown formation enthalpies of compounds within the
families of mono- or di-substituted nitroalkanes.

Structure-property correlations according to Eqs. (2) and (3) ob-
served for vaporization enthalpies of mono-nitroalkanes and mono-al-
kanols can also be applied for correlation of formation enthalpies

°Δ Hf m(g) (298.15 K) of the linear and branched mono-nitroalkanes with
those of the linear and branched mono-alkanols, where reliable ex-
perimental data are available from the literature (see Table S5). From
the plotting of °Δ Hf m(g) (298.15 K) of mono-nitroalkane (R-NO2)
against °Δ Hf m(g) (298.15 K) of alkanols (R-OH) a following linear trend

was observed:

=

+ ×

=

° −

°

H

H

Δ (g)(298.15K, R-NO )/kJ·mol 142.7

1.05 Δ (g)(298.15K, R-OH) with

(R 0.998),

f m 2
1

f m

2 (9)

The very high correlation coefficient R2 is an apparent evidence of
the mutual consistency of both data sets involved in the correlation
according to Eq. (9). To our surprise, the highly branched species (e.g.
tert-butanol and nitro-tert-butane) fit the same trend as the linear spe-
cies and we suppose that Eq. (9) can be used for the quick, but reliable
assessment of °Δ Hf m(g, 298.15 K) of the broad range of mono-ni-
troalkanes which are similarly in the shape to alkanols evaluated in our
previous study [65]

3.7. Group-additivity: validation of the vaporization enthalpies and gas-
phase enthalpies of formation

Admittedly, a group-additivity (GA) procedure is a valuable tool for
validation as well as for prediction of thermochemical properties of
organic compounds [22,65,67–69]. The use of group additivity is
straightforward and easy. It does not require the computing resource as
ab initio calculations do. Another advantage of using GA is convenience
of predicting thermodynamic properties for large molecules [65]. In
this work we endorse and follow Benson [22,65,67–69]. We used the
evaluated data sets for vaporization enthalpies (Tables 1 and 2) and
formation enthalpies (Table 4 and 5) in order to develop collection of
the GAVs for nitroalkanes given in Table 6. The detailed procedure is
described elsewhere [22,69].

Enthalpies of vaporization and the gas phase enthalpies of formation
of the nitroalkanes estimated by using GAV are given in Table 7.

As can be seen from this table, the estimated vaporization enthalpies
are in agreement with the experimental values mostly
within ± 1 kJ mol−1 for the mono-nitroalkanes. Even for the highly
branched 2,4,4-trimethyl-2-nitropentane the theoretical vaporization
enthalpy is overestimated by only 1.8 kJ mol−1. Agreement between
additive and experimental vaporization enthalpies for di-nitroalkanes is
somewhat larger ± (1–2) kJ mol−1 but is still acceptable taking into
account the ambiguities related to the primary sources of the data. The
only exceptionally large discrepancy of −4.7 kJ mol−1 was observed
for the vaporization enthalpy of 1,1-dinitropentane. But taking into
account that two available experimental values for this compound
differ by 6.2 kJ mol−1 we would prefer the additive value
69.1 ± 1.5 kJ mol−1 for thermochemical calculations with this com-
pound instead of the uncertain experimental values.

The gas phase enthalpies of formation estimated by GA are in
agreement with the experiment within the boundaries of experimental

Table 6
Group-additivity values for calculation of enthalpies of vaporization and enthalpies of
formation of nitroalkanes at 298.15 K K (in kJ·mol−1).

GAV ∘Δ Hml
g ∘Δ H (g)mf

NO2(С) 32.1 −29.45
С-(С)(H)3 6.33 [65] −42.05 [22]
С-(С)2(H)2 4.52 [65] −21.46 [22]
С-(С)3(H) 1.24 [65] −9.04 [22]
С-(С)4 −2.69 [65] −1.26 [22]
(С-С)1–4 0.26[65] 2.92 [22]
(С-С)1–5 −0.42[65] 10.7 [65]
С-(NO2)(С)(H)2 −0.8 −30.5
С-(NO2)(С)2(H) −3.8 −26.2
С-(NO2)(С)3 −9.0 −29.7
С-(NO2)2(H)2 2.6 20.5
С-(NO2)2(С)(H) −14.9 11.8
С-(NO2)2(С)2 −22.1 8.1
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uncertainties of ± (2–3) kJ mol−1, except for 1,2-dinitroethane (see
Table 7), where the larger disagreement of 23.2 kJ mol−1 is probably
caused by vicinal strained interactions of groups which are in close
proximity to each other. Also the large disagreement of 48.7 kJ mol−1

observed for the 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane is apparently of the
same nature. The strained interactions in this di-nitroalkane are com-
parable to those in similarly shaped strain pattern present in 2,2,3,3-
tetramethylbutane ( ∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K)= −177.8 ± 1.0 kJ mol−1

[70]). Strain interactions of the two tert-butyl moieties in the 2,2,3,3-
tetramethylbutane of 28.6 kJ mol−1 (calculated with GAVs from
Table 6) indicates that larger NO2 substituents in 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-di-
nitrobutane should cause a more profound extent of the strain. Good
agreement between experiment and results from GA calculations ob-
served for the most species listed in Table 7 can serve as a valuable test
for internal consistency of the vaporization and formation enthalpies
measured in this work.

4. Conclusions

In the recent decade, the modern quantum chemical methods have
reached the “chemical accuracy” for prediction of the gas-phase en-
thalpies of formation, provided that the proper procedure is used to
convert H298 values to ∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K). The most promising proce-
dure for this purpose seems to be the construction of the well balanced
isodesmic reactions with the “anchoring” reaction participants with
thermochemical properties of the benchmark quality. The “anchoring”

∘Δ Hmf (g, 298.15 K-values for the expansion of current databases must be
validated comprehensively so they can be relied on. The establishment
of the database of accurate thermochemical data is also important for
the testing of new high-level quantum methods capable of dealing with
a wide range of chemical compounds. In this work thermodynamic data
on linear and branched aliphatic mono- and di-nitroalkanes available in
the literature were combined with own experimental results and eval-
uated with help of empirical and theoretical methods aiming at re-
commendation of the sets of vaporization and formation enthalpies for
aliphatic nitroalkanes as the reliable benchmark properties for further
thermochemical calculations. Evaluated data sets on vaporization and
formation enthalpies have been used for development of the group-
additivity values required for reliable prediction of these thermo-
chemical properties. Using of reasonable combination of the group-
additivity and the quantum-chemical methods is a valuable tool for
validation of available experimental results as well as for assessment of
thermochemical properties for species for which advanced quantum
methods are currently too expensive from a computational viewpoint or

for which the experiment is much too difficult.
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Transpiration method: Vapor pressures of nitroalkanes were measured using the transpiration 

method [1-4]. About 0.8 g of a sample was mixed with small glass beads and placed in a 

thermostatted U-shaped saturator. A well-defined nitrogen stream was passed through the 

saturator at a constant temperature (± 0.1 K), and the transported material was collected in a 

cold trap. The amount of condensed sample was determined by GC analysis using a suitable n-

alkane as an external standard. The absolute vapor pressure pi at each temperature Ti was 

calculated from the amount of the product collected within a definite period. Assuming validity 

of the Dalton`s law and the Ideal Gas Law applied to the nitrogen stream saturated with the 

substance i, values of pi were calculated with Eq. (1): 

           pi = mi·R·Ta / V·Mi ;   V= VN2 + Vi;   (VN2 » Vi)  (S1) 

where R = 8.314462 J·K-1·mol-1; mi is the mass of the transported compound, Mi is the molar 

mass of the compound, and Vi is its volume contribution to the gaseous phase. VN2 is the volume 

of the carrier gas and Ta is the temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of 

the gas flow. The volume of the carrier gas VN2 was determined from the flow rate and the time 

measurement.  

Transpiration experiments have been performed on the same highly purified samples 

independently in Rostock and in Munich. The experimental set up used in Rostock have been 

reported elsewhere [1]. For quantification of the transported sample mass the capillary column 

HP-5 was used with a column length of 30 m × 0.32 mm × 0.25 m was used. A twin 

transpiration apparatus has been established for the first time in Munich and the parallel 

measurements on nitroalkanes have been considered as a validation of the transpiration 

procedure transferred to the new lab. All parts of equipment in Munich have been identical to 

those in Rostock except for the GC analysis of the transported mass. A vacuum outlet GC/MS 
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setup [5] with a restriction inside the injector was used. The restriction (8.11 mm, 0.025 mm 

i.d., Restek# 10097) was connected with a Siltite µ-union (Restek #073562) to a Restek RTX-

TNT 1 column with a column length of 6 m × 0.53 mm × 1.5 m. The results measured by the 

transpiration (T) in Rostock were labeled as the TR, and the results measured in Munich as the 

TM. 

Temperature dependence of vapor pressures pi measured for nitroalkanes in this work 

were fitted with the following equation [1]: 











0

,

g

l lnln
T

T
C

T

b
apR mpi     (S2), 

where a and b are adjustable parameters and mpC ,

g

l  is the difference of the molar heat 

capacities of the gaseous and the liquid phase respectively. T0 appearing in Eq. (S2) is an 

arbitrarily chosen reference temperature (which has been chosen to be 298.15 K) and R is the 

molar gas constant. Values of mpC ,

g

l  in Eq. (2) were calculated (see Table S3) according to the 

empirical procedure developed by Chickos and Acree [6]. Experimental vapor pressures 

measured by the transpiration method are given in Table S2. The Eq. (S2) is also valid for the 

treatment of vapour pressures measured over the crystalline sample. Values of 
mpC ,

g

cr  required 

for this case were also calculated (see Table S3) according to the procedure developed by 

Chickos and Acree [6]. 

By the transpiration studies of the volatile 2-nitropropane and 2-methyl-2-nitropropane 

a relatively high vapor pressures (3000 – 9000 Pa) have been observed at elevated temperatures. 

For these extremal for the transpiration method conditions the volume contribution from the 

compound under study to the total volume becomes not negligible, hence, equation S1 for the 

measurements of 2-nitropropane and 2-methyl-2-nitropropane having the high-pressure range 

was modified in order to account for the additional volume expansion:  

           pi = mi·R·Ta / V·Mi ;   V= (nN2 + ni)·R·Ta / Pa   (S3) 

where V is the volume of the gas phase consisting of the nN2 moles of the carrier gas and ni mole 

of gaseous compound under study at the atmospheric pressure Pa and the ambient temperature 

Ta. The amount of the carrier gas nN2 was determined from the flow rate and the time 

measurement. The volume corrected calculations for the vapor pressures sets of the volatile 2-

nitropropane and 2-methyl-2-nitropropane have been systematically conducted not only for 

pressures above 3000 Pa, but also for pressures above 600 Pa. 
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Vaporization enthalpies at temperature T were derived from the temperature dependence 

of vapor pressures using Eq. (S3): 

TCbTH mpm  
,

g

l

g

l )(      (S4) 

Vaporization entropies at temperature T were also derived from the temperature 

dependence of vapor pressures using Eq. (S5): 

   )/ln(/)( g

l

g

l

 ppRTHTS imm      (S5) 

Experimental absolute vapor pressures measured by the transpiration method, coefficients a 

and b of Eq. (S2), as well as values of 

mHg

l (T) and 

mSg

l (T) are given in Table S2. Procedure 

for calculation of the combined uncertainties of the vaporization enthalpy was described 

elsewhere [2-3]. It includes uncertainties from the transpiration experiment conditions, 

uncertainties in vapor pressure, and uncertainties in the temperature adjustment to T = 298.15 

K.  

Table S1 

Origin, purity, methods of purification of chemicals used in this work 

 
Compound CAS Source Initial purity Purification method Final puritya 

2-nitropropane (liq) 79-46-9 Aldrich 0.99 distillation 0.999 

2-methyl-2-nitropane (liq) 594-70-7 Aldrich 0.96 distillation 0.999 

2,3-dimethyl-2,3- 

dinitrobutane (cr) 

3964-18-9 Aldrich 0.98 sublimation 0.999 

a Mass fraction purity obtained by the gas chromatography. 
 

Table S2 

Absolute vapor pressures p, vaporization enthalpies, 

mHg

l , and vaporization entropies, 
mSg

l , 

obtained by the transpiration method. 

 

2-Nitropropane (TM): ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 40.3 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
255.7

𝑅
−

56819.2

𝑅𝑇
+

52.6

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑) f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

274.7 1.65 0.082 297.7 0.99 609 15 41.54 108.8 

274.8 1.63 0.082 297.6 0.98 604 15 41.53 108.7 

274.8 1.63 0.083 297.7 1.00 597 15 41.53 108.6 

279.6 2.29 0.082 297.9 0.99 827 21 41.28 107.8 

279.5 2.25 0.083 297.8 1.00 799 20 41.29 107.6 

284.4 3.09 0.082 297.6 0.98 1092 27 41.03 106.7 

284.4 3.08 0.082 297.6 0.98 1091 27 41.03 106.7 

289.3 4.27 0.083 297.8 1.00 1459 37 40.77 105.8 

294.2 5.68 0.082 297.5 0.98 1953 49 40.51 105.0 

294.3 5.57 0.083 298.5 0.99 1900 48 40.51 104.7 
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299.2 7.59 0.082 297.9 0.98 2574 64 40.25 104.1 

304.1 10.06 0.082 297.9 0.99 3344 84 39.99 103.3 

304.2 10.07 0.082 297.5 0.99 3336 83 39.99 103.2 

309.1 13.27 0.083 297.7 1.00 4299 107 39.73 102.4 

314.1 17.24 0.081 297.7 0.98 5612 140 39.47 101.7 

314.1 17.04 0.081 298.0 0.98 5563 139 39.47 101.6 

2-Methyl-2-nitropropane: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 40.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
264.7

𝑅
−

60132.7

𝑅𝑇
+

59.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑) f ∆𝒍

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒍
g
𝑺𝒎

°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

299.3 7.74 0.091 297.2 1.10 2054 51 40.39 102.6 
303.2 9.81 0.091 297.2 1.10 2553 64 40.16 101.9 
304.2 10.32 0.091 297.2 1.09 2705 68 40.10 101.8 
308.2 12.65 0.091 297.4 1.10 3261 82 39.86 100.9 
309.2 13.64 0.091 297.1 1.09 3527 88 39.80 100.9 
313.2 16.50 0.091 297.1 1.09 4205 105 39.56 100.0 
314.2 17.26 0.091 297.0 1.09 4410 110 39.50 99.8 
318.2 20.90 0.091 297.3 1.09 5269 132 39.26 98.9 
323.2 26.71 0.091 297.2 1.09 6650 166 38.97 98.0 
328.1 35.03 0.091 297.1 1.09 8479 212 38.67 97.4 

2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (phase I): ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 87.0 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1 (TM) 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
317.5

𝑅
−

98400.4

𝑅𝑇
+

38.0

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑) f ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

278.4 0.18 145 297.2 3.03 0.02 0.01 87.82 186.1 

283.3 0.12 46.0 297.4 2.79 0.04 0.01 87.63 186.4 

283.3 0.31 125 297.4 1.86 0.03 0.01 87.63 185.7 

283.3 0.12 49.2 297.9 3.31 0.04 0.01 87.63 185.9 

283.3 0.17 71.8 296.6 3.03 0.03 0.01 87.63 185.5 

288.3 0.18 36.4 299.8 2.80 0.07 0.01 87.45 185.4 

288.3 0.40 88.1 297.6 2.25 0.06 0.01 87.45 184.8 

293.2 0.19 22.8 298.0 3.04 0.12 0.01 87.26 184.2 

293.3 0.09 9.52 298.8 2.82 0.13 0.01 87.26 184.7 

293.4 0.31 36.0 296.8 2.42 0.12 0.01 87.25 184.1 

298.2 0.19 12.1 296.9 3.03 0.22 0.01 87.07 183.7 

298.2 0.16 9.68 298.6 2.82 0.23 0.01 87.07 184.0 

303.2 0.38 13.8 296.8 5.02 0.38 0.01 86.88 182.8 

303.2 0.12 3.91 297.9 2.86 0.42 0.02 86.88 183.6 

308.1 0.41 8.75 298.0 2.43 0.66 0.02 86.69 182.2 

308.2 0.12 2.30 298.1 2.87 0.71 0.02 86.69 182.6 

313.0 0.36 4.46 298.0 2.43 1.13 0.03 86.50 181.6 
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313.0 0.44 5.50 296.7 5.00 1.13 0.03 86.50 181.6 

313.2 0.13 1.45 297.1 2.90 1.25 0.04 86.50 182.3 

318.0 0.40 2.83 297.9 2.43 1.99 0.05 86.32 181.5 

318.0 0.53 3.59 296.9 5.00 2.06 0.06 86.32 181.7 

318.2 0.47 3.44 297.0 3.03 1.90 0.05 86.31 180.9 

318.2 0.13 0.871 297.8 2.90 2.05 0.06 86.31 181.5 

 

2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (phase I): ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 86.1 ± 2.5 kJ mol-1 (TR) 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
315.1

𝑅
−

97379.3

𝑅𝑇
+

38.0

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑) f ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒄𝒓
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

306.5 2.89 62.4 293.2 3.74 0.64 0.02 85.73 180.3 
311.1 1.30 17.2 293.2 3.69 1.04 0.03 85.56 179.7 
315.3 1.55 12.7 293.2 3.69 1.70 0.05 85.40 179.5 
319.4 1.28 7.23 293.2 3.74 2.45 0.07 85.24 178.6 

 

2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (phase II): ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 87.8 ± 0.7 kJ mol-1 (TM) 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
310.8

𝑅
−

96052.3

𝑅𝑇
+

38.0

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑) f ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒄𝒓
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

333.1 0.35 0.600 295.9 2.00 8.18 0.23 86.45 181.3 

338.1 0.76 0.831 295.9 1.99 12.82 0.35 86.26 180.6 

343.1 0.72 0.499 296.0 1.99 20.18 0.53 86.07 180.1 

348.1 1.57 0.698 296.0 2.00 31.45 0.81 85.88 179.7 

353.1 3.20 0.933 296.1 2.00 47.99 1.22 85.69 179.2 

358.0 3.19 0.633 296.1 2.00 70.47 1.79 85.50 178.5 

363.0 7.62 1.033 295.9 2.00 103.08 2.60 85.31 177.8 

368.0 7.73 0.698 296.0 2.00 154.60 3.89 85.12 177.5 

373.0 8.00 0.500 296.3 2.00 223.89 5.62 84.93 177.0 
 

2,3-Dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane (phase II): ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 85.2 ± 1.3 kJ mol-1 (TR) 

ln 𝑝/𝑝○ =
312.2

𝑅
−

96514.1

𝑅𝑇
+

38.0

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑e u(𝒑) f ∆𝒄𝒓

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆𝒄𝒓
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

328.0 1.02 2.49 293.2 3.74 5.66 0.15 84.05 175.0 
332.9 1.57 2.55 293.2 3.82 8.51 0.22 83.87 174.0 
337.5 2.31 2.36 293.2 3.82 13.55 0.36 83.69 173.9 
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342.3 3.50 2.42 293.2 3.82 19.98 0.52 83.51 173.2 
347.9 3.37 1.47 293.2 3.82 31.79 0.82 83.30 172.5 
352.6 2.87 0.83 293.2 3.82 47.91 1.22 83.12 172.2 

a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

Uncertainties of vaporisation/sublimation enthalpies in this table are expressed as the standard 

uncertainties and they derived according to the procedure reported in [19] (citations in main 

document) 
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Table S3 

Compilation of data on molar heat capacities (in J.mol-1.K-1) at 298.15 K of the nitroalkanes. 

 

Compounds 


mpC , (liq)a -


mpC ,

g

l
b 


mpC , (cr) a -


mpC ,

g

cr c 

Nitroethane 134.2[11] 45.5 - - 
1-nitropropane 168.0 54.3   
2-nitropropane 161.5 52.6   
1-nitrobutane 199.9 62.6   
2-nitrobutane 193.4 60.9   
2-methyl-nitropropane 193.4 60.9   
2-methyl-2-nitropropane 188.0 59.5 160.9 24.9 
1-nitropropentane 231.8 70.8   
1-nitrocyclohexane 219.4 67.6   

2,2,4,4-tetramethyl- 

nitrobutane 303.7 

 

89.5 
  

1,1-dinitromethane 170.5 54.9   
1,2-dinitroethane 202.4 63.2 166.0 25.7 
1,3-dinitropropane 234.3 71,5   
1,4-dinitrobutane 266.2 79.8 219.8 33.7 
1,1-dinitroethane 195.9 61.5 157.8 24.4 
2,2-dinitropropane 222.4 68.4 180.4 27.8 
1,1-dinitroethane 227.8 69.8   
1,1-dinitropentane 291.6 86.4   

2,3-dimethyl- 

2,3-dinitrobutane 306.2 

 

90.2 

 

248.6 

 

38.0 
 

a) calculated according to the group-contribution method by Chickos and Acree [6] 

b) calculated by ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 10.58 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (l) × 0.26 [6]  

c) calculated by ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 0.75 + 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) × 0.15 [6] 

 

Generally, the experimental molar enthalpy of fusion mHl

cr  is referenced to the melting 

temperature Tfus. Compilation of available data on the fusion enthalpy for solid nitroalkanes is 

presented in Table 3. For the thermochemical calculations the experimental enthalpy of fusion 

have to be adjusted to the reference temperature T = 298.15 K. The adjustment was calculated 

from the equation [6]: 

mHl

cr (298.15 K)/(J·mol-1)= mHl

cr (Tfus/K) – ( - )×[(Tfus/K)–298.15 K] (5), 

where  and  are given in Table S3. With this adjustment, the molar enthalpy of 

fusion, mHl

cr (298.15 K) was calculated (see Table 3) and used for consistency test of the phase 

change enthalpies for nitroalkanes.  

 

 

 


mpC ,

g

cr 
mpC ,

g

l


mpC ,

g

cr 
mpC ,

g

l
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Table S4 

Compilation of the experimental Kovat´s indices of nitroalkanes used for correlation with 

enthalpies of vaporization. 

 

Compound Jx
 a 


mHg

l (298.15 K)b 

kJ.mol-1 

nitromethane 467.3 38.4±0.3 

nitroethane 577.2 41.0±0.2 

1-nitropropane 672.0 43.3±0.2 

1-nitrobutane 777.2 47.5±0.3 

1-nitropentane 877.3 50.3±0.5 

1-nitrohexane 978.6 53.2±0.5c 
 

a Data for retention indicies Jx at 403 K from [7] 
b From Table 1. Uncertainties of vaporisation are expressed as the standard deviation. 
c Calculated by Eq. 2 (see main text) 

 

 

Table S5 

Compilation of the experimental vaporization and formation enthalpies, of alkanols used for 

correlation with enthalpies of mono-nitroalkanes (in kJ.mol-1). 

 

compound 

mHg

l (298.15 K)a 

 

 mf H (g, 298.15 K) b 

 

methanol 37.8±0.1 [8] -201.5±0.3 [9] 

ethanol 42.5±0.1 [8] -235.2±0.4 [9] 

1-propanol 47.5±0.1 [8] -255.1±0.5 [9] 

2-propanol 45.5±0.1 [8] -272.8±0.5 [9] 

1-butanol 52.4±0.1 [8] -274.9±0.4 [10] 

2-butanol 49.8±0.1 [8] -293.0±1.0 [10] 

2-methylpropanol-1 50.9±0.1 [8] -282.4±0.8 [10] 

2-methyl-2-propanol 46.7±0.1 [8] -312.6±0.8 [10] 

1-pentanol 56.9±0.2 [8] -294.7±0.8 [10] 

1-hexanol 61.6±0.2 [8] -315.8±0.6 [10] 

1-cyclohexanol 62.0±0.2 [8] -286.2±2.1 [9] 
 

a Uncertainties of vaporisation, 

mHg

l (298.15 K), are expressed as the standard deviation. 

b Uncertainties of enthalpies of fprmation,  mf H (g, 298.15 K), are expressed as the twice 

standard deviation. 
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Fig. S1. Experimental vapor pressures over liquid sample of the nitroethane: ▪ - [17]; ● - [34];   

× - [10]; ◊ - [15]; ○ - [35]; + - [36]; ▪ - [37]. (citations in main document)  
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Fig. S2. Experimental vapor pressures over liquid sample of the 1-nitropropane:  
 
× - [10]; ◊ - [15]; ○ - [16]; + - [17]; ● - [35]. (citations in main document) 
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Fig. S3. Experimental vapor pressures over liquid sample of the 1-nitrobutane:  
× - [10]; + - [15]; ▪ - [35]. (citations in main document) 
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Fig. S4. Experimental vapor pressures over liquid sample of the 2-nitropropane:  
× this work (Munich); ● - [10]; ● - [15];+ - [17];○ - [33]; ◊ - [35]. (citations in main document); 
▲ – from ref [12] in supporting materials; ■ – from ref [13] in supporting materials. 
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Fig. S5. Experimental vapor pressures over liquid sample of the 2-nitrobutane:  

 
○ - [10]; + - [15]; × - [35]. (citations in main document) 
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Fig. S6. Experimental vapor pressures over 2-methyl-2-nitropropane:  

+ this work (Munich); ● - [15]; ○ - [42] (citations in main document). 
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Fig. S7. Experimental vapor pressures over the solid sample of 2,3-dimethyl-2,3-dinitrobutane:  
 

× this work (Munich, phase I); ● this work (Munich, phase II); ∆ this work (Rostock, phase I); □ this 

work (Rostock phase II), ◊ - [14]; ○ - [38]; ▲ - [46]; ж - [47]; ■ - [48]. (citations are given in main 

document). 
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7.8    Measurement of Amitone and Seven Related Derivatives 
 

This chapter deals with the measurement of the vapor pressure of Amitone I and seven related 

derivatives (II – VIII): 

 

The results were published in Journal of Physical Chemistry A. [1] 

DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpca.7b01177 

The original publication of the data follows. 

Reprinted with permission from [1]. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society. 
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ABSTRACT: The present work represents the most recent
study on the physico-chemical properties of the organo-
phosphate compound class being directly related to the
Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC). This compound
class is of great importance in the ongoing conflict in Syria.
Here, the vapor pressure of the deadly organo(thio)phosphate
Amiton and seven of its derivatives was investigated. These
medium to low volatile analytes pose a potential threat toward
human life by inhalation or direct contact with the skin at very
low doses. Therefore, the vapor pressures in ambient
temperature regimes were measured by utilizing the transpira-
tion method to determine the saturation vapor pressure psat and
the enthalpy of vaporization Δl

gHm° at 298.15 K. We also
successfully applied the transpiration method for the
examination of thermolabile compounds. In particular, five of the molecules can undergo a thiono−thiolo rearrangement at
elevated temperatures within a couple of hours and thus could possibly alter in the course of the experiment. In addition we
demonstrate that the concentration under diffusion conditions, cdif, is a useful parameter for the choice of suitable gas phase
detection equipment for Amiton and its derivatives, because it can be directly compared with the limit of detection LOD [ng
L−1] of the device used. Finally, we proved the transpiration method to be applicable for the investigation of toxic and also high
boiling and even thermolabile chemicals in general.

1. INTRODUCTION

The vapor pressure is the physico-chemical parameter that is
linked to the saturation equilibrium concentration of the
analytes to be detected from the gas phase. The knowledge of
the gas phase concentration of the analyte is essential for the
definition of the air volume that needs to be sampled for
exceeding the limit of detection (LOD) of the applied detector
system. In the case of substances being toxic or harmful by
inhalation or direct contact with the skin, early detection is of
great importance for obvious reasons. Such substances are
primarily those listed as nerve agents or choking agents in the
annexes of the Chemical Weapon Convention (CWC).1 The
molecule Amiton (I) belongs to the class of very toxic
compounds which cause severe injury and even death.2,3

Organophosphates themselves are a well-known compound
class that is readily available in nature, e.g., in RNA and DNA.4

Besides this, they have several industrial applications ranging
from plasticizers and flame retardants to pesticides and
chemical warfare agents.1,5−7 Especially organo(thio)-
phosphates, which are less toxic than organophosphates, can

undergo a so-called thiono−thiolo rearrangement at elevated
temperatures and are thus thermolabile (Figure 1).8−10

However, this feature of organo(thio)phosphates can have an
impact on the determination of the vapor pressure data because
the isomers have different vapor pressure values. Thus,
measurements with isomer mixtures will result in mixed
vapor pressures weighted by the molar ratio of the isomers

Received: February 6, 2017
Revised: March 9, 2017
Published: March 10, 2017

Figure 1. Minimum structural prerequisites for an organothiophos-
phate molecule capable of undergoing a thiono−thiolo rearrangement.
R can be O-alkyl/O-aryl or O-alkyl/S-aryl; R1 has to be alkyl.11,12
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according to Dalton’s Law of partial pressures for a binary
mixture.
Today’s standard mobile detection instruments of civilian

and military action forces are based on, e.g., ion mobility
spectroscopy or gas chromatography coupled to mass
spectrometry and can thus only detect airborne substances
without laborious sampling and sample pretreatment proce-
dures.13,14 Moreover, if the vapor pressure of a substance is very
low, the compound poses only a little threat to living beings by
inhalation but is therefore more persistent in the environment
and causes a severe threat upon direct contact.
However, the vapor pressure data can also help to estimate a

hazardous area and time frame after the release of such
substances. Organo(thio)phosphates were chosen in this study
because only a small number of values on the vapor pressure of
pesticides and especially chemical warfare agents are reported
in literature so far15,16 and their detectability is thus hard to
predict. With the ideal gas equation, the saturation concen-
tration csat of an analyte can be calculated from its vapor
pressure:

=
×
×

c
p M

R Tsat
sat

(1)

with csat the saturation concentration [mg L−1], R the ideal gas
constant (8.31446 J mol−1 K−1), T the temperature [K], and M
the molecular mass [g mol−1]
The vapor pressure is an essential parameter in a multitude of

models for the evaporation of droplets.17−19 To overcome this
lack of information on vapor pressure data and other physico-
chemical values for Amiton, we synthesized a set of eight
different molecules (Figure 2), which are structurally closely
related to each other, and determined the (i) vapor pressure,
psat, and (ii) and enthalpy of vaporization Δl

gHm°(298.15 K).
Therefore, the vapor pressure in ambient temperature

regimes of I (298−343 K), II (293−343 K), III (293−343
K), IV (298−343 K), V (293−338 K), VI (279−318 K), VII
(293−333 K), and VIII (283−323 K) was measured with the
transpiration method, which is a well-established method for
the determination of vapor pressures for medium to low
volatility analytes.20−22

This transpiration experiment has been newly established in
the research group of Prof. Klapötke at the University of
Munich. The method was adapted from the existing
experimental setup of Prof. S. Verevkin from the University
of Rostock.20−22 The basic principle of the transpiration
experiment is to saturate a well-defined carrier gas stream at a
temperature Texp and to measure the concentration of the
analyte within. Additionally, we wanted to prove the general
applicability of this method for the investigation of highly toxic
and thermolabile compounds.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Safety Aspects. Organophosphates are known to be

(strong) acetylcholine esterase inhibitors and thus pose a threat
toward human health and life. While handling the substances
under consideration, proper PPE has to be worn, which is at
least butyl rubber gloves, lab coat and safety goggles or
preferably a face shield. All work has to be done in a fume
cupboard. Moreover, all glassware and equipment in contact
with the organo(thio)phosphates was thoroughly decontami-
nated by cleaning with reactive skin decontamination lotion.
During the preparational part of this work an emergency
medical assistant was available in the lab and a toxicological
trained emergency physician was available on short notice.

2.2. Synthesis. The molecules investigated in this study
were synthesized on a 40 mmol scale according to literature-
known procedures23,24 at the Chemistry Section of the CBRN
Defense, Safety, and Environmental Protection School of the
German Army. All reagents were of purum grade, and solvents
were of analytical grade and were used without further
purification prior to use.
The general reaction pathway is shown in Figure 3. The

synthesis and isolation of the Amiton analogs follows a one-pot

two-step procedure: step I, formation of the (thio)alcoholate
anion; step II, coupling with the chloro(thio)phosphate.
The purities and degree of isomerization were determined by

either a GC-FID or HPLC−MS measurement. Because the
focus of this work is the determination of the physico-chemical
properties of the molecules no further details on synthetic
aspects are given here. Additional information regarding the
synthesis will be published separately soon or can be requested
from the corresponding author in the meantime. However, it
has to be noted that some of the compounds are regulated
under the CWC and restrictions may be applicable.

2.3. Transpiration Method Setup. The basic concept of
the transpiration method has already been established20−22 and
is realized in this work as follows: From a nitrogen tank 1
(Figure 4) the carrier gas (nitrogen, Air Liquide, Stickstoff HG
flüssig, ≥99.999 vol %) is conducted through a pressure
reduction valve 2 and a phosphorus pentoxide (Sicapent)
drying tower. The flow rate of the carrier gas is adjusted and

Figure 2. Chemical structures of Amiton (I) and its derivatives II−VIII. They differ from each other by (i) the variation of the configuration of the
position of the chalcogens (O, S) attached to the phosphorus atom, (ii) the variation in the amino side chain by altering the spacing between the
oxygen and the nitrogen atom, and (iii) the variation of the alkyl substituent of the nitrogen atom.

Figure 3. General schema of the one-pot two-step syntheses with R =
Me, Et, according to Gupalo et al.24
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kept constant by a mass flow controller 4 (Natec Sensors MC-
100 CCM) before it reaches the saturator 5, which is a
cylindrical glass vessel (height 25 cm, diameter 10 cm)
containing a U-shaped tube (length 50 cm, diameter 0.8 cm)
filled with glass beads (diameter 1 mm). The glass beads are
coated with the analyte (0.6 g) of choice by mixing of the liquid
and beads in a beaker. The saturator is thermostated by a
circulation thermostat (Huber Ministat 230) pumping a
thermofluid (ethylene glycol (50% aqueous)) through it. At
the end of the saturator the carrier gas stream reaches its
saturation equilibrium with the analyte and then passes a
cooling trap with the temperature TCT (−30 °C). The flow rate
of the carrier gas stream is measured under ambient conditions
(Tamb, pamb) with a soap film flowmeter (HP #0101−0113).
The experimental time to generate one data point ranges from
15 min to 24 h. This time is needed to collect a sufficient
amount of analyte (Table S5−S12) in the cooling trap to meet
the requirements of the analytical instruments used for
quantification.
At the end of the experiment the condenser pipe is separated

from the saturator and tert-butyl methyl ether solvent is added
together with a solution of the internal standard (n-alkanes C-
12, C-14, or C-16) of known concentration (≈1 mg/mL). The
solution of analyte and standard is then used for internal
standard quantification using either a Thermo Fisher Scientific
GC/FID system equipped with a TriPlus RSH autosampler or a
Shimadzu VO-GC/MS25 system equipped with an AOC-20i
autosampler. The exact chromatographic setup and operational
modes can be found in Supporting Information Tables S2 and
S3, respectively. For an initial validation of the experimental
setup the following reference compounds were chosen:
naphthalene, anthracene, isoamyl acetate, n-hexanol, and n-
octanol. The obtained results were compared to a large number
of literature values. Detailed information on the results of this
study can be found in the Supporting Information.
The transpiration method setup is suitable for the

purification of the analytes during the experiment. Prior to
the experiment, the analyte is conditioned by subjection to the
carrier gas stream at elevated temperatures for the removal of
impurities. The weight of the substance sample for the internal
standard calibration was corrected by the purities stated in
Table 1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Synthesis. All but one (VII) of the synthesized

compounds have been reported in the literature before by
different authors.15,26−29 Compound V was synthesized and
recently published by us for the first time among other
molecules (I−IV) of this study with the basic IR, GC−MS,
HPLC−MS, and 31P NMR data of compounds I−V.10 Thus, a
detailed discussion can be omitted at this point. Additional

information on spectroscopic and spectrometric properties of
the molecules will be published soon. The purities, which are
important for the vapor pressure experiment, are given in Table
1 and range from 95.07 to 99.71%. Because compounds II, III,
and V−VIII have the structural prerequisites to undergo the
described thiono−thiolo rearrangement at elevated temper-
atures (Figure 1), the degree of isomerization was checked at
the beginning and end of the transpiration experiment by
means of HPLC−MS (Supporting Information Table S4). In
all cases the observed conversion was less than 0.5% and thus
no correction of the obtained data necessary.

3.2. Determination of Vapor Pressure and Enthalpy of
Vaporization. The vapor pressure of the analyte psat(Texp) can
be calculated using the Ideal Gas Law and Dalton’s Law of
partial pressures under the assumption that the volume of the
carrier gas stream is significantly higher than that of the gaseous
analyte.20,22

=p T
m RT

MV
( )sat exp

a amb

amb (2)

with psat the vapor pressure of the analyte [Pa], Texp the
temperature of the saturator [K], ma the mass of analyte [kg],
Tamb the ambient temperature [K], Vamb the volume of carrier
gas at ambient conditions [m3], M the molecular weight of the
analyte [kg mol−1], and R the universal gas constant: 8.31446 [J
mol−1 K−1].
The psat−Texp values obtained for each analyte are analyzed

with a fitting function based on the Clarke−Glew equation:30

° −
Δ °

= −p p
C

R
T
T

A
B
T

ln / lnp
sat

l
g

,m

0 (3)

with p° the reference pressure being 1 [Pa], Δl
gCp,m° the molar

heat capacity difference from liquid to gaseous state [J K−1

mol−1], T the temperature [K], T0 the reference temperature
[K], and A and B fitting coefficients (A [−], B [K]).
The enthalpy of vaporization at temperature T can be

calculated by

Δ ° = + Δ °H T RB C T( ) pl
g

m l
g

,m (4)

with Δl
gHm°(T) the molar enthalpy of vaporization [J mol−1].

The heat capacities Cp,m° at 298.15 K of the analytes I−VIII in
liquid state are calculated according to the empirical element-
increment approach by Hurst et al.34 (cf. Table 1). The

Figure 4. Transpiration method experimental setup: 1, nitrogen
reservoir; 2, pressure reduction valve; 3, P4O10 drying tower; 4, mass
flow controller; 5, saturator; 6, condenser pipe; 7, cooling trap; 8, soap
film flowmeter.

Table 1. Calculation of Molar Heat Capacity Differences cdif
at T = 298.15 K

compd
Cp,m° (l)a

[J mol−1 K−1]
Δl

gCp,m°
b

[J mol−1 K−1] purityc Tboil
d

ρe

[g cm−3]

I 488.03 137.47 97.38 364 1.044
II 488.03 137.47 98.54 338 1.010
III 504.08 141.64 97.42 363 1.035
IV 471.98 133.29 95.07 326 1.06133

V 519.51 145.65 99.07 405 1.015
VI 425.07 121.10 97.88 301 1.059
VII 456.55 129.28 99.71 312f 1.021
VIII 456.55 129.28 96.28 387 1.034

aCalculated with elemental increments by Hurst et al.34 bCalculated by
Δl

gCp,m° = 10.58 + Cp,m° (l) × 0.26.32 cPurity according to GC-FID
analysis. dBoiling point at 101325 Pa = 1 atm. eDensity at 293.15 K
(gravimetric determination with calibrated Eppendorf pipet (100 μL)).
fLinear estimation with Δl

gCp,m° = 0 due to nonconvergence of iteration
process.
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corresponding heat capacity differences with the gaseous state
are calculated according to the procedures by Chickos et al.,32

which were also used for the adjustment of the obtained
enthalpies of vaporization to 298.15 K for the reason for
comparability. The detailed error estimation and error
calculation, which is valid for this work and its experiments
was elucidated before21 for a nearly identical experimental setup
that was adapted in this work. Table 2 is a compilation of the
results obtained in this work in comparison with the few
available literature values of Amiton (I) concerning the
vaporization enthalpies investigated at the average temperature
of the measurement and the reference temperature 298.15
K.15,16 Additionally, the vapor pressure at 298.15 K is stated.
For all analytes the results obtained by the transpiration
method for the absolute vapor pressures psat and thermody-
namic properties of vaporization are available in Supporting
Information Tables S5−S12. A condensation of the data can be
achieved by a Clausius−Clapeyron plot (Figure 5) for each

analyte and also allows a visual comparison of the results with
literature data. Actually, the authors did not always derive
vaporization enthalpies from their determined vapor pressures
or they performed that calculation in a different manner. The
literature vapor pressures were thus treated using eqs 3 and 4
and the calculated enthalpies of vaporization adjusted32 to
298.15 K for the sake of comparison with our results (Table 2).

In terms of vapor pressure, the following observations can be
made for Amiton (I) (PO, PS), II (PS, PO), III (P
S, PS), and IV (PO, PO), which have different
chalcogen coordinations at the phosphorus atom but the
same carbon backbone. I and II only differ in the position of the
sulfur atom, which is located in the P−S single bond in one and
in the formal PS double bond in II.
With respect to the octet rule, the formal PS and PO

double bonds should be regarded as more polar P+S− and
P+O− single bonds. II (psat(298.15 K), 0.278 Pa;
Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 78.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1) is more volatile than
I (psat(298.15 K), 0.070 Pa; Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 83.6 ± 0.3 kJ
mol−1). This can be justified by the increased polarity of the
P+−0− bond in I compared to that of the P+S− bond in II.
Increased bond polarity generally results in stronger
intermolecular dipole−dipole interactions. Interestingly, com-
pound IV (psat(298.15 K), 0.258 Pa; Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 79.0 ±
0.3 kJ mol−1) has a vaporization behavior very similar to that of
the more toxic35 compound II. Therefore, II might be used as a
precise simulant for compound IV in terms of gas phase
detectability. Compound III (psat(298.15 K), 0.045 Pa;
Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 86.3 ± 0.3 kJ mol−1) has the highest
molecular weight and is therefore the least volatile compound
among Amiton (I) and its derivatives II−IV.
Compounds V−VIII are derivatives of compound II with

identical chalcogen coordinations of the phosphorus atom (P
S, PO). In compound V (psat(298.15 K), 0.100 Pa;
Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 81.4 ± 0.3 kJ mol−1) the alkyl bridge
between the thiophosphate unit and amine functionality is
extended by a CH2 unit, which results in a lower vapor pressure
and a higher (+2.9 ± 0.6 kJ mol−1) enthalpy of vaporization. In
compound VI (psat(298.15 K), 0.988 Pa; Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 72.7
± 0.3 kJ mol−1) the terminal N-ethyl chains are substituted with
N-methyl substituents, which results in a higher vapor pressure
and lower (−5.8 ± 0.6 kJ mol−1) enthalpy of vaporization.
The difference of compound VII (psat(298.15 K), 0.035;

Δl
gHm°(298.15 K), 76.9 ± 0.3 kJ mol−1) and compound VI is the

length of the alkyl chain between thiophosphate and amine
functionality. In compound VII it is extended by a CH2 unit.
With respect to this, the vapor pressure and enthalpy of
vaporization of VII are increased (+4.2 ± 0.4 kJ mol−1) in
comparison to that of VI. Compound VIII (psat(298.15 K),
0.636 Pa; Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 71.5 ± 0.3 kJ mol−1) is a branched
constitutional isomer of compound VII. With respect to the
reduced contact surface for van der Waals interactions of the
alkyl functionalities, the vapor pressure of VIII is increased and

Table 2. Compilation of Obtained Data on Enthalpies of Vaporization, Δl
gHm° , and Saturation Vapor Pressures, psat,

d for
Compounds I−VIII

compda methodb T range [K] Tavg [K] Δl
gHm°(Tavg) [kJ mol−1] Δl

gHm°(298.15 K)c [kJ mol−1] psat(298.15 K)d [Pa] M [g mol−1]

I T 298.2−342.9 318.6 80.9 ± 0.2 83.6 ± 0.3 0.070 269.34
I31 na 293.2−323.2 304.3 77.0 ± 0.5 78.4 ± 0.6 0.073 269.34
I16 na, O 358.0−407.0 382.3 94.5 106.0 0.005 269.34
II T 293.3−343.0 314.2 76.2 ± 0.4 78.5 ± 0.5 0.278 269.34
III T 293.2−342.9 315.7 83.8 ± 0.2 86.3 ± 0.3 0.045 285.40
IV T 298.2−342.9 318.4 76.5 ± 0.2 79.0 ± 0.3 0.258 253.28
V T 293.3−338.1 318.0 78.9 ± 0.2 81.4 ± 0.3 0.100 283.37
VI T 278.5−318.1 297.7 72.7 ± 0.2 72.7 ± 0.3 0.988 241.29
VII T 293.3−333.1 310.9 75.2 ± 0.2 76.9 ± 0.3 0.035 255.31
VIII T 283.4−323.1 302.5 70.9 ± 0.2 71.5 ± 0.3 0.636 255.31

aCitation given for literature values. bMethods: T, transpiration; O, equation only. cEnthalpies of sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et
al.32 with Δl

gCp,m° and Cp,m° (liq) according to Table 1. dVapor pressure at 298.15 K, calculated according to eq 3. na: not available.

Figure 5. Clausius−Clapeyron plot of p−T data of compounds I−
VIII: (◇) I + I*; (○) II; (□) III + IV; (△) V; (●) VI × VII × VIII.
*Literature data were provided by Baldit.31
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the enthalpy of vaporization is decreased (−5.4 ± 0.4 kJ mol−1)
in comparison to that of VII.
For Amiton (I) one p−T data set (20, 25, and 50 °C)

published by Baldit31 and one p−T equation published by
Stephenson et al.16 (358−407 K) are available. In both
publications the purity of the sample and the method of
measurement are not stated. The data derived from the p−T
data published by Baldit31 (psat(298.15 K), 0.073 Pa;
Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 78.4 ± 0.6 kJ mol−1) are in fair agreement
with the values obtained in this work. Especially the literature
value reported by Baldit31 at 298.2 K (0.072 Pa) is in good
agreement with the two values obtained in this work (0.071 ±
0.007 and 0.069 ± 0.007 Pa; cf. Supporting Information Table
S5). The vapor pressure of I at 323.2 K (0.800 Pa) reported by
Baldit31 does not match the three values obtained in this work
at 323.0 K (0.90 ± 0.03, 0.90 ± 0.03, 0.87 ± 0.03 Pa; cf.
Supporting Information Table S5). Therefore, the value
reported by Baldit31 at 323.2 K is considered to be imperfect,
which explains the discrepancy regarding the enthalpies of
vaporization. The data derived from the p−T equation
published by Stephenson et al.16 (psat(298.15 K), 0.005 Pa;
Δl

gHm°(298.15 K), 106.0 kJ mol−1) do not agree with the data
obtained in this work and those published by Baldit.31

3.3. Calculation of Concentration cdif under Diffusion
Conditions of Amiton Derivatives in Air. Vapor pressures
are measured under ideal saturation conditions. In a real case
scenario the saturation equilibrium of the analyte will not be
reached and diffusion processes will dictate the air concen-
tration of the analyte. Dravnieks et al.36 have stated a
mathematical model for the estimation of the nonequilibrium
air concentration of an explosive, which is applied to
compounds I−VIII in the following using the equations and
values provided by Bird et al.37

Fick’s Law of Diffusion provides a suitable approximation for
the rate of molecular vapor emission J:

= × ×
−

J A D
n n

dAB
c a

(5)

with J the emission flux [molecules s−1], A the area of analyte
exposed to air [cm2], DAB the diffusivity of analyte vapor in air
[cm2 s−1], nc the concentration of analyte under saturation
conditions [molecules cm−3], na the concentration of the
analyte in air [molecules cm−3], and d the thickness of
nonturbulent layer air [cm].
The concentration of the analyte in the air is considered to

be negligibly small (nc − na ∼ nc), and the thickness of the
nonturbulent layer of air surrounding the analyte is considered
to be 0.2 cm.36

The diffusivity DAB can be calculated by the following
formula:39−41

σ
=

Ω
+

⎛
⎝⎜

⎞
⎠⎟D

p
T

M M
0.0018583

1 1 1
AB

AB
2

D,AB

3

A B (6)

with T the temperature [K] (298.15 K),MA the molecular mass
of the analyte [g mol−1], MB the molecular mass of air [g
mol−1] (28.97 g mol−1), p the total pressure [atm] (1 atm), σAB
the combined collision diameter [Å], and ΩD,AB the collision
integral for diffusion.

σ σ σ= +( )/2AB A B (7)

with σA the collision diameter of analyte [Å] and σB the
collision diameter of air [Å] (3.617 Å).37

ε ε ε=AB A B (8)

with εA the characteristic energy of analyte [J] and εB the
characteristic energy of air [J].
Though the collision diameter σB (3.617 Å)37 and the

characteristic energy εB (εB/κ = 97.0 K)37 of air are known, the
collision diameter of the analyte σA and its characteristic energy
εA have to be estimated. These values may be estimated from
the liquid at the boiling point (b):

ε κ σ= =T V/ 1.15 1.166b b3 (9)

with Tb the boiling point [K], Vb the molar volume of the liquid
at the boiling point [cm3 mol−1], and κ the Boltzmann constant
(1.38065 × 10−23 J K−1).
With εAB the collision integral for diffusion ΩD,AB can be

calculated according to

Ω =
*

+
*

+
*

+
*

T T

T T

1.16145 0.19300
exp(0.47635 )

1.03587
exp(1.52996 )

1.76474
exp(3.89411 )

D,AB 0.15610

(10)

where

κ ε* =T T/ AB

with T the temperature [K].
In the case of compounds I−VIII the diffusion coefficient can

be calculated from their boiling point, which is calculated by
extrapolation of the p−T data obtained in this work with eq 3
to the atmospheric pressure (101 325 Pa) (cf. Table 1). The
molar volume Vb at the boiling point can be approximated from
the density at 20 °C (cf. Table 1) using an equation that was
derived from the thermal expansion of the model compound
triethylphosphate38 by linear regression of the temperature-
dependent density data provided:

ρ ρ= − −° T0.0009943( 293.15)b 20 C b (11)

with ρb the density at boiling point [g cm−3] and ρ20°C the
density at 20 °C.
The molar volume at the boiling point can be calculated by

ρ=V M/b b (12)

With eqs 5−12 the diffusion coefficient of a liquid analyte in
air can be approximated when solely its melting point and a
density are known and eq 5 can be used to calculate the mass
flux of material from the analyte to the air. With A = 1 cm2, na ∼
0, and d = 0.2 cm it can be written

= ×J
D

n
0.2 cm

AB
c (13)

If the concentration nc is converted to partial pressure (nc =
2.47520 × 1014p, p is the vapor pressure [Pa]) and the emission
flux is converted into a mass flux (unit conversion factor: M/
NA), the mass flux can be calculated:

= × × × ×Q D p M N2.47520 10 ( / )14
AB A (14)

with Q the emission flux of analyte [g s−1 cm−2] and NA the
Avogadro constant (6.022 × 1023 mol−1).
An example of this calculation for Amiton (I) can be found in

Supporing Information Table S1. With the emission flux Q in
hand, the concentration of the analyte in air can be calculated:

= × ×c S Q rdif (15)
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with cdif the concentration of analyte in air [g L
−1], S the surface

of analyte exposed to air [cm2], and r the attenuation factor
(10−4) [s−1]. The attenuation factor r has been established in
the study by Dravnieks et al.36

For a surface area of 1 m2 the values for cdif stated in Table 3
were obtained. These values can serve as a kind of standardized
surface density if 1 m2 is used as a reference area for the analyte
under investigation. However, this value must be regarded as
the maximum concentrations of analyte that can be present for
detection in air in an open-exposure scenario under the given
environmental conditions, e.g., temperature.
From the calculated values for the concentration under

diffusion conditions, it is possible to estimate the sampling
volume necessary to meet the analytical requirements of the
detection instrument used. Moreover, it is possible to predict
under which environmental conditions (e.g., operating temper-
ature) it is possible to detect the analyte in the gas phase or not.
Knowing this is crucial for first responders who are threatened
by evaporating toxic gases. On the contrary, if the detection
device is not giving an alert, one could easily be lulled into a
false sense of security because the molecules investigated in this
study still pose a threat to human life by being also active as a
contact poison.

4. CONCLUSIONS
As a main finding of this work, the transpiration method
approach was successfully applied for the determination of the
vapor pressure of Amiton (I) and seven derivatives (II−VIII).
Furthermore, this approach proved viable for both thermolabile
and highly toxic compounds. Additionally, the concentration cdif
of freshly synthesized compounds I−VIII, of which compound
VII has not yet been reported in the literature, was calculated
on the basis of a diffusion model stated by Dravnieks et al.36

With equations and values published by Bird et al.37 it was
possible to determine values for the concentrations csat and cdif.
They range from 3605 (VII) to 96 166 ng L−1 (VI) for csat and
from 0.7 (VII) to 20.9 ng L−1 (VI) for cdif, respectively. The
ratio of csat/cdif is in the range 4597−5730. A condensed
summary of the values obtained is given in Table 3.
For a quick conservative estimation of cdif for Amiton

derivatives it is recommended to divide csat by 6000.
The concentration cdif is a useful parameter for the choice of

suitable gas phase detection equipment for Amiton and its
derivatives because it can be directly compared with the limit of
detection LOD [ng L−1] of the device used.
Our results, for example, allow us now to easily estimate the

necessary sampling volume, in the case of analyte enrichment
from the gas phase, by dividing the limit of detection by the
concentration under diffusion conditions.
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1 Calculation of the emission flux of Amiton I 
 

Table S1: Example of calculation for the emission flux of Amiton I at STP conditions 

(298.2 K, 1 atm). 

 Amiton I Unit 

𝑻𝒃 636.98a K 

𝝆𝟐𝟎 1.044a g cm-3 

𝝆𝒎 0.702 g cm-3 

𝑴 222.237 g mol-1 

𝑽𝒎 383.444 cm3 mol-1 

𝝈𝑨 8.470 Å 

𝜺𝑩/к 732.527 K 

𝝈𝑨𝑩 6.044 Å 

𝜺𝑨𝑩/к 266.561 K 

кT/𝜺𝑨𝑩 1.118 [] 

𝜴𝑫,𝑨𝑩 1.365 [] 

𝑫𝑨𝑩 0.038 cm2 s-1 

𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 0.070 Pa 

𝑸 1.454 ng/cm² s 
a value obtained in this work 
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2 Compilation of VO-GC/MS parameters 
 

Table S2: Compilation of VO-GC/MS parameters 

GC/MS  Shimadzu QP2010SE® with LabSolution GCMSsolution v4.11 

injector Atas Optic 4 with Evolution Workstation v4.1 

liner 10 mm V2A stainless steel tube, 5 mm wall thickness, equipped with 
silanized glass wool (2 mm injection needle penetration into wool) 

restriction 0.025 mm capillary, 8.11 mm length (Restek #10097) 

column connector SGE Siltite µ-Union® (Restek #073562) 

analytical column Restek RTX-TNT 1® (6 m, 0.53 mm, 1.5 µm) 

oven program 40 °C (hold 0.10 min)  280 °C (rate 60 °C min-1) 

injector head 
pressure 

472 kPa 
 

virtual column 100 m, 0.25 µm film thickness, 0.20 mm i.d. (entry for GCMSsolution) 

column flow 2.33 mL min-1 (calculated according to 1) 

split ratio 18.7 (entered in LabSolutions GCMSsolution) 

purge flow  5 mL min-1 
 

injection volume  1 µL 
 

ion source 250 °C 
 

MS interface 250 °C 
 

MS SCAN (for purity check): 30-500 amu event-time 300 ms 
SIM (for quantification): 1 quantification (strongest relative 
intensity) + 3 reference ion channels, event time 100 ms, time-
dependent program for analyte and internal standard 
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3 Compilation of GC-FID parameters 
 

Table S3: Compilation of GC-FID parameters 

GC/FID  Thermo Fisher Scientific Trace 1310 operated via Chromeleon Data 
Handling Software V. 7.2 SR 4 

autosampler TriPlus RSH with syringe tool, tray holder, and standard wash station 

injector PTV, temperature 200 °C 

liner 4 mm V2A stainless steel tube 

analytical column Agilent J&W GC columns, CP-Sil 8, low bleed/MS (30m, 0,25mm, 0,25µm)  

oven program 40 °C (hold 1 min)  260 °C (rate 20 °C / min)  

column flow 1 mL / min 

split ratio 1/20 

purge flow  5.0 mL / min 
 

injection volume  1 µL 
 

detector temperature 280 °C 
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4 Compilation of HPLC-ESI-MS parameters 
 

Table S4: Compilation of HPLC-ESI-MS parameters 

HPLC-ESI-MS  Thermo Fisher Scientific DIONEX UltiMate™ 3000HPLC System equipped 
with a SRD-3400 (4-channel degasser) Solvent Racks, HPG-3400SD gradient 
pump, WPS-3000TSL (Analytical) Autosampler, TCC-3000SD column oven, 
DAD-3000 Photometer , MSQ-Plus mass detector operated via Chromeleon 

Data Handling Software V. 7.2 SR 4 
mobile Phase Gradient A: H2O/MeOH 95/5 + 0.4mM ammonium acetate 

Gradient B: H2O/MeOH 5/95 + 0.4mM ammonium acetate 

gradient 0 Min 100% A, 8-12 Min 25% A, 12-20 Min 100% A 

flow 0.3 mL/min 

sample temperature 20 °C 

analysis time 20 min 

Column type Accucore RP-MS column (3.0 x 150.0 mm, particle size 2.6 µm Thermo 
Scientific Part.No.17626-153030) 

column temperature 30 °C 

ionization mode ESI 

temperature 400 °C 

MS Full Scans: 50-350m/z +ve ConeVoltage: 30/50/80 V 
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5 Detailed Measurement Results of the Transpiration Method 
 

For all following tables a common footnote has to be applied: 

a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the 

temperature of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at 

temperature T, calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation 

temperature calculated by an iteration procedure; 𝑝○=1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated 

with u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa. 

5.1 Compound I 
 

Table S5 Compound I: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

Compound I: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 83.6 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
395.8

𝑅
−

124623.0

𝑅𝑇
+

137.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

298.2 0.33 43.4 300.3 2.98 0.071 0.007 83.64 162.8 

298.2 0.28 37.0 300.1 2.65 0.069 0.007 83.63 162.6 

303.1 0.19 14.4 300.9 4.81 0.12 0.01 82.95 160.3 

308.1 0.26 11.9 301.5 4.84 0.21 0.01 82.27 158.2 

313.2 0.19 5.18 301.1 5.18 0.34 0.01 81.57 155.8 

318.0 0.17 2.84 299.9 4.87 0.55 0.02 80.90 153.7 

323.0 0.17 1.78 299.9 4.86 0.90 0.03 80.22 151.7 

323.0 0.29 3.01 300.6 4.02 0.90 0.03 80.22 151.7 

323.0 0.25 2.67 300.7 4.01 0.87 0.03 80.22 151.5 

328.0 0.17 1.13 299.8 4.86 1.42 0.04 79.54 149.7 

332.9 0.18 0.786 300.3 3.14 2.11 0.06 78.85 147.3 

337.9 0.41 1.15 301.7 3.14 3.33 0.09 78.17 145.6 

342.9 0.46 0.889 302.3 3.14 4.83 0.13 77.48 143.3 
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5.2 Compound II 
 

Table S6: Compound II: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

Compound II: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 78.5 ± 0.5 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
390.0

𝑅
−

119442.7

𝑅𝑇
+

137.5

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

293.3 0.15 8.20 296.1 2.86 0.171 0.009 79.13 159.4 

293.3 0.12 6.78 296.2 3.60 0.164 0.009 79.13 159.0 

293.3 0.15 8.38 295.9 2.86 0.161 0.009 79.13 158.9 

298.2 0.14 4.71 296.1 2.88 0.276 0.012 78.45 156.6 

303.2 0.15 2.87 296.5 2.87 0.470 0.017 77.77 154.5 

308.1 0.29 3.35 297.0 2.88 0.780 0.025 77.08 152.4 

313.1 0.25 1.92 297.4 2.88 1.19 0.03 76.40 149.7 

318.1 0.25 1.15 297.0 2.86 1.97 0.05 75.72 148.0 

318.1 0.24 1.15 297.1 2.87 1.92 0.05 75.72 147.7 

318.1 0.23 1.15 296.9 2.86 1.88 0.05 75.72 147.6 

318.1 0.24 1.20 297.1 2.87 1.87 0.05 75.72 147.5 

323.1 0.35 1.05 296.5 2.86 3.03 0.08 75.03 145.8 

328.0 0.63 1.18 296.4 2.83 4.88 0.13 74.35 144.1 

333.0 1.23 1.56 296.5 2.84 7.19 0.20 73.66 141.9 

338.0 1.06 0.950 296.6 2.85 10.2 0.3 72.98 139.5 

343.0 1.14 0.711 296.7 2.84 14.7 0.4 72.29 137.4 
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5.3 Compound III 
 

Table S7: Compound III: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

Compound III: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 86.3 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
405.1

𝑅
−

128482.1

𝑅𝑇
+

141.6

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

293.2 0.023 7.75 296.9 3.87 0.025 0.006 86.96 170.3 

293.2 0.024 8.59 296.6 3.12 0.024 0.006 86.96 170.0 

298.1 0.025 4.65 296.5 3.10 0.046 0.006 86.25 168.0 

303.1 0.048 5.29 297.2 3.11 0.078 0.007 85.55 165.3 

308.1 0.024 1.56 297.3 3.12 0.13 0.01 84.84 163.0 

313.1 0.28 10.4 295.9 3.10 0.24 0.01 84.14 161.0 

318.1 0.23 5.23 297.1 3.11 0.38 0.01 83.43 158.6 

318.1 0.051 1.16 297.7 3.88 0.38 0.01 83.43 158.5 

318.1 0.051 1.17 297.6 3.89 0.38 0.01 83.43 158.5 

318.1 0.050 1.16 297.6 3.87 0.38 0.01 83.43 158.5 

323.0 0.26 3.64 297.5 3.12 0.61 0.02 82.73 156.3 

328.0 0.23 2.08 297.5 3.12 0.98 0.03 82.02 154.1 

333.0 0.35 1.91 296.6 3.10 1.57 0.04 81.32 152.2 

338.0 0.33 1.19 297.0 3.10 2.41 0.07 80.61 150.1 

342.9 0.48 1.14 295.9 3.10 3.62 0.10 79.91 148.0 
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5.4 Compound IV 
 

Table S8: Compound IV: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

IV: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 79.0 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
387.0

𝑅
−

118746.4

𝑅𝑇
+

133.3

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

298.2 1.30 49.1 296.4 3.00 0.26 0.01 79.00 158.0 

298.2 1.17 45.2 297.4 2.98 0.25 0.01 79.00 157.8 

298.2 0.52 19.3 297.4 3.95 0.26 0.01 79.00 158.0 

303.1 0.23 5.16 297.2 3.01 0.43 0.02 78.34 155.8 

308.1 0.38 5.19 296.5 2.99 0.72 0.02 77.68 153.7 

313.0 0.24 2.00 296.8 3.01 1.15 0.03 77.02 151.5 

318.0 0.49 2.61 298.0 3.02 1.84 0.05 76.36 149.5 

318.1 0.53 2.79 298.4 5.08 1.85 0.05 76.35 149.5 

323.0 0.58 1.95 298.9 5.08 2.92 0.08 75.69 147.5 

323.0 0.47 1.61 298.9 4.02 2.89 0.08 75.69 147.4 

323.0 0.47 1.61 298.9 4.02 2.89 0.08 75.69 147.4 

323.1 0.50 1.68 298.4 4.02 2.89 0.08 75.69 147.4 

323.1 0.57 1.93 298.3 3.04 2.88 0.08 75.69 147.4 

328.0 1.14 2.54 299.5 5.07 4.43 0.12 75.03 145.4 

328.1 1.01 2.28 298.4 3.04 4.32 0.11 75.02 145.1 

333.0 1.17 1.79 299.8 3.06 6.45 0.19 74.36 143.1 

338.0 1.16 1.17 299.8 3.05 9.73 0.27 73.70 141.2 

342.9 1.09 0.755 298.8 3.02 14.12 0.38 73.04 139.3 
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5.5 Compound V 
 

Table S9: Compound V: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

V: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 81.4 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
399.6

𝑅
−

124860.5

𝑅𝑇
+

145.7

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

293.3 0.041 6.23 299.8 3.06 0.058 0.006 82.15 160.7 

298.2 0.040 3.43 299.2 2.39 0.10 0.01 81.42 158.4 

298.2 0.043 3.75 298.0 3.63 0.10 0.01 81.42 158.3 

298.2 0.041 3.57 299.5 3.06 0.10 0.01 81.42 158.2 

303.2 0.041 2.10 300.4 3.07 0.17 0.01 80.70 155.8 

303.2 0.041 2.10 300.1 3.07 0.17 0.01 80.70 155.8 

308.2 0.042 1.28 300.2 3.08 0.29 0.01 79.97 153.5 

308.2 0.041 1.28 300.3 3.08 0.28 0.01 79.97 153.3 

313.2 0.041 0.770 300.5 3.08 0.47 0.02 79.25 151.1 

318.1 0.11 1.20 296.3 3.00 0.76 0.02 78.53 148.9 

318.2 0.14 1.62 298.4 3.04 0.76 0.02 78.52 148.8 

318.2 0.067 0.771 300.7 3.08 0.76 0.02 78.52 148.8 

318.2 0.067 0.772 300.5 3.09 0.76 0.02 78.52 148.8 

318.1 0.064 0.763 298.3 3.05 0.74 0.02 78.52 148.6 

318.2 0.064 0.772 300.4 3.09 0.73 0.02 78.52 148.5 

323.1 0.11 0.801 297.0 3.00 1.22 0.04 77.80 146.7 

323.1 0.14 1.016 299.1 3.05 1.21 0.04 77.80 146.6 

323.1 0.10 0.764 299.1 3.06 1.19 0.03 77.80 146.5 

328.1 0.16 0.762 299.6 3.05 1.89 0.05 77.07 144.4 

328.1 0.17 0.800 296.7 3.00 1.87 0.05 77.07 144.4 

328.1 0.16 0.768 299.5 3.07 1.83 0.05 77.07 144.2 

333.1 0.25 0.750 296.9 3.00 2.88 0.08 76.35 142.3 

333.1 0.25 0.765 300.1 3.06 2.85 0.08 76.35 142.2 

333.1 0.24 0.770 300.3 3.08 2.78 0.07 76.35 142.0 

338.1 0.37 0.771 300.2 3.08 4.28 0.11 75.62 140.1 

338.1 0.37 0.775 300.8 3.10 4.24 0.11 75.62 140.0 

338.1 0.37 0.770 300.4 3.08 4.20 0.11 75.62 139.9 
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5.6 Compound VI 
 

Table S10: Compound VI: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

Compound VI: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 72.7 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
364.7

𝑅
−

108756.3

𝑅𝑇
+

121.1

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

278.5 0.18 15.4 300.4 2.64 0.12 0.01 75.03 156.1 

283.3 0.28 14.0 301.3 4.01 0.21 0.01 74.44 154.0 

288.3 0.26 7.72 300.4 3.62 0.35 0.01 73.85 151.8 

293.3 0.72 12.1 300.1 3.96 0.62 0.02 73.24 150.0 

298.2 0.52 5.41 300.8 4.01 0.99 0.03 72.64 147.8 

303.2 0.57 3.63 299.5 3.97 1.62 0.05 72.04 145.9 

308.1 0.49 2.00 298.4 3.99 2.50 0.07 71.44 143.8 

313.1 0.51 1.34 300.4 4.01 3.94 0.10 70.85 142.0 

318.1 0.58 0.995 299.3 3.98 5.98 0.17 70.24 140.0 
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5.7 Compound VII 
 

Table S11: Compound VII: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

VII: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 76.9 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
359.5

𝑅
−

115475.8

𝑅𝑇
+

129.3

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

293.3 0.0066 3.01 296.8 3.01 0.021 0.006 77.56 136.7 

293.3 0.0064 3.00 297.0 3.60 0.021 0.006 77.56 136.5 

293.3 0.0090 4.25 299.3 3.64 0.021 0.006 77.56 136.5 

293.3 0.0066 3.12 297.0 4.16 0.021 0.006 77.56 136.5 

298.2 0.011 3.03 299.3 3.64 0.035 0.006 76.92 134.4 

298.2 0.0070 1.92 296.8 3.59 0.035 0.006 76.92 134.4 

303.2 0.011 1.80 296.6 3.60 0.060 0.006 76.28 132.5 

303.2 0.0072 1.20 297.0 3.59 0.058 0.006 76.28 132.2 

308.2 0.012 1.20 298.0 3.60 0.10 0.01 75.64 130.4 

308.2 0.0086 0.901 297.4 3.60 0.09 0.01 75.63 129.9 

313.2 0.014 0.904 298.3 3.62 0.15 0.01 74.99 128.2 

313.2 0.014 0.905 298.4 3.62 0.15 0.01 74.99 128.2 

313.2 0.014 0.903 298.0 3.61 0.15 0.01 74.99 128.1 

318.1 0.022 0.905 299.1 3.62 0.24 0.01 74.35 126.2 

318.1 0.022 0.909 299.2 3.63 0.24 0.01 74.35 126.1 

323.1 0.035 0.906 299.2 3.62 0.38 0.01 73.70 124.3 

323.1 0.035 0.913 299.2 3.65 0.38 0.01 73.70 124.3 

328.1 0.051 0.912 299.6 3.65 0.55 0.02 73.06 121.9 

333.1 0.077 0.915 300.2 3.66 0.82 0.03 72.42 120.0 

333.1 0.076 0.913 300.2 3.65 0.82 0.03 72.42 120.0 

333.1 0.077 0.919 300.4 3.67 0.82 0.03 72.42 120.0 
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5.8 Compound VIII 
 

Table S12: Compound VIII: absolute vapor pressures 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕 and thermodynamic properties of 

vaporization obtained by the transpiration method in this work. 

Compound VIII: ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 71.5 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat/𝑝○ =
365.2

𝑅
−

110006.2

𝑅𝑇
+

129.3

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

283.4 0.020 1.40 295.0 2.81 0.13 0.01 73.37 146.6 

283.4 0.022 1.50 295.4 3.34 0.14 0.01 73.37 146.9 

283.4 0.020 1.36 295.6 2.20 0.14 0.01 73.37 146.8 

288.3 0.022 0.885 295.5 2.80 0.24 0.01 72.73 144.6 

293.3 0.029 0.698 295.6 2.79 0.39 0.01 72.09 142.4 

298.2 0.047 0.699 295.5 2.79 0.65 0.02 71.45 140.3 

303.2 0.074 0.698 295.6 2.79 1.02 0.03 70.81 138.0 

303.2 0.074 0.699 295.6 2.80 1.02 0.03 70.81 138.0 

303.2 0.073 0.698 295.6 2.79 1.00 0.03 70.81 137.9 

308.2 0.11 0.694 295.8 2.78 1.60 0.04 70.17 135.8 

313.1 0.18 0.692 295.7 2.77 2.53 0.07 69.52 134.0 

318.1 0.27 0.691 295.9 2.76 3.79 0.10 68.88 131.9 

323.1 0.40 0.687 295.7 2.75 5.61 0.17 68.23 129.8 

323.1 0.40 0.687 295.8 2.75 5.68 0.17 68.23 129.9 

323.1 0.40 0.689 295.9 2.76 5.56 0.16 68.23 129.7 
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6 Reference Compound Measurements 
 

As stated in the main document an initial validation of the experimental setup the following 

reference compounds were chosen: naphthalene, anthracene, iso-amyl acetate, n-hexanol 

and n-octanol. (see Figure S1) 

 

Figure S1 – Chemical structures of the reference compounds investigated in this work: naphthalene, anthracene, 

iso-amyl acetate, n-hexanol and n –octanol. 

 

Figure S2- Experimental vapor pressures of iso-amyl acetate, n-hexonal, n-octanol, naphthalene and anthracene 

obtained in this work. 

A Clausius-Clapeyron plot of all reference compound p-T datasets measured in this work is 

compiled in Figure S2. The reference compounds cover measurement scenarios for 

compounds with high volatility (iso-amyl acetate), medium volatility (n-hexanol, n-octanol, 

naphthalene) and low volatility (anthracene). In the following the measurement of each 

reference compound will be discussed in detail including the p-T-data measured in this work 
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in comparison with literature p-T-datasets. All p-T sets of data discussed were analyzed with 

the Fit-Function (equation (1) and (2)) using the heat capacity differences stated in Table S24. 

 

 ln 
𝑝sat

𝑝o⁄ −
∆l
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
°

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
= 𝐴 −

𝐵

𝑇
 (1) 

 
ln 

𝑝sat
𝑝o⁄ −

∆cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
°

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
= 𝐴 −

𝐵

𝑇
 

(2) 

with: 𝑝o:  reference pressure being 1[Pa], 

∆l
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° : molar heat capacity difference from liquid to gaseous state [J K-1 mol-1], 

∆cr
g

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° : molar heat capacity difference from solid to gaseous state [J K-1 mol-1] 

𝑇:  temperature [K], 

𝑇0:  reference temperature [K], 

𝐴,  𝐵:  fitting coefficients (A: [ ], B: [K]). 

In this way the fitting coefficients A and B can be obtained for each individual set of data, which 

allows the calculation of enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation at the average temperature 

of the measurement:  

 ∆l
g
𝐻m
o (𝑇) = R𝐵 + ∆l

g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° 𝑇 (3) 

 ∆cr
g

𝐻m
o (𝑇) = R𝐵 + ∆cr

g
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° 𝑇 (4) 

with: ∆l
g

𝐻m
o (𝑇): molar enthalpy of vaporization [J mol-1] 

 ∆cr
g

𝐻m
o (𝑇) molar enthalpy of sublimation [J mol-1] 

The obtained enthalpies of vaporization (eq. (3)) or sublimation (eq. (4)) are adjusted for 

comparison to T = 298.15 K according to the method provided by Chickos et al. 2 using the 

heat capacity differences and heat capacities stated in Table S24. Furthermore 𝑝sat at T = 

298.15 K can be evaluated from each individual complete p-T-dataset using equation (1) or 

(2). The commercial source and purity of each reference compound is detailed in Table S23. 

In the following each measurement of the reference compounds will be discussed presenting 

the absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡  and thermodynamic properties of sublimation or vaporization 

obtained by the transpiration method in this work. All p-T-datasets discussed will be visualized 

for comparison using Clausius-Clapeyron plots. The enthalpies of sublimation and vaporization 

at 298.15 K will be compared with literature values that were derived from the literature p-T-

data by identical data treatment using equations (1) to (4) and the error estimation stated 
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elsewhere 3 for the sake of comparability. For each compound an average uncertainty-

weighted average value of own and literature data will be calculated from own and literature p-

T-data, which is used as a benchmark for the precision of the own transpiration method 

experiments. Furthermore an average value for the vapor pressure at 298.15 K derived by 

equation (1) or (2) from the p-T-dataset will be stated for each reference compound. 

With this it will be demonstrated in the following for each individual reference compound that 

the experimental p-T-data measured in this work are in agreement with literature data and that 

the transpiration method experiment has been established successfully at the research group 

of Prof. Klapötke. This successful and precise measurement of five reference compounds 

covering low, medium and high volatility enables the credible measurement of p-T-data for 

analytes with no or insufficient literature data for comparison.  
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6.1 Naphthalene 
Table S13 - Naphthalene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡  and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by 

the transpiration method in this work 

Naphthalene: ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 72.76 ± 0.32 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
289.5

𝑅
−

80397.1

𝑅𝑇
+

25.6

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
  

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

278.6 0.28 3.95 297.8 1.98 1.39 0.04 73.27 170.0 

278.4 1.02 14.8 296.0 4.94 1.33 0.04 73.27 169.9 

278.6 0.25 3.58 297.7 1.96 1.34 0.04 73.27 169.6 

283.4 0.26 2.13 297.4 1.94 2.36 0.06 73.14 169.5 

283.4 0.26 2.16 297.7 1.96 2.36 0.06 73.14 169.5 

283.3 1.02 8.65 295.9 1.97 2.28 0.06 73.14 169.3 

288.3 1.15 5.54 297.0 1.98 4.01 0.11 73.02 169.1 

288.3 0.52 2.51 297.6 1.93 4.01 0.11 73.02 169.1 

288.3 0.52 2.54 298.2 1.95 3.98 0.10 73.02 169.0 

293.3 0.22 0.652 299.0 1.96 6.70 0.19 72.89 168.6 

293.3 0.44 1.28 297.6 1.92 6.64 0.19 72.89 168.6 

293.2 1.21 3.57 297.5 1.98 6.58 0.19 72.89 168.5 

298.2 0.32 0.56 299.9 1.96 11.1 0.3 72.76 168.3 

298.2 0.54 0.96 297.7 1.91 11.0 0.3 72.76 168.2 

298.2 0.98 1.75 295.9 1.99 10.7 0.3 72.76 168.0 

303.2 0.53 0.57 297.8 1.91 17.8 0.5 72.64 167.8 

303.2 0.50 0.55 300.3 1.95 17.8 0.5 72.64 167.8 

303.2 1.97 2.18 296.4 1.98 17.4 0.5 72.64 167.7 

308.1 1.53 1.04 298.0 1.90 28.4 0.7 72.51 167.4 

308.2 0.75 0.520 300.2 1.95 28.0 0.7 72.51 167.3 

308.2 0.91 0.628 297.0 1.98 27.9 0.7 72.51 167.2 

313.1 1.06 0.453 297.3 1.01 44.9 1.2 72.38 167.1 

313.1 1.48 0.643 298.4 1.93 44.5 1.1 72.38 167.0 

313.1 1.44 0.632 297.8 1.90 44.1 1.1 72.38 166.9 

313.1 1.44 0.649 300.1 1.95 43.2 1.1 72.38 166.7 

318.1 1.68 0.482 298.6 1.93 67.7 1.7 72.25 166.5 

318.1 1.17 0.334 296.5 1.00 67.4 1.7 72.25 166.4 

323.0 2.54 0.474 297.5 1.90 104 3 72.13 166.1 

328.0 3.75 0.471 297.6 1.88 154 4 72.00 165.6 

333.0 5.65 0.480 297.9 1.92 228 6 71.87 165.2 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure S3 – Experimental vapor pressure of naphthalene in comparison with literature values. 

Table S14 – Compilation of data on enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  of naphthalene 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1  

This work T 278.4-333.0 300.3 72.7±0.1 72.8±0.2 10.8 

Monte 2006 4 S 267.2-273.2 270.2 74.6±0.4 73.8±2.1 11.6 

Ruzicka 2005 5 S 258.5-278.8 268.1 75.7±0.3 74.9±0.7 12.0 

Ambrose 1975 6 S 263.6-343.1 303.6 72.2±0.1 72.3±0.3 11.2 

     72.8±0.2e 11.4f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration Method, S: Static Method c Enthalpies 

of Sublimation were adjusted according to Chickos et al. 2 with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -25.6 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (cr)= 165.7 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S24). d Weighted average value, calculated using uncertainty as 

the weighing factor. e Vapor pressure at 298.15 K f Average value. 

Naphthalene is the common reference compound for validation of vapor pressure 

measurements since reliable experimental data exists. (cf. Table S14) The sublimation 

behavior of naphthalene was measured with the transpiration method in this work. The results 

obtained are compared with three static method datasets by Monte et al. 4, Ruzicka et al. 5 and 

Ambrose et al. 6. Ruzicka et al. 5 provide for the temperature range 150 – 350 K a set of 

recommended vapor pressures of naphtalene that was developed by a multi-property 

simultaneous correlation of vapor pressures and related thermal data. The excellent 

agreement of the p-T-data obtained by the transpiration experiment with the literature values 
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can be visualized by graphical comparison in a Clausius-Clapeyron plot (cf. Figure S3). It 

reveals the high agreement of all sets of data.  

 

Figure S4 - Comparison of enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K for naphthalene. (cf. Table S14) a) experimental 

values, b) recommended, compiled literature data 

The enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K obtained by this work in comparison with literature 

values are compiled in Table S14 and visualized in Figure S4. The value measured in this work 

(72.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1) is in agreement the static method measurements by Ambrose et al. 6 and 

Monte et al. 4 and the compiled data recommended by Ruzicka et al. 5. Based on the data 

available a weighted average sublimation enthalpy of 72.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1 was calculated using 

the uncertainty as the weighing factor. The vapor pressures of naphthalene at 298.15 K that 

were calculated from each individual complete dataset are compiled in Table S14. The mean 

value of 11.4 Pa can be considered as a recommendation for the ambient condition vapor 

pressure of naphthalene. Ruzicka et al. 5 provide a dataset of recommended vapor pressures 

of naphtalene that was developed by a multi-property simultaneous correlation of vapor 

pressures and related thermal data. For the temperature T = 298.15 K an enthalpy of 

sublimation of 72.44 kJ mol-1 and a vapor pressure of 10.92 Pa are recommended. The values 

recommended by Ruzicka et al. 5 are in fair agreement with the enthalpy of sublimation and 

absolute vapor pressures evaluated in this work (72.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1; 11.4 Pa) considering the 

fact that Ruzicka et al. used the highly sophisticated SimCor Method for the temperature 

correlation of vapor pressures and related thermal data. This method outperforms the two 

parameter p-T-data fitting approach (equation (1)) in this work, yet the results are in sufficient 

agreement.   
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6.2 Anthracene 
Table S15 - Anthracene: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of sublimation obtained by 

the transpiration method in this work 

 
Anthracene: ∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 101.50 ± 0.59 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
314.9

R
−

111194.6

R𝑇
+

32.5

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆cr
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

323.2 0.34 223 297 5.03 0.02 0.01 100.69 183.9 

328.0 0.30 111 297.1 5.05 0.04 0.01 100.53 183.4 

333.0 0.32 65.5 297.1 5.04 0.07 0.01 100.37 183.4 

333.0 0.34 73.0 297.3 5.05 0.07 0.01 100.37 182.9 

338.0 0.28 35.4 296.7 5.03 0.11 0.01 100.21 182.4 

338.0 0.30 36.8 296.6 2.55 0.11 0.01 100.21 182.6 

343.0 0.29 21.1 296.8 5.04 0.19 0.01 100.05 182.2 

347.9 0.30 13.3 296.6 5.03 0.32 0.01 99.89 181.7 

352.9 0.28 7.96 295.9 5.03 0.49 0.02 99.72 180.9 

352.9 0.27 7.54 297.1 5.03 0.49 0.02 99.72 180.9 

352.9 0.29 7.92 298.0 2.56 0.51 0.02 99.72 181.1 

357.9 0.29 5.02 296.5 5.02 0.80 0.02 99.56 180.6 

362.9 0.28 3.12 296.3 5.05 1.28 0.04 99.40 180.2 

367.8 0.24 1.67 296.3 5.02 2.03 0.06 99.24 179.9 

372.8 0.28 1.25 296.3 5.01 3.12 0.08 99.08 179.5 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure S5 – Experimental vapor pressure of anthracene in comparison with literature values. 
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Figure S6 – Experimental vapor pressure of anthracene. Internal comparison of own experimental results with the 

literature data from Santos et al. 7. 

Table S16 – Compilation of data on enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
°  of anthracene 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 mPa 

This Work T 323.2-372.8 346.4 99.9±0.4 101.5±0.6 0.93 

Santos 2011 7 K 323.3-375.4 350.8 100.5±0.5 102.2±0.7 0.89 

Siddiqi 2009 8 K 339.3-398.6 379.1 96.2±1.4 98.5±1.5e 0.99e 

Goldfarb 2008 9 K 322.2-348.2 337.8 98.4±1.6 99.6±1.7 0.77 

Bender 2008 10 T 353.6-398.6 374.8 94.7±0.6 97.2±0.9 1.29 

Chen 2006 11 K 320.2-354.1 337.9 93.4±2.5 94.6±2.6 1.44 

R. da Silva 2006 12 K 340.4-360.4 349.8 107.0±0.6 108.6±1.2 0.56 

Oja 1998 13 K 300.9-347.3 326.2 100.1±1.6 100.9±1.6 0.85 

Hansen 1986 14 T 313.2-363.2 337.4 102.6±1.3 103.9±1.4 0.78 

Macknick 1979 15 T 358.4-393.1 375.9 94.7±0.1 97.3±0.8 1.29 

De Kruif 1979 16 W 337.7-360.9 352.6 100.4±0.0 102.1±0.9 0.83 

Kelley 1964 17 D 368.2-378.2 373.1 98.2±0.8 100.6±2.5 0.80 

     100.9±0.3f 0.95g 

a Author and year of publication b Methods: T: Transpiration Method, K: Knudsen Effusion, W: 

Torsion-and Weighing-Effusion, D: dynamic method, c Enthalpies of Sublimation were adjusted 

according to Chickos et al. 2 with ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
°  = 32.5 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (cr) = 211.7 J mol-1 K-1 (see 

Table S24) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. e For data analysis the apparently erroneous data 

points (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝): 1.18 Pa / 369.85 K and 0.577 Pa / 383.95 K were disregarded. f Weighted 

average value, calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. g Average value. 
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Figure S7 - Comparison of Enthalpies of Sublimation at 298.15 K for Anthracene. (cf. Table S16) 

Anthracene is the reference compound with the lowest volatility analyzed within this work. The 

literature data compiled in Table S16 includes six Knudsen-effusion measurements, four 

transpiration method experiments, one torsion- and weighing-effusion experiment and one 

dynamic method measurement. (cf. Table S16) The enthalpies of sublimation ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 

K) available in the literature spread from 94.6 ± 2.6 kJ mol-1 reported by Chen et al. 11 to 108.6 

± 1.2 kJ mol-1 reported by Ribeiro da Silva et al. 12. A graphic visualization of all sublimation 

enthalpies ∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K) compiled in Table S16 for anthracene can be found in Figure S7. 

The value obtained in this work (101.5 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1) is in very good agreement with the 

uncertainty-weighted average value 100.9±0.3 kJ mol-1 derived from all available 

∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15 K)-values. (cf. Table 4) A Clausius-Clapeyron plot of selected datasets can be 

found in Figure S5. The data from this work was plotted together with the set of data from 

Santos et al. 7 in Figure S6. The absolute vapor pressures measured in this work are in a good 

agreement with this most recent measurement. Few points from the dataset reported by Siddiqi 

et al. 8 (𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡/𝑇𝑒𝑥𝑝): 1.18 Pa/369.85 K and 0.577 Pa / 383.95 K. (cf. Figure S5) seem to be 

erroneous. They were excluded from data treatment (see Table S16). 

The vapor pressures of anthracene at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual 

complete dataset are compiled in Table S16. The mean value of 0.95 mPa can be considered 

as a recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of anthracene. 
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6.3 iso-amyl acetate 
Table S17 iso-Amyl acetate: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained 

by the transpiration method in this work 

Isoamyl acetate : ∆l
g

Hm
°  (298.15 K) = 46.28 ± 0.40 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
285.8

𝑅
−

68908.5

𝑅𝑇
+

75.9

𝑅
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

263.6 2.69 1.07 296.0 2.00 56.9 1.5 48.90 123.4 

268.4 3.03 0.730 295.9 1.99 87.6 2.2 48.54 122.3 

273.4 2.95 0.471 296.0 1.01 127 3 48.16 120.8 

278.3 3.31 0.353 296.0 1.01 187 5 47.78 119.4 

283.3 4.64 0.337 295.6 1.01 269 7 47.41 118.2 

288.2 6.57 0.337 295.7 1.01 378 9 47.03 116.8 

293.2 6.78 0.252 295.8 1.01 517 13 46.66 115.4 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 

 

Figure S8 – Experimental vapor pressure of iso-amyl acetate in comparison with literature values. 
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Figure S9 – Experimental vapor pressure of iso-amyl acetate. Zoom on datapoints measured within this work. 

Table S18 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Vaporisation ∆c
g
𝐻𝑚 of iso-amyl acetate 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 263.6-293.2 278.0 48.0±0.3  46.3±0.4 720 

Verevkin 1999 18 T 278.4-290.2 284.2 46.9±0.4 45.8±0.7 718 

Espinosa D. 1999 19 S 225-442 315.2 45.7±0.6 46.8±0.2 763 

Usanovich 1959 20 E 313.8-367.7 341.74 44.2±0.3 47.3±0.4 779 

     46.7±0.2e 745f 
a Author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration Method, S: Static Method, E: Ebulliometry 
c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. 2 with ∆𝑙

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° = 75.9 J mol-1 K-1 and 

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq) = 251.4 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S24) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. e Weighted average value, 

calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value. 

Iso-amyl acetate is the most volatile reference compound whose vaporization characteristics 

were analyzed. Literature data for comparison was reported by Verevkin et al. 18 with a 

transpiration method dataset, Espinosa Dı́az et al. 19 with a static method dataset and 

Usanovich et al. 20 with a high temperature ebulliometry dataset. The high precision static 

method measurement by Espinosa Dı́az et al. 19 is ideal for benchmarking of the data obtained 

with the transpiration method since it was generated by a highly reliable direct measurement 

of the vapor pressure.  
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Figure S10 - Comparison of enthalpies of sublimation at 298.15 K for iso-amyl acetate. (cf. Table S18) 

The enthalpies of vaporization of iso-amyl acetate at 298.15 K are compiled in Table S18 and 

visualized in Figure S10. The value measured in this work (46.3 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1) is in agreement 

with the measurements by Verevkin et al. 18, Espinosa Dı́az et al. 19 and Usanovich et al. 20. A 

weighted average value of 46.7 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1 was calculated from all available data using the 

uncertainty of the values as the weighing factor. 

The vapor pressures of iso-amyl acetate at 298.15 K that were calculated from each individual 

complete dataset are compiled in Table S18. The mean value of 745 Pa can be considered as 

a recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of iso-amyl acetate. 
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6.4 n-Hexanol 
Table S19 – n-Hexanol: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡 and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by 

the transpiration method in this work 

n-Hexanol: ∆l
g

𝐻𝑚
°  (298.15 K) = 61.70 ± 0.23 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
329.4

R
−

86832.2

R𝑇
+

84.3

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

273.5 1.07 2.61 297.3 2.00 10.2 0.3 63.78 156.8 

278.4 1.12 1.69 295.9 2.01 16.3 0.4 63.36 155.1 

283.3 0.99 0.929 298.0 1.99 26.3 0.7 62.95 153.6 

288.3 3.08 1.75 295.9 1.98 42.7 1.1 62.53 152.4 

293.3 3.11 1.16 295.9 1.98 65.2 1.7 62.11 150.8 

298.2 3.01 0.729 298.5 1.99 101 3 61.7 149.5 

303.2 3.06 0.497 298.1 1.99 149 4 61.28 148.0 

308.2 5.70 0.633 297.6 2.00 218 5 60.85 146.5 

313.1 6.02 0.454 298.0 1.01 322 8 60.44 145.3 

318.1 5.74 0.302 298.0 1.01 461 12 60.02 144.0 

323.1 5.45 0.202 298.1 1.01 656 16 59.60 142.7 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure S11 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-hexanol in comparison with literature values. 

 

Figure S12 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-hexanol. Zoom on datapoints measured within this work. 
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Table S20 – Compilation of Data on Enthalpies of Vaporization ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

°  of n-Hexanol 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1 Pa 

This Work T 273.5-323.1 297.4 61.8±0.15 61.7±0.2 99 

Gierycz 2009 21 E 343.46-393.15 371.84 57.5±0.14 63.4±0.5 81 

Tan 2004 22 E 369.95-416.39 399.47 51.0±0.14 59.1±0.6 121 

Verevkin 2001 23 T 265.0-328.1 292.5 61.5±0.31 61.1±0.4 100 

N'Guimbi 1992 24 S 253.4-338.2 297.6 61.4±0.06 61.1±0.1 109 

Mansson 1977 25 C    61.85±0.20  

Wadsö 1966 26-27 C    61.63±0.17  

Green 1960 28 C    62.8±1.3  

     61.4±0.1e 102f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, E: Ebulliometry, S: Static Method C: 

Calorimetry c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. 2 with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -84.3 

J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° (liq)= 240.1 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S24) d Vapor pressure at 298.15 K. e Weighted 

average value, calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average value 

 

n-Hexanol is a medium volatility reference compound. The literature data compiled in Table 

S20 includes direct calorimetric vaporization enthalpy measurements by Mansson et al. 25, 

Wadsö et al. 26 and Green et al. 28, a static method measurement by N’Guimbi 24, two recent 

high temperature ebuliometric measurements by Tan et al. 22 and Gierycz et al. 21 and a 

transpiration experiment by Verevkin et al. 23. In this work the vapor pressure of the medium 

volatility compound n-hexanol was measured in the temperature range from 273.5 K to 323.1 

K. The enthalpies of vaporization of n-hexanol at 298.15 K are compiled in Table S20 and 

visualized in Figure S13. The value measured in this work (61.7 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1) is in a good 

agreement with all literature data values besides the high temperature ebuliometry 

measurements by Tan et al. 22 and Gierycz et al. 22 and the static method data measured by 

N'Guimbi et al. 24. The best agreement can be found by comparing the data obtained in this 

work with the direct calorimetric measurements. 
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Figure S13 - Comparison of Enthalpies of Vaporization at 298.15 K for n-hexanol. (cf. Table S20) 

Based on the data available a weighted average value of 61.4 ± 0.1 kJ mol-1 was calculated 

using the uncertainty of the values as the weighing factor.  

The p-T-data of this work was plotted together with that of the literature in Figure S11 and 

Figure S12. The vapor pressures of n-hexanol at 298.15 K that were calculated from each 

individual complete dataset are compiled in Table S20. The mean value of 102 Pa can be 

considered as a recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of n-hexanol. 
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6.5 n-Octanol 
Table S21 – n-Octanol: absolute vapor pressures 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡  and thermodynamic properties of vaporization obtained by 

the transpiration method in this work 

 
n-Octanol: ∆l

g
𝐻𝑚

°  (298.15 K) = 71.02 ± 0.43 kJ mol-1 

ln 𝑝sat /𝑝° =
361.4

R
−

101940.0

R𝑇
+

103.7

R
𝑙𝑛

𝑇

298.15K
 

𝑻𝒆𝒙𝒑
a mb 𝑽𝑵𝟐

c 𝑻𝒂𝒎𝒃
d Gasflow 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕

e u(𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕)
 f ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

°  ∆l
g

𝑺𝒎
°  

[K] [mg] [dm³] [K] [dm³ h-1] [Pa] [Pa] [kJ mol-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

283.3 1.10 8.99 295.7 1.99 2.33 0.06 72.57 167.5 

288.2 1.17 5.79 296.1 2.00 3.84 0.10 72.05 165.4 

293.2 0.99 3.00 296.1 2.00 6.24 0.18 71.54 163.5 

298.2 1.15 2.10 295.8 2.00 10.4 0.3 71.02 161.9 

303.2 1.00 1.17 296.1 2.00 16.2 0.4 70.5 160.0 

308.2 1.03 0.745 295.9 1.02 26.0 0.7 69.98 158.5 

313.1 1.02 0.475 297.4 1.02 40.7 1.0 69.47 157.0 

318.1 2.03 0.635 297.5 1.00 60.6 1.5 68.95 155.2 

323.1 2.06 0.422 296.4 1.01 92.5 2.3 68.44 153.8 
a Saturation temperature (u(T) = 0.1 K). b Mass of transferred sample condensed at T = 243 K c Volume 

of nitrogen (u(V) = 0.005 dm3) used to transfer m (u(m) = 0.0001 g) of the sample. d Ta is the temperature 

of the soap bubble meter used for measurement of the gas flow. e Vapor pressure at temperature T, 

calculated from the m and the residual vapor pressure at the condensation temperature calculated by 

an iteration procedure; p° = 1 Pa. f Standard uncertainty in p was calculated with u(p/Pa) = 

0.005+0.025(p/Pa) for p < 5 Pa and u(p/Pa) = 0.025+0.025(p/Pa) for p > 5 to 3000 Pa. 
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Figure S14 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-octanol in comparison with literature values. 
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Figure S15 – Experimental vapor pressure of n-octanol. Zoom on datapoints measured within this work. 

Table S22 – Compilation of data on enthalpies of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

°   of n-octanol 

Experimenta Methodb T-Range 𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈 ∆l
g

𝑯𝒎
° (𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒈) ∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15K)c 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕
d 

  K K kJ mol-1 kJ mol-1  
This Work T 283.3-323.1 302.61 70.6±0.4 71.0±0.4 10.4 

Censky 2010 29 E 397.31-465.29 429.85 54.2±0.2 (68.0±0.7) (14.4) 

Nasirzadeh 2006 30 S 298.2-463.2 374.24 62.6±0.1 70.1±0.5 11.1 

Verevkin 2001 23 T 282.3-321.4 301.46 69.8±0.3 70.1±0.4 11.1 

N'Guimbi 1992 24 S 273.3-363.2 314.72 69.5±0.2 71.2±0.2 11.1 

Ambrose 1974 31 E 328.03-386.96 359.56 64.4±0.1 70.5±0.4 11.4 

Butler 1935 32 I 333.3-425.9 376.79 61.1±0.3 (69.2±0.3) (12.8) 

Mansson 1977 25 C    
71.98±0.42  

Green 1960 28 C    
72.8±1.7  

     71.0±0.1e 11.0f 
a First author and year of publication, b Methods: T: Transpiration, E: Ebulliometry, S: Static Method, I: 

Isoteniscope, C: Compiled Data c Enthalpies of vaporization were adjusted according to Chickos et al. 2 

with ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
° = -103.7 J mol-1 K-1 and 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

° (liq) = 305.2 J mol-1 K-1 (see Table S24) d Vapor pressure at 

298.15 K. e Weighted average value, calculated using uncertainty as the weighing factor. f Average 

value. Values in brackets were not used for calculation of average value. 
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The vapor pressure of the medium volatility compound n-octanol was measured in this work in 

the temperature range from 283.3 K to 323.1 K. An enthalpy of vaporization ∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) 

of 71.0 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1 was derived from the transpiration experiment in this work. (cf. Table 

S21) Literature data is compiled for comparison in Table S22 and illustrated in Figure S16.  

 

Figure S16 Comparison of enthalpies of vaporization at 298.15 K for n-octanol. (cf. Table S22) 

The vaporization enthalpy measured in this work is in very good agreement with those derived 

from the static method measurement by N'Guimbi et al. 24, the Ebuliometry measurement by 

Ambrose and the calorimetric measurements. Based on the data available a weighted average 

value of 71.0 ± 0.1 kJ mol-1 was calculated using the uncertainty of the literature values as the 

weighing factor. Our value value (71.0 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1) is in agreement with the averaged result. 

Vaporization enthalpies derived from Censky et al. 29 and Butler et al. 32 are in poor agreement 

with other results and they were excluded from the average value calculation. The p-T-data for 

n-octanol (cf. Figure S14, Figure S15) available in the literature are in very good agreement.  

 

Regarding the p-T-data all measurements agree excellently based on graphical comparison. 

The vapor pressures of n-octanol at 298.15 K (see Table S22) that were calculated from each 

individual complete dataset are compiled in Table S18. The arithmetic mean value of 11.0 Pa 

can be considered as a recommendation for the ambient condition vapor pressure of n-octanol. 

 

 

6.6 Purity of used Chemicals 
Table S23 - Origin and Purity of the Compounds Investigated 

compound CAS# Distributor Product # Lot # 

purit

y 

GC-FID-

purity 

67

67.5

68

68.5

69

69.5

70

70.5

71

71.5

72

[k
J 

m
o

l-1
]

n-Octanol: Enthalpy of Vaporization (298.15 K)
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iso-Amyl 

acetate 

123-92-

2 

Fisher 

Chemicals A/6880/08 1378565 >0.98 0.999 

Naphthalene 91-20-2 Bayer 

LLB LEV-

C703 5H531 „pure“ 0.999 

Anthracene 

120-12-

7 Acros Organics 104861000 A0345887 0.99 0.999 

n-Hexanol 

111-27-

3 Sigma-Aldrich 471402 

SHBF4653

V ≥0.99 0.999 

n-Octanol 

111-87-

5 Sigma-Aldrich 297887 

STBD7196

V ≥0.99 0.999 

 

Table 11 lists Name, CAS#, distributer, Product #, Lot #, manufacturer purity statement and 

GC-FID-purity. All purities were checked with a GC-FID setup and the mass of analyte sample 

used for GC/MS quantification corrected by the purity obtained. 

 

6.7 Compilation of Heat Capacities and Heat Capacity Differences  
Table S24 - Calculation of Molar Heat Capacity Differences at T = 298.15 K 

compound 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (cr) ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜  ∆𝑐𝑟

𝑔
𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜  

 exp. exp. calc. calc.   

 [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] [J mol-1 K-1] 

iso-Amyl acetate 251.433  (254.1)  -75.9a 
 

Naphthalene  165.734-35  (158.2)  -25.6a 

Anthracene  211.735  (211.4)  -32.5a 

n-Hexanol 240.123  (247.5)  -84.3b  
n-Octanol 305.223  (311.3)  -103.7b  

Bracketed values not used for calculation of heat capacity differences. a) calculated by ∆𝑙
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 10.58 +

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (l) × 0.26 2 b) calculated with experimental values for 𝐶𝑝,𝑚

𝑜 (g) 36 c) calculated by ∆𝑐𝑟
𝑔

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 = 0.75 +

𝐶𝑝,𝑚
𝑜 (cr) × 0.15 2 
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7.9     Measurement of Vapor Pressures with the Transpiration Method: 

Facit 
The transpiration method has been used in this work for the precise characterization of the vapor 

pressure of 5 reference compounds and 19 analytes. The precise results for the measurements of the 

reference compounds enhance the credibility of measurements for compounds with disagreeing 

literature values. For the peroxide TATP 03 it could be demonstrated that the polymorphism of the 

compound may not be neglected in the discussion of its vapor pressure. For the nitrate esters EGDN 

06, GTN 07 and ETN 08 it was demonstrated that the vapor pressure of a linear nitrate ester is lowered 

by two orders of magnitudes by the addition of a methylene nitrato unit. The measurement of the 

important potential home-made explosive ETN 08 is the first measurement of its sublimation and 

vaporization characteristics with a well-established method despite its unavoidable long-term 

decomposition. For the mononitrotoluenes 12-14 and the nitroalkanes DMDNB 26 reliable benchmark 

data for their vapor pressure could be established. For the organo(thio)phosphate compounds I-VIII it 

could be demonstrated that the transpiration method is suitable for thermolabile compounds that can 

undergo a thiono-thiolo-rearrangement. Besides for Amiton I, for which good agreement with a 

literature dataset could be established, the vapor pressure of the other derivatives II-VIII has been 

characterized for the first time. All measurements were evaluated by comparison of the enthalpy of 

vaporization or sublimation at 298.15 K. Additionally the vapor pressure at 298.15 K has been 

calculated from each dataset. As already stated before (cf. section 7.0) the community of physico-

chemists avoids the discussion of absolute vapor pressures for various reasons. Since the absolute 

vapor pressure is an important parameter for the detection of explosives and various models for the 

estimation of room temperature concentrations of explosives the results obtained with the 

transpiration method in this work are compared with the results of the literature analysis by Östmark 

et al. and Ewing et al. (cf. Table 1) 

Table 1 – Comparison of vapor pressures at 𝒑sat at T = 298.15 K of values stated in the reviews by Östmark and Ewing with 
the values obtained by the transpiration method in this work.  

 I II III   

analyte 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 𝒑sat(298 K) 

 Ewing et al. Östmark et al. [1] this work I/III II/III 

 [Pa] [Pa] [Pa] % % 

TATP 02 6,39E+00 6,20E+00 6,73E+00 5,00 7,86 

DADP 03 2,47E+01 1,77E+01 2,66E+01 7,06 33,34 

EGDN 06 1,03E+01 1,01E+01 1,21E+01 14,59 16,26 

GTN 07 6,54E-02 6,41E-02 8,22E-02 20,49 21,97 

4-MNT 14 6,56E+00 6,52E+00 5,57E+00 -17,70 -16,97 

2,4-DNT 15 4,16E-02 3,51E-02 4,03E-02 -3,34 13,01 

2,6-DNT 16 9,05E-02 8,27E-02 9,29E-02 2,60 11,00 

TNT 17 9,27E-04 7,34E-04 9,03E-04 -2,67 18,76 
 

The deviation of the results measured in this work for 𝑝sat(298 K) in comparison with the results by 

Östmark et al. [1] ranges from -16.97 % to 33.34 %, whilst for the results by Ewing et al. [2] it ranges 

from -17.70 % to 20.49 %. Ewing et al. [2] selected less sets of data for his recommended values at 

298.15 K more carefully than Östmark et al. [1]. It can be concluded that the precision of the vapor 

pressure at 298.15 K by comparison of literature values with own experimental results is about ± 20%. 
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This is sufficient for the estimation of the air concentration of hazardous materials, which might be 

influenced by numerous other parameters like confinement, air humidity, surface, etc. (cf. section)  

In this work the vapor pressures of the complete ChemAir substance repertoire could not be measured. 

Ethyl nitrate 04 and nitromethane 27 are too volatile for the transpiration method. The main-reason 

for this is either non-detectability or non-quantifiability by VO-GC/MS (cf. section 5). Whilst HMTD 01, 

PETN 09, RDX 19, TETRYL 22 can be detected with VO-GC/MS they cannot be quantified using the 

external standard quantification method used in this work. For the transpiration method it is necessary 

that the analyte can be quantified with ±1 % reproducibility without concentration-dependency in a 

suitable working range. No method could be optimized for the measurement of the analytes 01, 09, 

19 and 22. This is elucidated with possible reasons in section 5.  

HMTD 01 is not stable in the gas-phase. In 2015 Aernecke et al. [3] estimated the vapor pressure of 

HMTD 01 using Secondary Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy using heroine and cocaine as 

calibrants. At 20 °C a HMTD vapor pressure of 6.1 × 10-6Pa (cocaine) and 4.5 × 10-6Pa (heroine) was 

reported with enthalpies of sublimation of 92 ± 3 kJ mol-1 (cocaine) and 116 ± 4 kJ mol-1 (heroine). 

One of the advantages of the transpiration method experiment is that the quantification of the analyte 

can be carried out using various methods including high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) 

with UV-detection (diode array detector, DAD). This method is advantageous for the quantification of 

explosives since it does not require the transfer of the analytes in the gaseous state. In cooperation 

with the Shimadzu Deutschland GmbH test measurements of six analytes were performed. 

 

Figure 1 – The repertoire of substances tested for quantifiability with HPLC-DAD. 

All compounds could be quantified successfully using a biphenyl stationary phase column (Restek cat. 

# 9309A65) with an isocratic mobile phase (85 % methanol, 15 % water) using internal standard and 

external standard quantification for concentrations in the µg/mL regime which is suitable for the 

transpiration method experiment (cf. Table 2) 

Table 2 – Coefficients of determination  of HPLC-DAD calibration of six explosives. ISTD: internal standard (naphthalene), 
ESTD: external standard 

Substance 5-AT FOX-7 CL-20 HMX DDNP TNEO 

R² (ISTD) 0.9933 0.9997 0.9985 0.9949 0.9999 0.9987 

R² (ESTD) 0.9990 0.9999 0.9999 0.9993 0.9999 0.9998 

Especially the results for the external standard calibration (R² > 0.999) are promising for all analytes 

and will enable the measurement of their vapor pressure with the transpiration method. The work 

with the transpiration method will be continued using HPLC quantification of the analytes. With this 

work the transpiration method has been successfully established in the research group of Prof. 

Klapötke and can be used to measure the vapor pressure of further analytes of the ChemAir substance 

repertoire and new explosives that were developed in our laboratories. 
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8  Evaluation of the Suitability of Isothermal Thermogravimetric Analysis 

for the Measurement of Vapor Pressures 
 
In 1974 Gückel et al.[1] carried out the first experiment which applied thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) for estimating the volatility of organic compounds. They investigated the vaporization behaviour 

of pesticides. It was demonstrated that the mass loss of pure pesticides is linear over time when the 

temperature is held constant. Moreover, they were able to show that multicomponent formulations 

of pesticides show no linear behaviour at the same conditions. 

Knowing the vaporization behaviour, especially the vapour pressure, of substances is important for 

many industrial applications and processes like chemical vapour deposition (CVD). Siddiqi and 

Atakan[2] measured for this reason the vapor pressure of organometallic compounds using a one-

dimensional diffusion theory.  

Verevkin et al.[3] showed that TGA can be used as an express method for the determination of 

vaporization enthalpies of ionic liquids which are extremely low-volatile.  

This work explores the suitability of isothermal TGA measurements for the determination of 

vaporization enthalpies of liquids and sublimation of solids and whether the obtained results can be 

converted to vapor pressures by calibration with a compound that is different to the analyte but is 

well-characterized in terms of temperature-dependent vapor pressure. 

The isothermal TGA experiment has several advantages. Especially the simple, commercially available, 

experimental setup that is operated at ambient pressure. About 40-100 mg of substance are placed 

into a crucible which is placed on a microbalance within a dry nitrogen flushed chamber that can be 

heated.[3] The mass loss over several isothermal steps is recorded and evaluated using the Langmuir 

equation[4] for evaporation in vacuum which was adjusted for TGA measurements by Price and 

Hawkins[5],[6]: 

𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑝 ∙ 𝛼 ∙ 𝑆√

𝑀

2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
          (1)  

m: mass [kg], t: time [s], p: vapor pressure [Pa], α: vaporization coefficient, M: molar weight of the analyte [kg∙mol-1]*, R: universal gas 

constant (8.3144598 (48) J∙mol-1∙K-1), T: temperature of the isothermal experiment [K];  

When the analyte is volatilizing into a purge gas stream at ambient pressure, α cannot assumed to be 

1, which would be the case for vacuum conditions. 

Equation (1) can be rearranged[5],[6]: 

𝑝 = 𝑘 ∙
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
∙ √

𝑇

𝑀
          (2) 

𝑘 =
√2 ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑅

𝛼
               (3) 

k: calibration constant 

Price and Hawkins[5] claimed that the calibration constant k does not depend on the sample and can 

be identified by the use of calibrants with well-known vapor pressure. Verevkin et al.[3] remarked that 

the assumption that the calibration constant can be derived from some reference substances and the 

independence of calibrant and analyte structure needs to be studied carefully. For example it is 
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questionable if benzoic acid is a suitable calibrant for ionic compounds[7]. The vaporization coefficient 

𝛼 could additionally depend on the experimental temperature range. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation 

describes the temperature dependence of the vapour pressure[5],[6]: 

𝑑(ln(𝑝))

𝑑𝑇
=

∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

0

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇2
          (4) 

∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
0

: molar heat of sublimation or vaporisation [kJ mol-1] 

∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
0  is the molar heat of sublimation (∆cr

g
𝐻𝑚

0 ) for solids and the molar heat of vaporisation (∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

0 ) 

for liquids. For limited temperature ranges and for practical purposes ∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
0  can be assumed to be 

constant and equation (4) can be written as: 

ln(𝑝) = 𝐵 −
∆l/cr

g 𝐻𝑚
0

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
          (5) 

Equation (5) and equation (2) can be combined: 

ln (
𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝑡
∙ √𝑇) = 𝐵′ −

∆l/cr
g 𝐻𝑚

0

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
           (6) 

𝐵′ = 𝐵 − ln(𝑘) + 𝑙𝑛√𝑀          (7) 

Linear regression analysis of equation (6) (cf. Figure 3) results in a slope 𝑢, which can be used for the 

calculation of the enthalpy of sublimation or vaporization (valid for: m [mg], t[min] as in the output 

files of the TGA device used): 

∆l/cr
g

𝐻𝑚
0 (𝑇𝑎𝑣𝑔) =

𝑢 ∙ 𝑅

1000
        (8) 

Ashcroft[8] state that a constant surface during the thermogravimetric experiment is needed to 

calculate enthalpies of sublimation or vaporisation directly from the mass loss. Price and Hawkins[5] 

suggested for this reason the melting of the substance to obtain a flat and constant surface. 

The analyte repertoire in this study (cf. Figure 1) includes three low-volatile reference substances 

(phenanthrene, hexadecane, dibutyl phthalate), the nitrotoluenes 2-MNT 12, 3-MNT 13, 4-MNT 14, 

2,4-DNT 15, 2,6-DNT 16, the explosive TNT 17 and the explosive taggant DMDNB 26. 

 

 

Figure 1 – The repertoire of analytes investigated in this study. 
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8.1    The isothermal TGA Experiment 

All experiments were performed using a PerkinElmer TGA 4000 device with dry nitrogen as purge gas. 

Different temperature programs were used and will be explained in detail for each substance. Heating 

rates for temperature changes in all temperature programs were 5 °C∙min-1 and the temperature 

increment was 5 °C per minute. Temperatures were held isothermal for 15 minutes as shown in Figure 

2 in every experiment. The temperature stabilizes after 3-4 minutes after the temperature change. 

 

  

Figure 2: Typical temperature program for TGA-experiments where the red line shows the change of  
mass over time and the blue line shows the change of temperature that is intended by the program 

Previous to all experiments a temperature range starting above of the melting point of the substance 

was investigated to find the best temperature range regarding the linear regression analysis of the 

results obtained using equation (6). In the case of energetic materials it must be kept in mind that the 

decomposition temperature may not be reached. According to Verevkin et al.[3] it was intended to 

measure over a temperature range of at least 60 K. In some cases the temperature range was 

decreased to 50 K or even 30 K due to the high vaporisation rate of the substance. 

The purge gas stream of nitrogen was set to 200 mL per minute for every experiment. The TGA crucible 

was filled to its edge, so that, depending on the substance, 40-100 mg of it were used. The best results 

were obtained when the vaporization rate dm/dt of the substance was in the range of 0.1 to 2.5 mg 

per 10 minutes. 

As it can be seen in Figure 3 the first run differs from the others regarding to the sample temperatures 

and is therefore not taken into account. This results probably from the fact that the sample needs to 

be preconditioned prior to the measurement to remove sample impurities. All literature values and 

enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation obtained for the average temperature of the experiment 

were adjusted to 298.15 K according to Chickos et al. [9]  using their heat capacity increments for each 

analyte. The uncertainties stated for individual experimental runs are derived from the standard 

uncertainty of the slope of the linear regression analysis using equation (6). They were treated as 

enthalpy values for the adjustment to 298.15 K according to Chickos et al. [9]. For each experiment an 
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average value was calculated and assigned a conservative 2.0 kJ mol-1 error, estimated by Verevkin et 

al.[3] for low-volatile liquids. 

8.1.1 Measurement of Phenanthrene 

Phenanthrene was used as a calibration substance by Price[6] as well as by Siddiqi and Atakan[2]. It 

was used as received by Sigma-Aldrich. The experiment was performed in the temperature range from 

103 °C to 156 °C. The mass loss rate was between 0.1 to 1.5 mg per 10 minutes. For experiment run 

#2, #3 and #4 the results are compared with the recommended literature values by Roux et al.[10]  in 

Table 1. 

Table 1: Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of Phenanthrene. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b 
∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

1 129.6 69.7 ± 0.8 78.4 ± 0.9 0.99877 

2 130.2 70.3 ± 0.2 79.0 ± 0.3 0.99988 

3 130.2 68.3 ± 0.9 77.0 ± 1.0 0.99829 

4 (130.2) (64.7 ± 1.4) (73.5 ± 1.6) (0.99512) 

(2-4)f   78.1 ± 2.0  

lit.[10]  / / 78.3 ± 1.8 / 
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9]  using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] 

In terms of ∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) the results of run #1 (79.0 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1), run #2 (79.0 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1) and 

run #3 (77.0 ± 1.0 kJ mol-1) as well as the average value (78.1 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1) are in agreement with the 

literature value of 78.3 ± 1.8 kJ mol-1 recommended by Roux et al.[10]. Figure 3 is a plot of the analog 

pressure versus reciprocal temperature. It becomes apparent that for run #3 and especially run #4 the 

linear relation is lost at higher temperatures. For this reason the results from run #4 are considered 

erroneous. 
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Figure 3: Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for phenanthrene. 
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8.1.2 Measurement of Hexadecane 

Hexadecane was obtained from Sigma Aldrich and distilled under reduced pressure (0.26 mbar, 115-

116 °C). The measurement was carried out in the temperature range from 68 to 149 °C. The obtained 

sets of data were cut to the temperature range from 68 to 134 °C with respect to the non-linear 

behavior of the data points at higher temperatures. (cf. Figure 4). 
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Figure 4: Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for hexadecane. 

The literature value stated by Verevkin et al.[3] (∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 80.7 ± 0.4 kJ mol-1) was derived from 

transpiration method measurements. It is in excellent agreement with the results from run #2 (80.6 ± 

0.2 kJ mol-1) and the average value (79.8 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1) and in sufficient agreement with the results 

from run #3 (78.9 ± 0.3 kJ mol). (cf. Table 2) 

Table 2: Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of Hexadecane. 

 

run#a Tavg [°C]b ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 100.9 69.6 ± 0.2 80.6 ± 0.2 0.99992 

3 100.9 68.0 ± 0.2 78.9 ± 0.3 0.99986 

(2-3)f   79.8 ± 2.0  

lit.[3] / / 80.7 ± 0.4 / 
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] 
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8.1.3 Measurement of Dibutyl Phthalate 

Dibutyl phthalate was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and distilled at reduced pressure (0.07 mbar, 141-

142 °C). The measurement was performed in temperature range from 119 °C to 184 °C. The obtained 

sets of data were cut to the temperature range from 119 to 169 °C with respect to the non-linear 

behavior of the data points at higher temperatures. (cf. Figure 5). Within this range the mass loss was 

between 0.2 to 2.4 mg per 10 minutes. 
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Figure 5: Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for dibutylphtalate. 

The literature value stated by Verevkin et al.[3] (∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 95.8 ± 0.3 kJ mol-1) was derived 

from transpiration method measurements. It is in good agreement with the results derived from run 

#2 in this work. (cf. Table 3) 

Table 3: Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of dibutylphtalate. 

 

run#a Tavg [°C]b ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 144.1 74.6 ± 1.1 95.9 ± 1.4 0.99822 

lit.[3] / / 95.8 ± 0.3 / 
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. 
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8.1.4 Measurement of DMDNB 26 

The explosives taggant DMDNB 26 was used as received from Sigma-Aldrich. The best measurement 

conditions could be found in the temperature regime from 70 – 100 °C. In this temperature range 

DMDNB 26 exists in the polymorph phase II (cf. chapter 7.7). 
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Figure 6: Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for DMDNB 26  

The results obtained from run #2 – run #9 (average value: 86.6 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1) are in good agreement 

with the values for phase II of DMDNB 26 measured with the transpiration method in this work. 

(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K): experiment from Rostock: 85.2 ± 1.3 kJ mol-1, experiment from Munich: 87.8 ± 0.7 kJ 

mol-1). (cf. chapter 7.7, Table 2) (cf. Table 4) 

Table 4: Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of sublimation of DMDNB 26. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b 
∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 88.2 80.1 ± 0.2 85.4 ± 0.2 0.99979 

3 88.2 80.7 ± 0.3 86.0 ± 0.3 0.99984 

4 88.2 80.8 ± 0.2 86.2 ± 0.2 0.99998 

5 88.2 80.8 ± 0.2 86.2 ± 0.3 0.99998 

6 88.1 81.3 ± 0.3 86.7 ± 0.3 0.99987 

7 88.2 81.9 ± 0.1 87.2 ± 0.1 0.99994 

8 88.1 81.5 ± 0.4 86.8 ± 0.4 0.99997 

9 88.1 82.6 ± 0.3 88.0 ± 0.4 0.99989 

(2-9)f   86.6 ± 2.0  

this workg   87.8 ± 0.7  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of sublimation at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of sublimation at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value 

measured with the transpiration method in this work (cf. chapter 7.7, table 2) 

This demonstrates that TGA measurements can also be applied for the determination of enthalpies of 

sublimation of solids without melting the sample in advance. 
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8.1.5 Measurement of 2-MNT 12 

2-MNT 12 was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The measurement was performed 

in temperature range from 35 °C to 67 °C. Within this range the mass loss was between 0.3 to 1.8 mg 

per 10 minutes. (cf. Figure 7) The enthalpies of vaporization derived from the results obtained (cf. 

Table 5) (average value: 53.0 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1) are not in agreement with the values recommended in this 

work (∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 59.8 ± 0.2 kJ mol-1) (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)) despite the high 

linearity of the results. 
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Figure 7 - Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for 2-MNT 12. 

Table 5 - Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of 2-MNT 12. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b 
∆cr

g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

1 322.1 (52.8 ± 0.6) (54.4 ± 0.6) 0.99916 

2 324.7 51.7 ± 0.1 53.5 ± 0.1 0.99996 

3 324.7 51.5 ± 0.1 53.2 ± 0.1 0.99998 

4 324.7 50.1 ± 0.3 51.8 ± 0.3 0.99974 

5 324.7 50.5 ± 0.1 52.2 ± 0.2 0.99995 

6 324.7 51.1 ± 0.1 52.8 ± 0.1 0.99996 

7 324.7 51.6 ± 0.2 53.4 ± 0.2 0.99995 

8 324.7 51.5 ± 0.2 53.2 ± 0.2 0.99991 

9 324.7 51.9 ± 0.3 53.6 ± 0.3 0.99979 

(2-9)f   53.0 ± 2.0  

rec.g   59.8 ± 0.2  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of sublimation at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of sublimation at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value 

recommended in this work (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)) 
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8.1.6 Measurement of 3-MNT 13 

3-MNT 13 was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The measurement was performed 

in temperature range from 30 °C to 78 °C. Within this range the mass loss was between 0.5 to 2.0 mg 

per 10 minutes. (cf. Figure 8) 

The enthalpies of vaporization derived from the results obtained (cf. Table 6) (average value: 50.1 ± 

2.0 kJ mol-1) are not in agreement with the values recommended in this work (∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 59.4 

± 0.2 kJ mol-1) (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)) despite the high linearity of the results. 
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Figure 8 - Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for 3-MNT 13 

Table 6 - Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of 3-MNT 13. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 327.2 46.0 ± 0.6 47.9 ± 0.6 0.99847 

3 327.2 47.9 ± 0.4 49.9 ± 0.4 0.99940 

4 327.2 49.0 ± 0.5 50.9 ± 0.5 0.99923 

5 327.2 48.5 ± 0.5 50.4 ± 0.6 0.99894 

6 327.2 48.3 ± 0.5 50.2 ± 0.5 0.99911 

7 327.2 48.3 ± 0.4 50.2 ± 0.4 0.99939 

8 327.2 48.9 ± 0.3 50.8 ± 0.3 0.99971 

9 327.2 48.9 ± 0.2 50.8 ± 0.3 0.99978 

(2-9)f   50.1 ± 2.0  

rec.g   59.4 ± 0.2  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value 

recommended in this work (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)) 
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8.1.7 Measurement of 4-MNT 14 

4-MNT 14 was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The measurement was performed 

in temperature range from 30 °C to 52 °C for the measurement of the enthalpy of sublimation and 

from 67 – 103 °C for the enthalpy of vaporization. For the sublimation experiment the mass loss was 

between 0.1 to 0.3 mg per 10 minutes (cf. Figure 10). For the vaporization experiment the mass loss 

was between 0.4 to 2.5 mg per 10 minutes. (cf. Figure 9) 

The enthalpies of sublimation derived from the results obtained (cf. Table 8) (average value: 66.4 ± 2.0 

kJ mol-1) are not in agreement with the value recommended in this work (∆cr
g 𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 75.3 ± 0.3 

kJ mol-1) (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)) despite the high linearity of the results obtained. 

The enthalpies of vaporization derived from the results obtained (cf. Table 7) (average value: 57.3 ± 

2.0 kJ mol-1) are not in agreement with the value recommended in this work (∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 60.4 ± 

0.3 kJ mol-1) (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)) despite the high linearity of the results obtained.  
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Figure 9 Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained 4-MNT 14. (vaporization) 
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Figure 10 Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for 4-MNT 14. (sublimation) 
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Table 7 Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of 4-MNT 14. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b 
∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 358.4 52.6 ± 0.4 56.6 ± 0.4 0.99961 

3 358.4 53.8 ± 0.2 57.8 ± 0.2 0.99992 

4 358.4 53.5 ± 0.2 57.5 ± 0.3 0.99986 

2-4   57.3 ± 2.0  

rec.g   75.3 ± 0.3  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value 

recommended in this work (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)). 

Table 8 Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of sublimation of 4-MNT 14. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b 
∆l

g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 315.6 63.2 ± 0.5 63.6 ± 0.6 0.99956 

3 315.6 65.5 ± 0.4 66.0 ± 0.4 0.99980 

4 315.6 65.7 ± 0.3 66.1 ± 0.3 0.99987 

5 315.6 66.0 ± 0.4 66.5 ± 0.4 0.99981 

6 315.6 67.1 ± 0.3 67.6 ± 0.3 0.99986 

7 315.6 67.4 ± 0.3 67.9 ± 0.4 0.99984 

8 315.7 66.8 ± 0.5 67.3 ± 0.5 0.99969 

2-8   66.4 ± 2.0  

rec.g   60.4 ± 0.3  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of sublimation at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of sublimation at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value 

recommended in this work (cf. section 7.4, Table 2 (publication)). 
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8.1.8 Measurement of 2,4-DNT 15 

2,4-Dinitrotoluene was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The measurement was 

performed in temperature range from 83 °C to 118 °C for the measurement of the enthalpy of 

vaporization. The rate of mass loss was between 0.03 to 0.23 mg per 10 minutes. (cf. Figure 11) 

The enthalpies of vaporization derived from the results obtained (cf. Table 9) (average value: 77.3 ± 

2.0 kJ mol-1) are in agreement with the value recommended in this work (∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 78.0 ± 0.6 

kJ mol-1) (cf. section 7.5, Table 5).  
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Figure 11 - Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for 2,4-DNT 15. 

Table 9 Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of 2,4-DNT 15. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 373.94 69.3 ± 1.0 75.3 ± 1.1 0.99847 

3 373.93 69.4 ± 0.7 75.4 ± 0.8 0.99920 

4 373.93 70.5 ± 0.6 76.5 ± 0.6 0.99951 

5 373.92 71.4 ± 0.2 77.4 ± 0.2 0.99995 

6 373.93 72.4 ± 0.3 78.4 ± 0.3 0.99989 

7 373.92 72.9 ± 0.4 78.9 ± 0.5 0.99978 

8 373.93 72.9 ± 0.9 78.9 ± 1.0 0.99896 

(2-8)f   77.3 ± 2.0  

this workg   78.0 ± 0.6  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value 

measured in this work (cf. chapter 7.5, table 5) 
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8.1.9 Measurement of 2,6-DNT 16 

2,6-Dinitrotoluene 16 was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received. The measurement was 

performed in temperature range from 73 °C to 114 °C for the measurement of the enthalpy of 

vaporization. The rate of mass loss was between 0.03 to 0.35 mg per 10 minutes. (cf. Figure 12) 

The enthalpies of vaporization derived from the results obtained (cf. Table 10) (average value: 75.1 ± 

2.0 kJ mol-1) are in agreement with the value measured with the transpiration method in this work 

(∆l
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 77.1 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1) (cf. section 7.5, Table 9). 
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Figure 12 - Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for 2,6-DNT 15. 

Table 10 Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of 2,6-DNT 15. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 366.2 70.7 ± 0.5 76.1 ± 0.5 0.99962 

3 366.2 69.6 ± 0.2 75.0 ±0.2  0.99994 

4 366.2 69.1 ± 0.3 74.4 ±0.3  0.99983 

5 366.2 68.1 ± 0.4 73.5 ± 0.5 0.99967 

6 366.2 70.1 ± 0.2 75.5 ± 0.2 0.99992 

7 366.2 70.6 ± 0.5 76.0 ±0.5  0.99959 

(2-9)f   75.1 ± 2.0  

this workg   77.1 ± 0.6  
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) vs. 

1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] g value measured 

in this work (cf. chapter 7.5, table 9) 
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8.1.10 Measurement of TNT 17 

TNT 17 was obtained from Fluka and used as first energetic substance. The melting point of TNT 17 is 

81 °C and its decomposition temperature 306 °C. (cf. section 4 table 3). The temperature range from 

80 °C to 200 °C was monitored to find the optimum temperature range. The final measurements were 

carried out in the temperature range from 109 °C to 139 °C. The mass loss rate within this temperature 

interval ranged between 0.03 to 0.19 mg per 10 minutes. Prior to the measurement the sample was 

conditioned in the TGA device at 110 °C for 2 hours. After the experiment a 1H-NMR spectrum was 

recorded to ensure that the sample did not decompose during the measurement. No decomposition 

products could be observed. 
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Figure 13: Plot of ln((dm/dt)√T) vs. 1/T of the experimental results obtained for TNT 17. 

The literature value (∆𝑙
g
𝐻𝑚

° (298.15 K) = 97.6 ± 1.3 kJ mol-1) was derived from Knudsen-effusion 

measurements of liquid TNT stated by Edwards.[11] The results derived from run #2 – #7 ((average 

value: 95.5 ± 2.0 kJ mol-1) are in agreement with this literature value. 

Table 11: Selected results of the TGA-experiment for the determination of the enthalpy of vaporization of TNT 17. 

run#a Tavg [°C]b ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (Tavg)[kJ mol-1]c ∆l
g
𝑯𝒎

° (298.15 K)[kJ mol-1]d R2 e 

2 124.0 86.6 ± 0.6 95.8 ± 0.7 0.99971 

3 124.1 86.8 ± 0.7 95.9 ± 0.8 0.9996 

4 124.3 85.7 ± 0.5 94.8 ± 0.5 0.99983 

5 124.5 85.8 ± 0.5 95.0 ± 0.6 0.99979 

6 124.7 86.1 ± 0.7 95.4 ± 0.8 0.99959 

7 124.8 86.6 ± 0.6 95.8 ± 0.7 0.99967 

(2-7)f   95.5 ± 2.0  

lit.[11] 111.4 89.8 ± 1.2 97.6 ± 1.3 0.99897 
a number of TGA experiment run b average temperature of experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 

average temperature of the experiment c enthalpy of vaporization at 298.15 K (adjusted according to 

Chickos et al. [9] using their heat capacity increments) e coefficient of determination of ln((dm/dt)T0.5) 

vs. 1/T-plot. f Average value with 2.0 kJ mol-1 uncertainty according to Verevkin et al.[3] 

In addition to the measurement of the enthalpy of vaporisation it was tried to perform experiments to 

receive the enthalpy of sublimation of TNT 17. The experiments were performed in a temperature 
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range of 40-70 °C due to the melting point of TNT 17 at 80 °C. The first screening run showed no 

linearity of the results obtained and mass losses were extremely low, so a second experiment was 

executed with elongated isothermal times, which were 60 minutes instead of 15 minutes. No linear 

relationship of ln(dm/dt∙(T)0.5) versus 1/T could be obtained. The mass loss rates ranged 0.2 to 1.0 µg 

per 10 minutes.  

 

8.2 Facit 

The enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation obtained by the TGA experiments in this work are 

summarized and compared with reference values in Table 12. For all compounds besides the mono-

nitrotoluenes 12-14 a sufficient agreement between TGA result and reference value could be 

established. The uncertainty of the TGA results was estimated to be 2.0 kJ mol-1 according to the results 

for low-volatile liquids from Verevkin et al.[3]. The reason for the failure of the experiment with the 

mononitrotoluene compounds 12-14 is probably linked to their increased volatility since their 

enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation and vapor pressures at room temperature (cf. Table 12) are 

higher than those of the other compounds. Regarding the results obtained in this work the isothermal 

TGA experiment for the determination of vaporization and sublimation enthalpies is suitable for 

compounds with an enthalpy of vaporization above 75 kJ mol-1 (298.15 K) and a vapor pressure below 

1 Pa (298.15 K). The method and TGA device used in this work could not be applied to the low-volatile 

solid TNT 17 (∆cr
g

𝐻𝑚
° (298.15K) = 111.6 ± 0.6 kJ mol-1,  𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(298.15 K): 0.9 mPa) with respect to the low 

mass loss rates ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 µg per 10 minutes in the temperature range from 40 to 70 °C. 

The measured mass loss rates should be above 0.1 mg per 10 minutes. With DMDNB 26 it could be 

demonstrated that reasonable results can also be obtained for solid compounds despite the more 

complex surface in comparison to liquids. 

Table 12 – Summary of results obtained by TGA in comparion with reference values. 

Compound 

∆l/cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (298.15 K) 

(TGA)a 

∆l/cr
g

𝑯𝒎
° (298.15 K) 

(REF)b Agreementc 𝒑𝒔𝒂𝒕(298.15 K)d 

 [kJ mol-1] [kJ mol-1]  [Pa] 

Phenanthrene (l) 78.1 ± 2.0 78.3 ± 1.8 yes 24.2 [12] 

Hexadecane (l) 79.8 ± 2.0 80.7 ± 0.4 yes < 1 [13] 

DBP (l) 95.9 ± 2.0 95.8 ± 0.3 yes 0.002 [14] 

DMDNB (cr) 86.6 ± 2.0 87.8 ± 0.7 yes 0.2e 

2-MNT (l) 53.0 ± 2.0 59.8 ± 0.2 no 18.0e 

3-MNT (l) 50.1 ± 2.0 59.4 ± 0.2 no 11.7e 

4-MNT (l) 57.3 ± 2.0 75.3 ± 0.3 no 9.5e 

4-MNT (cr) 66.4 ± 2.0 60.4 ± 0.3 no 5.4e 

2,4-DNT (l) 77.3 ± 2.0 78.0 ± 0.6 yes 0.1e 

2,6-DNT (l) 75.1 ± 2.0 77.1 ± 0.6 yes 0.2e 

2,4,6-TNT (l) 95.5 ± 2.0 97.6 ± 1.3 yes <0.001[14] 
a enthalpy of vaporization/sublimation at 298.15 K measured by TGA method (cf. Table 1 – 11), b 

reference value for enthalpy of vaporization/sublimation at 298.15 K (cf. Table 1 – 11), c agreement of 

TGA and reference value, d vapor pressure at 298.15 K e results obtained in this work 

A major disadvantage of the TGA experiments in this work is that the coefficient of determination R2 

is not a reliable parameter for the correctness of the results obtained. For the experiments with the 

mono-nitrotoluenes 12-14 all obtained R2 values are >0.998. Despite that the derived enthalpies of 

vaporization and sublimation were proven to be wrong.  
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Figure 14 Comparison of the results from the transpiration method and TGA for hexadecane; + – the transpiration data, ♦ 
– the TGA data. Reprinted with permission from [3] Copyright 2012 Elsevier B.V. 

Figure 14 demonstrates that the pressure analog values (ln((dm/dt)T0.5) obtained from the TGA 

experiment need to be converted to real pressure values by calibration with a reference substance 

with well-known vapor pressure or a measurement of the compound with a well-established 

measurement method for vapor pressure. (cf. Figure 14) Despite the numerous literature examples for 

calibration with a compound different to the analyte [1-2, 5, 7, 15-17] the use of a calibrant for the 

determination of the vaporization coefficient α (cf. equation (1)) different to the analyte should be 

avoided for various reasons: 

 It has not been proven that α is independent of the analyte and the measurement 

temperature. This needs to be investigated carefully. [3] 

 The results obtained in this work have demonstrated that α drifts for each experimental run. 

(cf. Figure 2 – 12) This problem is more severe for volatile compounds in comparison to low-

volatile compounds. 

 The results presented in this work are the best results obtained. It was observed that for other 

individual experiments of the same analyte results with good coefficients of determination but 

wrong enthalpies of vaporization (in comparison with values from well-established methods) 

were obtained.  

With respect to this it is recommended to use the isothermal TGA method for the determination of 

vaporization and sublimation enthalpies exclusively for analytes that have been characterized with a 

well-established method like the transpiration method used in this work. If the results of both methods 

are in agreement the TGA experiment is a useful supplement for the validation of experiments with 

well-established methods. This is the case for DMDNB 26. The TGA experiment supports the results 

obtained with the transpiration method in this work that are in conflict with literature values. The 

isothermal TGA experiment for the determination of the enthalpies of vaporization and sublimation is 

a quick (<24 h), fully automated method. Yet it should not be used without additional well-established 

method for the validation of the results obtained. If both methods are in agreement the vaporization 

coefficient α can be determined for the conversion of the pressure analog values to real vapor pressure 

values and extend the temperature range of known vapor pressures for an analyte. 
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9    Investigation on the Sodium and Potassium Tetrasalts of 1,1,2,2-

Tetranitraminoethane 
 

This chapter deals with the Investigation on the Sodium and Potassium Tetrasalts of 1,1,2,2-

Tetranitraminoethane. 

The results were published in Zeitschrift für anorganische und allgemeine Chemie [1] and are 

reprinted with permission. Copyright 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 

DOI: 10.1002/zaac.201600339 

The original publication of the data follows. 
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Abstract. With respect to high-energy dense materials with high oxy-
gen-content, the tetrasodium salt of 1,1,2,2-tetranitraminoethane as
monohydrate Na4TNAE·H2O (4) and the tetrapotassium salt as dihy-
drate K4TNAE·2H2O (5) were synthesized and reported for the first
time together with their crystal structures at 173 K. Whilst 4 cannot
be dehydrated the crystal water content of 5 can be removed irrevers-
ibly at 160 °C to obtain K4TNAE (6) as demonstrated by DTA and

Introduction

1,1,2,2-Tetranitraminoethane (TNAE) (3) has been first pub-
lished in 1980 by Lee et al. in China.[1] In western literature
the synthesis of TNAE (3) appears first in a military report
from 1982.[2] The scientists from Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory intended to use it as a building block for
the synthesis of novel cycloaliphatic explosives containing the
secondary nitramine explosophore. The excellent acid-base re-
activity of TNAE (3) has been reported by Daozheng in
1991.[3] A special focus was set on the tetrasodium salt
Na4TNAE, which was reported with a crystal density of
2.11 g·cm–3 and a detonation velocity of 8995 m·s–1 at a den-
sity of 1.89 g·cm–3. Despite that an X-ray structure elucidation
of Na4TNAE has not been published. It was stated that the salt
is hygroscopic, which supposedly could be overcome by the
coating with TNT. In 2005 Lee et al.[4] published the tetrapo-
tassium salt K4TNAE (6) amongst the nitrogen-rich ammo-
nium and guanidinium derivatives. In 2011 Szala et al.[5] re-
ported a synthesis of TNAE (3) from glycoluril (1) without the
use of nitronium nitrate N2O5 and reported for the tetrasodium
salt Na4TNAE a detonation velocity of 10900 m·s–1 in combi-
nation with a detonation pressure of 42.7 GPa for the theoreti-
cal maximum density of 2.11 g·cm–3 based on calculations
with the CHEETAH code.
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TGA measurements. K4TNAE (6) was demonstrated using the small
scale reactivity test to be a inferior explosive to RDX and CL-20.
However the anionic nitramine compound was measured to be less
toxic against Vibrio fischeri than RDX (EC50: 240 mg·L–1) with respect
to its EC50 value above 15070 mg·L–1. This demonstrates that the in-
troduction of anionic nitramine moieties is a promising concept for the
stabilization of energetic materials with lower toxicity.

In 2016 Fischer et al.[6] reported the synthesis of 1,1,2,2-
tetranitratoethane (TNE), which is a powerful solid C,H,N,O
oxidizer with a high oxygen balance Ω(CO2) of 40.9%. The
isoelectronicity of the corresponding TNAE (3) tetraanion with
TNE and the lack of structure elucidation by X-ray diffraction
was the motivation to synthesize the sodium and potassium
salt of TNAE. The outstanding energetic properties of the
TNAE salts that were reported in the literature should be veri-
fied. Anionic nitramines are proposed structural motifs for the
stabilization of energetic materials by ionic interactions.[7] De-
spite that the toxicity of the nitramine moieties in RDX (1,3,5-
trinitroperhydro-1,3,5-triazine) is the essential motivation for
the search of replacement compounds for this important
ubiquitious military explosive.[8] Bearing four anionic nitra-
mines the TNAE (3) tetraanion is an excellent model com-
pound for the aquatic toxicity of anionic nitramines.

Results and Discussion

Synthesis

The synthetic route employed is based on the work of Szala
et al.[5] since it does not require the use of nitronium nitrate
N2O5 for the synthesis of tetranitroglycoluril (2). It was opti-
mized in several aspects, which shall be elucidated in the fol-
lowing. The fundamental principle of synthetic optimization in
the frame of this work is the abdication of purification steps
of the unstable synthetic intermediates tetranitroglycoluril
(TNGU) (2) and TNAE (3). TNGU (2) is known to be hydro-
lytically unstable[9] and TNAE (3) can only be properly stored
at –30 °C. The NMR spectra of 3 must be recorded instantane-
ously due to its slow decomposition in solution. Therefore
TNGU (2) and TNAE (3) were directly used as crude products
without purification for further synthesis and only the stable
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salts Na4TNAE·H2O (4) and K4TNAE·2H2O (5) were purified
by vapor diffusion recrystallization.

The synthesis starts from commercially available glycoluril
(1), which can also be easily prepared by the acid-catalyzed
condensation of urea and glyoxal.[10] 1 can be nitrated four
times by the use of in situ generated acetyl nitrate in fuming
nitric acid. For the aqueous, alkaline hydrolysis and decarbox-
ylation of TNGU (2) Szala et al.[5] suggest the use of sodium
hydroxide (3 m, aq.). Under these conditions the reaction of
TNGU (2) is strongly exothermic and led twice to the auto-
ignition of reactant 2 during the addition. Therefore a lower
base concentration (1 m, aq.) was applied facilitating the ad-
dition of TNGU (2). With TNAE (3) in hands the synthesis of
the salts could be started. For Na4TNAE·H2O (4) the literature
procedure[5a] was applied using methanol as solvent. The syn-
thesis of K4TNAE·2H2O (5) was carried out in water. For both
salts the crude product was purified by gas-phase diffusion
of methanol in a highly concentrated aqueous solution of the
corresponding crude product. This cleanup step results in crys-
tals that are suitable for X-ray structure elucidation.
K4TNAE·2H2O (5) can be dehydrated to K4TNAE (6) at
160 °C in nearly quantitative yield (Figure 1). K4TNAE (6) is
not hygroscopic since the subjection of a sample to ambient
conditions for two weeks did not alter the results of elemental
analysis.

Figure 1. Synthetic route for the synthesis of the target compounds
Na4TNAE·H2O (4), K4TNAE·2H2O (5), and K4TNAE (6).

Vibrational and NMR Spectroscopy

The crystal water absorptions in the IR spectra of 4 (3476,
3246 cm–1) and 5 (3486 cm–1) are absent in the case of anhy-
drous K4TNAE (6). The N–H functionality in TNAE (3)
causes a strong IR absorption at 3236 and 3146 cm–1, which
is absent in the IR spectra of compounds 4–6. All compounds
show the characteristic absorptions of the TNAE (3) tet-
raanion. Furthermore strong absorption bands associated with
the nitramine functionality can be observed at 1433/1388/
1332 cm–1 (4/5/6), 1392/1332/1372 cm–1 and 1289/1270/
1298 cm–1. The NMR spectra in D2O of 4 and 5 are almost
identical with a singlet at 5.97 (4) and 5.95 ppm (5) corre-
sponding to the C–H functionality in the proton NMR spec-
trum, a 13C signal at δ = 74.6 ppm, and a 14N signal at –25 ppm
corresponding to the nitro group.
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X-ray Diffraction

The solid-state structures of Na4TNAE·H2O (4) and
K4TNAE·2H2O (5) were determined by low temperature
(173 K) single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Details on the mea-
surements and refinements are given in the Supplementary
Information. Cif files were deposited with the CCDC data-
base.[11] Single crystals containing crystal water of both com-
pounds were grown by slow diffusion of methanol into a satu-
rated aqueous solution of the corresponding compound. The
sodium salt crystallizes as a monohydrate (4) in the monoclinic
space group P21/n, the potassium salt as a dihydrate (5) in the
alternative space group P21/c. The densities at 173 K follow
the expected trend increasing within the group of alkali metal
salts (4: 2.060 g·cm–3, 5: 2.195 g·cm–3). The molecular moie-
ties are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Both tetranitramino-
ethane tetraanions show very similar structures. The molecular
structures are also comparable to that of 1,1,2,2-tetranitrato-
ethane.[5] The bond lengths and angles (given in the figure
captions) agree nearly perfectly with literature values. The
hydrogen atoms in both structures are arranged trans to each
other with a planar H–C–C–H torsion angle in the case of 5
(180°) and almost planar in the case of 4 (177.8°). The middle
C–C bond in the tetraanions is a typical single bond (1.54 Å).
Both sp3 carbon atoms show expected tetrahedral surroundings
with C–N single bonds (1.46–1.47 Å). The adjacent N–N
bonds (1.27–1.28 Å) are closer to N=N double bonds (1.20 Å)
which supports the nitramine Lewis structure with both nega-
tive charges on the outer oxygen atoms as depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 2. Molecular moiety of 4 in the crystalline state. Ellipsoids
in both crystal structures drawn with Diamond2 represent the 50%
probability level. Selected bond lengths /Å: C1–C2 1.5366(15), N1–
C1 1.4649(15), C1–N3 1.4599(15), N1–N2 1.2721(14), N4–N3
1.2786(14), O1–N2 1.2869(13), O2–N2 1.2842(13), N4–O3
1.2688(13), N4–O4 1.2862(13). Selected bond angles /°: N3–C1–N1
107.04(9), N4–N3–C1 112.13(9). Selected torsion angles /°: N1–C1–
C2–N5 178.78(8).

Both structures form 3D networks, which are strongly domi-
nated by the following interactions: (i) electrostatic ion interac-
tions, (ii) classical O–H···X hydrogen bonds, (iii) non-classical
O–H···X hydrogen bonds, and (iv) nitro–nitro interactions. In
both structures the different alkaline metal salts do not form
regular coordination polyhedrons, e.g. the octahedral coordina-
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Figure 3. Molecular moiety of 5 in the crystalline state. Symmetry
codes: (i) –x, –y, 1–z; (ii) 1–x, –0.5+y, 0.5–z; (iii) –x, –y, –z; (iv) –1+x,
y, z. Selected bond lengths /Å: C1–C1i 1.542(3), N1–C1 1.4628(17),
N3–C1 1.4622(18), N1–N2 1.2864(16), N3–N4 1.2722(17), O1–N2
1.2709(15), O2–N2 1.2832(15), O3–N4 1.2837(16), O4–N4
1.2938(16). Selected bond angles /°: N3–C1–N1 109.78(11), N2–N1–
C1 112.13(11).

tion sphere, which is oftentimes observed for sodium salts. Se-
lected depictions on larger excerpts of the packing of
Na4TNAE·H2O (4) and K4TNAE·2H2O (5) are shown in Fig-
ure 4.

Figure 4. View on the 3D crystal structure packing: (A) along the b
axis in Na4TNAE H2O (4) and (B) along the c axis in K4TNAE·2H2O
(5).
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Thermogravimetric and Differential Thermal Analysis

The hydrated species Na4TNAE·H2O (4) and
K4TNAE·2H2O (5) have never been described in the literature.
Differential thermal analysis (DTA, see Figure 5) shows that
K4TNAE·2H2O (5) loses its crystal water content at 142 °C
and the unhydrated K4TNAE (6) decomposes at 225 °C. (lit.
value 284 °C)[4] Na4TNAE·H2O (4) decomposes without loss
of water at 197 °C. (lit. value 192 °C for unhydrated spe-
cies).[5a]

Figure 5. DTA thermogram of Na4TNAE·H2O (4) (grey line) and
K4TNAE·2H2O (5) (black line). Endothermic loss of water for com-
pound 5 at 142 °C Temperature of decomposition Tdec: 197 °C (4),
225 °C (5) (5 K·min–1 in glass vessel, Tmax values).

K4TNAE·2H2O (5) was analyzed by thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA, see Figure 6). Two water molecules
(36.03 g·mol–1) represent 7.87% the molecular weight of the
compound (458.51 g·mol–1). The temperature-mass plot re-
sulting from thermogravimetric analysis (2 K·min–1) shows
that from 50 °C to 152 °C one molecule of water is evaporated
continuously with a weight loss of 3.90 %. The second mol-
ecule of water is lost with a high mass loss rate from 152 °C
to 156 °C with a total weight loss of 8.38%, which is in agree-
ment with the vaporization of two equivalents of water. The
discrepancy of 0.51% to the theoretical loss can be explained
by sublimation of the salt in the temperature regime investi-

Figure 6. Thermogravimetric analysis (2 °C min–1) of K4TNAE·2H2O
(5). Plot of temperature /°C vs. sample weight /%. Continuous loss of
mass from 50 to 152 °C, which corresponds to one equivalent of crys-
tal water. The second crystal water equivalent is lost with a high mass
loss rate in the temperature range from 152 °C to 156 °C.
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gated. The sublimation of K4TNAE (6) also causes the mass
loss during the dehydration of 5, which indicates a solid-gas-
eous phase transition without decomposition. The temperature
range for water loss from TGA (142–156 °C, 2 K·min–1) is in
agreement with the endothermic peak area in the DTA (138–
152, 5 K·min–1).

Sensitivities

The sensitivities toward external stimuli and selected other
parameters of compounds 4–6 are compiled in Table 1. Sodium
salt 4 can be classified as very sensitive toward impact and
sensitive toward friction. The potassium compounds 5 and 6
can be classified as sensitive toward impact and insensitive
toward friction.[12] The sensitivity toward electrical discharge
of all salts 4–6 is above the 50 mJ discharge that can be gener-
ated by human interaction. Compounds 4–6 possess a positive
oxygen balance Ω ranging from 3.49% to 4.25% with the pos-
tulated combustion products CO2, H2O, N2, Na2O, and K2O.
Alternatively the same Ω values can be obtained with the metal
carbonates Na2CO3 and K2CO3 as a combination of the metal
oxide M2O with CO2. For K4TNAE (6) an enthalpy of forma-
tion of –1554 kJ·mol–1 was calculated on a CBS-4M level
using the Gaussian 09 software.[13] The strong exothermicity
of the compound is predominantly caused by the high lattice
enthalpy of the tetraanion salt and the high oxidation state of
all non-oxygen atoms. The densities of all compounds are in
the typical range for alkali metal salts of energetic C,H,N,O
compounds.

Small Scale Reactivity Test (SSRT)

The calculation of detonation parameters relies extensively
on the detonation products formed during the detonation pro-
cess. In case of alkali metal salts it is hard to state, which
products are formed since the presence of these metal cations
might lead to the formation of metal oxides (Na2O, Na2O2,
K2O), metal carbonates (Na2CO3, K2CO3) or other com-
pounds. With this unknown detonation behavior the theoretical
calculation of detonation parameters is an unreliable estimation
and was not used for compounds 4–6. Instead the Small Scale

Table 1. Sensitivity toward external stimuli and other selected parameters of compounds 4–6.

Na4TNAE·H2O (4) K4TNAE·2H2O (5) K4TNAE·(6)

Formula C2H4Na4N8O9 C2H6K4N8O10 C2H2K4N8O8

ISa) /J 2 10 4
FSb) /N 240 �360 �360
ESDc) /mJ 300 1500 1500
Grain size /μm 100–500 100–500 �100
Nd) /% 29.80 24.44 26.52
Ωe) /% +4.25 +3.49 +3.79
Tdec

f) /°C 197 142 225
ρg) /g cm–3 2.060i 2.159i 2.152j

ΔfH0h) /kJ·mol–1 – – –1554

a) Impact sensitivity (BAM drophammer 1 of 6). b) Friction sensitivity (BAM friction tester 1 of 6). c) Sensitivity towards electrostatic discharge
(OZM research testing device). d) Nitrogen content. e) Oxygen balance [Ω = wO – 2C – 0.5yH – ‘0.5M (M: Na or K)]. f) Decomposition
temperature (Tmax from DTA /5 K·min). g) Density. h) Calculated (CBS-4M method) enthalpy of formation. i) Density from X-ray diffraction
at 173 K. j) Density from pycnometer at 298 K.
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Reactivity Test (SSRT)[14] was carried out to obtain a reliable
experimental benchmark parameter for the energetic perform-
ance of the water-free compound K4TNAE (6). For this test a
steel block with a drill hole is placed on top of an aluminum
block. The drill hole is filled with the explosive and a detona-
tor is positioned over the explosive. After the detonation a dent
has been formed in the aluminum block. The dent is filled
with standardized SiO2, which is weighed. The mass ratio ε =
m(SiO2)/m(EXP) is a parameter for the energetic performance
of the explosive. It can be clearly stated that K4TNAE (6) (ε:
0.76) is outperformed by the military explosive RDX (ε: 1.17,
VDET: 8983 m·s–1, pCJ: 380 kbar)[8] and high-performance ex-
plosive CL-20 (2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-2,4,6,8,10,12-hexa-
azaisowurtzitane) (ε: 1.72, VDET: 9455 m·s–1, pCJ: 467 kbar)[8].
The calculated detonation performance of Na4TNAE (VDET:
10900 m·s–1, pCJ: 427 kbar) reported by Szala et al.,[5] which
would be in the range of CL-20 should be regarded critically
in comparison with the experimental performance of K4TNAE
(6) and CL-20 in the SSRT test. (cf. Table 2) K4TNAE (6) was
preferred over Na4TNAE·H2O (4) for the SSRT test since it
does not contain crystal water.

Table 2. Results of the SSRT test.

K4TNAE (6) RDX[8] CL-20[8]

m(EXP)a) 586 504 550
m(SiO2)b) 445 589 947
ε = m(SiO2)/m(EXP) 0.76 1.17 1.72

a) Mass of explosive /mg. b) Mass of SiO2 /mg.

Aquatic Toxicity: EC50

K4TNAE (6) can be considered as an aliphatic C2H2 unit
connected to four anionic nitramines, which is highly water
soluble (�662 g·L–1). Regarding the toxicity problem of
RDX,[8] a cycloaliphatic triazinane containing three secondary
nitramines, it is interesting to investigate the toxicity of the
compound. The commercially available bioassay system
LUMIStox® analyzes the toxicity of a compound towards the
marine, bioluminescent bacterium Vibrio fischeri. For toxico-
logical analysis the concentration which inhibits 50% of the
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bioluminescence activity, the EC50 value, is determined after
an incubation period of 30 min. For RDX an EC50 value of
240 mg·L–1 was observed. For K4TNAE (6) a first sign of inhi-
bition (26.7%) could be observed at a concentration of
15070 mg·L–1. The final EC50 value will be higher than this
concentration, yet it can already be stated that the toxicity of
K4TNAE (6) towards Vibrio fischeri is significantly lower by
a factor �60 than RDX. This result demonstrates that anionic
nitramines can be explosophores for future explosives with
high biocompatibility. The introduction of anionic nitramine
moieties to energetic materials has been proposed as a concept
for the stabilization of novel energetic materials by ionic inter-
actions.[7] Despite that it should be kept in mind that the bacte-
rial strain Vibrio fischeri is a relatively simple organism. The
environmental degradation products and toxicity towards
higher life forms of this attractive model compound 6 should
be further investigated.

Conclusions

The sodium salt Na4TNAE·H2O (4) and K4TNAE·2 H2O (5)
were synthesized and reported with their crystal structures at
173 K for the first time. Whereas sodium salt 4 cannot be de-
hydrated, the dihydrated potassium salt 5 can be dehydrated at
160 °C to K4TNAE (6). This in accordance with the results of
differential thermal analysis as an endotherm corresponding to
a loss of water was absent in the thermogram of 4 but present
in that of 5. The loss of two equivalents of water could be
demonstrated by thermogravimetric analysis of 5. Anhydrous
K4TNAE (6) was outperformed by the military explosive RDX
and high performance explosive CL-20 in the SSRT test. The
EC50 value aquatic bacteria of K4TNAE (6) (�15.07 g·L–1) is
more than 60 times higher than that of RDX (0.24 g·L–1). Be-
cause of these results anionic nitramines were demonstrated to
be a useful tool for the stabilization of energetic materials and
might be suitable explosophores for high energy density mate-
rials with decreased toxicity in comparison to the widely used
military explosive RDX.

Experimental Section

All reagents and solvents were used as received (Sigma-Aldrich,
Fluka, Acros Organics, ACBR). NMR spectra were measured with a
JEOL ECX-400 and a Bruker AVANCE 400 MHz NMR instrument.
The chemical shifts of the solvent peaks were adjusted according to
literature values [15]. Infrared spectra were measured with a Perkin-
Elmer FT-IR Spektrum BXII instrument equipped with a Smith Dura
SampIIR II ATR unit. Transmittance values are described as “strong”
(s), “medium” (m), and “weak” (w). Raman spectra were recorded
with a Bruker RAM II device (1064 nm, 300 mW). Relative peak in-
tensities are given in brackets. Elemental analyses (EA) were per-
formed with a Netsch STA 429 simultaneous thermal analyzer. Sensi-
tivity data were determined using a BAM drophammer and a BAM
friction tester. The electrostatic sensitivity tests were carried out using
an Electric Spark Tester ESD 2010 EN (OZM Research) operating
with the “Winspark 1.15” software package. The particle sizes stated
are valid for all sensitivity measurements. Melting and decomposition
points were measured with an OZM DTA 551-EX DTA apparatus
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using heating rates of 5 K·min–1. Thermogravimetric measurements
were performed with a Perkin-Elmer TGA 4000 apparatus using a
heating rate of 2 K·min–1. Pycnometric measurements were carried out
with a Quantachrome Ultrapyc 1200 e pycnometer using the large
measurement cell. The EC50 values were determined with a Dr. Lange
LUMIStox 300 luminometer.

CAUTION! All of the described compounds are energetic materials
with sensitivity to various stimuli. While we encountered no issues in
the handling of these materials, proper protective measures (face shi-
eld, ear protection, body armor, Kevlar gloves, and earthened equip-
ment) should be used during the handling of compounds 2–5 at all
times.

Tetranitroglycoluril (2): Glycoluril (1) (4.59 g, 32.30 mmol) was
added whilst stirring to fuming nitric acid (81 mL, 100%) in a 250 mL
round-bottomed flask at 0 °C. The dissolution is slightly exothermic.
After reaching 0 °C again, acetic anhydride (40.5 mL) was added drop-
wise over a period of 10 min. The temperature was lowered to 0 °C
and the ice bath was removed. The reaction mixture was stirred for 2
h letting the temperature rise to 35 °C. The mixture was cooled using
a water bath and was stirred for another 2 h, while keeping the tem-
perature at 20 °C. The crude product was filtered off, washed with ice
water (200 mL) and dispersed in a 3:1 mixture of chloroform and eth-
anol (90 mL) applying ultrasound. The colorless product was filtered
off and dried in a desiccator to yield 6.83 g (65.7%) of colorless tetra-
nitroglycoluril 2 as crude product for further synthesis. 1H NMR
(400.18 MHz, [D6]acetone): δ = 7.77 (s, C–H). 13C NMR
(100.64 MHz, [D6]acetone): δ = 65.9 (C-H), 142.4 (C=O). 14N NMR
(28.89 MHz, [D6]acetone), δ = –57 (NO2). IR (ATR): ν̃ = 3735 (w),
2997 (w), 2360 (m), 2341 (m), 1825 (s), 1797 (s), 1654 (m), 1621(s),
1595(s), 1369 (w), 1298 (m), 1258 (s), 1230 (m), 1212 (m), 1182 (m),
1147 (m), 1094 (s), 957 (w), 938 (w), 848 (w), 828 (w), 810 (m), 770
(w), 742 (m), 698 (m) cm–1. RAMAN: ν̃ = 3010 (1), 2999 (22), 1827
(6), 1799 (13), 1663 (3), 1639 (7), 1598 (4), 1386 (3), 1359 (7), 1314
(48), 1271 (5), 1214 (2), 1186 (5), 1043 (4), 960 (3), 850 (7), 834 (70),
771 (3), 723 (10), 699 (6), 521 (5), 471 (3), 440 (3), 420 (10), 340
(2), 312 (45), 220 (5), 174 (4), 93 (100) cm–1. C4H2N8O10 (322.11) C
15.37 (calcd. 14.92), H 0.89 (calcd. 0.63), N 34.27 (calcd. 34.79)%.
MS (DEI+): 322 (M+). IS: �5 J, FS: 80 N. ESD: 0.2 J [�100 μm].
DTA: Tbegin: 190 °C, Tonset: 208 °C, Tmax 215 °C, Toffset: 222 °C (de-
composition).

1,1,2,2-Tetranitraminoethane (TNAE) (3): A 250 mL round-bot-
tomed flask was placed in an ice bath and sodium hydroxide
(74.40 mL, 74.40 mmol, 4 equiv., aq., 1 M) solution were added.
TNGU (2) (6.00 g, 18.63 mmol) was added in small portions whilst
stirring, keeping the temperature below 10 °C. Having completed the
addition, the ice bath was removed and the reaction mixture was al-
lowed to stir for 1 h at room temperature. The reaction was quenched
by the slow addition of hydrochloric acid (37.2 mL, 74.40 mmol,
4 equiv., aq., 2 M). The aqueous phase was extracted with diethyl ether
(5�30 mL) and the combined organic phases were dried with anhy-
drous sodium sulfate. The drying agent was filtered off and the organic
phase was removed using a rotary evaporator (0 mbar, 40 °C, 15 min).
TNAE (3) was obtained as colorless solid with a yield of 3.25 g (65%)
as crude product for further synthesis. 1H NMR (400.18 MHz,
[D6]DMSO): δ = 6.07 (s, C–H). 13C NMR (100.64 MHz, [D6]DMSO):
δ = 63.3 (C–H). IR (ATR): ν̃ = 3626 (w), 3480 (w), 3236 (s), 3146
(s), 3004 (m), 2361 (m), 2341 (w), 1768 (w), 1573 (s), 1448 (m), 1423
(m), 1323 (s), 1232 (s), 1162 (m), 1094 (m), 1061 (s), 930 (w), 835
(w), 774 (w), 695 (w), 667 (w) cm–1. RAMAN: ν̃ = 2997 (6), 1595
(6), 1404 (5), 1333 (18), 1162 (6), 1109 (4), 1020 (22), 934 (20), 840
(3), 828 (1), 739 (4), 677 (3), 661 (1), 601 (1), 435 (5), 344 (4), 323
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(1), 296 (2), 271 (1), 245 (7), 212 (4), 96 (100) cm–1. C2H6N8O8

(270.12): C 9.59 (calcd. 8.89), H 2.46 (calcd. 2.24), N 40.65 (calcd.
41.48)%. MS (FAB-) 269 ((M–H)–). IS: 2 J, FS: 30 N. ESD: 0.1 J
[�100 μm]. DTA: Tbegin: 115 °C, Tonset: 131 °C, Tmax 136 °C, Toffset:
139 °C (decomposition).

Tetrasodium 1,1,2,2-Tetranitramidoethane Monohydrate
(Na4TNAE·H2O) (4): To methanol (250 mL) in a 500 mL round-bot-
tomed flask was added sodium hydroxide (1.4814 g, 37.04 mmol,
4 equiv.) and mechanical stirring was applied. The obtained solution
was cooled to 0 °C and TNAE (3) (2.5012 g, 9.26 mmol) was added
in one portion. The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 min at 0 °C and
methanol was removed using a rotary evaporator (30 mbar, 60 °C).
The colorless residue was dried in a desiccator under high vacuum to
yield 3.4012 g of crude product. For purification the crude product
(2.50 g) was dissolved in distilled water (3.56 mL). The solution was
filled in a 10 mL test tube, which was positioned in a vessel filled with
methanol. The vessel was closed to allow vapor diffusion of methanol
into the solution. After two weeks the formed crystals were collected
by filtration, washed with methanol and dried in high vacuum over
silica gel. 2.85 g (82%) Na4TNAE·H2O 4 was obtained as colorless
crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. 1H NMR (400.13 MHz, D2O):
δ = 5.97 (s, C–H). 13C NMR (100.62 MHz, D2O): δ = 74.6 (C–H).
14N NMR (28.91 MHz, D2O), δ = –25 (NO2). IR (ATR): ν̃ = 3626
(w), 3480 (w), 3236 (s), 3146 (s), 3004 (m), 2361 (m), 2341 (w), 1768
(w), 1573 (s), 1448 (m), 1423 (m), 1323 (s), 1232 (s), 1162 (m), 1094
(m), 1061 (s), 930 (w), 835 (w), 774 (w), 695 (w), 667 (w) cm–1.
RAMAN ν̃ = 2997 (6), 1595 (6), 1404 (5), 1333 (18), 1162 (6), 1109
(4), 1020 (22), 934 (20), 840 (3), 828 (1), 739 (4), 677 (3), 661 (1), 601 (1),
435 (5), 344 (4), 323 (1), 296 (2), 271 (1), 245 (7), 212 (4), 96 (100)
cm–1. C2H4N8Na4O9 (376.06) C 6.65 (calcd. 6.39), H 1.11 (calcd.
1.07), N 29.50 (calcd. 29.80)%. IS: 2 J, FS: 240 N. ESD: 0.3 J [100–
500 μm]. DTA: Tbegin: 190 °C, Tonset 195 °C, Tmax: 197 °C (decompo-
sition).

Tetrapotassium 1,1,2,2-Tetranitramidoethane Dihydrate
(K4TNAE·2H2O) (5): To water (120 mL) in a 250 mL round-bot-
tomed flask was added potassium hydroxide (85 wt-%, 1.21 g,
18.19 mmol, 4 equiv.) and mechanical stirring was applied. TNAE (3)
(1.2277 g, 4.55 mmol) was added to the obtained solution all at once.
The reaction mixture was stirred for 5 min and water was removed
using a rotary evaporator (30 mbar, 60 °C). The colorless crude prod-
uct (1.85 g, 97%) was dried in a desiccator. For purification the crude
product (1.38 g) was dissolved in distilled water (1.92 mL). The solu-
tion was filled in a 10 mL test tube, which was positioned in a vessel
filled with methanol. The vessel was closed to allow vapor diffusion
of methanol into the solution. After two weeks the crystals were col-
lected by filtration, washed with methanol and dried in high vacuum
over silica gel. 1.34 g (94 %) K4TNAE·2H2O (5) was obtained as col-
orless crystals suitable for X-ray diffraction. 1H NMR (400.13 MHz,
D2O): δ = 5.95 (s, C–H). 13C NMR (100.62 MHz, D2O): δ = 74.6 (C–
H). 14N NMR (28.91 MHz, D2O), δ = –25 (NO2). IR (ATR): ν̃ = 3746
(w), 3486 (m), 2955 (w), 2361 (m), 2337(m), 1617(w), 1388 (s), 1332
(s), 1270 (s), 1240 (s), 1124 (m), 1100 (m), 976 (m), 968 (m), 779
(m), 765 (m), 718 (w), 657 (w) cm–1. RAMAN: ν̃ = 84 (15), 110 (9),
164 (37), 194 (6), 232 (8), 281 (5), 338 (5), 390 (6), 433 (7), 538 (12),
674 (7), 713 (6), 758 (5), 1002 (16), 1018 (41), 1096 (5), 1109 (19),
1128 (5), 1292 (7), 1341 (21), 1393 (10), 1454 (27), 2028 (10), 2083
(20), 2858 (100), 2953 (25) cm–1. C2H6K4N8O10 (458.51) C 5.46
(calcd. 5.24), H 1.26 (calcd. 1.32), N 24.47 (calcd. 24.44)%. IS: 10 J,
FS: �360 N, ESD: 1.5 J [100–500 μm], DTA: Tbegin: 137 °C, Tonset

139 °C, Tmax: 142 °C (loss of water).
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Tetrapotassium 1,1,2,2-Tetranitramidoethane (K4TNAE) (6):
K4TNAE·2H2O 5 (1.25 g, 2.73 mmol) was filled in a glass vessel,
which was placed in an oven and heated from room temperature to
160 °C for 4 h. After cooling to room temperature K4TNAE 6 (1.11 g,
96%) was obtained as a colorless powder. IR (ATR): ν̃ = 2956 (w),
2920 (w), 2361 (m), 2337(m), 1398 (s), 1372 (s), 1339(s), 1298 (s),
1247 (s),1129 (w), 1104 (m), 1016 (w), 1000 (w), 971(w), 958 (m),
771 (w), 743 (w), 721 (w), 657 (m) cm–1. RAMAN: ν̃ = 143 (22), 225
(3), 280 (4), 334 (3), 364 (5), 430 (4), 538 (11), 666 (4), 715 (3), 961
(6), 1004 (3), 1018 (42), 1107 (13), 1281 (3), 1340 (11), 1385 (9),
1400 (4), 1433 (13), 2028 (10), 2083 (19), 2228 (4), 2858 (100), 2925
(11), 2951 (4), 2962 (5) cm–1. C2H2K4N8O8 (422.48): C 5.89 (calcd.
5.69), H 0.57 (calcd. 0.48), N 26.22 (calcd. 26.52)%. IS: 4 J, FS:
�360 N. ESD: 1.5 J [�100 μm]. ρ298K (pycnometer): 2.152 g cm–3.
DTA: Tbegin: 208 °C, Tonset 224 °C, Tmax: 225 °C (decomposition).

Crystallographic data (excluding structure factors) for the structures in
this paper have been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre, CCDC, 12 Union Road, Cambridge CB21EZ, UK.
Copies of the data can be obtained free of charge on quoting the de-
pository numbers CCDC-1408630 (4) and CCDC-1408628 (5)[11]

(Fax: +44-1223-336-033; E-Mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk, http://
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk).

Supporting Information (see footnote on the first page of this article):
Details on the X-Ray diffraction measurements and refinements of
compounds 4 and 5.
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